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COMMENTARY ON THE DAODEJING   
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MISHA ANDREW TADD 
Boston University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2013 
Major Professor:  Christopher I. Lehrich, Assistant Professor of Religion 
ABSTRACT 
This project is a close study and translation of Heshanggong’s Commentary on the 
Daodejing. The text, attributed to the “Old Man by the River” (Heshanggong) and dating 
from the Eastern Han (25-220 CE), remains one of the most historically influential 
readings of the Daoist classic the Daodejing. However, in modern times it has received 
little attention, being dismissed as a superstitious interpretation of the original. This 
dissertation seeks to amend contemporary scholarship and address the underlying 
theoretical categories responsible for this situation. These problems largely originate 
from a common scholarly view of Chinese civilization as foundationally monistic. 
Because of this bias, any hints of transcendence found in the commentary are read as later 
“religious” distortions of the original “philosophical” holism of the Daodejing. Rather 
than engaging with debates over whether Daoism is monistic or dualistic, philosophical 
or religious, this dissertation shifts focus away from those Western constructs. It instead 
draws on different binaries found within the commentator’s own writings. In particular, 
the categories of yin and yang become central to a native reading of this tradition. 
   viii 
Furthermore, I argue that Heshanggong’s approach rests on subdividing both yin and 
yang into a causal relationship of mode and substance. I use this fourfold conceptual 
framework to analyze the key themes of the commentary, including cosmology, body, 
and state. So doing reveals the novelty of Heshanggong’s responses to a range of 
conceptual and historical issues in Early China (6th century BCE-3rd century CE). First, 
the mode-substance reading of yin-yang challenges depictions of early Daoism as having 
a solely “correlative cosmos”: uncreated, relativistic, and perfectly united through 
spontaneous resonance. Instead, it suggests a single cosmic substance originating from a 
first cause, the yin mode of the Way (that includes stillness, emptiness, darkness, and 
softness). Second, this means that contrary to the often-asserted historical split between 
monistic “philosophical” Daoism and dualistic “religious” Daoism, one finds a 
continuous tradition that seeks Heavenly spirit (yang substance) through stillness (yin 
mode). By excising monism and dualism from the discussion, a greater awareness of 
historical progression and cosmological nuance appears.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
“How do I know it is so? Because of this.” –Laozi 
 
There is something hypnotic about the Daodejing. Its terse and broadminded 
riddles endlessly captivate and inspire its readers to find personal and practical wisdom 
within its pages. With a blend of mystery and simplicity, it provides a canvas for open 
interpretation that has helped the Daoist classic become one of the most repeatedly 
translated works in modern history. The sheer number of translations reveals the 
importance of the creative and interpretive role of the translator implicit in the editorial 
decisions that occur when shifting from one language to another. Taking the vague and 
uncertain original text, they infuse it with their own particular vision, and so new 
perspectives (translations) arrive in bookstores every year. 
This same impulse that now drives people to continually re-translate this work 
motivated ancient Chinese Daodejing readers as well. For the ancient Chinese, 
“translation” came in the form of commentaries. In some cases, this identification was 
quite literal. Commentaries would gloss or “translate” archaic words into more 
contemporary examples, and in the process would make the same editorial decisions as 
the modern non-Chinese translator. Commentators would use this method and others to 
  
2 
explicate their own sense of the classic. This project focuses on one such “Chinese 
Translator” named Heshanggong and the conception of Daoism he marries to the text.1 
 Heshanggong was not the first or the last to grapple with the Daodejing, as it has 
continually attracted commentators and interpreters. At least 700 major commentaries 
appear in the Chinese historical records with 350 extant and at least 250 more accounted 
for in Japan.2 Out of these nearly 1000 interpretations, only two have attained near 
canonical status of their own: the commentaries of Wang Bi and of our subject 
Heshanggong.3 These both predate the period of disunity after the fall of the Wei-Jin, and 
have shaped the understanding and application of the Daodejing for nearly two thousand 
years.4  
 Among these two, in the modern era Wang Bi has been the major voice of the 
Daodejing. His prominence mainly emerged from the rise of Neo-Confucianism. Wing-
tsit Chan asserts that his commentary was still a rare work until the 18th c., even while 
accepting Wang Bi’s commentary and its Daodejing edition as normative.5 Prior and 
concurrent to the prominence of the Wang Bi commentary, Heshanggong’s reading 
dominated as a preeminent perspective on the Daodejing throughout East Asia. This 
status beyond the bounds of China finds confirmation in the numerous editions remaining 
                                                
1 Though Heshanggong is a historically unattested figure, I use this name to refer the 
commentary’s author for the sake of convenience.  
2 Wing-tsit Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu (Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1963), 77. 
3 For a masterful overview and comparison of these two, see Alan Chan, Two Visions of the Way: 
A Study of the Wang Pi and the Ho-Shang Kung Commentaries on the Lao-Tzu, SUNY Series in 
Chinese Philosophy and Culture (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991).  
4 Both are known by the same title in the Daozang: Daode zhenjing zhu жƶ̔͡Ϙ (DZ 682 
and 690). It is known as Heshanggong’s Commentary on the Daodejing and will mostly be 
referred to as Heshanggong for convenience.  
5 Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 29. 
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in Japan, many of which have close filiality with Tang dynasty (618-907) editions.6 In 
contrast, Wang Bi only finds a confirmed edition in Japan by 1732.7  
 Wang Bi’s Daodejing text has long been the standard edition used by the many 
English language translators, though this role has eroded due to the continued discoveries 
of older archeological editions. Furthermore, as Rudolf Wagner has shown, the received 
“Wang Bi recension” actually is significantly corrupted and conflated with the 
Heshanggong recension.8 Still, Wang Bi’s work remains prominent in the Western study 
of the Laozi and boasts a greater body of scholarship on both its words and ideas.9 This 
likely results from its popularity during the original encounter of Western scholars with 
their Chinese counterparts. Therefore, the teachings of the Daodejing have often been 
couched in the language of Wang Bi. Furthermore, in the 20th c. many Chinese scholars 
sought to enhance the reputation of Chinese thought by emphasizing its rationality and 
                                                
6 Yamashiro Yoshiharu asserts 20 manuscript copies emerge from Tang dynasty lineages and 
represent the most accurate editions of the commentary. See Yamashiro Yoshiharu Ũýåǡ, 
Kaj!k! sh!ku “R!shi D!tokuky!” no kenky": Keich! kokatsujiban o kiso to shita honbun keit! no 
k!satsu ʑp̿Âһ͸īжƵ͝ҼӋ̜̹: ǞќÁʝĭ˔ӍĀ̞ӉӄӆɃȑ͑͠Ӌ͹͘ 
(Tokyo: Ky!ko Shoin ʉÁȵѨ, 2006). 
7 Rudolf G. Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing: Wang Bi’s Commentary on the Laozi 
with Critical Text and Translation, SUNY Series in Chinese Philosophy and Culture (Albany: 
SUNY Press, 2003), 63. 
8 Rudolf G. Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, passim. 
9 For studies on Wang Bi specifically, see Liu Xiaogan, “Two Orientations in Hermeneutic 
Writing: Wang Bi’s Commentary on the Lao Zi and Guo Xiang’s Commentary on the Zhuang 
Zi,” Contemporary Chinese Thought 40, no. 2 (December 1, 2008): 23–45; Jude Chua Soo Meng, 
“The Nameless Formless Dao as Metaphor and Imagery: Modeling the Dao in Wang Bi’s Laozi,” 
Journal of Chinese Philosophy 32, no. 3 (September 2005): 477–492; Rudolf G. Wagner, 
Language, Ontology, and Political Philosophy in China: Wang Bi’s Scholarly Exploration of the 
Dark (xuanxue) (Albany: SUNY Press, 2003); Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing; 
Rudolf G Wagner, The Craft of a Chinese Commentator: Wang Bi on the Laozi (Albany: SUNY 
Press, 2000); Bi Wang with Laozi, The Classic of the Way and Virtue: A New Translation of the 
Tao-te Ching of Laozi as Interpreted by Wang Bi, trans. by Richard John Lynn (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1999); Bi Wang, Commentary on the Lao Tzu, trans. by Ariane Rump 
and Wing-tsit Chan (University of Hawaii Press, 1979). 
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therefore parity with Western philosophy.10 Wing-tsit Chan is representative of this trend. 
He contrasts the “crude” writing of Heshanggong with the “elegant” style of Wang Bi, 
and praises the later for being free from “superstition.” He concludes that Heshanggong 
was a commentary fit for the ignorant masses, while Wang Bi was appropriate for 
intellectuals.11  
While Heshanggong’s writing style does involve a simpler and more direct use of 
language than that which Wang Bi employed, this style reflects his period and his value 
of literary minimalism. Furthermore, though Wang Bi engages in more abstract 
metaphysical discourse, Heshanggong’s commentary, when viewed without prejudice, 
obviously stands as a product of an educated and intellectually rich mind. Beyond this, 
Alan Chan has soundly rebuffed the fiction of Heshanggong being “religious” as 
compared to Wang Bi being “philosophical.”12 More importantly, the commentary 
includes both the religious and the philosophical in its integrated worldview. 
Furthermore, the historical prominence relates to its later importance in various organized 
forms of Daoism where it was taught as the foundational interpretation of the 
Daodejing.13 This alone should speak to its scholarly value. Because of the dominant 
                                                
10 Herrlee Creel relies on these two to confirm his strong division of philosophical and religious 
Daoism, and therefore promotes a later date for Heshanggong. See Herrlee G. Creel, What Is 
Taoism? And Other Studies in Chinese Cultural History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1970), 23. 
11 Wing-Tsit Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 80–81. 
12 Alan Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 159–191. 
13 Kusuyama and Wang Ka both note that in the Chuanshoujing jieyi zhujue _ǵ͡ǥaʘϕ 
(DZ 1238) in the ritual order of presenting texts to initiates, Heshanggong is first commentary 
following the plain Daodejing and even proceeds the Xiang’er. See Kusuyama Haruki ɞŨȦɧ, 
R!shi densetsu no kenky" ͸ī<ϡӋ̜̹ (Tokyo: S"bunsha ȑ̡, 1979), 140; Wang Ka ˦
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view of the Daodejing as pure philosophy, the Heshanggong’s identification as corrupted 
by superstitions has fueled modern distaste for the commentary and resulted in weak 
scholarship on this significant work. 
This current project is the first major study of the content of this commentary in a 
Western language. While other scholars like Alan Chan and Isabelle Robinet have written 
extensively on the work, no one has done a full review.14 Eduard Erkes once provided a 
complete translation of the commentary, but it is both outdated and accompanies little 
analysis.15 This study will engage with Heshanggong’s commentary to address three 
levels of interest: textual, historical, and theoretical. The overarching theme centers on 
the false impositions of the concepts of monism and dualism onto Chinese thought and 
religion, and the historical and theoretical benefits of relying instead on concepts implicit 
within in the commentary’s yin-yang cosmology. 
 
1. Heshanggong’s Commentary 
The English title Heshanggong’s Commentary on the Daodejing refers to three 
possible titles in Chinese: Daode zhenjing zhu жƶ̔͡Ϙ (DZ 682) Laozi Heshanggong 
zhu ͸īʑpʘ and Laozi Heshanggong zhangju ͸īʑp̿Â. Among the thirty-
                                                
¨, Laozi Daodejing Heshanggong zhangju ͸īжƶ͡ʑp̿Â (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 
ήȵš, 1993), 6–7. 
14 Chan, Two Visions of the Way; Isabelle Robinet, Les Commentaires Du Tao To King Jusqu’au 
VIIe Siècle (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1977). 
15 Eduard Erkes, “Ho-Shang-Kung’s Commentary on Lao-tse,” Artibus Asiae 8, no. 2/4 (1945): 
119, 121–196; Eduard Erkes, “Ho-Shang-Kung’s Commentary on Lao-Tse. II (Continued),” 
Artibus Asiae 9, no. 1/3 (1946): 197–220; Eduard Erkes, “Ho-Shang-Kung’s Commentary on 
Lao-Tse. III (Concluded),” Artibus Asiae 12, no. 3 (1949): 221–251. 
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plus editions that remain of this early work, the most notable are the Zhengtong Daozang 
edition, the Song dynasty edition preserved in the Sibu congkan, and the three major 
Dunhuang manuscripts (S477, S3926, P2639). For a more complete list of Heshanggong 
editions, see Appendix 1. 
In terms of the commentary’s style, as revealed in the name Laozi Heshanggong 
zhangju, it employs the zhangju (chapter and line) format.16 Following that approach, the 
commentator systematically parses the original unbroken text into chapters and individual 
lines. Following this first act of interpretation, the commentator inserts between these 
divisions of lines and chapters short comments that gloss problem words and either 
rephrase the lines in light of the change or offer some brief elaboration. As an example, 
consider these two original lines and their comments from chapter 55: 
One who possesses abundant virtue, 
This refers to those who possess and embrace the Way’s abundant virtue.  
Can be compared to an infant. 
The illuminated spirits protect people who possess virtue as parents would an 
infant.17 
 
The commentator separated this single sentence to provide the kind of short rephrasings 
found throughout the entire work. This structure can occasionally have an obligatory 
quality, as with the first comment that mostly operates as a placeholder. While one might 
argue that including the two elaborative words “embrace” and “Way” flesh out the 
Daodejing line, this comment provides no brilliant insights. Yet, when combined with the 
                                                
16 For more on the tradition of zhangju and other famous exemplars of this Han tradition, see 
Yang Quan 杨权, “Zhangju yu zhangju zhi xue” 章句与章句之学, 中山大学学报 
(社会科学版) 42, no. 4 (2002): 81–90; Tang Yuan 唐元, “Zhao Qi Mengzi zhangju yu Handai 
houqi zhangjuxue” 赵歧《孟子章句》与汉代后期章句学 (Beijing Language University 
北京语言大学, 2008). 
17 Here the original line appears in 16 point and the comment is in 12 point. 
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second comment, the overall thrust of the interpretation emerges. There the commentator 
uses his ingenuity to transform the original message that might concern the purity and 
guilelessness of the person of abundant virtues into a message about protection by 
illuminated spirits. This single example conveys both the fragmentary nature of the 
comments and the importance of reading more than isolated lines.  
The second level of division in the zhangju format involves parsing the zhang or 
chapters. Following the discoveries of the Guodian and Mawangdui manuscripts, the 
significant effects of such editorial choices on the overall reading of the text have come 
into sharp relief. Heshanggong divides the Daodejing into 81 chapters, and some scholars 
consider this now standard organization of the previously undivided text to first originate 
with him.18 Because Heshanggong’s commentary is one of the key transmitted editions of 
the Daodejing, if he did in fact divide the text into the current chapter layout, that in itself 
has a profound impact on countless later readings of the text. Like with his line-by-line 
explanations, Heshanggong also works to subtly affirm a main message for each chapter. 
In some chapters he even adds a summation paragraph, though those remain the 
exception.19  
While he offers the rare chapter summary, Heshanggong never provides any 
structured arguments or systematic explications of his thought. Mostly, he just glosses 
individual words and then rereads the line in light of those changes. This does not mean 
the commentary lacks an overarching vision, and indeed, an important component of this 
                                                
18 Robinet, Les Commentaires Du Tao To King Jusqu’au VIIe Siècle, 27. 
19 See chapters 2, 4, 9, 18, 23, 40. The rarity of these summations may reveal them as corruptions 
of the original work by subcommentaries or perhaps the existence of multiple authors. For more 
on this see the following section on authorship.  
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current project involves reconstructing the thought of the Heshanggong based on these 
snippets of interlinear comments. From the sum of these fragments emerges a rich and 
complex integrated worldview where all levels of existence operate along similar 
principles.20 This comprehensive reconstructed vision comprises the bulk of the 
following chapters.  
While many scholars investigate commentaries to understand the original text, 
and even those who dismiss the value of Heshanggong’s overall approach still rely on his 
glosses and clarifications of difficult passages, this current project does not seek the 
“real” Daodejing. Instead the commentary as its own “text” becomes the topic of study, 
for it has been a classic in its own right for nearly two thousand years. I do not claim this 
as a unique hermeneutical approach to Heshanggong: even Gu Huan Ґɮ (390-453) said 
'Though Ho-shang-kung [Heshanggong] was writing a commentary, he was really using 
the text to set up teachings.”21  
That being said, Heshanggong maintains greater fidelity to the original than many 
of the more creative commentaries that came later. He may even represent a fairly sound 
historical reading, though one with some embellishment.22 Regardless of this, the present 
                                                
20 J. Z. Smith notes the predilection for exegetical traditions to seek totalizing visions of the 
world. This accords with the process of extending something limited (canon) to encompass the 
potentially limitless world of creation. In Heshanggong one finds a similar impulse in regards to 
the text and its message about the world. See Jonathan Z Smith, Imagining Religion: From 
Babylon to Jonestown (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 48. 
21 This was a sort of gibe at the commentary, but one that expresses an awareness of such 
possibilities. For a further discussion of this quote and its use in the controversy over the validity 
of Heshanggong, see William Hung, “A Bibliographical Controversy at the T’ang Court A. D. 
719,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 20, no. 1/2 (June 1, 1957): 81. 
22 While no one can claim to know the true and original meaning of the text, some of the later 
commentaries that those of Li Rong Ɉɢ (650-683) and Cheng Xuanyin ǣˣΦ (ca. 601-690) 
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project approaches the teachings of Heshanggong as both elaborating on the earlier form 
of the Daodejing, but more importantly representing a particular stage and strain of Han 
Daoism. Some of the topics covered remain relevant to the Daodejing itself, but those 
cases represent mere side effects of the overall investigation. 
 
2. Authorship and Dating 
 While the historical prominence of the Heshanggong remains indisputable, the 
historicity of its author and its composition date do not. In fact, for much of its history the 
provenance of Heshanggong (the author or authors) and his commentary has been 
contested. This uncertainly of authorship is one of the key factors contributing to the 
work’s modern disrepute. This controversial topic, in fact, has been nearly the sole 
preoccupation of contemporary scholars who engage the Heshanggong. I will not fully 
rehearse this belabored debate, as Alan Chan has recently provided a thorough and 
agreeable account of the long struggles over the dating of the work. In accord with 
Yamashiro Yoshiharu Ũýåǡ, I instead consider the content of the commentary as my 
main concern.23 Still, a few words on this highly debated subject are in order, including a 
new quantitative approach to the problem. 
Much of the confusion arises from uncertainty over the identity of 
“Heshanggong,” a sobriquet that literally means the “old man by the river,” and could 
                                                
are heavily influenced by Buddhist Madhyamaka and so could not reflect Pre-Qin thought. Livia 
Kohn, Taoist Mystical Philosophy: The Scripture of Western Ascension (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1991), 174–80; Isabelle Robinet, Les Commentaires Du Tao To King 
Jusqu’au VIIe Siècle (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1977), 97–260. 
23 Yamashiro, Kaj!k! sh!ku “R!shi D!tokuky!” no kenky", 12. 
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just euphemistically refer to any old hermit. The key challenge is that no historical record 
from the Han dynasty, when he supposedly lived, mentions anyone called Heshanggong. 
This difficult fact was noted by as early as the Tang dynasty.24 Due to the lack of a real 
name associated with the commentary, the meaning and origin of this nom de plume has 
inspired multiple suggestions about which historical person might have composed the 
commentary and therefore when the work was written.  
Compounding the difficulty of determining the author and thus the dating of the 
work, the preface to the commentary found in the Daozang, and supposedly written by 
Ge Xuan (164-244), depicts a mythical encounter of Heshanggong and Han Wendi (202-
157 BCE). While this preface plays an important role in the history of Heshanggong’s 
place in Daoism and his transformation into an immortal and even an avatar of Laozi, 
something that undoubtedly influenced the commentary’s popularity, this preface is set 
aside because of its apparent later date. Not all editions include it, in particular, the early 
editions found in Dunhuang and similar manuscripts preserved in Japan. Therefore, the 
emphasis here is to instead focus on the content of the commentary as representative of 
Eastern Han Daoism. As such, the preface plays no role in this study and is not 
translated.25 
 The major question about dating is whether Heshanggong and his commentary 
date from the Western Han, Eastern Han, or some point much later in history. As Alan 
                                                
24 Hung, “A Bibliographical Controversy at the T’ang Court A. D. 719,” 81. 
25 For more on this preface and its role in dating the commentary, see chapter 3 in Chan, Two 
Visions of the Way. 
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Chan notes,26 there are currently two main sides to this debate: those who date the work 
to the Eastern Han and those who date it to the medieval period.27 The first group mostly 
follows Rao Zongyi Ҝĺҍ and his positioning of Heshanggong prior to the Xiang’er 
commentary based on filiality of terminology.28 This includes #fuchi Ninji ēʨƺ˓, 
Yoshioka Yoshitoyo щ$ƼĖ, Yu Ying-shi DΦȬ, and Anna Seidel.29 Wang Ka ˦¨ 
and Isabelle Robinet can also be added to this list compiled by Chan.30 The second group 
has Shima Kunio Ŭп˺, Nait" Motoharu lκƇʒ, Kobayashi Masayoshi ŚɑɰͲ, 
and Kusuyama Haruki ɞŨȦɧ.31 
                                                
26 Ibid. 
27 The outlier in this debate is Jin Chunfeng. He argues for an early Western Han date, relying on 
the content of the commentary and its harmony with the Huang-Lao trend of that time. See the 
chapter on Heshanggong in Jin Chunfeng яȦҔ, Handai sixiang shi ʆ1ǂǕÅ (Beijing: 
Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe ñ̡;̰Ĳ˔̡, 2006). 
28 Rao Zongyi Ҝĺҍ, Laozi Xiang’er zhu jiaojian ͸īǕ˓ʘɕ͈ (Hong Kong: Dongnan 
chubanshe ɍ¥˔̡, 1956). 
29 #fuchi Ninji ēʨƺ˓, “‘R"shi S"jich! to Kaj"k"ch! to No Kankei ni tsuite’” һ͸īǕ˓ʘ
ӉʑpʘӉӋѣMӊӇӂӈҼ, in Yamazaki Sensei taikan kinen T!y! shigakuronsh" ŨŮf
˲ЮĻ͒ƽɍʚÅĵϦѴ (Tokyo, 1967), 103–108; Yoshioka Yoshitoyo ÊũʹϾ, “‘R"shi 
Kaj"k" Hon to D"ky"’” һ͸īʑpɃӉжȈҼ, in D!ky! No s!g!teki kenky" жȈӋ͢É
̜̹̈, ed. Sakai Tadao щ$ƼĖ (Tokyo: Kokusho kank"kai ñȵσ;, 1977), 291–332; Yu 
Ying-shi DΦȬ, “Zhongguo Gudai Sihou Shijieguan De Yanbian” óÁ1ɵƬ˻ό̈ʴ
ϰ, Mingbao Yuekan ȣąȹ 18, no. 9 (1983): 12–20; Anna K. Seidel, La Divinisation De Lao 
Tseu Dans Le Taoisme Des Han (École Française d’Extrême-Orient, 1992), 75-76 n. 3. 
30 Wang argues that Heshanggong must be from the Eastern Han. He bases this on the popularity 
of the zhangju commentarial style in the Easter Han and how he reads the text as matching the 
body focus that dominated the Huang-Lao tradition of that period. Robinet follows Rao and 
argues for a date after 243 based on the earliest possible citation of the commentary. See Wang,  
Heshanggong zhangju; Robinet, Les Commentaires Du Tao To King Jusqu’au VIIe Siècle, 25–27. 
31 Shima Kunio Ŭп˺, “‘R"shi kaj"k" hon no seiritsu’” һ͸īʑpɃӋǣ̽Ҽ, in Uno 
Tetsuto sensei hakuju shukuga kinen T!y!gaku rons! ķюß*f˲̆Ď̤Ј͒ƽɍʚĵϦ¿ 
(Tokyo, 1974); Nait" Motoharu lκƇʒ, “‘kaj"k" ch! R"shi no y"seistsu ni tsuite’” ʑpʘ
͸īӋҙ˲ϠӊӇӂӈ, in Yoshioka Hakase kanreki kinen D!ky! kenky" ronsh" Êũ¦ċнȱ
͒ƽжȈ̜̹ϦѴ (Tokyo: Kokusho Kank"kai, 1977), 319–340; Kobayashi Masayoshi Śɑɰ
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 Aside from his textual and terminological argument for identifying Heshanggong 
an Eastern Han commentary, Rao also develops a theory about the name Heshanggong. It 
all begins with a character Heshang zhangren ʑ* (3rd c. BCE?), a name which 
similarly means “old man by the river,” and who was recorded as the “patriarch” of the 
Huang-Lao lineage mentioned in the Shiji. The Grand Historian also records him having 
a student named Anqi sheng Ĺȿ˲. Rao notes that the first mention of Heshanggong 
appears in Shengxian gaoshizhuan ΀ЊҤċ_ by Xi Kang ůƔ (223-263), where he is 
also called Heshang zhangren ʑ* and has a student name Anqiu Ĺ. Rao further 
connects this student to Anqi sheng and two other Anqiu figures: Anqiu wangzhi ĹȽ
 (also called Anqiu zhangren Ĺ*) whose meeting with Chengdi (r. 32-7 BCE) 
likewise appears in the Shengxian gaoshizhuan, and Ĺс Anqiu whose zhangju 
commentary on the Laozi finds mention in the Gaoshizhuan Ҥċ_ by Huangfu Mi ̊˵
Ϫ (215-282).  
Looking at all of these similar names and records, Rao suggest a complex 
conflation of characters. He postulates that the Heshang zhangren (3rd c. BCE) happens to 
be confused with Heshanggong, Anqi sheng (3rd c. BCE) with Anqiu zhangren (1st c. 
BCE), and Wendi (2nd c. BCE) with Chengdi (1st c BCE).  Thus, two parallel sets of 
people with similar names become transposed in later history. He rejects as a 
mythological idea that the commentary dates as early as the original Heshang zhangren, 
                                                
Ͳ, “‘kaj" shinjin sh"ku no shis" to seiritsu’” һʑ̔*̿ÂӋǂǕӉǣ̽Ҽ, T!h! sh"y! ɍ
ȗȄȈ 65 (May 1985): 20–43; Kusuyama Haruki ɚŨȦɧ, R!shi densetsu no kenky" ͸ī<
ϡӋ̜̹ (Tokyo: S"bunsha ȑ̡, 1979). 
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his student Anqi sheng, or even Wendi. Instead, he concludes that it is more likely a 
product of Anqiu’s community. Furthermore, following the Sui dynasty bibliographic 
records that mentions lost commentaries by both Heshang zhangren and even Anqiu, in 
addition to Heshanggong, Rao speculates that these may all be variants of the same 
commentary and therefore indications of the conflation of these three men.32 Of course, 
this last point cannot be disproven as only one commentary, the one associated with 
Heshanggong, has survived. 
Though Rao’s theory is popular, Alan Chan critiques textual argument he used to 
date Heshanggong prior to Xiang’er as inconclusive, for just because one work uses the 
language of another does not prove came first. Even so, he still generally agrees with the 
Anqiu theory.33 A summary of Chan’s view, that heavily relies on the relationship of the 
preface and the commentary, is as follows. He suggests the origin of the Heshanggong 
legend can be traced to Master Anqiu Ĺ˲ who lived during the reign of Han Chengdi 
(r. 32-7 BCE). He, like Heshanggong in the legend, was approached by the emperor to 
learn of the Laozi, but similarly refused to engage with the powerful worldly figure. At a 
later date, Anqiu became associated with Yuejugong ɣŷp another master belonging to 
the Huang-Lao lineage mentioned in the Shiji. Anqiu also happens to be the name of a 
fief in the old state of Qi where Yuejugong and his teacher’s teacher Heshang zhangren 
                                                
32 Rao, Laozi Xiang’er zhu jiaojian, 91–92. 
33 Rao, Laozi Xiang’er zhu jiaojian; Chan, Two Visions of the Way. 
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were supposedly based. Chan speculates that therefore the legend originated from the 
Huang-Lao school of Anqiu to promote their teachings.34  
Building on this, Chan explains his overall theory about the composition of the 
commentary. He postulates that a commentary called Laozi zhangju was written after 100 
CE (as it is not mentioned in the Hanshu) and was associated with Master Anqiu. The 
Celestial Masters then adopted this commentary but attributed it to Heshanggong. Then 
because of the popularity of the legendary encounter of Heshanggong and Wendi, the 
identification with Anqiu was forgotten.35  
 Much of this theory remains debatable. Firstly, just because the commentary does 
not appear in the Hanshu bibliography does not negate the possibility of it predating the 
compilation of that list. If one takes the story of Anqiu seriously, then he refused to offer 
his secret teachings to Chengdi and so they would not likely exist in the imperial library. 
While at various times in history commentaries are connected to Anqiu, Heshang 
zhangren, and Heshanggong, these may or may not be one and the same, and so one 
cannot assume that there was only one commentary with shifting authorial attributions.  
 This project does not hope to finally solve the mystery of Heshanggong, though it 
generally supports the Rao hypothesis, and holds to an Eastern Han date. It may be that 
the commentary really comes from Anqiu himself and appeared around the interregnum 
or slightly thereafter, but without hard evidence one cannot decide with certainty.  
 
                                                
34 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 94–95. 
35 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 116. 
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3. Multiple Authors? 
 I generally accord with Rao’s popular position, however, one of the alternative 
theories by the Japanese scholar Kusuyama Haruki ɞŨȦɧ requires special 
consideration for its assertion that the commentary had multiple authors. Kusuyama’s 
hypothesis of a Six Dynasties date rests on his unusual claim of the composite nature of 
Heshanggong. This rarely discussed possibility bears individual mention because the 
main thrust of my project requires an assumption of coherence throughout the 
Heshanggong.  
As will be further explained below, my reading of the commentary suggests that 
Heshanggong’s cosmology involves a tension within its evaluation of yin and yang. For 
example, it promotes yin qualities like stillness, while rejecting yin bodily substances like 
the emotions. I suggest that this type of yin-yang value divergence does not indicate 
paradox or logical flaws, but actually reflects a complex and comprehensive system. Yet, 
to make such a claim requires that the commentary is a coherent work, and that the 
variations in its use of yin and yang cannot be explained by appeals to multiple 
authorship. I believe the likelihood that commentary has more than one major author is 
exceedingly small. It may be possible that some interpolated passages exist, but even the 
most likely cases do not meaningfully shift the tensions I seek to resolve. Regardless, this 
minor possibility warrants serious investigation to make sure my argument rests on a firm 
foundation.  
Kusuyama Haruki presents a multifaceted theory of authorship that involves two 
layers concerned with different topics. He posits that the Heshang zhangren zhangju ʑ
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*̿Â, a title included in a Sui shu bibliography, was a commentary written during 
the Eastern Han that mostly concerned politics.36 He goes on to suggest that after the fall 
of the Han it was lost and then reconstituted during the Liang Dynasty (502-557) under 
the new name Heshanggong zhangju; furthermore, at that time it incorporated daojiao ж
Ȉ or religious Daoist body cultivation and immortality practices.37 Kusuyama does not 
reflect on the identities of either author, but simply considers the issue of the two 
different layers. This argument rests on his asserting a division between the political and 
cultivation aspects of the commentary, and that the cultivation component represents the 
later second layer. To demonstrate this, he mostly relies on chapters 3, 6, and 59.  
Chapter 59 remains the central pivot of his hypothesis, as he claims it confirms 
the key Heshanggong conception of body-state correlation results from the addition of 
the postulated second layer of the commentary. Undoubtedly, the body-state correlation 
is a key concept of the work. In numerous comments Heshanggong reads the original 
Daodejing lines in terms of both zhishen ʒК (regulating the body) and zhiguo ʒó 
(regulating the state). Kusuyama suggests this pattern indicates two layers, and chapter 59 
provides the poof. In that chapter, the commentator glosses the guo ó “state” in the 
Daodejing line you guo zhi mu Ⱥóɽ as shen К “body” (óКË). For Kusuyama, 
this signals that the body and state represent separate layers, and that the shift involved 
                                                
36 Heshang zhangren was the figured mentioned in the Shiji whom Rao argued was later conflated 
with Heshanggong. His position would suggest that the Heshang zhangren zhangju and the 
Heshanggong zhangju both mentioned in the Sui shu are variations on the same commentary. 
37 Kusuyama, R!shi densetsu no kenky", 162–163. 
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the newly added immortality and body cultivation practices being equated with existing 
state/political concerns.38 The body becomes comparable to the state. 
 To further support this theory, he investigates cultivation terms that he sees as 
uniquely late and indicative of daojiao, or organized religious Daoism. For example, he 
identifies aiqi ǘʂ “cherishing qi” (ch. 4, 41, 54) and aijing ǘ͏ “cherishing essence” 
(ch. 3, 12, 52)39 as special daojiao expressions, and then provides examples where these 
cluster near discussions of the body-state parallel, like that noted in chapter 59. In fact, in 
chapter 59 he identifies the phrase ai jingqi ǘ͏ʂ “cherishing essential qi” as indicative 
of this pattern. He also cites chapter 3 where he observes a coincidence of aijing ǘ͏ 
with zhiguo yu zhishen tong ye ʒΖʒ	40 “Regulating the body is the same as 
regulating the state,” a passage he sees as linguistically comparable to chapter 59’s gloss 
guo shen tong ye 	.41 The association of these similar cultivation terms all 
appearing with a comparable language connected to the regulation of body and state 
appears to Kusuyama as proof of the two layers. 
The most important argument for our purposes relates to the question of the 
wushen #̥ (five spirits of the body). The same comment from chapter 59 that glosses 
guo ó as shen К also mentions the wushen #̥, as does chapter 3. This is a rare term 
for the Han dynasty and Kusuyama provides a detailed argument for why it must be a late 
                                                
38 Ibid., 70, 100. 
39 Kusuyama strangely omits the important chapter 3 from this list.  
40 I have bolded the language that parallels that of chapter 59. 
41 My translation does not follow the editions that contain this line (SBCK and DZ), instead 
relying on a handful of Japanese editions that read ΀*ʒó˞ʒК. For more on this, see 
Appendix 1. 
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concept, though it need not be recounted here.42 What remains important is how he 
connects this point to the long comments of chapter 6 and his strongest argument.  
Chapter 6 contains some of the longest comments in the entire commentary. The 
first of these provides a detailed explanation of the nature of each of the wushen that 
reside in the five organs, and how the key to not dying (busi ɵ) lies in their cultivation. 
The second includes an even lengthier exposition on the yin-yang divisions of the body. 
Kusuyama argues that one can unearth two layers in both these passages. The second 
layers, he suggests, add the discussions of the five spirits and the yin-yang divisions of 
the body to earlier shorter comments that were simply about simple breathing 
meditation.43  
 All together, the connection of the division of the body and state to different 
cultivation terms like aiqi and aijing, and more complex depictions of the inner workings 
of the body associated with later forms of Daoism (wushen #̥) present a compelling 
argument for a possible second author or authorial voice. Especially notable is the 
highlighting of this potential layer’s connection to uncharacteristically long comments. 
Yet, while this argument has merits, it remains unprovable and not significant 
enough to derail the current effort aimed at resolving the tensions within the commentary. 
Firstly, the argument about two contrasting layers about politics and body cultivation is 
majorly flawed. Secondly, the association of aiqi and aijing with religious Daoism is 
                                                
42 Kusuyama, R!shi densetsu no kenky", 70–86. 
43 Ibid., 70–78. 
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forced. Lastly, while the provenance of wushen #̥ remains unresolved, Kusuyama 
does make a decent case for possible interpolations in chapter 6.  
The major critique of the commentary-wide layers involves the body-state parallel. 
As will be shown in Chapter 7 of this dissertation, that parallel emerges very early in 
Chinese history, tracing back to before the Han. The fact that Heshanggong glossed guo 
ó with shen К, even with the notably special format of óКË,44 need not indicate 
anything other than the interests of a commentator who prizes this connection. Beyond 
this, nothing in the commentary belies a hard separation of political and 
cultivation/religious interests that might suggest two authors along these lines. 45  
As for the special cultivation terms that Kusuyama claims must be daojiao and 
therefore part of a later layer of the commentary, this likewise does not hold up to 
scrutiny. Aijing and aiqi do not solely appear in post-Han “religious” Daoism. Multiple 
Han dynasty texts from a range of traditions include them. These include Heguanzi, 
Chunqiu fanlu, Lunheng, Hanshu, Guanzi, Laozi zhigui, and the Taipingjing.46 To be fair, 
these terms do notably cluster in certain chapters of the Heshanggong; however, as they 
do not represent a necessarily later tradition, this could simply reflect the vagaries of the 
commentator. 
                                                
44 Heshanggong often just provides glosses in the format: AB. 
45 Alan Chan concurs that Kusuyama falsely divides the commentary’s political and religious 
aspects. He also notes that for this dating hypothesis to function Kusuyama needs to awkwardly 
explain away early citations from the commentary that conflict with the theory. Chan, Two 
Visions of the Way, 115. 
46 Aiqi ǘʂ is found in CQFL 16.6/77/6, 11.3/51/15, 16.6/77/12; LZZG 9.24a; GZ 12.1/95/6; LH 
24/101/18; TPJ 10.11/268/24; aijing ǘ͏ appears in HGZ 10/10/13/24; LH 85/372/2; HS 
99a.4050. 
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The most troubling and intriguing of Kusuyama’s conjectures concerns the term 
wushen #̥ and the oddly long comments of chapter 6. Wushen is tricky to lock down 
historically. Other than in Heshanggong, it mostly appears in the notoriously hard to date 
Taipingjing.47 It may be that it represents a later interpolation, though given the likely 
date of the overall commentary based on the quantitative analysis of the next section, this 
is probably just an early use of the term.  
Furthermore, Heshanggong’s employment of wushen also does not necessarily 
indicate later practices like body god visualization meditation. Even though he uses the 
common term for that technique, cunshen Į̥, the commentator does not seem to 
indicate visualizing individualized spirits, but instead storing what might be abstract 
substances in parallel to the usage of cun in the Huangdi neijing.48  
The strongest argument that wushen must belong to the writings of a second 
author comes from the analysis of the awkwardly long comments in chapter 6. Yet, the 
other appearances of the term do not coincide with comments that have are conspicuously 
lengthy or are easily divided into two layers. Wushen as it appears in chapter 3 does not 
resemble an obvious interpolation, as the comment is short and part of a perfect parallel 
of two commentary lines. In addition, the supporting argument based on the term’s 
appearance in chapter 59 falters because if the body-state correlation does not indicate the 
combination of two layers, then the use of wushen in that chapter actually supports the 
affinity of the comments in chapter 6 with the rest of commentary.  
                                                
47 For these appearances, see Appendix 2. 
48 Lingshu 8.3:291; Suwen 27.1:85. 
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In conclusion, the two-author theory seems quite tenuous; especially, since 
Kusuyama founds it on a forced contrast of political and cultivation practices. Even so, 
the suggestion that parts of various chapters, especially chapter 6, might not be original to 
the commentary deserves serious consideration. The unusually long comments of chapter 
6 might indicate an interpolation of sub-commentary. 
 The last possibility could still poses a problem to the coherence of the 
commentary and the foundation of my argument. At issue is whether such potential 
interpolations represent the sole cause of the cosmological tensions. This does not seem 
to be the case. In fact, chapter 6 reveals one of the strong instances of this tension found 
throughout the commentary. Therefore, regardless of if it includes interpolations or not, 
that reality does not substantially affect the thrust of this project. Even so, this issue 
cannot be fully resolved without a closer look at the commentary itself and requires 
support of the many following chapters before a more definitive position can be 
established. 
 
4. Quantitative Dating 
Regardless of whether or not interpolations exist in the commentary, the lack of 
any identifiable author means the problem of dating persists. The only source of “hard 
evidence” for affixing the commentary to the timeline comes from the content of the 
work itself. Rao, for one, partially relies on a handful of terms to date the commentary 
before the Xiang’er. Eduard Erkes also used the association of xuan ˣ with tian Ĕ to 
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make his arguments for an earlier date.49 The weakness of these approaches results from 
the small quantity of words used, and the difficulty of determining the direction of 
literary influence. A more effective method of employing textual content for dating is 
lexical frequency.  
On the assumption that language usage changes over time and texts written in 
similar periods will employ overlapping lexicons, a quantitative approach to dating is 
possible. With a large enough data set, one can roughly calculate the date of a text based 
on how often the terms it uses appear in other dated texts.  
In the process of translating the commentary, I executed multiple database 
searches to gain perspective on the Han dynasty usage of various obscure expressions. As 
a result, I began to collect data on the frequency with which these different compounds 
appeared. Eventually, this developed into a data set large enough to potentially help in 
finally dating the commentary; it includes 100 two or four character compounds found in 
Heshanggong. These both represent terms indicative of his Daoist tradition like 
yangsheng ҙ˲(nourishing life) or zhishen ʒК (regulating the body), and more 
mundane compounds like bilei ɾҏ (comparative categories) or zhawei Ϛ] (deceitful 
and insincere). I have searched 50 texts of the Pre-Qin and Han periods for these 100 
using the CHANT (Chinese Ancient Texts) electronic database. While these searches do 
not include every possible text from the period, the 5000 data points that include 3959 
                                                
49 Erkes argues that the gloss of xuan with tian proves that Heshanggong’s commentary existed 
by the 2nd c. CE because Gao You in his commentary on Huainanzi “followed” Heshanggong 
with the same gloss. Wing-tsit Chan summarily rebuffs this assertion with the same critique Alan 
Chan uses against Rao. How do you know who borrowed from whom? Ho-Shang-Kung, “Ho-
Shang-Kung’s Commentary on Lao-Tse,” trans. by Eduard Erkes, Artibus Asiae 8, no. 2/4 (1945): 
126; Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 79. 
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appearances of these 100 terms are at least a decent start for pinpointing Heshanggong’s 
date.  
The data can be found in Appendix 2, where the number of occurrences for every 
term in each text is included. The appendix also notes the total number of terms out of 
one hundred for each text and the total number of texts where each term appears. Lastly, 
the appendix contains the six different configurations of this information that are most 
important for our analysis here. These are found in Appendix 2’s Tables 1-6 and 
visualized as scatter plot graphs in Figures 1-6 as well.  
While these six ways of looking at the data aim for a more comprehensive 
perspective on dating, this approach still includes many sources of potential error. Most 
important among these is the uncertainty of the dates used for the various texts.50 Because 
of this problem, the texts have been classified by reliability. This enables the search terms 
not only to be considered all together, but also just in relation to reliable texts. Another 
important risk is the selection of the terms used. In this regard, many prominent 
expressions from Heshanggong appear, but ones that are too common, like wuwei, are 
avoided. Some rare terms like yushi ʳҖ instead find inclusion. In some ways, the rare 
terms are most valuable, as they do not tend to be reused in later periods, unlike the 
technical terms found within Heshanggong’s tradition. Other potential sources of error 
include mistakes in the database entries and search engine, issues with textual variant, or 
even the rare interpolation. Furthermore, a greater number of texts come from the pre-Qin 
                                                
50 While some of the comparative source texts lack reliable dates, I rely on Loewe’s standard 
bibliographic guide for this quantitative analysis. Michael Loewe, Early Chinese Texts: A 
Bibliographical Guide (Berkeley: Society for the Study of Early China, 1993). 
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and Western Han, and so this uneven distribution has some effect on the weighted 
averages discussed below. Regardless of the potential flaws in this method, hopefully, the 
quantity of texts and terms should overcome most of these problems.  
Turning to the analysis of the data, Table 1 has the most basic approach and 
considers the total number of individual terms appearing in each text out of the original 
100. This provides a simple measure for the similarity of language. When the dates of the 
different texts are averaged and weighted according to the number of terms found, the 
approximate date for Heshanggong is 3.22 CE. This early date nearly overlaps with the 
reign of Chengdi (32-7 BCE), the emperor whom Anqiu supposedly refused to teach.  
A closer look at this data shows the commentary was likely written a bit later, as 
the greatest number of Heshanggong’s terms occurred in three mid-to-late Eastern Han 
texts. These are: the Lunheng (75 CE) that includes 45 terms; the Hanshu (92 CE) which 
has 60; the Taipingjing (estimated 180 CE) containing 55. The problem with just 
focusing on these three is that the Taipingjing is no easier to date than Heshanggong. 
Therefore, the second configuration of the data looks at term appearances only in 
reliably dated texts found in Table 2. In this case, the Qianhanji (200 CE) with it 37 
terms stands out and may help pull the estimated date up to 15.30 CE; although, even 
with this different configuration, there is a significant shift in the date.   
Interesting to note, both of these methods of analysis reveal major connections to 
Western Han texts like the Huainanzi (38 terms), Chunqiu fanlu (30 terms), and the Shiji 
(35 terms). This spike coincides with the dominance of Huang-Lao and it accompanying 
terminology. In this regard, Jin Chunfeng, the lone scholar who argues for a Western Han 
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date and mentioned in note 27 above, has a point. Yet, if one looks at the data in a 
different way, and removes the common terms from the Daoist inner cultivation 
traditions,51 one again is directed toward the end of the first century CE.  
The purpose of avoiding such important expressions comes from their common 
usage. As part of a long tradition that includes texts from many dynasties, those terms 
could not solely confirm the date of the commentary. Therefore, to avoid this weakness 
of the analysis, the following is a look at rare terms. By simply considering 42 terms that 
appear in fewer than five of the fifty texts, the prominence of the Western Han texts 
mostly disappears;52 the Huainanzi only has 3 terms, the Chunqiu fanlu has 4 and the 
Shiji has 5. These numbers are noticeably lower than those found in the Eastern Han 
where again the same three texts dominate: Lunheng 10, Hanshu 15, and Taipingjing 12. 
Furthermore, texts like the Dongguan Hanji that started with a baseline of 22/100 terms 
versus the 38/100 for the Huainanzi, now has double the number of terms in the 
Huainanzi with a total of 6. Quantitatively, this shifts the weighted average to 52.90 CE. 
Overall, these numbers indicate that for unimportant terms, the kind that are most likely 
to reflect styles of language of a particular age, Heshanggong dates closest to the mid 1st 
century.  
                                                
51 Here I refer to “inner cultivation traditions” as a loose collection of Daoist and medical 
methods that emphasize cultivating the essential spirit as the foundation of life, spirituality, and 
gnosis. For more on this term and tradition, see Harold D. Roth, “The Inner Cultivation Tradition 
of Early Daoism,” in Religions of China in Practice (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1996), 123–148. 
52 In Appendix 2 these are listed in the last column of each data set. That number includes 
Heshanggong, so all the terms listed with five or fewer are included in this analysis. 
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Yet, how does Kusuyama’s theory of two authors affect this analysis? Even if he 
errors on the dating, perhaps this data shows clear affiliation between cultivation 
terminology and texts with later dates. A close analysis that relies on 43 cultivation terms, 
including those highlighted by Kusuyama like wushen #̥, aiqi ǘʂ, aijing ǘ͏, and 
zhishen ʒК, does not bear this out. Such terms appear throughout the pre-Qin and Han 
periods, though one finds a gradual rise in usage that culminates with the Lunheng (19 
terms), Hanshu (28 terms), and the Taipingjing (33 terms). Even so, as suggested by the 
previous analysis of rare terms, these cultivation expressions not only show a broad usage, 
but they are nearly as common in the Western Han as in the Eastern Han. The Huainanzi 
has 20, Chunqiu fanlu and Shiji both have 17, Shuoyuan as 19, and even the much earlier 
Lüshi chunqiu has 14. 
Kusuyama cannot use this terminology to support the hypothesis that the 
commentary was written at a later date, though one component of this analysis that gives 
some credence to the later dating is the heavy presence of the Taipingjing. That text 
consistently ranks among the top two or three, depending how the data are analyzed. Yet, 
even this fact cannot sway my dating. Though we do not know the date of that text, the 
first Taiping scripture appeared during the reign of Aidi  (7-1 BCE) presented by a man 
named Li Xun. While the received text possibly lacks all remnants of that earliest 
example, we do know that the development of the taiping writings must have occurred 
throughout the first century.53 If the few terms used in this analysis are any guide, at least 
                                                
53 Barbara Hendrischke, The Scripture on Great Peace: The Taiping Jing and the Beginnings of 
Daoism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 33–34. 
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substantial parts of the received Taipingjing date back to that earlier period. Of course, 
any serious argument for dating of that contentious text would need its own quantitative 
analysis. 
Regardless of the exact date of the Taipingjing, Heshanggong appears to have 
been written some time in the late first or early second century because of the special 
lexical overlap with texts like the Lunheng and the Hanshu.54 This data should confirm 
the basics of Rao’s theory and rebuff scholars like Shima Kunio, Nait" Motoharu, and 
Kusuyama Haruki who argue for a post-Han date. It also provides a sturdy case against 
Jin Chunfeng’s outlier theory that traces the work all the way to the Western Han. 
 Though the question of dating is secondary to the goal of this project, answering it 
does allow for firmer assertions that Heshanggong is not part of later organized or 
“religious” Daoism. Instead it emerged in the middle phase between the Pre-Qin and 
medieval forms of Daoism, and bridges the seeming chasm between those supposed 
“religious” and “philosophical” varieties; this is the reason why Kusuyama mistakenly 
saw two layers of the commentary.55 
 
                                                
54 Wang Baoli has proposed a date between 20-158 CE. He argued the commentary must postdate 
Laozi zhigui and based on how Heshanggong uses the zhangju format it must predate the “more 
developed” styles of Chuci zhangju ɝХ̿Â and Mengzi zhangju ıī̿Â. See Wang Baoli 
˦Ŀ, “Laozi Heshanggong zhangju chengshu shixian zaikao” ͸īʑp̿ÂǣȠѧ{͹
, Guangxi shehui kexue Ɖψ̡;̰Ĳ, no. 01 (2007). 
55 This contradicts assertions made by many, including Robinet who argues for Heshanggong as 
the beginning of religious Daoist commentary on the Laozi. Her view contradicts the history of 
body cultivation in the Han and ignores the more subtle discussion of such cultivation in the 
earlier Yan Zun commentary. Robinet, Les Commentaires Du Tao To King Jusqu’au VIIe Siècle, 
8. 
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5. The Project: Background on Monism and Dualism 
Though this project closely engages with the content of Heshanggong, at its 
broadest it questions the common scholarly practice of delimiting Chinese civilization as 
either monistic or dualistic. Most widespread is the grand narrative of divergent 
civilizations, of a monistic East and a dualistic West. This general analysis either 
denigrates or lauds the “unity” of China. Holding a negative perspective, scholars like 
Hegel and Weber emphasize the lack of individual freedom or impossibility of productive 
economic struggle.56 Positively, scholars like Granet, Needham, Hall and Ames, and 
Porkert praise the monism as “organismic,” contextualist, naturalistic, and free of mind-
body schisms.57  
Scholars like Slingerland, Schwartz, Unschuld, and Puett contest the monistic 
perspective and instead affirm more dualistic interpretations as superior.58 They tend 
                                                
56 This view traces at least to Hegel and finds a more developed form in Weber’s contrast of the 
Protestants and the Chinese. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, The Philosophy of History trans. by 
John Sibree (New York: Willey Book Co., 1944); Max Weber, The Religion of China: 
Confucianism and Taoism (New York: Free Press, 1951). 
57 Granet builds on Hegel but flips the sense of value. Many scholars have followed his basic 
approach that valorizes the wonder of such monistic conception. Marcel Granet, La Pensée 
Chinoise (Paris: La Renaissance du livre, 1934); Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in 
China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); 
Creel, What Is Taoism?; David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames, Anticipating China: Thinking 
through the Narratives of Chinese and Western Culture (Albany, NY: State University of New 
York Press, 1995); Carine Defoort, “The ‘Transcendence’ of Tian,” Philosophy East and West 
44, no. 2 (April 1994): 347–368. 
58 While Slingerland’s purpose in critiquing this long-standing perspective relates more with his 
vision of an integrated Humanities-Science approach to scholarship, it is notable that such 
discussions remain topical and relevant not just within the “Ghetto” of Sinology and Chinese 
Religious Studies, but within the broader academy as well. See Edward Slingerland, “Body and 
Mind in Early China: An Integrated Humanities–Science Approach,” Journal of the American 
Academy of Religion 81, no. 1 (March 1, 2013): 6–55; R. P. Peerenboom, Law and Morality in 
Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1993); Paul U. Unschuld, Medicine in China: A History of Ideas (Berkeley: University of 
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toward the asserting greater commonality between East and West, or at least allowing 
that in some case comparable dualisms exist. Emblematic of this side is Edward 
Slingerland. Just this spring in the Journal of the American Academy of Religion, he 
proposed the pressing need for scholarship on China to move beyond the “Neo-
Orientalist” perspective that assumes monism and to come “out of the Ghetto” of 
Sinology. His aggressive language reveals how contentious this debate remains. 
 Both of the perspectives that emphasize either monism or dualism end up 
artificially imposing these notions onto China. Still, as foundational views they have 
profound influence on the study of nearly every topic in Chinese culture and thought. 
Medically and psychologically, they affect understandings of the Chinese self-conception 
and whether there is total mind-body unity or if some division exists.59 Sociologically, 
this reflects on the nature of individual and group, with the “monists” often suggesting 
the dominance of the group over the individual.60 Politically, this means either egalitarian 
holism or oppressive monolithic Asian Despotism.61 In terms of morality, issues of 
                                                
California Press, 1985); Michael J. Puett, To Become a God: Cosmology, Sacrifice, and Self-
Divinization in Early China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2002). 
59 Manfred Porkert, The Theoretical Foundations of Chinese Medicine: Systems of 
Correspondence (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1974); Martha Li Chiu, “Mind, Body, and Illness 
in a Chinese Medical Tradition” (PhD diss., Harvard, 1986); Herbert Fingarette, “The Problem of 
the Self in the Analects,” in The Moral Circle and the Self: Chinese and Western Approaches 
(Chicago, Ill.: Open Court, 2003), 283–294; Hall and Ames, Anticipating China. 
60 Hegel, The Philosophy of History; Weber, The Religion of China; Livia Kohn, “Selfhood and 
Spontaneity in Ancient Chinese Thought,” in Selves, People, and Persons: What Does It Mean to 
Be a Self? (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1992), 123–137. 
61 Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought; Paul Rakita 
Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the Political Philosophy of Huai-Nan-Tzu,” Asian Philosophy 9, 
no. 3 (November 1999): 165–191; Granet, La Pensée Chinoise. 
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pragmatic relativism or even amorality versus transcendent rules or laws emerge.62 
Theologically, the debates rage over whether or not China has a conception of 
transcendence and by extension if its sense of divine is singular and immanent or plural 
and separated.63 Theoretically, it fuels arguments over whether China had more dualistic 
linear causality or just holistic spontaneous and cyclic correlative resonance.64  
More specifically within the study of Daoism, this becomes a tension between 
philosophy and religion, a relationship that maps the monism-dualism debate temporally. 
The basic narrative is that the original untainted form of Daoism was a monistic 
philosophy that transformed into a religion under the influence of “Western” Indo-
Buddhism.65 This helps maintain the “China as monistic” perspective, while admitting 
historical variation. Therefore, all the monistic views on topics like mind-body, 
transcendence, hierarchy, and morality correlate to early Daoist philosophy and the 
opposite dualistic perspectives find a home in later Daoist religion. 66 
                                                
62 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China; Hans-Georg Moeller, The Philosophy of the 
Daodejing (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006); Chad Hansen, A Daoist Theory of 
Chinese Thought: A Philosophical Interpretation (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000); 
Hall and Ames, Anticipating China. 
63 Puett, To Become a God; Benjamin I. Schwartz, “Transcendence in Ancient China,” Daedalus 
104, no. 2 (April 1, 1975): 57–68; Harold D. Roth, Original Tao: Inward Training (Nei-Yeh) and 
the Foundations of Taoist Mysticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999); Granet, La 
Pensée Chinoise; Weber, The Religion of China. 
64 A. C. Graham, Disputers of the Tao: Philosophical Argument in Ancient China (La Salle, Ill.: 
Open Court, 1989); Hall and Ames, Anticipating China; Anna K. Seidel, “Taoist Messianism,” 
Numen 31, no. 2 (December 1, 1984): 161–174; Michael J. Puett, “Forming Spirits for the Way: 
The Cosmology of the Xiang’er Commentary to the Laozi,” Journal of Chinese Religions 32 
(2004): 1–27. 
65 Livia Kohn, “The Beginnings and Cultural Characteristics of Millennialism,” Japanese 
Religions 23, no. 1 (1998): 29–52; Creel, What Is Taoism?; Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu. 
66 This contrast of individualistic Daoist philosophy and socially based Daoist religion crops up 
in numerous places. For clear examples, see Russell Kirkland, Taoism: The Enduring Tradition 
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Clearly, these elementary perspectives are immensely influential on how 
contemporary scholars understand Chinese civilization and Daoism in particular. This 
project hopes to provide an alternative perspective instead of perpetuating the alternation 
between these two contending sides.  
 
6. The Project: Yin-Yang Mode and Substance 
Heshanggong, being a mid-Han work, rests between the two poles of the so-called 
monistic Daoist philosophy and the dualistic Daoist religion. Partially due to this 
historical position and partially resulting from the content of the commentary, the work 
provides a useful source for considering other ways to analyze Daoism and the history of 
Chinese thought. In light of this, the present study has three main aims: elucidating the 
content of Heshanggong, placing his thought within the flow of history, and investigating 
the broader theoretical and comparative implications of his ideas. The point where all 
three of these topics intersect is a particular reading of Heshanggong’s cosmology. 
Put succinctly, Heshanggong reveals a yin-yang cosmology that matches neither 
monistic nor dualistic labels. Instead, the commentary implies a conception of yin and 
yang subdivided as mode and substance. Although this model has a cyclical component, 
it also involves an original transcendent cause. It prioritizes unity, while also valuing 
division.  
The key relationships are a follows: Yin mode (which encompasses qualities like 
emptiness, stillness, and contentment) leads to yang substance (refined unified qi, virtue, 
                                                
(New York: Routledge, 2004), 21; Burton Watson, trans., Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1964), 3–7. 
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life), and yang mode (movement, agitation, desire) leads to yin substance (dense divided 
qi, emotion, death). The importance of this subdivision, as explained in the following 
chapters, relates to the process of self-cultivation and social regulation. The crux of 
Heshanggong’s entire teaching is his supreme preference for yin mode as the crucial 
method to generate yang substance.  
Cosmologically, this equates to the Way generating virtue.67 Understood thusly, 
the Way exists as a collection of transcendent yin qualities or modes that creates the 
substantial world (first as the One qi of virtue), and when internalized in one’s body 
enables one to attain the vitality and prosperity offered by virtue and original qi. Because 
this reading cannot be easily pigeonholed as either monistic (mode and substance differ 
by kind)68 or dualistic (mode and substance can transform one into the other),69 it 
provides a new perspective on many contentious topics in Early Daoist and Han thought.  
The entire dissertation operates on two major levels: it is an defense of this 
reading, while also applying it and the content of Heshanggong to the wide range of 
debates normally framed in relation to monistic and dualistic perspectives. This 
                                                
67 This translation of de ƶ as “virtue” requires some explanation. The monumental translation of 
the Huainanzi established a new standard translation for the term as “Potency.” While this is a 
fine choice for the Huainanzi and could also work quite well in Heshanggong, I hold to the older 
translation of “virtue.” Doing so highlights the moral aspect of this original yang substance. As 
will be argued in chapter 8 (sections 5 and 6), de is the origin of all morality and in its pure form 
as the One yang substance is morally perfect. “Virtue” then asserts this sense of de, while also 
implying potency as well. For a discussion on the translation of “Potency,” see John S. Major et 
al., trans., The Huainanzi: A Guide to the Theory and Practice of Government in Early Han 
China (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), 873. 
68 This does not reveal a substance dualism, but one more that separates the ideals of the Way 
from the substance of virtue. While they are inextricably connected, they exhibit causal and 
logical priority.  
69 This particular type of causality is not the relation of force and substance, but qualities like 
force becoming substance. There is not an energy/matter division, but this is also not a unity of 
energy and matter either. 
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undertaking relies on analysis of the manifestation of this cosmology in the two practical 
and intertwined realms of the body and the state.  
These two latter topics form the main sections of this project. Each includes a 
chapter on the body’s or the state’s conception, regulation method, and ideal level of 
attainment. The parallel nature and intersection of the body and the state reflect 
Heshanggong’s yin-yang cosmology, which is both unified and divided. Therefore, 
within the body one finds a tension between its composite yin and yang substances. 
Similarly, the tension of the individual and the group appears for the state. In both cases, 
Heshanggong’s cosmology contains the ideal of radical unity and inclusiveness, while 
valuing the diversity of the manifest world.  
In addition to simultaneously exploring how the commentary’s views on body and 
state supports yin-yang mode and substance, each chapter and section will rely on this 
framework to intervene in multiple historical and theoretical debates. This means that 
many topics are stripped of the limitations of monism-dualism paradigms.  
Numerous debate topics involve diachronic problems that inform the division 
between the so-called earlier Daoist “philosophy” and the later Daoist “religion,” 
including morality, transcendence, and immortality. Most importantly, this analysis 
demonstrates that so-called “religious” aspects of Daoism appear at an early date in 
connections to texts like the Huainanzi, Neijing, and Neiye. Heshanggong’s reading of 
the parallel of the body and the state also disrupts other narratives that argue for a 
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division between social and individualistic Daoism,70 or that depict Daoism as the private 
as opposed to public side of the Chinese character.71 If Heshanggong’s reading of the 
Daodejing reflects anything of earlier texts, the result indicates that solely 
“individualistic” Daoism never really existed. This is not to say Daoism only cared about 
the group, as it seems to combine individual transcendence and social ordering.  
In relation to synchronic issues, the topics of correlation that inform many 
discussions of Chinese body and state play an important role as well. Multiple scholars 
discuss the correlation as an aspect of Chinese “monism” and contrast it with the 
“dualism” of the causality (e.g. Needham, Hall and Ames).72 Heshanggong operates in a 
yin-yang mode and substance world, a world with strong divisions and causality, but also 
containing ideal unity and a single ruling set of cosmic principles. Therefore, this 
perspective enables correlativity and causality to coexist in a unique way. This situation 
allows for a reformulation of East-West narratives away from monistic/dualistic or 
causal/correlative separations.  
Lastly, the critique of this monistic/dualistic paradigm, but more importantly the 
causality/correlation division, leads to another use of yin-yang mode and substance. 
While Chinese “correlative” thought, conceived of as monistic, has often been dismissed 
                                                
70 This contrast of individualistic Daoist philosophy and socially based Daoist religion crops up 
in numerous places. For clear examples, see Russell Kirkland, Taoism: The Enduring Tradition 
(New York: Routledge, 2004), 21; Burton Watson, trans., Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1964), 3–7. 
71 William Theodore De Bary, Sources of Chinese Tradition, vol. 1 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1960), 48; Wing-tsit Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1963), 136. 
72 Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 289; David 
L. Hall and Roger T. Ames, Anticipating China: Thinking through the Narratives of Chinese and 
Western Culture (Albany: SUNY Press, 1995), xviii. 
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as superstitious proto-science or praised as the superior “first problematic,” this more 
nuanced reading shifts away from these approaches.73 Instead, this project asserts that as 
a mixture of correlation and causality the yin-yang mode and substance conception 
provides its own form of powerful and useful analysis.  
As such, it has the potential to operate as its own “theory.” Beyond moving away 
from Western imposed concepts like monism and dualism, it provides a new language for 
cross-cultural comparison. Debates over monism and dualism, idealism and materialism, 
or even process verses substance ontology continually are imposed on Chinese thought 
and culture. While these types of interactions have been fruitful for gaining some 
understanding, they hold to the Western lens. If we really seek a cosmopolitan and 
multicultural world, then advancing humanity requires the combined efforts of all 
cultures. This entails learning from everyone without succumbing to certain master 
narratives.  
Therefore, this yin-yang model provides a powerful heuristic for analyzing a vast 
range of topics: politics, economics, religion, or psychology. In addition to the value of 
Heshanggong for understanding the Daodejing, the history of Daoism and Chinese 
thought, the civilization narratives of East and West, his teachings remain applicable and 
useful even today.  
 
                                                
73 See Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 2; 
Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 213; Mark Csikszentmihalyi, Material Virtue Ethics and the Body 
in Early China (Boston: Brill, 2004), 167. 
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7. The Translation 
The foundation of this entire project is the complete translation of the 
commentary and its accompanying Daodejing edition found in Appendix 1. It is a 
rigorous and annotated translation, but does not represent a formal critical edition of the 
work. It takes the Daozang edition (DZ 682) as the base text and notes variants among 37 
other received editions. These are cited following the work of Yamashiro Yoshiharu Ũý
åǡ and Zheng Chenghai шǣʡ.74 Occasionally the modern editions by Wang Ka ˦¨ 
and D.C. Lau are also consulted.75 All editorial inputs appear in the notes to the 
translation in Appendix 1. 
As for the format of the translation, it comprises two key parts: the original 
Daodejing lines and Heshanggong’s commentary. To distinguish these, the original text 
appears in 16 point and the comments are in 12 point. This mirrors the style of the 
original Chinese approach to printing zhangju commentaries that similarly identifies the 
comments by using a smaller font. This format has the advantage of allowing fluid 
reading of just the original, which is uniquely translated here in light of the commentary. 
Though both the original Daodejing and Heshanggong’s interlinear commentary 
are fully translated, neither the Ge Xuan preface nor the chapter titles are included in the 
                                                
74 Yamashiro Yoshiharu Ũýåǡ, Kaj!k! sh!ku “R!shi D!tokuky!” no kenky": Keich! 
kokatsujiban o kiso to shita honbun keit! no k!satsu ʑp̿Âһ͸īжƵ͝ҼӋ̜̹: Ǟќ
Áʝĭ˔ӍĀ̞ӉӄӆɃȑ͑͠Ӌ͹͘ (Tokyo: Ky!ko Shoin ʉÁȵѨ, 2006); Zheng 
Chenghai шǣʡ, Laozi Heshanggong zhu jiaoli ͸īʑpʘȓˬ (Taibei Ε: Zhonghua 
shuju ήȵš, 1971). 
75 Wang, Heshanggong zhangju; D. C. Lau ɼ˒, Laozi zhuzi suoyin: Daozang Wang Bi zhu 
ben, Heshanggong zhu ben, Heshanggong zhu ͸īбĭ͘ƜӀжθ˦ƣϘɃҾʑpϘɃҾ 
ʑpϘ (Xianggang Ҟʪ: Shangwu yinshuguan â«ȵқ, 1996). 
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translation. These details, while important to later uses of the commentary, are not 
relevant to this project as both were added after the original composition of the work.76  
 
8. Chapter Outline 
The nine chapters below are grouped in three parts. Part I addresses issues of 
theory and cosmology in chapters 1 and 2. Chapter 1 deals with theoretical question that 
include the debate over monism and dualism, opposites in the Daodejing, and the 
varieties and tensions within yin-yang cosmology. Chapter 2 articulates Heshanggong’s 
cosmology. It explains the reasoning behind subdividing yin and yang into mode and 
substance, and provides a defense of that choice. Part II covers the body in chapters 3-5. 
Chapter 3 both elucidates Heshanggong’s conception of the body and the bodily-self, 
addressing related debates over the nature of spirit and mind in the body; 4 looks at the 
methods of cultivation as a variety of yin modes; 5 reveals the tension between the goals 
of longevity and immortality. Part III deals with the state as parallel to the body in 
Chapters 6-9. Chapter 6 focuses on the role of the body-state correlation and how the 
body is a model for the state; 7 analyzes the structure of the state in parallel to the body 
and the tensions between hierarchy and egalitarianism; 8 address the methods of ordering 
the state and how to both uphold ideals without oppressively imposing them on society; 9 
considers the goal of taiping (Great peace) and the relationship of the individual and the 
group in this perfect world. The Conclusion reflects on the implications of the previous 
nine chapters in relation to textual, historical, and conceptual issues. Following the 
                                                
76 The chapter titles do not appear on the earliest editions of the commentary found at Dunhuang. 
See Yamashiro, 696, 705, 795, 806. 
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Conclusion are the two appendices that include the complete translation of 
Heshanggong’s Commentary on the Daodejing and the quantitative data set that helps to 
date the commentary. 
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PART I: COSMOLOGY 
 
Chapter 1: Debates Over Opposites: Monism, Dualism, Et Al. 
 
 
This project relies on a yin-yang mode and substance model of Daoist cosmology 
to shift debates rooted in monism-dualism paradigms. Before presenting the basic 
argument for that particular reading that emerges from Heshanggong, some background 
is first required. It is also important to preempt the potential critique that the use of 
“mode” and “substance” is a liberal ascription of terms external to the work, and the 
potentially more significant accusation of imposing “Western dualism” on Chinese 
thinking. While the first issue centers on questions of the role of interpretation and the 
“commentator,” as in many ways I am writing a sub-commentary, the second deals with 
deeper-rooted assumptions. I assert that the division of substance and mode is arguably 
more true to the work and its tradition than that of the camps arguing for Chinese 
Thought as either monistic or dualistic, as the basic division of East and West into 
monists or dualists is the greatest imposition of “Western” forms of analysis (or maybe 
just proof that everyone thinks correlatively). 
This chapter will also provide the scholarly background on debates over the 
nature of opposites in the Daodejing and Early Chinese thought. This will likewise 
prepare for the next chapter’s explication and defense of the yin-yang mode and 
substance reading.  
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1. Peerenboom Versus Defoort 
 The dispute over the identity (monistic or dualistic) of Chinese cosmology began 
long ago, but the most illuminating resent exchange occurred between R. P. Peerenboom 
and Carine Defoort. In Philosophy East and West, they tussled over Peerenboom’s 
description of Huang-Lao Thought. Multiple points of contention arose in that exchange, 
but the crux of the matter was his use of the term “transcendence.” From Defoort’s 
position, ascribing this concept to Huang-Lao involves a gross imposition of Western 
dualism; Peerenboom considers his approach a more nuanced reading not limited by the 
assumption that the Chinese were incapable of such a concept. Ultimately, this debate 
remains unresolved, but its record clearly articulates these major positions and conveys 
how unhelpful debating dualism and monism has become. As the current approach more 
closely resembles that of Peerenboom, Defoort will be the main focus here. That being 
said, both scholars fall into the categorical traps of dualism and monism, the danger of 
which will soon be apparent. 
 Peerenboom’s study, in line with his background in jurisprudence, looks at the 
place of positive and natural law in Chinese thought. It focuses on the so-called Huang-
Lao silk manuscripts of Mawangdui, asserting that among those records of early Han 
thought exists an outlier in Chinese thinking: a transcendent sense of law. This he argues 
means that “the natural order has normative priority over the human world. It is not a 
matter of humans fashioning the Way, but of following the Way.”77 Extending from this 
                                                
77 R. P. Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China: The Silk Manuscripts of Huang-Lao, 
SUNY Series in Chinese Philosophy and Culture (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1993), 5. 
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point, Peerenboom asserts that the Huang-Lao tradition provides a unique case of natural 
law and semantic truth in Chinese thought.78 In so doing, he contradicts those scholars 
who assert that Chinese thought is only contextual, pragmatic, and relativistic. Yet, he 
tempers his assertion by terming Huang-Lao as a case of “weak transcendence.”79 This 
means though it does not involve a super-natural deity, but rather promotes constant 
principles that transcend human creativity and so are “foundational natural laws.”80 This 
depiction of “transcendence” and its accompanying idea of foundational natural law 
troubled Defoort, who sees these as projections of Western concepts.  
 Defoort rightly critiques Peerenboom for isolating Huang-Lao from the rest of 
Chinese thought, though she remains stuck on the impossibility that the Chinese might 
have transcendence or some type of dualism.81 Her view is that: 
Huang-Lao still falls within the parameters of mainstream Chinese thought. It is 
given its best argument if read as one more, admittedly marginal, expression of 
“immanent” order, a non-foundational naturalism. For Peerenboom, the 
“transcendent” reading is most coherent, which relegates Huang-Lao, in textbook 
divisions, to the Western camp.82 
 
Such questioning ultimately relates to interpretive choice concerning the role of 
categories, their meaning, and how one employs them. For Defoort, Peerenboom imposes 
external categories on the text, which, though they result in clear and logical readings, 
obscure the complexity of the original. Yet, this reflects her decision to reject any reading 
with that appeals to the category of the “transcendent.” One can partly forgive this view, 
                                                
78 Ibid., 6. 
79 Ibid., 38. 
80 Ibid., 4. 
81 Defoort, “The ‘Transcendence’ of Tian,” 365. 
82 Ibid., 352. 
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at least in this case, because Defoort speaks in response to Peerenboom’s forced 
argument for the unique status of Huang-Lao in Chinese thought. Still, to apply or reject 
that English category involves a hermeneutic act—one that both make. 
 The tensions over the term “transcendence” mostly center on a native Chinese 
category—tian Ĕ. Defoort explains the easy danger of assuming a similarity between 
this term and Western “Heaven”: 
It is quite natural, if not ultimately inevitable, for Western interpreters to force 
dualist categories onto Chinese terms: where the author refers to tian as 
normatively prior and rule-governed, we naturally understand it prescriptively as an 
absolute and abstract principle of order. Otherwise, we translate it descriptively as 
the concrete sky, the weather, the day.... Western interpreters have, a defaut de 
mieux, almost without exception read this familiar dichotomy into Chinese 
philosophy.83 
 
Peerenboom does obscure some of the connections between the traditions, but such is the 
role of the interpreter. One cannot hope to free oneself from making editorial decisions. 
Furthermore, Peerenboom’s reading finds support in other texts. First, in the Neiye one 
finds a “transcendent” sense of mind or heart ( “Within the mind there is yet another 
mind” xin zhi zhong you you xin yan Ʒ·ȺƷˇ).84 This disrupts Defoort’s 
narrative of an undivided world, a reading of Chinese thought often explained as lacking 
any mind separate from (“transcending”) the physical heart (xin). In tandem, 
Heshanggong notes that tian clearly has a “transcendent” component. Heshanggong 
comments, “Within Heaven there is another Heaven” (tian zhong fu you tian ye ĔƲȺ
                                                
83 Ibid., 384. 
84 Harold David Roth, Original Tao: Inward Training (Nei-Yeh) and the Foundations of Taoist 
Mysticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 73. 
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Ĕ).85 While one could argue that something’s being “within” does not equal 
transcendence, this is a historically later support for Peerenboom’s efforts to highlight the 
sense of tian having two levels, that the sky and Heaven are not necessarily equal.86 Such 
reading need not be “Western” in origin.87 
 Defoort’s critique that any interpretations involving dualism must be the result of 
Western impositions remains problematic, but where Defoort’s does find traction is on 
the issue of translation. She insightfully notes the dangers of radically different 
identifications of the same term tian in different contexts. For Confucians it is “an 
anthropomorphic moral agency”88 and for Huang-Lao it is “Nature.”89 As Defoort puts it, 
to translate tian as “personal Heaven” for Confucian texts and “order of the natural 
world” in Huang-Lao works does potentially obscure the connections of these 
traditions.90  However, this reveals the key topic: what is an acceptable form of analysis, 
especially in the cross-cultural context? One might argue that creative readings are 
inevitable and can be helpful; likewise, one could assert the superiority of keeping to the 
                                                
85 Ch. 1. 
86 Actually, one difference between some Greco-Christian models of transcendence and what one 
finds in Heshanggong is the location of the transcendent. For example, Neo-Platonists held that as 
one moved farther from the center of the cosmos, one become closer to the divine. For 
Heshanggong, one needs to go inward. That may be why Defoort wants to term this 
“immanence,” but it really involves transcendence in many ways that are not just spatial.   
87 It may be that this sense of tian only appears in the Eastern Han, but the Neiye sense of the two 
layers of mind implies that such separation of the physical presence and the guiding order existed 
earlier.  
88 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China, 42. 
89 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China, passim. 
90 Carine Defoort, “Obscurity About Clarity: A Reply to R. P. Peerenboom,” Philosophy East 
and West 44, no. 2 (April 1994): 382. 
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tradition. It appears that Defoort upholds the second as her ideal, but this does not match 
her deep underlying assumptions. 
She critiques Peerenboom’s appeals to terms and concepts existing outside the 
text that create something too structurally complex, but her exemplars of Sinology, 
Marcel Granet, Joseph Needham, Hall and Ames, and A. C. Graham, who she claims 
have avoided Western projections, do not generally pass that test either.91 Granet went so 
far as to integrate every aspect of Chinese thought into a single monolithic structure; 
Needham projected a strange type of scientific vision onto Chinese thought and 
technology; Hall and Ames went looking for process philosophy and miraculously found 
it in Early China; and A. C. Graham relied on the more modest assumptions of non-
duality.92 None of these scholars was free from constructive readings. Arguably, they 
were more creative than most. This does not mean their scholarship lacks value, but that 
they should not be held as paragons of “objectivity” that avoids any cultural or personal 
projections. Even so, the topic Defoort and Peerenboom dance around is interpretation. 
Neither seems to admit they both impose categories as scholars, and the real questions are 
which categories to value and what use they provide.  
 Where does this debate leave us? Both sides claim they are being true to the text, 
though they equally seek to categorize their objects of study. They simply disagree about 
the best methods of division. Peerenboom tries to isolate one group of texts to show what 
he identifies as a special quality. That quality of dualism, of transcendence, does not fit 
                                                
91 Defoort, “The ‘Transcendence’ of Tian,” 350. 
92 Marcel Granet, La Pensée Chinoise; Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 
2, History of Scientific Thought; Hall and Ames, Anticipating China, 214; A. C. Graham, 
Disputers of the Tao, 238. 
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within Defoort’s approach to classification, which claims greater attentiveness to the 
content of the texts and their milieu, but begins with the assumption that dualism in the 
readings must be an imposition. To be fair to Defoort, Peerenboom weakens his claims 
through certain debatable methodologies, like highlighting difference through special 
translations and working to artificially isolate the Huang-Lao manuscripts from their 
environment. Even so, she represents a long lineage of scholars who argue against 
anything other than holism, organicism, and monism in China. Looking at this history 
should help unveil the weakness of such a perspective, and the benefit of avoiding 
monism and dualism completely. 
 
2. Ways of Dividing 
Defoort’s assumptions can be traced to Hegel, Weber, Granet, Graham, and Hall 
and Ames: in short, China is the opposite of the West. This idea dates from at least 
Hegel’s Philosophy of History in which China lacks the dualism of the West, and instead 
represents its opposite; it is monistic. For Hegel, the lack of dualism meant a lack of 
freedom to choose to follow the “law.”93  
As with all types of essentialism, there are the positive and negative approaches. 
The “other” is either idealized or repudiated. For Hegel it was the latter. Weber followed 
this position and used it to distinguish the rationalism of the Protestants and the 
systematized magical world of the Confucians; he contrasted these as a world based in 
division and a world based in unity. Granet continued the tradition of China as the land of 
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perfect unity, but praised it as a wonderful and rational system based in the idea of 
correlation instead of causality. Following Granet, Lévi-Strauss developed a more general 
theory of correlation versus causality, or to use the language of Jakobson, the metaphoric 
versus the metonymic. Lévi-Strauss does not address China specifically in his work, but 
he implicitly portrays it as the paradigm of the “savage mind.”  
 In more recent times, A. C. Graham developed the work of Lévi-Strauss by 
applying his Jakobsonian reading of correlation; he takes it as primarily, but not 
exclusively, “Chinese.” Hall and Ames read even deeper into this idea of correlation as 
the foundation of all thinking, which they term “first problematic,” in contrast to 
Graham’s and Lévi-Strauss’ more evolutionary conclusion that it represents an earlier 
stage of human thought.94 
In all cases, the scholars generate two categories for comparative analysis that 
they correlate with the large complex entities of China and the West; furthermore, they 
all represent categories external to the traditions being studied and therefore must be 
creative readings. Such is the business of interpretation, as comparison always results into 
attempting to fit cultures or different cultural phenomena into certain categorical boxes. 
Among these classifications, monism and dualism, remain two of the most basic, but 
ultimately tend toward the vague and the unhelpful. All systems of thought must explain 
similarity and difference and therefore these one of these absolute categories always must 
be qualified by the other; The One and Many coexist. Yet, even this simple statement 
                                                
94 For more detailed discussions of this history of scholarship, see Puett, To Become a God, 1–26; 
Hall and Ames, Anticipating China, 124–135. 
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must emphasize one side of this intellectual unreality, the place logic cannot reach. It still 
chooses the One over the Many, by using the “both-and” approach. 
Now consider the comparisons of China and the West, which by its very language 
already implies the duality of “us and them,” and so the discussions remain binary.95 All 
of the examples noted above use non-Chinese theories and non-Chinese categories to 
analyze Chinese thought. They are by no means avoiding the dangers of dualism about 
which Defoort warned, especially if the West is actually “dualist” by nature. Therefore, to 
reveal the particular dualisms “projected” onto East-West relations, their binary tools of 
analysis deserve further review. 
Starting with Granet, he lauds Chinese thought as having no sense of a 
transcendent Law or God and no abstractions.96 This creates a division between the 
Chinese as being completely monistic, not having anything from outside the world like 
God or the laws God gives to man. This he extends to the idea of “concepts” themselves, 
things extracted from the world. Why is this approach problematic? Aside from the 
dangers of simplifying an entire culture, the problem lies in assuming that God or 
transcendent Law would look the same in another culture (or the same as one version of 
Christian theology). To be sure, the early Chinese did not have a Law giving God, but 
plenty of other cultures and traditions have many types of “transcendence” even without 
Moses. In addition, is it not possible to appeal to a moral universe, to cosmic or divine 
                                                
95 This may be a good place to suggest the three-part comparison where one adds a third aspect as 
a way to prevent a continuing standoff. That is not the project here, as the comparative aspect of 
this project only involves the implied comparisons of anyone writing on a foreign topic (both 
spatially and temporally). 
96 Granet, La Pensée Chinoise, 479. 
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patterns, without a stone tablet? This is the danger of such heavy assumptions in 
comparison, to expect the same when one should expect the similar, and resultantly 
conclude the objects studied are totally different.  
Graham rejects Granet’s divisions of China and the West, the world of 
transcendent God and Law contrasted with the world of total unity, where time and space 
were merged. He instead calls the division of Granet’s China and the West the division of 
proto-science and science.97 This split then operates more temporally than spatially. 
Chinese thought represents the past, instead of Granet’s sense were it is spatially other.98 
Graham adopts the terms metaphor and metonym, following Lévi-Strauss in employing 
the work of Jakobson, to depict this divide. Metaphor in this sense means connecting 
unrelated things, and metonym signifies relating more substantially connected things. The 
first he calls “correlative” and the second “causal.”99 Interestingly, his emphasis on the 
metonym and its causality also reflects in, or dare we say correlates with, his evolutionary 
analysis. 
Hall and Ames reject Graham’s use of Jakobson because they see it as overly 
rational and therefore not applicable to China.100 They instead create their own very 
rational system of analysis to explain the true nature of China. This model does not 
consider China as less advanced in the evolution of human thought, but instead a 
                                                
97 Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 320. 
98 Hegel amazingly engages in the exact same type of correlation, which Granet idolized in 
China. He merged time and space, placing the earliest stage of humanity in the Far East and 
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99 Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 320–322. 
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champion for the most fundamental and important way of viewing the world. China relies 
on what they call the “first problematic.” This analogical or correlative thinking is not 
cosmological or cosmogonic, as it has no beginning or single world order; it prioritizes 
change over permanence, and assumes no agent responsible for the general order of 
things; it does not appeal to principles or causes. This they contrast with the dominant 
approach of the West: second problematic (or causal) thinking. This model that they 
associate with the classical West includes: a cosmos originating from chaos or emptiness, 
imagining a single order of things, prioritizing rest over motion (being vs. becoming), 
believing in some agency like Nous or God, and that the world is determined by these 
causal agents.101  
This model quite closely approximates that of Graham, yet the emphasis remains 
on the first problematic as the preferable foundation of all thinking. The problem with 
this approach again emerges from its strong divisions of East and West. Though Hall and 
Ames do hedge by noting that first problematic exists in the West but is recessive, and 
second problematic appears in the East but is recessive, this contrast is fundamentally 
static. The fixed nature of this comparison is ironic given the process-based sensibilities 
of the authors. 
Lastly, consider Michael Puett’s approach to this problem. He does not take a 
place among the “China is monistic” crowd. Instead, he thoroughly critiques all who 
came before. He rejects the cultural essentialist tendencies of both Granet and of Hall and 
Ames, and the evolutionary stance of Graham. He argues for a more dialectical sense of 
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“monism” and “dualism” or as he calls these, following Lévi-Strauss, monogenetic and 
polygenetic, and more generally continuity and discontinuity.102 He argues for a context 
specific approach, something with which Hall and Ames in principle might agree. For 
example, he contrasts the worldviews of Dong Zhongshu and the authors of the “Xinshu” 
Ʒτ chapters of the Guanzi as two types of “monism.” They do not represent a 
monolithic Chinese holism, but include different senses of continuity and discontinuity. 
Dong represents a world of single substance but stakes his claim on the difference of 
humans and gods, unlike the “Xinshu” that emphasizes continuity of the human and the 
divine. Puett argues that to gloss both of these as just “monism” removes the historical 
context for the tension of these very different views.103 He contends that similar tensions 
of continuity and discontinuity appear cross culturally, but must always be understood in 
their historical contexts. Only then, one can engage in fair comparison. While this method 
may be an improvement over Defoort’s lineage, it still appeals to Western debates and 
categories. It may allow for more flexibility of analysis, but it similarly contains the 
limitations of all binaries. 
 
3. Categories and Opposites in the Daodejing 
 The debate over the categories of monism and dualism connects to another more 
specific topic: how to understand the strange relationship of opposites in the Daodejing. 
One is hard-pressed to find a more foundational problem than the philosophical question 
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of opposites as it covers a range of root topics from monism and dualism to being and 
nothingness, and from self and other to good and evil. One’s view of binaries grounds 
subsequent considerations of body and mind, individual and group, life and death.  
The Daodejing’s conception of opposites stands prominently as a vision that has 
confounded scores of thinkers over the centuries. People have often tried to read logical 
consistency into this facet of the text, both Heshanggong and modern scholars among 
them. Yet, with a text of compiled sayings such an attempt may be a fool’s errand. Many 
have struggled to elucidate strange expressions like: “Bend and thus be straight/ Hollow 
and thus be full,” “Adversity! It is what leads to prosperity/ Prosperity! It is what 
conceals adversity,” “Great white seems defiled/Vast virtue seems lacking,” “Enact non-
action/ Engage in non-engagement,” “If one wishes to weaken it, one must first 
strengthen it.”104 Because of the multiplicity of the text and the pregnant meaning of 
these statements, one finds a range of theories seeking to explain these inversions of 
common values, and strive to comprehend how the soft (rou ɔ) can be tougher than the 
hard (gang ) and the weak (ruo Ơ) more powerful than the strong (qiang Ƣ).  
Among the many ways to resolve this paradox is the reading of Heshanggong that 
subdivides yin and yang into mode and substance. This reading does not assume that 
Daoism must present a paradoxical world, either for mystical, linguistic, or political 
reasons.105 Instead, it sees a consistency and order that does not require appeals to the 
                                                
104 Implicit in all of these translations is a view on the role of opposites in the Daodejing. As 
there is no neutral translation, I have relied on my own Heshanggong centric version. 
105 For various perspectives on the paradoxical nature of Daoism and the Laozi, see De Bary, 
Sources of Chinese Tradition, 1:48; Brook Anthony Ziporyn, The Penumbra Unbound: The Neo-
Taoist Philosophy of Guo Xiang (Albany: SUNY Press, 2003), 11; Edward Slingerland, Effortless 
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irrational or special nature of “Eastern wisdom.” Such “paradoxes” do not indicate 
incomprehensible holism, but instead an understandable and structured cosmos built on 
concepts that also happen to undermine commonly accepted values.  
Investigating the struggles of previous scholars to find order in the seeming 
puzzles of the great classic highlights the value of such a reading of the Daodejing. This 
search for consistency assumes a single worldview in the text, but does not necessarily 
indicate a monistic presumption, as more dualistic approaches likewise exist. Part of the 
basic challenge of the Daodejing is actually its sometimes-awkward mixture of what 
might be termed monistic and dualistic aspects. Therefore, finding a single explanation 
for both by either emphasizing one or the other has led to continual struggles. 
Among the many works on this topic, D. C. Lau wrote a wonderful article that 
most effectively summarizes the basic theories on opposites in the Daodejing. In addition 
to reviewing the common readings of opposites in the Daodejing, Lau provides his own 
alternative solution to the problem of consistency. Though he focuses on older scholars 
like Fung Yu-lan (1895-1990), Hu Shi (1891-1962), and Yang Kuan ɜŐ (1914-2005), 
these interpretive positions persist within current scholarship and remain relevant. He 
recounts three popular positions: (1) When a thing reaches its extreme it will revert to its 
opposite; (2) In conflict the “lower” [what is normally seen as inferior] will overcome the 
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“higher”; (3) Opposites are interdependent, relative, and ideally transcended.106 He then 
offers two additional readings of his own: (4) The Way of Heaven balances high and low 
and is always on the side of good people, and (5) The “higher” always begins from the 
“lower” and develops gradually. 
Perspective (2) emphasizes Laozi’s inversion of “normal” values, where the weak 
conquer the strong and the lower defeat the higher. All lower sides (dark, empty, weak, 
etc.) hold the superior place. Lau affirms this view as central to the Daodejing and the 
most historically defensible.107 Promoted by scholars like Yang Rongguo ɜɢó(1907-
1978), this view finds ample support within the text. Chapter 78 proclaims that water is 
the softest and weakest substance, but can over come anything.108 It then concludes: 
“Thus the soft defeats the hard. The weak defeats the strong.” These statements 
encapsulate the eccentricity of the Daodejing. It “paradoxically” inverts common values. 
Unfortunately, it is this vision of opposites that especially stifles logical analysis of the 
text. 
A problem with this inversion of values is its tension with the work’s alternating 
opposites, a view one might call more holistic or monistic, as dualistic pairs do not 
transform into one another. A method of resolving this friction is the cyclical theory (1), 
though Lau makes strong arguments against both the basic historical validity of that 
reading and its actual ability to solve the problem. Even so, the cyclic model provides an 
attractive and logical choice as it accords well with relations of opposites found in nature 
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like the cycles of the seasons or the alternation of day and night. Perhaps because of this, 
scholars like Fung Yu-lan argue for this theory.  
Fung contends the Daodejing promotes cycles with its idea of fan ¹ (reversion), 
and the various previously mentioned “paradoxes” from chapters 22 and 58 that depict 
adversity leading to prosperity and vice versa.  He argues that once any quality reaches an 
extreme, it cycles back to the opposite: when the sun reaches its zenith, it then declines. 
While Fung’s view presents a logically sound approach to opposites, Lau correctly notes 
that the passages in the original text never overtly describes cyclic shifts and so this 
reading does not sustain close scrutiny. Instead, one can only confirm some type of 
alternation. The cycle of opposites is most likely an anachronistic reading of the 
Daodejing that assumes a shared cyclic sense of opposites prominent in other types of 
Early Chinese thought which only later became connected to the text through the 
influence of commentaries like the Heshanggong.  
Even ignoring the historically suspect nature of this cyclical reading, it stands in 
tension with the ideal of giving preference to the lower. Yet, Yang Kuan promotes 
combining these two, arguing that the weak overcomes the strong because the weak cycle 
toward the strong and strong cycle toward the weak. Therefore, the “weak” are not the 
weakest because they are in the process of gaining strength, while the “strong” are 
already in decline.109  
Lau criticizes this assertion because in a contest (which is relative) if the weak 
becomes the strong, the originally strong side becomes weak and should then be the 
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subsequent winner. He also notes the related paradox of how one might maintain the 
ideal “lower” while cycling between “lower” and “higher.”110 Lau correctly identifies 
how this merging of a superior “lower” and the transformation of opposites contains 
logical flaws and that the text does not explicitly support it. Still, this cyclic reading does 
have merit and will play a part in Heshanggong’s sense of opposites, though also moving 
beyond both monistic and dualistic readings of the Daodejing. 
 Concerning position (3), promoted by Hu Shi, Lau has little to say. He simply 
remarks that the approach of transcending relative opposites exceeds the sophistication of 
the Daodejing, and can only be found in the Zhuangzi. This may be a fair appraisal, but 
as a reading of Early Daoism, relativity retains popularity among contemporary scholars, 
especially those who take the linguistic turn.111 Such a reading has merit and even plays a 
role in Heshanggong. Yet, the undue emphasis on relativity reflects the China-as-
monistic model because within unity all is relative to everything else. Nothing has 
individual identity and no qualities or values stand apart from any others. This position, 
like the cyclic one, disregards the idealization of softness, weakness, lowliness, and non-
action. While one could argue that these are indicators for relativity itself, this retort falls 
to the basic critique of total relativity: Why is relativity the only non-relative principle? It 
seems much more likely that softness exists in contrast to hardness. 
 Now aside from these first three readings, Lau adds two others. (4) does not 
receive much attention, described simply as using the Way of Heaven as a model for 
ruling. This follows from the depiction of the Way of Heaven in chapters 77, 79, and 81. 
                                                
110 Lau, “The Treatment of Opposites in Lao Tz#,” 350. 
111 See Hansen, A Daoist Theory of Chinese Thought. 
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Instead of focusing on cycles, or the lower overcoming the higher, the Way of Heaven 
more resembles the principle of equilibrium or homeostasis that pulls the extremes 
toward the middle.112 I would argue this outlier type of opposites reflects the composite 
nature of the text. Yet, Lau combines this reading with his main perspective (5). 
Reading (5), Lau’s main argument, seeks to resolve both the problem of the 
seeming paradoxical relationship of the weak and the strong and that of the alternation of 
opposites. Instead of appealing to cycles, he considers the principle of gradual 
development. In doing so, he relies on chapters 63 and 64 that explain, “The big things in 
the world necessarily originate from the small,” and “a terrace nine stories high rises 
from heaped earth.”113  Like the concept of cycles of opposites, this sense of gradual 
development is also quite “natural,” and more conspicuous in the text itself. His point is 
that: 
Decline, when a thing reaches the highest point, is inevitable, but development is 
not. Decline can be abrupt, but development occurs gradually. Decline is 
inexorable, but development may require effort. Hence, development can be 
arrested.114  
 
This argument concludes that non-action and weakness prevent development and so thus 
prevents decline. It also implies that the way one opposite becomes another is through 
gradual effort or a rapid tumble from some pinnacle of attainment. While a convincing 
proposition, this too does not unify the Daodejing’s approach to opposites. It does not 
explain how preventing development allows for flourishing, or even for simple existence. 
More importantly, as Lau admits, it does not solve the original problem of victory for the 
                                                
112 Lau, “The Treatment of Opposites in Lao Tz#,” 348. 
113 Lau, “The Treatment of Opposites in Lao Tz#,” 348. 
114 Lau, “The Treatment of Opposites in Lao Tz#,” 354-55. 
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weak, since after victory the relative status of the weak and strong switch.  
Because of this last issue, Lau supplements his theory of gradual development by 
arguing that the Daodejing’s paradoxical language reassigns meaning; it makes a 
distinction between true strength and perceived strength, and redefines victory. This 
point, which is not necessary for the sense of gradual development, affirms that the 
paradox is more one of definition. Most people value the “hard” and “strong” because 
they think they are the most powerful and enduring, but the “soft” and “weak” are 
actually the most powerful and enduring (hardest and strongest). Furthermore, they are 
victorious, not because they can directly compete with the hard and strong, but because 
they rely on non-contention and so will never be defeated. Lau concludes that the 
superiority of softness and weakness results from modifying the meaning of 
competition.115  
Lau offers a compelling theory in his redefining of victory, but recall that the 
primary metaphor of weakness and softness in the Daodejing is water. While one sense 
of water accords with Lau’s reading, that hard rocks cannot stop it because it will just go 
around them, the penetrating power of “soft” water remains unexplained. Chapter 78, 
noted above as the source of “weak conquers the strong,” begins by asserting that soft 
and weak water is best at “attacking” Ȃ (gong) the hard and the strong. This language 
suggests a second sense of the metaphor where water overcomes hard rock not by 
avoidance, but by directly destroying it through erosion. Following this logic, the weak is 
actually the strongest. This point undermines Lau’s assertion that the weak can be called 
                                                
115 Lau, “The Treatment of Opposites in Lao Tz#,”  356. 
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“strong” because it uses avoidance to endure; if the weak is truly strongest this appeal to 
avoidance is unnecessary. Therefore, although Lau’s argument has merit, even with the 
more dualistic reading, it does not succeed in removing the paradox of the weak 
conquering the strong. 
The five main readings of opposites Lau covers exemplify the complexity of 
unifying the Daodejing’s fundamental principles. Lau made a valiant effort to bend the 
text into a logical whole, but as with many aspects of the Daodejing this topic will remain 
a point of debate into the foreseeable future. Long ago Heshanggong also faced this same 
challenge, and once viewed through the lens of history one can find in his commentary a 
much-clarified alternative. 
 
4. General Opposites: Yin and Yang 
Historically, the specific problem of opposites in the Daodejing folds into a larger 
debate about yin and yang. While analysis of this past sometimes assumes the opposites 
in the Daodejing and other texts already denote a holistic yin and yang relationship, the 
reality is more complex and convoluted. Texts from Mawangdui reveal that even in the 
Early Han, “Daoist” writings did not pair all opposites with yin and yang, and these 
different pairs represented a range of relationships. This partially results from the variety 
of ways the terms were applied and the arbitrariness of dividing everything into two 
groups; put another way, this arose from the difficulty of lumping incompatible types of 
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opposites like day and night with male and female.116 Even with these challenges, 
correlative thinkers worked throughout the course of the Han to integrate different sets of 
opposites into the single rubric of yin and yang. Yet, because these opposites originally 
represented distinctive dynamics and existed in various intellectual frameworks, various 
totalizing yin and yang theories struggled to incorporate them in different ways.  
Contending yin and yang models fill the texts of Mawangdui, the writings of 
Dong Zhongshu, and the Huainanzi. While these may represent the beginning of the 
universal categorization of things called “Han cosmology,” the contrasting positions 
reveal a plurality of “Han cosmologies” that diverge in values and even methods of 
correlation. Though Dong Zhongshu’s vision arguably becomes the standard 
(disregarding the variety found within his attributed writings), multiplicity persists even 
into the Eastern Han. One finds this in both the Baihutong and the Lunheng, but also in 
Heshanggong as its vision syncretizes traditions from the Huainanzi with those more 
dominant in his own time. 
 While such variety exists, some scholars succumb to an anachronistic and 
essentialized vision of yin and yang as only complementary and mutually generating, 
where nothing is identifiable as yin or yang, but are always both depending on one’s 
perspective. Contemporary specialists such as Hall and Ames follow this path as they 
generalize all Chinese opposites as according with this single type of yin and yang 
relationship that they call “polarity.” They firmly contrast this with the Western approach 
                                                
116 Such classifications remain awkward because humans do not go through sex change cycles, 
and since the earth rotates, we do not have fixed day or a night sides of the world.  
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of “dualism.”117 This view ignores other historically prominent versions of yin-yang 
theory that promote more static views resembling the “dualism” of European classical 
categories that fixes the associations of items like light, good, high, and male.  
Taking a more nuanced angle, Zhang Dainian attempts to explain both the “polar” 
and the “dual” approaches to yin and yang. The first he calls the qi version, invoking a 
cosmology where everything comprises shifting qualities of one substance. The second 
he terms substantial, where yin and yang are substances and not qualities of a single 
mutable qi.118  Unfortunately, this approach does not resolve the problem, as many Han 
worldviews propose a single qi, but consider yin and yang as fixed hierarchical 
categories. Heshanggong also represents a blend of these two approaches.  
Instead of following the essentializing approach or that of Zhang Dainian, I rely 
on Lisa Raphals’ approach to classifying yin and yang theories.119 Her method develops 
from A. C. Graham’s historically dissected sense of yin and yang, resulting in her claim 
that four different types of yin and yang existed throughout the late Warring State and 
into the Han. Slightly reordered, they are: (I) oppositional, (II) complementary, (III) 
hierarchical, and (IV) cyclical.  
                                                
117 Roger T Ames, “The Meaning of the Body in Classical Chinese Philosophy,” in Self as Body 
in Asian Theory and Practice (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 158–160; Hall 
and Ames, Anticipating China, xiii–xviii; David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames, Thinking from the 
Han: Self, Truth, and Transcendence in Chinese and Western Culture (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1998), 127. 
118 Robin Wang notes these two divisions in her study of Dong Zhongshu. See Robin R. Wang, 
“Dong Zhongshu’s Transformation of ‘Yin-Yang’ Theory and Contesting of Gender Identity,” 
Philosophy East and West 55, no. 2 (April 2005): 211. 
119 Lisa Ann Raphals, Sharing the Light: Representations of Women and Virtue in Early China 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998), 142. 
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The oppositional (I) approach involves yin and yang cosmologies that emphasize 
fixed essences. Yin and yang do not exchange places or roles and are not interdependent. 
This is what Hall and Ames would call “dualistic,” or Zhang Dainian would term 
“substantial.” In the case of the complementary (II), the two sides are interdependent and 
relative. This also tends toward visions of balance. Hall and Ames would call this a 
“polarity,” while Zhang Dainian has this as relativistic world of qi. Raphals explains that 
the hierarchical (III) approach can mix with either the oppositional or complementary. In 
an oppositional hierarchy (I & III), one side always holds preference and the other side is 
denigrated or rejected. In a complementary hierarchy (II & III), both sides are essential 
and valued, but one has more power. A simple case might be Heaven and Earth that 
together produce all life, even while Heaven remains superior. The cyclical (IV) types of 
yin and yang emphasize gradual alternation between extremes like day and night or 
summer and winter. Cycles can or cannot include hierarchy: night is inferior to day, but 
still necessary.  
In addition to these basic admixtures of the four types, various sub-combinations 
exist. The most important involves hierarchy since its usage unveils the values of a 
cosmology. For some yang is superior, for others yin is superior, and while for others 
again balance is most valued. Particularly intriguing are the cases in which one finds 
conflicting hierarchies, where both yin and yang appear to be valued, or the ideal of 
balance coexists with some sense of superior status.  
Interestingly, many of these types of yin and yang theories parallel the 
interpretations of opposites in the Daodejing that Lau discussed. This similarity also 
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includes the tension of divergent values. The similarities of these topics should not 
surprise the reader, as philosophies of opposites exhibit limited rational options. Raphals’ 
analysis provides additional benefits over Lau’s because it covers more variations than 
one finds in the Daodejing and provides insight into the larger history of yin and yang. 
Using these groups to analyze Lau’s own reading of the Daodejing reveals a mix of 
hierarchy and opposition (I & III) because it prefers the lower “yin” to the upper “yang.” 
His opposites do not transform through cycles, but maintain their qualities and so are 
opposed (hence being more dualistic). He also struggles to resolve conflicting hierarchies 
where the low is higher than the high. 
Many of the following examples likewise falter when they try to constrain their 
visions of yin and yang to a single hierarchical model or simply as oppositional 
(dualistic) or complementary (monistic). This tension provides a window into the 
struggles of these thinkers, and the difficulty of their task. Some of the best examples of 
this appear in the Early Han theories.  
 
5. Pinmu ˕˗ (Cow/Bull) and Cixiong ѵѳ (Hen/Cock) in the Mawangdui Texts 
Among such theories, one finds in the Mawangdui writings of the so-called Four 
Classics of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi sishu ҮƁíȵ)120 various divergent and 
                                                
120 These texts first published in Wenwu as “Laozi yiben juan qiangu shishu shiwen” ͸īɃ¯
ÁEȵьȑ. These are often identified as Huangdi sijing (Four Classics of the Yellow 
Emperor ) because they include Jingfa ͡ʕ, Shiliujing  q͡, Cheng ̴, and Daoyuan ж³ 
and are thought to represent the Huang-Lao school. This follows the listing of such a text in the 
Hanshu Bibliography, but as these “four” classics could be divided in many other ways this 
identification remains debatable. Robin Yates offers such a critique of the common ascription of 
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incompatible discussions of opposites that utilize inchoate yin-yang categories and are 
neither fully monistic nor dualistic. Significantly, these examples reveal the challenge the 
yin-yang categorizers faced in their efforts to combine divergent sets of opposites found 
in the likes of the original Daodejing.  
Edmund Ryden has made great efforts in identifying the function of opposites in 
the Four Classics. He even wrote a monograph solely on the variety of opposites within 
that collection of essays.121 Among his many investigations, he explored two pairs 
identifiable as male and female: cixiong ѵѳ (hen and cock) and pinmu ˕˗ (cow and 
bull). He found that these two sets, which later become glosses for yin and yang, 
represent different types of relationships and involve inverted hierarchies of value.  
Pinmu appears in the Guan ό and Cheng ̴ texts. In Guan, the terms appear as 
part of cosmogenesis. Ryden depicts them as ultimately what might be termed 
complements (I), and pairs them with soft and hard, yin and yang.122 He also notes that 
they are involved in a cyclical vision of seasons (IV) based on correlation with yin and 
yang, and that pin and mu implicitly relate to the proper times to rely on virtue or 
punishments. This model mostly emphasizes cycles, proper timing, and the 
complementary balance of pairs. Hierarchy does not play a significant role, though one 
                                                
the silk manuscripts promoted by Li Xueqin and Qiu Xigui. Mawangdui Hanmu boshu zhengli 
xiaozu 马王堆汉墓帛书整理小组, Mawangdui Hanmu boshu: yi 马王堆汉墓帛书: 壹, vol. 1, 
2 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe 文物出版社, 1974); Robin D. S Yates, Five Lost Classics: Tao, 
Huanglao, and Yin-Yang in Han China (New York: Ballantine Books, 1997), 28. 
121 Edmund Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons: A Literary Study and Edition of the Text 
from Mawangdui (Taibei: Guangqi chubanshe, 1997). 
122 Ibid., 26. 
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could argue for the slight implicit superiority of yang or mu associated with Heaven and 
virtue.123 
Ryden notes that in contrast to this pinmu construction, the Cixiong jie ѵѳ͋ 
identifies ci and xiong (hen and cock) as paradigmatic opposites, promoting neither 
balance nor complementarily. Instead, it portrays the “hen and cock” as an antagonistic 
pair (oppositional II) and unequivocally places the female above the male (III). This type 
of female-male pair also diverges from pinmu because it does not illustrate substantial or 
cosmic qualities. Instead, it asserts a type of behavior. To this end, Ryden interestingly 
translates the more exacting terms cijie ѵ͋ and xiongjie ѳ͋ as “hen mode” and “cock 
mode.”  
The Cixiong jie chapter proclaims that the “female” side, the hen mode, leads to 
prosperity and the accumulation of virtue (de), while the cock mode leads to misfortune, 
defeat in battle, and death.124 This elevates the “female” behavior above the “male,” 
though no mention of yin or yang can be found. Such assertions parallel the superiority of 
the soft and weak found in the Daodejing—not yet indentified as “yin” over “yang.”125 
The Cixiong jie, unlike the rest of the Huangdi sishu, avoids the word tian Ĕ 
(Heaven). Ryden notes this to demonstrate its outlier status, and how it represents a 
different philosophical strain.126 This partially explains its friction with the sections on 
                                                
123 Ibid., 27. 
124 Ibid., 20. 
125 Ci and pin both appear in the Daodejing as similar concepts that represent the soft and weak, 
or what Lau calls the “lower.” The Mawangdui texts may represent a more developed version of 
these terms and their mates that all later merge into the yin and yang schema. 
126 Ryden, The Yellow Emperor’s Four Canons, 36. 
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pinmu that subtly prefers the yang of Heaven, while also promoting balance and 
complementarity. Pinmu and cixiong then not only deviate because one suggests 
substance and the other behavior, one prefers complementarity and the other opposition; 
they have inverted hierarchies. The Pinmu approach prefers the “male” of Heaven and the 
cixiong promotes the “female.” Later and more syncretic texts force these two senses of 
opposites into a single system. The result belies intricate tensions and failures of perfect 
correlation. Such is the case with Heshanggong, who has moderate success in combining 
these two types of pairs under a single rubric of yin and yang. 
 
6. Dong Zhongshu: Xing Ǆ (Nature) and Qing Ǒ (Emotions) 
Promoted far beyond the bounds of the Mawangdui texts, tian repeatedly appears 
in the debates over the values of yin and yang, serving a crucial role in the search for 
universals standards during and after the Warring States. This merging of the Zhou cult 
of Heaven with the discussion of universal patterns manifests most notably in the work of 
Dong Zhongshu.127 While sometimes identified as the founder of “Han Cosmology,” 
Dong’s work is more a consolidation of earlier trends. He strengthens the oppositional 
                                                
127 Though it is tempting to confirm this man as the originator of “Han Cosmology,” Rudolf 
Wagner insightfully reminds that this view owes much to Fung Yu-lan’s influence. Wagner 
argues that Fung uses Dong Zhongshu to divide Chinese thought artificially into the pure period 
of the philosophers that ended with the death of Liu An (122 BCE) and the long imperial era of 
repressive scholasticism. This projects a Protestant valuation of history, historically suspect in it 
own right onto a radically different context. While it is correct that scholars generally shifted 
from producing original texts toward commenting on “classics,” Heshanggong included, the cut-
off for the age of “philosophers” was not so concrete or ruinous. See Rudolf G. Wagner, 
Language, Ontology, and Political Philosophy in China: Wang Bi’s Scholarly Exploration of the 
Dark (xuanxue) (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003), 5. 
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and hierarchical approaches to yin-yang cosmology by binding it to a fixed social 
structure based on the parallel of supreme Heaven and the ruler as the Son of Heaven.  
Because of his role in solidifying a more dualistic view, summarizable as an 
oppositional (II) and yang dominant model of correlative cosmology (III), Dong 
Zhongshu often is credited with enhancing Confucian oppression of women. Lisa 
Raphals proposes this place for Dong in history, though she highlights the variety of 
views in the Chunqiu fanlu and notes that the more “Huang-Lao” sections emphasize the 
complementarity of male and female.128 She correctly identifies the existence of various 
yin-yang conceptions in the text, but is a bit hasty to claim the “nicer” gender rubric as 
“Daoist” and not Confucian. Robin Wang provides an additional depiction of Dong as the 
architect of fixed yin and yang associations, especially the profound identification of 
yang with good/nature and yin with evil/emotion.129 
Wang’s analysis of Dong is especially illuminating. Following from her search for 
the root of Dong Zhongshu’s negative view of women and yin in general, she finds 
Dong’s perspective emerges from his response to the problem of human nature. His 
approach to that old Confucian debate is to synthesize the two Confucian camps of Xunzi 
and Mengzi under the rubric of yin and yang.130 He claims that even Heaven is not pure, 
containing both yin and yang, and that human nature (xing Ǆ) likewise is composite. 
Yet, though people resemble the composite nature of Heaven, they still have an internal 
hierarchy that mirrors the external ones. The truest part of ourselves is our nature (xing  
                                                
128 Lisa Ann Raphals, Sharing the Light, 163. 
129 Robin R. Wang, “Dong Zhongshu’s Transformation of ‘Yin-Yang’ Theory and Contesting of 
Gender Identity,” 222. 
130 Ibid., 220. 
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Ǆ), as the truest part of Heaven is the goodness of yang; the corrupted part of ourselves 
is emotion (qing Ǒ) which like the lesser part of Heaven is the evil of yin; both are 
essential to the totality of “human nature.” Wang argues that this “dualism” results in a 
fixed order and means that yin types of things must have yin behaviors. Socially this 
means women are yin and can only follow (yin behavior) the lead (yang behavior) of men 
as yang.131  
Though Wang is correct in her analysis, Dong presents more complexity, as he 
also values the cycles of yin and yang (IV), emphasizing the yin role in bringing rain to 
the crops.132 This sense of cyclical and more complementary yin and yang that maintains 
the preeminence of Heaven reminds one of the pinmu approach in the Mawangdui texts. 
A possible solution to this divergence is to claim that Dong did not write these passages, 
but the histories dwell on his identity as a master of the weather. How can he both 
proclaim the foundational excellence of all things yang, and still value harmonizing with 
both yin and yang? Dong like many others awkwardly combines the complementary (I) 
and oppositional (II) views of yin and yang. 
 
7. Tensions of Heaven and Stillness in the Huainanzi 
Dong may use yin and yang to deftly resolve the debate on human nature, but he 
does not fully manage to reduce everything to a single binary. Still, his “moderate” 
success deeply informs the history of yin and yang, particularly in his more dualistic 
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identification of yang with good human nature (virtue) and yin with evil human nature 
(emotion). While he develops the foundation of correlative cosmology, efforts to 
explicate a unified cosmic system do not begin with him. Earlier attempts at a 
comprehensive order date at least to the Lüshi chunqiu, though the model that rejects yin 
(emotion) and seeks yang (Heavenly nature) finds its preliminary formulations in the 
“Daoist” or “Huang-Lao” milieu predominant during Dong Zhongshu’s early life.  
That tradition has a strong component of inner-cultivation, as seen in the Neiye, 
parts of the Zhuangzi, and parts of the Huainanzi. Inner cultivation is foundationally 
ascetic, and, as such, its primary goal is the removal of emotions.133 These impulses of 
emotion are the key danger to the adept’s goal of maximizing the pure original qi, 
jingshen, or xing (nature) of Heaven (II). Interestingly, these early formulations of 
strongly dualistic opposites (emotion and jingshen) are rarely identified with yin and 
yang. From this perspective, Dong’s foundational shift is more semantic than conceptual. 
Influenced by Huang-Lao, he pioneers the split of xing and qing (newly identified as 
emotions) as the good and bad halves of humanity; he affixes good Heaven to the yang 
xing and the emotions that the Daoist held as a threat to yin.  
This syncretic innovation makes Dong historically important, but because he 
adopts the Daoists’ negative view of emotion he must break with earlier Confucian 
attitudes. Previously, in Confucian writings like those of Mengzi, Xunzi, the Liji, or even 
the slightly more Confucian chapter 10 of the Huainanzi, emotions occupy a valued place 
                                                
133 These different texts do not always identify emotions with the term qing Ǒ, but make clear 
that disruptive feelings like anger, happiness, sadness, and fear must be removed to connect to 
one’s higher spiritual potential. 
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in each person (I). While they might need nurturing or restraint, the Confucians did not 
demonize or seek to fully purge them.  
Important sources for the origin of Dong’s theory are the more inner-cultivation 
inclined sections of the Huainanzi. Those chapters promote both the negative view of 
emotions and sometimes even begin to depict them in terms of yin and yang or Heaven 
over Earth. In this sense, they prefigure Dong Zhongshu’s development. Yet, unlike 
Dong, the authors of these sections simultaneously idolize the “lower” and “female” that 
encompass the values of stillness and softness found in the Daodejing and the Cixiong 
Jie.  
One cannot generalize about the Huainanzi as a whole. It is a great syncretic text, 
and so reveals a range of yin-yang formulations: Heaven and stillness both dominant (ch. 
1, 2, 7, 16, 20), cycles prominent (ch. 1, 3, 5, 13), yin and yang unity present (ch. 1, 8, 
12), balance of yin and yang important (ch. 2, 10, 13), and the yin and yang both 
prioritized (ch. 16). This overview involves some selective reading because the 
Huainanzi does not always explicitly classify its opposites under the divisions of yin and 
yang. Regardless of explicit or implicit correlations with yin and yang, the most pertinent 
chapters are the ones, like 1 and 7, that reveal a tension between the model that honors 
Heaven and rejects emotion, while also valuing stillness and softness.134 If one were to 
                                                
134Judson Murray comes to a different conclusion about the place of yin and yang in the 
Huainanzi. He contrasts the model of Dong Zhongshu that praises yang and derides yin with the 
Huainanzi message of mutual value and ideal balance. He explains this difference results from 
cosmologies that either emerge from the model of an authoritarian tian (Heaven) or the ziran of 
the Dao seen especially in the chapter 1 “Yuan Dao.” While Murray correctly notes this idea of 
yin-yang balance within the Huainanzi, specifically in chapter 5 “Shi ze” that deals with the 
cycles of the seasons, it is hasty to assume that a similar conception pervades the entire text. As 
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group these according to yin and yang, the positive value of stillness (yin) conflicts with 
the negative place of emotion (yin), for example. It may be that emotion does not yet 
count as yin (like softness) and that Heaven/jingshen and stillness have not yet become 
opposed as yin and yang, but they hint at a future friction.  
Both chapter 1 “Yuan Dao” and chapter 7 “Jingshen” have this budding yin-yang 
tension in their worldview. First, consider the “Yuan Dao,” which depicts a less extreme 
version of the cosmology that prefers yang things and yin behavior. At times, it contains 
a fairly balanced or complementary sense of “yin and yang” (really Heaven and Earth), 
but at others it at least hints at a cosmic hierarchy of value that places spirit over the 
body. 
In explaining the problem of madmen, apparently a common rhetorical trope, the 
text suggests that madness results from the loss of the proper position of things. It 
explains that madness only occurs then the body controls the spirit instead of the other 
way around. It says, “Thus, when the spirit rules, the body follows and benefits from this. 
When the body governs, the spirit follows and is harmed by this.”135 One could read this 
to simply mean everything has its place, and that these two are complementary. Yet, the 
spirit clearly is the superior as the properly controlling power. In this sense, the “yang” of 
spirit is definitely preferred. Part of my reading rests on the body-state correlation that 
provides the deep meaning of this passage: the ruler (spirit) must direct the people (body) 
                                                
will be demonstrated below, at least chapters 1 and 7 do not promote the ideal of balance. See 
Judson B. Murray, “The Consummate Dao: The Way (Dao) and Human Affairs (Shi) in the 
Huainanzi” (Ph.D., Brown University, 2007), 165–166. 
135 ȅ3̥ˆͺҾƦưͻӁ3ƦˆͺҾ̥ưͻņ Huainanzi 1/10/2-3; Major et al, 
Huainanzi, 76. 
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for society to function and not go mad (fall into chaos). Overall, this passage subtly hints 
at a model comparable to Dong Zhongshu where Heaven (ruler) must be over Earth 
(people), where yang takes priority over yin. 
This incipient yin-yang hierarchy likewise appears in regards to placing nature     
(xing Ǆ) over emotions, though these two are not identified as yang or yin either. The 
text says:  
That which is tranquil from our birth is our heavenly nature. Stirring only after 
being stimulated, our nature is harmed. When things arise and the spirit responds, 
this is the activity of perception. When perception comes into contact with things, 
preferences [haozeng ĝǠ] arise. When preferences take shape and perception is 
enticed by external things, our nature cannot return to the self, and heavenly 
patterns are destroyed.136  
 
Here I am taking “preferences” as component of emotion because of haozeng’s original 
meaning of “love and hate.” On the other side, “nature” is associated with “heavenly 
patterns,” and therefore can be considered potentially yang. The progression depicted 
here is of stillness (yin?) paired with nature (yang?), becoming disrupted by action 
(yang?) that leads to emotions (opposite of nature and therefore yin?). This passage can 
be read as a precursor to later explications that describe the same dynamic from within a 
yin-yang framework: the honoring of the stillness of yin and the yang nature over the 
activity of yang and disruptive yin emotions.  
This pattern of valuing “yin” behavior also appears in other passages, especially 
the following, which parallels the relationships found in the Cixiong jie: 
                                                
136 *˲ͻ҃ҾĔǄӁǙͻƬҾǄņӁ˘Δͻ̥ǢҾ̙Ӂ̙Ζ˘ǷҾͻ
ĝǠ˲ˇҸĝǠǣƦҾͻ̙ϞȘđҾΉ¹ŸҾͻĔˬʯ̘ Huainanzi 11/2/14-16; Major 
et al, Huainanzi, 53. 
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“Therefore, sages guard the Pure Way and embrace the limits of the feminine 
principle [cijie ѵ͋ “hen mode”]. They adapt to things and comply with them; 
they respond to alterations spontaneously; they constantly follow and do not 
anticipate. They are pliant and supple and thereby become tranquil, They are 
relaxed and calm, and therefore their minds are stable. They defeat the great and 
grind down the hard, and none is able to compete with them.137 
 
Here the exact phrase from the Cixiong jie reappears. Harold Roth translates it as “the 
limits of the feminine principle,” but if Ryden is correct in his reading of the Mawangdui 
materials, it should be “hen mode.” This mode involves the basic ways of being or 
behaving that are promoted by the Daodejing: adaptation, placing oneself last, pliancy, 
suppleness, tranquility, and calmness. These all come to be classified as yin qualities. 
Here the purpose is to stabilize the mind, but as expressed earlier in the text, the most 
important goal is ruling with the Way. This is why the passage asserts this “hen mode” is 
the path to a peerless power that defeats the great and hard. Again, one could read this as 
yin behavior leading to yang (power), but that may be pushing the text too far. 
None of the terms, qualities, or substances in these passages is equated with yin 
and yang, but their depiction resembles the distinctions of both pinmu and cixiong. What 
might be called “yang” appears to hold sway on the more cosmological or substantial side 
(á la pinmu), while the “yin” of stillness and softness finds value as a mode of behavior 
(cijie). Actually, it almost seems as though the good “yin” qualities (like stillness jing ҃ 
                                                
137 ȩȅ΀*ĸʩжͻǰѵ͋ҾîƳǢϰҾƃƬͻfҸɔƠ3҃ҾΚĹ3ĽҾȂ
ē҅ĂҾέΉΖˑҸ Huainanzi 1/5/21-22; Major et al., Huainanzi, 62. 
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or softness) are modes of behavior that help one attain “yang” substances like spirit, qi, 
and life.138  
We find this type of relationship in two additional examples from “Yuan Dao.” 
The first explicitly connects stillness with increasing the substances of life: “Now the 
more that the vital essence, spirit, vital energy, and awareness are tranquil, the more they 
will be abundant and strong. The more they are agitated, the more they will be depleted 
and aged.” 139 This passage contrasts what seems like the hen mode of stillness with the 
cock mode of agitation. 
This last point about stillness and the substances of life in contrast to activity and 
heading towards death finds further support in a final example. The passage says: 
Thus when an army is strong, it will be destroyed. When a tree is strong it will be 
broken. When leather armor is hard, it will split open. Because teeth are harder 
than the tongue, they wear out first. Therefore, the pliant and the weak are the 
supports of life, and the hard and strong are the disciples of death. 140  
 
One does not exactly see stillness as the ideal here, but the comparably honored 
Daodejing qualities of softness and weakness. These two, that later gain the classification 
of yin, lead to life. This is analogous to stillness strengthening jing, shen, and qi, which 
                                                
138 Chapter 2 in the Huainanzi also appears to hint at this relationship. As it connects stillness 
(jing ҃) to the cultivation of nature (xing Ǆ), and emptiness (xu ξ) to the nourishing of virtue. 
Earlier in the chapter xing also appears in connection with spirit (shen ̥) that comes to reside 
through being at rest. Here xing has not yet become identified with yang, but actually more 
associated with the qualities of stillness that lead to life. Even so, one sees in the parallel of xing, 
virtue, and shen, that they all respond to stillness, emptiness, or inactivity and at least shen and 
virtue are grouped with what comes to be seen as yang (life, Heaven). Huainanzi 2/17/8, 2/18/11-
12, 2/12/22-23. 
139  Ė͏̥ʂƻͺҾ҃ͻȞdͺ3ČҾЙͻȞͼͺ3͸Ҹ Major et al., The Huainanzi, 76; 
Huainanzi 1/10/7-8. 
140 ȅuƢʯҾɀƢǮҾ҆ðχҾҵĂȘΘͻfƛҸȩȅɔƠͺ˲ƇӁͻĂ
ƢͺɵƮӁ fáͺҾ̻ЕӁƬͺҾз³Ҹ Huainanzi 1/5/6-7; Major et al., 
The Huainanzi, 60-61. 
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are all substances that undergird a human’s life. This clearly parallels the Daodejing 
chapter 76’s connecting of these two pairs (softness & life—hardness & death), but the 
Huainanzi elaborates on how the “lower” softness is better.  
In these examples from “Yuan Dao,” one can observe the preference of spirit over 
body, nature over emotions, and the qualities like stillness, softness, tranquility, pliancy 
as leading to life (in particular the substances of life). One even finds the use of cijie “hen 
mode” to depict this ideal set of embodied qualities that are parallel with the Way. This 
worldview does not reveal a tension because the categories of yin and yang do not yet 
correlate emotion and stillness or Heavenly nature and agitation. These only become 
potential challenges for yin-yang cosmologists. Even so, the two sets of ideals divided 
into behavioral qualities or modes (stillness, softness, etc.) leading to substantial results 
(pure nature, shen, unagitated qi) remains conspicuous. 
The “Jingshen” chapter provides a strikingly similar picture, though with a more 
tightly articulated sense of yin and yang. In its opening section, the shen ̥ of Heaven 
and Earth appear as the precursors to the opposites of yin and yang.141 Tellingly, the 
chapter depicts humans, with their more pure and refined qi (jingqi ͏ʂ), as superior to 
the other creatures comprised of agitated qi (fanqi ˎʂ).142 This valorization of the jingqi 
or jingshen later appears in relation to the unique and advanced mental aspect of humans. 
This is then logically connected to the two halves that form a person: jingshen or 
essential spirit correlates with Heaven and bodily structures parallels Earth. This 
                                                
141 Huainanzi 7/54/26. 
142 Huainanzi 7/54/27. 
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hierarchy of creation based on levels of refinement of qi, like Heaven over Earth and 
spirit over bodily structure, finds further support as the passage continues to explain that 
to avoid death one should model Heaven. To be fair, the passage later includes the 
importance of both Heaven and Earth, but there remains a heightened preference for 
Heaven’s jingshen over Earth’s structure, the origin of yang versus the source of yin.143 
Furthermore, the chapter also contrasts desire and emotions with the jingshen ͏
̥ attained from stillness, saying:  
Sadness and joy are aberrations of Potency, pleasure and anger are excesses of the 
Way; fondness and resentment are the fetters of the mind. Therefore, it is said 
[that sages]: “In their life, act in accord with Heaven; in their death, transform 
with other things. In tranquility, share the Potency of the yin; in activity, share the 
surge of the yang.” Being calm and limitless, their Quintessential Spirit is not 
dissipated amid external things, and the world naturally submits to them. Thus, 
the mind is the ruler of physical form; the spirit is the treasure of the mind. When 
the physical form toils without rest, it becomes exhausted; when the Quintessence 
is used unceasingly, it runs out. Thus the sages honor and esteem it and do not 
dare to allow it to seep out.144 
 
This long passage centers on a quote that originally may have promoted a more 
complementary approach to life that valued the alternation of opposites. Interestingly, the 
larger passage uses it to support a worldview that makes a stronger distinction between 
problematic activity and emotions and cherished stillness and the Quintessential Spirit. 145 
                                                
143 Huainanzi 7/54/25-28. 
144 ĖǐɣͺҾƶрӁͻåǀͺҾжеӁĝǠͺҾƷ(Ȱ)[͚]ҸȅȳӀv˲  
ҾĔσӁvɵҾ˘Ҹ҃ΖѪ(Rў)[Éƶ]ҾΖѯ(Rџ)[Ëʗ]Ҹ͏̥ʼˊˈɠҾ
Ζ˘(ȋ)[ɻ]ҾͻĔΓȻҸȅƷͺҾƦӁͻ̥ͺҾƷŒҸƦͻ:И
Ҿ͏˴ͻŹ̀Ҹȩȅ΀*ЇͻŗҾȊБҸHuainanzi 7/56/28-7/57/3; Major et al., 
Huainanzi, 246-47. 
145 Another way to translate and read this quote, especially relying on the variants Rў and Rџ, 
is that it already expresses the opposition of Heaven and things, stillness and activity. The 
translation would then be, “‘Life is the doing of Heaven and death results from being transformed 
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This contrast emerges from how to “act in accord with Heaven” (tianxing Ĕσ) relates to 
life, and how to “transform with things” equates with death. The key reframing of the 
quote is the shift towards a focus on life. Therefore, the hua  “transformations,” a term 
often associated with Earth, becomes a problem. This then implies that the “yin” side is 
inferior, being grouped with death and the “things” which were previously identified with 
denser qi, in contrast to the important spirit that must be preserved for life (both yang). 
The text further articulates the opposition of Yang/Heaven/jingshen over 
yin/Earth/physical form when it describes the core of the mind, the spirit, residing above 
the body. This emphasis on spirit over body conflicts with the subsequent lines that 
appear to be equally concerned with exhausting both the body and mind. Yet, I would 
argue the body here functions as an analogy for Quintessence. The final line confirms 
that the real concern is the escaping of the jing or jingshen from the body, not the 
overworking of the body itself. This is the key point of the entire passage. We start with 
the listing of disruptive emotions, proceed to the contrast of Heaven and Earth, stillness 
and action, and then conclude that stillness (implied as an avoidance of agitation of 
emotional turmoil) will protect one from losing jingshen. Again, the whole passage 
                                                
by things. Tranquility is the sealing of all yin; activity is the opening of all yang.’ [Those whose] 
essential spirit is silent and without extremes, and does not get dispersed by things, the empire 
naturally submits to them.” Translating this section thusly demonstrates the connection of the first 
part of the passage that emphasizes the danger of emotions and the conclusion that a sage would 
prevent their jing from seeping out. The emotions now relate to the transformations of external 
things (˘) that dissipate Quintessential Spirit (jingshen), and stillness (yin) becomes the key to 
not being affected by these transformations. Furthermore, as stillness encompasses a yin state 
where one is sealed off, this explains how it can help one avoid the outward flow of jingshen that 
eventually leads to death. Of course, a similar meaning to the overall passage is possible even 
following the standard translation by Harold D. Roth, as seen in my main argument. 
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highlights jing/jingshen as superior to the physical form/emotions, and that stillness 
instead of action is the path to preserve that vital human aspect. 
One final significant point about this passage relates to its use of yin and yang. 
There, yin and yang do not connect to the “substances” of Heaven, Earth, spirit, or form, 
but instead relate to ways of being. Yin is matched with tranquility and yang with action. 
While those two sentences differ in various editions of the text, in the explication of this 
quote the preference of yin stillness remains undeniable. Resultantly, one finds the “yang” 
of jingshen, Heaven, and life (substances) paired with the yin of stillness (hen mode?)146 
in opposition to the yang of activity (cock mode?) matched with the yin of emotion, Earth 
and death (substances). In this “Jingshen” chapter’s more fully articulated yin-yang 
cosmology there appears a greater tension of promoting one type of yin and rejecting the 
other, while valorizing the opposite type of yang and then dismissing its pair.  
Both authors of the “Yuan Dao” and “Jingshen” chapters espouse a similar 
worldview variously integrated into the yin-yang schema. Yet, like for other comparable 
inner-cultivation authors, their central project is to teach stillness, removal of emotions, 
and the limiting of sensory dominance. This contrasts with the “Confucian” method of 
ritual and education that emphasizes differentiation, external division, actions, and 
arbitrary standards. The difference of these two approaches can be reduced to their 
understanding of opposites. The Confucian, or Dong Zhongshu approach, requires the 
yang of education and ritual action to restrain yin emotion and thereby enhance the yang 
of virtuous nature. The more Daoist method relies on yin stillness and softness to disperse 
                                                
146 A cited Zhuangzi passage in the “Jingshen” further confirms that stillness is indeed yin. 
Huainanzi 7/56/28-29. 
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emotion and thus increase the yang of one’s Heavenly nature. In both cases, the end goal 
is to remove emotion and maximize yang, but it is the methods that diverge.  
The “Yuan Dao” and “Jingshen” cosmologies reflect their origins in the stillness 
of cultivation, but they do not easily find correlative harmony with conflicting dualistic 
hierarchies of value. In contrast, Dong Zhongshu’s world built on the opposition of virtue 
and emotion attains a greater success within the limitations of a yin-yang model because 
he does not rely on the transformation of yin behavior (stillness) into yang vitality.  
 
Conclusion 
 This chapter proposes that the debates over monism and dualism in the 
comparison of Eastern and Western civilizations will remain unresolved if kept within the 
bounds of such conceptions. It also suggests that such debates would benefit from a shift 
in the use of categories. In light of this, the chapter likewise reviews basic debates over 
categories in the Daodejing, the text at the heart of Heshanggong’s thought, and the basic 
yin-yang language of the commentary. 
 In all cases, one finds conflicting systems of value: a rigidity of dualism versus 
monism, complementary contrasted with compositionality. To resolve these conflicts, the 
following chapter argues for a division of mode and substance within yin and yang. This 
does not reflect a monistic or dualistic perspective, but relies on Heshanggong to reveal 
its own sense of order that does not conform to such labels. It also potentially provides a 
reading of the Daodejing that rejects the monistic world of paradox for an orderly world. 
To do this, the reading relies on the more clearly articulated themes of a mix of 
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“dualistic” and “monistic” strains of yin and yang thought that can be traced to the inner 
cultivation tradition and Dong Zhongshu’s similarly influenced division of xing (nature) 
and qing (emotions).  
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Chapter 2: Yin-Yang Mode and Substance 
 
 
The previous chapter suggested an alternative framework to analyze Daoist 
cosmology and move beyond the categories of monism and dualism would lead to a new 
perspective on historical and conceptual issues. It also noted the unresolved tensions in 
the history of opposites and yin-yang within the Daodejing and beyond. All of these 
problems find an evocative solution in the following reading of Heshanggong’s 
cosmology that relies on the division of yin-yang into mode and substance.   
This reading not only addresses larger questions, but also provides the foundation 
for Heshanggong’s Daoist approach to all aspects of life. It also offers the key to 
understanding two foundational themes of the commentary, the body and state, the same 
topics at the center of this project. Following such an approach to understanding 
Heshanggong’s body and state also leads to meaningful responses to a variety of debates. 
This particular worldview not only seeks to accord with the Daodejing’s vision, 
but also incorporates and engages with cosmological theories from its own Han context. 
In both resolving the paradox of opposites found in the Daodejing, and the mixing of 
different yin-yang models in the Han, Heshanggong’s world of yin and yang implies a 
significant subdivision into mode and substance. 
 
1. Heshanggong’s Cosmology: Yin-Yang Mode and Substance 
As hinted at in the texts of Mawangdui and chapters 1 and 7 of the Huainanzi, the 
implied ideal pair of yin and yang opposites in the inner cultivation and related traditions 
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mixes yin “states” or “modes” such as stillness and softness and yang “substances” like 
jingshen. The existence of such a perfect set is not readily provable. No Early Chinese 
texts explain these two as mode and substance, though cijie ѵ͋ “hen mode,” from 
which I borrowed “mode,” comes close to the former. Even so, Heshanggong provides an 
interesting case as a fundamentally syncretic work that somehow combines a world that 
elevates Heaven over Earth with the Daodejing’s honoring of the lowly, soft, weak, 
adaptable, and dark.  
Crystallizing this tension, Heshanggong adopts Dong Zhongshu’s popular theory 
that identifies xing Ǆ (nature) as good yang and qing Ǒ (emotion) as bad yin and this 
model’s more developed form found in the Eastern Han Baihutong.147 These models 
easily fit into his inner cultivation based approach due to their origins, but they also 
intensify the conflict between the ideals of “yin” in the Daodejing and the ideals of 
“yang” associated with Heaven, nature, spirit, and virtue. Like other writers dealing with 
the problem of correlative reductionism, Heshanggong does not concretely address this 
tension. Therefore, it requires explanation or exposition if one assumes the commentary 
aims for coherency, as it does.  
Consider the list on the following page that reveals how the opposites do and do 
not easily resolve into two neat categories. The organization reflects an attempt to group 
related terms. Yet, even with this effort, the starred items (preferred by Heshanggong) do 
not all fall evenly into the Heaven or Earth columns. Both sides seem to have their value.
                                                
147 The Baihutong defines xing as the “manifestation of yang” and emotion as the 
“transformations of yin.” It even continues farther than Dong Zhongshu saying: “Yang qi is 
benevolence and yin qi is greed. Therefore, emotions include profit and desire and nature includes 
benevolence.” See Baihutong 30/56/23-25. 
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Heaven Ĕ* Earth ù 
Yang ѯ* Yin Ѫ Yin Ѫ* Yang ѯ 
Clarity ʩ* Turbidity ʽ 
Spirit ̥* Form Ʀ 
Qi ʂ* Flavor Ú 
Stillness ҃* Activity  
Simp. Substance Ќ* Surface design ȑ 
Nature Ǆ* Emotion Ǒ 
Zang θ* Fu Ɛ 
Soft ɔ* Hard  
Cock ѳ Hen ѵ* 
Nameless ˈÌ* Named ȺÌ  
Desireless ˈɪ* Desirous Ⱥɪ 
Noble Ї Lowly Ћ* 
Light Н* Heavy э 
Serious э* Frivolous Н 
Root Ƀ* Branches ɂ 
Weak Ơ* Strong Ƣ 
Non-action ˈˆ* Action Ⱥˆ 
Arrogant ҡ Humble ϫ* 
Full ʲ Empty ξ* 
Direct á Harmonize Þ* 
Ox ˗  Cow ˕ *  
First f Last Í* 
Outer đ Inner l* 
High Ҥ Lowly * 
Emit ș Guard ĸ* 
Peace Ƅ* Chaos  
Plentiful ²* Scant η 
Worthies Њ* Greedy people Ѕ 
Mother ɽ* Child ī 
Profound ˣ* Female/Cow ˕ 
Glory ŗ Distain £*  
Bright white ȣ̆ dim ҰҰ*  
Illumination ȣ* Knowledge ȯ 
Illuminate ȣ Enshadow ȧ*  
Life ˲* Death ɵ 
Store Į* Lose % 
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Though not exhaustive, this list of opposites immediately reveals the problems of 
reducing all pairs to a single hierarchical relationship. Consider the case of zang (inner 
organs). Heshanggong identifies them with Heaven (yang) and with xing (nature) in 
chapter 6. This accords with Dong Zhongshu, Baihutong, and the Neijing, but how does 
this fit with the other qualities Heshanggong connects to the zang that are normally yin: 
inner and empty? The zang are yang and Heavenly by virtue of their superior value, but 
yin by location. The problem remains that it is very difficult to reduce all various 
relationships (value or location) to a single type. While one could play with the categories 
to make these term fit by identifying inner and empty as yang, that approach ultimately 
fails in any large-scale correlative system. 
One finds other conflicts of value: illumination being placed over learning, but 
under the enshadowed, the cow being both superior to the ox and inferior to the profound, 
and the simultaneous honoring of both Heaven and the lowly. This is not just an issue of 
the relativity of yin and yang, but also that it does not match the foundational preference 
for the “lower” in the Daodejing. 
Speaking of the “lower,” consider this list in light of the problem that Lau raised 
about the “low” conquering the “high.” He proposed the simple solution that the lowly is 
the foundation of the superior, and to avoid the inevitable fall one should stay to the 
lowly. He also argued for a paradoxical reading of weak and strong, where the weak is 
really the strong by attaining true victory through avoidance. Do these two interpretive 
moves solve the “paradox” of incompatible categories of this list? Not completely. The 
zang (inner organs) are not an accumulation of the fu (outer organs); the inward focus of 
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“storing” does not develop into loss; Heaven is not attainable by accumulating Earth; and 
redefining strong and weak in this way requires awkward maneuverings.  
The Daodejing’s and Heshanggong’s conflicts of opposites have a cleaner, but 
more creative solution. Consider this: while two types of hierarchical values might lead to 
a paradox, they make sense if we subdivide them into the aforementioned mode and 
substance. Here “mode” refers to behavior and states of existence: yang modes involve 
movement, outward focus and intent, intensity, visibility, rigidity, aggression, and 
violence; yin modes reflect stillness, inward focus, moderation, obscurity, adaptability, 
gentleness, and peacefulness. Substance indicates the full range of “matter” and “spirit” 
that comprises Heshanggong’s world: yang is refined and united, while yin is dense and 
divided.  
Using this division, the columns attain order as seen in the next two sets of terms. 
 
Substance: 
Heaven Ĕ* Earth ù 
Yang ѯ*  Yin Ѫ 
Clarity ʩ* Turbidity ʽ 
Spirit ̥* Form Ʀ 
Qi ʂ* Flavor Ú 
Simp. Substance Ќ* Surface design ȑ 
Nature Ǆ* Emotion Ǒ 
Zang θ* Fu Ɛ 
Light Н* Heavy э 
Plentiful ²* Scant η 
Worthies Њ* Greedy people Ѕ 
Illumination ȣ* Knowledge ȯ 
Profound ˣ* Female/Cow ˕ 
Life ˲* Death ɵ 
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Mode 
Yang ѯ  Yin Ѫ*  
Branches ɂ  Root Ƀ* 
Action Ⱥˆ Non-action ˈˆ* 
Desirous Ⱥɪ Desireless ˈɪ* 
Named ȺÌ Nameless ˈÌ*  
Activity   Stillness ҃*  
Strong Ƣ  Weak Ơ*  
Hard  Soft ɔ* 
Cock ѳ  Hen ѵ*  
Arrogant ҡ Humble ϫ* 
Full ʲ Empty ξ* 
Lead á Harmonize Þ* 
Ox ˗  Cow ˕ *  
First f Last Í* 
Outer đ Inner l* 
High Ҥ Lowly * 
Emit ș Guard ĸ* 
Chaos   Peace Ƅ* 
Glory ŗ Distain £* 
Illuminate ȣ Enshadow ȧ* 
Frivolous Н Serious э* 
Bright white ȣ̆ dim ҰҰ* 
Noble Ї Lowly Ћ* 
Lose % Store Į* 
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The two lists now exhibit internal coherence of yin and yang categories. All the 
pairs related to substance neatly align with Heaven and Earth, with the yang side always 
superior. The pairs of modes reveal a similar preference for yin. This means that the 
qualities the Daodejing valorizes including the still, hidden, fully encompassing, humble, 
silent, non-active, empty, feminine, soft, and adaptive fall under yin mode; while Heaven, 
spirit, virtue, qi, essence, that are all clear, refined, and light (in weight and color) count 
as yang substance.148  
The clean order of this division speaks to the coherency of the commentary, 
regardless of Kusuyama Haruki’s argument, as this pattern remains quite steady 
throughout the work.149 Yet, even with this consistency the work requires this additional 
language of mode and substance. Furthermore, one can not describe this division with the 
more common binaries like ti ң (substance/structure) and yong ˴ (function) or li ˬ 
                                                
148 This contrast also appears quite explicitly in the Laozi zhigui. That commentary reads the 
thirteen companions of life and death in chapter 50 of the Daodejing as two sets of thirteen 
qualities that closely mirror the list of yin and yang modes here. The companions of life are: ξҷ
ˈҷʩҷ҃ҷƴҷōҷɔҷƠҷ£ҷǹҷȬҷÞҷç. The one real divergence is qing, which 
could be explained as simple variation on the specifics of these categories. The passage continues 
and articulates how these qualities lead to certain positive results. In some cases, they appear to 
just depict the alternation of opposites, but the mode substance reading makes some sense out of 
those examples. In other cases, we see stillness not leading to action, but to internal illumination. 
Together these all generate extended life. Taken as a whole one see a comparable depiction of the 
causality of yin modes leading to yang substance that is more fully explained below. See Laozi 
zhigui  9.11a-b 
149 Of course, some of my categorizations could be debated. For example, I classify Ƀ root and 
ɂ branches as modes and not substances. Should not the root relate to the original substance and 
the branches represent the differentiated manifestation of substantial things? A quick look at the 
text reveals mode makes more sense, at least in this commentary. Chapter 39 associates the root 
with the humble behaviors of the ancient sages; chapter 40 glosses “returning” as the root and 
groups it with weakness and emptiness; chapter 76 identifies the root with taking the lowly 
position. Still, one could read chapter 38’s sense of li ̫ “ritual” as working at the branches and 
not the root to mean external and not internal substances. It may be that the common root/branch 
paradigm has a double usage like the examples discussed below, but text generally supports 
classifying root as a yin mode. 
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(principle) and qi ʂ (substance). The section 3 of this chapter will offer the detailed 
reasons for why this might be the case. 
From a more general perspective, the extra partitions of “mode” and “substance” 
may unfairly avoid the problem of reducing everything to two categories, but at least the 
method provides a clearer explication of the various relationships in play. For reading 
Heshanggong, subdividing yin and yang into mode and substance offers numerous 
benefits. Therefore, although this analysis admittedly does not solve all the tensions that 
one finds in Heshanggong, it provides a powerful heuristic that removes many of the 
“paradoxes” found in the Daodejing, and provides a more nuanced vision of 
Heshanggong’s theory and practice than any monistic or dualistic approach. 
The categorization of some of these terms requires a closer reading of the work. 
This process will also clarify the relationship between groups like yin mode and yang 
substance, and address the place, if any, of the complementary, oppositional, and cyclical. 
First, consider cixiong and pinmu. Both pairs appear in the Mawangdui texts, and in the 
original Daodejing (ch. 6, 10, 28, 61). Yet, unlike in those texts, Heshanggong at times 
uses the two pairs interchangeably, while at others they conflict. 150 As such 
multifunctional terms, they do not automatically suggest mode-substance classifications.  
                                                
150 While this conflicting usage of the term could indicate the very two layers posited by 
Kusuyama, that cannot be the case. Though the sense of pin in the potentially interpolated 
chapters 6 differs from that of chapter 10, Kusuyama chould not use this to support his argument. 
That is because he sees both of these chapters as representative of the second authorial voice. 
Thus, even if his theory could be proved correct, this pattern of contrasting values cannot be 
explained away so easily. Of course, the same pattern seen in many other terms affirms the 
general theory as well. Kusuyama, R!shi densetsu no kenky", 102. 
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On the one hand, they are associated with Heaven and Earth, and the two basic 
divisions of bodily substances: ci and pin represent the inferior and denser substances 
from the Earth, and xiong and mu signify the superior refined substances from Heaven 
(ch. 6). This sense results from Heshanggong’s glossing the pair of profound (xuan ˣ) 
and female/cow (pin) as Heaven and Earth, and is why they were categorized as 
substance above. This approach also resembles the pinmu of the Guan and Cheng texts, 
but is even closer to the oppositional vision of Dong Zhongshu that valorizes all things 
yang.  
Yet, on the other hand, Heshanggong promotes ci and pin as the highest ideals as 
in chapter 61: 
It is the female [pin] of the world.151 
“The female” means ‘yin categories.’ These are accommodation, humility, and 
harmonization instead of leading. 
The female always conquers the male [mu] because of 
stillness, 
The reason women can subdue men and yin conquers yang is because they are 
still, calm, and do not initiate. 
 
Quite obviously, these “yin categories” Ѫҏ do not signify substances. Though women 
appear as superior to men, this “lower,” to use Lau’s terms, conquering the “higher” has 
nothing to do with substance; it is behavior. Success and conquest come from the 
                                                
151 This translation follows the Daozang edition (DZ 682) as its base text, but also considers 
variants from 37 other received editions identified in the work of Yamashiro Yoshiharu and 
Zheng Chenghai. For all notes on these textual variants, see Appendix 1. 
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“female” modes of humility, accommodation, and stillness.152 Furthermore, Heshanggong 
identifies these yin modes as foundational to his teachings.  
In chapter 10, he explains how this mode is essential to two loci of order and 
life—the body and the state: 
Can you act as the female [ci]? 
In regulating the body, one should be like a female animal [cipin]: peaceful, calm, 
accommodating, and weak. In regulating the state, respond to transformations and 
harmonize instead of taking the lead.  
 
Such a comment elucidates that one should “act” like cipin, something comparable to the 
cijie (hen mode) found in the Cixiong jie or the Huainanzi. Looking at both of the 
previous passages one finds Heshanggong proclaiming the superiority of yin over yang, 
but only in relation to behavior or mode. When so subdivided, this need not contradict 
other places in the work, like chapter six, where as substances yin relates to the inferiority 
of Earthly emotions and yang the superiority of Heavenly nature. 
This may seem to unfairly redefine the different uses of ci and pin, but 
Heshanggong offers other dual evaluations of terms that appear as both modes and 
substances. The easiest examples from the previous lists are qing Н (light/frivolous) and 
zhong э(heavy/serious). For the first sense, the substantial, yang lightness is prized (ch. 
6, 13) and for the second sense, the modal, yin seriousness is superior (ch. 3, 26, 63, 69, 
75, 76).   
                                                
152 Schipper argued that Wang Bi was to blame for removing the important roles of the mother 
and women from the Daodejing. If these terms actually were meant literally, by the time of 
Mawangdui we already see an emergent sense that these terms are metaphors for the ideal 
behavior of men. Heshanggong likewise reads them thusly. Kristofer Schipper, The Taoist Body 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 192–193. 
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The result of this full analysis is two inverted hierarchies of these subcategories:  
yin mode over yang mode and yang substance over yin substance. Heshanggong further 
indicates that these four are cyclical, oppositional, and at times complementary. This 
results in an intriguing hybrid of oppositional/hierarchical and complementary/cyclical 
approach to opposites—subtleties that mere monism and dualism cannot grasp. 
The cyclic relationship involves an alternation of mode and substance. Mode 
stands as the logically prior state, as the quality of behavior or existence that leads to a 
substantial result. Chapter 45 notes: 
When agitation triumphs, there is cold.  
“Triumph” means ‘extreme.’ In spring and summer, the yang qi is agitated; it 
rushes upward, and the myriad beings flourish. When it reaches its extreme then 
[the qi] gets colder, and when it is cold things shrivel and die. This indicates that 
people should be neither hard nor agitated  
When stillness triumphs, there is heat.   
In fall and winter, the myriad beings lie still beneath the Yellow Springs. When it 
reaches its extreme then [the qi] gets hotter, and this heat is the source of life. 
Clarity and stillness lead to an upright empire. 
Through clarity and stillness one can be the leader of the empire. Maintain 
uprightness, and then [the empire] will never reach its end. 
 
This passage confirms Heshanggong’s cyclical view of yin and yang. While one might 
argue it only demonstrates alternating qualities of qi, not mode becoming substance, on 
closer examination the key role of mode emerges. The passage identifies the warmth of 
yang qi with life and cold of yin qi with death. These are substances. How do these 
substances come about? The cold comes from an extreme caused not by the extreme heat 
of yang, but the modes of agitation and hardness. This is why the key point of the passage 
is to avoid being hard or agitated. If these were correlated with the substance of hot qi, 
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the commentary would insist one should embody them to gain life. Instead, the ideal is 
the stillness of winter that leads to the source of life—hot yang qi. The final line explains 
how to apply this principle. One relies on the power of stillness (not cold) to continually 
generate life and prosperity on a society-wide level. This is yin mode leading to yang 
substance writ large. 
This seasonal cycle could exist as one of complementary balance, but the added 
hierarchical value of yin mode and yang substance removes that possibility. Instead of 
balance, the yang substance of living qi appears to be Heshanggong’s real goal. In this 
sense, he sympathizes with Dong Zhongshu and his sort. But that Confucian worldview 
arises from a fixed hierarchy in which all the yang, male, Heavenly, virtuous, ritualized 
behaviors lead to more yang in the world. Heshanggong relies on the Daodejing tradition 
of opposite alternation, and from this source arises the split between substance and mode. 
That then allows Heshanggong to advocate non-action, softness, and weakness (yin 
modes) as the keys to attaining the substance of Heaven, the yang substances of qi, jing, 
shen, and even virtue (de). 
Though yang substance is the goal, Heshanggong teaches method. As such, the 
key discussion centers around how to act in the world, deciding between yin mode and 
yang mode, or as scholars of the Daodejing generally say, wuwei ˈˆ versus youwei Ⱥ
ˆ. Heshanggong diverges from the Daodejing because he writes in a time dominated by 
yin and yang correlation, but perhaps this can help clarify the implicit logic of the 
original. 
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Though not likely a historically sound interpretation, if one follows this reading of 
Heshanggong, the problem of opposites in the Daodejing disappears. It subsumes all five 
of the theories Lau identified under a single coherent model. The cyclical model (1)153 of 
Fung Yu-lan becomes integrated into the Daodejing. This results from the influence of 
other texts, like the Lüshi chunqiu, the Huainanzi, Chunqiu fanlu, and Baihutong that at 
times emphasize changing with the seasons and the alternation of hot and cold, day and 
night. As for the problem of the weak conquering the strong (2), dividing substance and 
mode removes the worry about the weak taking the place of the strong after victory. In 
this reading, “weak” represents a mode, a type of behavior that allows for the 
accumulation of vitality. As long as one maintains that approach one will always win 
power (yang substance). Conversely, the “strength” of yang mode wastes all power and 
leads to the yin substantial circumstance of death and defeat. Therefore, this paradox 
ceases to exist. As for the relativity of opposites (3), Heshanggong also addresses that 
problem by asserting that yin modes like flexibility and inclusiveness allow one to move 
beyond and minimize substantial distinction. The Way of Heaven (4) also finds a place 
according to this reading. First, how it values good people (yin modal people) and second 
how it gives to the lacking (yin mode increases yang substance) and takes from the 
excessive (yang mode  diminishes yang substance). Lastly, (5) gradual change and 
sudden loss can also be explained. Gradual development from the “lower” indicates a yin 
mode (slow and steady) that leads to the accumulation of yang substance. The sudden fall 
                                                
153 Recall these numbers from Lau’s theory of opposites list. 
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from the high place relates to the danger of yang mode (hardness, agitation, violence, 
arrogance, selfishness), which can quickly destroy one’s status, health, and wealth. 
Heshanggong writes as a syncretist, and as such, he strives to resolve the order of 
the universe through inclusive basic principles. Yin and yang are definitively two such 
principles, but without a division of mode and substance, their status and nature remain 
convoluted. This clarifying model deeply informs the rest of this project. From the 
relationship of the individual and the group to the methods of gaining health and 
prosperity, the fourfold framework guides all of these readings. It also provides a novel 
sense of the Way and virtue. 
 
2. Dao and De 
Assuming that Heshanggong idealizes yin mode and yang substance, how then do 
the Way and virtue fit into this schema? Simply put, the Way exists as total yin mode, 
virtue equates to perfect yang substance, and together they exhibit transcendent balance. 
Therefore, although Heshanggong would reject the goal of balancing opposites like 
softness and hardness or peace and chaos, he does seem to value the balance of yin mode 
and yang substance. 
Why is the Way yin mode and virtue yang substance? First, consider how virtue 
(de) is both substantial and yang in nature. By combining passages from chapters 51 and 
39 we find hints of this: 
Virtue nurtures them. 
Virtue is the One. The One directs and spreads qi to nurture and nourish them. 
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And: 
Concerning those of the past to attain the One: 
“Past” (xi) means ‘past’ (wang). The One is original qi—the child of the Way. 
 
Together these reveal virtue as both “the One” and original qi. Consequently, virtue is the 
foundational substance of the entire universe; it is the unified substance, and hence is the 
One.  
Yet, why is the original substance yang? In chapter 42 we find: 
The One generated the two. 
The One generated yin and yang. 
 
This implies that the One (virtue) precedes the distinctions of yin and yang, and therefore 
could not be yang. While in one sense it is true that yin and yang are relative terms that 
contradict the idea of true unity, when compared to the manifest world with its many 
division and differentiations (yin substance), virtue (original qi) takes the yang role. 
To further support this definition: in chapter 6, the body appears comprised of qi 
from Heaven and flavor from Earth. The qi components represent all higher aspects of 
the self, and are the foundation of life. One might argue that this Heavenly qi is already 
differentiated, and so not related to the original qi of virtue. Yet, the previous quote from 
chapter 51 confides that the One (virtue) is what disperses qi to the beings of the world. It 
is not too presumptuous to note a parallel between virtue and Heaven as the bestowers of 
qi and of life. As the breath is life, and its existence keeps the body warm and alive 
(yang), it does not require a great leap to consider virtue/One/original qi as yang. 
Furthermore, part of the hierarchy of yang substances over yin substances results from 
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their relative refinement: the more refined qi is yang and the denser qi is yin. Virtue as 
the original qi is the most refined and thus is the purest yang. It is the Heaven within 
Heaven as noted in chapter 1. 
In some Chinese cosmologies that begin with the One substance or with Heaven 
(Taiyi shengshui, Chunqiu fanlu, etc.), this original qi or yang virtue is the central focus. 
Heshanggong, on the other hand, follows the Daodejing’s chapter 42 in placing the Way 
as the true origin of the cosmos:  
The Way generated the One. 
In the beginning, what the Way generated was the One. 
 
According to the previous theory, all yang substances arise from yin modes. Therefore, if 
the One (virtue) is the supreme yang substance it to must arise from yin mode. Ipso facto, 
the Way is yin mode. Identifying this root of all existence as yin mode resolves how dao 
ж can be both a method of living and also a cosmic force or principle. This follows from 
the theory, but does it fit the Daodejing’s and more importantly Heshanggong’s 
depictions? The mode of the Dao can rightly be called yin because it is defined as still, 
silent, soft, fully encompassing, hidden, humble, non-active, empty, and adaptive. These 
are the “lower” that conquer the “higher.” They also all fall into the yin mode column 
listed above. The Way is the model for successful living because it is the source the 
original qi: the foundation of life. Therefore, to maintain and enhance life one should 
employ the mode of the Way. 
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As with the single substance of virtue, Heshanggong chapter 32 identifies the 
Way as being beyond yin and yang categories, something that contradict the present 
theory: 
The Way is constantly nameless. 
The Way can be yin and can be yang; it can be lax and can be taut; it can be 
present and can be absent. Thus, it has no constant name. 
 
This recalls the relativity that some argue for in the Daodejing, or even generally in 
Chinese thought (i.e. Hall and Ames). Yet, the “no constant name” or the “nameless” 
identifiers for the Way are not relative terms. The Way always remains nameless and is 
constantly without a constant name. It exists firmly on one side of the pair of the named 
and nameless. The nameless stands as the yin mode of this pair, being hidden, unknown, 
and mutable. Even though the Way includes yin and yang, or lax and taut, this inclusive 
quality of the Way confirms its yin nature. 
Finally, if one takes the Way as yin mode and virtue as yang substance, it resolves 
the confusion over the relationships of the Way, Heaven, and the Way of Heaven. While 
historically these terms likely indicate different strands of thought found in texts like 
Laozi or Zhuangzi, such a reading explains that the Way and Heaven are complementary 
mode and substance, which together make the “Way of Heaven.” 
If the Way represents original yin mode and virtue signifies yang substance, how 
does this explain creation and yang mode and yin substance? As noted previously, the 
cyclical nature between yin-yang substances and modes means a mode tends to produce 
its opposite substance, while a substance generates its equivalent mode. Therefore, 
logically, if not temporally, after the yin mode (Dao) produced the One’s yang substance 
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(De), that original qi naturally transformed into the yang mode of movement. Out of that 
movement and vibration, division developed in the qi and a new denser quality of qi 
appeared as the first yin substance. The primordial moment resulted in the separating of 
Heaven (yang substance) and Earth (yin substance). This reflects the comment from 
chapter 42 which notes that the One generated yin and yang. Though one could read that 
as yang mode and yin substance, it more likely means the differentiation of yang and yin 
types of qi substance. 
Next, chapter 42 notes: 
The two generated the three. 
Yin and yang generated the clear, the turbid and the harmonious—three types of 
qi. They divided into Heaven, Earth, and humanity. 
 
The original One substance (clear qi) remains as Heaven, but this qi though movement 
becomes congealed, dense, turbid, and settles as Earth. The various admixtures of dense 
Earthly yin qi and Heavenly yang qi generate all the aspects of the world. Even the 
Heavenly qi, weather, is not as pure as the original yang qi, for it undergoes changes and 
has some yin components like clouds etc. The original mixture of yin and yang is 
humanity, and as such, we are the model for all other mixtures. As this third component, 
humans stand as the principle that allows for variety. Without this principle, the cosmos 
would only have pure yang turning into pure yin. Once they begin to combine, then the 
profusion of the world becomes possible.  
Together yin mode (the Way), yang substance (virtue), yang mode (creation), and 
yin substance (differentiation) comprise the deep structure of the cosmos. Among these 
opposites, one finds hard distinctions and types of inclusivity that undermine monistic or 
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dualistic interpretations. One finds a single source of the universe that continues to be 
present in the world, but is clearly distinct from the substance it creates. Mode and 
substance exist almost dualistically, yet they also can transform into one another. Yin 
modes are good and yang modes are dangerous. Within this single world order, 
Heshanggong works to explain the nature of the human individual, group/political 
structures, and how to use the Way of yin mode to maximize the unity and vitality (yang 
substance) of those two worldly manifestations. One finds interconnection, but not 
holism or relativity. The work asserts a strong binary of right and wrong in a unified and 
divided cosmos. 
 
3. Questioning the Terms Mode and Substance 
The current reading that subdivides yin and yang into mode and substance faces 
many possible critiques that circle back to the questions concerning monism, dualism, 
and cultural projection. The following discussion hopes to preempt some of these 
criticisms and also demonstrate the value of this approach in light of the monism-dualism 
reading of East and West civilizations.   
A most obvious potential point of disapproval relates to how my reading may be 
artificially infusing foreign concepts onto the commentary, since “yin mode” and “yang 
substance” do not exactly reflect Heshanggong’s words. It is true that the commentator 
does not explicitly construct such a cosmology; however, that cosmology involves 
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tensions that can be resolved by such a subdivision, which arguably clarifies the 
underlying structure of the Heshanggong’s world.154  
One might assert that emic linguistic choices, either drawn from the commentary 
or elsewhere, would be superior to the English words “mode” and “substance” that must 
distort the original Chinese worldview. The following is an exploration of a few such 
options and an analysis of their various deficiencies. Three such possibilities are ti ң 
(substance) and yong ˴ (function), li ˬ (principle) and qi ʂ (vital substance), and even 
dao ж (way) and qi ʂ (substance). As my terms substance and mode sounds quite 
reminiscent of the common translations for ti and yong (“substance” and “function”), let 
us consider them first. 
The primary weakness of using ti and yong to describe the subdivision of yin and 
yang results from Heshanggong lacking these terms conceptualized as substance or 
function. This is especially obvious in that the few appearances of ti in the commentary 
(10, 13, 23, 55) simply refer to the structure of the human physical body. There is no hint 
of this word holding some larger cosmological significance, like a generalized term for 
“substance.” Yong does have some sense of “function,” though it more closely resembles 
“use,” in that one uses the Way (yong Dao ˴ж)155 Together these do not remotely 
explain the patterns referred to by mode and substance.  
                                                
154 Also troubling, this reading like any correlation has a breaking point. It does not completely 
explain every detail of the commentary or of the functioning of the world. It is at best a powerful 
and helpful heuristic.  
155 Chapters 20, 35, and 59 discussing yong “using” the Way. 
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While the terms might not be native to the Heshanggong, they are to the overall 
tradition of the Daodejing, and one possible approach to analyzing the nature of the Way. 
Isabelle Robinet, after studying multiple Daodejing commentaries including 
Heshanggong, concluded that the Dao has the two aspects of ti (she translates it as 
“foundation”) and yong (“function”).156 She notes that some commentators like Wang Bi 
considered these two sides as equally important, while others such as the Tang Confucian 
Lu Xisheng Ѯſ΁ (ca. 890) viewed them in an unmistakable hierarchy where ti as Dao 
presided over yong as de. She generally suggests that the ti aspect of the Dao is 
“immobile, silent, unknown and unknowable,” while the yong aspect is “its appearance in 
action.” 157 If Robinet provides an accurate gloss for this Daoist kind of ti and yong, then 
they cannot be emic replacements for mode and substance, but instead represent two 
opposite modes: the hidden and unmanifest (yin) and the active and manifest (yang).  
Other readings of this famous tiyong ң˴ pair likewise do not provide the keys to 
Heshanggong’s teachings. Alan Chan’s take on Wang Bi suggests that ti functions more 
like a verb “to embody” and has nothing to do with the general concept of substance.158 
This sense also appears to parallel the use of ti in the Huinanzi, where one should ti 
“embody” the Dao.159 If this is an accurate understanding of ti in Wang Bi and the 
                                                
156 Robinet, “The Diverse Interpretations of the Laozi,” 133–34. 
157 Lu Xisheng Ѯſ΁, Daode zhenjing zhuan жƶ̔͡_ (DZ 685). 
158 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 66. 
159 ҙ˲3͡Ҿǰƶ3͜ƅҾÃϩΉңж̘ҸHuainanzi 2/17/9. 
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Huainanzi, one could apply this term to the Heshanggong.160 One might say that the 
commentary encourages people to ti “embody” the Way of softness, stillness, and 
humility. Yet, this does not solve the problem of explaining the qualities of the Way in 
relation to yin and yang. It only offers another term for connecting with said qualities. 
Resultantly, one could ti the yin mode, but then ti would not stand in for either substance 
or mode.  
While these historically earlier or Daodejing specific examples do not suggest 
that one can equate ti and yong with substance and mode, what about the most famous 
instances of the terms in the work of Zhu Xi? According to Antonio Cua’s reading of Zhu 
Xi, ti and yong are context dependent. The relativistic example he cites relates how the ti 
(substance or structure) of the eye has a yong of vision and the ti of the ear has a yong of 
hearing, but the ti of the body has a yong (function) that includes both seeing and 
hearing.161  
This sense of ti and yong differs in a few important ways from the mode and 
substance types of yin and yang. First, and most importantly, is how the ti sets the context 
for yong, that by focusing on a particular thing or part of something one connects to its 
specific purpose. Mode and substance do not have this relationship, as they instead depict 
                                                
160 Actually, tidao ңж was the title added to chapter 1 in the SBCK and DZ editions. It and the 
other titles appear in neither the Dunhuang manuscripts nor most Japanese manuscripts. For more 
on this, see Appendix 1, n635. 
161 Antonio S. Cua, “On the Ethical Significance of the Ti-Yong Distinction,” Journal of Chinese 
Philosophy 29, no. 2 (June 2002): 164. 
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a way of being that leads to a new substantial reality. Second, the connection of the type 
of mode to the type of substance is generalizable or even universal instead of relative.162  
This last point drives towards the key difference between ti and yong as 
emblematic of the more monistic conceptions in Chinese thought. For Zhu Xi, substance 
and function vary depending on one’s perspective and do not represent some type of 
foundational existence. In this way, they are part of a monistic world163 Wing-tsit Chan 
even notes that Zhu Xi’s main critique of the Daodejing is that it depicts the Way 
preexisting the relativistic patterns of the world. Part of the problem for Zhu Xi is that the 
Way requires human relationships to mediate and therefore cannot exist separately from 
manifest reality.164 Though Chan disagrees with Zhu’s reading of Laozi, it actually 
confirms a traditional Chinese sense of the Daodejing as non-monistic and so somewhat 
accords with the current reading of Heshanggong.165  Zhu would disparage a world where 
                                                
162 Even in the Chinese Buddhist usages of this pair one cannot fine a good match for 
Heshanggong’s cosmology. For example, in the writings of Guifeng Zongmi øūĺŊ (780-841) 
ti and yong appear as arguments against dualism. Zongmi argues that the phenomena (yong) do 
not contrast with the ultimate reality of ti. In this conception the phenomena are not impure, but 
belong to the contingent aspect of reality. Heshanggong would not agree with this monistic, or at 
least non-dualist, view. He instead would suggest that certain aspects of the phenomena, yin 
substances, are impure and must be refined with yin mode so one can attain the totality of yang 
substance. Put another way, for Heshanggong there is no possibility of sudden enlightenment. 
Peter N Gregory, Tsung-Mi and the Sinification of Buddhism (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1991), 233. 
163 My suspicion is that the normative Confucianism that Zhu Xi established historically 
influenced Western scholars’ essentializing Chinese culture as monistic. Zhu Xi’s thought has a 
worldly emphasis and seeks to reject what might be called “transcendence” as the corrupting and 
“Western” influence of Buddhism. It is at least curious that the Western position of Chinese 
monism versus Western dualism resembles the rhetoric of this figure who defined the elite 
Chinese culture that Western scholars first encountered. 
164 Wing-tsit Chan, “Chu Hsi’s Appraisal of Lao Tzu,” Philosophy East and West 25, no. 2 (April 
1975): 136. 
165 Ibid., 137. 
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yin mode is not embedded in yang substance, but is its transcendent precursor and 
prerequisite.166 
This position on the importance of immanent patterns and relationships relates 
back to another point Antonio Cua makes about Zhu’s thought. He notes that, in parallel 
to his understanding of ti and yong, Zhu views “principle” li ˬ as something always 
embodied within actual affairs and so is concrete. For Zhu, li ˬ always coexists with qi 
ʂ, a pair that present another possible replacement for mode and substance. 
This set of terms also happens to parallels ti and yong, for li, as the patterns that 
make up the structure or substance of a thing, closely relates to ti.167 Put another way, li 
represents the qualities of substance (ti) that manifest as different types of qi. This sense 
of li very much suggests it as the pattern or aspects of things, like in the original sense of 
li as veins within jade. 
Li representing the patterns of substantial things does not automatically suggest 
my sense of mode. Yet, li and qi both appear in Heshanggong and so deserve careful 
consideration. The commentary’s use of qi has no special characteristics that require 
mention, so Heshanggong’s employment of li remains the key issue. The commentator 
notes in chapter 74 that if the ruler actively engages in corporal punishment “the round 
and the square will lose their proper patterns [li ˬ].” This suggests li as part of the basic 
order of the cosmos. Here the round and square most likely refer to Heaven and Earth, or 
                                                
166 Zhu’s reading of the Daodejing appears more in line with Lu Xisheng than Wang Bi, if 
Robinet’s depiction of their contrasting sense of ti and yong can be believed. I am a bit hesitant to 
follower her on Wang Bi, as Alan Chan provides a strong argument that Wang Bi used ti and 
yong for a different type of discussion. 
167 Cua, “On the Ethical Significance of the Ti-Yong Distinction,” 165. 
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even the ruler and the ruled. In this way, the ruler being overly ruthless disrupts the 
proper nature of these opposites. While this sounds quite similar to mode, here li 
represent the yin and yang nature of the square and round, which are metaphors for the 
substances of Heaven and Earth. Therefore, li again implies a way to understand patterns 
of yin or yang substances, but does not clearly convey a sense of behavior. Furthermore, 
in this passage the li of things becomes disrupted by the improper actions of the ruler, just 
as excessive yang modes disrupt the proper state of thing’s substances.  
 Turning to chapter 65, one finds an even more important place for li. It says, “The 
person of profound virtue contrasts with the myriad beings, and so he can achieve great 
accord. ‘Great accord’ means to accord with the patterns [li ˬ] of Heaven.” At first 
glance, this comment undermines the value of the mode and substance reading on two 
levels. For one, this seems to suggest that having virtue (yang substance) leads to 
according with order of Heaven (the Way as yin mode?). If this were the case, then the 
causal relationship of yin mode to yang substance would break down. Secondly, this 
should mean that li could replace mode, as the order of Heaven must be the Way and 
therefore the Way equates to li.  
 Neither of these are actually problems, for the li of Heaven refers to the qualities 
of the substance of Heaven, just as it did more indirectly in the first quote’s reference to 
the “round.” Therefore, to attain virtue means to attain the yang substances equal to 
Heaven. This passage does not depict yang substance leading to yin mode, or li operating 
as a gloss for the Way. It just explains the accord of the substance of virtue in the body 
and that of Heaven.  
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 Unfortunately, li cannot stand in for mode in Heshanggong because it only 
describes the patterns of manifest substances, and not ways of existing or behavior that 
lead to different substantial states. What could work would be qi ʂ as a replacement for 
substance, since yin substance and yang substance could be easily and accurately be 
glossed as yin qi and yang qi. This leads to the last potential Chinese language option 
where dao stands in for mode and qi stands in for substance. 
 From one perspective, this pair offers the best option. As I gloss the Way as yin 
mode, I could straightforwardly call it yin dao as contrasted with yang dao. 
Heshanggong’s explanation of two opposing dao’s in his reading of the first line of the 
Daodejing suits such explanatory language. There the commentator contrasts the dao ke 
dao жÃж “the way that can be a way,” identified with textual studies and active policy 
making, with the changdao ƃж “the constant Way,” as that of longevity and naturalness. 
The first is definitely a yang kind of dao, while the commentator notably identifies the 
second as a hidden and concealed (yin) dao. These two different dao’s (or ways of 
existing) generate opposite types of qi, as well. The Dao as yin dao generates de (yang qi), 
while the dao of activity and aggression lead to yin qi (emotion, death, turmoil).  
This option has its own difficulties. A notable one appears in the last sentence of 
the previous paragraph. The sentence itself functions awkwardly because the Dao is also 
yin dao and not yang dao. While not an impossible option, this has the potential for 
confusion. Perhaps more problematically, within the commentary itself the term yin dao 
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appears twice: once as yin mode and once as yin substance.168 This contrast cannot be 
clearly explained with such embedded language, and yin dao as yin substance 
undermines the useful specificity of the term. Lastly, qi offers a fine term to refer 
generally to substance, but it is not clear that the commentary prefers the term qi for the 
primordial substance. In some sense, shen is more important; furthermore, by avoiding qi 
as the general term it prevents confusion over the sense of qi as part of the yang aspect of 
the body.  
One key weakness of all these options results from their preexistent polysemy and 
associations with other concepts and traditions. If I started using ti and yong, even if it 
was a suitable option, the weight of Zhu Xi’s specific usage would become an 
impediment. The same is true for li and qi. Lastly, in the case of dao and qi one can 
barely find a more contested term than dao in the study of Chinese thought. Therefore, to 
apply it in a new way that does not explicitly emerge for the commentary seems reckless 
and bound to cause its own confusions, especially in light of its varied usage in the work. 
It remains a possible option, but one here deemed less ideal than the alternative. 
 Now consider the benefits of mode and substance versus those native terms. 
While not perfect, this pair allows the subdivision of yin and yang into two unusually 
related halves. The term mode comes from Dryden’s translation of jie ͋. This sense of 
jie never appears in the Heshanggong, so why should one impose it on that work? It 
offers a functional term for discussing the same type of opposition depicted in the 
Cixiong Jie. 
                                                
168 Chapter 31 relates yin dao to the problematic place of death (yin substance), while chapter 61 
associates it with stillness, humility, and taking the low position (yin mode).  
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 As an English word, “mode” includes a helpful range of meanings. 
Foundationally, it refers to the manner in which one operates. Beyond this, it is an 
approach, a type of behavior, a tendency, an attitude, a method, a situation, a state, a 
condition, and even a “way.” Therefore, the term spans a range of connotations from 
general actions to human behaviors, and from states of being to attitudinal qualities. 
Resultantly, the yin modes of stillness, emptiness, softness, for example, are not just 
abstract ideals or qualities of things, but they are affirmed as ways to behave and as 
cosmic tendencies and states. “Mode” affirms that these subdivisions of yin and yang are 
not just li (patterns of qi), or accidents to an original substance á la Aristotle. The totality 
of yin mode (darkness, emptiness, stillness, obscurity, etc.) is the underpinning, the 
precondition for the very existence of substance. The examples of this original quality or 
mode exist and operate in a certain way, at least when contrasted with the active 
existence in the manifest world, and so in light of that contrast they are yin.  
They represent a mode of existence, or literally a “way” of behaving. Here I use 
both the terms “behave” and “exist” in a slightly irregular fashion. That is because 
English does not include the language to describe sustained operations that have no 
movement, form, or substance, but lead to substance. I use behavior because these same 
modes can manifest as the behavior of all kinds of things. Humans can enter the yin 
modes of stillness, softness, emptiness, lowliness, and humility, but so can water. These 
are states of existence and behaviors, but not essential qualities of things. As they change, 
so to do the substances of things.  
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 Part of the value of this special language is the capacity to specifically define 
modes as leading to substances and substances as becoming modes. This aspect really 
results from the yin-yang context of the cosmology. For the same reason, generally yin-
yang modes and substances in practice are admixtures, since only the Dao as a yin mode 
and virtue as yang substance represent extreme states. Therefore, when one discusses 
humans engaging in a yin or yang mode, one is indicating the relative status of their 
behavior. As the following chapters show, the goal is to maximize yin mode to attain 
yang substance. Yet, this cannot be extreme goal because to do so completely equals the 
dissolution of self; after all, differentiation only exists by virtue of yin substance, and thus 
some measure of yang mode must exist. Similarly, all substances other than the pure 
original yang are combinations, and so even spirits like the po ҧ can generally be yang 
as a refined part of the self, but still be less yang than the hun Ҧ spirit.169   
 This integration of mode and substance with yin and yang, really as types of yin 
and yang, helps replete the deficiencies of using external terms. Mode and substance 
function as representatives of different types of opposites. They offer a clarification on 
the fissures that resulted from combining two different sets of opposites into a single yin-
yang system. In so doing, they unveil a special Daoist conception of yin and yang; one 
contrasted with more Confucian approaches that honor yang in both action and substance. 
While it would be preferable to rely only on Chinese terms for this analysis, this is the 
best one can do when native terms do not quite fit implicit relationships found within the 
commentary.  
                                                
169 See Heshanggong chapter 6. 
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4. Mode and Substance as Imposed Dualism? 
While using external language might provide the most accurate and unambiguous 
option, how can one be sure the reading itself is not a result of a Western dualistic 
perspective? That does remain a danger, as we read texts through the lens of our own 
experience and knowledge base. Therefore, the body of this project hopes to demonstrate 
the implicit nature of this division through close readings of a range of topics in the 
commentary. To attack this issue more specifically, the following argues that even if 
mode and substance are forced onto the commentary, at least they do not represent either 
monistic or dualistic tendencies and cannot be some type of “Western” misreading.    
To address this issue we must reconsider the critique Defoort applied to 
Peerenboom’s work: How can you justify outside terms? In that case, Peerenboom relied 
on “foundational law” and “transcendence” to explain what was happening in his text. 
This is not just the use of terms outside the texts, but of concepts not even partially 
articulated. Regardless of the strength of Defoort’s critique, the current project is 
employing “outside” terms differently. The language here arises from the premise that 
yin and yang do not historically have a single conception and thus need language that 
specifies what type of yin and yang appears in a given text. This follows from Raphals’ 
division, but adds a different layer of categorization. This language is still controversial, 
as Raphals’ may be with those who only argue for the complementary (holistic) sense of 
yin and yang in China, because mode and substance might sound like an imposition of 
dualism on the text.  
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 Consider again more broadly the conflict between Defoort and Peerenboom; their 
point of friction emerges from contrasting approaches to comparative study that rest on 
interpretive decisions, often rooted in assumptions, about how to apply terminology. 
Defoort accepts a consistent natural world order, but chooses not to consider it 
“transcendent” or indicative of dualism, while Peerenboom notes the similarity of this use 
of natural “principles” as a model for laws and social order equal to Western transcendent 
law. They both describe the same fundamental cultural material, but impose similar 
categories in different ways. 
 All the correlations applied to Chinese thought—monism, dualism, metaphor, 
metonym, first problematic, second problematic, monogenetic, polygenetic, etc.—seek to 
classify with the purpose of clarifying relationships, which is the foundation of all 
comparison, and even all analysis. To draw on Max Black, like metaphors these models 
of correlation reveal different things about their topics of study, and like metaphors they 
need the right fit to function at all.170 The current reading of Heshanggong’s cosmology 
offers its own sort of metaphors or, more generally, relationships. This is the benefit of 
relying on yin and yang and the subdivisions of substance and mode: they do not match 
any of the above binaries developed in the Western tradition of analysis. 
Consider how this model does not fit the term monism. First Dao and de, mode 
and substance, exist as creator and created. In other contexts, this “causality” would 
confirm a clear dualism, a vision of worldly transcendence. One might call this spirit 
generating matter, but the created substance is de, is “spirit.”  
                                                
170 Max Black, Models and Metaphors: Studies in Language and Philosophy (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 1962). 
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Likewise, Dao does not really indicate spirit or mind either, and so one cannot 
claim a type of monistic idealism. The version of mind-body dualism one finds in 
Heshanggong exists between yin and yang substances, two types of qi that combine to 
make a human. Mind for Heshanggong, as will be discussed in detail below, is a 
substantial thing. Mode cannot equal mind, because it has more to do with qualities of 
existence and behavior. While one might say the mode must come from mind, eventually 
the human mind chooses the mode, yin or yang, but the mode itself does not equate to 
mind and mind as substance originally proceeds from the mode. This sounds 
cosmologically counter-intuitive. The Dao is not a collection of Platonic ideals that are 
mind, but is a collection of principles that allow for the existence of substance and life.  
One cannot call this monistic materialism. Even though yin and yang play a key 
role in the work, one does not find a type of dialect monism because these kinds of yin 
and yang substances are ultimately opposed and only complement each other in the 
impermanent realm of the manifest world.  
Nor does it even fit a less extreme form of monism called priority monism, a 
philosophical position that appreciates there must be one and many, but that the one is 
more important and has “priority.”171 Heshanggong places great priority on the One, on 
the principle of unity for both the body the society, but he is not a priority monist because 
something pre-exists and is logically separate from his ultimately monistic substance.   
 Conversely, Heshanggong does not promote dualism. All creatures arise from a 
single substance—the original qi; furthermore, they all follow the single basic principles 
                                                
171 Jonathan Schaffer, “Monism: Priority of the Whole,” Philosophical Review 119, no. 1 (2010): 
31–76. 
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of the Way and the causal chain of yin mode to yang substance and yang substance to yin 
mode—a single substance with a single order. In all cases, the commentary stresses the 
importance and power of unity, and increasing the unified substance of the One, the 
original qi of virtue. Because of this, “mind” and “body” aspects can transform into each 
other, meaning the yin substance of form can be refined into the yang substance of spirit, 
and spirit can be corrupted into yin emotion.  
 Beyond “monism” or “dualism,” yin-yang mode and substance also cannot be 
fully identified as either causal or correlative, metonymic or metaphoric. First, yin and 
yang can be and often are depicted as correlative; they certainly are large general 
categories that include many qualities and things. Yet, on the other hand, in the yin-yang 
mode and substance model, these correlative categories also have clear causal 
relationships. Because of this, regardless of how one wants to define the correlative or the 
causal, this model includes both. Therefore, even in the Daoist approach to the world, so 
often trumpeted as the most holistic of them all, one finds these two sides. This is again 
because choosing monism or dualism, correlation or causality to depict an entire world 
system remains logically suspect.  
That being said, yin and yang models also do not work perfectly. One could 
challenge Heshanggong, or this reading of it. Certainly, there are points at which this 
model does not form a hermetically sealed system, but that does not remove the power of 
the model. While one might say that the heuristic nature of the model is therefore 
contextual, or pragmatic, something Hall and Ames value, the response would be that we 
might see this now in our multicultural world, such is not the ancient Chinese 
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perspective. Heshanggong clearly aims to depict a single world order, a universal and 
transcendent order, but his solution plays with the tensions of the One and the Many and 
does not resolve to simple correlative or causal solutions.  
 Interestingly, yin mode quite resembles Hall and Ames’ First Problematic 
(process related) and yang mode resembles Second Problematic (a rigid distinction that 
divides substances). Yet, this correlating of Heshanggong with Hall and Ames fails to 
find the knack as well. Yin mode generates the process of life and in a way is the 
potential of process, but is not process. It transcends process and is still by nature; it 
operates like the emptiness of that Hall and Ames ascribe to the second problematic of 
the Greeks, who they argue required a divine guiding power.172 The Dao is the cosmic  
“guiding power,” and might even more rightly be compared to the unmoved-mover, 
except that is equated with the “active intellect,” which is something that should be called 
yang mode. 
 These terms do not quite match metonym or metaphor either. Metonym and 
metaphor represent types of relationships, while yin and yang represent categories of 
things or behavior. One might ask how Heshanggong determined these categories: are 
they organized by the principles of metonym or the metaphor? This is a fine question. Put 
simply, the mode-substance divide is metonymic and the yin-yang contrast appears 
metaphorical. Yet, even this analysis does not fully explain the particular mix of 
relationships that is cyclical and transcendent, mutually self-generating, and bitterly 
opposed.  
                                                
172 Hall and Ames, Anticipating China, xvii. 
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 Lastly, there remains Puett’s use of Lévi-Strauss’ monogenetic and polygenetic. 
Certainly, Heshanggong imagines a monogenetic world, with the single source of the 
Dao. The difference is that the Dao is not really a thing or an ancestor. It is a way of 
existing, a way of life, a set of qualities. It is not the divine for one to become, it is the 
path to divinity. Therefore, these terms do not quite apply either. Even the ideas of 
continuity and discontinuity fail to fully explain this four-part system.  
If one were to attempt this, one would see continuity of original and varied 
substances, but the division of extreme yin and extreme yang qi nearly attains 
discontinuity. Yin and yang modes have opposite effects and are completely distinct, 
except that yin mode ultimately is the source of yang mode and so they do not have a 
complete break. Finally, substance and mode appear as discontinuous, but they are 
mutually generative. This analysis reveals something of the relationship of these 
categories, but the categories themselves speak louder, as they actually represent an 
integrated and complex model aimed at explicating real Daoist sensibilities.173 
Two key points emerge from this comparison of terms. First, the divisions of yin-
yang mode and substance are not a projection of Western dualism on the Chinese 
thinking, because the categories do not match the other common dualistic readings of 
Chinese thought. They do not emerge from imposing the problematic terms or concepts 
of transcendence or dualism. Instead, they come from close readings of a highly 
systematic and structured work. I believe the more charitable reading involves explaining 
                                                
173 It maybe that I do partially impose “Western” dualism on the commentary, but how can that 
be the case if Zhu Xi himself critiqued Laozi for including a dualistic component not too different 
from what I am suggesting here? 
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the implied details of a work, instead of reducing seeming inconstancies to failed 
categories or mysterious paradox. Secondly, these divisions do not represent the “normal” 
holistic and monistic reading of Chinese cosmology. Instead, they engage with the greater 
tension between the one and the many that all systematic worldviews face. Thirdly, this 
reading allows for a more Daoist centric set of categories, as this distinction reveals a 
Daoist-specific vision of the relationship between different types of yin and yang. This in 
turn helps to clarify the tradition’s historical transformations. A final point: this 
alternative formulation can actually be applied to other traditions, and if carefully done, 
may reveal at least as much as any debates over monistic or dualistic China once did. 
 
Conclusion 
 This chapter has presented the basic argument for reading the cosmology of 
Heshanggong’s Commentary as a yin and yang subdivided into mode and substance. This 
reading provides a new sense of the nature of the Way and virtue, but also asserts a 
cosmology that cannot fit into either monistic or dualistic boxes. As such, it has the 
potential to impact many debates over Early Daoism and Chinese thought that have 
generally been rooted in one or other of those perspectives. The following two parts on 
the body and state provide opportunity to further promote the validity of this reading and 
investigate its ramification on specific debates that have been mired in a back-and –forth 
between the major monistic and dualistic views. 
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PART II: THE BODILY-SELF 
 
Chapter 3: Heshanggong’s Vision of the Body 
 
 
The mode-substance division of yin and yang lies at the heart of Heshanggong’s 
cosmology, and its most explicit depiction appears in the commentary’s conception of the 
body and its proper cultivation. Part II therefore provides a more detailed analysis to 
support the yin-yang mode and substance reading of the Heshanggong and 
simultaneously offers examples of how that reading shifts multiple debates about the 
body, the nature of the individual, and a worldly versus transcendent humanity that have 
often been framed by the categories of monism and dualism.  
Part II has three chapters that explore one half of Heshanggong’s main teachings: 
the integrated cultivation of the body and state. First, I analyze Heshanggong’s basic 
conception of the self and the relations of its sub-divisions. Second, I investigate the 
different cultivation techniques the work advises will improve the self. Lastly, I discuss 
the goals of said cultivation. These three represent three aspects of the yin-yang mode 
and substance process: the basic substances people contain, cultivation that involves 
various types of yin mode, and then the goal of increasing the yang substance in the body.  
 
1. The Problem of the Individual 
Heshanggong puts a heavy focus on self-cultivation, a preeminently individual 
activity, but also implies that no truly discrete individuals exist. This dual perspective 
partially confirms why Early Daoism has been described both as especially 
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individualistic and laudably holistic. The following discussion of Heshanggong’s 
conception of the self expounds a view centered on the embodied self, a self both plural 
and singular, existing in a cosmos divided yet ultimately originating from a single source 
(yin mode) and a single substance (yang).  
Within previous scholarship, one finds many discussions on the place of the 
individual and whether or not the Daoist ideal involves a loss of self-as-agent. The first 
reflects more of the common monistic reading of Daoism, while the second affirms the 
important sense of dualism and division between people. To represent these two positions 
I rely on the examples of Livia Kohn and Michael Puett and place them in dialogue with 
Heshanggong to explore the applicability of either view. 
Livia Kohn offers a clear example for the side emphasizing the goal of an 
integrated individual, a self surrendered to the whole. She explains the ideal type of 
person by contrasting two different terms for self: ji Ÿ and zi Γ. Propounding a general 
relationship of ji and zi in Chinese culture, she argues the first as the problematic self-
centered type of individual and the second as a person spontaneously becoming one with 
their social roles (Confucianism) or the cosmic order (Daoism). She proposes that the 
purpose of both Confucianism and Daoism is to remove the selfish agent or ji.174 This 
perspective has much to support it, and Heshanggong often seems to take a similar tack.  
Although this pattern of usage does occur in Heshanggong, the work also includes 
a different tension between what one might call the “yang substance” of zi (yang because 
                                                
174 Livia Kohn, “Selfhood and Spontaneity in Ancient Chinese Thought,” in Selves, People, and 
Persons: What Does It Mean to Be a Self? ed. Leroy S Rouner (Notre Dame: University of Notre 
Dame Press, 1992), 134–135. 
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of its integration and greater measure of the One unified substance) and “yin substance” 
(the atomized self) ji. Because of this contrast, ji often appears in a negative light as a yin 
ideation of the self that is damaging and dangerous. Heshanggong contrasts it with ren * 
“others,” along with the sense that this self-other mentality leads to problems. This usage 
aligns with Kohn’s general assertion, but Heshanggong also positively employs ji in 
discussions of inner cultivation.  
Chapter 28 says, “If one can become the model of the world then virtue will be 
constantly present in oneself [ji] and one will no longer error.” Here ji indicates the 
individual locus of cultivation and accumulation of virtue. Furthermore, Chapter 35 says, 
“Then in regulating the embodied self, the spirits will descend from Heaven connecting 
to oneself [ji].” Both of these are rare occurrences since Heshanggong normally uses shen 
К (embodied-self) as the locus of cultivation and focuses on ji as a negative. These 
positive senses of “self” in cultivation unveil a tension where a more individualized 
personhood is both a problem and a goal. Heshanggong, as we will see below, not only 
focuses on the self becoming spontaneous, losing agency, and integrating into the Dao’s 
unity through the non-action of wuwei (a foundational yin mode), but also becoming a 
uniquely powerful individual (yang substance).  
Kohn’s contrast of zi and ji presents one argument that early Chinese self-
cultivation emphasizes a diminishment or even loss of individual self for the sake of 
some larger whole. This is not the only possible theory. Michael Puett provides a 
contrasting vision of the ideal self in his book To Become a God. Though not closely 
focusing on the terminology of self, Puett argues for the importance of early Chinese 
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perspectives that did not see the willful-self as something to subvert, but as something to 
strengthen for one’s own power and domination. Puett’s view evolves from his reading of 
the term shen ̥ (spirit or god), which he takes as divine beings instead of abstract force. 
This reading sees the goal of cultivation, the actualized human, as individualized divinity, 
quite contrary to one’s “self” dissolving into the abstract spirit of the cosmic Dao.175 
This model of self, as potentially transcendent and thus truly individual, appears 
at odds with Kohn’s reading of the Chinese terms of zi and ji. Heshanggong takes 
seriously both of these readings, but his sense of the self involves a tension between these 
two ideals. He emphasizes holism, non-action, and adaptability (yin mode), but also 
allows for the importance of individual transformation (a person full of yang substance). 
This tension provides insight into the relationship of the individual and the group within a 
cosmology that offers a mix of difference and sameness, integration and isolation.  
 
2. The Body as a Self Divided 
The heart of Heshanggong’s complex sense of self is not dictated by the words zi, 
ji, or shen ̥. Instead, his most important term for that concept is shen К or bodily-
self.176 For him, shen К is a composite unity, a mixture of body and mind. This division 
of “mind” and “body” is especially important for understanding how Heshanggong does 
not fit a monistic or dualistic narrative. Body-mind dualism is one of the key topics used 
                                                
175 Puett, To Become a God, 1–3. 
176 I rely on bodily-self to translate this term instead of body or embodied self. This choice 
reflects a desire to express the broad range of the term while not relying on the implied “spirit-as-
true-self” dualism of the term “embodied self.” 
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to contrast “the West” with the supposed holism of the Chinese body as self, but again 
one finds a mixture in this case.177  
Heshanggong should not be taken as the true understanding of the Chinese self, 
but his sense of a composite bodily-self is not unique. Furthermore, his conception of the 
components of the body that help explain this mix of parts in the whole find historical 
and conceptual links to different conceptions of shen К present in the Han milieu. This 
includes literate medicine, like what is found in the Medical classics like the Huangdi 
Neijing or the Nanjing; moreover, it closely reflects the body conception found in the 
Huainanzi that includes shen ̥ (spirit) and xing Ʀ (form). Both of these sources are 
significant in more fully explicating Heshanggong’s body conception and its place in 
history. 
This binary sense of the body, mirroring versions traceable to at least the 
Huainanzi, appears prominently in Heshanggong chapter six. That chapter, already 
                                                
177 For some of the many examples of this perspective see the following: note Ames and Jullien’s 
strong holism stance, Fingarette’s promotion of a lack of psychological interiority, Hidemi’s 
criticism of Cartesian egotism, Wierzbicka and Yu’s use of the Chinese self as an example 
against mind-body universal dualism, and Zhang Zailin arguing for the unique body-based nature 
of Chinese Philosophy. Ames, “The Meaning of the Body in Classical Chinese Philosophy”; 
Kuang-ming Wu, On Chinese Body Thinking: A Cultural Hermeneutic (New York: Brill, 1997); 
Herbert Fingarette, Confucius: The Secular as Sacred (New York: Harper & Row, 1972); 
Francois Jullien, Propensity of Things: Towards a History of Efficacy in China, trans. by Janet 
Lloyd (Zone, 1995), 8, 69.Hidemi Ishida, “Body and Mind: The Chinese Perspective,” in Taoist 
Meditation and Longevity Techniques, ed. Livia Kohn (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, 
University of Michigan, 1989), 41–71; Anna Wierzbicka, “On Folk Conceptions of Mind, 
Agency and Morality,” Journal of Cognition and Culture 6 (2006): 165–179; Ning Yu, “Heart 
and Cognition in Ancient Chinese Philosophy,” Journal of Cognition and Culture 7 (27-47); 
Zhang Zailin Ɵ{ɑ, Zuowei shenti zhexue de Zhongguo gudai zhexue FˆКBßĲ̈ñÁ
1ßĲ (Beijing (: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe ñ̡;̰Ĳ˔̡, 2008). 
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previously alluded to in the discussions on the division of yin and yang substance, can 
now be more fully considered as a forceful rebuttal to the mind-body holism perspective.  
This [xuanpin ˣ˕] means that the way of immortality resides in the “profound” 
and the “female.” The “profound” means Heaven, and in humans it refers to the 
nose. The “female” means Earth, and in humans it refers to the mouth.   
     Heaven nourishes people with the five qi, which enter through the nose and are 
stored in the heart.178 The five qi are clear and fine. They become the essence and 
spirits, hearing and vision, voice and sound, and the five natures. Their ghostly 
aspect is called the cloud soul. The cloud soul is male. It enters and exists through 
the nose connecting with Heaven. Because of this, the nose is considered 
“profound.”   
     The Earth nourishes people with the five flavors, which enter through the 
mouth and are stored in the stomach. The five flavors are turbid and gross. They 
become external and internal structure, bones and flesh, blood and meridians, and 
the six emotions. Their ghostly aspect is called the white soul. The white soul is 
female. It enters and exists through the mouth and connects with the Earth. 
Because of this, the mouth is considered “female” 
 
This is one of the longest comments Heshanggong makes on any Daodejing line.179 It 
seeks to explain the challenging term xuanpin ˣ˕, translated by others as  “mysterious 
Femininity,” “mysterious female,” etc. Instead of reading it as a compound, the 
commentator divides the two characters so each can represent a cosmic substance. 
“Profound” (xuan) then means Heaven, and “female” (pin) means Earth.  
Having made this interpretative move, the full power of yin-yang substance 
categories can be applied. Xuan and pin are not just glosses for Heaven and Earth but all 
contrasting yin and yang substance pairs, including those within the body. This method of 
                                                
178 The five vital energies should refer to the vital energies of the five phases, and the associated 
organs. The same goes for the five flavors. 
179 Based on the somewhat anomalous nature of this comment one could argue for it as a later 
interpolation. I think, however, that it accords well with the rest of the commentary that likewise 
emphasizes the importance of Heaven and the refined parts of the self, and therefore, for all 
practical purposes, I ascribe it to the original Heshanggong tradition. 
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subdividing the self explicitly demonstrates how these parts relate to the cosmos. The 
substances of Heaven and of Earth combine to make the body, a unique mixture of yin 
and yang. Though one might argue that such a body actually represents the holism of the 
cosmos, the hierarchy of Heaven over Earth, yang substance over yin substance is a deep 
theme in the commentary. This hierarchical relationship also refers back to the preference 
for the yang substance of Heaven, already mentioned, in texts like the Huainanzi and the 
Chunqiu fanlu.  
The divided nature of the body concretely manifests in how the two parts of the 
self come together. All substances correlate based on their yang or yin identification. 
Yang substance (qi, here weighted toward the air aspect of its definition) enters the yang 
orifice (nose) and comes from the yang part of the cosmos (Heaven), while the denser 
substances (flavor/food) that enter through the yin orifice (mouth) and come from the 
Earth. These two basic categories combine in one body, but they further relate to separate 
components thereof. 
Perhaps most interesting, this passage explains which components of the bodily-
self comprise yang substances and which consist of yin. Given the hierarchical nature of 
these substances, and their respective origins, this comment reveals much about 
Heshanggong’s view of the self. The result it that the mental, perceptive, and 
communicative aspects of the body arise from heavenly qi stored in the heart (mind) and 
the more material aspect and emotions of the body come from the five flavors of the earth 
stored in the stomach. In simple English, “air” constitutes the higher mind and “food” 
builds the materiality of the body, which includes the lower mind of emotions. 
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Before hastily concluding that Heshanggong depicts a strong mind-body dualism, 
his use of language makes clear that both air and food are subdivisions of the single qi 
substance depicted along classic yin-yang lines of clear versus turbid. The flavor aspects 
of the self are also “qi,” though in a denser form that relates to Earth.180 The yin and yang 
components contribute to the whole known as shen or embodied self. Within this unity, 
one finds a clear hierarchy of refined versus dense qi, but not hard dualism.  
The inaccuracy of a dualist interpretation becomes clearer when one considers the 
composite nature of this body and its organs. Heshanggong relies on the basic five organs 
in an association that closely mirrors the Neijing, instead of later conceptions of Daoist 
bodies. Heshanggong does not explicitly describe the organs with the term five phases or 
with yin and yang; instead, he correlates them with the five qi and the five flavors.  
These sets of five yin and five yang basic substances also generate the five natures 
(wuxing #Ǆ) and the six emotions (qǑ liuqing). Heshanggong does not extrapolate on 
these terms, though there usage most closely resembles a discussion in the Baihutong in 
the eponymous chapter “Xingqing” ǑǄ.181 That text associates the five yang natures 
with the five inner organs (zang θ) and relates the six yin emotions to the six outer 
organs (fu Ɛ). The five natures correlate to the refined human sentiments the five virtues: 
benevolence (liver), righteousness (lungs), ritual propriety (heart), wisdom (kidneys), and 
                                                
180 Whether the “flavors” of Earth are categorically different from qi as the substance of Heaven 
remains debatable. In support of my reading, one finds in the Huainanzi a similar division where 
the cloud soul is made from the qi of Heaven, and the white soul from the qi of Earth. One can 
assume that Heshanggong’s term flavor (wei Ú) refers to a particularly dense form of qi and is 
not a dualistically different substance. Huainanzi 9/67/13. 
181 Baihutong 30/55/23-30/57/18. 
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honesty (spleen). These qualities associated with the inner organs that store (zang as a yin 
mode) contrast with the outer organs (what I would call yang modal organs because they 
process substance) correlated to the six passions: excitation, anger, sadness, pleasure, 
love, and hate.182 The Baihutong summarizes these two sets with a hard division of 
benevolence versus selfish desire.183 If Heshanggong does use these terms in a similar 
way, it confirms his vision of the embodied self as a composite of these eleven basic 
organs seen in the Neijing, a body with both yin and yang organs. It would also establish 
his great preference for the yang substance of the inner organs that contrast with the 
emotional outer organs. 
It may be presumptuous to assume that Heshanggong holds the same vision as 
Baihutong, but there must be significant overlap. Heshanggong does not ever mention the 
six yang modal organs (liufu qƐ), but in the previous passage he indicates the stomach 
as the destination of the five flavors. As the primary yang modal organ, it functions 
synecdochically for the others in the same way the heart does for the yin modal organs. 
                                                
182 Paul Unschuld noticed the disconnection between the yin identification of the zang organs in 
the Neijing and what appears in the Baihutong. He posits a difference in correlation coming from 
a divergent use of metaphor. The Neijing relies on the military camp metaphor and so the more 
stable inner organs are yin; the Baihutong just stresses the superior value of yang and so the more 
important inner organs become yang. Dividing yin and yang into substance and mode offers an 
alternative explanation. The Neijing focuses more on the mode of the organ (stable versus active, 
and storing zang θ versus transporting) and the Baihutong emphasizes substance. While I do not 
claim that the substance and mode division fully applies to both these texts, this analysis shows 
its usefulness in resolving conflicting correlations. See Paul U. Unschuld, “Yin-Yang Theory, the 
Human Organism, and the Bai Hu Tong: A Need for Pairing and Explaining,” Asian Medicine 5, 
no. 1 (2009): 28–31. 
183 A similar division between nature and emotion appears in Dong Zhongshu’s writing. This 
division plays an important part in the development of the opposition yin and yang substances. 
See Baihutong 30/55/24-57/5, 30/56/2-3; Chunqiu fanlu 10.1/45/20-10.1/47/5, 10.1/45/29. 
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Heshanggong’s neglect of the six yang organs may reflect the negative or less important 
place they hold, as he instead prefers to explain the important role of the five zang. The 
later set is the location where one cultivates the five organ spirits with the fine qi that 
enters through the nose.  
This single passage from chapter six reveals a detailed set of binary internal 
divisions of the bodily-self. The structure and substances of the mind-body matrix all 
have their yin and yang aspects. Interestingly, though the self is conceived of as the 
“body,” the denser and more structural aspects, what might normally be called the body, 
have little significance for Heshanggong.184 He does explain potential dangers of those 
components of the self, but is generally much more interested in the content of the 
organs, be they the spirits and essences related to the Heavenly qi, or the emotions related 
to the flavors of earth. Among these, Heshanggong appears to heavily favor yang over 
yin, but the importance of unity and the harmony of opposites plays out elsewhere in the 
commentary. This reflects the tension of integration and transcendence: is harmonizing 
the binaries the goal or removing all yin qi from the self, as with the six emotions 
identified with selfish desire? To further attempt to answer these questions, the next five 
sections discuss the major yang and yin aspects of the body: spirit (and its comparable 
substances) and structure (and emotions).  
 
                                                
184 Xing Ʀ or dense form has almost no place here. This absence likely connects Heshanggong to 
the Zhuangzi critique of circulating qi and imitating animal movements as mere yangxing ҙƦ 
(nourishing the form), and the Huainanzi contrast of the superior yangshen ҙ̥ (nourishing the 
spirit) with a similarly rejected yangxing ҙƦ. The only two aspects of the form Heshanggong 
does address are the nine orifices and the four limbs (̼íѣ) in chapter 50 that are discussed 
in the following section. See Huainanzi 20/216/12; Zhuangzi 15/41/19-20 
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3. The Danger of Openings: Siguan Jiuqiao. 
In the above discussion of the yin and yang divisions of the self, the yin 
substance-based aspects were all denser and more structural. Furthermore, they tended to 
be external, even including the six emotions of the six outer organs.185 All of these yin 
aspects are seen as inferior, and in the case of the six emotions are even dangerous. 
Heshanggong honors yang substances with yin locations and modes, but is greatly wary 
of yin substances with yang locations and modes. In accordance with this basic yin-yang 
system of values, he relates the external organs, the sense organs, and the limbs to death.  
Chapter 50 explains this correlation of the external components (yang in mode) 
with the yin substance of death. 
There are thirteen companions of life and there are thirteen 
companions of death. 
This indicates that the categories of life and death are thirteen each. They refer to 
the nine orifices and the four gates. For life, the eyes do not wantonly gaze, the 
ears do not wantonly listen, the nose does not wantonly smell, the mouth does not 
wantonly speak or taste, the hands do not wantonly handle things, the feet do not 
wantonly step, and essence is not wantonly emitted. For death, do just the 
opposite. 
 
Like the inner organs, the outer openings encounter the same danger posed by desires. 
The senses are the sources of desire, but also how the body engages with the objects of 
desire. For example, lower orifices are only discussed in terms of emitting essence 
                                                
185 While Unschuld might question whether the outer organs should be yin, their location 
indicates their yang mode and not their substance. Also see note number 184 above.  
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(semen in men).186 Because of this, the nine orifices are places of danger, and even the 
limbs must not be excessively employed. The foundation of this view relates to the idea 
of wuwei, but in the case of the body one must conserve qi and jing essence (to be 
discussed in section 6), while also avoiding excess desire that will disrupt the organ 
spirits. 
Heshanggong is not unique in conceptualizing the active external elements of the 
body according to the orifices. We see this in the Neiye, and other early writings that deal 
with body cultivation.187 Yet, the particular expression used, jiuqiao siguan ̼íѣ 
“nine orifices and four gates,” is fairly rare in Early China. By itself, jiuqiao appears in 
many other texts of the period including: Zhouli, Liji, Xinshu shang, Guanzi, Zhuangzi, 
Lüshi chunqiu, Huainanzi, Taipingjing, and Huangdi Neijing, Laozi zhigui, and 
Shiwen.188 It clearly was a common grouping for parts of the body by Heshanggong’s 
time, though it mostly appears in the context of cultivation traditions to which 
Heshanggong belongs. The term plays a special role in the Huainanzi where it appear 
nine times, most basically as a category of animal that undergoes live birth.189 That text 
also includes this category in explaining the cosmic numerology of the body, correlating 
                                                
186 Could Heshanggong consider the genital organs as unique sense organs? This is possible. Just 
as the other sense orifices, they are the source of desire and also the way one seeks to fulfill that 
desire. 
187 For two examples, see Roth, Original Tao, 70–71, 82–83; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 96;  
Huainanzi 2/14/9. 
188 See Guanzi 13.1/95/25, 13.1/96/16, 13.1/96/25, 16.1/116/25; Zhuangzi 2/4/2, 19/52/22, 
22/61/11; Hanfeizi 20/39/30, 20/39/30; Lüshi chunqiu 2.3/8/27, 20.5/133/10, 21.1/138/15; Zhouli 
1.18/9/24; Huainanzi 2/14/9, 3/29/19, 4/35/18, 7/55/12, 9/79/22, 19/205/10, 20/211/20, 21/224/27; 
For the rest, see Appendix 2. 
189 This appears in chapter 4 of the Huainanzi in a discussion of natural order and numbers. The 
animals that come from eggs are depicted as only having eight orifices. See Huainanzi 4/35/18. 
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it to the nine levels of heaven. These nine openings hold a crucial place in the cultivation 
techniques of the Huainanzi, both as locations to prevent the loss of life force, and places 
where in a cultivated person the proper flow of spirit manifests.190 
Though Heshanggong does not develop the nine orifices concept to the level of 
the Huainanzi, it similarly employs it within cultivation, and this parallel reveals how 
these comparable body conceptions correlate to related cultivation traditions. While these 
practices appear to reject interaction with the external world, Huainanzi and Neijing 
concurrently explain that the nine orifices must be open to connect to Heaven’s spirits 
and qi.191 Whether this opening of the orifices is a different aspect of cultivation that 
happens after one builds up a proper store of qi remains unclear. Also uncertain, is how 
much about Heshanggong’s style of cultivation can be inferred from this term. 
Heshanggong clearly values limiting the use of these openings, but does this include their 
second role as important gates? 
Likely, Heshanggong does view these openings as key places to regulate in the 
body. As mentioned above, controlling these body parts is the foundation of life. While 
they may be shut at some points to seal in qi, or shut in certain ways, they also are crucial 
for one’s integration into the cosmos. In the comment and gloss concerning xuan and pin, 
Heshanggong clearly indicates that at least three of the orifices—the nostrils and the 
mouth—must be open to allow absorption of the qi and flavors, but also to moderate the 
movement of the souls. This latter point may be comparable with the reference to 
connecting to Heaven through these openings in Huainanzi. Theses nine orifices, as the 
                                                
190 Huainanzi 2/14/9, 20/211/20. 
191 Ibid.; Suwen 9.3.1:31. 
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bridge of inner and outer, are central to Heshanggong’s vision of the individual who 
seeks to preserve the life of the individual body, but also to subtly connect with the 
cosmos through these gates. Exactly how one should employ these openings and senses is 
key to the cultivation practices discussed in the next section. 
Supporting the view that Heshanggong values controlling the closing and opening 
of the nine orifices is its paired term siguan íѣ (the four gates). This is a compound 
that rarely appears in the Early China. More commonly one finds the term sizhi í΅, 
four limbs, as in Hanfeizi, Huainanzi, and Laozi zhigui.192 In Hanfeizi it appears in his 
“Jie Lao” chapter, providing commentary on the same Daodejing passage quoted from 
Heshanggong above on the thirteen sites of death. This shows Hanfeizi’s influence on 
Heshanggong’s commentary, but it also reveals that Heshanggong explicitly changed 
sizhi to siguan. What can this subtle shift say about this view of the body? 
Other than in Heshanggong, siguan only refers to the limbs in a single instance in 
the Lingshu medical text.193 It does appear in Huainanzi, but there it refers to the eyes, 
ears, mouth, and heart (i.e., the four gates one must seal to become perfected).194 In the 
Lingshu passage, the four gates are the origins of the twelve meridians that control the qi 
of the organs. The term “gates” suits this context because they are what control the flow 
of qi through the meridians and into the organs. In later martial and civil qi cultivation, 
the gate-like quality of the limbs becomes bound up with the points laogong Ņ on 
                                                
192 See Hanfeizi 20/39/30; Huainanzi 3/29/19, 9/70/22; Laozi zhigui 10.13b (has the íȁ 
variant), 12.13a (has the íΈ variant). 
193 Lingshu 1.7:266 
194 Huainanzi 8/64/24, 8/64/27. 
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palm and yongquan ʭʓ on the ball of the foot. These two points control the flow of qi 
in and out of the limbs, similar to the orifices’ function in works like Huainanzi and 
Heshanggong. 
Heshanggong does not provide enough detail to clarify whether his body shares 
the vision portrayed in the Lingshu. He never mentions meridians or acu-points. Even so, 
his alteration of the reading extrapolated from Hanfeizi, hints that the body possess four 
limbs that also are conduits for qi which connect the self and the world, though they may 
simply be viewed as loci of action and potential energy loss. 
At the conclusion to the chapter on the thirteen points of death, the commentary 
states: 
It is because they have no sites of death. 
It is because they do not violate the thirteen sites of death. This indicates that the 
illuminated spirits protect them, and so these creatures do not dare harm them. 
 
This quote can be read to support the position that if one properly regulates and limits the 
flow of qi out of the orifices and limbs, the inner organs connected to these outer body 
parts will be strong, but most importantly the spirits that live within the organs will be 
strong. When the spirits of the organs are perfectly strong, then a person may transcend 
all danger. Yet, this passage could also be read to indicate that the external spirits that 
would offer protection to those who do not waste their vitality. This may be accurate, but 
then the reading would require the steps of first storing the qi to a point where one can 
communicate with these external spirits, such that then they become guardians of one’s 
body. 
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 The result of this sense of both the limbs and orifices as dangerous places, yin 
substances that engage in yang mode, but also have use in connecting to the universe, 
confirms the importance of yin mode and yang substance. When one seals the orifices 
and avoids movement of the limbs, it leads to yang substance because the orifices and 
limbs can absorb yang substance just as they can lose it. Therefore, when they exist 
according to yin mode, they can draw in and seal the refined substance without losing it. 
This is how they participate in the flow of qi while maintaining a yin mode. Exactly how 
this relates to the relationship of the external and internal spirits is a particularly slippery 
topic in Heshanggong to be discussed in detail below.  
 
4. Questions of Spirit 
In the study of Early China, the meaning of the term shen ̥, “spirit” or “god” 
(either singular or plural) has been widely debated. Scholars agree that this word can 
indicate some kind of external individual deities (gods of stars, etc.) or an abstracted 
“divinity.” Scholars also concur that the term refers to part of the human self, again either 
as an abstracted force or as multiple souls or god residing in the body. The basic dispute 
for both the external and internal shen revolves around the issue of abstract force opposed 
to individualized beings or the singular versus the plural. Some scholars view these 
different senses of the term as arising from historical semantic drift that shifted from a 
superstitious world of gods to one of rationally conceived natural forces; others argue for 
the continued prominence of deities within Early China, framing the naturalistic world as 
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tangential to the main culture of the time, a view that also helps explain continuity 
between Pre- and Post-Han Daoism.  
These two views correlate with the still-persisting division of Philosophical 
Daoism, with its holistic and naturalistic world of qi flow, against the Religious Daoism 
that emphasizes a cosmos managed by transcendent deities. Not surprisingly, this 
argument mirrors the question of whether cultivation aims for subversion or deification of 
the self, but even more fundamentally the issue of monism and dualism in both humans 
(mind-body) and the cosmos (spirit-matter). The key questions are as follows: Do we find 
cosmologies where the divine is universal and the foundation of the human mind, which 
results in “mystical” systems that promote the integration of the particular human shen 
(spirit) into the cosmic shen? Or do we find a world full of individualized deities that 
must be controlled and dominated, something that helps the innate human divinity attain 
more power? Or is it possible to have a mixture of these two and if so how to know the 
meaning in various contexts? Lastly, can we see any distinct historical shifts in regards to 
these two interpretations or is this a matter of hermeneutical perspective? 
As the present discussion seeks to unravel Heshanggong’s vision of the self, this 
topic is of special importance, not the least because shen ̥ holds such an elevated status 
in his system. When he uses shen ̥, does he mean an abstract force, a singular divine 
“soul,” multiple divine beings, or a combination of these? Are any of these shen 
transcendent or are they part of an imminent and holistic world? Carefully examining this 
question goes a long way to clarifying the nature of the individual in Heshanggong’s 
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world, and explaining his particular avoidance of exclusive transcendence or integration, 
monism or dualism. 
 Almost every Early China scholar of medicine, philosophy, and religion touches 
on this topic in some way, but a few especially exemplify the basic positions. To start 
with, one finds the paradigmatic historians of Chinese medicine: Manfred Porkert and 
Paul Unschuld. The first argues that shen is a type of energy, an abstract force of 
animation and structure. He translates it as "configurative force.”195 This approach 
accords with his overall interpretation of the Han worldview, which understands the 
universe as different combinations of a single qi. Thus, the person is composed of various 
forces or substances that are all abstract and part of a natural flow. This position easily 
accords with the spontaneous self Livia Kohn emphasized—a self integrated into the flow 
of the Dao. It also accords with many scholars who propound the centrality of mysticism 
within Early Daoism, e.g. Harold Roth. In Roth’s work on the Neiye and the Huainanzi, 
he underscores the fluid or energetic quality of shen. He translates it as “numen,” and 
takes a more psychological approach, promoting shen as a key part of the mind, as an 
abstract substance or quality related to mystical gnosis.196 He goes so far as to take 
guishen (generally interpreted as ghost and spirits) as the abstract “ghostly and 
numinous.”197 Shen mediates between the mind and the cosmic Dao. It is this component 
of the mind that enables such dissolution of the self. 
                                                
195 Manfred Porkert, The Theoretical Foundations of Chinese Medicine: Systems of 
Correspondence (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1974), 27. 
196 Roth, Original Tao, 106. 
197 Ibid., 82. 
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 Unschuld approaches the early Chinese body, not from a view of cosmic or 
natural flow, but as developing out of and in concert with the tradition of the spirit world. 
This is a more diachronic sense of these different meanings of shen and one that is 
historically accretive. Thus, the human body is not just part of a cosmic tide of abstract 
substances and energies, but also engages with gods and demons that can greatly affect 
one’s self. Unschuld accepts that the particular Neijing model of the body prioritizes 
correlations of qi and natural patterns, but he remarks that this model still includes 
influences of the previously dominant worldview of gods and demons.198 In this 
approach, shen in the body is “spirit” as a type of qi that rules from the heart, but one that 
retains some vestiges of a sense of divine being.  
 A different set of contrasting approaches come from the scholars of Chinese 
Religion and Philosophy. Michael Puett, for example, emphasizes diversity and the 
“religious” angle, while the team David Hall and Roger Ames hold to a singular 
abstracted view of Chinese Philosophy. Puett, in accord with his support of the 
importance—but not exclusive goal—of individual deification, argues that the dual 
meanings of shen were contested.199 As pre-Han and Han thinkers used this term, they 
asserted their own senses of its meaning, supporting its connotations either as a deity, an 
abstract force, or some combination thereof. Hall and Ames argue strongly for a 
consolidated vision of Chinese thought that is contextual and not transcendent. They 
suppose that the term’s inclusion of both divinity and human spirituality (as abstract 
                                                
198 Paul U. Unschuld, Medicine in China: A History of Ideas (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1985), 54. 
199 Puett, To Become a God, 22–23. 
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force) invokes a broader sense of meaning, a dynamic conceptual continuity that is 
peculiarly Chinese. This view holds that the term was not contested, but rather invoked a 
broad semantic range that was intrinsically contextual.200 
A specific case in this debate, chapter 7 of the Huainanzi, helps to clarify the 
issues and stakes. This chapter, entitled “Jingshen,” contains one of the most detailed 
explications of the relationship of the cosmic shen and the human shen. It begins with this 
contested passage.  
Of old, in the time before there was Heaven and Earth: There were only images 
and no forms. All was obscure and dark, vague and unclear, shapeless and 
formless, and no one knows its gateway. There were two spirits [shen ̥], born in 
murkiness, one that established Heaven and the other that constructed Earth.201 
  
Though Puett argued for debates over the usages of shen, he believes that the cosmology 
of a purely spontaneous and naturalistic world not orchestrated by spirits, when it existed, 
was only a minority opinion. Because of this he begins his book on the subject, To 
Become a God, with the conundrum of why the above Huainanzi passage requires two 
spirits (in the sense of divinities) to organize the cosmos if everything just manifested 
spontaneously. Why did they “establish and construct,” or as he translates it, “align” and 
“orient”? He explains that, although the passage is so often used to defend a naturalistic 
view of the cosmos, this language indicates more individuated divine agents. If his 
argument is correct, then the naturalistic view is not as pervasive as most suppose.202 The 
broader ramification of this reading is that if this cosmic shen refers to deities, then the 
                                                
200 Hall and Ames, Anticipating China, 226. 
201 This is Harold Roth’s translation, which remains neutral and barely hints at his perspective to 
be discussed below. Major et al., The Huainanzi, 240. 
202 Puett, To Become a God, 1–2. 
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discussion of the human shen at other points in the chapter must depict humans as deities 
or potential deities. Therefore, the commentary promotes an individual transcendent 
perspective, not an immanent or holistic one. 
The clearest contrasting view on that specific passage comes from Roth, who 
specifically affirms the abstract nature of shen in his commentary on this chapter. Though 
Roth translates the two shen as “spirits,” his introduction to his translation makes it clear 
that, following a similar tack to Porkert, these two “spiritlike powers” are the forces of 
naturalistic and spontaneous yin and yang qi. On the cosmic level, he explains shen as an 
abstracted substance, and follows the view that the Heavenly spiritlike power is 
“quintessential spirit” even as it also exists as the part of the human self generally 
described as spirit (shen).203 In this vision the cosmic substance, a spiritlike power rather 
than actual individualized beings, is the animating force of human life. Thus, gods are not 
part of the picture, only a nonspecific spiritlike power that exists within and without, and 
can be fully embodied through mystical practice. 
 These different interpretive moves address the context of Warring States and 
Early Han writings. They generally do not consider the development within Daoism and 
in later texts where the human body comes to house multiple differentiated and 
individualized shen. This historical shift from perhaps one human spirit (either abstract or 
not) to multiple ones strikes to the real question about individuation: what is individual, 
how can something unified be fragmented? If a human body is a unity of substantial 
forces (qi) that ultimately connect to the cosmos, where is the true discrete individual? 
                                                
203 Roth, Original Tao, 235, 240. 
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Simultaneously, if spirits or gods populate the body, then how does it hold together, and 
how does it relate to the other spirits within humanity and the cosmos?  
 
5. Spirit[s] in Heshanggong 
Heshanggong, as a mid-Han case of Daoism, is a useful historical example for 
this debate, and as such, it may shed light on this shift. It also may reveal that there was 
no shift, only different systems with different emphasizes, as Puett asserts. As part of the 
tradition of inner cultivation, it represents the most-likely naturalistic and abstract spirit, 
and supposedly promotes yang substance; simultaneously, it also presents a body 
containing multiple spirits, or at least facets of spirit, as well as a world full of gods and 
ghosts.204 This tension of conception does not answer which is the correct vision for the 
Huainanzi, much less all of Early China, but if approached without expecting either 
monism or dualism a clearer sense should emerge.  
 Heshanggong does not explicitly state that individualized gods, like those seen in 
the Taipingjing and Laozi zhongjing live in the body, but if we look closely at his 
language we find he uses a more abstract sense of plural shen ̥ found in the Neijing and 
Huainanzi residing in the organs. On the other hand, Heshanggong identifies the wushen 
#̥ (five spirits) in the body somewhat similarly to those found in the Taipingjing.205 
                                                
204 Valuing yang substance as abstract qi does not equate to valorizing perfect unity. In the body 
at least, Heshanggong promotes a range of different yang “substances,” some of which may be 
individualized spirits mostly composed of yang substance. The identification of something’s 
substance does not eliminate its potential as an individual: after all, people are composed of 
substances as well. 
205 Taipingjing 1.1/4/25, 7.19/202/25. 
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Therefore, the issue remains how to understand this admixture.206 This may relate to my 
argument that Heshanggong holds a tension between the one and the many that avoids 
monism or dualism. He emphasizes the need for unity, to return to the cosmic One, but he 
also grants a legitimate place for multiplicity. In this case, unity is attained by inclusivity, 
not homogeneity. This is also the case with the parts of the spirit. 
 In chapter 6, preceding the discussion of the yin and yang aspects of the personal 
body we, find the clearest explication of the multiplicity of the internal spirit. To 
elucidate the confusing line, “The valley spirit never dies,” Heshanggong writes: 
“Valley” means ‘nourish.’207 If people can nourish the spirits, then they will not 
die. “Spirit” refers to the five spirits of the internal organs. The liver stores the 
cloud soul; the lungs store the white soul; the heart stores the spirit; the kidneys 
store the essence; the spleen stores the intent. When the five internal organs are 
beyond repair, then the spirits depart. 
 
Here the term shen must unquestionably be translated in the plural. Still, does this simply 
mean a division of abstract force or substance into a set of refined personal facets? Or are 
these multiple spirits more individuated? This is the key question to resolve. Since 
Heshanggong does not provide enough detail within the commentary to do so, 
comparison with external sources is the only recourse.  
                                                
206 Wang Ka takes this depiction at face value and assumes these are shenling ̥҂ (individual 
deities), though he does not give a rigorous defense of this choice. Alan Chan notes these spirits 
of the organs but does not really consider whether they are individualized or abstract substance; 
though his language implies the former. See Wang, Heshanggong zhangju, 13; Chan, Two 
Visions of the Way, 141, 163. 
207 This seeming forced gloss plays on the dual meaning of Ͻ: “valley” and “grain.” When the 
later meaning is read in its verbal form one gets “nourish.” This explanation follows Alan Chan. 
See Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 132. 
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The term wushen #̥ does not exist in the writings of the Neijing (excluding the 
two apocryphal chapters), though it seems to portray phenomena similar to 
Heshanggong’s five. Instead, one finds a similar discussion of correlation between organs 
and the more mental or refined aspects of the body, not identified as shen ̥. Only the 
mental aspect that resides in the heart is shen ̥, with the other four aspects representing 
different substances. This medical body mostly reflects a vision designed for balance, and 
cycles of qi, and one that sees the five organs and their parts integrated into movement of 
the five phases. This contrasts with Heshanggong’s more binary model that ignores the 
balance of the five phases and instead emphasizes how these five inhabitants of the 
organs are all types of the refined and Heavenly shen ̥.  
Though the Neijing does not mention the wushen by name, it does describe 
strikingly similar terms correlated with the inner organs (zang). A close comparison with 
Heshanggong helps to clarify whether his wushen are truly individualized spirits or just 
subdivisions of an abstracted shen. In the chapter 23 of the Suwen, “Xuanming wuqi” ł
ȣ#ʂ, a very similar list appears, including shen ̥, hun Ҧ, po ҧ, with the key 
difference being the word used for “thought” in the spleen and the contents of the 
kidneys.208  
                                                
208 The Suwen identifies the spleen storing yi ǖ (thought) instead of Heshanggong’s zhi ƻ 
(intent) and the kidneys storing zhi (intent) instead of Heshanggong’s jing essence. The variation 
of zhi to jing may hint at Heshanggong’s focus on jing as a foundation of body cultivation. This 
places the kidneys in a similar position to that seen in later body cultivation systems which 
contrast and combine the shen of the heart with the jing of the kidneys. There also exists a slight 
variant in the “Jiuzhenlun” ѐϦ in the Lingshu section of the Neijing, where the kidneys store 
both intent and essence. This appearance explains the anomaly of the Daozang version of 
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Strengthening the assertion that this collection of five is abstracted, one finds a 
related set of correlations, though different from both Heshanggong and the previous 
Neijing case, in the “Tiaojinglun” ϣ͡Ϧ of the Suwen. This set includes the ever-
common grouping of heart with spirit. It accords with Heshanggong’s kidney and essence 
correlations, but the rest (lungs/qi, liver/blood, spleen/flesh) do not. While these types of 
associations are important within the world of the Neijing’s physiology, listing them as a 
set solidifies the “Tiaojinglun” vision as the extreme side of the substance and patterned-
based cosmology in contrast to those that include spirits. These five are simply different 
key substances of the body, of which spirit just happens to be one.  
From this view, Heshanggong appears to swim within a similar world as the 
Neijing, but represents a single exemplar of correlation, one of many in the Han. He is 
clearly not on the more material-only side of the “Tiaojinglun,” but at least has the extra 
souls and emphasis on the mental aspects seen in the “Xuanming wuqi” chapter. Yet, 
Heshanggong goes beyond both of these Neijing bodies, presenting a body closer to the 
god-populated microcosm of the Taipingjing. This conceptual proximity partially arises 
from the use of the term wushen #̥. 209  
                                                
Heshanggong that likewise uses this double association of intent and essence. See Suwen 
23.10:75; See Lingshu 78.5.3:471; Yamashiro, Kaj!k! sh!ku “R!shi D!tokuky!” no kenky", 709.  
209 Heshanggong does not focus on the function of these five organs, how they relate to disease, 
or a variety of other correlations found in Han writings. Instead, he only mentions them in the 
context of the five spirits. Part of this results from how the commentary reflects the original 
Daodejing text, but also how Heshanggong prioritizes the spirits’ roles in cultivation of the body. 
In this vision, the primary role of the “organs” (zang θ) is to “store” (zang θ) the spirits. While 
Heshanggong makes this relationship of organs to spirits explicit, the exact nature of the spirits 
remains debatable. This language comes from Heshanggong’s depictions of the different organs 
storing the five spirits in chapter 6, and accords with Suwen chapter 23, where the five 
components Heshanggong calls spirits are what the zang (organs) zang (store). Suwen 23.10:75. 
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It is quite possible that Heshanggong contains the first instance of the expression 
five spirits (wushen #̥) applied to the body.210 This may also be an early case of the 
internalization of deities so prevalent in later Daoism, but one still combined with the 
more abstracted divisions of the Neijing medical body. Heshanggong may represent a 
midpoint between the Huainanzi term that simply indicates the five cosmic spirits 
associated with the five phases,211 and later texts like the Taipingjing that explicitly 
connect the five cosmic gods (possessing clearly anthropomorphic identities) to the five 
spirits of the organs.212  
The commentator’s focus on cultivation explains part of his divergence from the 
Neijing body, with its emphasis on balancing physiological substances, toward the more 
spiritual or mental. Merely calling the contents of the organs “spirits” does not, however, 
necessarily confirm individuation. The strongest support for the individualized 
conception of shen ̥ in the body comes from chapter 16.  
To be impartial is then to be kingly. 
If one is impartially upright and selfless, then one can be the king of the empire.  
Regulating the body uprightly, one’s form attains unity, and tens of thousands of 
illuminated spirits gather in [gongcou tʫ] one’s body [jigong ŸЛ].  
 
                                                
210 If Kusuyama’s theory that the term wushen indicates a second layer in the commentary is 
correct, then this assertion must be reconsidered. Still, if one looks at the depiction of the five 
spirits and how closely they relate to the discussions in the Neijing, this should help confirm the 
earlier date of this conception in the commentary even if it was added after the original 
composition of the work. 
211 Huainanzi 3/29/19 has wushen #̥ as the gods of the five direction or perhaps the five 
planets. Huainanzi 21/224/12 in its summary of chapter 3 promotes imitating the constancy of the 
wushen, which again could be the gods of the five directions or the five planets. One also finds 
this usage in the Hanshi waizhuan, a text nearly contemporary with the Huainanzi. See Hanshi 
waizhuan 3/12/5, 7/33/23, and 44/214/9. 
212 Taipingjing 5.5/111/18-21. 
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This striking passage reveals that many more than five spirits reside in the body. Such a 
vision reminds us of the eighteen thousand external deities in the Laozi zhongjing that 
combine with eighteen thousand body deities to create a perfected body.213 Before 
leaping to the conclusion that these texts express similar cosmologies, however, a closer 
look at the language of the passage is required.214  
The relationship between gongcou tʫ and jigong ŸЛ is the crux of the 
matter.215 Gongcou definitely means to “gather together,” but do the spirits gather in the 
body or before it? Is this the supplication of external divine beings to the ruler, are they 
joining the body, or are those already present being unified within? The first betrays a 
vision of cultivation as domination of the spirit world, self-elevation in the cosmic 
hierarchy, while the second is a more internalized version of cosmic integration. But, it is 
                                                
213 Laozi zhongjing DZ 1168 1.18b.  
214 There are two potential problems with relying on this passage as evidence. First, it might be 
an interpolation, which is the position advanced by Zheng Chenghai. However, Zheng’s 
conclusion relies heavily on assumptions about the overall nature of the commentary. Looking at 
the transmitted editions, one finds this passage in almost every example, with the principle 
exception of the editions of Fan Yingyuan ΨǢc and the Daodezhenjing jizhu (DZ 706) both of 
which date from the Song. Though these two outliers may preserve the original version, it seems 
more likely that their variation resulted from scribal error or that they were doctored by someone 
who felt this passage was too religious. Zheng may concur with the latter sentiment, though his 
note offers no explanation. 
The second problem relates to translation and interpretation of the comment itself. My 
reading is quite different from that of Eduard Erkes, who translates the key passage thus: “the 
form becomes united to the spirits and all beings. He collects his personality.” This reading takes 
the passage as a case of mystical union, a dissolution of the self, but it is clearly forced. The last 
sentence that separates the phrase tʫŸЛ from the spirits that is grammatically awkward. 
Furthermore, as he reads qianwan ¡ΰ (tens of thousands) as short for wanwu ΰ˘ (ten 
thousand beings), instead of its more obvious role as a modifier for shenming. See Zheng, Laozi 
Heshanggong zhu jiaoli, 111; Eduard Erkes, trans., “Ho-Shang-Kung’s Commentary on Lao-tse,” 
Artibus Asiae 8, no. 2/4 (1945): 154. 
215 Here gong Л stands in for shen К, though it might possibly mean “to bow.” In such a reading, 
passage would depict the submission of external spirits. 
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the third option, the unification of already present spirits, that accords with the 
commentary as a whole.  
One finds another instance of gongcou in chapter 11: 
“Share one hub” means it is the hole in the center of the hub that allows the mass 
of spokes to come together [gongcou]. For those who regulate the body, this 
means they should expel passions and remove desires, making the five organs 
empty and vacant, for only then will the spirits properly return to them. 
 
Here the body becomes empty like a hub. This emptiness allows everything to come 
together (yin mode), and specifically in the case of body regulation, this means to become 
empty so the spirits (yang substance) will have a place to reside. This emptiness of the 
body is a gloss for the unified form seen in chapter 16. Chapter 11 does not specify the 
number of spirits that reside in the organs. It requires a hermeneutical choice to pluralize 
shen at all. This passage could indicate the single abstract spirit, the five organ spirits, or 
it could be the tens of thousands of spirits. This last option accords with the parallel 
comment on how the empty hub relates to regulating the state, as the “emptiness” of the 
ruler unifies the “masses,” a term signifying much more than five. 
 This analogy of people in the state and spirits in the body continues in chapter 35. 
This opening comment hints at a more externalized sense of spirits that implies the goal 
of cosmic domination. 
Hold to the great image and the empire will come. 
“Hold” means ‘preserve.’ “Image” means ‘the Way.’ When the Sage preserves 
the Great Way, then he will move the hearts and minds of all the people of the 
empire and they will come to serve him. In regulating his body, the illuminated 
spirits will descend from Heaven and come to oneself. 
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Read in concert with chapters 11 and 16 and this parallel of ruling the empire, the 
passage reveals that the spirits discussed in the other passages are likely external as 
well.216 The term “illuminated spirits” (shenming ̥ȣ) also often refers to deities, 
though in some contexts and following one type of interpretation it indicates a mental 
attainment, a “spirit-like illumination” (wisdom, insight). Here the parallel affirms the 
individualized nature of this term in Heshanggong. Returning to the original question, we 
now must ask whether this substantiates the assertion that the spirits are internalized in 
the body, or whether they come from without to serve the elevated perfect person, the 
cultivator of the Dao? How does this relate to the abstract sense of shen similarly present 
in the commentary, and discussed in the next section on jingshen? 
 As seen in the Laozi zhongjing, it is possible that the body contains spirits, and 
can be joined by others sent from Heaven.217 This added option further obscures the 
relationship of inner and outer spirits and manifests in the ambiguity of shen in chapters 
7, 32, 51, and 55. In each case, Heshanggong contends that shen ̥ or shenming ̥ȣ 
will protect people so they will not be harmed by external dangers, and help allow them 
to gain long-lasting life.218 Chapter 32 is reminiscent of the descending spirits of chapter 
35: 
It knows them and therefore they do not perish. 
If Heaven knows them, then the powerful spirits will protect and assist them and 
they will no longer be in danger of perishing. 
                                                
216 Interestingly, the Daodezhenjing jizhu жƶ̔͡Ѵʘ (DZ 706) has a different comment that 
has nothing to do with spirits. This may reflect an editorial choice designed to remove mention of 
this type of cultivation. See Zheng, Laozi Heshanggong zhu jiaoli, 229. 
217 Laozi zhongjing DZ 1168 1.19a. 
218 Whether this means longevity or immortality will be discussed below. 
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Even though this seems to be a case of external spirits, the general idea of protection by 
spirits must include the spirits that live in the body.  
 The above discussion does not indisputably confirm that Heshanggong is 
concerned with deities within and without. The work can still function with the more 
abstract readings of shen ̥ and shenming ̥ȣ, though I tend toward the sense of spirits 
as beings and individuals because of the five spirits and chapter 35. That said, even with 
this reading I also preserve the sense of shen as an abstract substance. 
Consider how this is possible. When looking at the structure of the body as a 
model for the state, the division of shen ̥ provides insight into the relationship of 
individual and group.  Here there are five shen ̥ that comprise different aspects of the 
refined self or mind. They are all individualized shen ̥, but they are also lower than the 
shen of the heart (mind) identified just as shen. This indicates a particular idea of part and 
whole, and the function of divisions of roles and power. Shen ̥, as in shen of the heart 
and mind, directs and unifies these other aspects into the central “mind” located in the 
heart. The way the Heshanggong (like many early Chinese texts) uses language allows 
for this dual status.  
As to the debate over shen ̥, Heshanggong leans toward Kohn’s idea of 
submitting the self, Roth’s sense of mental spiritlike power, and Porkert’s sense of 
abstract “configurative force,” but also has a place for Unschuld’s gods and demons, and 
for Puett’s self-divinization. Heshanggong is a syncretist, a Daoist in the mold of Sima 
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Tan’s Daojia. Thus, he uses shen similarly to Hall and Ames’ interpretation—yet his 
treatment does not define an essentialist “Chinese” employment of language, but rather a 
particular mid-Han Daoist usage. He provides space for these different senses of shen 
because both particularization and unity coexist, even at the rarefied level of spirit/spirits 
 
6. Jing, Qi, Shen  
Equally nuanced, though not as contentious, are the distinctions between shen ̥ 
and the two terms jing ͏ and qi ʂ.219 Regardless of whether shen exists in a more 
individualized sense or as simply substance, the three are all key components of the body 
which Heshanggong prioritizes as “yang substances.” Because of this status, prior to 
discussing the cultivation methods that enhance and protect these valuable yang aspects, 
their specific definitions needs elucidation. The present discussion also seeks to confirm 
Heshanggong’s enthusiasm for all yang substances, not just shen ̥. 
If one recalls the yin-yang divisions of the human self mentioned above, these 
three substances come from the qi of Heaven and thus are the yang components of the 
body. They are simultaneous bodily constituents and cosmic substances. The universality 
                                                
219 In later inner alchemy texts one finds these terms representing a progressive set of yang 
substances: the refinement process that aims for pure yang moves from jing to qi and then to 
shen. In this case, one finds a different relationship of the three. Yet, the importance of yang 
substance for Heshanggong and related cultivation traditions in the Han helps establish continuity 
with inner alchemy. Douglas Wile asserts that “philosophical” Daoism’s emphasis on yin (wuwei, 
softness, weakness, the feminine) flips to the alchemical obsession with pure yang and “religious” 
Daoism’s emphasis on spirit (yang) over denser substance (yin). Instead, it seems that yang 
substance is always valued along with yin mode though, the exact emphasis of this shifts in 
different traditions. Douglas Wile, Art of the Bedchamber: The Chinese Sexual Yoga Classics 
Including Women’s Solo Meditation Texts (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 
1992), 28. 
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of these three explains their superiority to the particular components of the self: yin 
components like bones, flesh, and emotion. The tension between cultivating the universal 
to overcome the weakness of the individualized unveils how Heshanggong both values 
the coexistence of yin and yang, and retains a great preference for yang substances. 
 Following from this preference is the ideal of pure yang substance. Because of 
this, at the highest level these three substances become equivalent, indicated by terms like 
jingshen ͏̥ (essential spirit), jingqi ͏ʂ (essential qi), heqi/yuan qi Þʂ/cʂ 
(harmonious/original qi). Such terms refer to the primordial substance, the most refined 
type of substance, which is the yang that first emerged from the yin mode of the Dao. It is 
commonly referred to as virtue (de ƶ).  
Heqi, “harmonious qi,” provides an intriguing insight into the tensions between 
that extreme preference for yang and the ideal of balance in Heshanggong. Heqi is 
cosmically identified with humanity as the unity, and thus the harmony, of Heaven and 
Earth (chap. 42). Yet, humanity is not universally filled with “harmonious qi,” as seen in 
chapter 1:  
Those who gain the centered, harmonious, and clear become worthies and Sages; 
those who gain the blundering, confused, and sullied become greedy and 
licentious. 
 
Here the superior types of humanity have qi that are more harmonious, and 
simultaneously clear rather than, sullied. Clarity is a quality of yang substance contrasted 
with the sullied nature of yin. How can harmonious qi, normally read as an admixture of 
yang and yin, be equated with yang? This is the crux of the matter. 
 Returning to chapter 42 is clarifying: 
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            And the surging qi comes from harmony. 
The myriad beings all possess original qi within that is gained from harmony and 
softness. For example: within the torso exists organs, within the bones exists 
marrow, and within grass and trees exists hollows, all of which are permeated by 
the qi that leads to long-lasting life. 
 
Though surging qi, here identified as original qi, is clear and fine (yang), it actually 
emerges from harmony and softness as yin modes. It represents the ideal harmony, not of 
yin and yang substances, but of yang substances emerging from yin modes. Harmony is a 
yin mode because it combines; it follows and does not lead.220 This understanding of the 
term shifts away from the normal holism-type reading of “balance” toward a yang 
substance differentiated from yin substance.221  
 This harmonious qi, as original qi (yuanqi), is the One. “The One is born of the 
Way’s beginning and is the essential qi of Great Harmony” (chapter 10). Here the term 
“essential qi of Great Harmony” refers to this most refined type of qi, the harmonious qi. 
Being the original substance of the cosmos that precedes differentiation, it harmonizes 
with everything. Though “harmonious” implies an admixture, ultimately this is the 
substance of chaos, or body of the Dao. As the original substance, harmonious qi is 
undifferentiated, perfectly balanced, but in contrast with the variety of the manifest 
world, it can be described and categorized according to yin and yang. Consequently, it is 
                                                
220 In chapters 2, 10, and 61 Heshanggong contrasts he Þ harmonize with singing (leading the 
group of singers) chang á. This also follows similar uses in many early texts that place he as the 
passive or yin mode of these two. See Shiji 130.3289; Guguizi 13/13/22; Lüshi chunqiu 
17.3/102/6. 
221 One could argue that this presents an even more extreme vision of monism, as even 
“harmony” is actually just the one original substance. The counter argument to is that we still 
have the division of the yin mode and yang substance.   
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a yang substance bound to the yin mode of the Way: it is the most refined and subtle, but 
also soft, hidden, and indirect. 
 Cosmically, this harmonious qi equates to shen, as seen in the parallel of chapter 
5: 
Between Heaven and Earth, 
Harmonious qi flows in the empty void between Heaven and Earth, and thus the 
myriad beings self-generate. Similarly, if people can purge impassioned desires, 
restrain sense feelings, and clarify the five organs, then the illumined spirits will 
come to reside within them. 
 
Here harmonious qi is the middle or center of the cosmos, the fine substance that fills 
empty space and continually engenders life. In the human body, one’s spirits play a 
similar role. This is ultimately because harmonious qi is the same as shen. At the highest 
levels, shen is pure harmonious qi. These two nearly equate to another problem term:  
jing ͏.   
 Heshanggong does not precisely define jing, but the association with marrow 
alludes to the early yangsheng tradition that saw jing not just as one of five spirits, but 
also as a substance, the essence of life, connected to bones and externally manifested as 
semen. It is the dual nature of jing as both spirit and concrete visible substance, operating 
as the seed of life, that leads to confusion.222 Heshanggong explains that in at least one 
way jing refers to a particular component of the body—the shen ̥ of the kidneys.223 
                                                
222 One early mention of the connection of jing and bones appears in the Mawangdui text 
“Tianxia zhidao tan” ĔΔжϤ. For a translation of this, see Wile, Art of the Bedchamber, 80. 
223 In the recent translation of the Huainanzi, jing finds close ties to jingshen, translated as 
“Quintessential Spirit,” and in accord with the “Jingshen” chapter is read as the most refined type 
of shen, and thus the most refined type of qi. This essence of spirit or essential spirit is, as in 
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This sense, explicit in chapter 3, closely aligns Heshanggong with the medical tradition 
and later Daoist theory, for in its more abstract state jing forms a system with the marrow, 
and allows for strong bones. Marrow plays an important role equivalent to that of the 
organs but within the limbs. It is where the qi is stored due to its hollowness (chap. 42).  
 The inclusion of jing may provide the strongest case against the five spirits as 
deities, or for some type of dual manifestations. It is most likely that jing has two 
expressions, one of which concretely manifests outside of the body in the form of semen. 
This connection of jing to sex helps to clarify the logic of why such acts of desire are 
damaging to the spirits. Though Heshanggong does not explicitly identify the mechanism 
by which loss of semen harms the spirit/spirits in general, not just that of the kidneys, this 
linkage clarifies why Heshanggong considers sexual activity as antithetical to spiritual 
power and insight. 
Heshanggong never declares jing to be semen, but he implies it on a few 
occasions, as in the aforementioned chapter 3. In chapter 55 he writes: 
They have yet to know the union of cow and bull, but their 
genitals make ultimate essence. 
Infants have yet to know the union of male and female, but their yin parts 
(genitals) are aroused because their essence and qi are so plentiful.  
 
This passage definitively identifies sexual power with essence (jing), without specifying 
that jing can exist as externalized semen. In 64, Heshanggong notes that engaging with se 
                                                
Heshanggong, the human component received from Heaven and the Dao. Chapter 6 confirms that 
this body conception pairs jing with the kidneys as one of the five spirits. So jingshen also likely 
functions as a compound as the particular shen of jing. It could also be read as jing and shen, the 
two most important of the five organ spirits, matching the yin-yang pairs of heart (fire) and 
kidneys (water). See Major et al., The Huainanzi, 234. 
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Ξ, color or sensuality/sex, will cause the loss of jingshen ͏̥. Again, this compound 
affords multiple readings, yet whether jingshen may be essence and spirit or essential 
spirit, it is nevertheless clear that engaging in the external world through sex and 
sensuality depletes the inner vital powers. These may involve individualized spirits or 
fluid-like substances, but likely both. 
Jing alone, and as part of jingshen, exists as both mind and as sexual fluid. This 
fluid when stored internally has great power and significant results for the self, as it 
enhances one’s mind, body, and integration into the cosmos. Jing’s amorphous identity, 
as a component of life and the self, should ideally be stored. It is one of the substances 
that must not seep from the nine orifices. It may be lost downward through sex, and it 
also may be lost through excess engagement with sensory organs like the eyes (chap. 12). 
Jing does not ideally stay trapped in the body, for as part of mind, the fine aspect of self 
that can more easily move, it also plays a key role in cosmic interconnection. 
Paradoxically, Heshanggong implores people to go inward, not only to become more 
individualized and more isolated, but also to attain greater integration. Chapter 15 
expounds that when one gains the Way, one’s jing essence connects with Heaven. What 
does this mean?  
The clearest hint comes for chapter 6. Jing is one of the five spirits, and two of the 
other spirits in chapter 6, hun and po, both similarly connect to Heaven and Earth. Hun is 
the spirit associated with the nose and with Heavenly qi. The five qi of Heaven comprise 
the yang components of the body that include jing. So, jing as a yang, more refined part 
of the self, connects to Heaven. Moreover, as chapter 10 notes, this goes back to jing as 
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jingqi the most refined type of qi that one engages with through the nose and the process 
of breathing.  
One could use the many meanings of jing to argue for Chinese holism. It is both 
mind and matter, and exists on a spectrum of substance. Yet, in Heshanggong, jing is 
clearly just a type of particularly yang substance (individualized or abstract), one 
destroyed by the yang mode of ejaculation and transformed into a yin substance that is 
dense and white.224 This process explains both why jing can connect to Heaven and why 
it can be both spirit and dense substance. If jing is properly protected, it will become 
more refined so its substance is more like that of Heaven; it “connects” to the yang of 
Heaven. This link occurs through the orifices, as discussed above, and involves absorbing 
the yang of Heaven to become more like that omnipresent substance. This is specifically 
the result of yin modes, like sealing the orifices, and the range of practices that will be 
described in the next chapter.  
 Jing, qi, and shen are the three foundations of life and the individual’s fount of 
unity. These substances, or entities, are the treasures of the body and the self. They are 
the key objects of bodily cultivation and as such play a central role in Heshanggong’s 
vision of the self, a vision that span the categories of mind and matter, ye they are always 
properly categorized as yang substances that need protection.  
                                                
224 This may explain why Heshanggong depicts the jing of the abdomen as yangjing ѯ͏, when 
in later traditions of alchemy jing is considered yin to the spirit’s yang.  
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7. Emotion and Desire 
In contrast to numerous yang aspects that promote health and longevity, one finds 
the negative facets of the self: emotion and desire (qingyu Ǒɪ). The importance of this 
opposition for the monism-dualism debate cannot be underestimated. Part of the holism 
narrative centers on China’s supposed lack of the post-enlightenment cognitive/affective 
split. This point, specifically made by Henry Rosemont, Jr., receives strong challenge in 
Edwards Slingerland’s elaborate critique of such holism, but even Slingerland grants the 
special honoring of emotions in Chinese thought. This may be the case for some forms of 
Confucianism, but in Heshanggong and related inner cultivation forms of Daoism, the 
schism between the higher mind and the emotions is undeniable. Though scholars like 
Liu Qingping argue for the primacy of emotional principles vis à vis rational ones in both 
Daoism and Confucianism, this again overemphasizes the body over the mind or even the 
body as mind.225 
At least in Heshanggong, while one certainly does not find a division of 
rationality against passion, one indeed sees a unique division of self that emphasizes 
neither. Instead, embodying certain qualities or modes remains the priority, as does the 
subsequently generated substances promoting life but not analysis or emotion.  
For Heshanggong, qingyu represent the base aspects of the mind that actually 
fight against the shen ̥ for dominance in the zang organs (chap. 41 and 50). Because of 
                                                
225 Henry Rosemont, Rationality and Religious Experience: The Continuing Relevance of the 
World’s Spiritual Traditions (Chicago: Open Court, 2001), 78; Slingerland, “Body and Mind in 
Early China,” 37; Qingping Liu, “Emotionales in Confucianism and Daoism: A New 
Interpretation,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy 38, no. 1 (March 2011): 118–133. 
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this and other dangers, qing Ǒ and yu ɪ represent Heshanggong’s most explicit 
depiction of evil. The language he uses to describe qingyu and the need to expel them so 
that spirit can reside in their proper place reads much like a more “naturalistic” account 
of the later vision of corpse worms versus body spirit in texts like the Baopuzi or 
Baosheng jing.226 The worms, which work to increase desirous behavior, are symbolic or 
concrete manifestations that accord with Heshanggong’s more abstract vision. This 
difference reveals Heshanggong as somewhat outside the body god/spirit tradition, 
depicting instead a tension between the body of qi and the body of spirits.  
 Though often paired as a compound, desires and emotions represent the 
combination of yang mode and yin substance. While chapter 6 demonstrates that 
emotions are primarily yin substances, why is desire a type of yang mode? Desire is the 
force of division; the commentator repeatedly declares that desire is what leads to death 
(yin substance). It separates the parts of the body, the yin and the yang, the organs and the 
spirits (chap. 50). Considering desire as part of the cosmic principle of division, it must 
be yang mode. Recall the basics of this cosmology: from original unified yang substance 
emerged yang mode, which produced the original yin that separated from the pure yang 
of the One. Commonsensically, desire is this fundamental yang principle of movement 
and agitation, that which drives all action, all production, and all reproduction. As 
movement, desire agitates qi, thus producing turbid qi (yin), which in humans manifests 
as emotions.  
                                                
226 Ge Hong depicts both the three corpses (sanshi Ş) and the nine worms (jiuchong ρ) 
relating both to morality and illness. The Baosheng jing makes the connection of the three corpses 
to specific desires that lead to immorality and thus disease more explicit. See Baopuzi DZ 6.4b, 
15.7a; Chu sanshi jiuchong baosheng jing ѩŞρO˲͡ DZ 871. 
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This fits snugly into one of Early China’s root metaphors: water. Desire agitates 
the pure qi, dirties and muddies it. It also pulls things apart by its motion. Therefore, 
practically, it facilitates the flow of qi and jing out of the body because of flashy things, 
sensual things, which by their nature exist because of division and are attractive because 
of their contrastive states. Beauty allures because of ugliness; flashy baubles catch the 
eye because of their juxtaposition to dull surroundings. 
 Desire is Heshanggong’s paradigmatic yang mode. He considers it the key 
problem that separates humanity from the perfection of the Way: 
The inferior person hears of the Way and laughs out loud. 
Because the inferior person is covetous, spiteful, and full of desire, when they see 
that the Way is soft and pliant they call it frightful; when they see the Way is 
simple and undivided they call it despicable. This is why they laugh at it. (ch. 41) 
 
Desire leads people to emphasize all yang modes and yin substances. When desire instead 
of stillness (yin mode) fills one’s body, then one lives to seize and control the objects of 
desire. One focuses on hard power (yang mode) and competition (yang mode). Desirous 
people reject flexibility, compromise, or cooperation. Desire leads to excessive 
individuation, to the breakdown of any group. Desire destroys unity, and as the above 
passage states, those filled with desire despise the undivided, which is seen as weak and 
worthless. Desire both thrives on division and is the locus of division itself. 
Unlike desire, a cosmic force, the origin of things, and in its extreme the death of 
things, its companion term qing (emotion) is more specific to the human body.227 Chapter 
                                                
227 I translate this as emotion because the main sense is of outward (ex-, e-) -motion. One could 
also use the word “passion” that played a significant role in Early Modern European discussions, 
but the root of that word, pati (suffer or endure and connected to passivity) is not appropriate.  
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6 identifies the six emotions that arise out of the foods of the Earth and belonging to the 
yin side of the self.  
Heshanggong pairs qing Ǒ with xing Ǆ, though unlike in earlier texts like the 
Huainanzi they clearly manifests as separate aspects of the self, as contrasting yin and 
yang components.228 Qing as the yin substance is the responsive situational aspect, and 
xing as the yang substance is universal and foundational. Both are basic components of 
the self, but again the yang substance with its yin mode is the priority. Emotions are seen 
as dangerous and damaging because they represent an agitation of the subtle qi within the 
body. They are the outgrowths of desire and its excessive surge of qi toward the external 
world. If one considers again the pervasive metaphor of water, the out-flowing of qi 
causes a movement within that muddies the substances and disrupts proper flow.  
 More specifically, Heshanggong mentions the six emotions or liuqing qǑ (ch. 6, 
12, 57). The exact identity of this group remains obscure, but one finds a smattering of 
definitions in other Han texts. In the Hanshi waizhuan, one finds that liuqing refers to six 
dispositions for the basic desires of the senses.229 This approach to qing more closely 
resembles that of Xunzi, who argued for the need to control such impulses through 
ritual.230 While this could explain Heshanggong’s sense of qing, he more likely accords 
with the exposition found within the Baihutong chapter on “Xingqing.”231  There, as in 
Heshanggong and Chunqiu fanlu, xing and qing are opposed as yang and yin. Xing, or 
                                                
228 Major et al., The Huainanzi, 884. 
229 Hanshi waizhuan, 5.16/38/5-6. 
230 Xunzi, 19/94/8-12. 
231 Baihutong, chapter 30. 
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natural disposition, is yang and grouped with the five basic virtues metonymically 
represented by ren , (benevolence).232 Qing is yin and correlated with greed, personal 
benefit, and desire Ѕɪ.233 These negative impulses are subdivided into the six 
emotions as the three pairs of joy and anger, sadness and happiness, love and hate. These 
categories are reminiscent of an early discussion wherein Zhuangzi argues that people 
can be without emotions (qing), which he equates with liking and disliking.234 The three 
pairs of the Baihutong can all be described as variations of these two basic responses to 
differentiation in the world.235 As such, emotions emerge from states of desire, either 
positive or negative. They manifest as turbid qi because the self (one’s qi) either strains 
toward something or recoils away, and thus the rapid movement literally agitates the 
substances of mind and body. 
 Heshanggong does not hold quite the same position on the role of emotions as 
does the author of the Baihutong chapter, but they have in common a broadly-attested 
Han conception of the self that groups emotions as dangerous yin personal 
                                                
232 The five virtues are benevolence ren ,, righteousness yi ʹ, ritual propriety li ̫, wisdom zhi 
ȯand trustworthiness xin P. All five of these appear as virtues in Heshanggong, but invariably 
as branches of cultivation, instead of the root of the Way or the spirit.  
233 Baihutong diverges from Heshanggong by pairing yin-yang mode with the same substance. 
Qing is grouped with stillness (jing ҃) and xing with life (sheng ˲). Qing definitely relates to 
agitation for Heshanggong, as against the stillness (jing) that allows one to remove emotions and 
desires. See Baihutong 30/55/23-25. 
234 Zhuangzi, 5/15/20-25. 
235 This division of three pairs of emotions is confirmed in the “Yuan Dao” chapter of Huainanzi. 
There these six are divided into three pairs each relating Dao, De, and xin (Ʒ). This grouping 
does not include liking and disliking as types of desire, instead listing it as its own special 
category. ĖåͺҾжрӁǟǐͺҾƶėӁĝǠͺҾƷеӁèɪͺҾǄ͚
 “Joy and anger are aberrations from the Way; Worry and grief are losses of Inner power. Likes 
and dislikes are excesses of the mind; Lusts and desires are hindrances to innate nature.” See 
Huainanzi 1/7/4; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 66. 
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components.236 It is tempting to imagine that Heshanggong’s six emotions represent the 
same vision found in the Baihutong. Yet, because his sense of the divisions of the body 
significantly diverges from the other recorded Han instances, one cannot be sure that his 
six emotions are the same, nor that they are structured as pairs of positive and negative 
responses. 
 If we assume that the problem of qing is a loss of equanimity, akin to what we 
find in the Baihutong, why does the commentator single out this specific aspect of the 
self as so dangerous? Simply put, emotions not only cause physical harm, but also lead to 
selfish and conflictual behaviors. Emotions are types of qi, and thus affect all aspects of a 
body comprised of qi. As yin, they represent an increase in internal division, a breaking-
apart of the unity of the self and of one’s unity with the external world. The first causes 
health problems and the second results in social strife.  
Qing also affects the level of perception, that aspect of the self which resides in 
the spirits and the yang substances. Chapter 6 noted that both visual and auditory 
capacities arise from yang qi. Thus, as yin, qing clouds perception and at the extreme it 
obscures cosmic understanding. Emotion is like murky water that decreases the distance 
of perception and the clear understanding of one’s immediate circumstance. With true 
stillness that can remove emotional agitation, perception can be clear and penetrating. 
This is that sense of shenming, the insight gained from the purity of spirit, standing 
opposed to the confusion of emotion. Again, one finds the tension of particularity, the 
emotional responses to one’s surroundings, the individual’s place, and desires, as against 
                                                
236 Shuowen jiezi defines qing as: *ѪʂȺɪͺ (People’s desirous yin qi). See Shuowen jiezi, 
519. 
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a larger perspective. This latter case could be called gnosis, or seeing the value of all 
things. 
 Both emotion and desire stand in the way of human potential. Specifically they 
are harmful to the spirit or spirits in the body. As these are both abstract substances and 
modes, do they not confirm that Heshanggong lacks a sense of individualized spirits in 
the body? Does this not imply Heshanggong concerns are more psychological? The 
simplest reply is that in multiple chapters desire and emotion are seen as competing 
occupants for space within the body. Desire directly harms shen ̥ (as a mode that 
transforms yang substance into yin) and emotion occupies their home. This model applies 
regardless of whether shen are individualized beings composed of yang qi or just abstract 
yang substances. Yet, Heshanggong’s emphasis on desire and emotion implies that in his 
practice he leans heavily toward the more mental and abstract side of inner cultivation.  
 This competition for space in the body reveals a different “dualism” than that 
found in the post-enlightenment cognitive/affective division. Spirit and emotion are 
opposed substances, but this is not equivalent to mind versus body. Instead, we have two 
substances that can transform into one another, and whichever dominates leads toward 
different physical states and ways of interacting with the world. This is also different 
from the cognitive versus affective split, because spirit holds the higher position: it does 
not make the differentiations normally associated with rationality. Furthermore, the mode 
of stillness, that which generates spirit, is not the yang mode of cognition. This yin-yang 
split exists in the self, but as a particular instance of a more general sense of division and 
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interconnection. To more fully explicate this will require an in-depth discussion of 
Heshanggong’s understanding of the “mind.” 
 
8. Mental Aspects of Self  
For Heshanggong, the main components of the mind are the yang elements of the 
self: jing, qi, and shen. Among these, pure spirit is the most refined and elevated. Aside 
from this tripartite separation, there is also the division of the higher mind into the five 
spirits of the organs. These various aspects are contrasted both with the yin components 
(emotions and thoughts) and with yang modes (e.g., desires and calculation). 
All of these types of mental qi, whether abstracted or conceptualized as entities, 
reside in the organs; at their heart is the heart, the supreme mental organ that is the 
residence of essential spirit itself. This term xin Ʒ (heart) remains one of the most 
troublesome and debated words in Chinese. At issue is how a bodily organ equals what in 
English we call “mind.” This has often been read to indicate a lack of mind-body split or 
a ghost in the shell, which returns us to the monistic view of the person. This struggle 
conspicuously appears in translation: some use the awkward “heart-mind,” while others 
oscillate between the two words depending on context.237 The division of Yin-yang mode 
                                                
237 The nature of xin and its proper translation again infringe on the monism and dualism debates. 
Fingarette and Graham both strongly resist understanding this term in the early period as more 
than “heart.” Fingarette asserts the absence of “psychology” or subjectivity in early 
Confucianism, and Graham follows him, noting that “mind” is only a suitable translation 
following the arrival of Buddhism. Yet even Hall and Ames, who tend to side with Fingarette on 
the mind-body unity, translate that term as “heart-and-mind” in order to indicate the complexity. 
Roth and Schwartz reject Fingarette and emphasize the sense of “mind.” Roth specifically argues 
for this in relation to analyzing early Chinese psychology. Tu Wei-ming goes to the extreme, 
reading xin as cosmic, transcendent, and infinite. Ivanhoe and Van Norden take something of a 
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and substance does not solve the translation issue, but does shed light on a different sense 
of the role of xin for the individual.  
In its earliest uses, xin stands a solitary key to the inner self, but in Heshanggong 
the term indicates both one of the five inner organs and the directive aspect of the self. 
This second sense of xin reveals a seemingly implicit mind-body dualism. For 
Heshanggong, the heart is not the mind, but the storehouse (zang) of the most important 
part of mind—the spirit. Though the heart is not the same as the mind, the commentary 
still uses xin as a “containment” metonym for spirit, the animating aspect of the self 
(something akin to Greek psyché). As such, it stands in for its occupant in the same way 
“White House” indicates the President and his cabinet.238 
Heshanggong never confirms this equation of spirit as the true mind that resides 
in the heart, but he does strongly imply it by using xin as a metonym for shen (spirit). In 
chapter 29 he proclaims: 
                                                
neutral ground that includes the “heart” but also thinking, feeling, and perceiving. One of the best 
summaries of this topic comes from the new translation of the Huainanzi, in which Major et al., 
explains that the key issue of “heart” in English implies an emotional and not a cognitive center. 
Xin, however, is both rational and emotional, and so neither “heart” nor “mind” works perfectly. 
The translators emphasize the side of mind (following Roth), but make a distinction between 
mind and spirit; xin is software and shen is hardware. This takes xin not so much as the organ, but 
as the function of the mind or a kind of pattern. The mind includes thoughts that are comprised of 
spirit, but those particularized forms of spirit need to be removed, at least according to the 
Huainanzi. Fingarette, Confucius, 37; Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 25; David L. Hall and Roger 
T. Ames, Thinking through Confucius (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987), 5; 
Harold D. Roth, “Psychology and Self- Cultivation in Early Taoistic Thought,” Harvard Journal 
of Asiatic Studies 51, no. 2 (1991): 601; Schwartz, The World of Thought in Ancient China, 901–
902; Philip J. Ivanhoe and Bryan W. Van Norden, eds., Readings in Classical Chinese 
Philosophy (Seven Bridges Press, 2001), 361; Tu Wei-ming, Centrality and Commonality: An 
Essay on Confucian Religiousness (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1989), 120–21; Major et al., The 
Huainanzi, 901–902. 
238 The transformation of the heart into one of the zang requires more research. These five store 
types of qi, but they also store the spirit. As Heshanggong proclaims in chapter 6, the “Heart 
stores [zang] the spirit.” 
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My view is that they clearly have not yet attained the Way of Heaven or a human 
heart. The Way of Heaven hates complex turbidity, and the human heart hates 
excess desire. 
 
The parallel appears as the distaste of yang substances (Heaven and heart) for yin 
substances/yang mode, but the key point is that the “human heart [xin] hates excess 
desire.” This might be self explanatory, but chapter 1 mentions that desire and 
desirelessness both arise out of the xin. How can the “heart” hate part of itself? The 
solution is that in chapter 29 xin functions metonymically for spirit. It is spirit that hates 
excess desire, for they are antithetical. Desire repeatedly appears as the destroyer of spirit 
and the displacer of spirit in the organs.239  “Heart,” meaning “spirit,” appropriately hates 
its rival—desire.  
This sense of mind as shen appears remarkably similar to the notion of the ghost 
in the machine, albeit an organic machine where the interfusion of spirit and flesh attains 
great harmony. The spirit lives in the heart, but it is part of the system of the body. It 
responds to the physiological and yin aspects of the body and does not exist as an 
abstracted force or the totally individualized operator of the “vehicle.” The closest type of 
“ghost in the machine” analogy Heshanggong employs is that of a building in chapter 11, 
where he explains that the organ spirits fear the collapse of their abode, a point also 
affirming the interdependence of the yin and yang aspects of the self.    
                                                
239 See chapters 5, 11, 28, 50, 72, 74.  
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One might assert that such a notion of spirit housed by material form must be an 
artifact of Buddhist Indo-European influence.240 Yet, the origin of the heart as a zang 
(storehouse), really a type of building (building and not vehicle), traces back to the end of 
the Warring States. This perspective on the use of zang implying such a storehouse for 
spirit likewise remains debatable, but one finds a correlation between zang and the “inner 
cultivation” tradition that substantiates such speculation. In both the Neiye and the Xinshu 
shang one finds the idea of cleaning out the “lodging place” she Ι of the spirit.241 
Though this may predate the zang terminology, the sense of a place for the mind to reside 
remains. 
Simultaneously, this does not reveal an “Indo-European” mind-body split. For 
that to be a fair equivalency, shen ̥ would have to span a much larger semantic range 
and include thought, desire, and emotions. Looked at another way, one finds less of a 
mind-body split, than a yin/yang divergence. Yang substances like jing are not always 
“mind” as they can have concrete forms as semen; yin substances like the emotions are 
not solely structural or material, instead falling into the category of “mind.”  
Yet, for simplicity’s sake we decide to read xin (basic mind) as spirit, then the 
question is how this pure yang substance (or entity) functions. How does it generate 
desire, as intimated in chapter 1, even while hating that substance? Furthermore, how can 
the spirit cultivate itself through “mental” cultivation, presuming that it exists as the 
                                                
240 A.C. Graham provides one significant argument on the shift towards a mind separate from the 
body only occurred because of Indo-European influence, based on his fairly strong interpretation 
of Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 25, 389–428. 
241 Roth, Original Tao, 70. 
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pinnacle of “mind?” Answers come from the dual nature of shen as both a unified, 
refined, and ultimately universal substance, and as subdivisions of the less “pure” spirits 
of the organs. 
 The five organ spirits that comprise the refined components of the self include the 
two different souls, spirit, essence, and intent. These five, like any set correlated with the 
five phases, are subdivided into yin and yang aspects. The most yang is the spirit in the 
heart, likely the essential spirit equated with original qi. This contrasts with jing essence 
as the most yin, and is perhaps why it is most easily transformed into a more concrete 
manifestation as semen. Between these extremes, both still relatively yang and comprised 
of the qi of Heaven, one finds the two souls: the minor yang cloud soul (hun) and the 
minor yin white soul (po). Lastly, one has the will (zhi ƻ) that in most five phases 
models correlates to earth, and is thus the harmonious and balanced phase. This spirit is 
most intriguing, because in the cultivation practices discussed below the will alone 
requires control and restraint, unlike the other four organ spirits that are ideally 
preserved, nourished, and protected.242  
The speculative identification of the will as a neutral substance suggests that the 
will can shift toward either yin or yang. It directs the flow of qi. Because of this, this 
pivotal facet of the spirit must be controlled and restrained. The spirit of the heart must 
hold it still or at least direct it toward the yang substance and yin mode of the Dao. This is 
the action of the “heart” that creates both desire and desirelessness. This spirit of the heart 
(remember all of Heaven’s five qi that spread through the organs and exist as spirits are 
                                                
242 Chap. 12 and 15. 
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first stored in the heart) divides spirit, splitting it into yin and yang, including yin 
(desireless) and yang (desirous). This is the power of decisions that move and transform 
the qi in the body and one’s interaction with the external world.243 
 Zhi ƻ is also seen in a compound zhiqi ƻʂ, which indicates the actual 
substance of the will, the qi of the will. This will can be understood as a direction of qi. It 
moves qi and the goal is to focus one’s qi and thus one’s mind on the yin mode of the 
Way that resides within the self (chap. 59). Most often people focus on the external world 
and thus direct their qi out through their orifices, which Heshanggong indicates as 
problematic.  
The will is what manifests either yin or yang mode. If one chooses the yin mode 
of desirelessness, the will does not send out qi and the self maintains unity; when the will 
manifests the yang mode of desire, it moves the qi or mind outward from the self, a 
movement that breaks apart one’s individual boundaries (a yin substance result). Because 
of this, the work implores one to constrain the will, weaken it, and direct it toward the 
Way. The commentary on chapter 3 interprets “Weakening his will” as using the yin 
modes of being “harmonious and accommodating, humbling and yielding, and not using 
brute force.” The will must be controlled, restrained from its common pattern of directing 
qi outward in a yang manner, so it can instead focus on the internal Way of yin mode. 
                                                
243 This conception that the Chinese “mind” can even make choices contradicts Fingarette’s sense 
of early Chinese thought. Though this may be a development of the Han, more likely the issue of 
choice only appears in a new form. For a larger discussion of the place of agency in early China, 
Erica Brindley offers a developed counterpoint to Fingarette. See Fingarette, Confucius, 18; Erica 
Brindley, Individualism in Early China: Human Agency and the Self in Thought and Politics 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2010), xxiv–xxviii. 
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To summarize, the structure of the mind has two potential modes. One controlled 
by desires and drives that respond to and focus on external objects, the pursuit of which 
leads to turbid emotions; the other accords emphasizes spirit and virtue, protects internal 
sources of life, and manifests them through qualities like selflessness, humility, and 
adaptability. The first is yang mode leading to yin substance and ultimately death, and the 
second involves yin mode generating the yang substance of spirit, original qi, life and 
prosperity.  
This analysis of the Heshanggong’s sense of ‘mind’ confirms the priority placed 
on the yang substances that reside, or are stored, within the more structural yin 
substances. The commentator does not just equate the mind with parts of the body, but 
instead associates it with those parts (e.g. heart) by way of containment metonym. This 
relationship will be an important model for Heshanggong’s vision of society as well. 
Even more important than this is the role of the spirit and the will. As a component of 
spirit, the will can direct the flow of qi. This still leaves a bit of a puzzle, however. 
Though the will is the most balanced type of shen, capable of shifting the self toward yin 
or yang mode, what initiates that shift remains obscured. This is the problem of free will, 
one which Heshanggong does not directly address or resolve. He does not contest the role 
of free will, as it is essential to cultivation, but he does not explain how it operates within 
the movements of natural yin and yang shifts.  
Very often, free will does not play an important role in human life. We allow 
passive responses to stimuli, yin mode (perception) that turns to yang substance and then 
yang mode (desire) and then yin substance. The key is to return continually to yin mode. 
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This is not non-action that entails no effort, but rather a certain type of existence directed 
inward. To maintain this requires continual effort, as seen in the next chapter. 
  
Conclusion 
Heshanggong provides a nuanced overall sense of self with its different structural, 
mental, and systemic attributes. Yet, put simply, his is ultimately a bodily-self comprised 
of yin and yang substances. This construction belies both aspects of “monism” and 
“dualism.” On the one hand, a bodily-self is comprised of different forms of the primary 
substance of qi. On the other hand, that qi manifests in two radically different categories 
of substance, with greatly divergent values. Though yin qi is ultimately qi, in practice it 
posses a great danger to life. It is this pragmatic and cosmologically subtle stance that 
makes any straightforward monistic or dualistic interpretation of Heshanggong’s body 
conception unworkable. 
In the body, the many yang substances (or individualized spirit comprised of yang 
substance) hold ultimate preference for the commentator. Because of his cosmology, this 
cannot be seen as the mind over the body, but instead is yang substance over yin. Such a 
distinction is not trivial. These different categories, especially when combined with their 
logically prior modes, result in a different sense of self. This explains, also, why 
Heshanggong can value the “mind” over the “body,” while rejecting most aspects of the 
mind (thinking and feeling) and accepting the body (as the foundation of the self). 
Ultimately, the most important concern is the nurturing of life and connection (yang 
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substances). Therefore, Heshanggong promotes the cultivation of the individual yang 
through the many forms of yin mode seen in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Body Cultivation 
 
 
All humans share the same basic components: organs, limbs, orifices, yang 
substances, and yin substances. Yet the balance of these personal aspects is not fixed, and 
Heshanggong affirms that people can change their overall substance to become more 
yang, and strengthen the spirits of the organs. Because Heshanggong’s teachings emerge 
from his cosmology, the key to transforming the bodily-self resides in the Dao—which is 
to say, in this context, all forms of yin mode. Understanding this system also helps to 
confirm that Heshanggong clearly exists in a causal world, where the way one behaves or 
functions directly generates of substances in their body. This causality, furthermore, is 
embedded in a broad system of correlations that makes clear divisions between positive 
and negative modes and the substances they generate. Once again, this contradicts a 
world of pure monism or dualism, causality or correlative resonance. 
 
1. The Basics of Cultivation  
While people are combinations of yin and yang substances, the sums of their yin 
and yang substances differ. This is not only a matter of effort, as Heshanggong indicates 
that people are also born with natural variation that affects their character. This in part 
explains the variety of people in the world, but it also leaves space for self-development.  
In chapter 1 the commentator notes: 
[But] the profound and yet again profound, 
This means within Heaven resides another Heaven, and so one’s endowed qi can 
be scant or abundant. Those who gain the centered, harmonious, and clear become 
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worthies and Sages; those who gain the blundering, confused, and sullied become 
the greedy and licentious. 
Is the gate of total sublimity. 
One who knows that within Heaven resides another Heaven, and therefore that 
endowed qi can be abundant or scant, will expel emotions and remove desires to 
preserve the centered harmony. This is called knowing the gate of the Way’s 
essential core. 
 
Here endowed qi refers to the five qi that one receives from Heaven. This yang aspect of 
the self, as the foundation of one’s mind, directly affects one’s character and behavior. If 
one has scant qi, then one’s personage is excessively yin and one becomes a selfish 
person who does not experience the sense of connection provided by yang qi. 
Heshanggong is not a fatalist, but instead hints in the second comment that if one 
understands the importance of harmonious qi and the danger of the yin emotions and 
desires then one can change, perhaps attaining the level of a worthy or sage.244 
 This belief in the malleability of human nature reflects Heshanggong’s main 
teachings of self-cultivation. One can transmogrify the self because its constituents of yin 
and yang substance are not completely preset like DNA,245 but rather are cosmic and can 
be changed by regulating one’s interaction with said cosmos. As the commentator says, 
“within Heaven resides another Heaven.” This means that within the yang qi one receives 
                                                
244 Alan Chan reads the first of these comments to indicate that one is either born a Sage or not. 
In this he cites Robinet, who in turn cited Wang Chong’s idea of varying dispositions of qi at 
birth. While Wang Chong does argue for a more fatalistic idea of lifespan and status in life, this is 
not the standard Han view as Alan Chan asserts. Wang Chong is clearly arguing against the 
cultivation tradition that suggests one can change your allotment of qi, thus depicting an ongoing 
debate. Furthermore, though Robinet notes the similarities of Heshanggong’s perspective to that 
of Wang Chong, she does not identify this as fatalism, but instead as an issue of cosmic hierarchy. 
She continues to discuss the final comment that explains the importance of understanding this 
order for the process of cultivation. Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 157; Robinet, Les 
Commentaires Du Tao To King Jusqu’au VIIe Siècle, 31–32; Lunheng 4/9/23-4/10/1, 6/14/1. 
245 This has actually become a debatable topic with the growth of Epigenetics. 
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from Heaven and that comprises the refined part of the body there is variation, and within 
this exists the potential for pure original qi. It is this power of the One, that root of all 
substance, which can lead one to become a Heavenly person—a worthy or Sage.  
 The key to becoming either more yang or yin in substance is embodying the 
opposite mode. Therefore, yang behaviors or modes like aggression, greed, selfishness, 
and reactivity lead to yin substances that multiply distinctions and ultimately the division 
of the bodily-self at death. On the other hand, the ideals of the Daodejing tradition that 
includes the yin modes of non-action, stillness, and softness lead to greater yang 
substance.  
 Heshanggong does not offer a detailed regime for attaining greater yang qi; it is 
not unlikely that these practices were secret.246 He only reveals the basic principles of yin 
mode, though much can be extrapolated from these, as they are the “Way.” Though the 
Way is a cosmic concept in Heshanggong, it is primarily the set of qualities that allows 
for all existence. In cultivation, one must model those principles as the way to generate 
life, prosperity, and interconnection. The basic term for this process is zhishen ʒК 
(regulating the body). This language connects to the importance of yin mode for 
regulating both the body (zhishen) and the state (zhiguo ʒó), a parallel thoroughly 
covered in chapter 6.247 
                                                
246 Chap. 36 strengthens this likelihood: “The way of regulating the body-self cannot be revealed 
to inappropriate people.” Whether or not Heshanggong’s commentary itself counts as revealing 
the way of regulating the body-self, as opposed to merely hinting at a secret lineage remains to be 
seen. 
247 The choice to translate zhi ʒ with the slightly unorthodox “regulate” is rooted in the need for 
a neutral translation to fit both the body and the state. Alan Chan opted for “govern,” but that over 
emphasizes the state and conjures more of an active type of control. The simple meaning of 
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The regulation of the body through yin mode, as a method and Way, to enhance 
yang substance is the basis for all aspects of Heshanggong’s cultivation program. 
Because yin mode involves such a large category of qualities, behaviors, attitudes, and 
activities, Heshanggong presents cultivation practice as a comprehensive way of life. 
This way of life, where one increases yang substance through yin mode, can be 
summarized with the common Huang-Lao expression of clarity and stillness (qingjing ʩ
҃).248 The first character indicates the ideal type of qi—the substance of clear original qi. 
The second indicates the mode, the quality of stillness. Clarity comes from stillness. 
Thus, if one is still (a term that indicates a range of behaviors and activities that protect, 
                                                
“regulate” is to make regular, like Chinese zheng ɰ, and so it works with regulating the qi within 
the body to bring harmony or regulating the state to bring proper stability. The original meaning 
of zhi to direct water also connects to yin mode as a way of directing qi; regulate includes this 
sense of readjusting flow instead of instituting standardized laws or controls. See Chan, Two 
Visions of the Way, 133. 
248 This term originates in the Daodejing chapter 45 and appears to reference a type of 
governance, where jing at least refers to a non-active type of rulership. In later texts like the Lüshi 
chunqiu, qingjing appears to indicate a lack of corruption or greed (p͗) [here ʣ is a 
variant of ҃], but also a type of non-active rulership that accords with the seasons. This 
connection of government corruption contrasted with purity of substance (yang substance) will 
make even more sense following Part III’s discussion of how the state can depicted as comprised 
of substance, such that corruption is actually a change in substance and a real loss of qing. In the 
Huainanzi, one finds this term repeatedly used to depict the proper approach to rulership, but also 
self-cultivation, as in chapter 1 where it is the path to regain the Dao and parallels the use of 
stillness to cultivate one’s nature xing Ǆ. (As we know from the last chapter xing can be the yang 
aspects of self, and so this also looks like yin mode generating yang substance.) I call this a 
Huang-Lao expression because of its association with that term in the Shiji, and its origin in the 
“Lao.” This term is part of one of the clearest definitions of Huang-Lao in the biography of Ji An 
ʉұ. It is also employed to describe the teachings of Gaigong εp of the Huang-Lao lineage 
and his student Prime Minister Cao Shen ȶ¶. Whether or not it is appropriate to project this 
back on the Lüshi chunqiu and Huainanzi remains debatable. See Lüshi chunqiu 17.3/102/6; 
Huainanzi 1/4/3 SJ 54.2029, 54.2031, 63.2143, 120.3105. For other appearances of this term, see 
Appendix 2. 
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store, and enhance clear yang qi and its compatriot spirit), then one becomes closer to the 
original qi generated by the Way.249  
 While discussing the way of cultivation in chapter 15, Heshanggong confirms this 
causal relationship of mode and substance. He rhetorically asks, “Who can be like murky 
water purified through stillness gradually becoming naturally clear?” The yin mode of 
stillness leads to the purification of substance, the attainment of yang qi. The concurrence 
of clarity and stillness correlates to the dual cosmic aspects of the Way and virtue.  
Concomitant with this cosmology, cultivators must model the yin modality of the 
Way. Grouping the qualities of the Way as yin mode (made possible by the detailed yin-
yang cosmology previously discussed) clarifies the connection of the basic ideals of the 
Daodejing: non-action, softness, stillness, humility, etc. By embodying the Way and only 
using yin mode, one can attain virtue in oneself and enhance one’s life and power to 
bring prosperity to others. This yin and yang vision explains how a method, a “Way” of 
yin mode, can be the cosmic origin of all things. Heshanggong’s reading unites these 
different senses of Dao.  
Cultivators therefore “focus on the Way’s non-action” niandao wuwei ƽжˈˆ 
(chap. 4), “employ the Way” yongdao ˴ж (chap. 20), “practice and cultivate the 
constant Way” [constancy itself is a yin mode] xiuxi changdao QͶƃж (chap. 52), and 
most explicitly “emulate the Way’s calm and stillness” fadao anjing ʕжĹ҃ (chap. 
38). Chapter 23 confirms that yin and yang are the categories of ziran Γˊ (naturalness) 
                                                
249 Another case that pairs yang substance with yin mode is chap. 29 that says, “reside in central 
harmony and engage in non-action.” Here central harmony is harmonious qi, the yang substance 
of original qi, and non-action is yin mode.  
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and chapter 25 identifies ziran as the nature of the Way. Ziran as a quality is a yin mode, 
spontaneous, unforced, and as such is the principle behind the cycle of life. Yin 
generating yang is ziran. Thus, the Heshanggong proclaims in chapter One that the 
“constant Way” is the way of natural longevity (ziran changsheng), which means 
longevity (or maybe even immortality) through following natural principles, the 
principles of yang substance arising from yin mode. 
Heshanggong employs many terms for self-cultivation in his commentary—over 
fifty depending the count. All these terms reduce to either a modeling of the yin modes to 
preserve and strengthen the yang substances, including virtue, spirit, harmonious qi, or 
else a removing of the yang mode of desire and the yin substance of emotion. In practice, 
this includes a large range of techniques and behaviors. Such cultivation focuses on the 
body as a matrix of yin and yang, and thus all aspects of life come into play, as they are 
all manifestations of the yin and yang aspects of the self. 
 
2. Securing the One 
Among the numerous cultivation terms, Securing the One (shouyi ĸ) has 
particular historical prominence. This technique involves the yin mode of shou (secure, 
protect, defend) and the yang substance of the One (virtue, harmonious qi, essential 
spirit). This term embodies all aspects of cultivation, because securing the One has the 
dual action of nourishing the spirits and defending against emotion and desire. 
Furthermore, shouyi reveals the integration of cultivation as both an “individual” practice, 
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and one that involves the politics of the group; it engages with unity in division and unity 
in connection, and though focused on the One, is not fully monistic.   
Livia Kohn has thoroughly documented the many technique identified as securing 
the One in later Chinese history.250 Her research explicates the range of meanings it holds 
in various texts, but only goes back as far as the Taipingjing, not including Heshanggong 
or the earlier related practices. Heshanggong appears conceptually and temporally 
between the shouyi of the Taipingjing with its many stages of meditation, the Baopuzi 
and the Laozi zhongjing with their depictions of the One as different deities, and the early 
instances found in Huainanzi, Lüshi chunqiu, and Guanzi that Kohn mostly ignores.251  
The details of this practice reflect the uncertain role of spirit in Heshanggong. 
Does his cultivation involve spirit simply as a substance, or is it individuated? Does 
guarding the One involve visualizing spirits, as in Baopuzi, or is it a simple breathing 
technique that enhances the purity and amount of spirit in the body? Heshanggong does 
not immediately reveal the answer, perhaps because the details of the practice were only 
transmitted orally, or because they were as simple as the comments imply. Preliminarily, 
one must look to the earliest usages of this practice as a foundation from which to deduce 
Heshanggong’s approach. 
The original appearance of a comparable term comes from the Daodejing in the 
form of baoyi ǰ (embracing the One) in Chapter 10. As with most technical 
                                                
250 Livia Kohn, “Guarding the One: Concentration Meditation in Taoism,” in Taoist Meditation 
and Longevity Techniques, ed. Livia Kohn (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Center for 
Chinese Studies, 1989), 125-158. 
251 Kohn mentions that the One has an important meaning in the early traditions of the Laozi, 
Zhuangzi, and the Huainanzi. She simply explains this early practice as seeking omniscience, but 
says little else on the early forms of this practice. See Livia Kohn, “Guarding the One,” 127–31. 
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terminology in that cryptic text, no real explication appears. The early Daodejing usage 
seems to find elaboration in late Warring States texts, wherein the similar term zhiyi ÿ 
(holding the One) became common. This term clearly connects the practice of inner 
cultivation to the Way and rulership. The term zhiyi does not appear in Techniques of the 
Mind I (Xinshu Shang Ʒτ), but does in its companion Techniques of the Mind II 
(Xinshu Xia Ʒτ).252 It further appears in the Lüshi Chunqiu in its eponymous chapter. 
That chapter explains holding the One as essential for rulers and anyone who unifies a 
group of people. This implies that by virtue of his position, the ruler manifests the force 
of oneness, and so to properly order and unify people he needs to fully embody cosmic 
principle of the One: he must hold the One (zhiyi).253 This appearance of the term implies 
a body-state relation where the ruler’s body must hold the One so he can become the One 
for the state, its spirit or soul. 
Unsurprisingly, zhiyi also surfaces in the Huainanzi multiple times. The most 
informative instance is in chapter 14. There the ruler again functions as the unifier of the 
people, and holding the One is a way to regulate the state. This text essentially rephrases 
the point in the Lüshi Chunqiu, while more explicitly confirming that the One is the 
cosmological unity that functions and is attained through non-action. While these usages 
do not definitively refer to personal cultivation in addition to political theory, the role of 
cultivation elsewhere in Huainanzi and the Techniques of the Mind both substantiate that 
the One was important in cultivation practice. 
                                                
252 Guanzi, 13.2/98/13. 
253 Lüshi chunqiu 17/8.1 
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As far as what can be firmly dated, shouyi itself first appears in “Chengfa” ǣʕ, 
a section of one of the Shiliujing  q͡ (Shidajing  ē͡) found at Mawangdui (circa 
168 BCE). There it functions quite similarly to zhiyi. Li Hei advises the Yellow Emperor 
that one must employ the method of shouyi to understand the order of the cosmos and to 
maintaining an orderly rule.254  
Roth notes that part of this passage uses a sequence of phrases that also appears in 
Zhuangzi, Huainanzi, Wenzi, and Neiye. All but Zhuangzi employ these lines to explain 
the omnipresence of the One in the context of using the One for rulership.255 I am 
inclined to agree with Roth that this rehash of the same language indicates a continuity of 
conception and practice. Though the Zhuangzi (chap. 15) passage does not reference 
rulership, it does address jingshen, the key to cultivation, which tends to integration with 
governance in this tradition. Furthermore, all these texts employ the terms zhiyi or shouyi. 
In the Neiye, shouyi appears in verse XXIV where it clearly refers to a cultivation method 
that removes all disturbances.256 Zhuangzi chapter 11 uses the term shouqiyi ĸv in 
reference to maintaining the unity of the body, mirroring Heshanggong’s focus on 
guarding spirit and essence with clarity and stillness.257 
The cultivation practices professed in the Neiye and Zhuangzi, likely first 
mentioned in the Daodejing, at some point became deeply integrated with governmental 
practices. The move from the more human bao (embrace) and zhi (hold) to the more 
                                                
254 Mawangdui Hanmu boshu zhengli xiaozu, Mawangdui Hanmu boshu: yi, 1:30b. 
255 Roth, Original Tao, 191. 
256 Ibid., 73. 
257 Zhuangzi 11/27/27. 
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political and martial shou (guarding, securing) reflects this shift. By the late Warring 
States and the early Han, the latter term had gained greater prominence. Its importance 
continued through the Han, appearing in Yan Zun’s commentary on the Daodejing as 
“bind and secure the True One” ͓ĸ̔.258 As Kohn notes in her detailed study, the 
term eventually comes to indicate a broad range of practices in Daoism and even 
Buddhism. While she confirms this as a pre-Han phrase, she neglects to explain what it 
meant before the Taipingjing.259 The case of Heshanggong, as an earlier instance, thus 
sheds somewhat clearer light on its usage in texts like Zhuangzi, Neiye, Huainanzi, etc.  
The polysemy of this term again affirms the tensions present in Heshanggong’s 
cultivation program, informed by the challenging issue of spirit as substance versus spirit 
as entity. In the Taipingjing, securing the One involves bringing in cosmic light; in the 
Shangqing text Yannian yisuan fa Ƙƅ͉̌ʕ (DZ 1271), it indicates reliance on one-
pointed mind to nourish the spirits and store the qi; in the Baopuzi, Huantingjing, (and 
Laozi zhongjing, I would add), it is involved in visualizing spirits within the body.260 Of 
all these potential meanings for this term, the Shangqing practice mostly closely accords 
with those in Heshanggong. Therefore, the main issue pertaining to Heshanggong’s 
cultivation is how much it compares to the simple one-pointed mind of Shangqing and 
how much it resembles the body-god traditions. On the other hand, Heshanggong was 
once dated in reference to such Shangqing practices, but because of archeological finds 
like Mawangdui and the recent study of Huainanzi etc., it now appears to have greater 
                                                
258 Laozi zhigui 13.18b. 
259 Kohn, “Guarding the One,” 131, 155. 
260 Kohn, “Guarding the One,” 155. 
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resonance with the practices and concerns of the Huang-Lao tradition of the late Warring 
States, Western and Eastern Han.261 I argue that Heshanggong as a mid-Han work 
demonstrates the continuity of these practices. The crucial question remains: Did this 
tradition always have spirits in the body, or did it begin with a discussion of abstract 
forces and then shift toward an integration of the ritual sacrifice tradition and the inner 
cultivation tradition? Or were there different strands and lineages simultaneously 
influencing each other? 
 
3. Securing the One in Heshanggong 
As previously noted, Heshanggong mentions many terms for cultivation. Among 
them is the historically important shouyi. In accord with the early attestations of this term 
and zhiyi, the commentator’s sense of cultivation as connecting to the power of the One 
offers the foundation of governance. This already distinguishes the earlier shouyi 
practices from those later ones studied by Kohn. This sense of shouyi arises from the 
ideal of unifying society bound to unifying the body. Just as Zhuangzi used shouqiyi ĸv
 in reference to unifying the components of the body, so too does Heshanggong. He 
does not simply propound one-pointed mind; instead he envisions a self unified but not 
homogenous, including both yin and yang aspects.  
Consider the nature of the One for Heshanggong; it is at once virtue, jingshen, and 
original harmonious qi. As mentioned above, these are the yang substances one wishes to 
store and increase in the body. One attains this through embodying a range of yin modes: 
                                                
261 For more on this, see the Introduction and chapter 3 in Chan, Two Visions of the Way. 
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calm mind, calm breathing through the nose, non-aggression, limited exposure to sensory 
stimuli that might excite desire and emotions, restricted regimen of food and sex, 
rejecting personal preferences, avoiding rational analysis or literary complexity, etc. All 
of these practices and behaviors follow the unifying principle of increasing and protecting 
the spirits and the body, the essence, and the purity of the qi that composes said spirits 
and essence. They simultaneously integrate with social policy and social behaviors that 
reflect the same principles and practices. 
Shouyi may be a historically useful gloss for Heshanggong’s general cultivation 
practices, but it is not his preferred term. In truth, he does not have a key term. Shouyi 
mostly appears in as inducing the gnosis of unity against the divisions of rational 
knowledge, and in reference to one’s becoming or being the unbiased unifier of the 
nation (chap. 20, 22, 27, 81). This reflects its usage in other early texts as the key to 
governing. One can read the many cultivation terms as comparable to shouyi, as implied 
above, partly because the term shou appears in many different compounds, most of them 
comprised of a second term nearly equivalent to the One (like virtue, jingshen, 
zhonghe).262  
                                                
262 Shou zhonghe ĸÞ chap. 1, shou wushen ĸ#̥ and shou chun ĸ͕ chap. 2, shou de yu 
zhong ĸƶȘ chap. 5, zhuanshou jingqi Ŗĸ͏ʂ chap. 10, shou wuxing ĸ#Ǆ chap. 12, 
zhishou gudao ÿĸÁж chap. 14, neishou jingshen lĸ͏̥ and shou benzhen ĸɃ̔ chap. 
15, shou qingjing ĸʩ҃ chap. 16, shou yuan ĸc and shou zhen ĸ̔ chap. 19, shou jingshen 
ĸ͏̥ chap. 27, shoudao wuwei ĸжˈˆ chap. 32, shou dadao ĸēж chap. 35, shou dao ĸ
ж chap. 37, shou zhen’gen ĸ̔ɖ chap. 46, shou dao ĸж and shou rouruo ĸɔƠ chap. 52, 
shou zhen ĸ̔ chap. 57, gushou qijing ðĸv͏ chap. 59, shou daozhen ĸж̔ chap. 64, shou 
cunxing ĸ͕Ǆ chap. 71. For a similar treatment of the language of cultivation in the Neiye, see 
Roth, Original Tao, 148–149. 
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For this reason, Alan Chan argues that shouyi is the primary rubric which 
subsumes non-action, stillness, and ziran, and even includes protecting the five spirits.263 
Chan’s is a workable theory, but the other things that one must guard are not always the 
One: Way, non-action, clarity and stillness, softness, the five spirits. While one can 
debate the equivalency of these terms, the One and the spirits do not equal the Way: the 
One and the spirits are yang substances and the Way is the yin modes of stillness and 
softness. The underlying theme of this term and of the many other cultivation terms 
remains relying on yin mode both to maximize yang substance and to remove yin 
substance. 
 
4. Breathing 
The basic physiological purpose of securing the One is to maintain unity of the 
body through enhancing the unifying substances of harmonious qi and the spirits.264 It is 
also preeminently a type of yin mode, or “non-action.” The simplicity of the breath has 
the power to lead to either greater yang or yin substance in the body, but it also partially 
answers the paradox of non-action. Edward Slingerland posits that relying on physical 
exercises may solve the problem of desiring not to desire or making efforts toward 
effortlessness (wuwei), though ultimately he rejects this as a solution to the paradox.265 
Heshanggong’s approach to breathing suggests that one could reach the goal through a 
                                                
263 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 138. 
264 If we consider the spirits individualized, they still must be nourished with refined qi to be 
strong and protect the integrity of the body. 
265 Slingerland, Effortless Action, 116–127. 
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simple shift in breath. It is the opposite of forcing or trying; it is just embodying the yin 
mode of stillness.266 
As in other inner cultivation systems, the importance of breathing partially comes 
from its engagement with the orifices that control the qi moving in and out of the body. 
This relates back to the 13 points of death and the nine orifices as the main locations in 
the self where yin substance increase. Among all of these orifices, the most important for 
cultivation are the nose and mouth: they are the only ones that absorb instead of lose 
cosmic substance. Primary to these substances is the yang qi of Heaven that enters 
through the nose. Therefore, inhaling this qi (breath) to nourish the spirits plays a 
foundational role in securing the One.  
While one can argue, following the Zhuangzi ideal of zuowang (sitting and 
forgetting), that Heshanggong’s basis of cultivation involves quiet sitting (meditation), he 
never hints at this possibility.267 He does, on the other hand, repeatedly note the 
                                                
266 In this sense, I both agree and disagree with Ivanhoe’s critique of Slingerland. Slingerland 
translates wuwei as “effortless action.” This translation sets up his unsolvable paradox where one 
makes efforts at having effortless action. Ivanhoe argues the basic problem here is mistaking a 
type of action for an aspect of character. He argues that character relates to one’s virtue (De ƶ) 
and it is that quality which leads to non-action. In some ways, Slingerland’s reading is closer to 
the yin mode and yang substance rubric, but the key difference is that yin mode does not equal 
effortless action. Instead, yin mode is a set of qualities that one acquires through being those 
qualities. It is not progressive. One does not make efforts to operate in yin mode; one either is or 
is not. Philip J. Ivanhoe, “The Paradox of Wuwei?,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy 34, no. 2 
(June 2007): 284. 
267 Roth asserts the importance of sitting for breathing practice in the Neiye. He relies on this term 
from Zhuangzi and a particular reading of ɰíң΅ as a square seated posture. He also 
emphasizes the centrality of breathing and the circulation of the breath in the body, but states that 
this establishes the context for mental states to experience the Way. Yet, while Heshanggong 
does use breath to transform the self and become more yang, it is not just about the mind or 
gnosis. Roth, Original Tao, 109–112. 
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importance of breathing.268 Even if this breathing is practiced in seated mediation, it 
remains a technique for daily life.269 Following the yin mode and yang substance reading 
of Heshanggong, I conclude that breathing practice is an essential, if not the essential, 
method that can be called securing the One. 
Proper breathing, for Heshanggong, also plays an indispensable role in 
maintaining physical unity, as this comment from chapter 12 demonstrates: 
Hurried hunting maddens the mind. 
People’s essential spirits are fond of peace and quiet, but hurried breathing causes 
the essential spirits to be scattered, and thus one is driven mad. 
 
This serves as a negative example of proper cultivation, where agitated breathing affects 
the unity of the body’s constituent parts of essence and spirits. Why does one find such a 
strong connection of breath and spirits? If one recalls the yin and yang division of the self 
in chapter 6, the five qi (literally breaths) enter through the nose and are stored in the 
heart. These five are the components that generate all the yang aspects of the body 
including the spirits and essence. Thus, if breathing becomes agitated, then the breaths 
ingested will become more yin, the self will become more filled with emotion as the yin 
qi displaces spirits and essence. After the spirits are dislodged, one literally “loses one’s 
mind.” Because of the substantial focus of this cultivation, breath as the basic substance 
                                                
268 Donald Harper notes that breathing practices were common among elites in the early Han. He 
finds this in the Mawangdui texts, and notes its special place in the Neiye. Donald John Harper, 
Early Chinese Medical Literature: The Mawangdui Medical Manuscripts (New York: Kegan 
Paul International, 1998), 120. 
269 Kohn suggests that Heshanggong provides the first evidence for breathing mediation in 
Daoism. This assumes that Heshanggong’s method involves sitting and also strangely ignores the 
inner cultivation and body cultivation traditions of the early Han. See Livia Kohn, “Meditation 
and Visualization,” in The Encyclopedia of Taoism, vol. I (London: Routledge, 2008), 118. 
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is the key to the other ideals of cultivation and can be framed negatively as removal of 
emotion, or positively as nourishing or protecting the spirits and essence.  
  The above quote asserts that one must avoid the yang mode of agitated breathing; 
Heshanggong also provides two prescriptive discussions. Chapter 10 explains the proper 
method of breathing as being so soft the ears cannot hear it. This yin (hidden, silent, soft, 
smooth) type of breathing is an important yin mode—indeed, it is how the commentator 
glosses wuwei (non-action). Such breathing does not generate any vibrations (divisions 
that transform yang into yin substance) thus avoiding the generation of emotion; it 
simultaneously stills the mind and allows for the pure yang substance that enters to 
nourish and maintain the unity of the self.270 Such breathing improves the quality of a 
person’s existing qi, while infusing the body with extra pure qi. 
 This provides a counter to Slingerland’s supposition that breathing cultivation 
must be paradoxical, trying to not try. Following Heshanggong’s breath-based definition 
of wuwei, one sees it is about the mode. Breathing silently is non-action, and leads to the 
intended results as well. There is no problem of making efforts to be effortless. One is 
either in a state of yin mode or not. 
Beyond the desire for silence of breath, the question of which orifice to breath 
through remains significant. Surprisingly, instead of the emphasis on the “Heavenly” 
                                                
270 Harper in his notes on the Quegu shiqi ®ɡҖʂ Mawangdui manuscript, explains three 
different types of breaths that can affect the different balances of yin or yang in the body. Xu Û 
removes heat, chui Õ  dampness, and hu Ü dryness. These different breaths also would shift in 
prominence depending on the season of practice. This model of breathing emphasizes more the 
medical goal of balancing yin and yang in the body. This is the effort to harmonize with ziran 
patterns instead of embodying ziran as yin mode (and only still breath). Harper, Early Chinese 
Medical Literature, 306. 
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nose, at the end of chapter 6 Heshanggong appears to promote the use of both the nose 
and mouth. 
Lingering like gossamer it seems to exist. 
The two types of nasal and oral breaths should be fine and subtle like gossamer, 
as though both seeming to exist and yet not. 
 
At first glance, one might wonder what role the mouth would play in the breathing 
practice. Earlier in chapter 6, the air of Heaven (qi) alone enters the nose and is stored in 
the heart, while food enters the mouth. One could read this to mean one must breathe the 
qi of Heaven and the flavor of Earth (taking flavor as a kind of air and not food). Yet, the 
flavor of earth creates emotions, and in cultivation removing emotions is key. So, what is 
the role of the mouth?  
In chapter 10 one finds a parallel to the cosmic cycles of yin and yang, identified 
as the “end and beginning of the five boundaries,” with the control of breath. The mouth 
and nose represent the gates that control the balance of yin and yang in the body. This 
cultivation method supports both balance of yin and yang (which could be breathing 
techniques involving the nose and mouth), but the emphasis remains on the nose. I 
suspect that this practice involves breathing in through the nose to increase the yang and 
out through the mouth to remove the yin of emotions.271  
                                                
271 Tao Hongjing’s later collection of cultivation texts, which also includes Heshanggong extracts, 
cites Liu Jun’an ÑĹ on basic breathing: one inhales the qi of life through the nose and 
exhales the qi of death through the mouth or ҳ͔ʂˆ˲ҾÀÎʂˆɵ. This suggests that the 
common practice of tugu naxin Îȅ͔Ȗ (first mentioned in Zhuangzi) could be read as this mix 
of nose and mouth breathing. That the different substances ingested and expelled are yang and yin 
qi can be inferred from another text, the Sandong zhunang, which cites the Dadongjing ēʛ͡ 
saying Îȅ½ȖҾǿ͏б̸. Though one cannot definitively project this breathing practice back 
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Regardless of the respective roles of the nose and mouth, breathing must be soft 
and controlled so the qi is not agitated, or the benefit will be ruined.272 With such 
breathing one embodies the power of stillness (jing ҃), the yin mode that leads to many 
crucial changes in one’s self. This type of wuwei exists as stillness that is both silence of 
breath and silence of mind (no vibrations of the spirit). Out of this silence and lack of 
turbulent motion comes yang substance, including strengthening and purifying force of 
the spirit and of the power of virtue.  
 
5. Mind over Body 
One can identify calm breathing as the basis of Heshanggong’s cultivation 
because it both fills the self with clear original qi and affects the mind and emotions. Yet, 
breath and mind have interdependent roles because both are substances. Mind is used to 
control the breath, which is then used to clarify the mind. This section will further 
explicate this relationship, clarify the particular sense of mind and its role in the body, 
and further elucidate the other different roles the mind plays in Heshanggong’s 
comprehensive cultivation program. 
                                                
onto Heshanggong, it does raise the possibility of such a reading. Yangsheng yangming lu  ҙ˲
ƘÝє DZ 838 2.2a; Sandong zhunang ʛ˪ë DZ 1139 3.19a 
272 Despeux covers examples of later breathing practices, though they are closer to the medical 
and “gymnastics” side of body cultivation. In those practices, holding the breath is a common 
means to send the qi to specific places in the body. It does not seem that Heshanggong advocates 
anything so forceful. See Catherine Despeux, “Gymnastics: The Ancient Tradition,” in Taoist 
Meditation and Longevity Techniques (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of 
Michigan, 1989), 255–258. 
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 The mind is the source of one’s mode, as it chooses those qualities of yin or yang. 
These are the basic options in life, with most people living a mix of the two, sometimes 
behaving as yang, sometimes as yin. Yang modes engage division, the distinctions of 
sensory stimulus, the associated individual desire, the categories of rationality; yin modes 
come from within the clarity of spirit, from the Way that resides within and provides 
perfect gnosis. Heshanggong does not specify how one has the capacity to chose between 
these two options, or what gives humans the power to chose the yin mode of the Way 
over instinctual sensory responses, though he hints at the fact that humans have a greater 
portion of spirit than other creatures (chap. 29). It is spirit combined with form that 
allows for choice. The natural movement of the myriad beings is the cycle of yin and 
yang, life and death, driven by the desire for reproduction. Only humans, due to their 
greater portion of spirit that leads to a broader understanding of the patterns of life, can 
make another choice, can live not just by sensory responses but by accessing the yin 
mode of the Dao—choosing restraint, a greater perspective, a greater reality. 
 The power of essential spirit, or the One, is to create, and it does this through 
reaffirming unity even in the diversity of creation. Humans have the creative power to 
transform variety into unity because of this spirit. Yet Heshanggong does not idolize the 
artist or artifice: he rejects this external side of humanity, this yang mode of youwei Ⱥˆ, 
preferring the yin mode of wuwei ˈˆ. The unifying power of spirit is not to be wasted 
externally in creation, but rather stored internally to reaffirm the wholeness of the self.   
 Heshanggong describes the inner and outer divide in many ways, but one of the 
most significant for understanding the role of the mind are wen ȑ and zhi Ќ. Zhi is 
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easily identified as the basic substance of things, ultimately the original substance. Wen is 
more problematic. Meaning both surface patterns and written language, it represents the 
world of yin substance and yang mode. For Heshanggong, wen is emblematic of artifice, 
of adding patterns onto the already perfect substance of zhi. Socially, this means 
extravagance of design and the authority of written records, that both of which induce 
their own types of desire. The first leads one to seek wealth, the second fame and power 
though authoritative knowledge.  
 The problem of desire requires no further comment, but why is knowledge so 
despised? First, the distinction between wuwei and youwei entails that knowledge saps 
the power of spirit to unify. If that power is used externally on knowledge and on creating 
wen patterns, then one’s life force is weakened. Second, the knowledge of writing and 
texts rests on rational analysis, the yang mode of forced divisions that increases the 
amount of yin substance in the world. This latter point is more significant on the social 
level, where Heshanggong argues that it leads to conflict and competition instead of unity 
and harmony. Lastly, such yang modal knowledge is biased, partial, and limited, unlike 
that attained through the Way of yin mode.  
This final point squarely situates Heshanggong within traditions of mysticism, as 
he rejects the limited intellectual knowledge of wen and focuses on the knowledge and 
power that come directly from the One.273 For him the foundation of knowledge is unity 
(which contains all potential divisions), and the basic goal of unity is health and longevity. 
                                                
273 For a detailed discussion of the place of mysticism and different types of knowledge in Daoist 
inner cultivation, see Roth, Original Tao, chapter 4. 
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These are both attained through securing the One, the power of the spirit to unify the 
mind and the form.  
The following passage from chapter 55 clarifies how the mind affects unity 
through focus, and how this also influences the structural yin side of the body. 
Inducing qi with the mind, one is daily stronger. 
The mind should focus the One by being harmonious and soft, and then the spirits 
and qi will fill the inner organs. In this way, one’s form will become supple. On 
the other hand, if one induces wanton actions, the harmonious qi will leave one’s 
center, and then one’s form and structure will day by day become harder and 
tougher. 
 
Here the mind concentrating on the One becomes unified. This may be attained simply 
through calm breathing, or by additional mental efforts. As the mind focuses on unity, the 
concurrent yin modal qualities of harmoniousness and softness lead to the qi and spirits 
(yang) filling the inner organs. This passage confirms that, depending on the qualities on 
which one focuses, different results occur. The result of the mind’s selecting yin mode 
not only increases yang substance, but because the form (xing Ʀ) becomes being filled 
with the refined and soft original qi, it also avoids being harder and tougher (yang modes), 
which in turn would lead to death (yin substance).  
 This passage illuminates how the mind employs yin modes to strengthen both 
yang and yin substances of the body. One could call this mind over matter, but the 
preference of yang substance gained through the mind’s direction toward yin mode 
involves subtly different conceptual and practical divisions. The key difference emerges 
from the nature of mind as a substance that engages mode to change substance. Mind and 
mode work together to affect the substances of the self. Because the mind activates a 
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mode but does not cause the change, mind does not change itself. It only precipitates a 
scenario in which positive change will occur.  
 
6. Emptiness 
The power of unity, the vitality of essential spirit, the One qi, all arise from yin 
modes. Among these qualities of the Way, we have explored the effects of stillness, but 
equally significant is emptiness (xu ξ). Heshanggong’s sense of emptiness involves 
directing the will to yin mode, but in addition this yin mode also aims to remove the key 
obstacles of health and prosperity, namely emotion and desire.  
Emptiness as part of the yin mode of the Way is cosmic, and is one of the 
foundations of creation (yang substance). Chapter 42 specifically depicts emptiness as a 
condition of life: 
And the surging qi comes from harmony. 
The myriad beings all possess original qi within, something gained from harmony 
and softness. For example: within the torso exist organs, within the bones exists 
marrow, and within grass and trees exist hollows, all of which are permeated by 
the qi that leads to long-lasting life. 
 
Hollowness or emptiness is a prerequisite for the absorption of qi. Just as in breathing 
practice one seeks to absorb yang qi to nourish the spirits and essence, so to one needs 
emptiness. But precisely, what is emptiness, and why is it positive?  
The idealization of emptiness in Heshanggong requires some consideration as the 
term xu finds conflicting usages in the medical and cultivation traditions belonging to 
Heshanggong’s milieu. In the inner cultivation traditions, the term relates to the quality 
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of the Way sought in cultivation. Yet, Shigehisa Kuriyama notes that this meditative and 
cosmological idea contrasts with the more common medical wariness of xu as depletion 
found in the Neijing.274 While the Neijing and Heshanggong often overlap in their views 
of the body and path to health, they diverge because of their core purposes. In the clinical 
medicine of the Neijing, the main goal is balance and the proper movement of qi. Both 
depleted xu and replete shi Ŏ are pathological states. Xu in that context means a lack of 
qi, while repletion means an excess of some type of invading qi.275  
Heshanggong, in contrast, is not concerned with infectious medicine or clinical 
treatment. His only directive remains how to attain longevity and inner strength. This 
vision is less about balance of the kinds of qi than it is about using yin mode to attain 
yang qi. For him, emptiness means a kind of purity, an emptiness of emotion and desire, 
but most importantly it is a yin mode, one of the qualities of the Way.276 As seen in the 
above quote, the goal of this emptiness is to fill (shi) the organs with the spirits and qi. 
These two negative terms of medicine become positive, as one becomes mode and the 
other substance. 
Chapter 11 provides a clear statement on this sense of emptiness: 
                                                
274 Shigehisa Kuriyama, The Expressiveness of the Body and the Divergence of Greek and 
Chinese Medicine (New York: Zone Books, 2002), 218–220. 
275 Following Kuriyama, xu in the Suwen is qi going out. This could be read as yang mode, but 
more likely is the yin substance that results from the yang mode of outward movement of qi. 
Kuriyama argues for a more causal reading of the medicine tradition where xu (depletion) leads to 
its opposite shi as the fullness of invasion. Heshanggong does not discuss infection, but might 
understand it as a result of losing the internal qi and spirits that are replaced by yin substance 
(emotions or disease factors). Ibid., 220. 
276 This sense of emptiness accords with Sarah Allen’s reading of xu in the Zhuangzi “Tiandao” 
chapter where (following the water metaphor) it indicates an emptiness of sediment. Sarah Allan, 
The Way of Water and Sprouts of Virtue (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997), 53. 
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Thirty spokes share one hub. 
The ancients modeled the thirty spokes of their chariot wheels on the number of 
days in a month. “Share one hub” means that it is the hole in the center of the hub 
which allows the mass of spokes to come together. For those who regulate the 
body, this means that they should expel emotions and remove desires to make the 
five organs empty and vacant; only then will the spirits properly return to them. 
For those who regulate the state, this means that the singular can bind together the 
many; the weak draws together and supports the strong. 
 
In the case of the body, emptying oneself of emotion and desires—which are associated 
with all the organs through five phases correspondences—allows the organs to be empty 
so the spirits can be in their proper place and the body properly unified. Thus, in regards 
to body cultivation emptiness equals securing the One. If this seems like to large a leap, if 
taking the concept of unity in the passage to indicate the One does not fully convince, 
there is also chapter 35 that describes the One as “residing in emptiness.” This further 
supports the view of the One as the force of unification and that the yin mode of 
emptiness logically precedes that unity.   
 Emptiness for Heshanggong is not depletion but a positive pregnant void, the 
quality that allows for existence and life, that which offers a literal place for the spirits to 
reside. While practicing emptiness as yin mode helps remove the offending emotions and 
desires to strengthen the yang (spirits), the commentary also explains the place role of 
nurturing the spirits in other ways. 
 
7. Cultivation and the Spirits of the Organs 
So far, we have mostly discussed cultivation in light of the abstract principles of 
yin and yang. Dividing them into mode and substance has clarified the nature of the 
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practice, yet if one only deals with cultivation on this naturalistic level, only looking at 
breath and types of mental formations, we ignore the important question of the dual 
nature of spirit (shen). Heshanggong’s ambiguity with respect to shen is frustrating, but it 
is also illuminating. In chapter 6, the yang qi of Heaven enters through the nose and is 
stored in the heart. It becomes the parts of the higher self, including spirit. While one can 
view this as solely an infusion of qi, and thus an increase in the yang substance in the 
body, it remains unclear whether Heshanggong advocates the cultivation techniques seen 
in later Daoism.  
One possibility arises with the term yangshen ҙ̥ “nourish the spirit/spirits,” 
which, if taken literally, indicates that the yang breath feeds the spirit or, more likely, 
spirits. These beings, comprised of mostly yang qi, live in the organs and have a measure 
of independence from each other and from the body. This sense of nourishing spirits 
exposes the place Heshanggong’s model of cultivation holds in history, and the role of 
the multiple spirits in the body. 
 The earliest use of the term yangshen appears in the Zuozhuan, where it refers to 
the rituals that feed and nourish deities through sacrifice.277 Subsequently, this term 
became internalized to refer to the spirits of the body, as witnessed by this term’s 
application in Zhuangzi, Heguanzi, and Huainanzi.278 Belonging to a similar milieu, these 
later texts use yangshen to explain the central inner cultivation practice.279 This new 
tradition suggests a shift from external rituals that honor the power of the dead and the 
                                                
277 Zuozhuan, B8.13.2/209/19. 
278 Zhuangzi 15/42/8; Heguanzi 10/10/13/24; Huainanzi 20/216/5; 
279 It is still debatable whether this transformation of practice and meaning corresponded with the 
adoption of an abstract sense of shen. For other appearances of this term see Appendix 2. 
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cosmos and a notion that the same power resides within. Essentially, this meant that if 
one could nourish one’s own spirit/spirits, then one might gain the power of the ancestors 
and the gods.  
 Instead of involving a sacrifice of substance, this newer practice offered a what I 
might call a sacrifice of mode. The adept must reject yang mode and individual desire to 
strengthen the yang qi that nourishes the inner spirit. While in the Zhuangzi, Huainanzi, 
and Heguanzi it seems that bodily shen presumes a singular spirit of the heart, 
Heshanggong’s use of the five spirits speaks to a slightly different internalization of 
external spirit worship.  
Heshanggong employs the term “five spirits” to indicate the refined aspects stored 
in the organs and comprised of Heavenly qi, but this term originally appeared in the 
Huainanzi as a gloss for the five visible planets.280 Heshanggong may represent the first 
instance of this cosmic term as a reference to aspects of the self, which reveals a further 
shift from nourishing spirits of the external to a parallel process of the internal world. 
This integration of the external spirits with the internal body appears to have happened 
over a long period, from the end of the Warring States through Medieval Daoism.281 This 
was possibly a two-stage process: external gods first become internal abstract forces, and 
                                                
280 As in Western texts, the visible planets are Venus, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn; unlike 
those texts, however, Chinese thinkers did not usually classify the Moon and Sun as planets (from 
planetae, wandering ones). The Huainanzi includes the five spirits as the gods of the five planets, 
the five directions, and the five phases. See Huainanzi 3/29/19, 21/224/12. 
281 One other hint at this process comes from the Lunheng. There, Wang Chong explains that 
one’s nature, or the endowed qi of Heaven comes from the essence of stars. Here nature xing Ǆ 
functions much as it does in Heshanggong in indicating the higher aspects of the self. One can see 
that such a model is not far from explaining that the essence of the five planets as the five spirits 
are just the Heavenly essence which comprises one’s nature and therefore are present as the 
spirits of the organs. See Lunheng 6/14/1.  
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finally these become internal gods. This might also have involved a more variegated 
progression.282  
Regardless, Heshanggong represents an interesting case which involves both 
more and less-abstract spirits in the body, including the parallel five spirits of the organs 
with the five spirits of the planets. The relation of organ spirits to planets could be 
discounted as a simple numerical correlation of the five phases of qi, but the Han ruler 
actively sacrificed to the five planets. Furthermore, later Daoist texts include dozens of 
deities, often star gods, within the body. Both of these factors suggest Heshanggong’s 
particular sense of the internalized divine. 
No matter its historical place, Heshanggong’s shen is essential to his cultivation. 
As death equates to a dispersal of the spirits, securing their unity and thereby maintaining 
life is of utmost importance. One must therefore provide them with a proper space in the 
body, which requires removing emotions from the organs so they are not driven from 
their “home.” This metaphor of dwelling is exactly what Heshanggong uses to describe 
the organs. 
Thus, the manifest provides the benefit, 
Things find benefit in form through the vessels in which they reside. Thus, people 
in houses worry they will fall into ruin, and spirits in the belly worry the bodily 
form will rot away. (ch. 11) 
 
                                                
282 Roth, following Graham, would agree with the first phase. He sees a depersonalization of the 
spirits that once descended into shamans. This is of course the debate over abstract and 
individualized shen ̥. There is no doubt that a more abstracted vision of the cosmos and the 
body developed during the Warring States period, but the questions about how those conceptions 
related to and interacted with the earlier ones remains. Heshanggong seems to represent a mixture 
of different approaches, both the more abstract and the more individualized. Yet he does not seem 
to propose external beings entering his own body, though chapter 16 does hint at this as discussed 
in Chapter 3. See Roth, Original Tao, 107. 
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Here the five spirits have a sense of agency and concern. They have their proper 
environment, which they support through their mode of holding the body together. Yet, if 
they are disrupted by excess yin (emotions) and weakened by insufficient yang 
substances, then their power of unification diminishes; thus, the bodily form deteriorates 
and decays. 
 Heshanggong is reticent on this issue of the spirits, but understanding his view is 
important for both the commentary’s program of cultivation and its place in the history of 
Daoism. Aside from the simple question of body-conception, the nature of these spirits 
speaks volumes about Heshanggong’s status within Daoism. Does his cultivation method 
bridge the earlier practices focused on breath and unity, simplicity, emptying emotion and 
all active thought, with the later practice that requires great complexity of visualization 
and recitation of scriptures? Or is it better understood as a variation on the practices of 
the Warring States and the early Han dynasty?283 
 As thoroughly debated above, this question remains elusive. Heshanggong clearly 
identifies multiple spirits in the body, perhaps even thousands of them. Yet his overall 
philosophy, with its exaltation of yin mode, should in principle reject the active 
generation of images in the mind. Chapter 52 complicates the reading which rejects 
complex mediation practices. 
                                                
283 One example appears in the Zhuangzi chapter “Zaiyou” ÷ń. This chapter bears the marks of 
Huang-Lao thought, even involving a dialog with Huangdi himself. It also contains key terms 
common to Heshanggong like zhishen ʒК (regulate the body) and shouqiyi ĸv (guard the 
One), and discusses the goal of extreme longevity. It says ǰ̥3҃ҾƦŕΓɰ (“embrace the 
spirit with stillness and the form will be spontaneously rectified”), which sounds much like 
relying on yin mode to strengthen yang substance. Though it is not clear if this indicates multiple 
spirits, the overall sense of the passage suggests just abstract substance. See Zhuangzi 11/27/15-
11/28/3. 
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But also return one’s illumination, 
One should also revert the illumined light inward, not letting the essential spirit 
drain out. 
Having no loss to imperil the bodily-self, 
Use inward vision to preserve the spirits, keeping them from being lost. 
 
The key word in this passage is “preserve” which is a translation of cun Į. This term has 
another important cultivation meaning of “visualize.” The puzzle of this passage is which 
meaning accords most closely with Heshanggong’s commentary. “Visualize” is the 
meaning of this word in works like the Huangtingjing or various Shangqing texts, where 
one generates the images of the internal deities/spirits with the power of the mind as a 
way to strengthen them and maintain (cun) them.284 This more kataphatic meditation as 
part of “religious” Daoism finds contrast with the simplicity of the apophatic 
“philosophical” Daoism. So, where does Heshanggong fall? Can he find a place for 
kataphatic practices in a seemingly apophatic system that focuses on removal of desire, 
emotion, and thought, and avoidance of sensory stimulus? 
  The important distinction revolves around the inner versus the outer. 
Heshanggong consistently prefers the inner as being less divided and containing the 
spirits that approximate the original One qi. While Heshanggong rejects external patterns 
and colors, as will be detailed below, it is possible to imagine that in practice he could 
make room for visualization, because it was internal. That would be one way to read the 
purpose of reverting the light inward. “Illumination” is the higher manifestation of sight, 
and turning that power inward could involve visualization, especially since cun directly 
                                                
284 For a more general discussion of this practice in the various Daoist traditions, see Stephen R. 
Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 288. 
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follows that comment. Furthermore, the existence of the five spirits confirms that 
Heshanggong’s sense of the inner world is not simple, and at no time explains that these 
spirits should be combined or reduced to one. Securing the One involves protecting these 
spirits and keeping them within the body so their potency remains intact. Even so, this 
practice of visualizing spirits could only be a preliminary step in cultivation, which 
should ultimately involve purer yin mode, like just calm breathing.  
 The reading of cun and its ramifications for the history of Daoism remains 
hindered by ambiguity. Additionally, one can find textual support within the medical 
literature for cun referring simply to keeping the “spirits” in the body. Lingshu chapter 8 
lists a set of correlations comparable to Heshanggong’s five spirits, though the term 
wushen #̥ remains absent from the text, and discusses the importance of their 
cunwang Į%.285 Whether they are preserved (cun) in the body or are lost (wang). 
Though these the different parts (jing, shen, hun, and po) stored in the organs could be 
interpreted as individualized beings, this particular use of cun cannot refer to 
visualization. Additional support for this comes from Suwen chapter 39 where it 
discusses “causing the spirit qi [shenqi] to stay [cun].”286 Both of these cases use cun 
either in reference to the bodily components Heshanggong calls the five spirits or to shen 
itself. These instances, especially the first with its contrast of cun and wang that similarly 
                                                
285 Lingshu 8.3:291.  
286 Suwen 27.1:85. 
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appears in the Heshanggong passage, give credence to the reading that Heshanggong’s 
cun does not mean visualization.287 
 Whether Heshanggong implies a more complex but unexplained meditation 
program remain unresolvable, though it seems he seeks the extreme simplicity of yin 
function. Regardless, his use of the term “five spirits,” a phrase previously indicating star 
deities, and the internalization of the ritual term “nourish spirits” denote his place in the 
history of Daoism: his view at least seems prepared for the later full incorporation of 
visualizing the cosmos and all its deities within the body. 
 
8. Food 
Though Heshanggong promotes a practice of breathing and mental training to 
preserve the spirits, he also provides an entire life program based on a range of yin modes. 
Even with the practice of inner stillness by mind and breath, the intensity of the world 
remains a threat to the vital yang substances. The above passage on how racing and 
hunting disrupting the breath and thus the mind affirms that a calm life is key to 
successful cultivation. Extrapolating on this principle, one should avoid overly 
stimulating activities as part of the overall goal of yin mode. Such problematic yang 
actions can range from war to scholarly debate and from music and dance to rule making. 
                                                
287 Even the single appearance of this term in the Taipingjing does not seem to depict 
visualization instead of just keeping the spirits in the body; and in that text the plurality of spirits 
raises no doubts. Nor does it in the other Huang-Lao Daodejing commentary by Yan Zun. Sun 
Simiao’s much later Cunshen lianqi ming Į̥іʂђ (DZ 834), though identified by Kohn as a 
visualization practice of cunshen, could more logically be read as a practice akin to the Neijing or 
Heshanggong’s version of cunshen. See Taipingjing 10.3/256/16; Laozi zhongjing 8.7b, 8.12b; 
Livia Kohn, The Taoist Experience: An Anthology (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1993), 320–25. 
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These lifestyle choices also play key roles in maintaining proper relations with other 
people and emphasizing the unity of society. Therefore, many of these practices will be 
dealt with in detail in Part III. 
While Heshanggong does espouse the ideal of yin mode, he also leaves some 
space for living. In this way, we see the mix of seeking total unity, and allowing for 
variety and diversity within that unity. This means that though the yang modes of war, 
music, and intellectual life are not best, they can be allowed a place by means of 
incorporating more yin mode. Yin mode is therefore not always an exclusive totality, but 
according to its own inclusive nature allows for some mixture with yang mode as well. 
 Such is the case with two of the key life activities that immediately affect the 
bodily-self: food and sex. These pursuits arise from the most basic desires for existence 
and reproduction, and as such are the most powerful; they also have the express effects 
upon the state of the body and the self as forms of consumption of qi and emission of jing 
essence.288 
 Though Heshanggong does not proscribe all forms of eating and sexuality, he 
makes a clear hermeneutical moves to highlight these two as basic forms of the ever-
problematic desire. Regarding food, he provides an illuminating gloss in chap. 53:  
And being stuffed with food and drink because of excess 
wealth, 
This is having numerous unquenchable desires. 
 
The danger of this excessive consumption arises both from the issues of economic 
disparity to be discussed in Part III, and from the physical and mental results of non-
                                                
288 We must remember Heshanggong writes for a male audience. 
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restraint. Heshanggong repeatedly denounces desire and indulgence in sense pleasure, 
like the gustatory experiences mentioned here. The difficulty lies in determining what he 
intends for a proper diet. Does he support the goal of some immortalists to utterly shift 
from earthly sustenance to the pure qi of Heaven as part of a value system that 
completely rejects the yin substance? 289 It appears he takes a more measured approach to 
diet.290 
 The most important aspect of proper diet, as part of the program of cultivation, is 
staying away from excessively yin foods. As noted in chapter 6, the flavors of the Earth, 
which we can interpret as food, are ingested through the mouth and stored in the stomach. 
These substances are all categorized as yin (being of earth) and transform into the 
structural components of the bodily self. Yet, even among these yin substances, there is 
variation, and some are denser and more yin than others. Most problematic appear to be 
meat and wine, for in chapter 10 Heshanggong notes: 
Now joy and anger cause the cloud soul to depart the body, and sudden shock 
causes the white soul harm. Also, as the cloud soul resides in the liver and the 
white soul resides in the lungs, one should avoid the fine wine and rich food that 
harm these two organs. Consequently, if the cloud soul is calm, one’s intention on 
the Way is not disrupted, and if the white soul is at peace, one can attain long life 
and extend one’s years. 
 
                                                
289 For more in-depth discussions of traditions and individuals that advocate mostly or completely 
avoiding food, see Shawn Arthur, “Ancient Daoist Diets for Health and Longevity” (PhD diss., 
Boston University, 2007); Shawn Arthur, “Life Without Food: Bigu and the Daoist Body,” in 
Daoist Body Cultivation: Traditional Models and Contemporary Practices (Magdalena, NM: 
Three Pines Press, 2006); Robert Ford Campany, To Live as Long as Heaven and Earth: A 
Translation and Study of Ge Hong’s Traditions of Divine Transcendents (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2002); Robert Ford Campany, “The Meanings of Cuisines of Transcendence in 
Late Classical and Early Medieval China,” T’oung Pao 91, no. 1/3 (January 1, 2005): 1–57. 
290 He also makes no reference to herbs or alchemy. While diet plays a role in cultivation, the 
main focus remains breathing and embodying yin mode. 
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Here one finds the important interaction of yin and yang. This passage reveals the parallel 
yin substance dangers of emotional turmoil and improper diet. While the general danger 
of desire paired with emotion has been previously discussed, this case implies that the 
different results of desire, be they emotion or excessively rich consumption, cause 
substantial harm. Desire impels people to indulge the sense organs, but it is not desire 
that is damaging so much as the results of desire. By eating the rich food and drinking 
fine wine to please the palette, one ingests extremely yin substances that go beyond the 
nutritional necessities for sustaining the physical form, resulting in a state of excess 
yin.291 As we know, the spirits cannot stand an environment of excess yin and so they are 
either harmed or become separated from the body. 
 This last point deserves further elaboration. As discussed in the previous section, 
Heshanggong holds that the body includes multiple spirits, and as airy substances they 
are not bound by dense matter. The danger of this status is that they can separate from the 
body. This is what happens at death, but prior to death such a “sickness” can also occur. 
Throughout Heshanggong’s entire cultivation program, keeping the spirits in the body 
and fully nourishing them remains key. If they are not driven from the body through 
excess yin substance, one can be whole with a secure unified self. Emotions or improper 
breathing have opposites effects over time, but so does food.  
 One can extrapolate from chapter 80, where the Sage encourages people to enjoy 
plant-based food over fish. This passage includes an implicit social statement concurrent 
                                                
291 This is a nicer sounding expression for being fat, sick, and nearly dead. 
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with all discussion of food, because if the rich avoid the more flesh-based diet that only 
they can generally afford, they will not demonstrate dangerous extravagance.292  
Beyond this, the passage can also be read as a prescription for diet. Unlike in 
some immortalist traditions that view grains as dangerous, reflected in the basic dietary 
term bigu У̵ avoiding grains, Heshanggong admits the essential role of grains in 
society.293 Plants, and even grains, are comparatively yang substance.294 They are flavors 
of earth, but they belong to the yang phase of wood. Furthermore, a plant-based diet 
indicates a type of frugality and simplicity that accords with ideal of yin mode.  
 Heshanggong’s sense of diet again confronts the tension between a view of yin 
and yang balance and yang transcendence. It is quite possible that he views grains as a 
                                                
292 Actually, the term used in contrast to the vegetable diet is yushi ʳҖ, which may be just a 
social statement. This term appears in the Hanshu where it depicts the nobles “fishing” for food 
among the masses (excess taxation). In the DZ edition of Heshanggong on also finds the variant 
ҩҖ. In either case, this appears to be a double entendre that references the rich foods like fish 
the noble can eat because they fish for grain (food/money) among the people. See Hanshu 
77.3268; Yamashiro, Kaj!k! sh!ku “R!shi D!tokuky!” no kenky", 898. 
293 Chapter 25 notes the power of Earth to produce the five grains, something one should emulate. 
Part of the critique of war in chapter 30 is that it leads to destructive weather that ruins the five 
grains, causing starvation. Chapter 53 explains that if the rulers focus on vanity building projects, 
then people will not till the fields and there will be no grains for people to eat. Grain is seen as 
central to the society’s economy and ability to provide for the people. Kristopher Schipper argued 
that part of the purpose of the bigu tradition was to free the Daoist from the social structure of the 
grain economy. Heshanggong does not see becoming a transcendent as avoiding the world or 
society but as fully participating through yin mode. Therefore, he can value grain and food to a 
point. See Schipper, The Taoist Body, 170. 
294 Campany notes that the Neiye pairs grains with Sages, spirits, ghosts, and stars as types of 
essences jing ͏. He takes this to indicate that grains are a type of achievement resultant from 
efforts to refine and concentrate qi. As with the process to produce a Sage, people must also 
cultivate plant to achieve grains. While this cultivation reading offers a thoughtful angle on the 
relationship of these denizens of the cosmos, the simpler message is that all the four are 
composed of yang or in the language of the Neijing “true essence.” The passage does not indicate 
at all the essence is an attainment of effort, but instead is just something present in life giving or 
enlivened things. See Campany, “The Meanings of Cuisines of Transcendence in Late Classical 
and Early Medieval China,” 17. 
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proper diet for most people’s basic needs of maintaining a balance of yin and yang in 
their bodies, but his overall framework implies a highest goal that transcends this.295 
While Heshanggong never hints at a practice of avoiding grains, his worldview can easily 
accommodate that technique aimed at transforming the body into pure yang substances of 
air. Heshanggong emphasizes breathing and rejects yin substance. While others in his 
milieu may not have engaged in extreme fasting techniques, his stress on the yang 
substance of qi over yin food complements the immortalists’ approach, something that 
would allow for the integration of these traditions. Instead of representing a foundational 
incompatibility between the yin focused “Philosophical” Daoism and the forced yang 
transcendent “Religious” Daoism, Heshanggong hints at how they might belong together. 
 
9. Sensuality and Sex 
The perils of improper diet are quite serious, but even more significant are the 
dangers of sex. Chapter 46 identifies loving se Ξ (loosely, “color,” “sensuality,” “beauty,” 
“sexuality,” “facial expression”) as the primary cause of desire. This basic side of the 
sensory experience of life is quite hazardous, but Heshanggong does not completely 
reject such externality; this is not like Hindu asceticism that only seeks one’s true self 
internally. Se may indicate sexual desire or just the sensory world. Either way, the key is 
to lessen stimulation, and shift the focus of engagement in life. Part of this shift involves 
                                                
295 Part of the danger of grains in the bigu tradition is how they feed the corpse worms (the 
demonic forces of death). For Heshanggong, these are not the problematic yin forces instead 
emotions are his focus. While rich food can also increase yin substance, Heshanggong is more 
interested in an integrated society and individual practice. Arthur, “Life Without Food: Bigu and 
the Daoist Body,” 102–104. 
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the explicit diminution of the place of sexuality, and sexual cultivation approaches seen 
in Mawangdui.296 Similarly, Heshanggong also avoids the union of opposites found in the 
sexual magic of Dong Zhongshu. As ever, we see a greater emphasis on division than on 
balance in Heshanggong.297 Conversely, the commentator does not appear to advise total 
abstinence, and so as with diet he seeks restraint within limits; he emphasizes separating 
from the external, but only to a point.  
Heshanggong identifies the sexual organs as yin (chap. 55). This is a common 
association, and one that remains in modern Chinese phrases like yinbu Ѫф “genitals,” 
etc. Following from my approach to Heshanggong’s view on yin and yang, the genitals 
are significant because they reside in the yin position, at the bottom of the body and are 
most in danger of transforming into extreme yin substance after the yang mode of arousal. 
Considering that Heshanggong wrote for a male audience, here yang mode means an 
erection. Chapter 55 notes that even infants who have had no carnal knowledge still get 
erections, described as nuzuo ǀF, “angry activation” because they possess a great 
amount of essence and qi. Heshanggong’s choice of language is not unique, but hints at 
the connection between the emotions and the mode of arousal.  
We know that jing and qi are refined substances, while emotions like anger are 
denser yin. As part of the yang modes of sexual arousal (rising and hardening), the yang 
substance of jing and qi condenses into dense yin substance. The case of the infant 
                                                
296 For more on this tradition, see Harper, Early Chinese Medical Literature; Wile, Art of the 
Bedchamber. 
297 For more on this sense of sex as cosmic union, see Derk Bodde, “Sexual Sympathetic Magic 
in Han China,” History of Religions 3, no. 2 (December 1, 1964): 292–299. 
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illustrates that beings with ample jing and qi have the power (yang substance) to activate 
and transform the yin aspect of the self (the genitals) and perform a yang mode. It also 
stands as a warning that one must not use the power of jing and qi to engage in sexuality. 
If these substances are condensed, and ultimately emitted (yang mode), this results in 
great loss of the foundations of life. 
 Although, as already noted, Heshanggong does not explicitly link bodily jing 
substance with semen, but their implicit near-equivalence reflects his attitude toward the 
dangers of sexual activity. The most convincing support for jing condensing into sexual 
fluid comes from chapter 50’s discussion of the nine orifices and four gates. It notes: 
For life, the eyes do not wantonly gaze, the ears do not wantonly listen, the nose 
does not wantonly smell, the mouth does not wantonly speak or taste, the hands 
do not wantonly handle things, the feet do not wantonly step, essence is not 
wantonly emitted. For death, do just the opposite. 
 
Here essence definitely does not mean something lost out of the eyes as in chapter 12; if 
one counts the nine orifices, all the seven in the head are listed preceding the discussion 
of emitting essence. One can conclude, with the support of chapter 3 and 26 which both 
emphasize the need take essence emissions seriously, that Heshanggong is warning of the 
danger of excess ejaculation. This passage also reveals a tension between the ideal of 
pure yin mode and the more practical balance here indicated by “not wantonly.”  
 All this discussion of the danger of wanton sex not only arises from the body 
cultivation tradition to which Heshanggong belongs, but also reflects the practical context 
of a Han dynasty ruler, the most likely audience for this commentary. In chapter 26, 
Heshanggong explains the particular danger for a ruler of indulging in women: 
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Although he has walled compounds, watchtowers, and 
sumptuous residences, he is indifferent. 
“Walled compounds and watchtowers” refers to ‘palaces and towers.’ 
“Sumptuous residences” means ‘the royal harem.’ “Indifferent” means to keep 
one’s distance and not reside there. 
 
 
This passage, which appears to originally address the problem of rejoicing in extravagant 
buildings, becomes a warning that includes the “royal harem.” Chinese history is filled 
with tales of women responsible for distracting a ruler from his duty and bringing about 
the destruction of the state. This passage likely addresses this concern, but in the context 
of cultivation it further implies the need for the ruler to limit sexual exertion.  
  The dangers of harem women, as distractions and mental-physical drains, 
ultimately connect to the problem of se. This term can mean color, beautiful women, or 
even sexuality. So how did Heshanggong understand it? The Shuowen jiezi, written in an 
era similar to the Heshanggong, describes it as the qi of the face.298 Heshanggong uses it 
in this particular way when, in chapter 64, when he correlates external indicators of 
emotion and desire as appearing in the se (the expression of the face). This accords with 
Shigehisa Kuriyama’s work on the role of “color” as the externalization of internal states 
in early Chinese medicine.299 Yet, while this definition applies to this single situation, its 
connection to desire and emotion reveals a much greater significance. 
                                                
298 Xu Shen ϗǛ, Shuowen jiezi ϠȑϏĭ (Shanghai ʡ: Shanghai guji chubanshe ʡÁ͎
˔̡, 2010), 446. 
299 Kuriyama, The Expressiveness of the Body, 178. 
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 In the same chapter 64, Heshanggong writes, “Others desire se, while the Sage 
desires virtue.”300 As we well know, virtue equates with the One, the original qi. That is 
the object of desire for the sage, who wishes to protect and increase that precious life-
giving substance.301 Opposed to this stands se. Clearly, such a powerful statement cannot 
just refer to a person’s expression. Does it mean sex or beautiful women as it sometimes 
does? Are those the polar opposite of virtue? Heshanggong implies that this is not solely 
the case. 
 Se is more than either women’s charms or facial expressions; it represents the 
cosmic principle of color as differentiation. As such, it indicates the opposite qualities 
associated with the One and the Dao. In chapters 12, 14, and 35, it plays the foil to the 
colorless, the translucent, and undifferentiated yang substance of the One. Colorlessness 
is a yang substance, and se is a yin substance as a manifest differentiated display of 
emotion in the face, or of beauty. This is why it is dangerous and powerful. Out of all the 
senses, the sight involves the most yang mode. It reveals the manifest and differentiated 
world, and the colors that allow for that perception are what the eyes basically desire. 
                                                
300 This passage complicates the picture of desire as simply negative, though this can be 
explained as a directing of will, a directing of the qi inwardly. In this special case, desire is then 
not yang mode, but yin mode. 
301 This question of desiring as a form of wuwei returns to the issue of paradox raised by 
Slingerland. Heshanggong does not reject having goals in life. He establishes very clear goals of 
increasing yang substance in the individual and in society. In this sense, he desires these 
attainments. Yet, he also rejects desire as yang mode. The difference of these two types of desires 
is that one leads to yin mode and the desired result of yang substance and the other is just yang 
mode leading to yin substance. It does not matter that both are “desire,” what matters is what type 
of mode one uses. Also, one could parse this more finely, and argue that desiring any goal is a 
type of yang mode. That might be true, but Heshanggong never asserts one should completely 
eradicate all yang mode. He only places a great emphasis on its opposite.   
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This is the principle of ziran that like seeks like.302 The problem comes from this 
profusion of colors drawing the spirits and essence out of the body, which weakens one’s 
life.  
 Aside from the physical effects of focusing on se, desiring the beauty of the 
external world prevents one from experiencing the unseen world and perceiving the 
wonder of the colorless and undifferentiated original qi. Se contrasts with virtue because 
if one seeks after the differentiated, uses yang mode to seek the yin substance, then one 
can never attain the unity of virtue. 
 The fundamental position of se also confirms why sexual activity and sexual 
desire are antithetical to ultimate union with the Way and its virtue. Se is the color of the 
manifest world, but it also is the beauty and the allure of women. This later point comes 
from Heshanggong’s chapter 29 where he warns of music and se that both have their 
general sensory dangers, but also relate to the music and beautiful dancing girls at court. 
Chapter 12 pairs se with yin ʤ303 another euphemism for sexual excess, and connects 
this to se’s basic meaning of color.304 That passage confirms that such activity will 
damage the essence and prevent one from using illumination to see the invisible colors. 
Illumination is one of the perceptive powers of a Sage who embodies the power of virtue, 
something that is lost when the bodily substances are emitted through sexual activity.  
                                                
302 Chapter 23 states, “This chapter explains that categories of things return to each other. The 
same sounds respond to each other. The same qi seek each other. Clouds follow from dragons, 
and winds follow from tigers. Water flows to the damp, and fire resides in the dry. These are 
natural [ziran] categories.” 
303 This is not to be confused with the yin of yin and yang. 
304 This terms basic mean of flood relates to its sense of the excessive outpouring of vital 
substance that results from licentiousness. 
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This connection of the abstract sense of color and loss of substance reveals a deep 
continuity of conception. The physiological loses of semen, due to the desire for beauty 
seen in the faces and emotions of beautiful women as differentiated sensory “color,” 
results in one being limited to that world of color, being incapable of transcending 
differentiation and entering unity. 
Looking at sexuality in this light poses a problem. What place does it have in 
human life? This may indicate a tension between the final manifestations of these ideals 
and the more practical forms. For most humans, sex is a part of life, and in chapter 50 
Heshanggong’s expression “not wantonly emits essence” confirms that he does not 
propose celibacy for all humanity; he warns against excess emission. It is not even clear 
if he proposes total avoidance for the ruler, who needs descendants. Perhaps the Sage or 
True Person must hold to total chastity and uphold the perfect ideal of yin mode, but what 
should the common man do? What does non-wanton sexual activity look like for 
Heshanggong? 
 One solution is to apply the principle of yang substance arising from yin mode. 
Firstly, if the adept is to maintain the ideal silent breathing, then exertion and excitement 
must be kept to a minimum. In the case of the man, this is possible with a woman-on-top 
position. As promoted in sex manuals that far post-date Heshanggong, such a position 
inverts the normal yin and yang dynamic and attains a higher balance.305 In the case of 
                                                
305 This technique only appears near the later half of the imperial period in Chinese history. It 
appears to arise more out of the model of inversion found in inner alchemy where the yang must 
be place under yin. Yet, interestingly, this sense of yang substance needing to be in the yin 
position (yin mode) very much accords with Heshanggong’s system. Yang substance must be 
preserved with yin mode and in the yin position (internally). At the social level as well, 
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Heshanggong, this position conforms to the ideal of yang substance (the man) having a 
yin mode (lying still on the bottom and being more capable of controlling his breath and 
emotions.).  
 Why such a position is acceptable for the women remains unclear, (she is the 
inferior who must use yang mode) though the general place of women in Heshanggong 
slants toward the negative. It may be that since sex is needed for reproduction, the yin 
partner should engage in the yang mode of movement and position, the danger of which 
is ameliorated by her yin mode of receiving the semen. This alternation of yin and yang 
modes provides at least a greater balance.306 This sort of sexuality represents a superior 
form to that based in yang mode (the overactive man on top) providing the common man, 
or at least the non-Sage, a method to manifest natural desire in a relatively safe way.307 
Of course, this technique must also be used sparingly to prevent even this method from 
becoming wanton. 
 Sexuality embodies many dangers for Heshanggong. It is bound to visual 
distraction and differentiation, primal desire, agitated breathing and emotion, and all the 
physical, mental, and spiritual side effects of the loss of “essence.” Even with all of these 
threats, he still does not appear to promote celibacy, instead just seeking restraint and 
limits. This provides another argument for Heshanggong’s lack of monism. If he did hold 
                                                
Heshanggong encourages the ruler (the yang substance) to take the lower position of humility and 
subservience. See Wile, Art of the Bedchamber, 179. 
306 This reading works in light of the relationship of ruler and minister to be discussed in Part III. 
There the minister as yin substances takes the active yang role.   
307 This type of inversion sees parallels at the state level. While not explicitly confirmed, texts 
like the Lüshi chunqiu and the Huainanzi contrasts the yin modal ruler in relations to the yang 
modal ministers. In this sense, the ministers are the “female” who take the more active and yang 
modal roles. For more on this, see chapter 7 section 1. 
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such an extreme position, would it not follow that his cultivation methods would be 
equally absolutist? Still, sex is a loss of the unifying yang substance; its avoidance as a 
way to separate from the world of differentiation still hints at the key principle of unity.  
 
Conclusion 
 Heshanggong’s cultivation of the self affirms his hierarchical and causal outlook. 
He advises that the preferred yang substances can be stored, nurtured, transformed, and 
clarified through a range of behaviors, embodied qualities, and mental and physical 
practices. His focus is on the more refined substances of the self, and so yin aspects of the 
body largely operate as supports for the yang substances; therefore, the more fleshly 
forms of cultivation involving food and sex have a limited role. More at issue is how 
misusing and damaging one’s form, through diet or overly yang behaviors, affects the 
prized yang substances.  
 Though the object of cultivation is the whole bodily-self, this does not mean 
Heshanggong promotes a mind-body holism. Instead, his central concern is the yang 
aspects of the body, the more “mental” side. As these more refined aspects of the self are 
ultimately substance, the cultivation employs substance and not just mental focus. The 
key practice, arguably, is properly ingesting refined qi to strengthen and purify the qi in 
the body. This is not a mental activity, and it seeks to transform the whole being into one 
of greater yang substance. This is not the approach wherein mind is cultivated separately 
from body, but one which seeks substantial transformation on all levels. 
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  This transmogrification of the self is a causal process that relies on different 
practices, qualities, and behaviors to generate specific results: yin mode that leads to yang 
substance. This idea of causality may seem contrary to the Daoist ideal of wuwei so often 
depicted as seeking to enter into perfect non-causal oneness. It confronts the notion that 
wuwei must be paradoxical, a view held by scholars like Slingerland, for whom trying to 
attain results through wuwei conflicts with its ideal of not trying. Yet, if one accepts 
causality in this model, the paradox disappears. The yin mode of non-action is not about 
not try to do anything or cause anything. Both yin and yang modes always cause opposite 
substances to arise and for humans involve active choice. The key is to pick yin mode 
and generate the positive yang substance. So what exactly does this body of yang 
substance entail? That is the topic for the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5: The Results of Body Cultivation 
 
 
The practice of yin mode generates a range of effects, ultimately leading all 
aspects of the individual to achieve a measure of perfection. Physically, one has health 
and longevity; mentally, one has inner harmony and contentment; spiritually, one 
connects with Heaven, Earth, and the myriad spirits; in terms of knowledge, one gains 
gnosis, a spiritual illumination that allows one to see reality as it is and thus know proper 
actions in each circumstance; socially, one attains the power of virtue to positively but 
indirectly affect and unite others. All of these attainments extend from an increase in 
yang substance, but the details of these ideal states remain contentiously bound to 
different reading of the Early Daoist tradition.  
Among these various goals that Heshanggong promotes, the most important and 
troublesome relates to the extension of life. For as with the conception of self, the vision 
of spirit, and process of cultivation, Heshanggong’s goal of long life betrays a tension 
between unity and individuation. On the one hand, the commentary emphasizes 
integration into the flow of the Dao and all the many benefits that result. This closely 
resembles the vision Kohn discussed, in which one moves from a self-centered ji to an 
assimilated and spontaneous zi. Yet, simultaneously, Heshanggong hints at a different 
goal more in line with Puett’s idea of divinization, where the practitioner gains greater 
individual power and control within the cosmos. These apparently contrasting purposes 
arise from Heshanggong’s historical place between Early Daoism, often described as 
“Philosophical” Daoism, and Medieval  “Religious” Daoism.  
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Scholars have associated the ideal of submission to the Dao and the natural cycle 
of life and death with “philosophical” Daoism, identified as the Daoism of the Daodejing 
and Zhuangzi that focused on wuwei. 308 This was often seen as incompatible with the 
“religious” Daoist goals of individual transcendence and immortality.309 This latter goal 
has been criticized as corrupt, selfish, and an anathema to the original pure ideals of the 
Daodejing.310 The various methods of forced transformation through drugs or complex 
meditation and inner alchemy are difficult to square with the ideals of non-action or 
naturalness. Heshanggong does not seem to respect this distinction: he works with the 
tension between subversion of the self through non-action, and elevation of the self 
through bodily transmogrification. The crucial disparity exists between the goal of 
spontaneous living, where death is accepted as part of the constant transformations of 
life, and that of the immortalist (transcendents) traditions that seek to master and move 
beyond the forces of change.  
Heshanggong provides an instance where these seemingly incompatible 
worldviews coexist. For him, as with earlier Huang-Lao traditions, longevity is a result of 
                                                
308 Arthur Waley asserts that Daoists seek to go beyond distinctions and therefore life and death 
are not even topics of consideration. As such, integrating into the flow of life is most important. 
Of course, this more closely accords with certain discussions in the Zhuangzi that Waley cites. 
Considering Laozi on its own, it more readily places value on life, expressing sadness at death in 
the context of war. See Arthur Waley, ed., The Way and Its Power: Lao Tzu’s Tao Tê Ching and 
Its Place in Chinese Thought (New York: Grove Press, 1958), 53;  
309 Wing-tsit Chan argues against an early date for Heshanggong because Chan views his 
superstitious promotion of immortality as foreign to the Laozi. Wing-tsit Chan, The Way of Lao 
Tzu (Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1963), 28, 80. 
310 For the classic example of this, see Creel, What Is Taoism?, 9. 
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non-action and naturalness.311 This goal in its extreme appears to transcend normal 
human life. Heshanggong approaches both of these goals as the result of modeling the 
Dao’s yin mode to attain a stronger affinity with the origin of life. While ancient and 
modern scholars have criticized the latter goal as not only superstitious but also selfish, it 
follows from Heshanggong’s general view that transforming into a spirit or immortal is 
not individualistic and selfish, but the natural result of completely fulfilling the religious 
duty to be the same as the Dao. 
Yu Ying-shih has a fine essay on the relationship between the earlier tradition of 
longevity and the development of the immortalist xian 0. He argues that originally there 
developed a worldly immortality identified by a handful of terms dating back as early as 
the 8th c. BCE. These include busi ɵ (to not die), wusi ˈɵ (deathless), and nanlao ѹ
͸ (resistant to aging) and all represent a basic sense of immortality as a logical extension 
of longevity goals; he contrasts this with the term xian which he argues is otherworldly—
transcendent.312 While I agree with the view that traditions of longevity developed into 
those of immortality, Yu’s argument that transcendence only appeared with the term xian 
is untenable. As we shall see, other terms like zhenren found in Heshanggong and in 
                                                
311 In one passage in his chapter on ziran, Wang Chong note how Laozi follows the Way of 
Heaven, which is ziran wuwei Γˊˈˆ and parallels having pure virtue. This is attained by 
wuwei and inner stillness. In another chapter that criticizes the immortalist tradition, Wang Chong 
notes Laozi’s approach of quietness, removing emotions, and how this lead to his zi Γ (naturally) 
attaining longevity, but not immortality. Together these passages reveal Wang Chong as 
explaining a system of longevity through naturalness (ziran), which as the quality of the Dao of 
Heaven in the Lunheng and in Heshanggong is definitely a type of yin mode. See Lunheng 
24/101/21-23, 42/196/16. 
312 Ying-Shih Yu, “Life and Immortality in the Mind of Han China,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies 25 (1964): 88–89. 
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earlier texts like Zhuangzi, also provide their own version of transcendence that is more 
integrated into the ideals of early Daoist thought.  
The goal of zhenren hints at some type of transcendent state and once again 
speaks to the issue of monism and dualism. If one just achieves a worldly attainment, 
then the argument for monism and the “philosophical” reading of Heshanggong might be 
accurate. Yet, he hints at a transformation that goes beyond regular human existence. The 
key question centers on what sort of state he seeks and whether this “transcendence” is 
individualized or a type of integration into a cosmic One. 
 
1. Longevity, Immortality, and Individualism 
The modern scholarly stance on immortality or transcendence as individualistic 
and selfish, and therefore distinct from the Laozi, arises from an ancient source. 
Confucian polemics against body cultivation as selfish even appear as early as Mengzi 
and his critique of Yang Zhu.313 These two attacks both predate the xian tradition, which 
at times received a still stronger condemnation. If the Confucians were correct in their 
analysis, it means that immoralists and body cultivators were not operating within a 
                                                
313 While one might argue that the tradition of Yang Zhu is more about “hedonism,” and the 
selfishness of being unwilling to harm even one hair on his body for the sake of the empire, if we 
rely on the more elaborated reporting in the Huainanzi it must be identified as a tradition of 
longevity and body cultivation. It says, mǄO̔Ҿ3˘͚ƦҾɜīǫ̽Ҿͻıī҄. 
Scholars like Mark Lewis have argued, that Yang Zhu shifted the focus of Warring States 
discourse toward the body, and it as the center of space. Lewis also notes the connection of this 
tradition to perfecting one’s nature, and cites how this xing Ǆ in the Lüshi chunqiu indicates 
vitality. This perspective is a less developed version of what one finds in Heshanggong where 
xing has become equated with the refined substances of spirit and yang, though still is what gives 
life. See Mengzi 13.26/70/4-6; Lüshi chunqiu 1.2/2/11-12; Mark Edward Lewis, The Construction 
of Space in Early China (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2006), 20.  
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monistic world where society and the individual were ideally integrated. Therefore, 
instead of integrating into the unity of the cosmos in a spontaneous and unselfish mode, 
they separated from the whole and perhaps even sought transcendence. 
This appeal to inter-Chinese debates suggests that considering Daoists as more 
than monists does not require inauthentic Western dualism. The real questions are then: 
Are the practices of body cultivation focused on longevity or immortality actually 
individualistic, selfish, and indulgent? Do they confirm clear transcendence? In principle, 
at least, this stark Confucian critique is wrong. Heshanggong’s and similar traditions’ 
cultivation could not be selfish or individualistic because that would contradict the 
practice itself. Proper embodiment of yin mode, by definition, cannot include the 
foundational yang mode of selfishness. At the same time, one can postulate that this 
commentary takes a polemical stance, seeking to convince the reader (perhaps the ruler) 
that they must follow this approach. In so doing, Heshanggong does slightly open himself 
to such criticism because he uses the fear of death as a selling point for his approach, a 
move that supports a non-monistic reading of his goals. 
In chapter 72 Heshanggong frames the importance of his strict regime of 
cultivation with an appeal to the dangers of death. 
 
When the people do not fear the threatening, then the greatest 
threat arrives. 
“Threat” means ‘harm.’ If people do not fear lesser harms, then the greatest harm 
will arrive. The greatest harm is called death. Those who fear this should protect 
and nourish the essential spirit, obey Heaven, and follow Earth. 
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This passage, like many others in the commentary, reminds the reader that if they do not 
follow Heshanggong’s prescriptions, then death will not be far behind. This narrative of 
people seeking immortality because they fear death is part and parcel of the critique of 
the immoralists. The official histories generally have framed various emperors’ interest in 
longevity and immortality practices as seeking to extend their power, to conquer not just 
people, but also life itself.314 Mengzi appears to provide this very critique of selfishness 
and hedonism (the old term for Yang Zhu’s philosophy). Heshanggong does indeed seem 
to pander to such insecurities about life with promises of longevity and this also reflects 
his basic rhetoric and that of the body-cultivation tradition: without life nothing matters. 
That point is then used to promote a selfless ascetic program that most powerful people 
would normally avoid.  
Yet, Heshanggong does not promote hedonism or selfishness, he only uses the 
desire for life to teach, like in chapter 50: 
It is because of the earnestness with which they seek life. 
The reason their activities are sites of death is because they seek life too earnestly. 
They go against the Way, affront Heaven, and by their wanton activities lose the 
central strand. 
 
This passage identifies the danger of actively seeking life. Simplistically, if one struggles 
to survive and prosper “too earnestly,” the opposite will result: yang mode will lead to 
death. Logically, Heshanggong’s view suggests that any selfish desire for immortality 
will fail in accordance with the nature of the cosmos. Furthermore, yang modal methods 
                                                
314 For example, Bodde recalls how the immortalists used their magic tricks to convince the King 
of Qin to follow their teachings, which involved the spirit conquering matter. Derk Bodde, 
China’s First Unifier: A Study of the Ch’in Dynasty as Seen in the Life of Li Ssu, 280?-208 B.C. 
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1967), 113–15. 
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like alchemy contradict this world. Instead, Heshanggong envisions a society where 
individual attainment rests on selflessness. In that world, the same practice can lead to a 
“natural” longevity of the Worthy or Sage, or something greater like the zhenren. In the 
later case, one may no longer be a “natural” human who follows the yin-yang cycles, 
instead becoming supremely natural and non-active by attaining the origin of yin and 
yang—the pure spirit of original qi.315 In Heshanggong’s particular version of Daoism, 
the practices that lead to longevity and immortality are the same, and for both one must 
accept the cycles of life. Total acceptance, even of death along with the surrender of the 
individuality paradoxically leads to life and immortality.316 
 Heshanggong’s approach is to use the fear of death, one’s selfish impulse, to lead 
toward the Way. As his cultivation program is progressive, when one becomes purer and 
gains greater insight into the truths of the Way they would naturally begin to seek the yin 
modes that include longevity and immortality, and thus avoid the paradox of seeking 
immortality without accepting death. As mentioned above, this tradition seeks union with 
the Way because of a religious or spiritual need to help themselves and others. Instead of 
selfishness, Heshanggong promotes a strange mix of social and individual improvement.  
Contrary to the Confucian critique, Early Daoists tried to have it both ways. The 
unity of the group was viewed as resulting not from a constructed connection of 
individuals, but people who became more inwardly focused on attaining a cosmic 
interconnection that resulted in-group harmony. That concord was not forced, and was 
                                                
315 Exactly how this dual sense of naturalness functions will be explained in the following 
section. 
316 Kohn argues that Livia Kohn, “Eternal Life in Taoist Mysticism,” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 110, no. 4 (October 1, 1990): 629. 
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not at odds with individualism. This cultivation of the individual that Heshanggong 
believed to lead to prosperity of the group also resulted in individuals who would 
ultimately transcend the group.317 That result should not be thought of as selfish, since its 
attainment is predicted on great contributions to humanity and the world. The key 
distinction between this sort of individualism and other models is that the sense of the 
individual is associated with one’s existence and not with desire. By removing desire as 
the identifier of self, one can both benefit one’s own and other’s existence 
simultaneously. Thus, one reaches potential individual transcendence because of greater 
integration. 
 
2. Natural Immortality? 
 Part of this view results from a particular understanding of ziran, hinted at above. 
Ziran (naturalness) often is read as a principle of nature and the transformations of the 
cosmos, and when embodied by Daoists will bring one into harmony and flow with said 
transformations.318 While Heshanggong may be using a sense of this term that is foreign 
                                                
317 This sort of individualist goal contrasts with the individualism that grows out of, say, 
Protestant Christianity. In that tradition, each person’s fate in the afterlife is discrete. Good works 
by oneself or others have no effect on one’s spiritual level. This means that people are isolated 
and that individual transcendence could not affect others. The extreme of this model is Calvinism, 
the tradition that helped birth Hobbes’ view on the individual and the group, which still colors 
Western scholarship on this topic. Consequently, the view of individuality and society as 
compatible appears unrealistic and suspect; hence scholars tend toward the monism and dualism 
readings of East and West.  
318 Wing-tsit Chan in his introduction to Zhuangzi depicts the principle of ziran as the unity of 
nature’s processes and what Daoist seek to become. He later infers this principle as part of 
Zhuangzi’s acceptance of the transformations of death as part of life. This reading of ziran finds 
support in the Shiji, where it explains Wendi’s death just a “natural” occurrence. Liu Xiaogan 
makes a similar assertion about the term as indicating transformations, when he notes that ziran 
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to the Warring States, his reading is quite powerful and helps explain how ziran can be 
more than just integrating into the whole. This in turn resolves some of the tension 
between the “natural” apophatic Daoism often called “philosophical” and the “unnatural” 
religious Daoism that seeks to transcend cycles of change. Can Heshanggong really 
suggest immortality techniques are part of the tradition of ziran? To even consider an 
affirmative answer requires a detailed discussion of the commentator’s use of ziran.  
 Heshanggong’s view of ziran is central to his cultivation practices and his 
cosmology. He even uses it in his basic definition of the “constant Way” in chapter 1 
with the gloss “ziran changsheng zhi dao” Γˊќ˲ж (The Way of naturalness and 
longevity or the Way of longevity through naturalness). So, what is Heshanggong’s sense 
of ziran? The definition accompanying the full translation of the Huainanzi offers a good 
foundation to explore Heshanggong view on ziran.  
“Literally ‘so of itself,’ ziran describes the perfect spontaneity of all the activities 
of the Way and those cosmic phenomena (such as Heaven and Earth) that channel 
its Potency without obstruction. Ziran thus also denotes a state of action that can 
be achieved by human beings who embody the Way in their own persons. 
Whereas ordinary people are controlled by their attachment or responsiveness to 
external things, the activities of a sage or Genuine Person are grounded in the 
most authentic root of their being (the Way) and are thus ‘so of themselves.’”319  
 
                                                
includes zihua Γ “the natural process of organic change.” He sees this natural process as the 
core Daoist value that Laozi primarily applied to social issues: both avoiding coercion and not 
inducing rapid change. In both cases, the clear sense of this concept is one where people need to 
accord with the environment and seek move in time to change instead of avoiding it. See Chan, A 
Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 177, 192; Liu Xiaogan, “An Inquiry into the Core Value of 
Laozi’s Philosophy,” in Religious and Philosophical Aspects of the Laozi (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York Press, 1999), 223, 234; Shiji 10.233. 
319 Major et al., The Huainanzi, 913.   
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This thorough and concise definition nicely conforms to Heshanggong sense of ziran, but 
what obstructs “Potency” (virtue)? Responsiveness to external things is the natural state 
of the world, but how can that block ziran (naturalness)? It is true that the sage or 
Genuine Person (zhenren) connects to the root of the Way, but this does not solve the 
problem of ziran as instinctive natural response instead of something especially attained: 
not natural, but perhaps supernatural. 
In Heshanggong, the undeniable fact is that ziran is the nature of the Way. As in 
chapter 25:  
And the Way emulates naturalness. 
The nature of the Way is naturalness. There is nothing that it emulates. 
 
Ziran is the essential quality of the Way that stands as the foundation of reality. As we 
know, the Way is a collection of yin modes and ziran is one of these;320 it is spontaneous, 
not forced, as it lets things happen on their own. 
 This spontaneous aspect is what connects ziran to basic cosmic activities, which 
in Heshanggong are directed by the principles of yin and yang. Heshanggong never 
defines ziran as the force behind the relationship of yin and yang, but one can extrapolate 
this from his writings. In both chapters 51 and 72, Heshanggong make comparable 
statements about the nature of the universe. In one, he discusses ziran as resonance, and 
in the other the pattern of yin and yang, though 51 implies both: 
Circumstance completes them. 
                                                
320 Taking ziran as a mode instead of a thing or substance supports Liu Xiaogan’s rejection of 
translating this term as “nature.” Liu Xiaogan, “Naturalness (Tzu-jan) The Core Value in Taoism: 
Its Ancient Meaning and Its Significance Today,” Lao-Tzu and the Tao-te-ching, ed. Livia Kohn 
and Michael LaFargue (Albany:  State University of New York Press, 1998), 212. 
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The One made the circumstances of winter and summer to complete them. 
Therefore among the myriad beings there is none that does 
not venerate the Way or honor virtue. 
There are none that are not startled to action by what the Way and virtue enact, 
and so they venerate and honor them. 
The veneration of the Way and honoring of virtue is not 
commanded but is constant and natural. 
The Way and the One do not give commands or decrees to the myriad beings, but 
they constantly and naturally respond to them like a shadow or an echo. 
 
This natural (ziran) response arises from the principles of yin and yang, but specifically 
that yin and yang have a ziran relationship. Yin naturally (ziran) becomes yang, as winter 
becomes summer. Heshanggong takes ziran as the driver of change; it is both yin mode 
and the foundation on which yin and yang alternate. No outside force directs these 
changes, no “commands or decrees” create these patterns, only ziran, the existent quality 
of the Dao that leads to such alternations and the resonance between all types of yin and 
yang that lead the myriad beings to adapt to their alternation of yin and yang within their 
environments. 
 Ziran can then be both natural instinctual adaptation as the principle that drives 
order within the universe and manages the creative and destructive cycles, and the 
essence of the Way, a yin mode, that gives rise to this order. Therefore, the sage honors 
the order that arises from the spontaneity of yin and yang as the Way of Heaven, while 
seeking to embody this quality transcending the cycle of yin and yang, and desire and 
death. Though we discuss the Way as yin mode, it transcends yin and yang as the origin 
of the cycle and as the logical precursor to substance itself. 
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 Ziran then provides two options: participate in the cycle of emerging from ziran 
or align with ziran itself.321 In many cases, these two overlap, but at the extremes they 
diverge. Chapter 63 notes that diminishing desires is the Way of naturalness. Naturalness 
(ziran) is of course a yin mode that removes desire, but this passage speaks not of 
eradication but only of lessening. This returns us to the question of desire as a required 
component for differentiation and sensory existence. Ziran cannot reject all desires, as 
then nothing would exist. So, how can ziran include a proper amount of desire, and if so, 
what is that amount? 
Ziran can include limited desire, because ziran generates the cycle of yin and 
yang. When this cycle functions in a balanced manner, each creature follows their natures 
and fully performs their cosmic roles; they are so-of-themselves. This involves the desire-
driven reproduction and death, both of which are natural. Humans, as previously 
mentioned, alone can lose their proper role though excess desire, and this in turn leads to 
undue suffering and an early death (either by violence or sickness). This sense of ziran, 
accords with the vision of self emphasized by Livia Kohn, the attainment of zi 
spontaneous and integrated-self, instead of ji, selfish-self. This is the more common 
                                                
321 Robinet contrasts Heshanggong’s and Wang Bi’s reading of chapter 25, where the Way is 
defined as ziran. She asserts that Heshanggong suggests the Way has no rules, while Wang Bi 
notes the Way changes according to circumstance is nature. She combines these two readings 
saying, “ziran is ‘things as they are’: if the Dao is things as they are, one may say that is its rule, 
which is also is also not a rule because it is a fact.” Firstly, Heshanggong says жǄΓˊ, ˈǫʕ
 which I translate as “The nature of the Way is naturalness. There is nothing that it emulates.” 
It is not that the Way has no rules, it just is the ultimate model that everything else emulates. 
Secondly, the two levels of ziran are not rule and fact, but the natural rules and the principle from 
which those rules emerge. Robinet notes the more transcendent sense of ziran, here argued for in 
Heshanggong, in the writings of Wang Anshi’s son Wang Pang ˦Ț (1042-1076). He notes in 
fragmented statements in DZ 706 4.13b that ziran as what is “above beings.” Robinet, “The 
Diverse Interpretations of the Laozi,” 143–44. 
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reading of ziran in Early Daoism, especially resulting from Zhuangzi’s view of death as 
simple change.  
 Heshanggong holds this goal for most people, but he also leaves the option open 
to attain more fully the quality of the Way, ziran as a logically prior state that precedes 
the division of yin and yang substance.  
If I have no body, how could I suffer? 
If I have no bodily form, attaining the Way’s naturalness, lightly ascending on 
clouds, entering and exiting where there are no openings, joining the Way, and 
connecting to the spirits, how then could I suffer? (ch. 13) 
 
This “Way’s naturalness” is of a transcendent sort. This is the ziran that goes beyond 
response to the patterns of yin and yang. Such total ziran (yin mode) results in perfect 
yang substance (virtue), the truly ziran person is unaffected by the density of yin 
substances and can move through anything. This qualitatively different state of being 
“natural,” what the Western tradition might call supernatural, is the logical conclusion of 
cultivation focused on yin modes.322 Following the patterns of yin and yang, according 
with the cycles of the seasons is a basic requirement to attain such a state. Total yin 
mode, complete ziran, is a process where one becomes fully integrated into natural 
patterns, until one becomes the origin of those patterns and so transcends their influence. 
                                                
322 Needham takes the expanse of ziran to encompass all things. This is his view of the Way as 
the Order of Nature. Interestingly, this sense of ziran includes the study of this order that leads to 
becoming immortals, as he sees no distinction between the organic and the inorganic to prevent 
such a transformation. Needham’s natural holism was such that it was not even bothered by the 
inclusion of radical “unnatural” human transformation. He might say that distinction is not 
Chinese. The difference of reading ziran as transcendent in Heshanggong is that one becomes 
that order and does not just study it. Therefore, the principles indicate some type of radical 
approach to human functioning. See Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History 
of Scientific Thought, 39. 
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Therefore, one finds two potential levels of ziran: integration in the transformations of 
the world or transcendence of the immortals embodying the power of transformation 
itself. 
 
3. Longevity  
Though this above reading of ziran in Heshanggong suggests a solution to the 
tensions of integration and transcendence or longevity and immortality, it does not 
confirm if the commentary actually promotes both of these goals. Isabelle Robinet, for 
one, asserts that Heshanggong endorses techniques of longevity, while Allan Chan does 
not present a strong conclusion either way.323 Therefore, to confirm the dual goals of 
longevity and immortality requires deep investigation into both, and then issues of 
transcendence and immanence will be transparent.  
 This undertaking requires care, as Heshanggong contains ambiguous language. 
The commentary elucidates the basic objective of longevity in the first chapter, 
describing the constant Way as the “Way of naturalness and longevity,” like mentioned 
above. Here the term “longevity” translates changsheng ќ˲ (long or extended life).324 
This phrase most likely refers to fulfilling one’s lifespan, though it could indicate an 
                                                
323 Chan cites passages like that of chapter 6 and its busi (not dying), but he elsewhere explains 
Heshanggong’s interpretation of the chapter 33 “He who dies but does not perish has longevity 
[shou Ď] as just about longevity and not immortality. See Robinet, Les Commentaires Du Tao To 
King Jusqu’au VIIe Siècle, 38; Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 141, 163. 
324 Kohn notes in later Daoist writings, changsheng ќ˲ is more of a preliminary phase of 
longevity before one becomes an immortal (shenxian ̥0). If changsheng has the same 
definition in the case of Heshanggong then, then he cannot be referring to immortality. 
Unfortunately, one cannot make such assumptions of divergent texts and period usages of terms. 
See Kohn, “Eternal Life in Taoist Mysticism,” 624. 
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extraordinary longevity.325 It even could indicate a sort of immortality.326 Later in the 
same chapter, the commentary contrasts the results of being desirous and desireless. 
“What is named desireless extends existence, and what is named desirous causes the body 
to perish.” Here the result of desirelessness is the ability to changcun ќĮ “extend 
existence.” This phrase could that can also mean “long-lasting existence” involves a 
vagueness as to just how long one’s existence might last.327 In Heshanggong’s first 
chapter, he already uses two indefinite terms, and the question remains about whether he 
prioritizes transcending the world. He overtly promotes the social and political 
components of cultivation, but does this mean his only goals are worldly? Is it possible 
that changsheng and changcun actually equate to “not dying” (busi ɵ) a more explicit 
phrase Heshanggong uses in other parts of the commentary? 
For starters, Heshanggong’s basic and unambiguous ideal is that people should 
not die before the end of their natural lifespan, either through the harm of food and sex, in 
battle, or by execution. In all these cases, excess desire (yang mode) harms one’s life. 
This rudimentary level of attainment is represented by quan qi xingming mvǄÝ 
                                                
325 The Zhuangzi records a dialogue where Guangchengzi Ɨǣī explains to Huangdi how to 
use stillness to attain changsheng ќ˲. Guangchengzi explains his “long life” has lasted for 
twelve hundred years. While this might qualify him as a transcendent immortal, he seems to 
discuss it more as just great longevity. See Zhuangzi 11/27/15-11/28/3. 
326 This term may originate in the Daodejing chapter 7 and 59. More certainly, the common 
phrase changshengjiushi ќ˲ϋ from 59 does. It appears in Hanfeizi, Lüshi chunqiu, Lingshu, 
Shuoyuan where it appears to indicate longevity and not immortality. In the Taipingjing it is a 
more ambiguous. According to Bokenkamp, in later texts of the Shangqing and Lingbao 
traditions, this term euphemistically indicates “immortality” though not eternal existence. See 
Hanfeizi 20/37/18-21; Lüshi chunqiu 1.3/3/21; Lingshu 8.1.3:291; Shuoyuan 19.8/162/10; 
Taipinging 9/262/31; Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 22. 
327 This term first appears in the Laozi zhigui, if that text is in fact authentic. There it appears to 
also just indicate longevity. See Laozi zhigui 8.5a, 8.12b, 12.5a, 12.5a.   
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(perfecting one’s nature and lifespan). This chapter 51 phrase (and a similar one in 60) 
implies a more social goal, the ideal of perfecting the nature and lifespan of all people in 
society.328 It says: 
The Way does not just create the myriad beings and that is all. Instead, it also 
raises and nourishes, completes and finishes, shelters and fosters, and perfects 
their nature and lifespan. In regulating the state and the bodily-self, the ruler 
should also be like this. 
 
In this context, what does a perfect lifespan mean? First consider the key term ming Ý
“lifespan,” also translated as “destiny,” “life,” or “allotted lifespan.” As this is a goal for 
all living beings, creatures involved in the life and death cycle driven by desire, 
perfecting the ming is basic to living a full and prosperous life. 
 Though chapter 16 hints that ming could involve more than a normal lifespan, the 
majority of appearances support the opposite argument. Passages in 51 and 60 promote 
this sense of full life, while 27 and 31 discuss the role of the ruler in protecting people’s 
lives (ming) without any sense they should lead everyone toward immortality. The 
chapter 60 instance contrasts protecting human lives in this world with keeping the ghosts 
in their own world. Lastly, in chapter 42 one finds: 
Because the strong and violent do not gain their [allotted] 
death,  
“The strong and violent” do not believe in the profound and sublime. They all 
rebel against the Way and virtue, and do not [even] follow the classics or the 
teachings. Instead, they esteem strategic advantage and rely on brute force. “Not 
                                                
328 Chapter 3.3 in the Lüshi chunqiu offers a similar model of cultivation, and presents language 
that indicates a similar tradition that of Heshanggong, and appears to pursue a natural lifespan. 
The method for zhishen ʒК (regulating the body) to revitalize the jingshen and expel the bad qi 
results in becoming a zhenren, but one who just ¸vĔƅ (attain one’s Heavenly provided years). 
This might also mean to live for as many years as Heaven, but the construction more likely 
implies the sense of natural lifespan. See Lüshi chunqiu 3.3/13/24-26. 
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gaining their [allotted] death” means their Heavenly mandated lifespan is cut 
short either from being attacked by soldiers’ blades, or being executed under the 
King’s law. Thus, they do not die after a long and full life. 
 
This is exactly the sort of yang modality that prevents people from attaining their basic 
“Heavenly mandated lifespan” (tianming). This lifespan is only achievable by people 
who do not go against the nature of the cosmos and lose even the basic amount of 
heavenly qi they were given at birth. This sense of qi and lifespan might make sense in 
terms of internal health, but there is continuity between the consequences on internal and 
external levels. 
 Heshanggong’s body involves an admixture of yin and yang substances, and the 
greater the yin substances the closer one is to death. These excess yin substances manifest 
as emotions or hard and stiff muscles and arise from yang modes and desires. Violent 
people in this case are not just pure agents that chose to harm others; they are motivated 
by the internal state of their qi, a circumstance originally given by Heaven, but also that 
can be further corrupted. The truly violent always have corresponding bodies full of yin 
emotions that match their extreme yang modes. That dangerous pair hastens their death 
on all levels, regardless of whether it is the misfortune of dying in battle, running afoul of 
the law, or becoming ill. These consequences “naturally” come from such internal states, 
just as death can also come from too much rich food or sex.329 
Consider more closely the sentence “Not d[ying] after a long and fulfilling life” 
bude shou ming si ƯĎÝɵ. Shou (longevity) is a traditional Chinese goal, something 
that brings honor to one’s family and relates to the prestige of the wisdom attained in old 
                                                
329 Chapter 31 says, “Those that do not walk on the Way die prematurely.” Here “prematurely” 
means any of these options that result from not living a life full of yin mode (the Way). 
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age. For Heshanggong, longevity stands as a signifier of one’s moral attainment. In 
contrast, for all the immoral people filled with excess desire death would have come early 
in one of its many forms. Now, shou has this basic meaning which seems to accord with 
completing one’s basic ming or allotted lifespan, though more likely in this case it refers 
to extending life beyond its normal allotment. This lengthened life of the Sage is the main 
focus of the work. 
 So far, we have confirmed that Heshanggong values the goal of longevity and 
completing one’s normal life span with his use of ming and shou. The next section will 
explore the pressing question of whether the commentary includes something more. Can 
changsheng actually mean immortality? And if so what might that “immortality” look 
like? 
 
4. Immortality 
 One of the ancient critiques of the Heshanggong is its corruption of the Daodejing 
with ideas of immortality.330 One also finds this in writings of modern scholars like 
Wing-tsit Chan.331 Furthermore, Japanese scholars that argue for a late dating of the 
commentary emphasize this aspect that they view as a later development in Chinese 
history, or in the case of Kusuyama a later layer of the work.332 On the other hand, 
                                                
330 Chao Gongwu ȫpɲ (1105-1150) and Yao Nai ĦҲ (1731-1815) both question the value of 
the commentary because of its engagement with immortals, not to mention its authenticity as a 
Han work. For these and other criticism of Heshanggong, see Zhang Xincheng ơƷʺ, Weishu 
tongkao ]ȵв͹, 2nd ed. (Shanghai ʡ: Shangwu yinshuguan â«ȵқ, 1957), 743–745. 
331 Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 80. 
332 For two such examples, see Nait" Motoharu 內藤幹治, “‘Kaj"k" ch! R"shi no y"seistsu ni 
tsuite’” 河上公注老子の養生說について, 319–340; Kusuyama, R!shi densetsu no kenky". 
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scholars like Wang Ka assert that the work’s use of “inner alchemy” types of immortality 
techniques confirm an Eastern Han date.333 More vital than all these dating 
considerations, is whether or not Heshanggong promotes “forced” transcendence instead 
integration into the immanent flow of existence. If this were so, especially if such 
immortality distinguishes between eternity and temporality, it would represent a strong 
argument against the monism side of the cosmology debate.334   
 Though many scholars promote the place of immortality in Heshanggong, a 
preliminary look does not to support this view. In chapter 39, the commentator appears to 
embrace the inevitability of death. 
If the myriad beings lacked what they lived by, they might 
soon be extinct. 
This indicates that the myriad beings must live and die according to their time. 
They cannot only wish for unending life, for then they would be extinguished and 
eradicated and no longer be beings. 
 
Taking the passage literally precludes the possibility of immortality, as everything exists 
within a cycle and to step out of that cycle is to cease to exist. This seems logical, and is a 
common argument against an individualized interpretation of Early Daoist immortality. If 
                                                
333 Wang Ka actually notes that the cultivation aims at a range of attainment from longevity to 
immortality. He asserts this goes back to the Zhuangzi’s discussion of Pengzu and similar 
depictions in the Lüshi chunqiu and the Huainanzi. He also sees immortality practices in 
Heshanggong chapter 6, 10, 3, 59, 46, 72, and 5 that encompass qi circulation, bedroom arts, and 
cultivating the essential spirits. See Wang, Heshanggong zhangju, 11–12. 
334 Granted, this would only really matter if the work was early enough to not have been affected 
by “Western” Buddhist dualism. That is part of why the quantitative dating is important, and the 
similar conclusions like that of Wang Ka or statements by Robinet that also trace immortal 
traditions back to at least the Zhuangzi. While the dating cannot be completely fixed, the basic 
outlook on the supremacy of spirit has a clear history, as does the depiction of different types of 
immortals. Of course, people can debate if these immortals are part of the holistic world or not. 
See above note and Isabelle Robinet, Taoism: Growth of a Religion (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1997), 31–32. 
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one truly returns to the Way, then this equals dissolution and not the perpetuation of the 
self. While such an argument may have sound logic, Heshanggong uses this passage to 
explain a different sort of thinking. Commenting on the latter part of this chain of 
Daodejing statements, Heshanggong enumerates how various cosmic components cannot 
endure without change, and concludes with an explanation about how nobles and kings 
cannot always be superior to others or they will not last either. This final topic of the 
sequence concerning the inconstancy of Heaven, Earth, the myriad beings, etc., confirms 
the point is not the impossibility of constancy, but that it is only attainable through the 
avoidance of extremes by holding to yin mode.  
 The myriad beings cannot wish (desire) to live without end, because that would be 
an extreme leading to death. The rulers must hold to humility to avoid being toppled, as 
well. This passage actually is affirming the role of yin mode to attain the stability and 
constancy of the One. Chapter 7 explains, “Because they do not seek life, they can live on 
without end.” With this reading, immortality remains a potential goal of the work. 
 The commentary appears to employ zhenren (True Person) as a special term for 
immortals. Yet, suspiciously, this expression only appears once335 and is in coordination 
with shou, one of the terms that implies longevity above. 
Cultivating it in one’s bodily-self, only then is virtue True. 
By cultivating the Way in one’s bodily-self one cherishes the qi and nourishes the 
spirits. This increases longevity, and extends one’s lifespan. If one’s virtue is thus, 
only then does one become a True Person. (Ch. 54) 
                                                
335 This single usage of the term could support Kusuyama’s theory of a later immortalist layer in 
the commentary, but if one looks at why that term specifically appears in the comment such 
assertions lose their edge. This Daodejing line is only one of two instances where this special 
term zhen  appears. In the other (ch. 21) it references the Way, while here it references the 
attainment of cultivation. In this context, a unique mention of zhenren is not unexpected.  
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Here a True Person has an extended lifespan and increased longevity (yishou yannian ̌
ĎƘƅ). Does that equal the type of immortality indentified with zhenren in the Neijing 
or later Daoist texts? Perhaps it more closely resembles the zhenren of Zhuangzi, who is 
unconcerned with death?336 Chapter 35 uses a similar phrase shouming yanchang ĎÝƘ
ќ (extend one’s allotted lifespan) as part of the sentence that says, “If one uses it to 
regulate the body-self, then one’s lifespan will be extended without end,” where “it” 
means the yin mode of the Way. The similarity of the phrases strengthens the assertion 
that in Heshanggong zhenren means an immortal, but chapter 35’s statement can also be 
read as hyperbole.  
 The term ming appeared in chapter 35 in association with immortality and not the 
normal life span or the plausible longevity previously discussed. This is one of 
Heshanggong’s ambiguous terms, for in chapter 16 Heshanggong again associates this 
term with potential immortality. He pairs fuming ƲÝ (regain one’s destiny) with busi 
ɵ (not die). If we recall, busi is one of the oldest terms Yu identified as indicating 
immortality.337 So, in this context what does regaining one’s ming mean and what does 
busi mean? Following one reading, regaining one’s destiny (pre-ordained life span) 
means one does not die (busi) before the allotted time. Of course, the other reading is that 
regaining one’s ming (life) denotes regaining control of one’s destiny, and thus allowing 
one never to die.  
                                                
336 Zhuangzi 6/16/5. 
337 Yu, “Life and Immortality in the Mind of Han China,” 88–89. 
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In chapter 6, Heshanggong again uses the term, saying: 
The valley spirit never dies. 
“Valley” means ‘nourish.’ If people can nourish the spirits, then they will not die. 
A straight reading concludes that nourishing the spirits leads to immortality. Yet, one 
could still argue that this also indicates not dying prematurely. Returning to 54 provides 
the most concrete example of this term. It says, 
The sons and grandsons give sacrificial offerings without end. 
As a son and grandson, if one can cultivate the Way like this, then one will live on 
without death, generation after generation giving sacrificial offerings to one’s 
progenitors, and one’s ancestral temple will never be eradicated. 
 
The original text may simply discuss the sacrificial ritual of ancestor worship, yet 
Heshanggong relates this to the results of cultivation. Here busi literally means one lives 
forever on Earth. Because one can exist for countless generations, this is the ultimate 
safeguard against the danger of losing the patriline.338 This could lead to an interesting 
argument for why even those seeking immortality though the extreme of celibacy could 
actually be the most filial of sons. Such a view anticipates the debates over Buddhism and 
filial piety; it is at least a creative way to explain this line in the Daodejing about the 
ritual practices that have little ostensible function in Heshanggong’s world.339 It also 
provides the most concrete statement that busi is not just living out one’s lifespan, but 
involves countless lifespans. Even more revealing, this comment directly precedes the 
above mention of zhenren, and so one can then argue this concrete description of living 
                                                
338 One could also read this as immortality through progeny, though the term busi generally has a 
strong connotation of actually avoiding death. 
339 For more on the tensions between Buddhism and filial piety, see Kenneth Ch’en, “Filial Piety 
in Chinese Buddhism,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 28 (January 1, 1968): 81–97. 
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for many generations represents part of Heshanggong’s conception of that attainment. 
 With at least one type of immortality confirmed, we now return to chapter 16 which 
helps address many of the questions about how to understand this “immortality,” this 
busi. 
But each returns to their root. 
This indicates that the myriad beings have none that do not wither and fall away, 
returning to their root to be born again.   
Returning to the root is stillness. 
Stillness refers to the root. Roots are peaceful and still, soft and weak, humbly 
residing below, thus they do not return to death. 
To be still is to regain one’s life [fuming ƲÝ]. 
This indicates that those who are peaceful and still regain their nature and life 
[fuhuan xingming ƲнǄÝ], and thus prevent death [busi ɵ]. 
To regain one’s life [fuming ƲÝ] is constancy. 
To regain life [fuming ƲÝ] and thus prevent death [busi ɵ], this is the 
constant function of the Way. 
 
This is the context of the previously quoted line on fuming, and requires a bit of 
unpacking. Most notable is the role of the root, which if considered metaphorically 
explains the logic of immortality. The first line addresses the cycle of life in general, but 
brings to mind the image of a plant, specifically perennials instead of trees. Each year the 
aboveground sections of the plant—stem, branches, and flowers—grow and then wither. 
In winter, the plant appears dead, but its root remains alive. In spring the root once again 
generates life above ground. 
 Heshanggong, following the explicit lead of the original Daodejing text, affirms 
that the root has many qualities here described as yin modes; the root is a gloss for the 
Way. It is hidden, unmanifest, and unaffected by the cycle of either life and death or yin 
and yang that exist in the manifest world. This constancy allows for something eternal. 
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Scholars of Early China tend to avoid this word “eternal” because it implies something 
wholly transcendent, and instead they emphasize the importance of change in the Chinese 
worldview. Though change plays an important role in Heshanggong, I argue that for him 
and even those of similar mindset that predated him, the Way is eternal; its yin qualities 
are eternal. That is why embodying them leads ultimately to immortality. 
 One scholar who avoids such statements about eternity is Robert Campany. In his 
wonderful resource To Live as Long as Heaven and Earth, he argues that the Chinese 
world existed outside of more common Western dualities of time/eternity, 
death/immorality, etc. This flows into his argument that xian 0 are not immortals, but 
“transcendents” who are in a graduated chain of existence even though they operate 
beyond the limits of humanity and so “transcend” humanity.340 I agree that “immortality” 
in the Chinese context involves a progressive change in the amount of pure qi one 
possesses, and at a certain point that difference of degree becomes a difference in kind; 
this shift is what Campany calls transcendence. Even so, I disagree that immortality or 
eternity cannot exist in this vision of the cosmos. 
The Neijing sense of zhenren to be discussed below depicts him as one who has 
“grasped yin and yang.”341 I would read this to mean the zhenren has overcome change 
itself and so eternal life can exist as a potential goal. To control change itself, to truly 
become one with the root so that one will never die, means to fully unite with the Way. It 
is true the ancient Chinese did not have a simple word for “eternal,” but the Way is 
                                                
340 Campany, To Live as Long as Heaven and Earth, 5. 
341 Suwen 1.4:9. 
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continually identified as chang ƃ(constant). This seems to include part of the semantic 
range of the “eternal,” as it something that is constantly present.  
In chapter 40, one finds that the Way’s constant (chang ƃ) employment of the 
soft and weak lead to the attainment of changjiu ќ (long-lasting and enduring). This 
term also depicts the nature of Heaven and Earth (chap. 7) and of people who engage in 
cultivation (chap. 33), but is it eternity? The closest terms to imply such an idea in 
Heshanggong are “no end” buzhong ͜ (chap. 7) and “never exhausted” wuyou jinshi 
ˈȺ̏Ȭ (chap. 81).342 One could read these as hyperbolic, but they do allow for 
consideration of eternity. Given that the Way is described as the constant origin of all 
things, “eternity” applies fairly well.  
 A problem emerges if one restricts the discussion to the narrow contrast of the 
changing and unchanging: duality joins the discussion. E. M. Chen, in considering the 
problem of immortality within the Daodejing, argues that the text represents a tradition of 
change in contrast to later alchemical traditions in search of changelessness. She takes a 
strong stance, by arguing that stopping change is impossible and thus the Daodejing 
approach is the only conceptually viable option.343 Describing that text’s idea of 
transcendence she says: 
Its power of change or self-renewal is limited, and eventually it exhausts its life 
energies and dies. But if the individual succeeds in uniting himself with the 
                                                
342 Some variations on this expression are ˈȺȝ̏Ȭ (in chapter 35 quoted above), and ˈȉ̏
Ȭ and ˈ̻̏Ȭ from chapter 45.  
343 Ellen Marie Chen, “Is There a Doctrine of Physical Immortality in the Tao Te Ching?,” 
History of Religions 12, no. 3 (February 1, 1973): 246–47. 
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universal in such a way that he is never severed from the universal, there is no 
contradiction in an endless individual life.344  
 
Here she plays a careful game distinguishing the universal and endless from the 
changeless. I do not think this move succeeds. Something that is universal is present in all 
times and all places. For such continuity, such constancy, the universal must be 
changeless. She could argue that one uses the changeless universal of the Way to 
endlessly accord with the changes it generates, which I think is her point. Yet, in that 
case, while the Way is changeless, the one united with it is not. A simpler solution is to 
accept the Way as changeless, a set of eternal principles undergirding all of reality, such 
that if one can truly unite with those principles, then one will also be eternal. The sticking 
point in both analyses is the unresolved question of how to retain individuality and also 
attain a changeless state. This is implied in Chen’s critique of the alchemist. How can an 
individual body stop changing?  
The difference between Heshanggong’s type of Daoism and a “forced” type of 
immortality is not busi (undying) versus transcendent xian, or integrating into change 
versus trying to gain the individual power to control and stop change. Instead, it is a 
distinction clearly stated as early as the Zhuangzi. People who only use surface methods, 
formulas, etc. and do not practice the type of cultivation that allows for total integration 
into the cosmic order will not succeed.345 This view continually appears among 
“Daoists,” even the famous Ge Hong who some consider a simple man of alchemical 
                                                
344 Ibid., 245. 
345 Zhuangzi critiques those who try to cultivate the external form (yangxing ҙƦ) through 
stretching and breathing instead of relying on stillness and non-action to cultivate the spirit 
(yangshen ҙ̥). That cultivation of form fails but stillness, virtue and spirit lead to the 
“changeless” wubian ˈϰ. Zhuangzi 15/41/19-15/42/8. 
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formulas. He too propounded the importance of proper behavior, state of mind, and 
reverence, as components of the alchemical transformation.346 One can read this as a need 
for cosmic integration to allow for the metamorphosis to occur. Heshanggong would still 
oppose Ge’s approach because it seeks to grasp changelessness without undergoing the 
training that leads to a natural transformation.  
If we consider the previous analysis of Heshanggong, his method is to gradually 
remove the forces of change; yang mode is the key force, the origin of all movement and 
differentiation. Through such elimination one becomes closer and closer to the root of all 
things. Where to stop? If one reaches the extreme, “immortality” will end: one ceases to 
exist as an individual. When the adept nears the eternal does he then pull back to retain 
individuality? This is the old mystics’ paradox of “to see God is to die.” Total unity 
entails the true dissolution of self, something far beyond the goal of integration into the 
flow of cosmos that Kohn discussed.  
 The tension of change and changelessness is the same as that of longevity and 
immortality, and although such dissonance remains, its existence confirms our view that 
Heshanggong does support a supra-human attainment. That realization of the zhenren is 
not defined against dichotomies of change and changelessness, nor is it associated with 
xian, a category of being that in later traditions actually has lower status in the cosmic 
                                                
346 Thanks to Keith Knapp and his MSS essay on morality in the writings of Ge Hong for 
identifying this passage. See Ge Hong 葛洪, Baopuzi neipian jiaoshi 抱朴子內篇校釋, 2nd 
edition. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 1985), 3.53; Hong Ge, Alchemy, Medicine, and 
Religion in the China of A.D. 320: The Nei P’ien of Ko Hung (Pao-P’u Tzu) (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1981), 66; Keith N. Knapp, “Moral Immortality: Ge Hong’s Reconciliation of 
Daoism and Confucianism,” 5. 
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hierarchy. It holds its own place combining transcendence and cosmic integration. What 
specifically does this attainment entail?  
 
5. Stages of Attainment 
Having clarified the existence of both longevity and immortality as goals, let us 
now turn to the specific levels of attainment seen in the commentary. Heshanggong 
appears to imply a three tiered model: the True Person (zhenren ̔*), the Sage (sheng 
΀), and the Worthy (xian Њ). While Heshanggong avoids formal definition of these 
stages, I would like to assert that the last two are worldly, involving direct engagement 
with the prosperity of the group and integration into the patterns of change, while the first 
alone entails immortal transcendence. These categories mirror those found in the 
Huainanzi; both works avoid xian 0, using zhenren ̔* or busi ɵ as the terms for 
transcendence in contrast to Yu’s claim. Perhaps this distinction of terms explains why 
Heshanggong promotes losing oneself in society and the cosmos as consistent with the 
ascension of the individual of unique spiritual power.  
In support of this sequential attainment, divided between the worldly and the 
transcendent, consider the first chapter of Neijing Suwen called “Discourse on the 
Heavenly Truth of Great Antiquity.” That chapter provides a detailed articulation of 
Heshanggong’s three levels of cultivation, while adding the Supreme Person (zhiren      
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Δ*) between the True Person and the Sage.347 The passage begins with a discussion on 
relationship between fertility and vitality leading into an exposition on the different 
possible attainments gained from cultivating vital force. These definitions are quite 
revealing and deserve a detailed recounting. 
First, we find the True Person who “grasps yin and yang, breathes essential qi, 
singularly secures shen, and his flesh is like a single substance.” He live as long as 
Heaven and Earth and never ceases to exist. The Supreme Person, one step below in the 
Suwen, “purifies his virtue and completes the Way, harmonizes with yin and yang, 
adjusts to the four seasons, rejects the worldly and leaves off the common, gathers 
essence and completes spirit, travels between Heaven and Earth, and perceives all beyond 
the eight directions.”348 Both of these levels of attainment resemble Heshanggong’s sense 
of immortality. Exactly how comparable they are, and how accurately they match to the 
                                                
347 This finer parsing of attainment cannot compare with the twenty-five levels of humanity found 
in the Wenzi chapter 7. These twenty-five are subdivided into five levels. The highest level 
includes: shenren ̥*, zhenren ̔*, daoren ж*, zhiren Δ*, and shengren ΀*. Then there 
are people of higher virtue: deren ƶ*, xianren Њ* (worthy), zhiren ȯ*, shanren ä*, 
bianren Ц*. Next are people of lower virtue gongren p* (publically minded), zhongren Ƽ*, 
xinren P*, yiren ʹ* and liren ̫*. Following that are average people: gongren Ŵ* 
(workers), yuren ο* (resource managers), nongren Ш* (farmers), and shangren â* 
(merchants). Lastly, one finds the lowly types of humans: zhongren ̕* (the masses), nuren Ĝ
* (slaves), yuren Ǘ* (idiots), rouren ΄* (human meat), and xiaoren Ś* (petty people). 
Taipingjing has list of the highly attained types of people: shenren, zhenren, xianren 0*
(immortal), daoren, shengren, xianren Њ* (worthy). This collection omits zhiren and adds 
xianren 0* before daoren. Clearly, there were many ways to classify levels of attainment. 
Heshanggong’s simpler system closely accords with the Neijing and more so with texts like the 
Huainanzi. The Huainanzi translators also conveniently provide thorough definitions for 
shengren, zhenren, and zhiren, which appear in different hierarchies throughout the text. See 
Wenzi 7/39/11-14; Taipingjing 3.21/48/10; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 887, 911, 913. 
348 Suwen, 1.4:9.  
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commentary’s depiction of zhenren, requires the more nuanced examination seen in the 
next section.  
The Sage is the next level down and hints at as shift from the immortal 
achievements of the zhenren and zhiren to the more worldly realization of integration as 
part of cosmic and social harmony. 
 
He rests on the harmony of Heaven and Earth, follows the patterns of the eight 
winds. He adapts to the wishes of the worldly common people, has no anger in his 
heart, and does not wish to leave the world. He wears robes and emblems but does 
not wish the people to see him do so. He does not exhaust his form with external 
affairs nor is troubled by internal ponderings, taking stillness as his work and self-
contentment as his reward.349  
 
This portrait of a proper worldly ruler shares many similarities with Heshanggong’s sage. 
He exists in humility, stillness, and obscurity (yin functions) and as a result, the text goes 
on to note, his spirit and form hold together and he can live for one hundred years.350 As 
for how the more social sides of the Sage integrate with longevity, they will be 
considered in Part III below. 
The Sage plays a special role in Heshanggong. Chapter 63, like the Neijing, 
asserts that the Sage lives a long healthy life, but that is all: “The Sage till the end of his 
life is without any calamitous or difficult affairs and so deliberately avoids significant 
                                                
349 Suwen, 1.4:9. 
350 Alan Chan sees a distinction between the sage and the king in Heshanggong. He ties the sage 
to a more transcendent state that supersedes the authority of the king. If the above definitions 
reflect anything found in the Heshanggong, the sage is the enlightened king or ruler who lives a 
long time but is not transcendent. Instead the zhenren is the transcendent one. The significance of 
the terminology means that the ruler can be the sage, and maybe could become a zhenren. Chan’s 
argument somewhat parallels Thomas Michaels position on separating the status of sage and king 
in the Daodejing. Heshanggong remains vague on this, but at least the king can be the sage, and 
we know the commentary is deeply social-political in orientation. See Chan, Two Visions of the 
Way, 157; Thomas Michael, The Pristine Dao: Metaphysics in Early Daoist Discourse (Albany, 
NY: SUNY Press, 2005), 40–50. 
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harm.” This is the worldly attainment of a Sage, who deals with the challenges of power, 
and of ruling, but because of his use of non-action, yin mode, does not encounter any 
plots on his life, uprisings, or wars. This social situation allows him to live out his natural 
lifespan and even attain a ripe old age. 
The final level in the Neijing, and mentioned but not promoted in the 
commentary, is that of the Worthy. He “models the principles of Heaven and Earth, 
imitates the sun and moon, clarifies the order of the stars, classifies what accords and 
discords with yin and yang, and divides the four seasons.”351 These more intellectual 
activities are an attempt to approximate the ancient Sagely method of unifying with the 
natural cycles of the Way, and therefore only slightly increase longevity when compared 
to the internalized harmony of the true Sage, let alone the zhenren or zhiren.  
These lucid definitions, while not exactly those of Heshanggong, provide a solid 
background for discussion. Most important is the distinction of the True Person grasping 
yin and yang instead of merely harmonizing with them as at the lower levels. This 
compares with the contrast of the two levels of ziran: integration into the flow versus 
transcendence. Grasping yin and yang can be read as attaining the origin of yin and yang, 
controlling the cycle of yin and yang by fully attaining the principle of the Way, the yin 
function of ziran, which is why the zhenren is immortal, and not just a person of 
longevity harmonizing with change. The True Person controls change itself. The other 
important point is how the Sage employs many of the same approaches as the more 
transcendent beings, but is a worldly figure. This confirms that these different levels exist 
                                                
351 Suwen 1.4:9. 
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on a continuum of principles connected to—or perhaps externally indicated by—life 
span. At the bottom, the Worthy employs minimal amounts of yin function and only 
imitates accordance with ziran through the yang function of intellectual calculation, 
instead of personally embodying the principles of the Way. 
 
6. Zhenren  
Of Heshanggong’s three levels of attainment, the zhenren remains the most 
mysterious. This transcendent being may control change itself, but how does 
Heshanggong understand this state? Does he consider him comparable to that of the 
Neijing conception? We have discussed the dual nature of Heshanggong’s vision of the 
human body as a mix of yin and yang substance, but if his goal is a yang substance-based 
body, we must consider what happens to the structural parts. Does the self become a 
spirit, do the spirits of the organs unite to the point where they can exist on their own 
outside the body, or does the physical form continually become subtler? If one becomes a 
spirit, then how is this different from normal death, in which form and spirit separate; 
conversely, if both aspects of the body become more yang how do the two sides not 
collapse in on each other?  
On this topic, we find two helpful but divergent historical views from Livia Kohn 
and Michael Puett. Kohn is here less interested in her earlier mentioned contrast of zi 
(spontaneous and integrated self) and ji (selfish self). Instead, we find in her work on the 
place of eternal life in Daoist mysticism in the Xishengjing ψȡ͡ (DZ 726) a more 
complex perspective. She asserts that longevity in the body is a preliminary phase that 
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precedes a special death where one sloughs off the body and ascends to Heaven; on the 
other hand, she suggests that both the spirit and form attain transcendent states.352 Puett’s 
analyses of divinization provide multiple potential understandings of the extremes of 
cultivation. He suggests the Neiye and Xinshu both exist in monistic worlds where one 
refines substance to become a pure spirit, but contrasts this with question four in the 
Shiwen that depicts a more dualistic cultivating essence jing ͏ as a substance separate 
from form.353  Puett also emphasizes the idea of full body ascendance as seen in the 
legend Huangdi flying off on a dragon, and the idea of deification as an expansion of 
control over the world.354 How well any of these perspectives applies to Heshanggong 
reflects significantly on the issue of monism and dualism.  
 Part of the difficulty in resolving this question results from the commentary’s 
limited depictions of zhenren or any type of transcendence. The commentator does at 
least provide two conflicting hints in chapters 13 and 11. The chapter 13 cited is the same 
one reference above in regards to ziran. Here it offers the potential that the end goal 
involves discarding the body:    
If I have no body, how could I suffer? 
If I have no bodily form, attaining the Way’s naturalness, lightly ascending on 
clouds, entering and exiting where there are no openings, joining the Way, and 
connecting to the spirits, how then could I suffer? 
                                                
352 Kohn relies on mostly Tang dynasty material for this analysis. In that context, one finds a 
different cosmology and body conception, especially the place of xing Ʀ and qi ʂ. Kohn 
explains that xing is a cosmic reality of image that is not completely material and is now paired 
with qi. She cites Maspero on the Tang shift towards using qi in relation to the internal and not 
the cosmos. This contrasts with Heshanggong who groups shen ̥ and qi. Kohn, “Eternal Life in 
Taoist Mysticism,” 624, 638; Henri Maspero, Le Taoïsme et Les Religions Chinoises (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1971), 498–506. 
353 Puett, To Become a God, 208–209. 
354 Ibid., 242–245. 
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One cannot ignore this strong testament of a more dualistic transcendence, one where the 
ultimate attainment leaves only spirit. Yet, chapter 11 appears to contradict the rejection 
of the body for pure spirit. It asserts a kind of form and spirit interdependence, saying: 
Thus, the manifest provides the benefit, 
Things find benefit in form through the vessels in which they reside. Thus, people 
in houses worry they will fall into ruin, and spirits in the belly worry the bodily 
form will rot away.  
 
How can one seek to be free, without a body, and connected to spirits, when the core 
components of life (spirits) need the body to exist? The key question here concerns the 
identity of “bodily form.” If chapter 13 says being without bodily form means one can fly 
through the air and move through anything, how is that different from just being a spirit 
that has no “body”?355 One reading, that more accords with Kohn, is that the yin part of 
the self is discarded and the human spirit exists on its own.356 That would essentially 
make one a god. Yet, if this were the case, then what should one make of the passage in 
chapter 11, which states definitively that the spirits of the body need a bodily form in 
which to exist?  
                                                
355 Many scholars note the connection of flight and immortality. Kohn explains how even in 
Zhuangzi this connection appears, and in the Xishengjing ψȡ͡ (DZ 726) flying equals eternity. 
She goes so far as to say, “According to this understanding, the immortal state is a free flight, a 
transcendence of spirit over matter.” Schafer makes a similar point about how in flight one 
transcends the world of man and that treading the void makes one “‘footloose’ and ‘fancy-free.’” 
Balazs similarly associates the imagery with freedom from the world. Kohn, “Eternal Life in 
Taoist Mysticism,” 630–31; Edward H. Schafer, “A Trip to the Moon,” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 96, no. 1 (January 1, 1976): 29; Etienne Balazs, “Nihilistic Revolt or Mystical 
Escapism,” in Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy: Variations on a Theme.   
356 This would accord with the story of Yang Wangsun ɜ˦ĳ recorded in the Hanshu. Yang 
appears as a follower of Huang-Lao and yangsheng, but his model for transcendence is to ascend 
to Heaven after death as a pure spirit. He connects this belief to a rejection of burial practices to 
allow his ghost (gui ҥ) to return (gui ɴ) to it proper home in Heaven. See Hanshu 67.2907-2908. 
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 One clue arises from the two different terms used for the form of the body. 
Chapter 11 has xing Ʀ, which generally represents the yin side of the body. It combines 
with shen ̥ (spirit) to make a person, a shen К (body).357 Chapter 13 uses the lone 
instance of shenti Кң in Heshanggong, here translated as “bodily form.” I argue this 
term is heavily weighted toward the second half of the compound ti ң. Chapter 13 
actually means that one lacks a dense structured body, in particular, which does not 
preclude any other type of body or shen К. The mix of Heaven and Earth that comprises 
human bodies remains, but this admixture attains a majority of the Heavenly and divine 
substance. This attainment can be distinguished from death because of its process. 
Arising from yin mode, it involves greater unification of the self instead of the division of 
death created by yang mode. 
During cultivation, one gathers more qi and essential spirit into the body, and this 
strengthens the unity of the self. It also transforms the denser components of the self into 
ever more-refined substances. As chapter 55 notes, this makes the form (xing) softer and 
longer lasting. Cultivation does not violently reject the yin parts of the self, but gradually 
(yin function) transmutes them into yang substance. This contrasts with death, in which 
because one has been so drained of vital qi, the spirits cannot hold the form together and 
                                                
357 Interestingly, following the Xishengjing, Kohn suggests that shen К is the dense physical 
aspect of the self, while the xing Ʀ is more akin to cosmic patterns and images (xiang Ͽ). If she 
reads the Xishengjing correctly, this means Heshanggong does not advocate a comparable 
cosmology or goal. See  Kohn, “Eternal Life in Taoist Mysticism,” 636. 
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everything breaks apart in one instant.358 In death, the spirit leaves the body in a weaken 
state that pushes it towards its own decay and diffusion. The cultivation model preserves 
the “vessel” of the form as it becomes more pure and refined, and unifies with the spirit 
to make a more advance and stable being. In this second case, one has no “bodily form” 
and so cannot feel hunger or cold (the problems mentioned before this comment), but it is 
not the result of the spirit leaving the physical half of the body at death.  
 This process could be called self-deification. Can we then conclude Heshanggong 
promotes a goal corresponding to Puett’s idea of self-deification that includes an 
expansion of power and domination over the spirit world?359 If the worldview does 
include eternity and foundational control, is not self-deification part of what is occurring? 
On one level that is true, for a zhenren is like a divine being, but the goal of domination is 
rejected as yang function. Yet yin functional domination, the type promoted for the ruler 
in the commentary, does remain.  
Returning to chapter 16: 
To be impartial is then to be kingly. 
If one is impartially upright and selfless, then one can be the king of the empire.  
Regulating the body uprightly, one’s form attains unity, and tens of thousands of 
illuminated spirits gather in one’s body.  
 
This passage previously appeared in the discussion of the nature of shen ̥. It provides 
the strongest argument for the goal of increased power over the world. One could also 
                                                
358 This contrast also partially reminds of D. C. Lau’s reading of opposites in the Daodejing. He 
argued that development was slow and could be restrained from going to extremes, but if one 
reaches the top, they rapidly decline.  
359 This model comes specifically from Emperor Wu, who Puett argues sought to expand his 
territory to gain greater dominion over the spirit world and become even more divine. See Puett, 
To Become a God, 258. 
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argue this is part of integration into the cosmos, part of becoming a more refined being. 
Even if that was the case, becoming a refined being should not require such subjugation 
of spirits, and here the parallel with ruling the empire explicitly demonstrates that there is 
some kind of raising of rank and subduing of lesser divine powers.  
 If one recalls Campany’s idea of the chain of existence, this passage notes the 
adept’s elevation in that chain and thus superiority to the tens of thousands of spirits. 
While I stated domination could not be included in Heshanggong’s goals, the result of 
cultivating yin function is yang substance, the power of virtue, and so an adept of high 
attainment would naturally be able to affect the cosmos. The difference between this and 
domination is that one only attains and sustains such perfection through non-desire. 
Therefore, although one gains great individual power, it can only have beneficial results 
for the cosmos. 
 This conclusion is confirmed by the last comment in chapter 16. 
One’s body ends but is never imperiled. 
If one can be impartial, kingly, connected to Heaven, united with the Way, and 
these four are pure and complete, then the Way and virtue will spread far and 
wide, there will be no suffering or calamity. Then and only then can one never be 
endangered and live as long as Heaven and Earth. 
 
When one attains this highest level it does not result in selfish domination as a semi-
divine being, but results in healing the world. Heshanggong asserts that even in the case 
of exceptional beings who cease to be fully human, the prosperity of all humanity 
remains a prerequisite for individual attainment. Thus, the excellence of a single person is 
still predicated on benefits to the whole. 
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 Heshanggong’s vision of the zhenren does not include either domination of spirits 
as an empowered human body or sloughing off the form for spirit. It appears closest to 
the tradition of the Neiye (in Puett’s reading) with its sense of becoming pure spirit or 
Kohn’s sense of gaining a new type of combined form and spirit. These two options 
could still be contrasted as monistic and dualistic. The first involves the refinement of a 
single substance to return to the origin while the second sees a more radical change of 
state. Heshanggong has a bit of both as zhenren refines a single substance, maintains an 
inner plurality in transcendence, and helps humanity in the process.  
 
7. Spiritual Illumination 
While the transformation of the body into a Worthy, Sage, or zhenren remains the 
basic goals of cultivation, the corresponding purification of mental perception and 
knowledge hold equally importance. Actually, without the increase in deep understanding 
of the nature of the Way, progress on this path would be impossible. In this sense, 
Heshanggong is involved in a progressive transformation of mystic gnosis, one that 
enables body transformation. Awareness and knowledge are central to this process 
because of the relationship of yin and yang. If the process were simply material, one 
would continually fall back into the cycle instead of slowly climbing out of it. This is 
because yang substance always tends toward yang mode. To prevent this nearly 
inexorable course one must continually revert to yin mode. This effort is possible because 
of the gradual deepening of understanding of the importance of preventing yang mode 
from arising. This knowledge is needed because as one is more yang in substance, the 
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impulse toward yang mode—and thus ultimately dissolution into yin substance—
becomes stronger. One needs ever-increasing mental strength to keep moving forward in 
cultivation.  
 One finds two basic sides to this mental attainment: special perception and special 
understanding. The second proceeds from the first. For perception Heshanggong uses a 
few terms: dujian ˠϊ(singular vision), neishi lϋ (inward vision), fanting ¹΂ 
(reverse listening). For understanding, he mostly uses shenming ̥ȣ (spiritual 
illumination) or just ming ȣ(illumination).360 
 Dujian, neishi, and fanting can all be considered yin functions. As mentioned in 
the first part of this chapter, the sensory organs must be restrained to prevent loss of qi 
and emotional agitation caused by external stimuli. Sensory engagement undergirds most 
yang function and is especially dangerous. Yet, aside from harming one’s inner peace and 
life force, the normal avenues of perception also limit one’s understanding of the world. 
Heshanggong’s comments on the famous ascetic declaration in chapter 12 offers a deeper 
sense of this issue: 
 The five colors blind the eyes. 
If one covets the licentious and is fond of sensuality [color/sex], then one will 
damage essence and lose illumination. Then one cannot see the invisible colors.  
The five tones deaden the ears. 
                                                
360 Roth note that the Xinshu shang depicts stages of cultivation, and the stage of du ˠ (complete 
solitude) leads to that of ming ȣ (clarity). This appears to parallel the use of a state of singular 
focus or isolation from the from the influences of the sensor world (and so Roth translation of 
“solitude) comparable to dujian ˠϊ. This yin modal state then leads to the illumined substance 
(ming ȣ or shenming  ̥ȣ) that then can have the perception of equal to the divine. Roth, 
“Psychology and Self-Cultivation in Early Taoistic Thought,” 624–625. 
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If one is fond of listening to the five tones, then the harmonious qi will leave, and 
the mind will not be able to hear the silent sounds.   
The five flavors cause the mouth to fail. 
“To fail” means ‘wanton.’ If people lust after the five flavors, then their mouths 
will utter wanton speech and they will lose the Way. 
 
Engaging with the differentiation of the sensory world, the foundation of normal 
perception does not destroy the sense organs as the original lines imply; they instead 
prevent one from employing the higher level senses that can observe the unmanifest 
world, the world of the Way and virtue.  
 One of these senses Heshanggong hints at is dujian (singular vision). This ability 
mostly appears in warnings to avoid using it to dazzle others (chap. 4, 56, 58). Only 
chapter 52 provides any description of this term: 
 Seeing the small is called illumination. 
Sprouts and shoots that have yet to move and calamities and chaos that are yet 
unseen are “the small.” The clear light of singular vision is “illumination.” 
 
This comment follows a long discussion on the dangers of using the senses and how the 
desire they lead to calamity and chaos. The sense of dujian has the inverse function: 
instead of leading to strife, it allows one to prevent the seeds of conflict from ever 
sprouting. This contrast again confirms the power of perception. The normal type bound 
with desire only sees surface reality and so this yang function leads to a yin substance of 
division and chaos. Singular vision (a sense based in unity and not division) appears to be 
some type of yin function that can observe subtly and so instead of leading to desire for 
the differentiated, it allows one to have a longer-term perspective. This longer vision can 
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also be understood as yin function, as it looks at gradual changes, hidden slow 
movements and not rapidly changing surface of reality. 
 Singular vision is a type of yin function, but what is it? Unfortunately, 
Heshanggong does not disclose the nature of this ability he repeatedly cautions against 
revealing. In Early China this term appear in the range of texts arguably linked with 
Huang-Lao. Huainanzi simply defines this skill as “to see what is not seen,” and that “to 
see what others do not is called ‘enlightenment.’”361 This explains the meaning of 
“singular” as “unique.” It is a vision that a single person has of reality, which apparently 
means one perceives reality in a special way. This parallels Heshanggong depiction in 
chapter 52, where this sense uniquely reveals what will happen in the future and how to 
prevent problems from starting.362 The Baihutong in turn confirms this, as it identifies 
dujian as the way to divine the future without the use of normal divination tools like 
milfoil or tortoise shell.363 
 Considering dujian as divination is quite helpful. Divination, literally defined, 
means attaining the knowledge of the divine and this type of perception relies on directly 
observing the divine patterns and subtle signs. How does this work and why is it a result 
of cultivation? To answer this requires a looking further into the terminology for special 
perception. 
                                                
361 Major et al., The Huainanzi, 612; Huainanzi 15/152/28. 
362 In the context of Heshanggong’s overall teachings being able to see the future also relates to 
understanding the consequences of actions that involve either yin or yang mode. This special 
sight then reflects one’s comprehension of the foundational patterns of the world and what types 
of actions can help one avoid chaos. 
363 Baihutong 19/41/5. For other appearance of this term see Appendix 2. 
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 Heshanggong uses another pair of terms for special sense: neishi (inward vision) 
and fanting (reverse listening). Like with dujian, Heshanggong does not provide great 
details on these abilities. After all, these are skills that should be hidden.  
The Way and virtue are profound and far off, and cannot be known by normal 
means. Thus, their inward vision was like blindness, and reverse listening like 
deafness. None knows such excellence.  
 
This comment from chapter 15 unveils two significant details about these skills. First, 
that inward vision and reverse listening are special techniques to know the Way and 
virtue. Second, they are opposed with normal senses of seeing and hearing to the point 
where the absence of the normal perception allows for hearing and sight beyond the 
normal range. In the Chunqiu fanlu, the full phrase neishi fanting lϋ¹΂ indicates the 
ability of the Sage to resonate and perceive with more than the regular senses, subtly 
receiving messages as though by means of sympathetically resonance.364 This is not just 
to know the Way, but also to understand all that is happening in the world.365 
This term has yet another sense in Heshanggong where neishi indicates not only 
the result of cultivation, but also the practice itself. In chapter 33, the commentator notes 
neishi (inward vision) as a way to preserve the spirit, if not visualize the spirits, in the 
body and prevent their loss. Either way this type of sense indicates a redirection of the 
mind from the external to internal world. That is why such abilities contrast with the 
normal senses as noted in chapter 15. 
                                                
364 Chunqiu fanlu 13.3/59/30.  
365 For other occurrences of these terms see Appendix 2. 
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 This sensory focus connects one to the Way and enables one to see the “invisible 
colors” and hear the “silent sounds” of chapter 5. These indicate the essential yang qi, the 
subtle layer of existence. Practically, this provides knowledge about the deep workings of 
the cosmos, but also of people.   
Those who know themselves are illuminated. 
Those who can know in themselves who is worthy and unworthy do so by returning 
to listen to the soundless and going inward to gaze upon the formless. Thus, they are 
considered illuminated. 
 
This line from chapter 33 follows a discussion of knowing others. Heshanggong 
interprets this contrast again as external and internal division. To “know others” means to 
understand their likes and dislikes and to comprehend their motives and desires, but to 
“know in oneself” indicates an internal awareness of subtlety that reveals people’s inner 
substance. Goals and desires are one thing, but being able to discern who are actually 
good people is another. This skill played a central part in the ruler’s vital role in selecting 
good ministers, a job especially key in Heshanggong’s model where the ruler is the most 
non-active and must leave governing to the ministers.366 Therefore, he uses this particular 
example to explain the power of observation, of seeing through surface presentations. 
 In this passage and chapter 52’s discussion of singular vision, all of these abilities 
are associated with “illumination.” This term ming ȣ is part of the compound shenming 
̥ȣ (spirit illumination) and is the result of such perceptive practices. If we recall 
Heshanggong’s conception of the mind, it is mostly comprised of spirit, but emotion also 
has a place. If one focuses with the normal senses that are driven by desire, one will only 
                                                
366 For more on this, see chapters 7 and 8. 
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see the surface of things. In parallel, if one’s mind is filled with the turbidity of emotion 
then even what one experiences with the normal senses is muddied and biased.367  
Through the many practices discussed in the previous section, the interference of 
emotion is removed and when one employs normal senses they will view the world truly 
and without any individual filter. As we know using the normal senses are hazardous 
because of desire, which inevitably sullies the mind with emotion. Therefore, when one 
attains a pure mind one should use special yin senses to observe the world. These senses 
both protect one from desire, and the also allow one to look beyond surface reality. This 
ability leads to illumination, to the perception of the foundational patterns and subtle 
movements of things. In this way, one can see into the inner chambers of others and 
understand the purity of their substance to know whether or not they are truly good. 
Furthermore, this “illumination” allows one to see the order of the Way and virtue and 
the results of yin and yang mode. This is the vision of pure spirit, which is why the term 
is shenming, or the illumination of the spirit. 
While not as important as immortality, this attainment of spiritual illumination is 
essential to the goal of both integration into the cosmos and individuation. Normal 
perception generates normal experience. These limited senses are the foundation of 
individual identity. Thus, once one has overcome them, once one has seen beyond them, 
then one has no single perspective and no longer fully exists in a single place. With 
spiritual illumination one’s mind becomes omniscient therefore simultaneously 
                                                
367 Roth notes a similar conception in the Huainanzi where the emotions and desires cloud the 
mind and prevent the pure spirit from being a clear and unblemished mirror of reality (pure 
perception). Roth, “Psychology and Self-Cultivation in Early Taoistic Thought,” 644–45. 
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omnipresent. This connection to true reality allows for cosmic integration. Yet, this 
awareness that no longer is bound by location still remains tied to a single body of 
localized substance. Spirit illumination, which results from a transformation of one’s 
bodily substance, is a type of mystic union. One that at the highest level coincides with 
individual empowerment, individual transcendence and immortality. Yin perception (a 
key yin mode) allows for total integration even while the yang substance of the body 
maintains some individuation: simultaneous integration and transcendence. 
 
Conclusion 
Heshanggong’s goals of cultivation exist along a spectrum. Although in some 
sense the level of yang substance determines one’s gradually increasing level of 
attainment, one also finds a point of radical transformation. This could be a semantic 
debate, as with Campany’s position of “transcendent” versus “immortal.” He sees a 
break, but emphasizes continuity and thus monism. In Heshanggong’s case, at least 
following the current reading, becoming zhenren involves a change in kind. Instead of 
following the flow of change and cycles of yin and yang, the zhenren becomes the 
principle of change itself and attains a changeless body. This definitely indicates 
immortality and a type of “dualism,” though it may be more useful to just consider it as a 
shift from mixed yin and yang substance toward a pure yang substance.  
While the zhenren both transcends the world, this does not exclude the place of 
cosmic and social unity. Heshanggong resolves this inner tension in two ways. One 
solution arises from the gradual stages of attainment that even at their extreme of 
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individual transcendence is always rooted in service to the group. The other resolution 
relates to the place of illumination. Special perception allows for total dissolution of the 
individual perspective, even while the individual body transcends society and the bounds 
of the cosmic order. Exactly how these tensions and resolutions play out within social 
systems, government, group organization will be the topic of the Part III.  
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PART III: STATE AND SOCIETY 
 
Chapter 6: Body-State Correlation 
 
 
Turning to the topic of the group or the state, one finds deep parallels with 
Heshanggong’s sense of the individual or body. Deciphering this exact relationship 
remains key to understanding the particular dynamic that valorizes both individual 
development and transcendence, and something resembling collectivism. Unlike in many 
modernist narratives (Hobbes, Rousseau, etc.) Heshanggong does not see the individual 
and society as fundamentally at odds. Instead of either the constraint of individual 
freedom for the sake of the whole (Hobbes)368 or the weakening of social divisions for 
the sake of the individual (Rousseau),369 one finds an idealistic world where the 
                                                
368 Hobbes’ basic presumption is that people are by nature individual creatures that are totally 
independent but are required to surrender that liberty to avoid the horrors of the state of nature. In 
this sense a tension of the original free state and conditions under the social contract mean that 
the individual and society are opposed. Obviously, this is an over simplification of this theory, but 
the key takeaway is that it assumes disconnection and the need for artifice to bind everyone 
together. Though Hobbes is discussed as a monist (or at least an empirical rational materialist 
who denied the substantial nature of God) his vision seems more dualistic in that he starts with 
plurality and then tries to force unity instead of assuming unity and seeking space for 
differentiation. Bertrand Russell, for one, identifies Hobbes’ position on human activity as 
indicative of materialism, one of the modern forms of monism, because he believes Hobbes does 
not differentiate between man and machine. All is mechanically determined, so there is no spirit, 
but only matter. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (Broadview Press, 2010), 128–30 [14.1–14.9]; W. V. 
Quine and Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy, and Its Connection with Political 
and Social Circumstances from the Earliest Times to the Present Day, Power and Morality 
Collection at Harvard Business School (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1945), 546–49. 
369 Rousseau accords with Hobbes in seeing people as originally isolated creatures, but they 
diverge on human nature. Rousseau suggests people originally were not in conflict because they 
had no social distinctions like esteem or contempt. In this sense the individual must limit the 
negative influence of society, and the reality of division should be resolved by a democratic 
general will. This allows for the freedom of the state of nature and diminishes the inequality 
caused by social evolution. It is also possible to consider the resonance of Rousseau and 
Heshanggong. Kirkland, example, has commented on the false equivalency of Rousseau and the 
Daodejing. One key difference for Heshanggong, at least, is that for him hierarchy and not 
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individual and the group both reach actualization in the same way. One could distill this 
contrast into an East-West division, that the separation of individual and society is 
indicative of Western “dualism” in contrast to Heshanggong’s “monism,” but again this 
does not apply.  
Heshanggong manages, at least in the ideal, to balance the human impulse for 
freedom and boundlessness with the need for unity and order. He does this through his 
particular cosmology and how he understands the relationship of the body and state. He 
starts from the premise of a universal order; the Way operates similarly in both the body 
and state, although maintaining the body holds the place of priority. Such centrality of the 
body emerges from its role as the locus of access to the Way; it contains shen and the 
power to choose yin mode or yang mode. Furthermore, the corporeal individual 
represents a stronger instance of unity than a social group, and as such is conceptually 
closer to the One. Thus, although one could assert the dominance of monism in the 
cosmology, the “individual” or the self takes priority over the group, while also 
integrating partially into it.  
Here the tensions of the one and many reappear, and the ideals of yin mode and 
yang substance repeat. Any group comprises many bodies, just as the body itself is a 
composite. From Heshanggong’s view, these composites share great similarities. They 
both are ultimately comprised of qi and vary in their level of actualization with some 
                                                
anarchy is the state of nature. Instead of using democracy, as we shall see in chapter 8, he seeks to 
prevent extremes of hierarchy that beak apart community, while still affirming difference. Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, Basic Political Writings (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987), 52–55, 179–80; 
Kirkland, Taoism, 50. 
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embracing more yin substances (the greedy, violent, divisive, emotional, and desirous) 
and others containing more yang (pure, selfless, united, prosperous, and enlightened).370 
Heshanggong relies on the parallel of the body with the state to expound the 
importance of yin mode. Following the example of body cultivation, the proper method 
of ruling likewise involves returning a group to unity through yin mode. Consequentially, 
one finds a seeming laissez-faire approach. This method of regulating the group prevents 
the collapse of the individual into the collective, while still emphasizing unity. Unlike in 
extreme body-state correlations such as Fascism that has the State subsume the 
individual, yin mode theoretically allows for both group unity and personal diversity to 
coexist. As made clear below, this potential results from Heshanggong’s approach to law, 
morality, and especially culture. For him, one does not engage in social engineering by 
creating and promoting cultural forms (types of divisive yin substance), but instead 
focuses on generating prosperity and health.  
The key for Heshanggong is not cultural, political, or economic hegemony, but 
allowing people to care for and feed themselves in an agricultural society. This program 
does not represent simply foundational principles and approaches to government policy, 
but Heshanggong holds it as a natural extension of the individual connecting to the Way. 
Ultimately, such a model does not work without a technique of self-cultivation, though 
one not limited by the bounds of “self.” The individual and the group can only develop 
                                                
370 This contrast of yin and yang types of people raises the issue of the place of women in this 
worldview. Heshanggong spends very little time discussing men or women specifically, though 
he clearly holds an androcentric perspective. Chapter 54 implies that wives are subordinate to 
husbands, which means the husbands have the greater responsibility to employ yin mode to 
minimize that gap of power. 
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and prosper together, one cannot gain immortality without helping group unity, and such 
unity cannot come without those in power transforming themselves.  
Because Heshanggong views the body and state as parallel, Part III first includes a 
chapter on those parallels, before proceeding to the full discussion on the nature of the 
social-political body, its proper order, and the final goal.  
 
1. The Body and State 
One of the key questions over the identification of China as monistic or dualistic 
is the relationship of the individual to the group.371 In Heshanggong’s case, this involves 
a vision of a cosmically bound parallel of body and state. While this might on the surface 
sound like monistic total integration, one finds a subtle complexity to this conception 
which this and the following chapters will explore.372 The commentary connects these 
two sides of humanity’s version of the one and many with a common approach to proper 
regulation. In chapter 3 the commentator explains, “the Sage regulates the state like he 
                                                
371 The classic view of the lack of division of the individual and the group in China comes from 
Hegel. For him this means China has no freedom, but only the oppressive unity of the group. 
Other have followed him in various ways like many of the scholars arguing for monism 
mentioned in chapter 1: Granet, Hall and Ames, Fingarette. Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 
112–138; Fingarette, “The Problem of the Self in the Analects.” 
372 Sivin presents this type of connection of cosmos, body, and state as a single complex, what 
one might call part of a monistic worldview. He also provides an essentialized contrast of the 
Chinese and Greek use of the body-politic. His makes seven key assertions of the difference 
including that the Chinese could not consider favoring private interests. Heshanggong does not 
seem to agree with this distinction, though the sense of private interest in the work is very 
particular. Sivin also suggests that the more correlative (read holistic) Chinese medicine that was 
not concerned with isolating a single cause as an example of the greater Chinese cultural 
consensus. Needless to say, This conclusion that Chinese body-state correlation must be holistic 
when the Greco-Roman type was not reveals that such correlation need not be read as monistic, 
but Sivin chooses to follow this narrative for China. See Nathan Sivin, “State, Cosmos, and Body 
in The Last Three Centuries B. C.,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 55, no. 1 (June 1995): 5, 
32–37. 
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regulates his bodily-self.”373 The two key terms in this comment, regulating the body 
(zhishen ʒК) and regulating the state (zhiguo ʒó), appear in parallel 23 times in the 
work. Very often Heshanggong reads a single line of the Daodejing as referencing both 
of these levels of existence, which represent his main interests. Following the simplest 
reading, this parallel indicates one should regulate both of these levels with yin mode. 
While that may resolve the surface meaning, this parallel contains much greater insight 
into Heshanggong’s sense of the group and its relationship to the individual.  
The connection of body and state appears throughout world history in many 
divergent contexts, in Hobbes’ Leviathan it is a mechanistic vision that promotes 
authoritarian rulership while in Cicero writings on government it is a more organic 
message of interdependence.374 While this “body-politic” can operate as a type of 
                                                
373 This translation relies an editorial decision based on the overall message of the commentary. 
Among the received versions of Heshanggong one finds various versions of this line. I follow the 
sentence found in most of the early Japanese manuscripts that reads ΀*ʒó˞ʒК, or a 
near equivalent. This version changes the relationship between body and state seen in DZ and 
SBCK (΀*ʒóΖʒКË) where the state and body are parallel without primacy. The lines that 
follow describing the care for the body support the version where the body is the model of 
government. The SBCK use of Ë to connect the two activities possibly arises from because 
chapter 59’s comment óКË. Chapter 64 supports the other interpretation when it says, 
“Others study the administration of the state, whereas the Sage studies the management of the 
body.” Also in support of this editorial choice, one finds this specific phrase appearing in or being 
referenced in other places, like Lunheng, and the historically suspect Bianyi shiliu ce Lľ q͆ 
by Zhuge Liang. Sima Chengzhen’s presentation to the Tang throne in 711 echoes this as well in 
his answer to Ruidi about how to order the state and not just the body. He says ó˞К. Though 
he leaves out the ʒ, likely because it is Tang Gaozong’s name taboo, the message is identical. 
Questions of the original source of the phrase or of corruption of the possible original version of 
HSG by this more common phrase are unanswerable because firm dating of HSG is not presently 
possible. Even so, this shows common threads of thought and textual exchange. See Yamashiro, 
Kaj"k" sh"ku “R"shi D"tokuky"” no kenky!, 704; Lunheng 29/136/28-29; Zhuge Kongming 
quanji ϨδĬȣmѴ, 104;  Jiu Tang shu 192.5128. 
374 Cicero’s discussion of the interdependence of the parts of the body parallels the mutual 
reliance of the members of the state in his Three Books of Offices (III.V.22) and cited by Hale. 
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metaphor, it also sometimes depicts a deep type of substantial connection. Within China, 
this trope arises early and undergoes hundreds of years of development before 
Heshanggong’s time.375 Even in that particular historical context, the sense of similarity 
or connection between these two levels—body and state—manifests variously.376 
Unearthing Heshanggong’s particular framework will allow discussions of the group and 
its multiple connection to the individual body. 
Because Heshanggong views the cosmos ultimately as originating from a single 
substance and following foundational principles, his vision of state parallels that of the 
body, or variously the nature of the group parallels that of the individual. Scholars might 
classify this connection of body and state as a type of correlation, a connection of things 
not causally related. Much has been made of this contrast, and sometimes framed as 
monism versus dualism: correlative models of the world reflect a holistic organic view, 
while causality emphasizes dualism. This type of analysis does not quite get to the point. 
                                                
See David G. Hale, The Body Politic: A Political Metaphor in Renaissance English Literature. 
(Mouton, 1971), 25; Hobbes, Leviathan, [1–2], 37–38. 
375 Consider these other takes on the history of these correlations and a close study of its usage in 
the Yizhoushu дÙȵ. Huang argues this model had the historical consequence of imperial 
oppression. Sivin discusses, as mentioned in the note above, a more holistic vision of this 
worldview. See Sivin, “State, Cosmos, and Body in The Last Three Centuries B. C.”; Robin 
McNeal, “The Body as Metaphor for the Civil and Martial Components of Empire in Yi Zhou 
Shu, Chapter 32; With an Excursion on the Composition and Structure of the Yi Zhou Shu,” 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 122, no. 1 (January 2002): 46; Chun-chieh Huang, “The 
‘Body Politic’ in Ancient China,” Acta Orientalia Vilnensia 8, no. 2 (2007): 33–43. 
376 In her account of the different Daoist body conceptions, Kohn notes the vision of the body as 
an state administration in the Suwen, but also in later works like the Baopuzi and Laozi zhongjing. 
The case of the Baopuzi seems to closely mirror Heshanggong’s vision, while that in the Laozi 
zhongjing (DZ 1168 1.17b-18a) represents a more complex body-god model. This connection of 
body and state, then does not just extend back before Heshanggong but also after it. Kohn 
identifies the Heshanggong vision as paradigmatic, and one could argue it establishes a version 
that retains prominence until at least the Tang.  Livia Kohn, “Taoist Visions of the Body,” 
Journal of Chinese Philosophy 18, no. 2 (1991): 230–233. 
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Causality plays a central role in many scientific fields, but all of those fields are 
considered monistic (materialistic) as neither the divine realm or the soul is a factor.377 In 
Heshanggong’s case, he does not neatly fit either model, combining the causality of yin 
mode becoming yang substance with the correlative power of connecting the individual 
body, the group, and the cosmos. 
Understanding the historical background will highlight the origin of this vision of 
the body and state and provide contrast with other cases in Early Chinese thought. This 
correlation has strong associations with texts that clearly inspired Heshanggong, and may 
even indicate some type of lineage, intellectual or otherwise. Specifically, Heshanggong 
follows the great syncretic compendiums of the Lüshi Chunqiu and the Huainanzi. These 
massive works both endeavor to combine knowledge into a single system, and thus 
parallels of body and state are not especially startling. Yet, what purpose does the parallel 
fulfill? In all cases, the body holds priority over the state.378 This implies that such a 
correspondence developed as one of the basic relations growing out of gnosis of inner 
cultivation extended onto the state, blending with a sociology of the proper relation of 
self (shen) and society (guo), and a cosmology of universal order.379 Resulting from this 
                                                
377 For more on this discussion of causality and correlativity, see the Conclusion. 
378 Both Wang Ming and Wang Ka argue for the preference of the body over the state in 
Heshanggong. While this is logically the case, to overly stress the importance of the body at the 
expense of the state would be a mistake. Part of the centrality of the body is its role as the key to 
ordering the state, as will be made clear below. Wang Ming ˦ȣ, Laozi Heshanggong zhangju 
kao ͸īʑp̿š͹ (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe (ēĲ˔̡, 1948), 12; Wang, 
Heshanggong zhangju, 11. 
379 This analysis accords with Harold Roth’s basic trajectory of Daoist history. In his work on the 
Neiye and its sister texts, he argues for a similar progression of inner cultivation techniques 
developed in isolation and then applied to politics. See Roth, Original Tao, 202. 
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prioritization of the body, one finds the importance of the individual in the midst of the 
valorization of group unity.380 
 
2. Early Uses of the Body and State 
 Before looking closely at the pair of key terms most central to Heshanggong’s use 
of this parallel, a few conceptual antecedents to zhishen and zhiguo need discussion. The 
earliest correlation of shen К and guo ó appears in an old Confucian text, the Ziyi ͥφ. 
Archeologists discovered a version of this text with the oldest fragments of the Daodejing 
at the Guodian archeological site. The concurrence of these texts raises many questions 
about how to classify them before their later separation into opposed ritualist (the “Ziyi” 
through its inclusion in the Liji ̫ϔ) and anti-ritualist position (the complete version of 
the Daodejing) categories. Most central for our purposes here is not who claimed Ziyi in 
the 4th c. BCE, but how to understand its relationship to later examples of body state 
correspondence. 
 While it is easy to mistake the following passage as a simple metaphor for the 
individual ruler’s relation to the whole of society, there is another implied level of 
meaning, which shows this example already involved two integrated aspects of dealing 
with the body and state. 
The Master said, “The people consider the ruler as their heart and mind. The ruler 
considers the people as his bodily form. If the heart and mind are strong then the 
bodily form is at ease. If the heart and mind are serious then the expression is 
                                                
380 Brindley contrasts her approach to individualism and the place of holism by asserting that the 
individual exist not in opposition to holism, but in terms of it. Brindley, Individualism in Early 
China, 138 n6. 
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respectful. Whatever the heart and mind loves the body will indeed seek. What 
the ruler loves, the people will indeed desire. The heart and mind are completed 
by the bodily form, and are also harmed because of the bodily form. The ruler 
exists because of the people and also dies because of the people.381  
 
The passage depicts the ruler and the people unified as a body, which implies that the 
state is made of the interdependent ruler and ruled. More specifically, this passage 
indicates that the ruler forms the model of the people, and directs them as the heart and 
mind that reside in the center of the body and direct it. Here this metaphor admonishes 
the ruler and reminds him of his dependence on the people. This strengthens and 
personalizes an argument intending to temper a ruler’s selfishness and disregard for how 
his actions affect his people. 
 This sense of body and state connection relates to the simple phrases shensi 
guowang Кɵó% (the self dies and the state is lost), or shashen wangguo ɺК%ó 
(the self is killed and the state is lost). These four-character compounds appear most often 
in Xunzi, Hanfeizi, Lüshi Chunqiu, and Huainanzi.382 These texts use the two expressions 
to make slightly different points, but generally (with the exclusion of Hanfeizi) they 
indicate the result of improperly caring for the people.383 Significantly, these phrases 
place shen first, indicating priority. This implies that if the self is killed, the state will be 
lost. This reminds the ruler to focus on the self as the priority and not the state, and makes 
an important sociological statement. It engenders a new self-focus based not on self-
                                                
381 Liji 34/151/17. 
382 Xunzi 5/17/26, 11/50/16, 11/55/4, 18/84/16, 32/150/2; Hanfeizi 44/133/10, 44/132/19, 
44/134/30, 44/135/10, 52/154/30; Lüshi chunqiu 23/3; Huainanzi 13/126/9, 15143/5, 18/187/1, 
18/198/18. 
383 Hanfeizi’s adoption of this language likely came from his training with Xunzi. 
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gratification, but survival.384 As a result, the ruler becomes less selfish because he needs 
to maintain others’ contentment to protect himself. This type of selfishness helps the 
group by limiting, instead of increasing, conflict and violence. 
 This connection of ruler and state does not expose a radically new insight into 
early Chinese thought, since both Confucians and Daoists held to this program. Yet, this 
metaphor also reveals the inner cultivation roots of this relationship. The connection this 
passage highlights is one of inner and outer, with the ruler providing the desires and the 
people following. Invocations of desires in the passage raise flags about how this might 
be a political extension of inner cultivation methods. The sense is that although the ruler 
directs with desires, if they are excessive then the people will be excessively desirous, 
and they will in turn damage the body and thus the heart and mind. This mild vision of 
desire’s danger does not accord with that of the ascetic cultivators, but may well be a 
more moderate precursor. 
 The relation of the body and state as one based in inner cultivation and 
desirelessness manifests even more clearly in the Xinshu Shang Ʒτ(Techniques of 
the Mind Part I) from the Guanzi ͊ī. That text presents the government as an analogue 
to the body: 
The xin Ʒ [heart and mind] in the body has the position of the ruler. The nine 
apertures have the function of the officials’ different roles. When the xin resides 
in the Way, the nine apertures will follow the innate order. However, when the 
desires of the xin overflow, then the eyes do not see and the ears to not hear. 
                                                
384 This rhetoric builds a connection of proper behavior and caring for one’s subordinates with 
the vital existence of the ruler. For more on this connection in relations to body cultivation, see 
Chapter 4. 
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When the superior departs from the Way then the inferiors cannot complete their 
tasks.385  
 
This text, focused on mediation practice, uses the analogy of government to show the 
relationship of the mind and sense organs. It also implies the proper way of governing. If 
the ruler overflows with desire, the effectiveness of the subordinates becomes interrupted. 
This entails that the proper method involves non-action and the text later states this 
explicitly.386 By removing desire in the mind, the body will function as it should and will 
be in harmony. If the ruler does not become excessively greedy, he will not disrupt the 
state. This reveals a two layer dynamic where the “ruler” of the ruler, the heart within the 
heart of the state, must be empty and pure and connected to the Way for order within the 
ruler and the state. Important to note, in this passage the focus remains very much on the 
mind and senses, clarifying the mental practice that is implied. Later, the more physical 
aspects of this become prominent, though in a companion texts of Techniques of the Mind 
II and the Neiye lɟ (Inner Training) some physical component already exists. 
 What should one make of the relation of these two early examples of this body 
and state correspondence? If we follow Harold Roth and date the Techniques of the Mind 
I to around 300 BCE, and take into account Rudolph Wagner’s suggestion that the texts 
of Guodian contain a mix one might expect to find at the Jixia academy, then it seems the 
Jixia academy may be the origin of this body-state correlation.387 This assertion holds 
                                                
385 Guanzi 13.1/95/25-26. 
386 Guanzi 13.1/96/9. 
387 Roth, Original Tao, 27; Sarah Allan and Crispin Williams eds., The Guodian Laozi: 
Proceedings of the International Conference, Dartmouth College, May 1998 (Berkeley: Society 
for the Study of Early China and Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 2000), 
182. 
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additional credibility because the phrases dealing with the dynamic of state and self noted 
above also follow a vector originating in Jixia with Xunzi. 
 The central focus of the historical transmission of models of body-state 
correspondence relies on the primacy of the bodily-self over anything else. Without a 
body, the ruler has nothing, and thus practices for longevity and spiritual power are the 
basis of everything. This principle manifests in a variety of forms, but the strongest 
example appears in the Lüshi Chunqiu. In the “Guisheng” Ї˲ (Valuing Life) chapter, 
one finds different examples of people valuing life over power or state, including those of 
Prince Sou ˦īǻ and Yan He ҎѢ.388 Follow these, the text states: 
Thus, it is said, “One uses the Truth of the Way to support the bodily-self, [then] 
uses its fringe leftovers to deal with the state, and uses its dirty twine to control all 
under Heaven.” From this perspective, the accomplishments of a sovereign or 
king are extracurricular affairs for a sage. They are not the way which one uses to 
completing the body and nurturing life.389  
 
This passage presents what one might call a Yang Zhu sort of argument because of the 
extreme priority given to the bodily-self. However, as mentioned above, this perspective 
understands the bodily-self as a basic requirement for the very existence of the state and 
thus it must have priority. Beyond this, while this passage may still seem “selfish,” the 
underlying logic of focusing on the body results from it as the connection point to the 
Way. Only after one has engaged with the Way in the body, can one even try to affect 
society. This logic quite likely arises from the connection to the Way experienced during 
                                                
388 For a translation of these passages, see Lü Buwei, The Annals of Lu Buwei, trans. by John 
Knoblock and Jeffrey K. Riegel (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2000), 80; Lüshi 
chunqiu 2.2/7/8-11. 
389 For an alternative translation of this passage, see Knoblock and Riegel, The Annals of Lu 
Buwei, 82; Lüshi chunqiu 2.2/8/3. 
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inner cultivation and the exploration of the body with the mind.390 Considering the Way 
as residing in the body not only makes the body the focus of activity, but it becomes the 
source of order, and this parallel of body and state goes beyond metaphor into direct 
governing through impulse response. 
 
3. Ruling with the Bodily-Self 
Aside from metaphoric usages of the body and state, there exists another 
important trend leading to Heshanggong’s conception of body and state correspondence; 
it involves the direct causality where the zhi (regulating) of shen (body/self) results in an 
ordered state (zhiguo). By regulating oneself, other things become regulated as well. This 
line of thought also includes two sides: the more sociological side that emphasizes shen 
more as “self” that needs cultivation (xiu Q) for moral behavior to then affect society, 
and the more inner cultivation side (more connected to zhishen ʒК), focused on gnosis 
and longevity through the medium of refined qi, which also subtly affects the state.   
A basic manifestation of the sociological form involves extension of self- 
development in concentric rings. One cultivates oneself; one affects one’s family; one’s 
family then affects the state. This is often considered a Confucian system of thought 
found most clearly in The Great Learning. There it explains that xiushen QК 
                                                
390 One finds this same story in the Zhuangzi, repeated nearly word for word, but the important 
phrase chishen ǱК “support the bodily-self” becomes zhishen ʒК “regulate the bodily-self.” 
See Zhuangzi 28/82/14-24. 
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(cultivating the self) is the root of regulating government, because of this progression of 
influence.391  
In addition to the Great Learning, the Zhongyong has a potentially more mystical 
variation of this concept. It gives a progression that goes from cultivating the self to 
serving family to knowing others and to knowing Heaven. The way this passage develops 
potentially signifies that cultivating the self is actually, through extension, equal to 
knowing Heaven, which is to say that to cultivate the self and order the other levels of 
society one needs to know Heaven.392 Whether one connects to the whole universe 
inwardly or outwardly, the unity of levels remains clear. The role of the state is not 
explicit in this text, but it follows a discussion on how good government requires the 
good people whom only a cultivated ruler can attract.  
In this context, the unity of levels provides the basis of good government. Both 
this example and the Great Learning example of body-government correlation focus 
mostly on ethical, spiritual, mental systems where shen К is the abstract self that is 
cultivated (xiu), though the Zhongyong passage takes something of a middle ground. Still, 
they both differ from the other systems that emphasize zhi (regulation), which must more 
closely relate to the inner cultivation, like in Heshanggong, that includes the jingshen 
substances and not just moral behavior. One might even describe this distinction as yang 
mode aimed at clarifying divisions contrasted with yin mode aimed at increasing jingshen. 
The emergence of this latter sense of body and state connection appears in the 
early Han medical writings, another passage in the Lüshi chunqiu, the Outer Chapters of 
                                                
391 Liji 43.1/164/25-29. 
392 Liji 32.14/144/25-28. 
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Zhuangzi, and the Hanfeizi “Jie Lao” chapter. One could argue that this particular type of 
cultivation emerged from combining the inner cultivation of the Xinshu shang and the 
more political side seen in the Daodejing, which likely happened in or around the Jixia 
community of scholars. The more substance-focused model also appears in the more 
medically-minded literature that occupies the gray area between medicine, cultivation, 
and politics.  
The Lüshi chunqiu chapter called “Placing the Self First” provides a fine example 
parallel language of zhishen and zhiguo used to depict yangsheng practice combined with 
governance. The clarity of the connection in this passage has even led the scholar of early 
Chinese medicine Donald Harper to offers this chapter as proof for a ubiquitous emphasis 
on zhishen self-cultivation as the key to ordering the world during the late Warring State 
and early Han.393 While Harper correctly identifies the popularity of this language, it 
mostly appears in specific strands of thought and practice. 
As in early uses of the body-state parallel, the body takes priority in this chapter. 
In response to a question on how to seize the world, the interlocutor in this story, Yi Yin 
7ş, says to his ruler that the body must first be seized. He explains how by regulating 
one’s body with breathing exercise that involve jing and qi one can attain longevity and 
become a zhenren.394 He continues:  
In ancient times, the sage-kings perfected their bodily-selves and the empire was 
perfected. They regulated their bodily-selves and the empire was regulated. Thus, 
a beautiful echo does not come from an echo but from a sound, and a beautiful 
                                                
393 Harper, Early Chinese Medical Literature, 146. 
394 Lüshi chunqiu 3.3/13/24-26. For an alternative translation, see The Annals of Lu Buwei, 102. 
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shadow does not come from a shadow but from a form. Dealing with empire does 
not come out of the empire but from the bodily-self.395  
 
This directly explicates that zhishen and zhiguo are not just conceptually parallel, but that 
one must zhishen to zhiguo. The text then proceeds to expound the analogies of working 
on sound to fix the echo or the form to fix shadow.396 This implies that by working on the 
body one affects the fundamental level of reality: “As a general principle, the root of all 
endeavors rests in the necessity of first regulating your bodily-self.”397 This reminds of 
the Great Learning, yet from within the context of breath exercises and meditation aimed 
at longevity and becoming a “True Person” (zhenren)  
The priority of zhishen over zhiguo appears in a few more stories in the Lüshi 
Chunqiu. Chapter 17, “Holding the One” Zhiyi ÿ has the most significant example.398 
The importance of the One and how it relates to the practices at the base of the body state 
analogy cannot be overstated. As mentioned previously, this vision of cosmic unity that 
connects to a single order realized internally through meditation explains much of the 
origin of the body-state relation. The following passage does not make the connection of 
the One and regulating the body to regulate the state, but implies this by its placement in 
the “Holding the One” chapter.   
The King of Chu asked Zhan He about dealing with the state. Zhan He answered 
saying, “I have heard of dealing with the bodily-self but I have not heard about 
dealing with the state.” How could Zhan He actually think one could not deal with 
                                                
395 Lüshi chunqiu 3.3/14/1-2. 
396  Heshanggong uses this type of reasoning that uses the echo and shadow to explain how the all 
things respond to the Way (Ch. 52), and how subordinates should respond to properly cultivated 
superiors (Ch. 54).  
397 Lüshi chunqiu 3.3/13/25. 
398 The title of the chapter “Holding the One” stands as a prelude to the importance of guarding 
the One (shouyi) later in Huainanzi and Heshanggong. 
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the state? What he meant was the root of dealing with the state resides in dealing 
with the bodily-self. When the bodily-self is dealt with, the family is dealt with; 
when the family is dealt with, the state is dealt with, when the state is dealt with, 
the world is dealt with. Thus it is said, “Use the bodily-self to deal with the family, 
the family to deal with the state, the state to deal with the world.” These four hold 
different positions but have the same root. Thus, the affairs of the sage when 
viewed in their breadth reach the end of time and space and go beyond the sun 
and moon. However, when viewed in their essence they do not leave the bounds 
of his body.399  
 
 
This passage most significantly connects the priority of the self to how the sage governs 
with cosmic influence. It implies the idea of unity or totality that reside in the power 
contained in the body. Through connecting to the Way in the body, one connects to all 
things. Thus, when applied to the ruler, inner cultivation provides the way to properly 
rule and establishes the relation of body and state. 400 This is a more causal and substance 
based vision of this relationship, but one that still reminds of the Great Learning 
conception of expanding cultivation, and the many concentric rings of society in chapter 
54 of the Laozi.401 
The importance of chapter 54 of the Laozi to this tradition of zhishen and zhiguo 
also surfaces in Hanfeizi’s “Jie Lao” commentary. In his reading of the passage, he shifts 
                                                
399 Lüshi chunqiu 17.8/107/18-21. 
400 The saying that begins this story also appears in the Huainanzi with an important change. The 
terms used to describe the body and state change from ˆó (dealing with the state) and ˆК 
(dealing with the body) to ʒó and ʒК. This could indicate a growth in prominence of this 
terminology or a greater clarification of what sort of cultivation should be involved to create this 
effect. See Huainanzi 12/109/26-30, 14/133/5. 
401 Qian Mu, who posited Zhan He might be Laozi, did not miss this similarity. This theory also 
relies on the similarity of the word Zhan and one of Laozi’s names Dan. Though Qian Mu’s 
assertion remains quite speculative, it possibility points to the fluidity of the names of a master 
associated with the early Daoist tradition, like Lao Dan, Laozi, etc., and if we can claim this for 
Zhan He it would confirm the body-state tradition, transmitted from Jixia to Qin and the Lüshi 
Chunqiu, a Daoist line of thought. See Qian Mu ѕ̶, Xian Qin zhuzi xinian f̱Ϩīͪƅ 
(Hong Kong Ҟʪ: Xianggang da xue chu ban she Ҟʪēĵ˔̡, 1956), 202–226. 
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the language of the original that uses xiu Q for cultivating the Way in the body, family, 
village, state, and empire shifts toward zhi ʒ (regulate).402 Thus, instead of just have 
zhishen to zhiguo, one finds many parallel levels of regulation. This cultivation ultimately 
generates de ƶ (virtue), though the key for Hanfeizi is how the virtue of the body 
(jingshen ͏̥) provides refined perception that allows one to fully observe the nuances 
of the empire and distinguish between superior and inferior people.403 This discussion 
definitely involves substance cultivation, though the focus is less on longevity and more 
on the political benefits. 
A final case of this more substance focused zhishen comes from the medical 
literature. In one of the Mawangdui texts called “Ten Questions,” Yu the Great has a 
question for an unattested figure Teacher Gui Ƃ̅. He asks about how to regain his 
health so he could regulate his household after his famous feat of taming the floods. Gui 
says, “As a rule, the mainstay for [regulating] (zhi) government must begin from the 
body.” 404  He then advises him to use exercises, meditation, and herbs. When he regained 
his health, his virility also returned. This allows him to physically satisfy his wife and 
thus pacify his home.405  
This passage provides an intriguing reference to regulating the state by first 
beginning with the body, even though the characters never directly discuss that larger 
                                                
402 Hanfeizi does not use the exact pair zhishen and zhiguo, instead using zhibang ʒп. This 
variation likely results from issues of textual transmission and how the received Hanfeizi texts 
were not altered to avoid Han Gaozu’s name taboo. 
403 Hanfeizi 20/41/25-30. 
404 Harper translates zhi here as “ordering.” Harper, Early Chinese Medical Literature, 404. 
405 Ibid.   
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topic. Regulating the state should include fixing the flood, but if this is what Gui is 
referring to, Yu obviously was a foolish ruler. This implies that regulating the state by 
regulating the body was some sort of catch phrase that could go beyond just serious 
political discussion and overlapped with the traditions of bedroom arts as well. Here we 
again see the multiple levels of ordering that result from a healthy and vital body, which 
here appears to be quite a practical matter.  
These different examples reveal the wide range of methods and philosophical 
frameworks where the cultivation or regulation of shen held significant importance in 
dealing with society, the state, and the world at large. They show that, contrary to Alan 
Chan’s assertion, Heshanggong was not so unique in the use of zhishen in relation to 
zhiguo.406 Actually, his vision built on many earlier traditions of body-state correlation to 
construct a syncretic conception. His system of relating the body and state is one of the 
most encompassing and complex of all, due to its inclusivist cosmological framework 
and conception of regulation. 
 
4. The Body and State are the Same 
 There are two comments in Heshanggong that explicitly equate the body and state. 
Most simply the body and state are associated because the “Sage regulates the state like 
                                                
406 Chan certainly does not mistake the importance of the zhishen and zhiguo language in the 
Heshanggong or its later historical influence. The commentary overflows with this terminology, 
especially when compared to the rare and scattered appearances in earlier texts. Chan, Two 
Visions of the Way, 133. 
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he regulates his bodily-self” (ch. 3).407 These two are not metaphors for each other, but 
should be “regulated” in parallel, and both reach perfection through the yin mode of the 
Way. This is the implication of the chapter 59 phrase “the body is the same as the state.”  
 That line comes with a larger discussion where the commentator displays some 
creative readings: 
If one possesses the mother of the state, then one can be long-
lasting and enduring. 
The state is the same as the body. “The mother” means ‘the Way.’  If one can 
protect the Way that exists within one’s bodily-self, not exhausting the essence 
and qi, and not making the five spirits suffer, then one can be long-lasting and 
enduring. 
 
This key statement is a special gloss of state with body. Normally, the commentator’s 
glosses take the simple form of  “this word means this other word,” but here he makes a 
stronger statement. “State” in the text can be read as “body.” They exist as 
interchangeable categories, at least in relation to the Way. The relationship of the mother 
Way (yin mode) and its child the One/virtue/original qi (yang substance) remains the key 
parallel of body and state. Though the substance of these two levels of existence varies, 
the key to their survival (maintenance of unity) relies on both the same mode (regulation 
through yin mode) and the proper amount of the unifying yang substance—the One.408  
                                                
407 This exact line appears in the Lunheng. Similar language also appears in Ge Hong’s writings, 
as he references the parallel of zhishen ʒК and zhiguo ʒó (Regulating the body and the state) 
in three separate places. Sima Chengzhen purportedly uses the phrase ó˞К, in response to 
the emperor’s question about the relationship of lishen ˬК and liguo ˬó (the same two 
phrases where li replaces zhi because of Taboo name of Tang Gaozong). Ge Hong δʜ, Baopuzi 
Neipian Jiaoshi ǰɅīl͌ɕь, ed. Wang Ming ˦ȣ, 2nd edition., Xinbian Zhuzi Jicheng Ȗ
ͧϨīѴǣ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju ήȵš, 1985), 148, 259, 326; Lunheng 29/136/28-29; 
Zizhi Tongjian, 210.6670;  Jiu Tang Shu, 192.5128.  
408 The substance level of this correlation also exists as will be explored in the following chapter. 
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The importance of this parallel modality emerges from Heshanggong’s repeated 
commentarial style that glosses a single Daodejing passage with details about how this 
applies to zhishen and also to zhiguo. This sort of commentary occurs numerous times 
and can emphasize the unity of these two activities or just give parallel readings of how 
the Daodejing passage pertains to each object of regulation. 
Chapter 35 explains the integrated effects of these two practices:  
Yet use it and it is not consumed. 
“Consumed” means ‘exhausted.’ Thus, this states that if one uses the Way to 
regulate the state, then the state will be rich and the people prosperous. If one uses 
it to regulate the bodily-self, then one’s lifespan will be extended without end. 
 
This passage elucidates that using the Way properly regulates and supports both the body 
and the state. The key parallel for both body and state is that yin mode (the Way) leads to 
the unity of yang substance (health in the body and prosperity in the society).409 In the 
story of Zhan He, the priority and method to connect to the Way come from the body, 
though Heshanggong emphasizes unity of cosmic principle.410 
 As a few examples of the unity in the parallels have already been given above, 
examining a few others will help complete our understanding of this connection, and 
Heshanggong’s specific conceptualization of regulating the body and state. The first case 
gives parallel interpretations that do not causally relate the regulation of the state with the 
regulation of the body. Most striking here is the rare example of the body described 
metaphorically like the state.  
                                                
409 Chapter 43 also confirms this saying, “Rarely can he attain the level where he regulates his 
body and regulates his state through the non-action of the Way.” 
410 Chapter 64 promotes this sense of prioritizing the body over the state. “Others study 
regulating the world, while the Sage studies regulating his bodily-self and preserving the Way’s 
Truth.” 
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Then fleet-footed horses are used for their manure. 
“Manure” means ‘to fertilize the fields.’ In regulating the state, when weapons 
and armor are not used, then the fleet-footed horses are used to fertilize farmers’ 
fields. In regulating the bodily-self, use the yang essence to fertilize the bodily-
self. 
 
This comes from a chapter on non-aggression, a political posture closely tied to non-
action, emptiness, and securing the One. In reference to the state, this comment basically 
expands on the original text’s literal meaning. The interpretation that relates to passage to 
the body yields a more thought-provoking idea. Heshanggong connects fertilizing to the 
body, as though the body were a field to be cultivated through regulation.411 
 Aside from fertilizing, following and imitating the Way creates other parallels 
between the body and state. One of them has to do with secrecy, for the Way is hidden in 
its power, and powerful because it is hidden (ch. 51). 
The advantageous tools of the state cannot be displayed to 
the people. 
“Advantageous tools” refer to the way of power. The power of regulating the state 
cannot be revealed to the ministers who handle governmental affairs. The way of 
regulating the body-self cannot be revealed to inappropriate people. (ch. 36)  
 
This shows an influence of particular type of wuwei Roger Ames identified with legalism 
and syncretic Daoism, where wuwei involves hiding the means of power.412 It also 
                                                
411 That Heshanggong has yang essence fertilizing the body appears somewhat unexpectedly 
because generally in the arts of body cultivation adepts consider yin essence the most important, 
but it may just refer to yang qi generally. Based on Donald Harper’s research on the Mawangdui 
medical texts, many of the early body cultivation texts were devoted to sexual cultivation as the 
highest form, and it was the “yin” organs that were central to these methods. Harper, Early 
Chinese Medical Literature, 135–42. 
412 In his analysis of The Art of Rulership, Ames deals with the many types of wuwei that exits in 
the various schools. For The Art of Rulership he sees a mixing of different types wuwei and so he 
calls it a synthesis of Confucian, Daoist and Legalist thought. This is similar to Roth applying 
Graham’s term syncretic Daoism to Huainanzi, and Neiye, with the distinguishing character of 
applying cultivation to ruling and a mix of Confucian and Legalist thought. In this case the 
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clarifies that Heshanggong is not advocating running a state solely from within the sage’s 
body, but also involving some sort of structure similar to how the Xinshu shang describes 
the officials as a way to extend and manifest the ruler’s virtue and non-action.413 On the 
body side of things, the hidden quality of the Way manifests as the pervasive attitude 
among the body cultivators to hide their techniques.414 Even within these parallels that 
seem stretched thin, the underlying cosmology of unity in Way keep pulling the body and 
state back together.  
 For Heshanggong, the yang substance of the One unifies on multiple levels. 
Though it is the source for unity of individual things on the micro level, it is also the 
source for greater levels of unity, especially the total unity of all things encompassed by 
the Way. The One as unity is quite important for understanding the dynamic of how 
regulating the body and the state creates individual unities and also brings these two into 
a greater unity. 
 In support of the importance of unity in Heshanggong, Alan Chan noticed an 
informative parallel in chapter 60. It relates rebellion and chaos (luan ) in the case of 
regulating the state with dispersion (san ȋ) of essence in the case of regulating the 
                                                
concept of different types of wuwei that Ames indicates for Huainanzi help clarify how not 
displaying power relates to the other ideas of body regulation and state regulation. This reading of 
wuwei also fits the causal model where yin mode results in yang substance, as being hidden (yin) 
becomes a prerequisite for power (yang). See Roger T. Ames, The Art of Rulership: A Study of 
Ancient Chinese Political Thought (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994), 53; 
Roth, Original Tao, 8. 
413 The nature of this structure is the topic of the following chapter. 
414 Harper, Early Chinese Medical Literature, 55-57. 
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body.415 Chan does not connect this with the idea of the One and its role in unity, but this 
is clear from the comment. 
Regulating a great state is like cooking small seafood. 
 “Seafood” is a fish. When cooking a small fish one does not remove the 
intestines and scales, or dare poke at it for fear it will come apart. If the regulation 
of the state is overwrought, then the subordinates will rebel. If the regulation of 
the bodily-self is agitated, then the essence is dispersed. (Ch. 60) 
 
In both cases, the goal of regulation is best explained as maintaining and promoting unity 
of substance (yang) represented by the analogy of the small fish. Poking can be glossed 
as a type of yang mode that actively tries to force change, but results in destruction. Any 
type of yang mode leads to division and loss of unity. Such remains true in the body 
where desire leads to a dispersion of one’s vital substances and problematic leadership 
fractures the bonds of society and lead to chaos.   
 This parallel speaks to the single cosmic order of all things, a cosmic order 
divided into two functional modes and two types of basic substances. This integrated 
worldview allows Heshanggong to combine the different usages of the body-state 
correlation: metaphor, body as priority over the state, parallel cultivation principles, and 
body to directly affect the state. All of these are historically antecedent to Heshanggong, 
but he places extra emphasis on the connection of these two levels of existence in 
combining this range of meaning. This may be why he is often cited as the earliest and 
most important example of this “Daoist” model.416 
 
                                                
415 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 147-8. 
416 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 133; Schipper, The Taoist Body, 191; Kohn, “Taoist Visions of 
the Body,” 233. 
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Conclusion 
Speaking generally, there is something gripping about body-state correlation that 
makes politics personal and securing-the-self statecraft. Yet, the elegance of this theory 
does not fully explain its popularity. From the earliest example on down to the fleshed 
out theories of Heshanggong, the body-state correlation serves as a focal point for the 
syncretism of Early Daoism. This concept allows the extension of the personal practices 
of holding the One (connecting with the Way), to the political realm, both practically and 
theoretically. It also allows for the incorporation of the conceptions of social relation and 
connection of human communities more prevalent in Confucianism. The body-state 
correlation stands as one of the paradigmatic correlations that speak to a similarity of the 
inner and outer worlds. While deep connections throughout the world become the basis 
for all later systems of correlation, like the five phases, the body state correlation reminds 
that order of the Way and its the variations of yin and yang mode may have been first 
experienced in the body through cultivation induced experiences, and then extended out 
to the world.  
 By inferring principles of society from experiences in the body, this model of 
correlation allows for both integration and diversity. The individual self remains central 
to the worldview, but all those bodies become included in the larger body of society. This 
is not like Hobbes’ Leviathan that is a giant machine made of machine men, because the 
individuals are both discrete and connected by the underlying yang substance of the 
world. The next chapter will further explore the commentator’s vision of the larger body 
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of the state as both united and divided, fervently hierarchical while offering space for the 
natural creative plurality of life. 
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Chapter 7: Conception of State and Society  
 
 
Heshanggong spends scant space on describing the nature of the government and 
social order. He remains far more concerned with the techniques of governance than the 
structure of the state, a stance betrayed by his body-state correlation’s emphasis on 
methods of regulation (zhi). In many ways, he takes the content and structure as given; he 
follows the model of the Han government. As we shall see in the next chapter, he does 
not wish to engage in social engineering and so does not suggest alternative 
governmental models, but instead focuses on explaining his sense of the body and how an 
understanding of its functioning applies to specific issues at the social level.  
While the structure of the social political order does not appear in detail, one can 
extrapolate a few insights from Heshanggong’s hints and the parallelism with the body. 
This process leads to a vision of the different elements of society as substance, which not 
only reflects the basic cosmology, but also explains what it means to seek and increase 
yang substance in the state. Though the unity of yang remains the goal, this teaching does 
not propose key changes to structure. The focus remains on the yin mode that allows the 
dual emphasis on unity and diffuse power instead of total centralized conformity. This 
tension of one and many emerges from the less coercive approach of yin mode and 
conveys a vision of the state as neither monolithic nor monistic.  
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1. The State as Hierarchy? 
 As in the body, the basic nature of Heshanggong’s society is a hierarchy of yang 
over yin substances. In the context of the Han, this basic aspect of social order attained a 
naturalized status to the point of being inevitable.417 That being said, in the study of 
Daoism one finds many debates over the Daodejing’s ideal government. One of the 
common trends involves reading the classic as advocating either anarchy or an almost 
pre-civilization form of egalitarianism.418 The opposite reading is that the text is actually 
much more of a legalist work that promotes the manipulation of the masses by a sly 
authoritarian government.419 Heshanggong offers a different reading, which affirms 
hierarchy while rejecting authoritarianism.  
                                                
417 This is also in line with LaFargue’s view that the originators of the Laozi were shi ċ, or 
midlevel advisors, who like everyone else during the Warring states did not attempt to change the 
hierarchy system, but simply sought to promote their methods of rulership within that structure. 
Michael LaFargue, The Tao of the Tao Te Ching (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1992), 193–94. 
418 Graham, for one, argues that even the “Primitivist” section in the Zhuangzi does not 
completely reject the notion of the ruler. In the case of Laozi, while the ruler uses ziran and 
wuwei to in governance, the structure of society remains. Schwartz finds a tension between the 
nearly anarchic ideal of the Daodejing and its emphasis on the key role of the ruler generating 
and maintaining that “anarchy.” Needham suggests a strongly Primativist and Collectivist vision 
of the idea Daoist world. Wing-tsit Chan notes he does so in following modern Communist 
readings of the text by writers like Hou Wailu, and summarily rejects this approach. See Frederic 
L. Bender, “Taoism and Western Anarchism,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy 10, no. 1 (1983): 
5–26; Roger T. Ames, “Is Political Taoism Anarchism?,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy 10, no. 
1 (1983): 27–47; David L. Hall, “The Metaphysics of Anarchism,” Journal of Chinese 
Philosophy 10, no. 1 (1983): 49–63; John P. Clark, “On Taoism and Politics,” Journal of Chinese 
Philosophy 10, no. 1 (1983): 65–87; Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 302–311; Needham, Science 
and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 113–14; Chan, The Way of Lao 
Tzu, 14; Hou Wailu Jđƌ, Du Guoxiang ɋñƑ, and Zhao Jibin ЏͬƩ, Zhongguo sixiang 
tongshi ñǂǕвÅ, vol. 1 (Beijing (: Renmin chubanshe *ʀ˔̡, 1957), 278–90; 
Benjamin I. Schwartz, The World of Thought in Ancient China, 210–13. 
419 Creel argues that the Daodejing is very much a Legalist text influenced by Shen Buhai’s sense 
of wuwei. He admits a mystical aspect of the classic, while also suggesting a purposive message 
on methods of political and personal domination. Hongkyung Kim theorizes Laozi as a primarily 
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The key evidence that Daoism promotes a return to pre-civilization comes from 
passages in the Daodejing that valorize an earlier and simpler time. Actually, Daoists and 
Confucians both idealize earlier times, though the Daoists look farther back into history. 
Heshanggong expounds this reading of Daoism which rejects the cultural developments 
of the Sages in chapter 19: 
Reject the Sages, 
Reject the Sages’ arbitrary creations by returning to the beginning and preserving 
the original. The Five Thearchs drew symbols, and Cang Jie created writing. They 
cannot compare with the Three August Ones who tied knots and had no patterns 
of writing. 
 
Here the implication is that the sages’ creation of cultural forms, of civilization itself, 
involves a loss of the “original” pure human state and therefore ideally should be 
discarded. This is exactly the reading of the Daodejing put forward by Benjamin 
Schwartz who argued that the first breach of humans and the Dao arose from the 
distinctions that lay at the foundation of civilization.420 Joseph Needham similarly asserts, 
albeit with a more Marxist angle, that the Daoist vision of early utopian society predated 
private property and class distinctions. He goes so far as to suggest the Daoist emphasis 
on feminine values (what here is termed yin mode) references the matriarchal tribal 
equality noted in Engels’ theory of primitive communism.421  
                                                
syncretic political text developed in the Qin kingdom. While he does not solely claim the text as 
authoritarian, his view certainly precludes it from being anarchistic. See Herrlee G Creel, Shen 
Pu-Hai: A Chinese Political Philosopher of the Fourth Century B.C. (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago 
Press, 1974), 193; Creel, What Is Taoism?, 37–47; Hongkyung Kim, Laozi, The Old Master: A 
Syncretic Reading of the Laozi from the Mawangdui Text A Onward (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 2012), 11–13. 
420 Schwartz, The World of Thought in Ancient China, 207–208. 
421 Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 104–105. 
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Variations of these readings come from Robert Henricks and A. C. Graham. 
Henricks, in the introduction to his Mawangdui-based Daodejing translation cites chapter 
80 on the Daoist Utopia. He depicts it as a society of small self-sufficient villages with 
little or no central authority.422 This does not necessarily mean no hierarchy or private 
property existed, but that the scale of social groups remained limited. Graham offers 
perhaps a more historically nuanced reading of this problem in identifying the Shennong 
utopian ideal. He argues that a specific intellectual tradition valorized agricultural work 
for all, even including the ruler. The records of this village-centric model appear in the 
Huainanzi, Zhuangzi, and the Daodejing. He also cites chapter 80 as one example of the 
small village model. He connects this school of thought to the debate over centralized 
power of separated fiefdoms, one that continued into the Han and that even Heshanggong 
cursorily addresses.423  
Shennong falls on the side of the isolated self-sufficient camp, which Graham 
identifies as anarchic. In this “anarchy” people function according to custom, mutual trust, 
and a relatable sense of the leader instead of coercive laws.424 Graham goes on to cite the 
Book of Lord Shang, which comments that Shennong ruled without punishments or 
administrations, but that now times have changed and the Yellow Emperor had to 
institute hierarchies like ruler and minister, husband and wife, superior and inferior.425 
                                                
422 Robert G. Henricks, Lao-Tzu: Te-Tao Ching: A New Translation Based on the Recently 
Discovered Ma-Wang-Tui Texts (New York: Ballantine Books, 1989), 1. 
423 Details about this debate over centralized and decentralized power follow below. See Graham, 
Disputers of the Tao, 66–70. 
424 Ibid., 67–70. 
425  Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 73. 
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The Daodejing supposedly argues against this shift, yet in Heshanggong one finds a 
different reading. 
While not an egalitarian or anarchist, Heshanggong does not promote the 
Daodejing as an authoritarian or utilitarian model for government either. In this sense, he 
disagrees with a common Neo-Confucian criticism of the classic, but also modern 
readings by scholars like Creel. Cheng Yi, for example, blamed Laozi for inspiring the 
treachery and the later oppressive teachings of Shen Buhai and Hanfeizi. Zhu Xi similarly 
complained that by seeking to avoid confrontations Laozi lived as a selfish and lazy 
person who tricked others into others doing his work.426 In this sense, Cheng and Zhu 
suggest the teachings of Laozi do not seek egalitarianism or removal of power structures, 
but promote manipulating hierarchy for personal gain, just like the “evil” Legalists he 
inspired.  
Creel, coming from a less polemical angle, similarly sees the prominence of 
political machinations in the Daodejing. He terms this “Purposive Daoism” in contrast to 
the “Contemplative Daoism” he finds in the “anarchic” or apolitical Zhuangzi.427 Creel 
following a slightly different chronology than Cheng and Zhu, asserting that Shen Buhai 
influenced the conception of wuwei in the Daodejing, representing a political approach 
where the ruler does nothing and the ministers everything.428 Furthermore, Creel cites 
chapter 3, where the text propounds the Sage’s method of emptying minds, filling bellies, 
                                                
426 Chan, “Chu Hsi’s Appraisal of Lao Tzu,” 132–33. 
427 Creel, What Is Taoism?, 4–6. 
428 Ibid., 70. 
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weakening wills, and strengthening bones.429 This he argues seeks to advance the 
“regimentation,” the social divisions, of the Legalists’ approach to power and control.430  
Thus, Creel does not interpret the Daodejing as offering an anti-Legalist or anti-
hierarchical teaching, but as proposing an effective system of social control.  
 Heshanggong neither rejects all hierarchy nor seeks manipulation for individual 
power, attempting to both hold to the ideals of a small community and allow for the 
existence of the imperial structure. In so doing, he asserts a mixture of independence and 
unity, both recognizing the reality of hierarchy while also attempting to diminish its 
dangers to all.  
 At its most basic, Heshanggong’s vision of hierarchy involves a superior position 
for of the ruler, the figure who occupies a central place in Heshanggong’s vision of the 
social and political body. The ruler’s status contrasts with his ministers, the feudal lords, 
and the people, so understanding these relationships will reveal the basic conception of 
the political structure. Yet, before broaching this topic, a clarification about the place of 
the ruler in the commentary is required. 
 
                                                
429 Cole offers an even more critical reading of this passage. He argues that the message is about 
domination and control of the desires of the Other, and suggests the bodies are strengthened for 
labor and the minds weakened to prevent political involvement. At least in the case of 
Heshanggong, the ruler does not seek to dominate the workers, but actually uses yin mode to 
avoid disturbing their self-sufficient agricultural production. See Alan K.L. Cole, “Simplicity for 
the Sophisticated: Rereading the Daode Jing for the Polemics of Ease and Innocence,” History of 
Religions 46, no. 1 (August 1, 2006): 36. 
430 Creel, What Is Taoism?, 77. 
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2. The Roles of Yang Superiors and Yin Inferiors 
The exact role of the ruler in Heshanggong remains debatable. Specifically, there 
is some question as to whether the commentary imagines a sole audience of the emperor, 
addresses other power holders, or provides a teaching for everyone.431 Alan Chan argues, 
“The teaching is aimed at the ruler and the ruler alone.”432 He contends that in the 
commentary the ruler’s and ministers’ roles are not exchangeable, and the teachings only 
apply to the former. If this is the case, then it results in a stronger sense of hierarchy and 
exclusivity for the ruler. This reading bears heavily on the ideal of yin mode and how 
wuwei can operate in government. 
Chan correctly identifies the importance of the ruler in the commentary,433 listing 
multiple instances where the comments infuse the topic of the ruler into previously 
neutral lines.434 Chan also cites chapters 64 and 65 that gloss lines with the parallel 
zhishen and zhiguo as evidence for the primacy of the ruler. In these cases, especially 
chapter 65, the topic is clearly rulership. The more crucial issue centers on the 
relationship of zhishen and zhiguo. As discussed in the last chapter, the first is a 
prerequisite for the second. What remains uncertain is if the first is only for people who 
                                                
431 Bokenkamp agues that Wang Bi and Heshanggong expanded the original audience of the 
Daodejing from the ruler to lower level officials. He further suggests that the Xiang’er 
commentary presents the first fully universalized reading of the Daodejing, going beyond the 
earlier interpretations to apply the teachings to everyone. See Bokenkamp, Early Daoist 
Scriptures, 3, 38. 
432 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 136. 
433 Different terms for “ruler” appear throughout the commentary: jun Ñ 38 times renjun, *Ñ 
19, zhu  10, renzhu * 8, wang ˦ 8, tianzi Ĕīonly 1 or 3 times (depending on the edition). 
These two variants appear in passages where the tianzi cannot employ the man of the Way 
(daoren ж*), which clearly implies that the man of the Way is not always the ruler. 
434 Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 136. 
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are involved in the second. That is to say, if normal people regulated their body, would 
they then become deserving of rulership? Is this teaching for all or for a few? This really 
drives to the question of the individual and the group. 
The argument for the ruler as sole audience does not hold up under close scrutiny. 
While some comments insert the ruler into unrelated passages, others read lines 
ostensibly about governance as instruction for body cultivation. In these cases, one could 
argue that Heshanggong deemphasizes the importance of state regulation and expands the 
meaning of the original text to a broader readership.435  
The issue is not whether the ruler is the main intended audience, something 
undisputable, but if it is exclusive to him. The repeated parallels of body and state could 
simply be an approach to instructing the ruler that relies on his desire for longevity and 
even immortality as rhetorical leverage. Yet, in chapter 31 this parallel does not appear as 
causal, suggesting cultivation goes beyond governance, and the teachings of the Way 
address more than the ruler does. There, following a Daodejing critique of the ruler 
deploying armies, the commentary does not propose the ruler change his policy; instead, 
it says, “The people who possess the Way do not remain in their states.” Here 
Heshanggong follows Laozi in his distain for militarized states, but the comment 
emphasizes that one should leave such states. A ruler would never depart his state 
because of an active military. Instead, he could just withdraw the troops himself. 
Therefore, this passage confirms that Heshanggong does not solely present teachings for 
                                                
435 Chapter 10 glosses “Cherish the common people to regulate the state” for both the body and 
the state. Chapter 26 takes two lines about the ruler and his minister and analyzes for both state 
and body. Chapter 59, cited in the last chapter, glosses the state for the body.  
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the ruler. This distinction affects the overall sense of the commentator’s societal and 
communal vision. For if he were only considering a top down approach, with a single 
pivot, then the place of diversity, and the role of yin and yang mode within that diversity, 
would change. 
 An even more powerful argument comes from chapter 54. There, following the 
Daodejing’s lead, Heshanggong communicates that the Way can be cultivated at all 
levels of society:  
Cultivating it in the bodily-self, only then is virtue True. 
When cultivating the Way in one’s bodily-self one cherishes the qi, nourishes the 
spirits. This increases longevity and extends one’s lifespan. If one’s virtue is thus, 
only then does one become a True Person. 
Cultivating it in the home, only then is virtue in excess. 
By cultivating the Way in the home then the father is compassionate and the son 
filial, the older brother friendly and the younger obedient, the husband faithful 
and the wife chaste. If virtue is thus, only then is there excess prosperity to extend 
to future generations of descendents. 
Cultivating it in the village, only then is virtue far reaching. 
By cultivating the Way in the village then people will honor and respect the elders, 
cherish and nurture the young, and teach the ignorant. If virtue is thus, only then 
are there none to which its protection does not extend. 
Cultivating it in the state, only then is virtue abundant. 
By cultivating the Way in the state then the lord will be trustworthy and the 
ministers loyal, benevolence and righteousness will arise on their own, ritual and 
music will flourish on their own, and the government will be peaceful and selfless. 
If virtue is thus, only then is there great abundance. 
Cultivating it in the empire, only then is virtue pervasive. 
When the ruler cultivates the Way in the empire, he does not speak and yet causes 
transformation, does not teach yet still regulates, and the subordinates respond to 
their superiors like shadows or echoes. If virtue is thus, only then can it spread 
everywhere.436 
                                                
436 It may be unfair to include this example to support the non-exclusive teaching of techniques of 
zhishen, as the passage uses xiu Q (cultivation) of virtue. This term, in other contexts, especially 
when combined with body shen К as “self,” relates more to Confucian-style moral training than 
to transformations focused on physical substances. Yet at the end of chapter 34, the compound 
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To unpack the different levels of society discussed in chapter 54 one must consider how 
the different levels of the hierarchy relate. The list reflects a “Confucian” social order 
with the valued binaries of father/son, older brother/younger brother, husband/wife, 
lord/ministers, and superior/subordinate. These are also what Sima Tan identifies as the 
Rujia component of his syncretic Daojia.437 Therefore, from the early Han these social 
distinctions definitively existed as a component of Daoism, if not even earlier. The more 
interesting question, however, is how Heshanggong combines this model with his 
valorization of returning to the undivided One. 
Discussion of these various social and political hierarchies inevitably reverts to 
the topic of yin and yang substances.438 While Heshanggong does not analyze the state as 
                                                
xiuzhi Qʒ appears in reference to modeling the Way. This is clearly a synonym compound 
supporting an argument for the fluidity of these terms in Heshanggong. Furthermore, as 
mentioned in the previous chapter, Hanfeizi’s commentary on this passage uses the term zhi to 
describe the cultivation of virtue in the body, family, village, state, and empire. This is especially 
of note because Hanfeizi also tangentially connects to the body-state tradition that has influenced 
Heshanggong’s reading of the text. For example, Huainanzi connects this passage to the body-
state correlation by citing the first line of ch. 54 as the punch line following the story where Zhan 
He explains the priority of regulating the self. See Hanfeizi 20/41/25-30; Huainanzi 12/109/30.  
437 Shiji 130.3289. 
438 While considering the components of society as substances may sound awkward, one also 
finds hints of this potential reading in Hanfeizi’s commentary on chapter 59. There he explains 
the nature of de for each level of society. Instead of reading this just as Legalist abstract “power” 
like Ivanhoe does, it might also make sense to consider it as concrete substance. Hanfeizi explains 
that de becomes jing essence in people, wealth in families, and human beings at the village, state, 
and imperial levels. All of these types of de require protection from outside disruptions or excess 
activity. Ivanhoe’s take on de in the Hanfeizi rightly rejects it as involving moral cultivation, and 
instead emphasizes Hanfeizi’s message that de is a kind of power accumulated through stillness 
and emptiness. In this sense, we see an early variation somewhat equivalent to yin mode resulting 
in yang substance. I agree with Ivanhoe that Hanfeizi does not promote the need for the ruler to 
have special attainments, but reject that he only pretends to be without desire as a policy of 
deception. At least in the relevant passage in the “Jie Lao,” he explains that external things 
actually disrupt one’s jingshen because they draw the spirit out of the body. This does not sound 
like simple tactics to hide his intentions from the ministers. Instead, this whole passage seems to 
lay out basic principles for society that benefit people in a universal fashion, separate from the 
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painstakingly as he does the body in chapter 6, one can extrapolate much from that 
discussion and his overall sense of cosmology. As we know, Heshanggong’s cosmos is 
hierarchical in terms of both mode and substance. One can debate whether this holds true 
to the original intent of the Daodejing, if such a thing exists, but this reading of the 
classic does not depict an egalitarian model. Instead, one finds in analog to the nature of 
body, a tension filled hybrid of communalism and hierarchy, monism and dualism. 
 The question then becomes not whether Heshanggong promotes anarchy 
(obviously not) or authoritarianism (certainly not). Instead, one asks what special 
mediation allows for his support of both diversity of hierarchical roles and an interest in 
minimizing these differences (just as with the two basic substances of the body).  
One way the more Daoist-minded thinkers in the Han resolved the problem of an 
imperial structure and the ideal of a non-active ruler modeled on a more simple society 
was to limit that “Way” to the ruler. In the Huainanzi “The Ruler’s Technique” one find 
contrast between the ways of rulers and ministers.  
The Way of the ruler is round, revolving and turning endlessly, transforming and 
sustaining, like a spirit, vacant, gliding without apparent purpose, always at the 
rear and never taking the lead. The way of the official is square, discussing 
practicalities and being in the right place. In accomplishing tasks, he is the first to 
take the lead. Guarding his store of knowledge and parceling out his insight, he 
thereby establishes his success. Therefore, when the ruler and [his] officials 
follow different Ways, there is order. [When they follow] identical Ways, there is 
disorder. When each obtains what is appropriate to him and situates himself in his 
proper place, then above and below can work with each other.439 
 
                                                
individual attainment of the ruler. See Philip J. Ivanhoe, “Hanfeizi and Moral Self-Cultivation,” 
Journal of Chinese Philosophy 38, no. 1 (March 2011): 36–37. 
439Major et al., The Huainanzi, 308; Huainanzi 9/71/17-20. 
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Here the contrast of Heaven (round) and Earth (square) play out in politics. This model 
resembles Heshanggong’s sense of the body’s two components (shen ̥ and xing Ʀ) that 
similarly relate to Heaven and Earth. While this may show some affinity with 
Heshanggong, the commentary says nothing on the idea that ministers must not seek to 
embody yin mode.440 In fact, the commentator says very little on the role of the minister 
at all, but one can postulate that ministers might also benefit from holding to yin mode so 
to cultivate their bodies. 
 Even so, one passage supports the exceptional nature of the emperor and the elite 
nature of body cultivation and thus hints at the Huainanzi model: 
The advantageous tools of the state cannot be displayed to 
the people. 
“Advantageous tools” refer to ‘the power and the way.’ The power with which to 
regulate the nation cannot be revealed to ministers who handle governmental 
affairs. The way of regulating the bodily-self cannot be revealed to inappropriate 
people. (ch. 36) 
 
The ruler and ministers appear firmly divided in terms of their roles, but also with respect 
to the special access to Heshanggong’s teaching. This remains a bit perplexing because of 
the above citations suggesting that Heshanggong’s teachings are not just for the emperor. 
                                                
440 Alan Chan notices a similar pattern in Yan Zun commentary the Laozi zhigui  ͸īȟɴ, 
where it more explicitly identifies the rulers as yin and the ministers as yang. He contrasts with 
this model with that of Dong Zhongshu, similarly to my argument in chapter 2, though he 
incorrectly identifies Yan Zun as providing a new perspective on government where the yin yang 
relationship of the hierarchy inverts the Dong Zhongshu orthodoxy. Clearly, this “inversion” 
exists prior to Dong Zhongshu, though compared to the Huainanzi Dong Zhongshu makes the 
terms yin and yang more central to analyzing ruler/minster relations. Also, this point is much 
more powerful if one observes the distinction of yin-yang mode and substance, as it explains 
more clearly how both sides value yang substance as the superior but disagree on the method to 
attain it. See Alan K. L. Chan, “The Essential Meaning of the Way and Virtue: Yan Zun and 
‘Laozi Learning’ in Early Han China,” Monumenta Serica 46 (January 1, 1998): 126-27; Laozi 
zhigui DZ 693 9.25a, 12.19b. 
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The resolution of this tension involves the relativity of power. In chapter 54, one finds the 
Way being employed at all levels of society, but the passages could be read as explaining 
the effects of different superiors cultivating the Way at the level of existence for which 
they are responsible. This means that all layers of the hierarchy have yin and yang 
substantial components, including the body, the family, the village, the state, and the 
empire. In each case, an internal hierarchy of yin and yang substances exists, which is 
also a hierarchy of power. Consequently, at each level the superior as yang substance (the 
more powerful side) must maintain that position and balance with their inferiors through 
employing yin mode. Even though this model appears monolithic, it still includes a 
tension with variety as well. 
Chapter 56 offers helpful insight, though somewhat obliquely: 
 
[People] with virtue such as this, the emperor does not take as a minister, and the 
nobles do not make submit. They rise and fall, flowing with the ages, protecting 
their bodily-selves and avoiding harm. Thus, the world honors them. 
 
While at first glance this implies a Zhuangzi-like figure who renounces public life to 
preserve themselves from harm, that does not concord with the rest of the commentary.441 
Instead, it likely confirms that people of virtue do not serve others, but lead in a free and 
easy yin modal manner.  
 These people of special virtue who do not submit and take the yin substance 
positions can be the “ruler” as emperor, but as the last quote implies they could 
                                                
441 Zhuangzi’s vision of the zhenren resembles this, as does the story in “Autumn Foods” where 
he would prefer to be a tortoise in the mud than a dead sacred object at court. One could also 
argue this comment concerns the zhenren as opposed to the sagely leaders, and so does not 
support my argument. See Zhuangzi 6/16/5-12, 17/47/1-4.  
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potentially be noble lords or provincial governors as well.442 This is because 
Heshanggong, similar to Graham’s reading of the Shennong tradition, values diffuse 
power over centralization. Chapter 39 notes: “This indicates that because the nobles and 
kings attained the One, they could make the world orderly and peaceful.” This means that 
both kings and nobles strive to cultivate the One. It also indicates that there are different 
centers of power. The model of these levels partially elucidated in chapter 54 also 
reminds of the Daxue’s sense of concentric rings of existence. At each level a hierarchy 
exists. If one considers the imperial level, the emperor rules over all the feudal lords and 
those lords in turn ruler over their people.  
 This Zhou dynasty model of feudal lords was a topic of much debate in the Han, 
as there was friction between the Zhou vassal states model and the Qin method of 
centrally controlled commanderies. At the beginning of the Han some vassal states were 
reestablished, but the imperial government slowly subsumed them as part of solidifying 
the imperial rule. In 81 BCE, the Iron and Salt debate was held over the future of the state 
monopolies established by Han Wudi. This debate also addressed the question of 
centralization of government power in contrast with its diffusion.443  
                                                
442 As mentioned in a note above, Bokenkamp argues that Heshanggong extends the Daodejing’s 
teaching to these new lower levels of society. This should also accord with the Huainanzi model, 
for Liu An himself was such a lower level ruler who apparently promoted a similar form of 
rulership/cultivation along with the diffuse power of kingdoms instead of commanderies. See 
Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 38; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 10, 281. 
443 For more on these debates, see Esson McDowell Gale, Discourses on Salt and Iron. A Debate 
on State Control of Commerce and Industry in Ancient China, Chapter I-XXVIII (Taipei: Ch’eng-
Wen Publishing Co., 1967); Donald B. Wagner, The State and the Iron Industry in Han China 
(Copenhagen: NIAS, 2001). 
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 Heshanggong does not address many of the issues of the debate including the 
problem of centralized top-down control of commanderies instead of the more diffuse 
vassal state model. One can extrapolate from Heshanggong’s ideals that he resembles the 
“reformists” in the debate who wished to return to the earlier Han policies, often 
described as Daoist laissez-faire, that lowered taxes and limited the power of the central 
government. This categorization of Heshanggong accords both with his basic thought and 
his period, which following the extreme centralized power of the Wang Mang 
interregnum saw a return to the early Han emphasis on governmental frugality, and 
greater independence outside of the central court. All of this means that Heshanggong’s 
vision of regulating the state involved a society that had different centers of power within 
the larger hierarchy. 
 This vision of decentralized hierarchy enables Heshanggong to promote the 
values of small-scale society, independence, and diversity, while also maintaining a 
strong sense promotion of yang over yin at all levels of society. In this way, he avoids 
both extreme readings of the Daodejing as anarchic or promoting centralized Legalist-
type control. 
 
3. The State as Body 
 The different layers of the imperial hierarchy, however independent or not, appear 
to conform to the basic vision of yin and yang substance found in the body. As such, one 
can speculatively use the model of the body to flesh out some of Heshanggong’s 
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unspoken vision of society and the state.444 For each layer of the hierarchy, one half is 
relatively yang in substance. At the highest level, the emperor is the most yang substance 
(conveniently as the Son of Heaven). Contrasting with him are his comparatively yin 
ministers, who, as the Huainanzi suggests, likely have a more active role in governing. 
Similarly, feudal lords possess more yang than their retainers. This model of graduated 
yin and yang, explains the basic hierarchical nature of the body-state correlation, but on 
closer examination a more complex picture emerges.  
 Correlations are quite powerful in depicting deep structures in cosmology. Their 
main flaw is the tendency toward excess reductionism, and forcing unnatural parallels.445 
When one attempts to neatly project Heshanggong’s body onto the state such problems 
become apparent. While sorting out the basic sense of abstract yin and yang does not 
provide an excessive challenge, the main parts of the state (ruler, ministers, lords, people, 
and wealth) do not obviously match the key components of the body (shen, qi, five 
organs, bones, flesh, etc.). Heshanggong also does not create a prefect model that maps 
each official onto a bodily substance, like that found in Neijing chapter 8, as he is more 
interested in function than structure.446 Even so, understanding the purpose of function 
requires a clear understanding of structure. 
                                                
444 Chapter 8 of the Neijing Suwen includes a detailed depiction that matches each bodily viscera 
with a member of the government. Heshanggong does not offer such a clear model, and his 
correlations differ. The Neijing presents a more “Legalist” state where officials of the central 
government, as opposed to one that still has local lords, control the entire empire. See Unschuld, 
Medicine in China, 100. 
445 For a detailed discussion of the nature of correlation, see the Conclusion. 
446 Suwen 8.1:28. 
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 Consider the problem of the ruler. What part of the body is his correlate? The 
most obvious choice involves making the ruler the heart, in line with the earlier models of 
the body-state correlation and the Neijing.447 Unfortunately, no such identification 
actually appears in the commentary. The second most obvious choice is shen ̥. This fits 
more closely to Heshanggong’s sense of body where the “mind” is not the heart itself, but 
more related to the spirit that lives within it. Here, if the ruler is the spirit, then the “heart” 
(the more yin structural aspect of the body) is the capital and the position that represents 
his place in the hierarchy. This reading remains a supposition because Heshanggong 
never even mentions the term “capital” in his entire commentary.448 
 This identification of the ruler as equivalent to the shen ̥ of the state leads to a 
more perplexing problem. In the body, multiple shen ̥ exist, so how to identify those 
others: hun, po, zhi, jing? Based on the previous discussion of diffused power one might 
assume they parallel the lords, but the work offers a more complex picture. Looking at 
the first chapter one finds, “The constant Way just employs non-action to nourish the 
spirits,449 and non-engagement to pacify the people.” Here the implied correlation is 
between spirits and “the people.” Does this mean all members of society are “spirits” and 
therefore in the largest sense are the yang aspect of the state? 
                                                
447 See chapter 6. 
448 The closest support for this idea comes from chapter 11: “Thus, people in houses worry they 
will fall into ruin, and spirits in the belly worry the bodily form will rot away.” This can be 
extrapolated to mean that houses, villages, towns, and even the capital are equivalent to the more 
yin substance structural elements of the state. 
449 The five spirits of the viscera discussed in chapter six. 
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 This could certainly be the case, if one can explain that the number of spirits 
within the state greatly exceeds the basic five. This sense of multiplicity is supported by 
the previous discussion of tens of thousands of spirits coming into the body in chapter 16. 
Furthermore, chapter 11 notes: 
“Share one hub” means it is the hole in the center of the hub that allows the mass 
of spokes to come together. For those who regulate the body, this means they 
should expel emotions and remove desires to make the five organs empty and 
vacant; only then will the spirits properly return to them. For those who regulate 
the state, this means the singular can bind together the many; the weak draws 
together and supports the strong. 
 
This parallel again asserts that the people, as the less powerful majority, have a function 
like the spirits for the state. They are what the empty hub unites (read a ruler using yin 
mode), and what through that unity attain prosperity. 
This identification of all peoples, not just rulers or lords, as spirits results in an 
empowering narrative, but in other places in the commentary one finds a correlation that 
frames the masses in a different light, like chapter 10: 
Cherish the common people to regulate the state, 
If those who regulate the body cherish the qi, then the body will be whole. If those 
who regulate the state cherish the people, then the state will be at peace. 
 
Here people parallel qi. This is of course a much more diffuse concept than spirit. It is not 
clear if the people are yin qi or yang qi, considered central to the state or just present in 
the background. How can the people both be the state’s “qi” and its “spirits”? This 
tension returns to the old issue of individualized versus abstracted spirit, the deep tension 
of “monism” and “dualism,” and specifically the relationship of the individual and the 
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group. “The people,” the masses of society, can be considered as an abstract substance 
(qi), but can also be understood as individuals (shen) ̥/К.  
 If we emphasize the nature of people as individuals, something contentious in the 
history of Chinese thought,450 one must remember Heshanggong’s sense of human nature 
and the place of spirit/spirits within humans. The following comment combines this sense 
of human nature and how it affects the ideal structure of society, “Humans are the 
inspirited beings of the world. Inspirited beings love peace and stillness and so cannot be 
regulated actively” (ch. 29).451 This clarifies that people are inspirited, and therefore 
operate like spirits, which means they similarly dislike excess agitation or domination 
(yang mode). What one finds in this Daoist vision is a sense that all people have a divine 
aspect. As such, there exists a basic dignity to all, and this conception of the individual 
affects the vision of social regulation. This also helps confirm that the commentator 
promotes the state’s yin and yang levels in regards to people basically operating as its 
general yang refined component. Therefore, logically, the more yin and structural aspects 
must be places that house people like buildings, towns, cities.452 Death of the state then is 
the separation of people from their homes, and especially the removal of rulers from their 
capitals. 
                                                
450 See the discussion on monism and dualism above, and Brindley, Individualism in Early 
China, xvi–xxi. 
451 This passage could actually be translated, “Humans are the spirit creatures of the world. As 
spirit creatures, they love peace and stillness and so cannot be regulated actively.” Such a 
translation further highlights people as “spirits,” though the varied emphases of both readings 
work. 
452 This shines new light on the chapter 11 statement that the spirits fear the decay of the body 
like people worry about the their homes falling into ruin.  
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 At the same time that Heshanggong asserts each person includes spirits and holds 
a place as the spirits of society, he still considers the common people as a more or less 
undifferentiated mass to order. This is the tension between shen as individualized spirit 
and shen as abstract qi. “The people” (min ʀ) or “the masses” (zhong/zhongren ̕/̕*) 
are the commentary’s main terms for most people. Clearly, this language implies a less 
individualized vision of society.453 If we recall the hierarchy of yin and yang within 
society, all people may be spirits and comparatively yang, but their role varies according 
to their amount of yang (status and power).454 With this in mind, reconsider the problem 
of the organ spirits. 
 If the emperor or king functions as the spirit of the heart, the most yang substance 
of the whole society, how then should one assign the other important roles? The simple 
solution involves considering multiple centers of power within the state. The “Reformists” 
in the Iron and Salt Debates argued for just such a decentralized power structure.455 
While there are five primary spirits in the body as the more yang aspects, the spirit of the 
heart both integrates with the others and is distinct. The emperor and the lords share 
power, but the emperor ultimately has the highest status (greatest yang substance).  
                                                
453 Above note 347 explains the twenty-five levels of humanity in the Wenzi. One of those levels 
is zhongren ̕*. This type of person is just above the level of a slave. In this sense, the 
zhongren are the masses of lowly people in society that have less individualization. Though from 
this angle, one finds the paradox where greater yang substance (more unity and less 
individualization) actually means greater individual autonomy. This remains part of the tensions 
of zhenren as both a freer and a more integrated individual. See Wenzi 7/39/11-14. 
454 Remember virtue de also means power. 
455 For more on the distinction of “Reformists” and “Modernist,” See Michael Loewe, Crisis and 
Conflict in Han China, 104 BC to AD 9 (London: Allen & Unwin, 1974), 11. 
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 One can also argue that ministers are comparatively high in this hierarchy of yang, 
though lower than their lords. One passage from chapter 26 that explains their role as a 
substance confirms their yin to the ruler’s yang, though both correlate with two of the 
five spirits. 
Levity loses the ministers. 
If the King is full of levity and licentiousness, then he will lose his ministers. If 
the regulator of the body is full of levity and agitation then they will lose their 
essence. 
Agitation loses the ruler. 
If the King acts agitated and disturbed then he will lose his throne. If the regulator 
of the body is agitated and disturbed then they will lose their essential spirit. 
 
Here is a contrast of the spirit of the heart (essential spirit) and the kidneys (essence): the 
most yang and most yin spirits.456 Particularly striking, this passage depicts the highest 
spirit not as the King, but as the position of King.457 This helps elucidate how all people 
as qi or spirits exist with different social yang substance allotments based not on their 
inner attainment but solely on the substantial heft of their place in society.458   
 Aside from variations of people in the hierarchy of different social roles and 
power, the substance of the state includes wealth.459 In Heshanggong’s world, all wealth 
comes from agriculture, a fact that greatly influences his political thought. This is 
partially why the people must be cherished like qi, because they produce the basic life 
                                                
456 This yin and yang pair becomes central in the inner alchemy traditions. 
457 This actually compares to the Hanfeizi’s point that power (de) exists in the structure and is 
separate from the individual.  
458 This sense of qi allotment and social role holds a prominent place in Wang Chong’s theory, 
though, unlike Heshanggong, he sees these roles as fixed and predestined. Lunheng 4/9/23-4/10/1, 
6/14/1. 
459 This sense of wealth as yang substance finds support with Hanfeizi’s association of de and 
wealth in reading chapter 54 of the Daodejing. See Hanfeizi 20/41/25-30. 
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substance for the state—grain. One could consider grain as a type of qi, a substance.460 
As made clear in the discussion of the body, as the substance that enters the mouth and 
nourishes the dense form, grain is comparatively yin. Yet, in society it plays a crucial role 
in prosperity and basic health. Having enough to eat is, after all, the basis of subsistence 
and contentment. Sufficient grain for society is a requirement to prevent the death of 
state. Like with status, divisions of wealth fragments Heshanggong’s world, but these 
distinctions remain the most dangerous because the literal concentration of wealth means 
society becomes a more yin substance (economically divided people).  
 This extrapolation of Heshanggong’s substance-based conception of state and 
society, reveals the continual tension of individual and collective. It also explains that 
hierarchical relationships manifest as yin and yang, though they operate less 
relativistically, and more as systematic divisions of the different levels of society. 
Resultantly, this model, like with the body, finds a strong hierarchy that also promotes 
the basic original substance for all members of society. Yet, though people are inspirited 
and are positive yang “spirits,” they also can be destructive and divisive substances. 
 
4. Dangerous Elements of the State 
 The previous section argued that the important and powerful components of state 
and society exist as different types of yang substance. Yet, to claim that the society really 
exists as a combination of substances mirroring the body, one needs to confirm that its 
                                                
460 “The Ruler’s Technique” forcefully states the vital nature of grain production. “Food is the 
root of the people; the people are the root of the state; the state is the root of the ruler.” Therefore, 
the hierarchy of society rests on the living substance of grain as the body relies on its qi. Major et 
al., The Huainanzi, 330; Huainanzi 9/78/18. 
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dangerous and destructive elements all manifest as yin substances. Part of this assertion 
rests on the causal aspect of Heshanggong’s body-state correlation. It is really the 
converse case of the body cultivator whose internal increase of yang substance positively 
affects the yang substances of society. Therefore, the yin problems of society not only 
correlate with the body’s troublesome desires and emotions, but they also ultimately 
originate from these aspects within individuals. In the opposite case, the uncultivated and 
corrupted undertake lives of extreme yang mode and are filled with emotions and desires, 
which leads to more chaos in the world (turbid yin substance). 
  Such troublesome interrelated yang modal people and yin parts of society are 
three fold: things that induce desire (concentrated conspicuous wealth, honor, fame, 
rituals, moral standards, and education), people who are overly desirous and so become 
agents of disruption (sycophants, sophists, soldiers, corrupt official, selfish leaders, and 
starving people), and the extreme effects of these dangers (death, rebellion, chaos). The 
connection of the more universally accepted dangers of corruption and rebellion with 
honor, fame, rituals, moral standards, and education, firmly places Heshanggong in line 
with common conceptions of the Daoism.461 In contrast, Confucian scholars, like Dong 
Zhongshu, value the yang mode of establishing honor, fame, rituals, standards, and 
education, and by default supported the taxes required to fund some of these endeavors. 
                                                
461 De Bary and Chan explain the Laozi as the opposite of Confucianism’s focus on moral and 
ritual teachings. Ivanhoe and Csikszentmihalyi in the introduction to their edition on the Laozi 
note how startling it is that the Guodian Laozi’s omits the transmitted text’s major attack on ren 
, and yi ʹ. Heshanggong’s version of the text and his commentary may have contributed to this 
sense of the Laozi. Of course, the Mawangdui manuscripts parallel Heshanggong in this regard. 
De Bary, Sources of Chinese Tradition, 1:50; Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 18; Religious and 
Philosophical Aspects of the Laozi (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999), 9; 
Henricks, Lao-Tzu, 225. 
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One finds a middle ground in the Huainanzi chapter “The Ruler’s Technique” that 
partially respects these components of society, though the text’s more moderate approach 
also shares many values with Heshanggong.462 When compared to these other options, 
the commentator is an extreme in the Han dynasty; he goes even beyond the “Ruler’s 
Technique” to reject all things categorized as dangerous yin substances that arise from 
such active creation and social conditioning (yang mode).  
 The connection or correlation of such problems as threatening yin substance is 
central to why Heshanggong’s governmental program focuses so heavily on yin mode. 
For example, the problem of concentrated wealth (as divided yin substance) mentioned in 
the last section intersects with many of these dangers. Chapter 53 notes what happens 
when those in power gain too much wealth: 
When the hundred clans do not have enough but the ruler has excess, it is because 
he stole to gain clothing and adornment. He wears these to show off to others, but 
does not know that what follows is his death and the destruction of his family and 
relatives. 
 
Here the yin substance of concentrated wealth (grain stolen through high taxes) becomes 
transformed into the markers of social status. Such symbols can be interpreted as yin 
substances because different types of clothes make divisions between people and show 
their economic and social disparity, thus increasing real divisions of the group. I argue 
this is actually a transformation of the substance of society, that these divisions are not 
just symbolic or behavioral, but break apart the substantial bonds of the group, the mass 
                                                
462 The Huainanzi, for example, actively promotes values like loyalty and uprightness as a way to 
prevent the flatterers and wicked people from becoming powerful. Heshanggong holds a similar 
vision but remains much more circumspect about asserting values that might lead to standards of 
fame and honor. See Major et al., The Huainanzi, 310; Huainanzi 9/72/12-18. 
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of people as qi and spirits that remain more connected with non-distinction and shared 
wealth (yang substance). 
Beyond this issue of social differentiation, fancy clothing and adornments 
themselves are yin substances because they inevitably involve vivid colors and unusual 
materials.463 One might suppose bright materials should be categorized as yang 
substances, since yang basically means “bright,” but Heshanggong appears to consider 
colorful things (se Ξ) as yin because they are a divided type of substance. In his 
discussions of the nature of the One original qi, he emphasizes it as undivided pure yang 
that has no divisions or no colors (ch. 14). One could even argue that the power of bright 
things relates to their resemblance to the qualities of yang, while actually being 
dangerous yin substance. 
 Wearing flashy clothing endangers oneself and one’s family because these objects 
generate desire in those who wear coarse garments and anger those who starve on 
account of the grain taken to purchased them. The following excerpt from chapter 57 
elaborates on this further: 
When people have many skills and tricks, improper things 
arise. 
“People” refers to the princes and nobles. “Many skills and tricks” refers to 
carving and decorating palaces and towers, and embellishing rank-signifying 
robes. When these improper things arise among the subordinates, then the 
superiors are induced to add gold embellishments, jade carvings, and colored 
embroidery. Day after day, things become more extravagant. 
                                                
463 The danger of these yin substances operates both in relation to the individuals ascetic 
cultivation that seeks to direct one’s yang qi inward instead of losing it through the orifices, and 
also how such shiny baubles lead people to disrupt society with their pursuit that leads to stealing, 
fighting, extorting, and killing. For more on the body side of this problem see chapters 3 and 4.  
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When model things are displayed, robbers and bandits 
multiply. 
“Model things” means ‘precious things.’ When wonderful and precious things 
gain prominence, agricultural works are neglected. Then hunger and cold arrive 
together and robbers and bandits multiply.  
  
Here, Heshanggong more explicitly discusses the danger of conspicuous wealth, which 
extends beyond depriving people of their food to the perils of competition for prestige.464 
This becomes a cycle of desires that drains the total grain (wealth) for the state by 
redirecting people away from farming. 465 Resultantly, desperate starving people turn to 
violence. 
 Heshanggong relates the danger of conspicuous wealth to the Confucian, or at 
least Zhou, tradition of rituals. These practices aim to highlight the divisions of hierarchy 
with clearly identifiable symbols. Clothing distinguishes nobles from commoners, and 
different ranked official from each other. Confucians might argue such a system helps 
society function more smoothly because relationships and thus proper behavior remain 
                                                
464 Hansen argues that this tension of divisions originates with knowledge, which creates desire 
instead of contentment. These desires then lead to competition of scarce goods and thus social 
strife. This reading accords with Heshanggong, though the details of the linguistic argument far 
exceed Heshanggong’s epistemology. See Chad Hansen, “Linguistic Skepticism in the Lao Tzu,” 
Philosophy East and West 31, no. 3 (July 1981): 336n13. 
465 The Huainanzi promotes the moderate view where raising taxes for clothing, chariots, fancy 
food is fine if the people are not starving, and palaces can be enjoyed if the people do not sleep in 
caves or shacks. Thus, we see a resonance with Heshanggong’s approach concerning the problem 
of concentrated wealth. The key difference is that the yang mode of making all the excessive 
ornaments and palaces not only lead to problems when people are starving, but that they cause 
starvation. In this sense, yang mode generates yin substance (people who have starved to death). 
Ibid., 328; Huainanzi 9/78/10-17. 
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clear.466 Heshanggong asserts these are symbols of wealth inequality, and stimulate the 
desires to gain higher rank, and fancier clothing, and as such lead to open conflict. 
 The dangers of these ritual traditions also extend to the literary education that 
undergirds the system. That system of education teaches “morality” and these standards 
in the Han dynasty were often important for gaining political posts. Therefore, 
Heshanggong, in his comment on the famous passage from chapter 2, criticizes such 
teachings on “goodness” as creating conflict in society: 
When everyone knows goodness as goodness. 
When merit and fame exist, 
This is not good! 
People will compete for them. 
 
Instead of taking issue with the pure concept of “goodness,” the commentator emphasizes 
the social aspect of this critique and rejects conspicuous moral standards that lead to 
competition. Because “goodness” is a path to the fame and merit that helps one attain 
ritual trappings of fine robes and special adornments, the teaching that promote such 
ideas endanger society.  
                                                
466 Michael Ing explains that one of the central notions of ritual in the Liji involves making 
distinctions between men and women, dark and light, and even the heavens and the earth. For 
Confucians, such ritually and symbolically reinforced differences help restrain excess desires and 
emotion. Heshanggong argues these actually increase such problems. Scott Cook explains the 
origin of Confucian distain for legalistic systems rests on their need for rituals to maintain social 
divisions and their own status. Ritual then provides a wedge between the haves and the have-nots, 
the noble and the base so that social roles remain fixed. Michael David Kaulana Ing, The 
Dysfunction of Ritual in Early Confucianism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 32–
335; Scott Bradley Cook, “The Debate over Coercive Rulership and the ‘Human Way’ in Light of 
Recently Excavated Warring States Texts,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 64, no. 2 
(December 1, 2004): 405. 
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 These teachings could be called yang mode and commentator condemns them in 
chapter 20 with his harshest words:  
Oh their devastation continues unabated! 
This indicates that the vulgar people of the age cause devastation and disorder 
because of their wish to promote learning and create cultural patterns. This 
continues unabated. 
 
Standing alone this comment appears hyperbolic. Yet, in the context of the larger chain 
argument, it becomes more reasonable. To recap: learning about rituals and morals leads 
people to compete for the status of “worthy” to attain titles and awards from the ruler and 
thus become wealthy. These people promote a ritual culture where the special knowledge 
studied emphasizes social difference externally, with fancier and more expensive dress 
for those with greater power. This system saps farm labor to make ritual implements and 
lavish clothing, reducing grain output. Concurrently as the grain output declines, wealth 
inequality increases, and is intensified by the heavy taxes need to pay for the valuable 
items required by ritual. People starve and begin to rebel. Then the rebels must be fought 
and executed. 
At all levels of this destructive chain one finds a path toward increasing yin 
substance in society. Learning and writing itself (wen) involves making distinction and 
differentiated the literate from the illiterate (an increase in yin). The trappings of rituals 
themselves are yin substances, gained by concentrated wealth (yin). Furthermore, the 
chaos and death caused by rebellion and banditry is yin (the substance of death), as are 
the executed prisoners. Using violence and punishment further lowers the population 
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(vital qi of the state) and so diminishes a state’s grain wealth and total yang substance.467 
Even if the state survives, it does so in a weakened condition. Significantly, all these 
levels arise from desire and generate more desire, but the model notes the top down 
origin of these dangers. By implication this means the rulers and ruling powers can 
prevent rebellion and violence (the death of the state) by taking a different path. 
Now the previous list of dangers to the realm involved wealth, ritual, standards of 
morality, which create desire and then competition. The other half of the equation 
involves the desirous ones, who as substances (spirits or qi) of the state bring corruption 
(literally and figuratively). Recall from the discussion on the body that people’s qi affects 
their personality and character. Chapter 1 says, “Those who gain the centered, 
harmonious, and clear become worthies and Sages; those who gain the blundering, 
confused, and sullied become the greedy and licentious.” While this distinction of yin and 
yang substance plays a central role in cultivation, it also reflects on the different forces in 
society. Sages and worthies full of the more refined yang substance contribute to a 
society likewise saturated with yang substances; the opposite is true of the “greedy and 
licentious.” 
Yet, because of hierarchy, the different types of people in society do not have 
equal importance. Those in positions of power—rulers, lords, etc.—have greater yang 
substance because of their positions. That does not always mean their individual 
substance leans to the yang side of the spectrum, as people in power are not always good. 
                                                
467 The Huainanzi depicts a similar spiral of decline. Because the superiors took excessively, 
those below starved and turned to trickery and banditry. The rulers then mistakenly turned to 
systems of reward and punishment, but it only increased the disorder. See Huainanzi 9/68/1-4.  
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But when viewed in parallel with the body, social positions represent a type of substance 
within the state, and superior positions involve comparatively more yang qi, as they hold 
great power de (in the sense of potency). This is the explanation for why people in 
positions of power have great influence.468 Therefore, the higher in the political structure 
(more yang in position and substance) the more yang substances one throws around and 
has to transform into action, as yang substance converts to yang mode (forceful and direct 
action). Thus a commonsense understanding of power structures translated into the 
language of yin and yang substance. 
Most treacherous are the rulers who selfishly seek to honor and elevate 
themselves. “If those who glorify and praise themselves maintain their way of regulating 
the state, then they will daily tax to gain excess salary and food that enables their greedy 
behavior” (ch. 24). These types of desirous people are especially dangerous. They elevate 
themselves above other and likely think they deserve greater wealth because of their 
narcissism. Ultimately, they are the ones whose desires (yang mode) initiate the decline 
of the state toward the extremes of yin. 
 Beyond seeking to fulfill desires through taxation, such corrupted rulers use 
soldiers to grasp for more. Though not the original yang mode initiators, soldiers 
positionally embody a range of closely-related yang modes: conflictual and violent. 
Chapter 31 says, “When soldiers are mobilized things are harmed. Because of this among 
the myriad beings there is none that does not hate them.” The process of conscription 
                                                
468 The Huainanzi eloquently expresses this principle, “Thus a ruler of men is like an archer. 
When he [releases an arrow] if his aim is slightly off, it will always miss [the target] by a wide 
margin.” Major et al., The Huainanzi, 301; Huainanzi 9/69/2. 
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bears out the causal transformation of yang substance (grain-producing farmer) becoming 
yang mode (mobilized killer). These yang modal people then cause “harm” and death and 
so increase yin substance in the state. Here the desire for more wealth backfires as the 
militarized state produces less grain in wartime and fewer farmers survive to farm again.  
All of the dangerous elements of society intertwine. Yang modal people lead to 
yin substance and the whole world spirals toward darkness. Consequentially, the success 
of society according to this model hinges on the quality of the ruler and those others in 
positions of authority. As with the body, the refined higher components within the unity 
have the broadest impact. For this reason, much of Heshanggong’s teaching addresses the 
behavior and policy of the ruler or those in greater positions of power. 
 
Conclusion 
Correlating to his vision of body, Heshanggong’s state involves divisions of yin 
and yang substance. The focus remains on the more yang substances, in this case the 
people of a state. Yet, all these “spirits” of the state exist within a more refined hierarchy. 
The sense of this structure reveals a tension between the egalitarian-like ideals of the 
Daodejing and the social realities of Han. People in higher positions are more yang than 
their subordinates, but this difference creates potential friction and conflict. As will be 
made clear in the following chapter, Heshanggong works to keep the hierarchy from 
becoming oppressive by balancing the different substances with opposite modes. He also 
appears to seek diffusion of power to mitigate the divergences within society. 
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As with the body, the dangers to society emerge from the yang modes of desire 
and the turbid yin substances they create. The extreme of this causes the state to break 
apart. Therefore, Heshanggong tries to walk a fine line by both affirming the reality of 
hierarchical divisions and minimizing both the reality and the conspicuous nature of this 
inequality. The result ideally is not a totally egalitarian or anarchic society, but a mix of 
order and autonomy. 
Affirming the importance of this substance-oriented correlation provides a deeper 
sense of Heshanggong’s overall logic, and also what it might mean for the yin mode of 
the ruler generating yang substance for society. It also affirms the mutual causality and 
correlativity between the substances of the body and those of society, where one’s mode 
affects both levels simultaneously. This is not monism or holistic resonance, but instead 
an extended type of causality operating on similar substances and ultimately transformed 
by the transcendent Way. The following chapter will consider the many forms of yin 
mode particular to governance and social interaction and how they also transform the 
substance of those in power and the rest of society. 
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Chapter 8: Regulating the State 
 
 As with the cultivation of the body, the key challenge in regulating the state is 
how to maintain unity. Basically, this means avoiding the causes of disunity: desire and 
yang mode. In the context of the state, one faces the problem of human diversity and the 
concurrent variations of desires and habits. This plurality, including personality, 
language, and culture, inhibits unity by its very nature. Writing in the Han, Heshanggong 
lived with the shadow the Qin dynasty’s approach that emphasized conformity as the path 
to unity: top down standardizations of writing, currency, laws, and infrastructure. He 
rejects this type of monolithically imposed oneness, the extreme monism of authoritarian 
governance. Yet, he also rejects the plurality of anarchy where all operate independently. 
The commentator valorizes more the egalitarian ideals of the Daodejing, but also 
takes hierarchy for granted as a part of the natural world. Therefore, returning to the state 
of nature, ziran in the language of the Daodejing, is not to remove hierarchy but to 
increase overall yang substance. Heshanggong also does not advocate for all of society to 
revert to the origin of the cosmos, for then there would be no society.469 Instead, his 
teaching aims more to engage with hierarchy to help it operate in a more naturalistic way, 
a more cosmic and eternal way. 
                                                
469 Mark Lewis noted this tension of absolute unity and the dangers of reverting to 
undifferentiated chaos. He explains that this was not a real practical danger for society because a 
small group of the emperor and those surrounding him appealed to universality, but the majority 
of people existed in a world centered on family or village. While Lewis correctly identifies this 
problem, chaos does not provide the best language. In the Chinese context “chaos” is luan , 
which means turbulent society. Following the yin-yang mode and substance model, chaos is the 
extreme of yang mode generating total yin where everything becomes fragmented. This is the 
opposite of the undifferentiated One. For Heshanggong, at least, the goal is to continually guard 
against the tendency toward chaos and pull back towards the One. The key point of yin mode 
governance is that luan comes from excess activity including coercion, so such that violence 
cannot end violence. See Lewis, The Construction of Space in Early China, 5. 
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1. Not Anarchy, Not Authoritarianism  
Heshanggong considers the hierarchy of the state a given, and so he sees the 
excesses of authoritarian governance, and not egalitarianism, as the main concern. This 
reflects a self-awareness of the dangers of body-state correspondence models, which 
worldwide tend to promote authoritarianism.470 This comes from the association of the 
ruler with the head or soul, the active component that controls the rest of the state with its 
will.471 
 Scholars who argue for the lack of dualism in China, like Needham, also tend to 
assert that Daoism in particular, with its ideal of non-action, has no cosmic consciousness 
and therefore the ruler needs no active consciousness either.472 That is partially why 
Needham rejects any Daoist authoritarian models of society. The problem with this 
reading, again falling into the trap of the Western dualism and Eastern monism, is it 
                                                
470 David Hale depicts the range of ways the body-state correspondence, or “body politic” model 
appears in Renaissance England. His general conclusion is that this model promoted passive 
obedience to the ruler, while contributing to a more inclusive vision of caring for all in the 
“commonwealth.” One example he cites that promoted silent obedience to authority is Nicholas 
Breton’s (1545?-1626) A Murmurer, which asserts that the king is the soul of the kingdom, and 
the murmurings of those not satisfied in their place and role causes a wound in the individual soul 
and therefore the realm. Another example is found in the writings of Edward Forset (A 
Comparative Discourse of the Bodies Natural and Politique [1606]), who conceives of the King 
as the soul of the state with the rest making up the parts of the body. He is thus the will that 
controls the body of the state, put in place by God as souls are put into bodies. Of course, the 
most famous authoritarian model of the state as body comes from Hobbes’ Leviathan. See Hale, 
The Body Politic, 46, 59, 77, 91; Hobbes, Leviathan, 37–39, [1–2]. 
471 Fascism affirms the ultimate nature of the leader’s will. Mussolini said, “The State is the true 
reality of the individual.” While Fascism does not directly reflect any 1st century political models 
in China, it more closely approximates a true monistic system—ironically, since of course arises 
from the “Dualistic” West. For the full translation of the Doctrine of Fascism where this quote 
originates, see Michael Joseph Oakeshott, The Social and Political Doctrines of Contemporary 
Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1947), 164–68. 
472 Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 52. 
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assumes that “consciousness” and conscious rulership equate with actions driven by the 
desirous individual will. Needham appears to argue that the Daoist version of the divine 
lacks consciousness and as such equates to immanent organicism because it does not 
involve a God who makes divisions, laws, and punishes (what here would be called yang 
mode). Heshanggong has a vision of consciousness, but it differs from the Greek model 
of psyché as operator of the body and its organs. Still, this does not mean he rejects this 
“dualism” completely.473 As shall be discussed below, the ruler does not do nothing, but 
operates as a still form of the “consciousness” of the society that resides in the heart of 
the state.  
When considered in the light of mode and substance, the difference is not 
consciousness versus non-consciousness, but divergent modes. Both could be called 
consciousness: the Dao is yin mode and the creator God is Yang mode. If this is an 
accurate reworking of Needham’s contrast, then the difference relates to the place of 
desire and not the mind. The Way does not desire to create or direct the world. It just 
exists and everything happens. An active creator God constructs bodies and divides light 
from dark. Therefore, what Needham means by consciousness and will is actually desire, 
which is a particular conception of mind traceable to the “monist” Hobbes.474  
The ultimate contrast here is not mind versus mindlessness, which would mean 
Western spirit over matter against Eastern holism. So then, what is it, and what does this 
mean about rulership? From Heshanggong’s view, the body has the spirit as its “ruling” 
                                                
473 Kuriyama explains that the Galenic conception of organ presupposes a soul that operates these 
different “tools” of the body. See Kuriyama, The Expressiveness of the Body, 264–65. 
474 Hobbes offers a world where people only respond to the external and therefore everything is 
ultimately motivated by desire or appetite, by being drawn towards or away from things. This is 
the foundation of all mind and activity. Hobbes, Leviathan, 6.1–6.10. 
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component, and one could say it is a type of consciousness as it does play a role in 
perception and motion. Yet, because of the split between substance and mode, the state of 
the mind involves both of these components. Therefore, following the body-state 
correlation, the ruler stands distinct from the people. He is like a transcendent god, and 
his conscious mode is also that of the divine. Simultaneously, he limits his use of direct 
force, instead relying on the power of structure (a kind of natural or inertial order) to 
reinforce itself.475 Action and consciousness exist, but only as yin mode. This means any 
creativity is gradual and measured, just like the changes and developments in the 
foundational yin mode of the natural world. 
Like all governments, the Daoist ones seeks unity and stability. Contrary to the 
small-scale society with minimal divisions of labor and status Graham describes in the 
Shennong tradition, Heshanggong does not seek a simple society as the path to unity.476 
He does not seek anarchy, the organic, or proper state of nature that lacks consciousness. 
Instead, he hopes to apply cosmic principles, from an inherently hierarchal cosmos, to an 
inherently hierarchical society. 
 Since the cosmos maintains unity even with its diversity, the state can as well. 
The key to this mixture of monism and dualism is the causal relationship of yin mode and 
yang substance. As all the layers of hierarchy involve relatively yang substances over yin 
                                                
475 Sivin note that the divisions of ruler and ministers’ modes (really yin to yang) seen in the 
Lüshi chunqiu (comparable to the Huainanzi case mentioned in the pervious chapter) operate as a 
way to restrict the power of the ruler. Thus, even in absence of a constitution or 
“counterbalancing” institutions by accepting this approach to rulership, then ultimate authority is 
curbed. Sivin also cites Sarah Queen’s analysis of Dong Zhongshu’s Chunqiu fanlu as another 
system where the ministers seek to limit the ruler’s power with claims to authoritative classics. 
Sivin, “State, Cosmos, and Body in The Last Three Centuries B. C.,” 22–23; Queen, From 
Chronicle to Canon, 6. 
476 Graham explains that the Shennong ideal is for all members of society to be farmers, even the 
ruler. Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 66. 
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substances, the solution to maintaining unity falls to the yang substance, just as it does at 
the cosmic level. The yang substance (more powerful person) therefore has the 
responsibility to become more yin in mode. This does not mean they lose their 
“consciousness,” but it does suggest their consciousness is not ruled by selfish desire or 
yang mode. 
 The result is an affirmation of the freedom of the individual as more yang in 
substance (less dense and constrained). How this all plays out in the social political realm 
has many facets to be discussed below. As with the body the key to increasing prosperity 
and unity once again is yin mode. 
 
2. Centrality of the Ruler/Superior 
 Rulers and the superiors play the most important roles in regulating the state since 
the people in these yang positions can cause the greatest damage to the world with yang 
mode. That is because the amount of power they possess (a social, not bodily, yang 
substance) is vast, and so when that yang substance transforms into yang mode it 
generates a significant amount of yin substance (tumult, violence, destruction, and death). 
Due to this influence of position, Heshanggong’s teachings focus on these most 
influential people to help attain the goal of a prosperous society. Rulers, he advises, must 
especially employ yin mode to both minimize and obscure social differences. 
 To diminish disparities, the Sage ruler must actually rule with his own body. As 
discussed above, this involves cultivating their bodily-selves as the first level of the body-
state correlation. To properly rule, anyone in power must diminish their yin emotions and 
remove their desires to minimized internal fragmentation. If they are full of yin substance 
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that comes from continual desire, that not only affects their health, but the multitude of 
people as well. Therefore, the ruler must become a more unified and refined being and so 
by holding together himself he does the same for others. 
 One of the metaphors Heshanggong employs for the unifying power of the ruler is 
the pivot. He certainly cannot take credit for originating this imagery, as it is found as 
early as the Lunyu.477 His particular model emphasizes the emptiness (yin mode) of the 
ruler as pivot. In chapter 11, he reads a passage about the hub of the wheel in reference to 
this principle. “‘Share one hub’ means it is the hole in the center of the hub that allows 
the mass of spokes to come together…. For those who regulate the state, this means the 
singular can bind together the many; the weak draws together and supports the strong.” 
This passage, previously cited above as a source for parallels of people and spirits, 
confirms the sense that a single person must unite the group. The ruler plays this role 
because he holds the position of greatest yang substance, which is the power of 
unification. Yet, to properly perform this role, Heshanggong asserts that he must himself 
be filled with yang substance to unify the state. This refers to the more “magical” aspect 
of Daoist rulership where the power of virtue (yang substance) unifies and stabilizes the 
empire, kingdom, or society. This is why the ruler must cultivate himself, not just 
because the methods of regulating their body overlaps with the ideals of good rulership, 
but because a yang body provides the power to hold people together.478  
                                                
477 Lunyu has the famous passage on the ruler being like the pole star around which the other stars 
revolve. It appears in different forms in many later sources as well. See Lunyu 2.1/2/25.  
478 This is of course a basic component of Han political thought. It holds a prominent position in 
the Huainanzi, in particular. For a lucid summary of that text’s vision of this role of the ruler, see 
the introduction to “The Ruler’s Technique” in the recent translation by Major et al. One point 
where the reading here diverges with the Huainanzi translators involves this effect as resulting 
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 All layers of hierarchy are composed of yang and yin substances. The yang 
substances are less divided, while the yin are more so. Part of why those higher on the 
“pyramid” are more yang is because their single body stands above and includes the more 
divided (yin) substance of the multiple bodies. The challenge of these hierarchies 
involves maintaining their unity, and this remains problematic because of the divergence 
of the superior and inferior substances. Heshanggong’s approach to unifying the different 
layers involves a two-fold method. First, minimize the difference; second, make the 
difference less apparent. These two integrate both the egalitarian impulse of the 
Primitivists, and the deception of the Legalists within a single system of yin modes. 
The basic way to minimize the difference involves the removal of selfish desire. 
Normally within hierarchies the key distinction of levels of power relate to relative 
capacity to act on one’s desires, and so the greater the power the greater the likelihood of 
attaining the objects of one’s desires. While Heshanggong does not deny this aspect of 
social difference, he asserts that power differences need not lead to such inequality.  
 How can this be possible? If those with more power (yang substance) apply yin 
mode, then they do not gain the wealth, finery, rich food and wine, and beauty that others 
lack. Furthermore, their power does not necessarily mean they have a greater say in the 
lives of others. This begins to sound like anarchy, but it remains distinct. The hierarchy 
remains intact so it can actively function when it must (the non-ideal cases), and the 
difference in positions means the ruler still plays the crucial role of unifying the group 
through their bodily attainment of yang substance. 
                                                
from resonance. As argued in the Conclusion, these effects should be seen as causal and not 
holistic resonance. See Major et al., The Huainanzi, 289. 
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 One way to conceptualize this model is to consider it as a special form of balance. 
While Heshanggong mostly rejects the idea of balancing yin and yang substances in favor 
of pure yang, he does advocate that those who have more yang substance must, in most 
cases, employ yin mode.479 If they do not, then the unity of the group becomes fractured. 
Consider an alternative model: naïve social Darwinism. In that worldview, hierarchical 
differences play out in a struggle for resources. This can be thought of as a zero sum 
game. Those with more power get more resources, but that inevitably means those with 
less power obtain fewer resources.  
Though this is a modern comparison, it stands in quite well for the yang modal 
mentality. Yang mode creates yin substance (divided and unequal resource distribution). 
In ancient China, similar abuses of power were commonplace. Heshanggong argues 
against such mentalities because, in line with his cosmology, these approaches are bound 
to fail. If those with great yang substance, do not balance themselves by diminishing their 
desires, and then they will cause greater divisions in the hierarchy to the point where it 
will break apart. 
                                                
479 Heshanggong often uses the term zhong  as “center” instead of “middle-balance.” It also 
appears as zhonghe Þ, the type of qi in Heshanggong chapter 1 associated with Sages and 
Worthies. This does not mean the perfect balance of yin and yang qi, but instead is the extreme of 
original yang qi. Robinet also notes this contrast of the original undifferentiated center instead of 
balance of opposites in her discussion of inner alchemy. She says, “It is not the ‘middle-balance’ 
of Confucians, that is to say, the state achieved by superior people through the discipline of 
cultivation in which passions are meticulously harmonized and balanced. It is rather the ‘middle-
center,’ which is the state preceding the burgeoning of passions, a prime Middle, that of the Great 
Ultimate (taiji) that exists before Heaven and gives to humans, before Heaven and before their 
conception, the ‘parcel of divine light’ that constitutes ‘nature,’ ‘veritable, one, and divine.’” 
Heshanggong shares this non-balance approach, which implies some type of transcendence. Yet, 
this does not indicate the lateness of the work as seen in the commonality of this sense of zhonghe 
even in the Chunqiu fanlu and the Baihutong. Isabelle Robinet, “Xing and Ming,” in The 
Encyclopedia of Taoism, ed. by Fabrizio Pregadio, vol. II (London: Routledge, 2008), 1103–05; 
Chunqiu fanlu 16.6/76/2-3; Baihutong 21/45/1. 
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 Heshanggong takes this “balance” as the Way of Heaven. This is how he reads 
chapter 77, the source of D.C. Lau’s fourth type in his Daodejing opposites theory that 
stresses balance or equilibrium, mentioned in Chapter 1.480 Following the mode and 
substance reading, this instead shows the causal relationship of yin and yang mode with 
their opposite substances. 
The Way of Heaven works like the drawing of a bow. 
The Way of Heaven is shadowy and obscure so this type of thing is used as a 
metaphor. 
The lofty it lowers and the lowly it lifts. The excessive it 
diminished and the deficient it augments. 
This indicates that by drawing a bow the two extremes adjust in balance, and only 
then can it be used. Now lowering the lofty and raising the lowly, and diminishing 
the strong while increasing the weak—this is the Way of Heaven. 
The Way of Heaven diminishes the excessive, and augments 
the deficient. 
The Way of Heaven diminishes the excessive and augments the contented. It 
always considers central harmony best.  
The way of humanity is not like this. 
The way of humanity stands opposed to the Way of Heaven. 
It diminishes the deficient to increase the excessive. 
Worldly ordinary people take from the poor to give to the rich, and seize from the 
weak to enhance the strong. 
Who can use their excess to give to the empire? Only one 
who possesses the Way. 
This is saying: Who can reside in a position of excess, while limiting their titles 
and salaries so to give to those in the empire that are in need? Only a ruler 
possessing the Way can do this. 
 
This passage reveals a contrast between the way of humanity and the Way of Heaven. 
The Way of Heaven, though in the highest positions, relies on the yin mode of 
equilibrium that brings everything to center and to unity. The way of humanity is the way 
of yang mode that results in greater division and inequality because those in yang 
                                                
480 D. C. Lau, “The Treatment of Opposites in Lao Tz#,” 348. 
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positions use yang mode.481 One could again read this passage as promoting the 
egalitarian model, but the last comment confirms the existence of hierarchy and 
inequality that is balanced by following the Way.482 The ones who “reside in a position of 
excess” are those with the positions of yang substance, but they use yin mode to limit 
their distinctions (titles) and the wealth inequality (giving to those in need). 
These people more broadly use yin mode, which causes an increase in yang 
substance. This in turn benefits their own health and longevity, but also is shared with the 
group as a force of unity that helps to transform others and bring them health and 
contentment as well. One of the results of the ruler, or anyone with power, engaging in 
yin mode is the effect on those below. Because they gain more yang substance within 
their bodies to directly unify society with that subtle power, fewer actions (yang modes) 
are required of their subordinates, like noted in chapter 17. 
Of the greatest superiors, their subordinates only knew they 
existed. 
“The greatest superiors” refers to the unnamed rulers of greatest antiquity. “Their 
subordinates only knew they existed” means that the subordinates knew they had 
a ruler above, but did not serve him and so were simple and pure. 
 
                                                
481 Heshanggong in chapter 47 says, “The Way of Heaven and the way of humanity are the same. 
Heaven and humanity connect to each other; their essential qi mutually interpenetrates. When the 
ruler is clear and still, then Heaven’s qi is spontaneously proper. When the ruler is greatly 
desirous, then Heaven’s qi is disturbed and murky. This means fortune and misfortune, benefit, 
and harm all come from oneself.” In this case, the commentator offers a prescriptive instead of 
descriptive sense of this relationship. He asserts the way of humanity should equate with the Way 
of Heaven. People should follow yin mode. 
482 “Zhu shu” describes that the ruler by virtue of his position has a brightness of the sun and 
moon. This affirms the yang substance sense of the superiors in the hierarchy. Similarly to 
Heshanggong, in the “Zhu shu” the ruler, because of this yang position, needs to be calm and 
indifferent, still and tranquil (yin mode) to properly use this position and to attain virtue and 
social unity. See Huainanzi 9/74/12-14. 
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Here the hierarchy is preserved, but in practice it has little effect on the people. Because 
the ruler embodies the Dao (yin mode) he does not need to be served, thus those below 
take fewer yang actions and become simple and pure (yang substance). 
 Part of this passage also implies how the ruler hides himself from those he rules; 
he makes the distinctions of the hierarchy less obvious because even though he can 
mitigate problems of dissimilarity in concrete ways, it is also important to limit people’s 
awareness of power difference. This is the side of the Daodejing criticized as a potential 
1984-esque thought control or manipulation by those in power. While some of these 
“Daoist” teachings could be used that way, and arguably they were during the Qin 
dynasty, as part of Heshanggong’s overall program this is not their purpose. 
Heshanggong’s larger vision suggests that while such devious techniques may work to 
lengthen one’s hold on power, concrete inequalities will ultimately doom such an 
endeavor. 
 Both diminishing the reality and awareness of power differences helps remove the 
stimuli for the lowly to desire more than they possess. The social hierarchy then loses its 
valence as a marker of variation in quality of life, and just represents different types of 
responsibilities. Instead of power meaning wealth and status, control and mastery, 
superiority made manifest in the world of things and symbols, it indicates a greater sense 
of inclusion and connection. This is the result of balancing the yang of superior positions 
with yin mode.  
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3. Yin Modes of the Ruler: Humility 
 To prevent excess differentiation of substance or minimize an awareness of what 
exists, the ruler balances his power with three different levels of yin mode. All of these 
involve regulation of both the body and state with varying degrees of conspicuous 
integration. The first relates to direct body cultivation (silent breathing, etc.); the second 
integrates body cultivation and the social regulating (avoiding extravagant and rich food, 
limiting the sensory stimulation of opulent decorations); the third pertains to the more 
specifically political or social level (restrained use of the military, avoidance of excess 
regulations and prohibitions, rejecting top down imposition of cultural norms).483 Of 
these three, the first level has been thoroughly covered above. This cultivation, though 
body-centric, also can have political results, especially for those in yang positions 
because their virtue acts as a substantial unifier of the group. The second level relates to 
addressing the overlap of desires that directly damage the body and are only fulfilled at 
the expense of others, or to basic yin modes that are not specifically policy or cultivation. 
The last and most political level affects the body because these more policy related 
behaviors still connect issues to desire and emotion, as going to war, for example, is often 
a result of the desire for conquest or some ego-based emotional reaction. 
                                                
483 The Huainanzi offers a comparable model for rulership, though with some subtle variations. 
For the first level, the “The Ruler’s Technique” explains that cultivating one’s qi will connect one 
to the One. This cultivation then also connects to the second level, as both texts stress the 
importance of the actions of the ruler as an example. Glossing the Daodejing chapter 3’s 
“wordless teachings,” Heshanggong says, “He uses his body to teach and guide.” The Huainanzi 
describes this in story of King Qingxiang of Chu who led his state down the path of ruin because 
of his example as an uncontrollable lecher. Lastly, there is some disagreement on the place of 
standards. The Huainanzi promotes the fair standard of law, which Heshanggong does not 
address or appear to support this. See Major et al., The Huainanzi, 296, 300–301, 315–16, 320; 
Huainanzi 9/67/13-15, 9/68/25-9/69/2, 9/73/26-9/74/10, 9/75/16-21. 
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 The second level that combines individual cultivation and social ordering involves 
a range of qualities and behaviors that are not always explicitly governmental policy, but 
still have social meaning. While the connection of body and state in regards to problems 
like overly rich diet resulting from economic imbalance need little explanation, the case 
of the yin mode as lowliness and humility require a more deft hand.484 These qualities 
both express diminished desires and how that manifests socially to balance power 
differences. Humility involves passivity and deference to others and so one’s power does 
not become oppressive. This manifests in different forms, one of which is the more social 
side of the Daodejing’s critique of language, for when words become a type of power 
then silence becomes humility. 
Generally, Heshanggong connects lowliness to integrating with one’s 
subordinates in chapter 68: 
Those skilled at employing others act lowly. 
Those skilled at employing others to support themselves always maintain humility 
and deference in their dealings.  
This is called the virtue of not competing. 
This refers to the superior placing themselves below others. Such is the virtuous 
Way of not competing and fighting with others.  
This is called the power of employing people. 
If one can make one’s bodily-self lowlier than other people, this is called 
employing the power of ministers and other people. 
 
                                                
484 Heshanggong’s model of balancing yang substance and position with yin mode does not 
uniquely proclaim the centrality of humility as precondition of power. Catherine Hudak Klancer 
identifies a similar pattern in the writings of both Thomas Aquinas and Zhu Xi, something she 
calls the virtue of “humble authority.” The place of humility (yin mode) in the teachings of Zhu 
Xi present interesting questions, though Klancer explains that Zhu Xi’s vision of humility is 
taking responsibility and not avoiding more active governance as is the case in Daoism. See 
Catherine Hudak Klancer, “How Opposites (Should) Attract: Humility as a Virtue for the 
Strong,” The Heythrop Journal 53, no. 4 (2012): 673; Catherine Agnes Hudak, “The Virtue of 
Humble Authority in Saint Thomas Aquinas and Master Zhu Xi” (Ph.D., Boston University, 
2009). 
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People who employ others have greater yang substance due to their position. This 
passage argues that to make an effective unity of superior and subordinate, the superior 
must be humble and deferential. This type of yin mode is the primary way to attain 
balance within hierarchy. If one considers the power of a superior to manifest their 
desires or to expound their opinions, the subordinate generally has no choice but to 
follow and obey. In this model of leadership, Heshanggong suggests removing the 
tensions of the power difference by making the more authoritative person egoless. 
Because of this, such a dynamic means they do not actively oppress or threaten their 
subordinates.  
 In line with the cultivation of the body, the ruler must operate like a female. This 
of course means yin mode but more specifically: 
Can you act the female? 
In regulating the body, one should be like a female animal: peaceful, calm, 
accommodating, and weak. In regulating the state, respond to transformations and 
harmonize instead of taking the lead. (ch. 10) 
 
The ruler must be accommodating, responding to transformations, and harmonizing485 
instead of leading. This last phrase (he er bu chang Þͻá) is the most interesting of 
the set. It appears in various forms in chapters 2, 10, and 61, and indicates call (chang á) 
and response (he Þ). These paired terms (also using the variants Ȣ or U) appear in the 
                                                
485 This “harmony” does not convey a sense of harmonic chord progressions or counterpoint. It 
more likely suggests a main melody and a heterophonic accompaniment.  
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Zhuangzi, Shiji, Huainanzi, and Laozi zhigui.486 In all cases, this pair functions as a 
musical metaphor for active and passive roles.  
To help expand on Heshanggong’s sense, these other texts offer a helpful 
background; among them the Shiji example is most illustrative. There the comparable 
concept appears in Sima Tan’s discussion on the six schools as zhu chang chen heUΒ
Þ (“the ruler calls out and the ministers harmonize [with his wishes]”).487 It also is 
paired with zhu xian er chen sui fͻΒѱ (“the ruler leads and the ministers follow”) 
used to depict the Rujia method that exhausts the ruler and scares off the ministers.488 
Logically, if one inverts the order of these phrases, one should have a ruler who has the 
ministers take the lead and who follows and accords with them. Such is Heshanggong 
preferred method and the one the pro-Daojia Sima Tan propounds. The contrast here is 
again the issue of the Rujia matching yang substance with yang mode and the Daojia 
alternatively matching yang substance with yin mode.  
 In practice, this active-passive relationship within the hierarchy relates to how the 
yin substance level is the more active (as in the Huainanzi). The language of singing is 
especially important here because in government speech is performative utterance and 
what the ruler says becomes the “rule.” Heshanggong and Sima Tan reject an activist 
                                                
486 See Laozi zhigui DZ 693 9.25a; Zhuangzi 5/14/19; Shiji 130.3289; Huainanzi 1/5/1-7, 
14/141/27, 15/146/11, 17.207/183/3, 20/217/21; 
487 Shiji 130.3289. 
488 In chapter 2, the order is áƹÞ and σƹѱ. The question is then why does 
HSG seem to promote this model. His other discussions of the principles of á and Þ or f and 
Í throughout the rest of the commentary all argue for the inverse approach. The solution results 
from this chapter using these to sets up a contrast of division of opposites and hierarchy. At the 
end of the chapter, it then explains how the sage inverts these to prevent the fracturing of the 
whole. 
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ruler who makes all the decisions and promotes a personal agenda.489 Instead, the people 
at the yin level should do all the chang-ing, and debate among themselves about 
government. Danger exists in this model, in accord with the common theme in Chinese 
history where the ministers seize the power of the ruler. In this case, the ruler needs to 
attract the best ministers through his humility and be careful whom he trusts with 
governance.490  
 This sense of the ruler harmonizing to the tune of the ministers also drives at a 
key aspect of yin mode found in the Daodejing, and one often debated: silent language. 
In this regard, the ruler not calling (chang) can also be understood as version of the ideal 
of not speaking. Now, the place of language in early Daoism has received an ample 
amount of attention. For some, like Chad Hansen, Daoism is essentially a tradition 
founded on a critique of language itself.491 Many others note the issue of relativity within 
                                                
489 Major et al., The Huainanzi, 290–91. 
490 Paul Goldin comments on the “Zhu shu” chapter in the Huainanzi concerning the key role of 
the ruler identify and acquiring talented men. Though Goldin’s analysis emphasizes the Legalistic 
aspect of this role of the ruler, in Heshanggong it clearly includes more. The ruler must use his 
developed virtue to attract skilled ministers, but the result of body cultivation plays another 
important role here as well. When the ruler cultivates himself to the point of attaining dujian 
(singular sight) or neishi (inner vision), he can rely on these to see people’s true natures and select 
good ministers. Though he does not use these powers to actively govern, they provide the 
foundation for a properly ordered state. Chapter 33 explains, “Those who can know in themselves 
who is worthy and unworthy do so by returning to listen to the soundless and going inward to 
gaze upon the formless. Thus, they are considered illuminated.” This yin modal method also 
accords with avoiding standards of excellence that lead to competition, because the method of 
selection is not rational, but secret and subtle. The difficulty of this model, at least seen by Han 
Feizi, would be that it relies on the special skill of the ruler instead of an objective structure that 
operates regardless of the individual ruler’s capacity. See Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the 
Political Philosophy of Huai-Nan-Tzu,” 170. 
491 Chad Hansen, A Daoist Theory of Chinese Thought: A Philosophical Interpretation (Oxford 
University Press, USA, 2000). 
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Zhuangzi and his distrust of language.492 Others still emphasize the importance of silence 
and ineffability in Daoism as a mystical tradition.493 Heshanggong, on the other hand, 
understands the ideal of not speaking on the three levels of cosmos, body, and state.  
 Cosmically, the Way and Virtue are both beyond distinctions and so beyond 
language. Heshanggong affirms this in chapter 25, “The Way is the clear, still, and 
unspeaking. In a yin fashion it moves essential qi, and the myriad beings are naturally 
complete.” The Way itself is not just indescribable but also says nothing.494 In modeling 
this yin mode of silence, the ruler both helps society and his own body, a parallel noted in 
chapter 5: 
Much speech will certainly lead to a dead end, 
Many affairs harm the sprits and much speech harms the body. If your mouth 
opens and your tongue moves, then there indeed will be tragedy and suffering. 
And cannot compare to preserving the internal. 
It is better to preserve virtue internally by raising and nourishing the essential 
spirits, and to cherish the qi by rarely speaking. 
 
The bodily sense of this passage does not need much explanation. As cultivation involves 
storing and refining the yang substance of virtue internally, one does not want to lose this 
substance. The act of speaking, aside from being a yang mode, involves expelling qi 
(breath). Thus, speaking too much will concretely weaken the body. This sense of why 
one should avoid language appears to have less to do with the paradox of reality or the 
                                                
492 See the various essays in Kjellberg and Ivanhoe’s volume on this very topic. Essays on 
Skepticism, Relativism, and Ethics in the Zhuangzi (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1996). 
493 Roth cites verse VI of the Neiye “As for the Way: It is what the mouth cannot speak of.” He 
explains this confirms the ineffable and thus mystical nature of the Daoism and how the focus on 
avoiding words allows the mind to connect to the pre-dualistic level of consciousness. Roth, 
Original Tao, 139–142. 
494 This reminds of Lunyu 17.19 where Confucius promotes a similar sense about Heaven. See 
Lunyu 17.19/49/25-26. 
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dangers making conceptual division. Properly using yin mode (silence) to generate and 
protect yang substance remains the goal.495 
 Concurrently, the ruler as a cultivator has a secondary reason to apply this type of 
yin mode. In his case, if he speaks too much it will harm his body in a different way. 
Rulers who speak excessively, making many proclamations (another way to translate 
“speech” or yan ϑ) tend to cause strife among his people that results in rebellion and his 
death. Yet, why do proclamations cause strife? Chapter 2 elaborates: 
If you do not make proclamations, then you cannot know trouble. Regarding the 
previous six lines about the high and the low, and the long and the short, if the 
ruler initiates one stream then below hundreds of rivulets are born, and the 
transformation of these hundreds generate chaos without fail.  
 
This comment concludes chapter 2, famous for its elucidation of mutually generated 
opposites. Heshanggong does not emphasize the relativity of these lines, but instead how 
proclamations by those in power create standards. These standards, yin substances 
created by the yang mode of the proclamation, result in countless further acts of yang 
mode when governments force others to match these standards or inspire competition in 
relation to them.496 As a result, conflict increases and the world falls into chaos.  
                                                
495 This is not to say that Heshanggong promotes mental divisions (a type of yang mode), but he 
places weaker emphasis on the mind than substance. This different stress creates space for his 
more active promoting of the divisions of yin and yang mode as a positive view of the world, and 
not one that destroys the idea of wordlessness. 
496 Goldin argues that in the “Zhu shu” the key issue is not avoiding standards, but not allowing 
the ruler to infuse his “private motives” in the well-ordered state machine. This reading reflects 
Goldin’s emphasis of a more Legalist reading of “Zhu shu,” but this interpretation means he 
ignores the importance of yan ϑ as proclamation. The original text states, ˈˆͺ҄ϩʱͻ
3vϑέưŸͻ. Goldin translates this as, “‘Non-action’ does not refer to concealing 
oneself and not moving; it means that nothing emerges from the self.” While the basic sense 
remains clear, yan is the subject of the second sentence. Therefore, it could indicate the danger of 
the ruler speaking, especially in making arbitrary judgments that have no established standard of 
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 Instead of proclaiming (chang) his own ideals and standards, the ruler should 
harmonize (he). Chapter 49 notes how he could do this: 
The Sage lacks a constant heart and mind. 
The Sage values the status quo only solemnly enacts changes. He therefore seems 
to lack his own heart and mind. 
He takes the hearts and minds of the hundred clans as his 
own heart and mind. 
What the hundred clans’ hearts and minds hold as appropriate, the Sage follows 
accordingly. 
 
Here the principles of humility and silence combine with the ideals of slow change and 
following the past. Though there is some space for political developments, this must 
happen slowly (yin mode) as not to be disruptive. Furthermore, in the cases when the 
ruler must proclaim new standards or rules, he should follow popular sentiment.497 This is 
one sense of how to harmonize instead of singing lead. Avoiding proactive establishment 
of policy based on his own preference and desires, the ruler accords with current society 
so does not forcibly disrupt the status quo.498 Such disruptions at the extreme lead to 
                                                
law. See Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the Political Philosophy of Huai-nan-tzu,” 170–71; 
Huainanzi 9/75/21. 
497 One of the potential critiques of this non-active rulership relates to the problem of “popular” 
sentiment. What if different groups of people have different wants and interests? This is part of 
why modern political philosophy focuses on navigating and leveraging different interest groups. 
Daoist politics really avoids the bulk of politicking because it does not become involved in 
matters of cultural preference or moral-based rules that may or may not be supported by different 
groups. Instead, the government focuses on what all people consider appropriate, which is the 
ability to live and prosper, to have enough food to eat and clothing to keep warm. The ruler’s job 
involves promoting these basic foundations of human life and happiness that are universally 
popular. 
498 This could also be interpreted as one way to be empty and connect with cultivation practices 
that empty the mind of desire and emotion, and therefore one’s own plan for the world. Paul 
Goldin suggested that the syncretism seen the Huainanzi involves a type of mindlessness of the 
people, a political philosophy he calls “autistic paternalism.” While Heshanggong does not 
borough whole cloth from the Huainanzi, one finds deep parallels between their political views. 
His sense in the passage above is that the ruler is actually the only mindless one. The people are 
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chaos and the death of the ruler. Therefore, he protects both his body and the state by not 
“speaking.”499  
 Part of the problem with the ruler proclaiming rules or policies involves the 
concurrent increase in distinctions, which are the yin substances resulting from these 
yang modes. The ruler maintains humility as part of this project and relies on language 
for this effect. Chapter 42 notes: 
To be an orphan, widower, and hubless is what people hate 
the most, but kings and dukes takes these as their titles. 
“Orphan, widower, and hubless” are names of the misfortunate. Yet, the kings and 
dukes use them as their titles to embody humility and self-deprecation in 
emulation of the empty, void, harmonious, and soft. 
Thus things are often augmented by their diminishment, 
If one draws it in, then it will be lost; however, if one repels it, then it surely will 
return. 
And often diminished by their augmentation.   
Now those who elevate their high status bring about collapse. Those greedy for 
wealth bring about misery.  
 
This passage reiterates the principle of balance, but in the context of how titles are used. 
Aside from being humble, non-aggressive, and harmonious with others, the use of titles 
of “the misfortunate” offers another form of yin mode. Here, instead of the powerful 
praising their own greatness with illustrious names and titles, generally symbols of 
                                                
the ones who can “choose and reject,” contrary to Goldin’s assertion which sound much like 
Hegel’s vision of the monistic and monolithic mass of China. The ruler’s job, like those other in 
power, is to subvert their wills to the people. This may be at the most basic layer about food 
(Goldin criticizes this political model by deriding it the expression “men live by bread alone.”), 
but also about not forcing culture on others, not oppressing the people’s own values. This second 
topic will be discussed in the following few sections. See Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the 
Political Philosophy of Huai-Nan-Tzu,” 165, 176. 
499 The ruler does not appear to be completely adaptive. Though he bases his government on 
context, he still maintains his transcendent values that he works to subtly infuse into the world. In 
this way, he does not operate as a relativist and instead stands for the values of the Way that 
happen to include invisibility. Therefore, upholding those values appears relativistic, when in fact 
it is not. 
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arrogance and selfishness that lead to failure and collapse, proper rulers uses titles to 
diminish their distance from their subordinates and demonstrate their selfless humility 
thusly. This seeks obscuration of the reality of hierarchy to prevent people desiring 
something beyond their position and to limit the extremes of distinction.500 
 Chapter 66 continues in this vein, connecting this principle and practice to the 
ideal of lowliness and humility that helps avoid oppressing the less powerful: 
He must use language to take the deferential position below 
them. 
Model the rivers and sea by residing in humility and emptiness. 
If he wishes to be first among the people, 
If one wishes to be at the head of the people, 
He must place his bodily-self behind them. 
Place other first and oneself last.  
Therefore the Sage resides above, but the people do not find 
him a burden. 
The Sage is positioned above the people as their leader. Because he does not use 
his honorable and noble [position] to abuse his subordinates, the people support 
and revere him without considering him a great burden.  
 
Heshanggong connects the Daodejing’s sense about deferential language to the general 
principle of being lowly, empty, and humble. This means that although one has more 
power, one does not prioritize one’s own desires, but those of others (putting others first). 
This type of balancing allows the ruler to be above without being a burden. Here the 
figurative language is evocative in its connection to the principles of humility and 
lowliness. If the ruler (Sage) wants to be on top of the hierarchy, he cannot be a burden 
                                                
500 Supposedly, such behavior should limit people’s awareness of hierarchy, but some of the self-
deprecating language just becomes it own marker of status. 
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(literally heavy).501 This is the natural principle that what is heavy sinks to the bottom and 
what is light rises to the top. Therefore, the person on top cannot be heavy and stay in that 
position. In this case being “heavy” or a burden means that the yang substance of the 
superior is used to generate powerful yang mode and the resultant yin substance (heavy 
substance). In more everyday terms, the ruler cannot become oppressive with regulations, 
taxes, conscription, wars of conquest, and violent punishments.502 All the yang modes 
that make the people feel crushed from above.  
 The basic yin mode that supports the balance of those above with those below is 
humility. This quality manifests most importantly as not promoting one’s own desires or 
agenda in society. In terms of language, the much discusses topic of Early Daoism, this 
means that one does not yan (proclaim) or actively assert one’s desires and therefore 
avoids harness the power of the yang position to coerce others. Instead, the ruler or leader 
must follow and listen to their underlings and maintain an internal emptiness. Such is the 
requirement of power and the proper method of preventing increased divisions within the 
hierarchy.  
 
                                                
501 Murray notes a passage in the “Yuan Dao” that mirrors this section of the Daodejing. He 
translates it as, “Thus, he occupies a position above the people, but they are not weighted down 
by him.” Murray explains this in contrast to the legalist approach of the Qin or the active Son of 
Heaven promoted by Dong Zhongshu. Murray, “The Consummate Dao,” 169; Huainanzi 1/2/17-
19. 
502 Following the interregnum of Wang Mang, during the period when Heshanggong was likely 
written, the Han government discontinued peasant conscription due to the threat this system 
posed to imperial stability. Instead, taxes were used to send professional soldiers to the 
borderlands, while the inner territories were demilitarized. Mark Edward Lewis, The Early 
Chinese Empires: Qin and Han (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007), 67. 
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4. Yin Mode as Policy 
While the cultivation of virtue in the body promotes social order, and the 
regulation the body and state by not speaking simultaneously preserves qi and avoids 
creating standards, the third level of body-state rulership mostly relates to policy and the 
regulating of the state. On this latter level, the questions of coercion versus inclusive 
egalitarianism, or even anti-socialization, come to the fore.  
The best introduction to Heshanggong’s views on governmental policy appear in 
chapter one, where Heshanggong gives the basic definition of the “Constant Way” as 
opposed to the many different ways promoted by the myriad scholars of Early China.503 
He says:  
The constant Way simply employs non-action to nourish the spirits,504 and non-
engagement to pacify the people. 
 
Here the commentator lays out the most basic yin modes for both the levels of the body 
and the state. Chapter 4, above, has extensively discussed the understanding of non-
action as a path to cultivate the spirits. This may be the foundation of next level, but how 
do non-action and non-engagement relate? That term, wushi ˈ  (also translatable as 
“without affairs of state” or “non-interference”505), covers a range of approaches to 
maintaining stability and prosperity in society. It does not mean not managing any affairs 
                                                
503 One finds a range of views, from Hansen who holds that no “way” is constant to Schwartz 
who promotes the dual nature of the ineffable constant Way and the ability to discuss it. Most 
traditional readings see the constant Way as eternal compared with the variability of normative 
standards. For a thorough discussion of the different positions on this issue, see Robinet, “The 
Diverse Interpretations of the Laozi,” 146–48. 
504 This is likely a reference to the five spirits of the viscera discussed in Heshanggong chapter 6. 
For more on the debate of the different ways to read the term shen ̥ in the commentary, see 
Chapter 3. 
505 This is Murray’s translation. See Murray, “The Consummate Dao,” 169. 
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or engaging it all. Like with the term wuwei, the term’s complex meaning involves 
certain types of engagement that are rejected.506  
 We do not see total rejection of socialization that Ivanhoe argues for in the Laozi, 
and where the ruler must use non-action or here non-engagement to purge people of their 
social consciousness.507 Instead on finds something much more akin to the “Yuan Dao” 
chapter of the Huainanzi. Following Judson Murray’s reading of this text, the sense of 
wushi is non-interference and connects to following the natural patterns of things. Murray 
stress how the Huainanzi affirms plurality of culture and natural patterns that vary 
depending on environment and so the government should not use a top down approach, 
something he associates with both Confucians and Legalists. Ziran then does not imply 
some kind of Rousseauian state of pre-civilization like Ivanhoe suggests nor does it 
suggest something comparable to Needham’s egalitarianism. Instead, it involves giving 
social and political space for different people to live in their own way without enforcing a 
single arbitrary standard on the whole empire. The goal of wushi not only entails the 
basics of food and shelter, but also lets people be independent and self-sufficient, and 
gives the space for them to follow natural tendencies.508  
This sense of wushi resonates with Heshanggong’s conception of yin modal 
government leading to the yang substance of life and food. Heshanggong’s articulation of 
this practice holds more to the level of yin modal government policy. For him, the most 
                                                
506 One of the explanations of wuwei in the Huainanzi comes close to this idea. It says that “the 
wise doe not avail themselves of their position to intervene; the courageous do not avail 
themselves of their position to engage in violence.” This encompasses the ideal that those who 
have yang positions do not engage in yang mode by trying to force society. Major et al., The 
Huainanzi, 554; Huainanzi 14/137/6-8. 
507 Philip J. Ivanhoe, “The Concept of de (‘Virtue’) in the Laozi,” in Religious and Philosophical 
Aspects of the Laozi (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999), 245. 
508 Murray, “The Consummate Dao,” 169–74. 
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basic sense of the term involves making small changes before situations get out of hand. 
Chapter 63 begins its definition of wushi: 
Engage in non-engagement. 
When preparations are complete, then one can discard excess complexity and 
simplify one’s engagement in affairs. 
 
This chapter continues to elaborate this approach: 
Plan for difficulties while they are easy. 
If one wishes to plan for difficult affairs, then one should do it when they are easy: 
before they have fully come to pass.  
Enact the great with the fine. 
If one wants to undertake great affairs, one must deal with the small and fine. 
Calamity and chaos come from the small… 
…Therefore the Sage is deliberate with the difficult, 
The Sage in action and dealing with affairs is deliberate in both advance and 
retreat. He takes seriously the difficulties, and aims to block off their origins. 
 
Deliberateness involves a measure of yin mode, in that it entails slow consideration and 
not hasty actions. Even more important is the aim to block off the origins of difficulties. 
This aspect of wushi may be the most significant. Certainly, the ideal of making small 
changes to prevent big problems provides one example of this. In practice, the main 
usage relates to the issue of wealth inequality and constraints on food production. 
Therefore, wushi involves preventing the dangerous yin substance of inequality by not 
engaging in the affairs that cause it, and not weakening the source of such production (the 
people). 
In an agricultural-based society like the Han, all wealth comes from grain 
production; the only way wealth inequality can arise results from those in power over 
taxing the farmers. In this context, yin mode emphasizes three things: letting people farm 
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undisturbed, limiting the division of wealth through low tax rates, and minimizing the use 
of violence.  
 Why are these all related? They aim to reduce desire, competition, greed, and 
violence itself. Chapter 57 provides edifying details to this topic:  
When the empire has many taboos, the people are poor. 
“Empire” refers to ‘the ruler.’ “Taboos” mean ‘prohibitions.’ If the orders are 
manifold, then treachery is born. If prohibitions are numerous, then the 
subordinates are deceitful. There is shared danger and thus there is poverty.  
 
This indicates the danger of engaging in “affairs.” By actively constructing laws and 
making decrees, one creates division and not unity. Abstractly, the yang mode of such 
active forms of control naturally generates yin substance. This accords with the common 
sense sentiment that if you make rules or laws people will want to break them. 
Heshanggong simply provides a greater principle of explanation. This situation involves 
substance because those people actually become more yin: more full of selfishness, desire, 
and greed. Their increased desires leads to conflict and ultimately destabilization. This in 
turn generates the yin substance of poverty. 
 The key environmental factors include material division, social divisions, and 
having one’s basic needs met. These all reduce to desire. The key to order involves 
removing the causes of desire and emotion instead of repressing them, a method that has 
the opposite effect. Chapter 57 continues: 
When people have many skills and tricks, improper things 
arise. 
“People” refers to the lords and nobles. “Many skills and tricks” refers to carving 
and decorating palaces and towers, and embellishing rank-signifying robes. When 
these improper things arise among the subordinates, then the superiors are 
induced to add gold embellishments, jade carvings, and colored embroidery. Day 
by day, things become more extravagant. 
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When model things are displayed, robbers and bandits 
multiply. 
“Model things” means ‘precious things.’ When wonderful and precious things 
gain prominence, agricultural works are neglected. Then hunger and cold arrive 
together, and robbers and bandits multiply. 
 
All this extravagance not only increases inequality and simulates the desires of the have-
nots for all those dazzling creations, it also disrupts the agricultural economy because the 
ruler forces farmers from the fields to become artisans and builders to construct these 
monuments to the various rulers’ and lords’ power. This leads to insufficient harvests that 
generate the desperation that pushes people to banditry.509 
 The sage takes the opposite approach with his non-engagement or not having 
affairs. 
I do not have affairs and the people are prosperous on their 
own. 
I do not have the affairs needing conscripted corvée laborers or soldiers, allowing 
the people to work in peace. Thus, all are prosperous on their own. 
I am desireless and the people are themselves simple. 
Because I am constantly desireless, rejecting flowery designs in favor of plain 
clothing. Thus, the people follow me in possessing unadorned simple substance. 
I am without emotion and the people are pure of themselves.” 
The Sage says, “I cultivate the Way and preserve the True, rejecting the six 
emotions, and so the people follow me and are pure.” 
 
                                                
509 This passage also highlights a potential weakness of yin modal ruling. Though a ruler 
maintains simplicity and humility, this does not necessarily result in the nobles doing the same. 
They can upstage the ruler by building fancier palaces and amassing treasures that project a kind 
of conspicuous superiority. This threatens the ruler’s authority, and pushes him to compete for 
status. Heshanggong does not explain how to solve this problem, though perhaps the solution 
involves the ruler completely avoiding such displays and then the lower rank lords will not even 
consider such a use of their power. Of course, once this starts it seem difficult to shift this pattern 
without active (yang mode) involvement.  
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Therefore, wushi can literally indicate not having affairs, which means not engaging in 
governmental projects for selfish purposes; one avoids affairs aimed at displaying wealth 
or those related to wars for riches. Instead, people should be left to generate their own 
wealth through farming, so starvation will not push them to banditry. Furthermore, the 
ostentatiousness of these projects generates desires in the people that ruins contentment 
and stability. Nevertheless, to make this happen, powerful people must cultivate their 
bodies to remove their own emotions and desires. Then they will become models for 
other, and not incite people to compete for unnecessary wealth. 
 Chapter 75’s depiction of wushi provides a fine overview of the yin mode 
approach to social harmony. It emphasizes the importance of agricultural production and 
how people should generally exist in a self-sufficient way, and is comparable to what 
Murray sees in the Huainanzi.510 By not overtaxing one can maintain wealth equality. By 
not using excess wealth and conscripted labor to produce symbols of power and 
differentiation, one limits desire within the society. Moreover, by not generating laws and 
punishments, or starting wars of aggression, one dissuades people from rebelling. All of 
these topics require more in depth discussions below. 
 
                                                
510 One aspect of this wushi that Murray mentions and will be further discussed below involves 
the structure of the state. Part of avoiding creating standards and excessive laws touches on the 
debate of central government versus local government, and whether the central government 
should try to impose its will and standards on everyone. As briefly mentioned last chapter, 
Heshanggong, like the “Yuan Dao” chapter, sides more with the diffuse power model that allows 
for diversity and explains why one should use “non-engagement” or “non-interference.” Murray, 
“The Consummate Dao,” 174. 
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5. Morality: Wen and Zhi  
 In Heshanggong’s time, one of the key markers of social division and personal 
excellence was “morality” because of its place in identifying men worthy of serving as 
ministers. Resultantly, moral fame became a prerequisite for ascending to power and 
wealth. This prominence of moral standing may seem odd, but it has deep ramifications 
for how Heshanggong promotes his teachings and understands yin mode as avoiding 
distinctions that include morality.  
 In the context of Laozi studies, many scholars have highlighted the moral 
relativism or even amorality of the classic.511 This tends to emerge from a monistic 
reading that rejects real distinctions of good and bad. Hans-Georg Moeller exemplifies 
this position. His understanding of the Daodejing suggests the sage does not know what 
is ultimately good or bad; he accepts that final moral judgments remain impossible 
because moral distinctions are prone to reversals and so does not take sides in any 
debates.512 Such a reading generates some of the greatest confusion over the historical 
continuity of Daoism, specifically how an amoral Daoist philosophy could morph into, or 
be appropriated by, the later religious organizations with their lists of moral precepts and 
repentance of sin.513  Again, Heshanggong provides a middle ground between these sides 
                                                
511 Fung Yu-lan explains Laozi’s de (virtue) lies beyond the distinction of good and evil. De Bary 
explains the Daodejing as seeking a time prior to morality. Hansen, relying on his linguistic 
critique, comments that the rejection of the conventional morality that emerges from socially 
relative naming systems. Moeller simply asserts Laozi’s teachings are paradigmatic amorality. 
Fung Yu-lan, A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (Free Press, 1997), 101; De Bary, Sources of 
Chinese Tradition, 1:50; Hansen, A Daoist Theory of Chinese Thought, 212–13; Hans-Georg 
Moeller, The Moral Fool: A Case for Amorality (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009); 
Moeller, The Philosophy of the Daodejing. 
512 Moeller, The Philosophy of the Daodejing, 105–106. 
513 Even within the genre of Daodejing commentaries one finds explicitly articulated Xiang’er 
precepts. See Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 49–50. 
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of the tradition. Historically, this either means the amoral reading does not reflect the Pre-
Qin and Han forms of Daoism, or that it disappeared early in the Han and long before the 
“corrupting” influence of Zhang Daoling and his ilk.  
 Regardless of issues of historical development, Heshanggong both rejects 
morality while simultaneously promoting his own sense of goodness. This raises a point 
of tension within the commentary’s social model. How can a ruler avoid standards of 
value while clearly holding the values of yin mode? One could view this as a similar 
problem of both maintaining and rejecting the social hierarchy, but in terms of moral 
values. The key division Heshanggong makes involves a tension between the principles 
of wen ȑ (language, culture, patterns) and zhi Ќ(simple substance).514 
 Starting with the basics, the Daodejing explicitly dismisses moral virtues in 
chapter 19: “Reject benevolence (ren ,) and discard righteousness (yi ʹ).”  
Heshanggong’s sense of this begins to emerge even in the first chapter’s opening 
comment, where he contrasts the natural Way with the contrived classical arts (jingshu ͡
τ) and political instruction (zhengjiao ȄȈ). This unfavorable comparison reveals his 
dislike for the Confucian, text-based moral tradition’s origins in wen ȑ, whose various 
means as writing, culture, and designs are suspect. He elaborates in chapter 3:   
Do not exalt the worthies, 
“Worthies” refers to the worthies of common society who debate and illuminate 
texts, diverge from the Way by using brute force, and discard simple substance by 
creating culture/literature/designs. “Do not exalt” means do not honor them with 
official salaries and do not dignify them with official positions. 
And the people will not compete. 
                                                
514 The original pairing of these terms appears in the Lunyu where Confucius asserts the need for 
balance to avoid the extremes of being uncouth (ye ю) and being a mindless scribe (shi Å). See 
Lunyu 6.18/13/21. 
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They will not compete for merit and fame but return to naturalness. 
 
The concern with wen is due to its artifice; it is yin substance generated by yang mode. In 
contrast, zhi Ќ (simple substance) refers to something’s true nature, the more yang 
substance that the Way has given.515 Adding designs and patterns of behavior to this core 
disrupts the basic unity of the substance and increases its yin aspect. Prescribed behaviors, 
like culturally promoted morals, also fall into this category. These wen (patterns), often 
propounded in Confucian classics (wen in the form of writing), divert one from the Way, 
the ultimate source of proper behavior. Such is the power of patterns, especially those 
identified by external social markers like “good” and subsequently lauded, and become 
immoral, even dangerous.  
When everyone knows goodness as goodness, 
When there are merit and fame, 
This is not good! 
People will compete for them. 
 
This passage, previously cited to describe one of the dangerous elements of society, 
provides an unexpected take on “goodness”: instead of being an inherently positive 
quality, it is now dependent on others’ commendations. This practice of evaluating 
actions as “good” or “not good” generates a differentiated set of values and mores.516 
These moral standards are the antithesis of the original yang substance, which produces 
truly proper, but unremarkable, behavior. The passage criticizes the contemporary 
political system by suggesting that explicit prescriptions for “goodness” generate 
                                                
515 “Only the Way is elusive and indistinct. Within its midst there is the One that manages 
transformations, and establishes simple substances according to people’s qi” (Ch. 21). 
516 Hansen also agrees with this basic point. See Hansen, A Daoist Theory of Chinese Thought, 
213. 
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competition, thereby encouraging desire: the origin of immorality.517 This comment also 
slyly implicates Confucians who, under the guise of moral teaching, fan an unhealthy 
public appetite for accolades by placing such value on societal reputation. The political 
and social remunerations associated with this judgment can lead to the multitudes’ 
adoption of trickery and disingenuous behavior, which corrupts society at large. 
Ironically, codification of proper behavior produces the opposite of its intended effect—
unnatural desires that lead to improper actions, conflict, and immorality. By knowing 
“goodness as goodness,” the goal of “goodness” is lost.518 Put in the language of yin and 
yang, the identification and standardization of values, “goodness,” is yang mode; to do so 
involves active creation that results in explicit divisions of “good” from the “bad.” Yet, 
such a division results in yin substances and thus destroys the true goodness of the single 
yang qi. 
The previous quotations criticize the establishment of standards for goodness and 
morality, but concurrently reveal the existence of Heshanggong’s own moral code. By 
calling for a cessation of rewards for wen, he implies that the “simple substance” lost in 
the process of becoming a “worthy” has a higher worth; by associating “accomplishment 
                                                
517 While this is often read as a critique of Confucianism, it also can indicate a rejection of the 
more Legalistic establishment of explicit standards for reward and punishment and the theory of 
xingming ƦÌ. Alan Chan provides the most pertinent discussion where he explains the range of 
the concept from that of Hanfeizi’s use of clear punishments to something more similar to 
Heshanggong where the issue of distinctions becomes more cosmological. This analysis plays an 
important role in his associating Heshanggong with Huang-Lao. For this and other discussions on 
xingming, see Soon-Ja Yang, “The Secular Foundation of Rulership: The Political Thought of 
Han Feizi (ca. 280--233 BC) and His Predecessors” (Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 2010), 
135–140; Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China, 145–50; Chan, Two Visions of the 
Way, 96–103. 
518 For more on this paradox of virtue, see Hektor K. T. Yan, “A Paradox of Virtue: The 
Daodejing on Virtue and Moral Philosophy,” Philosophy East and West 59, no. 2 (2009): 173–
187. 
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and fame” with “struggle,” he cautions that the desire to be externally identified as good 
brings about toil and affirms unequal power dynamics, thereby undermining the true 
attainment of goodness. Through these negative definitions of values, one can infer that 
to be truly good, one should embrace simplicity, non-competition and non-desire (yin 
modes). Thus, the challenge emerges. How can Heshanggong dismiss the use of 
standards while also appearing to present his own?  
The solution lies in his implicitly moral cosmology and what he perceives to be 
the True Way. The True Way allows one to develop goodness not through pattern-based 
moral instruction that delineates proper behavior, but via access to the hidden morality of 
the Universe achieved through body cultivation. As discussed above, this cultivation 
seeks to maximize the yang substance (virtue or the One) in the body. The health and 
perceptive benefits are clear but there are also moral effects that inform Heshanggong’s 
sense of social order.  
As a cosmological entity, the yang substance of the One is the originator of all 
order, including the normative order. Therefore, by internalizing the yin Way, the adept 
will be free from desire, and act according to cosmic goodness, not the goodness 
delimited by models of behavior in the classics. But what sort of goodness does the One 
make accessible to the practitioner? The following passage elucidates its relation to all 
things:  
Thus it is said, the One unfolds names throughout the world. Heaven obtains the 
One through clarity. Earth obtains the One through stability. The nobles and kings 
obtain the One through acting uprightly and fairly.”519 Inwardly it becomes the 
mind; emerging it becomes movement; unfolding support it becomes Virtue; but 
                                                
519 These three sentences are quoted from of Chapter 39’s original text. Omitted are that 
passage’s two other parallel lines, which concern the gods and the valley. 
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the general name for all of these is the One. The One this speaks of is undivided 
ultimate unity. (Ch. 10) 
 
Firstly, this passage legitimates the One as the very spirit of order, uncovering and 
naming the previously unknowns of the world. If embraced, it helps to maintain the 
myriad things it has created. For Heaven and Earth, only after attaining it can they 
become what we understand as Heaven and Earth: clear and stable, respectively. 
Similarly, rulers, like nobles and kings, are transformed into “orderly and peaceful” 
figures in harmony not just with each other, but the world. Such alignment into perfection 
is due to each thing’s realization of the true universal order as created and sustained by 
the One, whose single intent permeates all. In this way, natural beings as dramatically 
different in scale as Heaven and Earth and the individual body can be made perfect and 
complete, both within the unity of a larger cosmological context and in the varied unity of 
each individual thing. 
Individuals increase the amount of yang substance, the One, within themselves 
through employing yin mode, part of which includes (ziran):  
He studies the unstudied, 
The Sage studies what others do not. Others study knowledge and trickery, while 
the Sage studies naturalness. Others study regulating the world, while the Sage 
studies regulating his bodily-self and preserving the Way’s Truth. 
Restoring what the multitudes have discarded. 
The multitudes’ studies are all backwards. They discard the root and work at the 
branches, discard the fruit and work at the flowers. “Restoring” means ‘make 
them return to the root and the fruit.’ (Ch. 64) 
 
Both the original text and commentary urge the reader to choose the opposite of what the 
multitudes have chosen, like the sage who valorizes ziran over the knowledge of wen. 
Furthermore, this sage not only focuses on his own attainment of goodness. He takes on 
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the responsibility of leading others to the same end. In contrast to teachers in the 
Confucian tradition, he advises people to return to ziran, to attain the Truth (yang 
substance). This is the aforementioned simple substance (zhi) in that it is a positive 
alternative to the negative associations of “trickery” and knowledge woven into the 
sophistry of wen.  
 This contrast of wen and zhi goes far to explain how the ruler contrasts the 
problematic establishment of standards of moral virtues (yang mode) with the practices 
aimed at strengthening the basic substance of goodness that is the One (yang substance). 
A deeper sense of this morality that both rejects moral teachings while affirming a 
particular form of transcendent values appears in the contrast of ben Ƀ roots and mo ɂ 
branches mentioned in the last quote. 
 
6. Morality: Roots and Branches 
The division of roots and branches plays a prominent part in Han cosmology, but 
especially for Heshanggong as he promotes a strong sense of division between the 
unmanifest and manifest. According to the translators of the Huainanzi, this division 
determines both the worldview and the structure of that compendium. It explains how 
that text could simultaneously affirm the superiority of transcending morality or focusing 
on the principles of the cosmic Way, while including seeming contradictory valorizations 
of divergent applications concerning literature and rituals.520 Heshanggong presents a 
similar conception of this structure, which allows for both inclusion and assertions of 
transcendent value. This again affirms his connection to the Huainanzi tradition and helps 
                                                
520Major et al., The Huainanzi, 14–20. 
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further explain how the ruler can hold to the non-differentiation of yin mode while also 
holding strong transcendent values.   
Heshanggong starts by equating the root with the Way and the One (Ch. 1; Ch. 
40). In this botanical analogy, cultivation must metaphorically involve both the [tap]root 
as the unified substance (yang) and its status as hidden and lowly (yin mode). This 
existence contrasts with the fractured diversity of the branches that represent the 
regulated standards of morality and systems of cultural knowledge (yin substances) 
created by scholars (yang mode). To fully excavate the metaphor, moral virtues at the 
branch-level are not necessarily bad, as far as they harbor some ideal of goodness and are 
at least part of the whole; however, focusing on the branches leads people away from the 
root, the locus of proper cultivation. After all, branches are not essential to the tree, and 
the methods associated with them are not integral either. They encompass a mere fraction 
of the totality of goodness and true proper behavior, and should preferably be ignored for 
what is more fundamental and whole.  
To further clarify the relationship between the partiality of man-made morality 
and the completeness of the Way consider chapter 18: 
…when the empire attains Great Peace, benevolence is unknown; people are totally 
desireless, and so frugality is unknown; everyone is pure by themselves, and so 
chastity is unknown. In the time of the Great Way, filial piety and parental affection 
are extinguished, and benevolence and righteousness fall away; just like when the 
sun reaches its height of midday brilliance the multitude of stars lose their glow.521 
                                                
521 This analogy mirrors a saying recorded in Huainanzi:Ȟȥϊ, ΉΖˑg. “When 
the sun comes out, the stars cannot be seen. The stars cannot compete in brightness with the sun.” 
This saying goes on to connect this principle to the dominance of roots over branches. 
Interestingly, the message of this saying is not about yang substance over yin substance, but about 
the importance of being low like the root and not having the bottom be light and the top heavy. 
This again confirms the ideal of yin mode connected to yang substance. It also shows the 
superiority of yang substance over yin substance: the yang of the noon sky that is bright and 
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While this passage acknowledges commonly celebrated morals like benevolence, 
frugality, purity, chastity, filial piety, and righteousness, it also explains their ultimate 
obsolescence: when Great Peace (taiping) and the Great Way prevail, such virtues do not 
appear because their opposites do not exist. For if everyone were to embody all of these 
“good” qualities, there would be no cruelty or impurity by which to define their 
“goodness.”522 Without such contrast, they and the moral system they uphold become 
inconsequential. Yet, Heshanggong does not disavow them all together. Just as the stars 
not seen during daytime are still in the sky, individual morals and virtues, however small 
in comparison, are still part of the vast goodness of the Way.523 But in a less ideal 
scenario, a totality of goodness like the Great Peace cannot manifest while a system of 
limited particulate morality is in play; the sun does not appear at night when the stars are 
out. Harking back to the desires incurred by competition for labels of “goodness,” such a 
system actually brings into being the opposite of what it values. 
 So far, the discussion has emphasized the problems of moral systems based on 
wen and the superiority of a return to naturalness, en masse. Nevertheless, the crucial 
question centers on how the sage ruler can induce morality and goodness without using 
standards that sabotage the ultimate goal. Heshanggong himself poses such a question in 
chapter 53, “I wish to esteem the good, but am afraid to create false goodness.” The 
answer, of course, remains yin mode. 
                                                
unified versus the dark and fractured night sky. See Huainanzi 16.12/155/12; Major et al., The 
Huainanzi, 629. 
522 Instead of linguistic relativism, the dissolution of opposites in Heshanggong reflects more on 
his cosmology, and also connects to the goal of removing the awareness of problematic binaries. 
523 This is why even though Heshanggong has a very vitality-based sense of de ƶ, “virtue” still 
remains an appropriate translation. This equates with the original essential spirit and is really 
goodness itself, both as the source of life and as the result of moral behavior (yin mode).  
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 Complicating this obvious solution, one finds a confusing and troubling passage 
in chapter 27: 
Therefore the sage is always good at saving others. 
The reason that the sage is always instructing people to be honest and filial is 
because he wants to save people’s moral natures and life. 
And thus there are none who go unused. 
He causes the noble and base to each receive their proper place.  
 
Honesty and filial piety are canonized in Confucian teachings and the classical arts. This 
sounds much like a yang modal approach where one teaches specific morals and also uses 
them to actively affirm the existence of the hierarchy of the noble and base. Why would 
Heshanggong promote such ideas? How can the sage’s instruction of people in these 
virtues avoid previously identified pitfalls? 
 The simple answer revolves around the particular sense of the word “instruct.” 
This term, jiao Ȉ, also part of the problematic term zhengjiao ȄȈ, has a special 
meaning in this case.524 In both chapters 2 and 43 Heshanggong explains the Daodejing 
line buyan zhi jiao ϑȈ in essentially that same way. As discussed above, not 
speaking does not necessarily mean total avoidance of language, but has to do with 
decrees and the establishment of standards. So how can this “instruction” be without 
speaking? Chapter 43 explains: 
The teachings of not speaking, 
Emulate the Way by not speaking: teach by the example of one’s body. 
 
Clearly, Heshanggong has a strict sense of the bounds of good and evil, but his advice to 
those in power is not to teach these far and wide (not speaking), but to cultivate and 
                                                
524 For more on the appearance of the term zhengjiao, see Appendix 2.  
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embody them and use the yang substance of their position to transform those below. This 
means to have a yin (hidden) set of values instead of a yang (proclaimed) set and is key 
for those in power to avoid competition or people pretending to be “good.” Instead, the 
rulers should become exemplars of goodness by embodying yin mode. Teaching or 
instruction here means inducing change, but that does not mean it must be direct or 
forced.  
 Teaching with one’s actions, or more accurately embodied yin mode, means that 
although those in power seek to manifest the ideal qualities of the Way manifest in the 
world, they cannot always perfectly do so. The reality of life and its various needs means 
that in practice the yin mode of adaptability comes into play. This system allows for a 
range of behaviors and moral manifestations that do not fully concord the Way. This sort 
of seeming inconstancy contributes to some scholars, like Hall and Ames, emphasizing 
Chinese thought as situational and relativistic.525  
 I prime example is Chapter 38, which provides the commentator an opportunity to 
discuss the different levels of moral attainment for the ruler. The best case involves 
hidden and non-active virtue and from there things decline toward manifest benevolence, 
then the military protection of righteous justice, and lastly the fragmenting force of ritual 
and wen.526 All these levels show increasing amounts of desire, action, and display that 
                                                
525 For more on this issue of relativity and pragmatism in China, see Chapter 1. 
526 Kaltenmark mentions a similarly graded depiction of the different types of rulers. The highest 
ruler uses the Way, the middling ruler uses virtue, the inferior ruler uses benevolence, and the 
destructive ruler (luanjun Ñ) uses wen ȑ and punishments. While this clearly mirrors the 
original Daodejing, it also accords with how Heshanggong interprets the original. See Max 
Kaltenmark, “The Ideology of the T’ai-P’ing Ching,” in Facets of Taoism: Essays in Chinese 
Religion (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 30. 
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demonstrates Heshanggong has a graded valuation system based on his ideals.527 This can 
be understood as a vision of historical decline, but it could also reflect different rulers 
doing their best within the time that they lived. This latter point may help explain 
Heshanggong’s confusing mix of prescriptive and anti-prescriptive writings.  
A good example of adaptation to different situations is Heshanggong’s handling 
of military issues. He uses the principle of context adaptation to explain Laozi’s treatment 
of military strategy, saying,  “Laozi employed soldiers in a time of crisis, and so he 
explains himself to establish righteousness (Ch. 69).” Laozi, even with his sagely level of 
attainment still could not ignore the reality of the Warring States. This might be 
explained as him operating on chapter 38’s level of “righteousness,” where this moral 
virtue represented the best manifestation of the ideals of the way in that difficult time. 
Fighting righteous wars might not reach the totality of the perfect virtue of the noonday 
sun, but in those times of crisis were like a bit of light shinning in the darkness of a 
fractured world.  
Heshanggong’s reading of the Daodejing does not resemble most modern 
Western ones. His approach manages to both embrace a static and natural moral order, 
while also disavowing it. This does not suggest the oft-propounded vision of contextualist 
                                                
527 Chapter 38’s decent from the non-active virtue to benevolence, then righteousness, and finally 
ritual can also be read as a loose doxography. The highest level is the Daoists, followed by the 
more internal-focused traditions of Confucianism. Then there is what could be Legalism or 
militarism, and lastly are the ritualist Confucians. That ritualists fall below Legalists is worth 
noting. This may partially reflect the influence of the “Legalist” thinkers on Huang-Lao 
syncretism, and maybe even the old Mohist critique of ritual excesses. Still, according to the logic 
of yin-yang mode and substance this ordering does not surprise. Even though the ruler who uses 
righteous violence, an extreme form of yang mode, still does so to maintain a type of universal 
standard. Ritualists seek instead to affirm difference and thus generated even greater amounts of 
the dangerous yin substance.  
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Chinese thought where circumstance determines proper behavior.528 Such a reading arises 
from taking Chinese thought as solely monistic, a holism where the only constant is 
change, and what is right always proceeds from understanding the current state of that 
whole. It is also not exactly a system of foundational natural law that R. P. Peerenboom 
argues is the key to Huang-Lao thought, where a pre-determined order or law is dictated 
by nature, unchanging, and universally applied.529 That reading as previously noted, 
asserts a rare Chinese “dualism.”   
Heshanggong, as suggested above, indulges in neither such cosmologies or 
approaches to morality and proper action. He has transcendent morals, but they are 
hidden and not laws. He uses them contextually, but all policies and practices arise from 
constant principles. He is far from a moral relativist, but like Zhuangzi, he understands 
the dangers of establishing “this” and “that.”530 Earlier, we have seen him fail to avoid 
the use of a normative system. The important difference between his system and others 
lies in the claim that his system comes directly from the Dao itself and is therefore not an 
artificial construction. Also, he does not seek to actively impose this system on those 
below, but to encourage natural human morality through creating the proper social 
environment by not abusing power or highlighting inequality.  
This attachment to a strong transcendent moral order reminds of the so-called 
“religious” Daoism, an identification used to critique Heshanggong throughout the ages. 
Yet, if we look at Heshanggong, we find contrasts with the moral codes of later 
communal Daoism, such as the one associated with the Xiang’er commentary. 
                                                
528 For the preeminent example, see David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames, Anticipating China. 
529 R. P. Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China, 19. 
530 Zhuangzi 2/4/16-20. 
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Heshanggong does not develop a code, but instead hopes to teach powerful individuals so 
they can affect a positive environment for others.531 Yet, Heshanggong’s rejection of 
formalized codes does not mean he embraces moral relativism. It may be that pre-Han 
Daoism did involve real moral relativism and contextualism, as one can make strong 
cases for those reading. Yet, regardless of whether or not that was so, a similar position 
cannot apply to Heshanggong. It may be that his teachings occupy an intermediary step 
between the monism of early Daoism and the dualism of the its latter form, but more 
likely Heshanggong reflects a particular strain of Daoism that proceeded him and 
continued long after his death and fits neither the “philosophy” or “religion” categories. 
Either way the commentary combines transcendent ideals that by definition 
subvert their propagation as such. One might say such standards and morals can only be 
taught to those in power. The problem is not with morals themselves, but either forcing 
them on others or relying on them as explicit makers for government employment. They 
should be made manifest through yin modes, and creating a supportive environment for 
people’s natural goodness develop and flourish naturally.  
 
                                                
531 The focus on the power of environment in shaping action results in placing extra moral 
responsibility on the ruler. Unlike in later Daoist traditions where individuals or families dealt 
with their own sense of sin and guilt, this earlier political system takes some of the liability off 
normal people. Banditry and rebellion are not then the product of corrupted people, but ultimately 
arise from the environmental factors resulting from poor rulership. As chapter 30 explains the 
proper ruler, “In enacting his affairs, he likes returning responsibility to himself, and does not 
blame others.” One could say this disempowers normal people, a position Paul Goldin likely 
would hold, but it also shifts the focus from willful action toward mode as a state of existence. 
People do good when they embody yin mode, and a powerful force in this reality remains an 
environment the removes the pressure that drives actions based on the desires of the survival 
instinct. See Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the Political Philosophy of Huai-Nan-Tzu,” 165. 
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7. Punishments  
The topic of morality most concretely manifests in regard to law and order. As 
early Chinese law inevitably meant violent punishment, mutilation or execution, one 
might expect Heshanggong to completely reject such extreme yang modes. Yet, as with 
Laozi explaining the way of war, punishment appears as an example of pragmatism; the 
sense that in some circumstances the full ideal of yin mode remains unattainable. Yet, 
many readings of the Daodejing, like those of Holmes Welch and Wing-tsit Chan have 
emphasized pacifism as an outgrowth of non-action.532 While yin mode may involve 
adaptability, the question remains about how it can include war and violence, the most 
yang of all modes. If these count as “yin mode,” then maybe Heshanggong’s system 
really is amoral or at least so morally adaptable as to have no real core. This tension 
between ideals and practicality relates to both small-scale violence like executions and 
larger endeavors like war. 
Heshanggong’s approach to violence and the place of law accords most closely 
with the anti-standards approach of the “Yuan Dao” chapter of the Huainanzi, but does 
not reflect the political vision of the “Zhu shu” chapter or the Jingfa from Mawangdui. 
This may explain why Paul Goldin’s sense of politics in the Huainanzi finds more 
“Legalism” than what I argue appears in Heshanggong.533 Similarly, Peerenboom’s 
assertion for the centrality of law in Huang-Lao may only represent one strand of that 
                                                
532 Wing-tsit Chan explains Laozi holds the strongest Chinese anti-war position that supersedes 
the Mohists, Confucians, and even the pacifist Buddhists. Chan goes so far as to question the 
proper inclusion of the Daodejing chapters on military tactics, speculating that they might be later 
interpolations. Holmes H. Welch Welch, Taoism: The Parting of the Way (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1971), 33; Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 154, 222. 
533 Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the Political Philosophy of Huai-Nan-Tzu.” 
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broad movement.534 Instead of these two options, the key philosophy of the Huainanzi 
that appears in the “Yuan Dao” reflects the view that the commentator holds on this 
issue.535  
 “Yuan Dao” recounts the exploits of Shun and explains that his subjugating of 
different types of people did not result from the use of establishing mores, customs, and 
most importantly laws, punishments, and restrictions were useless for that type of sagely 
ruler. According the “Yuan Dao” the real key was his cultivation of the root and not the 
branches, a focus on jingshen instead of rules.536 Though the “Zhu shu” chapter notes the 
ideal society that has laws but does not need them, it affirms the need for such established 
objective standards. Heshanggong rejects standardized punishments and laws referring to 
them in chapter 17 as components of inferior government. He much prefers rulership that 
uses virtue and yin modes.  
Within the hierarchical structure, many different yang modes employed by those 
above can strain the unity with those below. Among these, one of the most egregious is 
execution. Following the principle of wushi, the most oppressive act a ruler can take is to 
kill those below him. Nothing else so potently reveals power differences. This is why 
Heshanggong takes a progressive stance on this tool of rulership and control as seen in 
chapter 62: 
And those guilty of crimes were spared. 
                                                
534 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China. 
535 This contradicts Wang Ka’s assertion that Heshanggong represented an Easter Han form of 
Huang-Lao, which unlike the Western Han version had shifted away from government. Instead, 
one finds a parallelism between the politics of the inner cultivation system given the place of 
prominence in both the Huainanzi and Heshanggong. Wang, Heshanggong zhangju, 8. 
536 Major et al., The Huainanzi, 59; Huainanzi 1/4/18-26. 
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“Guilty of crimes” refers to the age of chaos when the benighted ruler wantonly 
carried out executions. If one cultivates the Way, then one can end the death 
penalty and spare the masses. 
 
This stance against the death penalty nicely accords with the ideal of yin mode. Killing is 
the extreme of yang mode and it generates the extreme yin substances—a dead body. The 
execution-hungry ruler “wantonly” kills: he kills for fun or to demonstrate his power. 
Such people bring chaos to the world. The one last detail in this passage comes from the 
implication that by using the Way (all the policies and practices mentioned above) the 
ruler will not need to rely on the death penalty. 
 Yet, Heshanggong recognizes that such an ideal world where the ruler perfectly 
employs yin mode to prevent the disruption of society can have practical impediments. 
Because of this, he, as noted in chapter 74, allows for some flexibility with his stance 
against even this extreme yang mode of killing:  
And I seize and kill anyone engaging in trickery, then who 
would dare to do so. 
If one uses the Way to teach and transform the people and they do not follow but 
instead engage in trickery and craftiness, then it is proper to respond according to 
the king’s law by seizing and killing them. In this case, who would dare commit a 
crime? In Laozi’s time there was chaos and the kings did not rely first on the Way 
and virtue to transform the people, but relied first on punishment and fines. 
 
Heshanggong argues for the death penalty.537 The previous comment made a case against 
it, but only because a properly ordered society should not need such things. Recall that 
chapter 1 asserted that some people are just born filled with desire and emotionality. 
                                                
537 Wing-tsit Chan reads this same Daodejing passage as opposing capital punishment. This may 
be the sense of the original, though it could also be about according with the cycles of Heaven 
and only punishing in the fall, a practice seen in the Lüshi chunqiu. Chan, The Way of Lao Tzu, 
230–31. 
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Because of this, even the decent life enabled by a ruler following the Way would not 
satisfy them and they would need to be punished and eliminated. This outlook may 
shelter Heshanggong from the basic accusation that his sense of human nature remains 
too optimistic, but it also lands a blow to the utopian vision of the perfect power of yin 
mode. 
 The key distinction Heshanggong makes between the good and bad rulers relates 
to the logical priority of values and policy. The bad ruler solely relies on brute force to 
maintain his hierarchy and dominance. The commentator has strenuously argued that 
such approaches lead to ruin. But he notes that even the good ruler, who relies on virtue 
as charisma that is representative of generous and selfless rulership with yin mode, must 
occasionally stoop down and dirty his hands. Interestingly, the argument against brute 
and selfish control revolves around the inefficacy of punishment in such an environment. 
Again, in chapter 74, he notes: 
When the people do not fear death, 
In regulating the state, if one uses extremely cruel punishments and fines,538 then 
the people cannot eke out a living, and will not fear death. In regulating the body, 
desire injures the spirits and greed for wealth leads to one’s death, but the people 
do not know to fear these.539 
 
                                                
538 These punishments would include various forms of maiming, like cutting off the feet. 
Practically, the crippled people could not work for a living and others taxed or fined to the point 
of starvation would have nothing to fear in committing capital crimes.  
539 For both the group and the individual, the foundation of proper order is the fear of death. If 
people do not fear social causes of death, then nothing will restrain their selfish and socially 
disruptive actions. In parallel, individuals do not fear personal causes of death, desirous behaviors 
destroy the body or leads to behavior that bring about an early demise; this is because of 
ignorance. This is a two-tiered problem that places ignorance of the causes of death and disorder 
first. The ruler who is ignorant of the dangers of desire harms his body will die of natural causes; 
if his greed that leads him to engage in policies that remove people’s fear of death, then his 
ignorant lack of fear of death spreads, leading to disorder and his downfall. This logic strikes at 
the heart of the parallel role of body and state and how the fear of death is Heshanggong’s 
leverage to argue for change in the political system. 
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This means that one needs to rule properly for violence to even be effective in the rare 
case. If people are starving because of over taxation or all the able-bodied workers are 
conscripted and no one grows grain, then threat of execution does not work as a deterrent 
against banditry. This pattern appears repeatedly in Chinese history, where people who 
face potential execution rebel or become bandits because they have nothing to lose. Even 
the founder of the Han dynasty, Liu Bang, rebelled against the Qin because he had made 
a mistake that in that harsh system was punishable by death.540 This phenomenon 
explains Heshanggong’s and other Daoists’ negative attitudes against capital punishment 
and oppressive laws.541 This results in the ironic circumstance where the “good” ruler is 
the only one who can actually use violence effectively.542  
 However, Heshanggong still emphasizes his ideals of non-violence and notes the 
great danger of even rarely using capital punishment. He explains that real justice and 
real order do not come from humanity, but from the Way of Heaven: the causal principles 
of yin and yang. In another part of chapter 74 one finds: 
There is a constant master executioner, 
“The master executioner” means ‘Heaven.’ It resides on high and looks 
downward to observe people’s transgressions. “Heaven’s net is vast; it is open, 
but nothing slips through.” 
 
This passage once again suggests an ambiguous view of the divine world. Here Heaven 
appears nearly anthropomorphic. Does this just refer to natural patterns, how yang mode 
                                                
540 Liu Bang apparently lost a few slave laborers under his command and ended up leading those 
that remained to become rebels. The Cambridge History of China, Vol. 1: The Ch’in and Han 
Empires, 221 BC-AD 220 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 88. 
541 See chapter 17, 57, and 79 for examples. 
542 Of course, there is always the crime of passion argument against this support of capital 
punishment. As violence does not work as a deterrent in those cases, this confirms the superiority 
of using virtue to help remove the root problem: excess desire and passion within the population. 
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leads to yin substance and extreme yang mode leads to death? It does not actually matter 
because the result remains the same. Even if Heaven observes, judges, and punishes it 
does so objectively and automatically. 
 Chapter 79 confirms this: 
The Way of Heaven lacks favorites, always just giving to 
good people. 
The Way of Heaven is not close to or estranged from anyone. It only gives to 
good people, just as one relies on the tally. 
 
The workings of the Way of Heaven can be anthropomorphized, but it really works 
mechanically like a tally fitting together. Yin mode always generates yang substances and 
vice versa. The potential problem with this moral universe results from the Way of 
Heaven being yin mode, which by definition operates slowly and so punishment does not 
always occur immediately. Thus, the ruler sometimes steps in to punish those who 
employ yang mode, but does so at his own peril because he then invokes the naturally 
resultant dangerous yin substance. 
 Returning to chapter 74, and the most prominent passage in the Daodejing against 
the use of capital punishment, one finds Heshanggong again condemning corporal 
punishment: 
Now those who take the master carpenter’s place and do his 
carving, they rarely avoid cutting their own hand. 
If the ruler engages in punishing and fining, this is like the klutz carving in place 
of the master carpenter. Indeed the round and square will not follow the pattern of 
the grain and one will injure one’s hand. For those who execute in place of 
Heaven, do not realize its pattern, and end up meeting their own demise.  
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Because of the constant judgment of Heaven, one will also be disciplined if they employ 
yang modes like punishing and fining. However, Heshanggong appears to admit that one 
must sometime take this risk, while carefully trying to avoid devolving into cycles of 
destruction.543  
 These teachings stand as a warning against the dangers of violence and 
oppression. If the ruler relies on these measures for control, he will receive the natural 
response of rebellion and death. For the ruler attempting to rely on yin mode, violence 
presents a tricky challenge. He must do his best to create a social and economic 
environment conducive to good behavior through other yin mode methods, but 
occasionally must risk the use of force to remove a bad element. To use the body as an 
apt metaphor, through proper self-care can generally maintain health, sometimes an 
illness necessitates a purgative. Yet, following the Daoist ideals one must constantly seek 
to limit these dangerous cases by maximizing the power of yin mode. 
 
                                                
543 Mark Lewis notes that the early Chinese culture of revenge included the killing of officials 
who carried out executions. This historical detail places this admonition further into relief. It also 
accords with the message of Heshanggong chapter 79: 
In equalizing great hatred, 
This means killing those who murder and mutilating those who harm others as a means to 
equalize both sides through retribution. 
There is bound to be some remaining hatred. 
Those who employ mutilation lose the good faith of the people and so hatred remains even 
among good people.  
This discussion similarly reflects the danger in a society where death requires reprisals. Mark 
Edward Lewis, Sanctioned Violence in Early China (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1990), 92. 
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8. War 
Like with punishments and morality, Heshanggong’s attitude toward war suggests 
a graduated approach of yin modes. Total non-action remains the idea, but at times wars 
are allowable if undertaken according to yin modal principles. This vision of the 
military’s role closely parallels the “Bing lüe” chapter in the Huainanzi. Both of these 
texts approach war by upholding non-action (yin mode) and virtue (yang substance) as 
their ideals. By using yin mode in war, these teachings neither promote pacifism nor 
oppressive military domination. 
This particular attitude that posits a connection between the ideal rule with non-
action and the use of violence contrasts with other readings of violence in early China. 
Mark Edward Lewis wrote one of the definitive studies on the topic and asserts a contrast 
between the morality of early Chinese military texts, which he relates to Huang-Lao 
Daoism, and that of Confucianism. He argues the former distinguishes between 
acceptable forms of behavior for those in the civil administrative context and those in a 
military context. Lewis considers such a division indicative of the militarists’ lack 
consistent morals because their military teachings value trickery, not the direct honesty 
integral to bureaucracy. On the other hand, he deems the Confucians to have unbending 
moral precepts on account of their zero-exception approach to benevolence (ren). To his 
mind, this adherence to ren makes them categorically moralistic and anti-military.544  
Similar to Lewis’ depiction of Confucians, Heshanggong stresses in chapter 31 
the divergence of the “gentleman” and the soldier. He says, “the soldier’s way and the 
gentleman’s way are opposed, and what they value is different” (Ch. 31). This contrast 
                                                
544  Lewis, Sanctioned Violence in Early China, 125. 
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not only relates to the issue of violence but to how power differences and hierarchies 
operate. Later in chapter 31, one finds an articulation of this position:   
Thus good omens favor the left 
The left is the position of life. 
And evil omens favor the right. 
Yin way rules killing. 
The lieutenant general stands on the left. 
The lieutenant general is lowly, but takes the yang position because he does not 
focus on killing. 
While the commanding general stands on the right, 
The commanding general is honored taking the right position, indicating he is the 
master of slaughter 
  
This indentifies that the “yin way” that leads to death (yindao sharen Ѫжɺ*). While 
one could argue this contradicts the reading of the Way as the yin mode and the path that 
leads to the life and prosperity of yang substance, that does not appear to be the case. 
Here the right side is the yin position and is therefore more yin in substance, while the 
left is associated with life yang as clearly stated. Previously noted, positions relate to 
substance and not mode, as is the case here. So the “yin way” actually refers to yin 
substance connected to the yang mode of killing. Likewise, Chapter 61 supports this 
noting, “The way of yin is to use calm and stillness to be humble and take the lower 
deferential position.” There yindao Ѫж clearly refers to yin mode while the first by 
contrast indicates yin substance.  
 This passage from 31 also explains why violence and war are cosmically invalid. 
While one still finds a type of “balance” of yang substance (left and life) and yin mode 
(not managing death) or yin substance (right and death) and yang mode (killing), this 
does not reflect the proper function of hierarchy. In proper government and society where 
yin mode must balance the yang of those in power, the military reveals the opposite. 
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Therefore, the model depicted here is that the superior (commanding general) plays the 
active role in being the master of slaughter and the inferior (lieutenant general) plays the 
passive role. This flipped relationship of mode means the extreme yang mode of killing 
resides in the yang positions and the yin mode in yin positions. Such a model can only 
generate yin substance (death), which is exactly its purpose.545 
 The dangers of the military, its yang mode based hierarchy, and its aggressive and 
violent actions alarm the commentator. Soldiers most easily initiate the yin substances of 
chaos and disunion, the avoidance of which represents the heart of Heshanggong’s social 
political teachings. He notes again in chapter 31: 
The enlightened ruler values virtue and despises soldiers. If this ideal is not 
obtained, he curses his unluckiness, and his heart and mind are without joy. For 
he knows that the future generations will employ soldiers unceasingly, and he is 
pained and saddened by this. 
 
Likely knowing the history of the Warring States, and how violence just begets more 
violence, even more than the use of capital punishment, the use of the military remains a 
choice of final desperation. Yet like with executions, the commentary does not take a 
                                                
545 Andrew Meyer explains in his introduction the “Bing lüe” that the chapter conveys an unusual 
expectation that the generals should use inner cultivation as their foundation source of decision-
making. This merger of cultivation and the military leadership suggests a different sense of the 
ideal mode of the general. Though they may be involved in killing, they still have the yang 
position and are most effective when employing some manner of yin, including the yin used in 
cultivation. This could be read as a case of the lower level leaders using yin mode like the 
emperor, though in this case the amount and variety of yin mode employ remains vastly inferior. 
One cannot know if Heshanggong imagined that generals should also cultivate their bodies, as he 
barely discusses these leaders. It does appear that he at least encourages a maximization of yin 
mode, even within the military. See Major et al., The Huainanzi, 577. 
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pacifist position, but instead understands that this fraught and heavy option may at times 
be needed.546 
In these cases, the goal remains to maximize yin mode even while engaging in 
such active and yang-like behavior. Most importantly, one should never play the yang 
role in war. This works out on many levels. Firstly, wars should never arise because of 
unstable emotions. As chapter 69 notes, one only fights rebels to protect others and never 
kills out of vengeance.547 Motivation for war should never be conquest or plunder, never 
motivated by desire.548  
I do not dare advance an inch, but instead retreat a foot.” 
Invading territory to profit from others wealth and treasure is considered to 
“advance.” Sealing the gates and defending the walls is considered “retreat.” 
 (Ch. 69) 
 
The parsing of this position generates a context where the ideal of non-action takes on the 
form of non-aggression. In all cases, the individual must not seek war because of yang 
mode. Therefore, defensive warfare is permissible, as compared to offensive 
warmongering that arises from desire—the ultimate origin of all conflict.549  
                                                
546 Heshanggong assumes that at times violence will be needed, just as he mentioned even Laozi 
understood the need for the military during the chaos of the Warring States. More pointedly, the 
“Bing lüe” opens by explaining the natural existence of violence. Animals have claws and teeth to 
fight. This is not a “war of all against all,” though, as even animals alternate between fighting and 
playing. People also fight over resources and the strong tend to oppress the weak. See Major et 
al., The Huainanzi, 580–81; Huainanzi 15/42/21-22. 
547 Lewis explains the historical prominence of revenge-fueled violence in early China. That 
reality explains why this approach to the military involved an inversion of normal values, and the 
radical nature of these teachings. See Lewis, Sanctioned Violence in Early China, 39–42. 
548 “There is no harm greater than killing innocent people to support an unrighteous king; there is 
no calamity more profound than to exhaust the wealth of the world to satisfy one person’s 
desires.” See Major et al., The Huainanzi, 581–82; Huainanzi 15/143/3-4. 
549 “In antiquity those who used the military did not value expanding territory or covet the 
possession of gold and jade. They sought to sustain those who [were] perishing, revive those 
[lineages] that had become cut off, pacify the chaos of the world, and eliminate harm to the 
myriad people.”  Major et al., The Huainanzi, 580; Huainanzi 15/142/21-22. 
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Fighting to protect the people and oneself does not fully contradict the values of 
peace and non-action that are usually paramount, as they do not mean pacifism to the 
point of self-sacrifice. Chapter 31 elaborates on the use of soldiers:  
Only when he must does he use them, 
This means when encountering decline, rebellion, calamity, and chaos, and 
wishing to not lose one’s subjects, then and only then does one use them for self-
defense. 
 
The key here remains “self-defense,” which involves a yin modal form of violence. This 
sort of war arises from the yin mode of nurturing, that impulse to protect instead of 
destroy. Violence only comes as a passive response when one is forced to that point of 
extreme actions. This way even war has a sliver of yin mode.  
 Like with punishments, virtue still takes priority over violence. Virtuous rulers 
who rely on yin mode to unify the state, to keep people satisfied and not resentful of 
those above them, help to protect their states from violence and war. In such places, the 
compassion and benevolent caring for the people create a sense of unity that insures 
victory. As already mentioned in chapter 11 one of the powers of an empty (yin modal) 
ruler possesses involves uniting the mass of people together like the hub and spokes of a 
wheel. That way the weak individuals gain a combined strength. Therefore, such society 
can deter invaders, and will end up victorious regardless of who attacks them. In this 
way, one finds a fusion of the power of virtue and the needs of war.550 
                                                
550 The “Bing lüe” promotes the power of yin mode to unify the troupes in a slightly different 
fashion. The chapter explains that if the general holds to lowliness, living and suffering with his 
men, then he will bind them together. This participation in the suffering of one’s underlings also 
relates to a Heshanggong comment from chapter 4, “One should be equally as dusty as the masses, 
not making oneself special or different.” There too this idea of minimizing the sense of hierarchy 
with yin mode provides a key to unity and power. Major et al., The Huainanzi, 607; Huainanzi 
15/151/10-14. 
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 At the extremes of yin mode, the virtue it generates, that power of yang 
substances, can even overpower the desire of others for violence.   
Those skilled at defeating the enemy do not engage. 
Those skilled at using the Way to defeat the enemy, use benevolence for those 
near at hand and use virtue for those coming from afar. Thus, they need not 
engage the enemy in battle as the enemy submits of their own accord. (Ch. 68) 
 
Why would this even be possible? Consider the reasons for war: revenge, fear, and the 
desire of a ruler. A great and good ruler can remove the first cause because they do not 
attack others or even manipulate, extort, and oppress others for their own gain. They do 
not lead others to attack out of fear, because even they accept the existence of the smaller 
and weaker states and do not seek to dominate them by force, but support them with 
generosity and humility.551 Lastly, those selfish and arrogant rulers who send their people 
to die just to enrich their coffers lose as well. Their people recognize the superiority of 
the other ruler and defect to a more peaceful life.552  
Though this component of the commentator’s teachings exhibits realist 
tendencies, they remain optimistic. Ideally, by increasing yin mode in all ways, even in 
war, the long-term vision sees a positive growth cycle where society moves toward 
stability and away from the endless sadness of self-perpetuating war.  
                                                
551 Chapter 61 depicts the proper relationship of different states. The hierarchical relationship of 
powerful and weak states continues the model where the more yang side humbles itself to the yin 
side. One might consider the United States policy of foreign aid a form of such politics. Instead of 
demanding tribute for protection, the greater power humbly supports the weaker states. In this 
model, both sides benefit without the need for direct domination. This could also be described as 
“soft power,” though Heshanggong’s theory of “softness” encompasses a much greater range than 
Joseph Nye’s. See Joseph S. Nye, Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics (New 
York: Public Affairs, 2004). 
552 This ignores the problem of resource scarcity, perhaps coming from a society that had a 
sustainable population and fertile ground. 
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 Returning to Lewis’s dichotomy of militarists and moralists, Heshanggong 
appears more closely to conform to the philosophy of the militarists. Yet, the 
commentator would consider himself moral, if not openly so. His adaptive approach 
towards the morality of violence provides a glimpse of how the militarists’ behavioral 
code is in fact compatible with that of everyone else. Though Heshanggong values ren as 
a moral virtue, it is not the arbiter of proper action. Ren is only one of many possible 
branches grown from the root, which as yin mode embodies the total goodness and ideals 
of the Way. These ideals are first principles that can transcend and encompass behaviors 
normally divided by moral systems.  
This might be best understood through the yin mode of emptiness, which includes 
both the qualities of desirelessness and adaptivity. The first quality arises from lacking, or 
being “empty” of desire, and the second develops out of emptiness as unlimited potential. 
When approached from a superior moral principle like emptiness, the seemingly erratic 
or immoral behavior of the warriors reconciles with everyday goodness through a 
commonality of underlying division of mode. We still see the graded levels of moral 
attainment where violence is a less ideal manifestation of the Way’s principles, but it is 
undeniably can be infused with the yin function approach. Therefore, what seems like 
trickery and dishonesty might be rephrased as imperfectly manifesting yin mode, but still 
employing part the Way’s principles of subtlety and adaptive emptiness. These actions 
can include a greater share of good yin mode if one engages these tricks for defensive 
purposes, thus embodying the desirelessness of non-aggression. An even more complete 
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moral way to engage in military affairs is to use, in the midst of defensive maneuvers, the 
power of virtue to try to avoid fighting at all.553  
All of these are extraordinary manifestations of the broad moral of emptiness, 
whose desireless nature in other contexts would lead to the selflessness of benevolence. 
By choosing the primacy of emptiness over surface variant behaviors, Heshanggong is 
able to unify incongruous behaviors and standards, and place them in a consistent 
normative order. This is the power of his gradient and adaptable attitude toward violence 
and reflects his mix of transcendent ideals of perfect unity with an appreciation for the 
diversity of creation.  
Ironically, from Heshanggong’s perspective the Confucian approach that 
emphasizes a strict adherence to standards of ren means that they also employ yang mode 
like the militarists. Still, if one recalls chapter 38’s levels of attainment, benevolence as 
the active use of virtue still trumps the violent protection of righteousness. Yet, both of 
these remain within a hierarchy of value and are not ultimately opposed; they are just 
different manifestations of the ideals of yin mode. 
 
Conclusion 
The natural divisions of hierarchal power threaten social and political unity, and 
thus for personal and public benefit the ruler, or those in yang positions of power, must 
minimize this separation through embodying yin mode. This can involve humility, 
                                                
553 In the “Bing lüe” chapter of the Huainanzi, there is a passage that gives three different layers 
of military employment (HNZ 15/145/1-7). At the top, the ruler does not use the military at all, 
but its purpose of maintaining order is achieved solely through his virtue and perfection. On the 
bottom-most level is actual killing as a last defensive resort. This is striking in its parallel to how 
Heshanggong uses ideals to connect different strata of moral action. 
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silence, non-aggression, leniency in punishments, hidden moral standards, limited laws, 
low tax rates, and avoiding conscripting citizens to fulfill the ruler’s own extravagant 
desires. In many cases, these ideals have no flexibility, but, overall, regulating the state 
requires greater pragmatism than regulating the body. Heshanggong teaches that one 
must maximize the yin mode of those in power, but the adaptability inherent in yin mode 
means that sometimes the ideal cannot be attained. This is especially true for punishments 
and the collective violence of war. In those cases of dangerous yang mode, leaders must 
do their utmost to subtly affect circumstances to prevent the need for such drastic actions, 
but when they must act, they do so while maximizing yin mode. 
 This fine line conveys how the ruler does not pursue anarchy or authoritarianism. 
The goal involves maximizing yang substance in society, which appears as social unity 
and prosperity. Such yang substance does not come from conformity to top-down 
standardized mores, laws, or culture; it emerges from supportive inclusion that allows for 
a plurality of manifestation of the key goal of prosperity and contentment. This 
multiplicity within the whole can exist as a unity when differences do not reflect one’s 
position or power. The end result involves a hierarchical structure that does not oppress, 
but seeks to support people’s self-sufficiency and their variety of culture and moral 
standards, while still subtly influencing them and the overall environment with the power 
of yin mode.  
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Chapter 9: The Results of Proper State Regulation 
 
 
 As with the cultivation of the body, the result of properly regulating the state 
produces a society filled with more yang substance. Most simply, this means stability and 
prosperity for a state free from violence or turmoil. Unlike with the individual, the 
potential of transcendent transformation of society does not exist. While one key goal 
remains the longevity of the state, immortality does not feature as prominently, nor does 
any type of radical transformation. Such a body-state parallel only appears at the very end 
of the Han dynasty with the messianic vision of a radically transformed and purified state 
corresponding to the radically transformed bodies of the immortals. 
 The end goal of ordering the state or society is taiping ĕƄ (Great Peace), a 
utopian-like existence. Heshanggong provides his own sense of this vision, which allows 
for a mix of stable unity and changing diversity. As such, he exhibits a fusion of 
individual freedom and social structure that resists categorization as libertarian, 
authoritarian, or egalitarian. Even in this perfection of the group, one does not see total 
holism or a single order; even in this nearly unattainable goal of total order, creativity and 
plurality remain. 
 
1. Taiping 
 Heshanggong’s primary social goal is the ideal of taiping. This term, especially 
associated with the Taipingjing, has a long history of prominence in the Han, and can be 
traced back to at least the Qin. As the commonly accepted aim of proper government 
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(most basically the end of war), the methods that generated this type of society, and even 
the details of its manifestation, were central topics of policy and scholarly debate 
throughout the Han dynasty. Among modern scholars, disagreement exists about the 
range of taiping conceptions. 
 On one side, Anna Seidel asserts that the goal of taiping was commonly held and 
generally understood. She traces the tradition back to Confucius’ ideal of the sage king, 
and equates his vision of the perfectly ordered society of antiquity with this ideal of 
taiping, though the term not one he specifically used. Though Seidel notes the usage of 
the term by other early thinkers, she especially associates it with Dong Zhongshu and 
considers it indicative of a generalized “Confucian idea of social harmony.” This 
depiction involves a fairly essentialized portrayal of taiping, and one which Seidel 
specifically contrasts with Western messianism; she emphasizes the goal of taiping as a 
holistically harmonized world where humanity has unified with nature and all levels of 
society are completely concordant.554 This vision that affirms the contrast of early China 
and the West does have a point concerning the difference between two main types of 
messianism.555 One involves a smooth transformation of society by the sage king 
                                                
554 Anna Seidel, “Taoist Messianism,” Numen 31, no. 2 (December 1, 1984): 163. 
555 Puett critiques Seidel as perpetuating a dichotomy of Eastern cyclical holism versus Western 
linear dualism. He notes she transforms this contrast from the previously temporal sense of 
primitivism developing to a more complex form of religion, following Eliade, to a spatial division 
of East and West. Instead, Puett argues for a more pluralistic reality for Chinese cosmology and 
types of messianism. Puett, “Forming Spirits for the Way: The Cosmology of the Xiang’er 
Commentary to the Laozi,” 5. 
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(Confucian), and the other involves a total upheaval and rebuilding before the perfect 
society can be attained (Christian).556  
The troubling component of this vision of taiping relates to its status as a 
monolithic goal confirming the monistic world of early China in contradistinction to the 
dualistic West. The problem of many of such readings is they take the ideal objective of 
total harmonious integration, something like true holism, as the real state of the world.557 
Actually, the fact that taiping represents a far off ideal that one must work towards 
confirms the genuinely fractured nature of the world. 
Perhaps because of this monistic view of Han culture, Seidel glosses over some of 
the variety of taiping conceptions that do not always promote perfect harmony and total 
unity. In contrast, Barbara Hendrischke argues for a more nuanced sense of taiping and 
its place in Han dynasty thought. She identifies multiple competing notions that often 
accompanied rival theories of proper government. Instead of tracing the concept back to 
the Confucian sage kings, she promotes the term as a product of imperial unification in 
the Qin and early Han, connecting it to the Daodejing ideas of a perfect order that does 
                                                
556 Even this contrast requires one to reduce the entire Christian Theological field of eschatology 
to a single perspective. 
557 At the extremes of this view, Hall and Ames more or less ignore the concept of taiping 
because it is too linear and teleological. Instead, they just imagine the dynamic search for 
harmony in a world of interconnected transformations. In many senses, this position follows from 
Granet who says, “L’harmonie sociale, qui est due à l’ascendant des Sages, entraîne, avec la 
Grande Paix (T’ai p’ing ), un parfait équilibre du macrocosme, et cet équilibre se reflète dans 
l’organisation de tous les microscosmes. La prédominance accordée aux preoccupations 
politiques s’accompagne, chez les Chinois, d’une répulsion foncière pour toute théorie 
créationniste.” This implies that ideal of taiping means that the Chinese only see the world as an 
endless process of unified change, and hence have no creation. Of course, Christianity imagines 
Jesus will establish a perfectly ordered kingdom on Earth, but that tradition has a clear sense of 
teleology and creation. See Hall and Ames, Anticipating China, 187; Granet, La Pensée Chinoise, 
342. 
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not require intervention by the ruler. From these origins, she suggests various theories 
arose. For her, the more “Daoist” approach that emphasizes inner cultivation as the key to 
reaching taiping sought to transform not just society but also the cosmos, and aimed to 
prevent the agriculturally disruptive extremes of nature through the power of virtue (de). 
The more “Confucian” version emphasized moral cultivation and administrative policy 
with the end goal being a just social order.558 Beyond these, Hendrischke identifies many 
different sub-versions and admixtures of these types. 
This range of taiping conceptions was quite broad. He Xiu C: (129-82) simply 
explained taiping as comparable to the people praising the ruler for low taxes in the 
Shijing. Wang Chong elaborating on this baseline perspective suggests that taiping exists 
when the people feel safe and happy, and that it is this positive mood of the populace that 
leads to a balance of yin and yang in the world.559 . He did not consider the harmonious 
state of the natural world necessary for taiping, as peaceful contentment even during 
times of drought qualified. In line with this, he argued that taiping had already been 
attained because of the basic state of peace during the Han.560 Zhuangzi on the other hand 
brings in the idea of a perfect cosmic alignment during this age. He explains that during 
taiping, “People indeed returned to their natural place. ƹɴvĔ.561 The Taipingjing 
itself promotes the view of the transformation of the natural world in response to proper 
                                                
558 Hendrischke, The Scripture on Great Peace, 6. 
559 Ibid., 7. 
560 Ibid., 10. 
561 Hendrischke provides a somewhat awkward translation for this line, “Men invariably referred 
back to what was from heaven in them.” Ibid., 8. 
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social order, rulership, and fair distribution of wealth. In turn, such good weather lead to 
bountiful harvests, which meant increased prosperity for all.562  
 Considering the variety Hendrischke notes, one cannot assume Heshanggong’s 
sense of taiping matches a monolithic version of total organic holism. Therefore, his case 
requires specific analysis to discover which version of this Han social-political goal 
appears in the commentary. To start with, the term appears five times in comments on 
chapters 17, 18, 35, 41, and 55. None of these cases provide a detailed account of this 
vision, per the nature of the commentary. However, they do hint at a fuller vision of a 
perfect human community. 
 Heshanggong does not consider this attainment a minor one. In parallel to the 
properly regulated body, the properly regulated state leads to stability, prosperity, and a 
long-lasting existence. Even though this remains more of a worldly attainment than 
immortality, the age of taiping sounds nearly as fanciful. To quote chapter 18 again:  
This chapter explains that when the empire attains Great Peace [taiping], 
benevolence is unknown; people are totally desireless, and so frugality is unknown; 
everyone is pure by themselves, and so chastity is unknown. In the time of the 
Great Way, filial piety and parental affection are extinguished, and benevolence 
and righteousness fall away. This is just like when the sun reaches the height of its 
midday brilliance, the multitude of stars lose their glow. 
 
Taiping is the state where the Great Way manifests fully in the world. Instead of a reality 
where yang mode has fractured human connection and desire has muddled human 
inherent goodness, one finds a perfect manifestation of the human potential to exist as 
spiritual beings embodying the qualities of the Way. This passage highlights the point 
that the transformation results in a completely new reality where qualities separate from 
                                                
562 Ibid., 13. 
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goodness do not even exist.  
 In such a utopia, not only do humans behave in universally exemplary ways, but 
also as a result, they completely step out of the world of violence. In chapter 55 the 
commentary elaborates: 
Birds of prey and vicious beasts do not attack them. 
Infants do not harm other beings and other beings do not harm them. Thus, in the 
age of Great Peace [taiping] there are no divisions of noble or base, all have 
benevolent hearts and minds, creatures with stingers return to their root, and 
poisonous vermin do not harm people. 
 
This comment follows a discussion of the ideal of the infant (both yin in mode and yang 
in substance), which do to its pure nature always remains unharmed. This highly 
questionable point is then read broadly for all people in the era of Great Peace. As 
discussed in the section on the body, yang substance provides some protection for 
humans. It may be the power of the abstract substance or divine spirits protecting them 
due to subtle qi connections, but in either case yin mode must always undergird these 
yang substances and remove the agitated substance of violence.563 Symbolically, the 
poisonous creatures represent the most turbid and destructive type of extreme yin 
substances. Such substances have no power over people who have successfully embodied 
the yin mode of the Way that always manages neutralizes the danger of yin. 
One confusing detail of this passage relates to the removal of the noble and base 
as part of the attainment of total goodness. On the one hand, this makes sense. If all 
                                                
563 Earlier in the chapter the comment reads, “The illuminated spirits protect those people who 
possess virtue as parents would an infant.” Of course, exactly how to translate this shenming ̥ȣ 
remains debatable. The analogy hints at the relationship of individualized beings, but that 
provides nothing definitive. For more on the debate of shen in the commentary, see chapter 3 
section 4.  
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people become equally yang, it would erase the differences in yang substance that 
sustains hierarchy. Yet, on the other hand this extreme equalization does not appear to be 
Heshanggong’s final aim. As argued above, hierarchy remains essential, even while yin 
mode operates to prevent excessive divisiveness. Therefore, this passage might actually 
express a type of behavior where no one treats others as base or noble; this yin mode then 
protects people from the dangers related to highlighting social difference.564  
Support for this reading comes from chapter 27, where it notes the sage does not 
despise stone or value jade. He instead sees them as one. This could mean the total 
egalitarian model some read into the Daodejing, but the greater context of the 
commentary suggests a focus on the inclusiveness of yin mode and the balancing of the 
hierarchy. Therefore, the removal of base and noble need not be a destruction of 
hierarchy, but are a removal of the social cues that cause people to long for higher 
positions within the structure. It also means that in practice any differences in how people 
treat each other and how they live disappear.  
 In this age where violence completely comes to an end, and even animals would 
not harm people, stability reigns. The basic sense of Great Peace is by definition the lack 
of war and the longevity of the state. When such constancy exists, not only do those in 
power who cultivate themselves personally benefit, but so do all individuals. This 
                                                
564 In the Shiji biography of Zheng Dangshi ш̀Ȭ, who happens to be one of the Huang-Lao 
ministers, it mentions how he treated his guests identically regardless of being base or noble. 
Here the text uses the same phrase seen in Heshanggong wu guijian ˈЇЋ. This offers one 
potential support for the current reading. Yet, Zhuangzi includes a discussion the questions the 
nature of noble and base all together and that the Way is wu guijian, instead identifying the 
distinctions as social creations. While that passage may represent one strain of Daoism, it does 
not accord with the overall vision in Heshanggong. See Shiji 120.3112 Zhuangzi 17/44/2.   
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contrasts with the age of chaos.  “‘Not gaining their [allotted] death’ means their 
Heavenly mandated lifespan is cut short either from being attacked by soldiers’ blades, or 
being executed under the King’s law. Thus they do not die after a long and full life.”565 
Every person lives and prospers, having enough food to eat because they can farm in 
peace and keep the fruits of their labor having not been overly taxed or kept from farming 
by the ruler’s unnecessary vanity projects. They do not starve, and so are neither pushed 
to crime and its punishment, nor sent to die in battle. In this age, then, everyone attains 
their proper and natural lifespan. 
 Aside from the cosmic transformations of human behavior and the eradication of 
violence, Great Peace involves simple goals: allowing people to care for themselves and 
be undisturbed by power struggles or other manifestations of excess human desire. It does 
not likely mean an end to all suffering, illness, or sadness, though it may. Heshanggong 
remains circumspect about how much transformation the lower classes can attain. Will 
they really remove all emotion and desires, or will these dangers just return to a more 
natural level where they do not provide any significant disruption? If it is the former, then 
disease may also become eradicated as all people attain pure yang substance. This seems 
unlikely, as Heshanggong never hints at an eternal perfect society of immortals.  
 Regardless of whether Heshanggong aims for total perfection for all or just peace 
and basic prosperity, his vision of taiping depicts a major shift in the nature of the world. 
This includes perfect moral behavior and divine protection from the violence prevents 
people from attaining their full lifespan. While this model sounds wonderful and 
                                                
565 Heshanggong chapter 42. 
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harmonious, Heshanggong again does not seek a rigid centralized order. Instead, he 
imagines a mix of connection and independence. 
 
2. Diversity within perfection 
One of the common depictions of the holistic and essentialized vision of the Han 
and Early Chinese ideal society is that of concentric rings. Perhaps influenced by the 
Great Learning’s explication of the outward expansion of cultivation, this model of the 
Chinese world perpetuates the sense of the monistic East. One continues to find this in 
works like Anna Seidel’s discussion of taiping.566 The problem with this reading of the 
early Chinese world emerges from it telescopic quality that focuses solely on one person 
at the center of the cosmos. While that model does appear, and often the emperor sits in 
such a place, just as the pole star rests in Heaven, not all Chinese visions discounted other 
people as simply external rings.  
 This may again reflect different theories about the proper structure of the state, 
and thus society and the cosmos, but in the case of Heshanggong, one discovers multiple 
centers of power. Though these centers may rest below the single point of the emperor, 
they are not just outer rings, but centers of their own. Such a reality involves not only a 
single perfect order, but also more variety and diversity: it allows for individuals within 
the whole. Simply put, instead of Hegel’s vision of China where only the emperor is free, 
                                                
566 Seidel, “Taoist Messianism,” 164. 
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Heshanggong presents a China where everyone has a piece of freedom, even within the 
perfect order of taiping.567 
 The concept of freedom may not accord most closely with the commentator’s 
intent, but one realizes even within his nearly ascetic worldview, a place for creativity 
and human expression remains. Part of this discussion centers around the roles of desire 
and emotion in the age of Great Peace. Does the goal of removing emotion lead to 
humanity becoming unfeeling drones?568 What place does desire have in such a world, 
and how can anyone take any action without some measure of desire? The answer relies 
on the distinction between feelings and emotions and how that difference plays out in 
society. Removing emotions does not cause people to lose their humanity because they 
                                                
567 In some ways, the emperor is actually the least free in this model. Having to hold to extreme 
yin mode to unify the empire, he must maintain extreme simplicity, self-control, and engage very 
little in worldly life. Lowly peasants, on the other hand, can work and travel and even participate 
in the creation of cultural forms and personal expression. This situation results from the inversion 
of position and mode. The higher the position the closer one becomes to the static reality of the 
Way. 
568 Paul Goldin in his analysis of the political philosophy of the Huainanzi expresses concern 
about how that text promotes a mindless vision of the people. He, channeling Hegel, exclaims 
that the paternalistic syncretism of the text leaves no space for human choice, since everything 
simply operates according to resonance. Even people’s emotions should be controlled by ritual 
and music. This analysis suggests a type of inhumanity, a vision contra humanism. Heshanggong 
promotes a system of politics similar to the Huainanzi, though he leaves a space for people to 
either choose yin mode of yang substance, though the environmental factors generated by the 
ruler do have a powerful impact on people’s behavior, but that does not mean they are mindless. 
In fact, they should be filled with “mind” because they will be more infused with yang substance. 
It is true they may also embody more yin mode, but this does not mean a lack of mind, though 
Goldin is correct in identifying an anti-intellectual bent to the Huainanzi. One can read this as 
oppressing people and keeping them stupid, or it can be read as focusing more on contentment 
and peace. Goldin, “Insidious Syncretism in the Political Philosophy of Huai-Nan-Tzu,” 180. 
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instead become filled with compassion, generosity, even the ability to empathize with 
others because of the principle of inclusiveness and spiritual sensitivity (shenming).569 
 Heshanggong’s promotion of diversity within unity comes in response to the 
Confucian ritualist tradition and the more legalist standardization model. In both the later 
cases, the empire functions as a single unit, where the central government imposes either 
cultural and ritual norms or legal and procedural norms on all their subjects. The 
Confucians of the Han struggled to reinstitute the rituals of the Zhou and the educational 
framework that accompanied it. While at this early historical date, they did not 
proselytize as intensively to transform every community into the Confucian ideal, they 
did establish empire-wide standards backed by the power of the state. Similarly with the 
legalists, most notably in the Qin and continuing into the Han, was the vision of 
unification as a concrete and centralized reality. All writing must be the same; all money 
must be the same; all laws must be the same; even the width of wagon tracks must be the 
same. 
 Both models drive power toward the center. Unity and order come from 
conformity to standards promoted or even imposed from above. Heshanggong retains 
many characteristics found in both Confucianism and Legalism: social distinction from 
one and impartiality from the other. Nevertheless, he rejects the oppressiveness of the 
hierarchal structure by emphasizing yin mode as the key to unity. For him forced 
                                                
569 Chapter 21 succinctly states this principle, “For the person possessing great virtue, there is 
nothing they cannot encompass. They can receive the sullied and turbid by residing in humility 
and lowliness.” 
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attempts as unity only backfire, and true stability and order come not from conformity but 
adaptive inclusion that mitigates power differences.   
 This topic reflects the diffuse power structure Heshanggong envisions where 
multiple lords operate under the ruler. This political structure, that reflects more of the 
Zhou feudal system than the Qin imperial one, at least theoretically allows for both unity 
and diversity. Consider a modern day parallel: the United States’ tensions between the 
federal and state levels. In Heshanggong’s estimation, the central government should not 
force the states to accord with a single culture, or system of laws. In practice, this means 
that in 1960’s the federal government should not have intervened against racist policies in 
the southern states; it should not have forced integration. Such an attitude struggles 
against the ideals of modern egalitarian justice. This does not mean Heshanggong did not 
value the lives of individuals, or reject the role of those in power to help others. Such a 
stance simply evolves from his perspective concerning the use of power, and his 
optimism at the ability to transform humanity through the subtly of virtue, and the deep 
influence of improved environment conditions. 
 The culture of African-American suppression has been tied to tensions with 
impoverished Whites. Perhaps with an improvement of the overall economic 
circumstance of the post-Civil War South, such tensions would have diminished overtime. 
This may be wishful thinking, but it follows from the optimism of the Daoist worldview. 
 In the age of taiping, people return to a state of nature where they live out their 
own lives in their different environments, but do so without excess desires. Therefore, 
unity can be maintain even while human creativity and diversity flourishes.  
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3. Writing, Ritual, and Music 
 The decentralized vision of taiping may allow for variety within the whole, but 
this exists in tension with Heshanggong’s specific sense of values. Three crucial cultural 
components that oppose his ideal world are writing, ritual, and music. The commentator 
critiques all of these as dangerous types of yang modes and yin substances, things that 
generate desires and enhance divisions. Does Heshanggong then imagine an end to these 
important cultural forms once the world has attained taiping? The commentator’s ideal 
world even allows space for these potentially destructive elements and their variety of 
manifestations to exist. By doing so, he rejects a vision of taiping as a monolithic culture, 
or some kind of pre-civilization that has no need for writing, music, or ritual. 
The key problem of these three, as discussed in Chapter 8, involves their role in 
structures of power and how they can become oppressive standards. These tools of the 
Zhou culture had the primary function of reinforcing power differences. As previously 
noted, ritual behavior, titles, garments, and obscure objects all provided ways of 
enhancing the awareness of the hierarchy and how one must submit to those above. 
Therefore, by spreading this culture (wen ȑ), Confucians sought to increase the 
subjugation of the empire.  
The power of the Zhou culture comes from writing, and one could argue the 
rejection of writing is the rejection of a single active controlling power.570 This may 
finally explain Heshanggong’s paradoxical view of language, where he both rejects 
                                                
570 For more on the relationship of writing and political power, see Mark Edward Lewis, Writing 
and Authority in Early China (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999). 
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“speaking” and even more forcefully discards “writing,” while writing a commentary on 
a powerful piece of writing that promotes pointed views on the nature of the world and 
how people should be in it.  
 The danger of writing is in it social-political function. Though Heshanggong 
follows the Daodejing’s call for a return to tying of knots instead of writing, he redirects 
that famous chapter 80 line toward a critique of the more abstract concepts of wen versus 
zhi, and so his taiping is not a world without writing, but one that emphasizes yang 
substance.571 Just as Heshanggong does not completely disavow the divisions of 
hierarchy and his rejection of “speaking” does not intend everyone to become mute, he 
sees language and patterns as particularly dangerous for those in power.  
Likewise, Heshanggong does not fully reject learning, clearly being a learned 
person himself. Moral and literary education are not the problem; it is zhengjiao, or 
cultural hegemony, that through its excessive yang mode leads to misery. Instead, 
learning and writing should be for the lower yin side of the hierarchy, the more active 
side that needs to communicate and keep things running. Therefore, in the time of taiping 
learning does not any longer function as a marker of power or as the arbitrator of value. 
Those who are especially skilled and educated in language should not be in power, and 
writing should not set standards, as both of these result in oppressive cultural regimes.572  
                                                
571 Waley suggests that knotting functions as a mnemonic device for oneself, while writing relates 
to contracts and obligation. If this is correct, then Heshanggong’s more metaphorical reading 
could allow writing as long as does not impose obligation on anyone. Waley, The Way and Its 
Power, 241. 
572 This may explain why Ji An, the famous Huang-Lao minister to Wudi, derided his rival Zhang 
Tang (a technocrat) as a scribe. One can read this as an aristocrat angered by an upstart getting 
ahead through education, as this may well be the case. It also confirms the Huang-Lao attitude 
that writing is for those in the yin position instead of positions of power. Shiji 120.3108. 
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 Instead of forced education, of conformity, the principles of inclusion and 
flexibility (yin modes) dominate the ideal ruler in the era of taiping. This is exemplified 
by an element dear to Daoism and provides a depiction of how the society of taiping 
should function: 
The greatest excellence resembles water. 
The people of greatest excellence resemble water’s nature…It can be round and 
can be square, and it is curved or straight following the forms it meets” (Ch. 8)  
 
Rather than getting mired in imposing a single explicit model of what is good and not 
good, the sage emulates water’s supple reception of any situation and thus to a variety of 
peoples and lifestyles.573 This again does not mean cultural relativism, for just as water 
can accommodate other forms without losing its own essential quality, the commentator 
can accept others’ values without conflating them with the transcendental good of the 
One.  
The pragmatic yin modal approach allows for the sustaining of the yang substance 
of taiping without uniformity. It even includes the dangerous music and ritual as 
explained in chapter 54’s explication on the perfectly cultivated levels of society:  
Cultivating it in the village, only then is virtue far reaching. 
By cultivating the Way in the village, then people will honor and respect the 
elders, cherish and nurture the young, and teach the ignorant. If virtue is thus, 
only then are there none to which its protection does not extend. 
Cultivating it in the state, only then is virtue abundant. 
                                                
573 Lest this should sound like a severe corrosion of order, he who has connected to the One and 
gained insight into its implicit normative order will always act according to that order. 
Consequently, his actions will be in harmony with the cosmos, not chaotic and disruptive. To 
revisit the quotation from chapter 10: “Inwardly it becomes the mind; emerging it becomes 
movement; unfolding support it becomes Virtue; but the general name for all of these is the One. 
The One this speaks of is undivided ultimate unity.”  
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By cultivating the Way in the state, then the lord will be trustworthy and the 
ministers loyal, benevolence and righteousness will arise on their own, ritual and 
music will flourish on their own, and the government will be equitable and 
altruistic. If virtue is thus, only then is there great abundance. 
 
Since the potentially surprising appearance of moral virtues in this passage has already 
explained as a side effect of a general increase in yang, consider similarly unexpected 
inclusions in the ideal society: ritual and music. This two, like morality, could be 
understood as the branches that emerge from, but do not equal, the root. This acceptance 
of ritual and music as branches resembles their place in the inclusive compositional 
structure of the Huainanzi.574  
 First, consider ritual. Chapter 38 states definitively, “Ritual slights substance and 
values ornament. Thus, the upright and straight daily lessen, and the deviant and 
disruptive daily multiply.” This appears as one of the most dangerous aspects of society. 
But again, this critique of ritual relates to using it as a top-down model. Earlier in that 
chapter it confirms: 
Those of superior ritual take action, 
This refers to the ruler of superior ritual. Their rituals are without superior, and 
thus they are called “those of superior ritual.” “Take action” means to enact rituals 
as controlling standards, and create order with the majesty of the rites. 
 
Undeniably, ritual becomes a danger when employed as a tool of power, or a method for 
rulership. Both of its dangers have been thoroughly elucidated above: rigid standards that 
increase competition and division, and elaborate majesty that promotes the need for 
wealth inequality. While many interpreters of the Daodejing note this anti-ritual stance as 
                                                
574Major et al., The Huainanzi, 14–17. 
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a call to return to some pre-social ideal of taiping or rejection of any such structured 
action, Heshanggong instead actually values rituals as an important part of society.575 
 Even the key “Confucian” rituals of ancestor worship find a place in 
Heshanggong’s world. Again from chapter 54: 
And so as sons and grandsons they offer sacrifices without 
end. 
As a son and grandson, if one can cultivate the Way like this, then one will live on 
without death, generation after generation giving sacrificial offerings to one’s 
progenitors, and one’s ancestral temple will never be eradicated. 
 
This passage confirms the value placed on rituals as part of society.576 Furthermore, in 
light of the commentary’s main audience, the rulers, it also asserts the power of its 
teachings to protect the government deeply intertwined with the authority of the ancestors 
and the ancestral temples. One can only assume, though, that such rituals do not feature 
prominently in the world of taiping, and might go unnoticed by the people as they would 
serve not direct function in affirming social and political domination. It is not that they 
are unneeded or purposeless, but simply that they do not hold a place of prominence. 
 Returning to the previous chapter 54 passage, its key point is that states 
employing the Way “ritual and music flourish on their own.” This means ritual and music 
                                                
575 Anthony C. Yu, “Reading the ‘Daodejing’: Ethics and Politics of the Rhetoric,” Chinese 
Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR) 25 (December 1, 2003): 185; Ivanhoe, “The 
Concept of de (‘Virtue’) in the Laozi,” 249–50. 
576 Murray notes a passage in the Huainanzi explaining how in ancient time people did not have 
elaborate rites that were wasteful and burdensome. They only used what was needed to express 
people’s basic intent and emotions and attained a balance between decadence and rejecting ritual 
all together. Heshanggong may have similar perspective on rituals, which explains his inclusion 
ancestor worship. Murray, “The Consummate Dao,” 322; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 408; 
Huainanzi 11/97/20-22. 
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arise from below and not from above.577 Now one might argue that such ritual and music 
must have a single form, as the Way has a single order and the principle of unity remains 
strong within the commentary, and that the only problem with a monolithic ritual and 
musical culture results from its forced imposition; one could assert that in the age of 
taiping, cultures spontaneously become one. Such a position has merit, certainly the 
culture of hierarchy remains in that world. Nevertheless, rituals and music have no set 
form and Heshanggong appears to belong to a tradition that realizes this. There is no 
natural clothing style, rhythm, melody, or even form of greeting. These vary within the 
framework of cosmic hierarchy and remain part of diversity within unity. 
 Support for this reading comes from the Huainanzi’s “Yuan Dao” chapter, which 
asserts that customs vary along with natural environment. Such diversity is seen as 
arising from ziran and should not be disrupted.578 This appears to concord with 
Heshanggong’s vision of rituals in the age of taiping. They arise naturally to fulfill the 
needs of specific peoples throughout the empire. Therefore, the central government does 
not tell people how to live or behave.579 In Heshanggong’s time, he still imagined a world 
of plurality that included varying rituals and music.580  
                                                
577 Murray suggests a different view on ritual seen in the “Qi su” chapter of the Huainanzi. There 
the ruler does institute rituals, but does so properly by not going to the extremes of either the 
Confucians or the Mohists. As the “Qi su” falls in the branches half of the Huainanzi, it does not 
represent the components of that text that most accord with Heshanggong’s focus on the role of 
the root (yin mode) for both the body and the state. See Murray, “The Consummate Dao,” 324. 
578 Huainanzi 1/3/15-21. 
579As Murray notes, this may reflect Liu An’s desire to disregard the commands and dictates of 
the central government. Murray, “The Consummate Dao,” 174. 
580 An extreme example of this, which also ties into the anti-military bent of Heshanggong and 
similar thinkers, comes from the minister Ji An. As one of the famous Huang-Lao ministers 
whose loses favor over the course of Wudi’s reign, Ji An at one point argues against interference 
in tribal warfare on account of local custom. One cannot imagine a much more inclusive view of 
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 Heshanggong does not explain what types of rituals naturally arise (the term ΓΗ 
also translated as “naturally flourishing”). One must extrapolate that he references 
regional differences that results from variations in the natural environment like that 
explained by the Huainanzi. In this manifest world, as single way of living cannot not fit 
the diversity of the earth. Even so, naturally arising rituals must not be decedent, and the 
key to this “multiculturalism” remains a limit on desires that originates from the 
simplicity of the culture of those in power. 
 A tension remains between this vision of cultural inclusion and Heshanggong’s 
ideals. The only time he mentions an example of music was the decadent sounds of 
Zheng (ш΁) in chapter 3. This reference comes from a near quote of the Analects. 
While one might assume this accords with Heshanggong’s broad rejection of music, 
following his denunciation of the dangers of sounds disrupting the ears, and as a basic 
force that agitates qi, this passage speaks to those in power. The second half of the quote 
explains to avoid meiren Ͳ*. I have translated this as beautiful women, following the 
trope of salacious music and dancing girls as a danger to proper rulership, but in the 
original Lunyu quote the term was ningren G* (flatterers).581 Both words could be read 
as flatterers, but either way they confirm this passage addresses the ruler. Because they 
possess the most yang substance, due to their position, rulers must especially avoid music: 
the five sounds disrupt the stilling of the qi required by body cultivation. Rulers also must 
remain neutral and not promote one sound over another, one musical style over another, 
                                                
cultural practices, where even the battles of warrior cultures have a place in the ideal empire. See 
Shiji 120.3105. 
581 Lunyu 15.11/42/27. 
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to prevent integrating such social markers into a power structure. However, it does not 
follow that those in the yin positions then must remove all music or even particular types 
of music, though in a perfect society music would emerge from the natural patterns of 
human nature, but not generate excessive emotion and desire. 
Although Heshanggong appears to support including different cultures and 
customs in the perfect empire of taiping, he still promotes an uncomplicated society; the 
tension in the work is over how simple things can or should become. In chapter 80, the 
Daodejing’s classic depiction of utopia, the commentary affirms a minimalist lifestyle: 
Sweeten their food, 
Lead them to taste the sweetness of their simple vegetables, and not fish for food 
among the hundred clans. 
Beautify their clothing, 
Lead them to feel beautiful in their coarse clothes, and then they will not value the 
five colors. 
Pacify their residences, 
Lead them to feel at peace in their thatch huts, and then they will not wish to 
decorate their rooms with patterned designs and ornaments. 
Enjoy their customs. 
Lead them to find joy in their simple and unadorned customs, and then they will 
not change them. 
 
 
This vision of the golden ages is not Needham’s pre-civilization matriarchal society, or 
the pre-socialization one Ivanhoe suggested. Instead, it reminds of Wang Chong’s 
conception of taiping where the key factor is the overall contentment of the people 
regardless of their material prosperity. This message accords with a key component of the 
approach of yin modal rulership: minimizing difference to eliminate competition and 
dissatisfaction.  
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 Consider this depiction of an extremely simple and dull society in light of the 
continued place for ritual and music. Heshanggong promotes a profoundly minimalist 
approach to life, but because of the respect for plurality, it need not become one of the 
monotonous dystopian societies that grow from a similar rejection of color, sound, 
emotion, and desire as a way to attain total unity. Even the hated and feared ritual has its 
place, and can flourish among those who do not seek to force it on others. Music as well 
plays a part in prosperity, and where there is music must there not be emotion?  
 There remains a tension between the ideals of no desire and no emotion within 
Heshanggong’s cosmology. These goals of pure yin mode and pure yang substance do 
not accord with any reality that might be possible in the world. Though one might 
speculate about the extremes of taiping, where humans actually function in a new purer 
way, they cannot fully lose yang mode or yin substance. To do so would mean the 
dissolution of the world. Instead, the important principle relates to contentment, a basic 
yin mode that still gives space for moderate amounts of yang mode. 
 Simply, to be a human one must move, one must act, one must create, and one 
especially must grow food. These require yang mode: they must be driven by the basic 
desires for survival. The difference between the world of chaos and the world of taiping 
rests on how basic desires are met and how extraneous desires are directed. 
 In the world governed by excessive yang mode, people fight and kill for wealth 
and power; starving farmers rebel and turn to banditry. During the age of taiping, 
everyone has enough. This means food is plentiful and all the basic requirements for life 
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and prosperity are met. Rare objects do not exist and so do not entice people to desire 
more than they need and push them toward wealth imbalances. 
 Now as far as rituals, music, clothing, housing, and all the material variables of 
any culture, they remain, but operate within “natural” limits: they do not generate excess 
desires. This remains the sole criteria of culture during the age of taiping. Most people 
who do not hold positions of power can retain some emotions, but more importantly 
because the whole society has become comprised of a greater measure of yang substance 
their interaction with the world becomes less about desire and emotional reactions to 
external stimulus; instead they engage with the goodness they embody that manifests 
through virtuous behavior. Such behavior does not occur robotically but from being more 
spiritualized, feeling more deeply, and experiencing unity and connection. In the age of 
taiping, people, one could argue, feel even more fully than they did before. This is not the 
nightmare where humans lose their humanity for the sake of order, where by removing 
emotions they lose concern for anything other than rational utility.  
The reason Heshanggong does not imagine such a consequence to promoting the 
expulsion of emotion results from his lack of dualism. He does not contrast emotions and 
the intellect. For him, both the emotions and the intellect result from yang mode, and are 
transcended by a deep sense of connection: substantial unity of the individual body with 
the cosmos. Yet, this substance-based connection allows for unity even with the 
continued presence of emotion and intellect. Therefore, diversity, even including writing, 
ritual, and music has a place in the age of Great Peace. 
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Conclusion 
The ideal person in the ideal society does not lose their individuality and they do 
not become mindless drones. Instead, they walk a line between unity and diversity, the 
place where people find a deep sense of abiding. They live out their days in peace and 
prosperity, never knowing want, and never really wanting. This means for most people 
they fit into the natural transformations of human life and culture.582 Because those in 
power take the role of the root and stabilizing force of unity, then creativity and diversity 
exist without destruction. A single society made harmonious not through monism, but 
through the power of yin mode to include and provides space for variety within limits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
582 Scholars like Joseph Needham have argued this vision of integrating into nature confirms that 
the Chinese did not separate humans and the natural world. On the contrary, that this extreme 
utopian ideal was the only context where people could reintegrate into balanced natural cycles 
proves the early Chinese awareness of this break. See Needham, Science and Civilisation in 
China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 9. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This project aimed to avoid monistic or dualistic readings of early Daoism and 
Heshanggong in particular. Instead, it relied on what are arguably the underlying 
relationships that ground Heshanggong’s cosmology: the fourfold division of yin-yang 
mode and substance. Throughout the proceeding chapters, this reading has served to 
explain the parallel cultivation of the body and the state, and those important themes of 
the commentary have also helped to confirm the strength of considering Han Daoist 
thought in these terms: a hierarchy of yin mode over yang mode and yang substance 
above yin substance.  
Such a rubric has manifold implications that relate to the underlying logic of 
Heshanggong. Hopefully, by now this structure has been convincingly articulated, but 
this conclusion will revisit two prerequisite discussions for confirming the value of this 
analysis. First, does this tension between mode and substance arise from different 
historical layers of the commentary? Second, why must one apply external language to 
this analysis and how do these categories differ from native categories like ti and yong, or 
li and qi? 
 Following these preliminary comments, then the new perspectives on numerous 
debates in Chinese Studies that arise from yin-yang mode and substance can be fully 
explored. Generally, it has been my assertion that a plurality of disputes arises from the 
old tension of monism and dualism that can be alternatively addressed without appealing 
to such perspectives. They include: the relationship of the individual and group, abstract 
spirit and spirit/gods, philosophy and religion, correlation and causality, morality and 
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relativism, hierarchy and egalitarianism, mysticism and ritual, pacifism and violence, 
conformity and freedom, transcendence and immanence. The yin-yang mode and 
substance approach, instead of maintaining these binaries as a hard dualism or reducing 
them to monistic unity, offers a mixed approach that attempts to integrate both sides 
according to a set of transcendent values. 
 The novel readings of various debates cover both historical and conceptual topics. 
This conclusion will summarize many of the points previously analyzed, though focusing 
on how these divergent debates are undergirded by the basic assumptions of monism or 
dualism and what the different view discussed above can tell us about Daoist history, or 
more generally early Chinese thought. In this regard, many of the historical topics can be 
grouped under the rubric of philosophy versus religion (as projected on to early Daoism). 
This includes understandings of spirit, transcendence, ritual, and hierarchy. Taking this 
approach reveals more of the continuity of the tradition and provides a new angle from 
which to analyze differences. In terms of conceptual debates, the topic of contrasted 
correlativity and causality looms large. This suggests actual value in the body-state or yin 
and yang correlations, without relegating such models to the piles of outdated proto-
science or naïve holism. Lastly, such conceptual discussions extend to speculations about 
the value of using this mix of correlation and causality (yin-yang mode and substance) as 
a type of theory in and of itself. 
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Text: Questions of Mode and Substance 
 
 This project asserts that concepts like monism and dualism do not accurately 
depict Chinese cosmology, specifically that of Heshanggong. Instead, I substitute the 
special categories of mode and substance to depict a Daoist approach, Heshanggong’s 
approach, to yin-yang cosmology. Building a multifaceted argument for the value of 
these terms and the accuracy of this reading of the commentary comprise the bulk of the 
previous chapters. This conclusion questions the end result of this effort and the different 
ramifications of such a method. Before looking at larger issues affected by the mode 
substance perspective reading of the commentary, we will first revisit and interrogate this 
reading and these divisions in light of the issues raised in the Introduction about possible 
multiple authors and the danger of these terms being external to the work discussed in 
Chapter 2.  
 
1. A Tension of Multiple Authors? 
 As this project asserts the need to explain tensions found in the commentary with 
external language, a logical preliminary question concerns whether or not this seeming 
lack of conceptual continuity arises from two different authors. As discussed in the 
Introduction, Kusuyama Haruki is the lone voice affirming this position. Having now 
closely investigated a wide range of the commentary’s content, and how mode and 
substance operate in the work, a more definitive conclusion on this issue can be reached. 
 This topic really includes two basic questions: Does the commentary only have a 
single authorial voice and can the divergence in yin-yang conception identified as mode 
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and substance result from multiple authorial voices? While the first question remains 
important for understanding the history of Heshanggong and its place in Daoist history, 
the second is especially important for this project. 
 The challenge with the argument for or against multiple voices comes from a lack 
of definitive proof on either side. Still, one can say quite forcefully that Kusuyama’s 
specific position cannot hold. To reiterate the critique in the Introduction, he rests too 
much on his theory that the connection of the body and state must be a later addition. As 
Chapter 6 presented in detail, the body-state parallel has a long and glorious history in 
early Chinese thought and therefore cannot possibly be used to confirm the existence of a 
later author who added a discussion of cultivation onto a politically minded commentary.  
 Beyond this basic point, one finds the type of yin and yang divisions of the body 
in Heshanggong chapter 6, the most likely case of multiple layers, as traceable to at least 
the Huainanzi.583 Furthermore, the concept of the wushen appears in the Neijing, though 
not yet with that term. Even the divisions of shen ̥ and qing Ǒ, xing Ǆ and qing Ǒ, 
and wuqi #ʂ and wuwei #Ú are all accounted for in the Han.584 This means that 
Heshanggong need not have a radically different and historically late vision of the body. 
                                                
583 The Huainanzi contrasts both spirit and emotions and the Heavenly and Earthly components 
of the body. While not expressed in the particular language of Heshanggong chapter 6, the 
existence of the basic sense of this division as important for cultivation undermines Kusuyama’s 
argument for this vision of the body as post-Han. Huainanzi 7/56/28-7/57/3, 7/54/25-28.  
584 Zhouli contrasts wuqi #ʂ and wuwei #Ú in the context of medical treatment. The former 
related more to mental states and life and death issues, while the latter connected to the more 
substantial aspects and the use of herbs. Chapter 30 of the Baihutong entitled “Xingqing” that 
depicts this xing Ǆ as yang stored in the zang organs and the qing Ǒ as yin and stored in the fu 
organs. Zhou Li 1.18/9/23, 1.19/9/28-29; Baihutong 30/55/23-30/57/18; 
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 As for cultivation methods and goals that might belie a post-Han date of the 
second layer, these also seem safely Han. As argued for in Chapter 4, the practice of 
cunshen Į̥ does not likely represent visualizing the organ spirits. Instead, it more 
closely corresponds to the concepts of the Neijing where one “preserves” the spirit from 
leaking out of the body. This is also comparable to the practices seen in the Neiye, where 
one must cang θ the essence jing ͏ (what is described as guishen ҥ̥) in one’s chest 
and that one must cun Į (preserve) this jing for life.585 Even those unwilling to accept 
Hal Roth’s early dating for this text would not suggest it as representative of the 
“religious” Daoism of the Liang dynasty.  
As for the results of cultivation, I previously discussed the tensions between the 
goals of longevity and immortality in the commentary. While this might indicate two 
different layers in the work, the more plausible reading involves the coexistence of these 
two goals. This was most explicitly conveyed in the analysis of the first chapter of the 
Neijing that included the immortality goals of the zhenren alongside the mere longevity 
of the Sage. One could also argue for a late date on that chapter of the Neijing, but 
discussions of zhenren existing as radically different type of being appears already in the 
Zhuangzi,586 the Huainanzi, 587 and undeniably in the Lunheng.588 
                                                
585 Guanzi 16/115/17-18, 16/116/24. 
586 Though the exact nature of the zhenren in the Zhuangzi remains a live topic of debate, he is 
identified as a being that cannot drown or be burnt. This presents the likelihood that the zhenren 
is a special creature beyond the limitations of human existence. Zhuangzi 6/15/32-6/16/2. 
587  In the Huainanzi, one finds multiple passages on the zhenren. One case connects the zhenren 
to what does not change or die. This reading means I must take the passage  Ė˲ͺɵ, ͻ
˘ͺ differently than Roth who translate it as “What generates life is not life; what 
transforms things is not transformation.” He associates these two lines with Zhuangzi 6/17/15 ɺ
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Kusuyama’s assertion that the second author infused the commentary with a layer 
of immortalist cultivation to parallel the earlier more politically minded commentary 
cannot be sustained. Yet, the possibility of some interpolated passages remains 
significant. In that case, the question shifts towards how that might affect dating, and, 
more importantly, if such a reality is responsible for the contrasting values of mode and 
substance.  
The most charitable reading of Kusuyama’s two-layer theory is that the 
commentary actually represents an original Western Han version with some Eastern Han 
alterations. This would only be possible if the dividing line was not based on the body 
and state or political and religious Daoism. Even if this were true, the overall spirit of the 
commentary remains consistent, as do the roles of mode and substance. This results from 
the work’s general assonance with Huang-Lao or Han Daoism that emphasizes the 
integration of cultivation and rulership, and the patterns of mode and substance that trace 
back to texts likes the Huainanzi.  
                                                
˲ͺɵ, ˲˲ͺ˲ to decide on their translation. There is affinity between these passages, 
but I also do not read the Zhuangzi passage as “What kills life is not death; what gives birth is life 
is not life.” Instead, I see it as “What takes life does not die; what gives birth to life is not born.” 
The Huainanzi passage would read as, “What transforms life does not die; what transforms things 
does not transform.” Therefore, the association of the zhenren is with the transcendent cause of 
change, which is exactly what alchemists attempt to grasp, and what immortals should embody. 
The “Jingshen” chapter also depicts the zhenren with the phrase churu wujian kˈѠ 
“entering and exiting where there are no openings,” which Heshanggong uses to depict his flying 
spirit-like being in chapter 13. Huainanzi 2/16/27-2/17/6, 7/58/1; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 
103, 250.  
588 While the readings of zhenren in the Zhuangzi and the Huainanzi contain more space for non-
immortalist perspectives, the Lunheng, a text written around the same time when I date 
Heshanggong, does not. It says of the tradition of Laozi that one can become an immortal and 
transcend the world. Ǧ3͸īжˆÃ3ƒҾǌʢˈɪҾҙ͏ǘʂҸĖ*3͏̥ˆĎ
ÝҾ͏̥`ҾĎÝќͻɵҸǣ Ӏ͸īσҾЖ̇ƒҾˆ̔*̘ҸThis explicitly 
connects the Daoists of this first century to immortality practices where the goal is to become a 
zhenren. Lunheng 24/101/-18-19. 
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 In this unlikely case, the only divergence one could possible find between the 
“layers” comes in the shape of some key conceptions that are arguably more developed in 
the Eastern Han, like the xing Ǆ and qing Ǒ division of the self seen in chapters 6 and 
12, or the goal of becoming an immortal. Yet, both of these also have clear Western Han 
versions as well. As noted above, the Huainanzi includes a conception of self that 
contrasts emotions and spirit and divides the body into yin and yang parts. As mentioned 
previously as well, Dong Zhongshu appears to have divided the self with those specific 
terms, while texts as far back as the Zhuangzi refer to the goal of becoming a zhenren 
immortal.  
Yet, supposing that two different Han layers existed, this division would not 
explain away the need for the mode and substance subdivision of yin and yang. For 
example, the potential later interpolations of chapters 6 and 59 rely on mode and 
substance type relationships that already existed in the Western Han. Even if one takes an 
extreme perspective and considers the body described in those chapters as one full of 
individual spirits and that the cultivation aims for immortality, that would still, in the end, 
support the reading of mode and substance seen elsewhere in the commentary. This 
potential would just mean that the goal of yang substance appears slightly more explicit 
in its articulation (immortality) or with a divergent conceptualization (individualized 
spirits), but the difference between valuing yang substance and yin mode would not 
disappear.  
Therefore, regardless of whether one can definitively state that every word of the 
commentary comes from a single time and a single authorial voice, the perspective 
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depicted remains consistent with the yin-yang mode and substance reading. Of course, 
multiple layers or even interpolations remain doubtful propositions and the quantitative 
analysis in the Introduction firmly asserts the commentary comes from a single Eastern 
Han author. Ultimately, the issue of multiple authors remains unsolvable. Kusuyama may 
rightly question the originality a few passages in the commentary, but these do not 
indicate a post-Han date per his suggestion and do not remove the need for a mode and 
substance division.  
 
2. Mode and Substance: Valuable Categories? 
 Having reviewed the objection to dividing yin and yang into mode and substance 
based on the multiple authors postulation, let us turn to the most important issue. Are 
mode and substance viable and valuable categories with which to read the commentary 
and Han Daoism generally? This question entails reevaluating whether native terms 
might be preferable to mode and substance; whether relying on these two involves an 
imposed Western dualism; furthermore; whether mode and substance elucidate more than 
they obfuscate.  
   I argue that the benefits of this choice far outweigh any detriments, as the 
subdivisions of mode and substance deftly explain the conflicting yin and yang values 
within Heshanggong. This approach seeks to reveal the historical layers of opposites 
combined into one yin-yang cosmology, and how this reflects a special set of Han Daoist 
values. These contrasting values, I assert, can be systematically observed in the 
commentary, and in earlier related texts like the Huainanzi. Even though Heshanggong 
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does not personally articulate the mode-substance relationship, it plays a central role in 
how he lays out his cosmology. 
 Because this project requires some reading between the lines, two powerful and 
related objections exist. First, one might suggest that not using Chinese terms or a reading 
from within the literal sentences of Heshanggong leads to inaccurate explications of the 
commentary’s intent and historical context. Any straying from such an “accurate” 
approach involves creative distortion. Second, one of the most dangerous types of 
misrepresentation involves the imposition of Western dualism on monistic/holistic 
Chinese thought. 
 Both of these are serious questions that deserve to be considered following the 
close readings of the previous seven chapters. For the first question, in the ideal world the 
commentary would require almost no explanation or interpretation, and any discussion 
would just involve the terminology laid out in the work itself. One step removed from 
this, relying on native terminology would at least provide a sense of rootedness in history 
and context that other approaches struggle to attain. 
 Yet, as I argue in the next section, it is my reliance on mode and substance that 
helps to clarify the historical context of Daoism’s continuity. While not prefect, this 
method has the benefit of avoiding the dangers of myopic analysis. At the extreme, only 
focusing on the content of a single text obscures important connections and raises issues 
of how one can even understand the historical context of the meaning of any key terms or 
concepts. Meaning involves relationships, and therefore any analysis requires comparing 
and contrasting a text with others. Beyond this, even if one only seeks to consider the 
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content of a single text, one still must draw on transmitted interpretations, definitions of 
words, and sense of grammar structures.  
Perhaps most importantly, when writing about such things in foreign languages 
like English, the invaluable native terms must be translated or at least explained 
(interpreted). In so doing, we already shift away from the source language. Even writing 
in modern Chinese often requires glosses of the same nature that Heshanggong employed 
in his reading of the Daodejing. These transformations are necessary for even the most 
“objective” work, but their danger should not be causally ignored.  
The reason to highlight these extremely basic points comes back to the question 
of how to read texts. This project involves a decision to not only rely on terms found 
within the commentary, but to supplement them with English words that represent 
implicit relationships. One might argue that this irresponsibly diverges from the meaning 
of the commentary, but meaning involves interpretation and just looking at historically 
sound glosses for individual words does not reveal the larger picture. Sometimes we need 
to involve new terms to help identify how everything fits together. Heshanggong says in 
chapter 39, “…that in undertaking the enumeration of carriage parts one finds spokes, 
wheels, hubs, the yoke, and the thill. It is because none of these are called a carriage that 
they can become a carriage.” This passage originally was to explain why the nobles who 
do not use noble titles are truly noble, but here I borrow it for the principle related to how 
the names of the part do not reveal the whole. This is true both about the commentary and 
about the history of Han Daoism. 
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On a conceptual level, this explains why external terminology at times is superior, 
though as discussed in Chapter 2, no suitable native alternative can be found for our 
current purpose. I suggest that terms like mode and substance help to identify the larger 
implicit picture in Heshanggong. This choice has potential benefits of helping to unveil 
larger historical and conceptual connections, but also may partially distort the history of 
Daoist thought. I would argue the benefits outweigh the detriments, as the valuable fruits 
appear in the previous seven chapters’ discussions and the rest of the conclusion.  
 Having admitted that this approach does not avoid all threats to a perfect and 
accurate articulation of the commentary and Daoist history, I still assert it avoids the 
biggest potential pitfall: imposing Western dualism. The danger of reading Western 
perspectives into any source material related to Chinese intellectual history is real. 
Firstly, our entire analytical method employs Western values and interests. That detail 
cannot be fully evaded, but need not result in gross misreadings. Actually, the Western 
approach that seeks “objectivity” is what has issues with imposing Western viewpoints. 
Secondly, acculturation remains a powerful force that cannot be denied. I am not writing 
from the perspective of a first century Chinese man. Does that mean I cannot give a 
rigorous reading or set aside some of my preconceptions to seriously consider the 
historical circumstance of the work? I argue that is reasonably possible even while 
translating, interpreting, and elaborating. 
Again to speak in very simple terms, the process of reading exists on a spectrum 
from the purely descriptive to the wildly creative. In this regard, the current project does 
not represent either extreme. I would argue it manages to closely depict the content of 
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Heshanggong’s commentary, while providing some interpretation based on patterns 
found in the work itself. The result, I assert, cannot be an imposition of Western dualism, 
as neither the division of mode and substance nor that of yin and yang qualifies as 
dualism.  
The current reading seeks to simply portray one cosmological strain within early 
Daoism that resulted from combining different approaches to opposites under the single 
rubric of yin and yang. This cosmology leads to its own type of transcendence and 
immanence mixture that differentiates it from other forms of Chinese thought. Therefore, 
the end result actually undermines Western dualistic projections, by avoiding the highly 
dualistic categories of “monism” and “dualism” all together.  
 It may be that mode and substance do not impose dualism on the commentary or 
majorly distort history, but this does not mean they were the best choice. Let us consider 
the benefits of this interpretive move. Firstly, Heshanggong does not present a structured 
and logical exposition of his teachings. It appears as a scattered and disjointed collection 
of glosses and single line interpretations that requires the reader to paste together these 
pieces to discover the order within their totality. Therefore, such a work especially 
requires outside help to clarify and explicate the fragments of the commentator’s thought.  
Secondly, the most damaging critique of involving mode and substance in 
explaining the “real” meaning of the commentary is as follows. If they were involved in 
the actual teachings at the foundation of Heshanggong’s thought, why does the 
commentator not just articulate such a divergence between these two types of yin and 
yang? This question does not have an easy answer. The strongest postulation relates to 
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the historical forces of yin and yang as a dominant correlative framework. Heshanggong 
lived in a context where many thinkers worked to reduce the world to these two most 
basic categories and so he avoided any explicit discussion that might undermine this yin 
yang project.  
While the commentator may have played within the bounds of this discourse, he 
also partially subverted it. This may not even been a conscious move, as his thought 
inherits the syncretic values of the Huainanzi’s combination of opposites that Ryden 
identifies in the Four Classics of the Yellow Emperor. Yet, this problem also encounters 
the impossible logical challenge of attempting to reduce everything to two categories. 
Heshanggong is not just working in the Han milieu, but also struggling with tensions that 
exist in the Daodejing and all such approaches to opposites. As a result, the implicit 
cosmology does not find a full elucidation with the relationships remaining under the 
surface. Heshanggong takes the next step toward yin-yang perfection, but in doing so 
glosses over the complexity of his own cosmology. 
One last possibility relates to the tradition’s resistance to naming the Way as this 
or that. Heshanggong might have wanted to avoid connecting the terms yin to the Way, 
because that primal origin was supposed to include both yin and yang, as he notes in 
chapter 32. Yet, Heshanggong repeatedly identifies the Way with various qualities that 
are grouped as yin. These same yin qualities occupy key roles in both cultivation and 
governance. The sense of this connection remains strong, with various types of yin 
behavior being identified as yinlei Ѫҏ (yin categories) and paralleled to the yindao Ѫж 
(the way of yin).  
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One can only speculate why Heshanggong does not fully articulate the differences 
between yin mode and yin substance or yang mode and yang substance. The above 
suggestions provide some reason for why this might have happened at all, but they are by 
no means conclusive. The strongest argument for this reading can be found in the values 
promoted by the work itself. As the previous chapters have shown, this division provides 
insight into the practices and goals of regulating both the body and state. The mode and 
substance division also helps move away from limiting arguments over monistic or 
dualistic Chinese thought towards considering a particular Daoist approach to correlation 
that cannot be identified as either of those extremes. 
Having affirmed the continuity of the commentary and the importance of the 
current rubric of analysis, we can now turn to the larger ramifications of the mode and 
substance reading of Heshanggong. 
 
History: Not Religion, Not Philosophy 
 
The emphasis on the Chinese world as monistic has not only resulted in the vision 
of the monolithic Chinese empire, but even in the cases where significant shifts towards 
dualism occur, the tendency has been to still hold the original Chinese world as monistic 
with only outside influences (Indo-Buddhist) “corrupting” or changed that primary 
reality. This perspective has played out most vigorously in the study of Daoism where 
one finds an early monistic philosophy that has been contrasted with a dualist Daoist 
religion. Stepping out of this box of monism and dualism allows one to see more fully 
how such traditions historically connect. 
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The old paradigm of scholarship valuing high-minded philosophy arose from of the 
nineteenth century Chinese philological movement, Enlightenment ideals, and mixed with 
visions of a rational Axial Age.589 Renowned Sinologists like H. G. Creel, Fung Yu-lan, and 
A. C. Graham maintain the Warring States saw a flowering of abstract thought that 
degenerated into superstition during the Han.590 They emphasized this point for Daoism, in 
which the wonderful ideals of the Daodejing and Zhuangzi devolved into magic and fear. 
This attitude still holds influence in the Sinological community, but beginning with 
Kristofer Schipper in the mid-1970s “religious” Daoism gained new respect. Though 
Schipper claims a single continuous Daoism, his research focuses on the medieval period and 
does not clearly show the connection.591  Other scholars, like Michael Strickmann and 
Russell Kirkland, reacting to previous scholarly animosity towards “religious” Daoism, 
developed opposing positions. Strickmann only included in Daoism the organized Celestial 
Masters (after 142 CE) and its later developments.592 Kirkland likewise rejects classical 
(philosophical) Daoism because it does not represent a social entity.593 Both of these 
positions support the philosophy/religion divide, while valorizing the previously rejected 
side. Instead of scholarship explaining Chinese culture and history, we have a debate of 
religion versus philosophy, the social against the individual.  
                                                
589 Gu Jiegang, Gushi Bian; Karl Jaspers, The Origin and Goal of History (Yale University Press, 
1953). 
590 Creel, H. G. “What is Taoism?”; Fung, Yu-lan. A History of Chinese Philosophy; Graham, 
Disputers of the Tao. 
591 Kristofer Schipper, The Daoist Body (Berkeley: U. of California Press, 1993). 
592 Michael Strickmann, Chinese Magical Medicine (Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 2002), 
24. 
593 Russell Kirkland, Taoism: The Enduring Tradition, 21. 
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Daoist historians’ reliance on these entrenched categories result in extreme special 
pleading and paradoxical historical transformations. The “philosophy” side in valorizing 
mental life and individual freedom extracts parts of Early Daoism to fit model values,594 
somehow situating its pinnacle in Zhuangzi’s True Person (zhenren), who is our invulnerable 
flying immortal.595 Some scholars on the “religion” side reject Early Daoism as un-Daoist 
because it lacks a social organization, a peculiar position that results from accepting Early 
Daoism as pure philosophy and thus excluding it from lived communities. This still does not 
explain the connection of an individualist anti-social order tradition with a millennial, cultic, 
communal “religion,” and ignores that the Daodejing explicitly addresses statecraft and 
rulership, i.e. social ordering. Thus, the division of individual and society, philosophy and 
religion, results in strained narratives, where the socially focused “religion” comes from a 
greater individual focus while the individual focused “philosophy” rests on a social vision.  
 This narrative no longer dominates to the extent it once did, but its foundations in 
the contrast of monism and dualism remains as an undercurrent in the field. Heshanggong 
provides one case that breaks this clean temporal correlation. He does so by representing 
a mixture of values often divided neatly into pre-Han philosophy and late- or post-Han 
                                                
594 For example, A. C. Graham calls Zhuangzi’s anti-rationalism an intellectual statement rather than 
one of practice over theory; Fung Yu-lan identifies the Dao as “super rational” and thus Daoism a 
rationalism beyond rationalism. Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 74-75; Fung, A History of Chinese 
Philosophy, 342. 
595 Burton Watson says the theme of Zhuangzi is freedom and thus Zhuangzi must be using the 
True Person as metaphor therefore. Burton Watson, trans., Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1964), 3-7 
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religion.596 These values include three large key topic of Heshanggong’s commentary: 
Cosmology (Spirit), the body, and the state.  
 
1. Spirit 
 Starting on the cosmological level, the issue of spirit looms large. This 
prominently debated topic comes to the fore with the yin-yang mode and substance 
reading both because yang substance (spirit) is the clear goal of cultivation, and this 
model includes a tension between individualized and abstracted spirit.597 
As summarized above, scholars like Roth and Porkert emphasize the abstract 
unity of spirit or qi in Daoism and Chinese conceptions of the body. Other scholars like 
Puett and Unschuld look more at the differentiated form of individual spirits. Puett offers 
a more varied analysis, but still reads individualized spirits into passages normally taken 
to indicate a unified Chinese cosmos. While one might argue these approaches involve 
the tensions of differing hermeneutic choices, the current reading of Heshanggong, and 
by extension trends in Chinese and Daoist thought, offers another option. Heshanggong 
                                                
596 The uncertainty of the commentary’s date does not threaten this argument. One cannot argue 
that Heshanggong exhibits “religious” Daoist characteristics and therefore serves to reinforce the 
division. Even in the unlikely case that it dates from the post-Han era, the essence of its basic 
outlook trace back to at least the Huainanzi. In this way, the continuity argument transcends the 
specifics of the individual text. 
597 One result of tracing the role of spirit from the early cultivation texts through the Han and 
beyond involves the place of yang substance. While in the preliminary discussions the systems of 
yin and yang do not exhibit their full developments, quite early the idea of shen connects with 
yang or Heavenly power or substance. This trend continues into later forms of Daoism. On the 
one hand, this reality does not surprise, but the constant emphasis on the feminine nature of early 
Daoism and the preference for the female leads one to wonder why this might be the case. 
Certainly even reaching the time of Wang Chongyang (1113-1170), inner and outer alchemists 
prized the “double yang” the pure yang free from any yin. Based on the yin mode yang substance 
ideal this should not be unexpected, and this value on the yang connects to the importance of all 
kinds of shen that provide life to the cosmos. 
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upholds the superiority of the abstract spirit, the original qi, but simultaneously provides 
a place for individual spirits in the world and in the body. One could read this 
diachronically and consider it as a mid-step between the holism of the earlier mystical 
traditions and the divisions of later ritual forms of Daoism. More likely, this shows a 
deep strand within Chinese culture that involves the tension of unity and individuation, 
and how in the earliest period one finds multiples spirits in the world. Even with the 
development of more unified cosmic visions like those found in the Lüshi chunqiu, or the 
Taiyi shengshui, spirits remained present in the culture even when deemphasized.  
Part of the rejection of the individualized spirits emerges from the rational 
humanistic reading of early Chinese thought, the linguistic reading of Daoism, or even 
the mystical reading. Such perspectives have strong foundations in history and Roth 
notes, following Graham, that one finds an internalization of spirits and gods that occurs 
at least by the fourth century BCE.598 Certainly such a process occurred as the conception 
of the individual changed and the presence of the divine in humanity became more 
forcefully articulated. While early records like the Neiye support this more internalized 
and abstract sense of shen, it was not a simple evolutionary process. As argued above, a 
tension remained with the sense of shen as external gods and internalized spirit. This shift 
also appears in the integration of the cosmos and the individual, seen in the Huainanzi 
chapter 7, providing the possibility for large-scale correlations. Yet, such a 
transformation did not occur in a vacuum and the idea of multiple spirits persisted, even 
                                                
598 Roth, Original Tao, 107. 
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in the Huainanzi and the Neiye.599 The construction of overarching cosmological models 
connected to body cultivation and a belief in the possibility of real unity that included 
individual spirits remains more likely than a rationalist transference of nature spirits into 
abstracted spirit and forces of nature.  
As such, one finds this tension of abstract and individual spirit. This has nothing 
to do with the special nature of Chinese language, as the polysemy of English “spirit” 
includes the meanings of the presence of God in the world, ghost, personal drive, etc.600 
Much more likely is this historical shift noted by Graham and Roth, but one that was not 
a clean evolution. Instead one finds an aggregation of uses of the term, which one also 
finds in Heshanggong’s commentary. He appears to represent a trend to actually further 
internalize the external shen, not just as the abstracted force or substance, but also as 
more individualized beings. This trend continues into later forms of Daoism, but does not 
represent a sudden shift.   
Later Daoism one finds continuity with this long history that reaches back to at 
least the Neiye, where both abstract and individualized spirits exist. The only key 
difference relates to emphases or models, variations on the type and number of spirits and 
their modes. Still overall, one finds both internally and externally a mixture of the one 
                                                
599 Roth notes the more individualizes sense of guishen ҥ̥ in chapters I and XIX of the Neiye, 
but choose to emphasize the abstract and mystical developments he sees in the text. In chapter 7 
of the Huainanzi, section especially close to the traditions of the Neiye and also Heshanggong, 
one also finds that one power of the zhenren is to command “ghostly spirits.” See Roth, 47, 83, 
107; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 250. 
600 As mentioned in Chapter 3’s discussion on spirit, Hall and Ames emphasize the special 
contextual nature of the Chinese language that allows writers to broadly vary shen’s usage. This 
vision of a basically First Problematic civilization does not stand up to scrutiny. See Hall and 
Ames, Anticipating China, 226. 
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and the many. Therefore, again, the monistic idea that spirit must only be one and not 
many does not apply. One does not find a harsh break between philosophical Daoism 
with is single abstract spirit and religious Daoism with its pantheon. That is not to say 
one cannot find divergences, but that without needing to assert pre-Indic-influenced 
China as monistic, a clearer sense of historical connection emerges. 
 
2. Body and State 
This project is structured around the two topics of the body and the state and how 
they function within Heshanggong’s cosmos. Underlying this focus is an interest in the 
historical role of this model and what it has to say about the relationship of the individual 
and the group, specifically, the place of hierarchy and individuality in such a world. 
When viewed without the frame of monism and dualism of these topics reveal an 
important sense of continuity in Daoist history. 
Previous sections on the body and state provided a detailed historical discussion 
of the origin of the conception. This back-story traces the body and state connection to its 
earliest point and shows how this vision from quite early belonged to a particular thread 
of Chinese thought that flowed into Daoism. This connection has been obscured because 
religious Daoism scholars have not looked so far back in time, and scholars of early 
Chinese thought have not connect it forward to later forms of Daoism.  
In Daoist studies, the basic perspective follows Livia Kohn and Kristopher 
Schipper’s discussions of the bureaucratic models of the body, and the body state 
correlation. Kohn traces this connection to the Neijing, but especially associates this 
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“Daoist body” with Heshanggong himself.601 Schipper depicts this tradition coming from 
Ge Hong and also Sima Chengzhen.602 In both these cases, this type of Daoist body does 
not connect to earlier visions of the body (depending on how one dates the Neijing) and 
this attitude has been part of why many scholars argued for a later date for the 
Heshanggong commentary. From the perspective of Daoist religion contrasted with 
Daoist philosophy, this body belongs to the side of religion, along with its similar 
microcosmic conceptions of the bodies full of gods. Therefore, Heshanggong becomes 
grouped as a religious commentary of later Daoism. 
On the other side we find the work of Nathan Sivin representing the more 
“philosophical” approach. He relies mostly on the idea of the static Chinese world where 
the cosmos was seen as basically stable.603 In this context most views on the body are 
holistic, though he does hedge a bit and note the work of Martha Li Chiu, who asserts in 
the Neijing one finds more options than just a holistic mind and body.604 This is important 
to mention because it demonstrates Sivin’s overall view about holism in Early China. He 
traces this tradition to the Lüshi chunqiu and the idea of a state based on the order of 
Heaven. As his article’s title, “State, Cosmos, and Body in the Last Three Centuries 
B.C.,” implies, his work stops in the before the Common Era, and as such does not 
examine how this correlation develops. This again falls into the trap of dividing Chinese 
thought along these historical lines, where holism (including body state correlation) must 
exist before the development of the religion of Daoism.  
                                                
601 Kohn, “Taoist Visions of the Body,” 231–234. 
602 Kristofer Schipper, The Taoist Body, 102–103, 131. 
603 Sivin, “State, Cosmos, and Body in the Last Three Centuries B. C.,” 6. 
604 Ibid., 13; Chiu, “Mind, Body, and Illness in a Chinese Medical Tradition.” 
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While I am not the first to argue for continuity of ideas and practices through the 
Han, Heshanggong provides an example where important themes like the correlation of 
the body and the state cross over from the pre-Han “philosophy” into “religion.” A more 
helpful way of conceptualizing this situation relates to Heshanggong’s focus on the body 
as the source for his different modes of existing in the different levels of the world. 
Looking from this body-state based view one can observe how this Han type of 
correlation influence later Daoists and scholars like those of Ge Hong and Sima 
Chengzhen, as Schipper mentions. Returning to the earliest source, this body-state 
models originating as far back as the Ziyi, and entering into inner cultivation in the 
Xinshu texts and that of Lüshi chunqiu, proceeded through the Han and beyond.  
While scholars can debate about what should be called Daoism in this long chain 
of connections, the continuity of conception affirm a more complex sense of Chinese 
worldviews instead of one where the original was holistic correlations of everything 
followed by a religious tradition that corrupted it; nor was it one where the religious 
tradition developed this type of complex interaction of transcendent ideals spontaneously 
or from external influence. Investigating Heshanggong has demonstrated the 
sophistication of this integrated model that includes transcendent and oppositional 
aspects, traces back to the late Warring States. Therefore, there was no a rejection of the 
true monism of China when “religious” Daoism arose. 
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3. Hierarchy 
 Deeply integrated into the debate over the topic of spirits versus spirit and body 
and state is the issue of hierarchy. If shen ̥ is simply the unifying substance of the 
cosmos, then one seeking this true reality would seem to reject manifestations of 
hierarchy, a narrative which conflicts with the later Daoist pantheon of spirits/gods and 
the goals of attaining a place in the Heavenly bureaucracy. This contrast falls back to the 
monism and dualism debate, but it appears that a radical break from the anarchic early 
Daoism and the hierarchical later Daoism cannot hold. 
If one moves away from such a rigid division and accepts the original role of 
hierarchy within Han Daoism, and likely even in the early “Laoist” tradition, then one 
can look at variations found in the tradition and the reasons behind certain 
transformations. In light of this, consider Etienne Balazs who argued that the two Daoist 
traditions at the end of the Han, the peasant revolts of the Yellow Turbans and the 
Xuanxue scholars, both rejected hierarchy and social order.605  
If the transmitted version of the Taipingjing reveals the values of the Yellow 
Turbans, it seems they not only sought a just order in the world, but also a deeply 
hierarchical one. Their main divergence from the earlier Han tradition to which 
Heshanggong belonged was their view that the order of the Dao must be actively 
established and not generated by political reform or conversion of the ruler. One might 
argue this too was not a great departure from earlier Han Daoism and the traditions 
associated with Huang-Lao, as they too included martial elements and considered 
                                                
605 Balazs, “Nihilistic Revolt or Mystical Escapism,” 232–34. 
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violence sometimes necessary to defend people from oppression.606 The key difference 
was those earlier texts addressed rulers and their duty to protect those below them, while 
Zhang Jue and his followers sought to overturn the apple cart. 
 In the case of the Xuanxue scholars like Xi Kang, Ruan Ji, Wang Bi, Guo Xiang, 
etc., they did have a strain of counter-culture or anti-authoritarian spirit. They sought to 
live unconstrained by social norms and expectations. They contrasted mingjiao ÌȈ 
(representing the rigid ritual order of high society) with their goal of ziran Γˊ (in this 
context meaning an unfettered natural existence). In this context, Balazs has more of a 
point, though they were still far from nihilistic.607 In many cases, like Xi Kang, these 
Daoists were engaged in cultivation, though of a sort that had become somewhat more 
separated from politics, as life in the government was no longer safe. This is where we 
find a divergence of Daoist politics and individual development. This tradition partially 
explains the development of the literati sense of Daoism as selfish, though the details of 
this history require further investigation elsewhere.  
 One also finds, in addition to Balazs, perspectives like that of Herrlee Creel who 
opines over how the egalitarian ideals of Laozi were co-opted by the tradition of 
immortals, like the structured church of the Celestial Master that sought position in the 
                                                
606 Nearly every person associated with Huang-Lao in the Shiji has some involvement with the 
military or martial arts. They include Cao Shen ȶ¶ (54.2021-2032), Tian Shu ˶» (104.2775), 
Zhang Liang ơΝ and Ji An ʉұ (120.3105-3106), Zheng Dangshi ш̀Ȭ (120.3112 ), Deng 
Gong чp and Son (101.2747-2748), and Zhang Shizhi ơь(102.2751, 2756). Furthermore, 
the possibly Huang-Lao text the Huainanzi promotes wars to save people from unjust rulers. See 
Huainanzi 15/143/11-12. 
607 Balazs, “Nihilistic Revolt or Mystical Escapism,” 234. 
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celestial hierarchy.608 Following from these perspectives one is left with a large “why?” 
Why would an egalitarian tradition that rejects any sort of social order develop into a 
church hierarchy or seek rank in the hierarchy of Heaven? One answer, given by Creel, is 
appropriation: Zhang Daoling609 and his ilk relied on the prominence of Laozi to promote 
their own authority.610 While this may contain a measure of truth, such dismissive views 
do not help in understanding why this might have worked. As one finds in Heshanggong, 
hierarchy in earlier forms of Daoism played an important role. One can confirm this at 
least back to the more Daoist parts of the Huainanzi (for those who consider it a syncretic 
and not Daoist text).  
 The key difference, then, between earlier Han Daoism (including Heshanggong) 
and the tradition of Zhang Daoling is how they engage with hierarchy. In the first case, 
which seeks to work within the feudal or imperial structure, the goal remains to minimize 
the dangers of such divisions within society. Therefore, the many yin modes are 
promoted to limit the actual and conceived differences. In the case of Zhang Daoling, his 
community involved very clearly articulated rank. Instead of attempting to limit the 
presence of hierarchy, the Celestial Masters made it central to their group cohesion. Thus, 
instead of having a break of structure where previously Daoism was focused on equal and 
free individuals transformed into a structured church, one finds two fairly similar 
                                                
608  Creel, What is Taoism?, 7–9. 
609 The existence of Zhang Daoling can be debated, but here he represents the early leaders of the 
Celestial Masters tradition. 
610 Creel, What Is Taoism?, 20. 
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hierarchies dealt with in different ways.611 One might argue that Zhang Daoling’s 
approach involves more yang mode. As for the infamous “five pecks of rice,” this tax 
was used for the common good. The system did not accord with the more “libertarian” 
teachings of Heshanggong, but some principles remained in a new guise. For example, 
note the rules of the Xiang’er commentary that formalize many of Heshanggong’s 
ideals.612  
This increase in yang mode also relates to the realm of rituals. While Laozi has 
been depicted as anti-ritualistic, mostly because of chapter 38’s depiction of ritual as the 
lowest of methods, Heshanggong provides an option of how the text need not reject all 
rituals.  
In Heshanggong one finds that human creation of culture can be included in the 
Dao. Though technically such creation does not equal the perfection of the Dao’s yin 
mode, it can be included in ziran, the cycles of nature that include both yin and yang (not 
ziran as the transcendent yin modal principle).613 This means Daoists can participate in 
                                                
611 Interestingly, Schipper offers an opposite reading of the Celestial Master approach to social 
order. He argues, following the teaching of the Xiang’er commentary, that the Tianshi dao sought 
a decentralized and even more democratic state. While it is true that all members of the early 
community participated in political power having received their registers, they were certainly not 
free to develop their own ritual or cultural traditions. Schipper, The Taoist Body, 195. 
612 Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 50. 
613 Needham, following the common line concerning monistic China, asserts that the Chinese had 
no break of human and nature. He argues this is the reason humans became the main focus of 
study because one could understand everything by studying the natural humanity. While the case 
of the micro-macrocosm connection of body and world appears to support this claim, having 
connections of the human body to the world does not mean that civilization and human beings are 
fully integrated into nature. Heshanggong himself argues that the Way of Heaven and the way of 
man are opposed. This does not mean that the body does not correlate to other orders in the 
world, but that the modes of humans and nature do not always match. The way of Humanity here 
refers to the way of excess yang mode, versus the balanced cycles of Heaven or even the 
transcendent yin mode. Needham’s point, which attempts to contrast the Chinese approach to that 
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ritual traditions, the key is not imposing those traditions on others, especially those lower 
in the social hierarchy. Interestingly, the Zhang Daoling and the other early Celestial 
Masters follow these principles. These masters did not begin in positions of power 
forcing others to participate in their rituals. They even, at least rhetorically, resisted 
allowing people into their group. Therefore, this ritual lineage could be included under 
Heshanggong’s ideal of spontaneously emerging ritual and music traditions. Of course, 
one could also highlight the radical break of the millennial group that believed other 
people were doomed, but even in this case Heshanggong similarly believed those who 
reject the Way doom themselves and those around them.  
One can find significant differences between the beliefs and practices of the 
Celestial Masters and Heshanggong. They certainly belong to different branches of the 
large cultural or religious trend we tend to call Daoism, but they do not contrast as greatly 
as some might argue. And for those who would assert that Heshanggong must be part of 
religious Daoism, and that must be why his teachings do not so much conflict with those 
                                                
of science, does not hold as well. In the so-called value-free world of modern science where 
human values and natural phenomena supposedly remain distinct, one finds constant appeals to 
the natural order and evolution to support various values. Needham might not agree with this 
approach, but science like early Chinese thought seeks human norms in nature. On the other hand, 
one finds Schwartz arguing for a break between humanity and nature (particularly in Daoism), in 
line with his support of a more dualist reading of early Chinese thought. This too does not match 
Heshanggong’s approach that views humanity as neither fully integrated nor full distinct from the 
rest of the cosmos. The creation of culture and rituals is not necessarily a break from the natural 
patterns of the world, and only become so when yang mode goes to an extreme. This means that 
one could imagine a natural society like Needham suggests, but it would not be monolithic or 
static. Instead it would change with naturally. In early China, the basic perspective was not unity 
with nature, but the need to unify with nature. This is the is-ought distinction associated with this 
break of nature and humanity. See Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of 
Scientific Thought, 9; Schwartz, The World of Thought in Ancient China, 107. 
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of later Daoism, hopefully this project has demonstrated that many of his key ideas and 
practices date far back into the early Han and even Warring States periods.  
The central conclusion is that one does not find a division of free and easy early 
egalitarian and cultivation focused Daoism that what then appropriated by a theocratic 
hierarchy, a power structure antithetical to all things “Daoist.” Similarly, one does not 
find the emergence of religious Daoism as the true communal Daoism, the lived Daoism, 
in contrast to the individual and abstract ideas that existed before. 
These three topics of historical interest, the body-state correlation, individual 
versus abstract spirit, and the place of hierarchy in Daoism, provide examples of how 
removing monism and dualism as analytical levers allows for a greater sense of the 
historical process, and a larger awareness of gradual change. While not all change is 
gradual, one can always find continuities affected by where one places the brackets, 
where one arbitrarily draws a line in the sand. In this case, perspectives of monism and 
dualism have led to dividing abstract spirit and the spirits, and to cleaving the individual 
from the group (hierarchy from anarchy). Relying on mode and substance shows different 
divisions and thus continuities. 
 
Conception: Correlation and Causation 
 
The structure of this project rests on the correlation of the body and the state. This 
vision of “micro- and macro-cosm” is not unique to Heshanggong or to early Chinese 
thought, but has been part of the long debate over the contrast of the “East” and the 
“West.” It is held up as a foundational example of holism, where individual people and 
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their bodies are completely integrated with the group, the type of “Chinese holism” that 
can be at least traced back to Granet. His development of Chinese thought as completely 
without causality, without a division between time and space, without any transcendence 
or God continues to inform discussions about early China. This project has hoped to 
demonstrate that such analysis remains incomplete. At least, this one example of 
Heshanggong has shown the Chinese world certainly includes a measure of causality and 
transcendence, and that the body-state correlation should not be an essentialized case of 
otherness: viewed either as a wonderful ideal of perfect holism that will solve the 
problems of the modern age or a hopelessly antiquated and unrigorous way of 
understanding the world.  
Therefore, the following considers the implications of yin-yang mode and 
substance in regards to the natures of correlation and causation. These two terms 
sometimes stand in for monism and dualism, but speak more specifically to how one 
engages with and understands variety and change in the world. The previous chapters’ 
lengthy discussions on yin-yang mode and substance have hopefully demonstrated that in 
Heshanggong these two are not exclusive categories. The commentary, then, provides an 
opportunity to examine the role of causality in a heavily correlated example of the 
Chinese world, one that operates on the level of both the body and the state. 
 
1. Correlation and Causality? 
The distinction of causation and correlation remains central to modern scientific 
sensibilities, and between these two causation reigns supreme. Discovering causal 
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relationships allows for predictive science and for the ability to control these natural 
connections.614 Yet, investigating this distinction in the Encyclopedia of Statistical 
Sciences, one encounters correlation as a major topic of discussion with twenty-six 
different entries on the topic. Causation only has two and it is most basically defined 
against correlation, “That correlation is not causation is perhaps the first thing that must 
be said.”615 The author continues to explain the connection of causation to the use of 
mathematical models and the need for repetition of observable connections between input 
and output variables. For example, he notes the case of having dogs smoke cigarettes to 
observe if this causes higher rates of cancer. The conclusion is that if this is the true, then 
human’s smoking cigarettes also have will have higher rates of cancer. Hence, cigarettes 
cause cancer.616 
This may seem like an unlikely detour, but one finds a few key ideas in this 
encyclopedia definition. Most important is that understanding causation requires making 
correlations. One must correlate the lungs of a dog with the lungs of a human, for the 
experiment to have any meaning.617 Arguably, the mixing of correlation and causation 
one finds in Heshanggong operates according to similar rules, but the key difference is 
                                                
614 This is the crux of the debate over global warming. Does human activity cause warming, or 
are these two phenomena accidentally correlated.  
615 G. A. Barnard, “Causation—I,” in Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences (Hoboken, NJ, USA: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2006), http://doi.wiley.com/10.1002/0471667196.ess0209.pub2. 
616 Ibid. 
617 Some philosophers of science have been critical of the degree that science relies on 
correlation. This is especially true in critiques of behaviorism, where animal behavior and 
psychology were part of an extreme form of reductionism. While it is true that correlation is 
reduction, it can operate in different directions depending on the type of correlation that is 
applied. See Lawrence L. LeShan and Henry Margenau, Einstein’s Space and Van Gogh’s Sky: 
Physical Reality and Beyond (New York: Macmillan, 1982), 146. 
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where along the spectrum of correlation he draws a line. The lungs of dogs and human’s 
must be close enough together for temporal processes to be seen in parallel, but what 
about the lungs of the earth? If we fill the lungs of the earth with smoke, does the earth 
get cancer? 
Now this last questions seems to make the jump from the literal to the metaphoric, 
but as post-structuralist scholars have strongly argued that division does not remain fixed. 
Dog’s lungs are not literally the same as humans, and thus some correlation must be 
made. The earth does have its periods of respiration that can be said to resemble human 
respiration, so why draw the line there? Do we just correlate structure? Or maybe 
process? Perhaps chemical composition? Or size? 
This is the question of categories, a topic quite familiar to anthropologists 
especially, which is why scholars of China have turned to them to find ways to categorize 
China within the world. In the introductory section, I have mentioned the work of Hall 
and Ames and A. C. Graham in light of the debate over monism and dualism, but these 
scholars follow Lévi-Strauss and Jakobson in correlating their positions with divisions of 
correlations and causation. In their work they often appeal to the contrast of science with 
the Chinese approach, which provides part of my reason for even engaging with 
“science” as a monolithic category.  
Graham provides the most pro-science and anti-correlative case, while making his 
own correlation between prediction and value. Correlation for him relates to the creation 
of value, something causation based science rejects for a greater predictive power. For 
example, the connections between darkness and evil or light and knowledge breaks down 
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when one looks a the details of causality as sometimes light does not cause the attainment 
of knowledge (my example: blinding light) and so the sense of value generated by the 
correlation is lost.618 Graham proceeds to admit the limitations of a causal-only scientific 
model and the need to grudgingly but smartly employ correlations. Yet, he does not use 
this perspective to reflect on how the Chinese model might actually include some manner 
of causality.619 
 
2. Ganying 
Arguing that modern Western approaches to causality require correlativity 
remains straightforward, but considering Graham’s perspective this does not necessarily 
mean that China then had both of these as well. Consider one of the most popular terms 
used to describe the specialty of Chinese cosmology—ganying ǙǢ.620 This term, which 
can be translated as impulse and response, has been central to many readings of Chinese 
correlative cosmology. At times it is grudgingly depicted as a type of causality, but only 
one that is quite distinct from modern linear and sequential causality. This special 
“causality” of ganying often is compared to the modern physics principle of entanglement 
where things can affect each other instantaneously regardless of the distance. Thus, 
everything is completely connected and one does not fine a chain of discrete objects 
influencing each other. Contrary to this view, I argue that Heshanggong and other 
                                                
618 Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 322. 
619 Graham does admit the existence of Chinese causal thought in the context of invention, but 
not as part of is method of organizing the cosmos. Ibid., 318. 
620 Major et al., The Huainanzi, 209–201. 
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Chinese thinkers likewise have a sense of causality, though not identical to that of 
Classical Physics, that involves sequential (focused on discrete individuals) and linear 
types of transformations.  
First consider Peter Bol and Robert Weller classic depiction of the Chinese 
worldview as one of the unique holistic ganying in their article on Chinese ecology. They 
cite both Lüshi chunqiu and Chunqiu fanlu to support their reading of this term as a 
principle of non-linear and simultaneous resonance. 621 The quoted Lüshi chunqiu 
passage ends with “If a person is in Ch’in, and someone he loves dies in Ch’i, his feelings 
will be upset, there will be a coming and going of Vital Essence.” They read this passage 
to indicate a worldview lacking in the scientific view of causality because it involves an 
invisible instantaneous effect.622 
  The problem with this perspective and this reading of the particular passage is that 
one does not find a spontaneous effect depicted. The “Vital Essence” jing ͏ here 
definitely travels, “coming and going,” and so is not instantaneous. This passage explains 
how subtle substances like jing can travel long distances and are perceptible by humans. 
It is not a lack of linear causality that makes this assertion “un-scientific” but the belief in 
the causal connection between invisible substances and the human mind. 
                                                
621 Robert P. Weller and Peter K. Bol, “From Heaven-and-Earth to Nature: Chinese Concepts of 
Nature and Their Influence on Policy Implementation,” in Confucianism and Ecology: The 
Interrelation of Heaven, Earth, and Humans, ed. Mary Evelyn Tucker and John H. Berthrong 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 314-15. 
622 Ibid., 316. 
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 This critique finds support in the writings of Dong Zhongshu, the supposed 
champion of this holistic ganying world.623 He writes,  
Thus when one zither has plucked the gong note, another [zither] starts naturally 
resonating and responding to it. This is because things act according to their 
categories. This action involves sound but no form; people do not witness any 
moving form and so depict it as spontaneous resonance. Furthermore, the mutual 
and formless movement is depicted as being spontaneous. In actuality, this is not 
spontaneous because something causes it to be thus. Things indeed actually cause 
this, but the cause is formless.624  
 
Dong Zhongshu argues against the idea that no causality takes place. He asserts the 
important difference from this basic form of resonance centers on how the cause remains 
invisible and formless. If one were to take this as the standard of non-linear causality, 
then gravity would have no causal effects because it is invisible.  
 Even this idea of invisibility could be critiqued, because someday we might 
discover the observable “substance” of gravity that would make this analogy void. Yet, 
Dong Zhongshu in other writings further depicts the resonance effect in a very linear 
causal fashion:   
Presently, if one throws something to the ground, it just comes to a dead stop and 
there cannot be movement in response; if one throws something into mud the 
movement in response travels a short distance; if one throws something into water 
the movement in response travels much farther.625  
 
This passage depicts the observations of the principles of wave action, a clear case of 
linear causality. It continues to explains how though the affects of qi seem spirit-like, 
                                                
623 Queen, From Chronicle to Canon, 206. 
624 This is the original Chinese to confirm no great liberties were taken in translation. ȅ˭˰ąƤ
vŅ, /ŅΓҫͻǢ, ɱ˘3ҏͺҸv3΁ͻˈƦ, *ϊvƦ, ϩΓҫ
Ҹ·̓ˈƦϩΓˊ, vŎ҄Γˊ, ȺIˊͺ̘Ҹ˘ðȺŎI, vIˈƦҸ
Chunqiu fanlu 13.3/59/30-13.3/60/4. 
625 Chunqiu fanlu 17.4/83/19-20. 
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they follow this same logic of the vibrations of the earth, mud, and water: the denser a 
substance, the weaker its capacity to spread influence. Qi is subtler and more refined than 
water, so the influence of qi travels even farther. Dong concludes that this is why human 
behavior and quality of qi affects the levels of order or chaos in the world (including the 
natural world). Therefore, properly cultivated virtue can influence the whole world.  
 The importance of this passage is that like the previous discussion of causality 
one sees that even with the invisible substance of qi causal movement occurs. This is one 
way to understand the principle of ganying; it also depicts a very linear and even 
“mechanical” causality. Ripples are caused in a substance and move outward from the 
epicenter. This is not sudden mysterious affects of entangled particles, but a sequential 
movement of substance through space.  
 So then aside from being subtle, how is this a special type of causality? Joseph 
Needham, another champion for understanding of the Chinese world as holistic or 
“organismic” as opposed to the mechanistic West, uses the endocrine system as his 
analogy. He argues that resonance functions without any constant dominant cause as the 
hierarchy of importance constantly shifts.626 He argues that since everything affects 
everything, there is a simultaneity absent in Western causality.  
What is the problem with this reading? Firstly, “scientific” causality sees a 
constant barrage of causes on everything, but seeks to find statistically meaningful 
influences. This is not the difference of holism and dualism, but an approach that values 
specific predictability. Secondly, a relativity of hierarchy and a lack of stable order 
                                                
626 Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 2, History of Scientific Thought, 289. 
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appears throughout many of these “organismic” worldviews. One can certainly state 
Needham’s vision does not reflect what we have seen in Heshanggong; in that text 
hierarchy and paths of causality remain clear. Though a general statement, yin mode 
always leads to yang substances and vise versa. These causal relationships are often 
invisible, as Dong Zhongshu argues, but not always: the yang mode of killing directly 
leads to the yin substance of corpses.  
 
3. Boundaries of Causality 
At issue is not causality versus correlation, but different understandings of the 
boundaries of causality. In the world of Heshanggong and other Han thinkers, subtle 
substances exist and these mean a human’s actions affect others and the cosmos. This 
does not imply that there is holistic monism, but only that there exists a larger range of 
possible causality. The difference of these two reflects boundaries and limits. For 
Heshanggong, he has limits on the interconnection of the world; behaviors cannot change 
the nature of the Way, something beyond the bounds of human influence and thus 
transcendent, but people’s behavior generates qi that then affects the overall qi of society 
and the world. 
So causality in the world of qi is broader, but why? Hall and Ames valorize the 
“Chinese” correlation over causality because they hold it to be logically prior. Yet, they 
ignore that the Chinese might also have a mix of correlation and causality.627 They do not 
                                                
627 Sarah Queen argues for variation even within the work of the supposed champion of 
correlative cosmology—Dong Zhongshu. She asserts that Dong has a more “correlative” 
approach that seeks to align with the cosmos and accords with the Huang-Lao proclivities of 
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consider that a greater emphasis on correlation might lead to an enlarged sense of 
causality. This may result from their strong contrast of these two modes of analysis as the 
difference of process and substance.628 This involves a large and complex critique of 
contemporary Western philosophy and its emphasis on fixed substance instead of 
process. Yet, China does not offer the perfect case for promoting that view.  
The enlarged range of causality finds more explanation in dialogue with Hall and 
Ames’ discussion of language. To summarize, they take nouns as the foundation of 
Chinese language in support of their argument for the dominance of the dispositional 
process of ordering those names.629 Graham responds to this claim by asserting that the 
noun is actually more important in Indo-European language as in that cases the noun-
subject controls the verb forms and so dominates. He remarks how Hall and Ames’ 
stance seems surprising as they stress “process” over “substance.”630 Actually, Hall and 
Ames maintain an, albeit awkward, consistency. The focus on nouns is not in reference to 
their substance, but to their role as dynamic components in the “process” of constant 
reordering. Therefore, the construction of appropriate order is actually Hall and Ames’ 
main focus, what results from removing the primacy of the verb that they view as 
creating fixed relationships.  
                                                
Jingdi; she also notes a more “interactive” ritual model during the reign of Wudi. While these 
could be read as correlative versus causal models, they could also be termed yin mode and yang 
mode. If that is the case, both include causality, but only the method and conception of causality 
differs. See Queen, From Chronicle to Canon, 206. 
628 Hall and Ames, Anticipating China, 134. 
629 Hall and Ames, Thinking through Confucius, 299. 
630 Graham, Disputers of the Tao, 393. 
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 What does all this talk of grammar say about causality and its relationship to 
mode and substance? Firstly, mode should not be conceived of as a verb. It does not 
connect a subject with an object. It is a quality that exists independently (dare I say 
transcendently) from substance, but is always generating substance. It includes both 
qualities of existence and behavior, which may actually provide a term for the Chinese 
overlap of so-called verbs and adjectives (where adjectives are called stative verbs). It 
may be that this is the key distinction between Indo-European languages and Sino-
Tibetan ones, though relying on language structure does threaten to return to cultural 
essentialism. What can be said is that the sense of language provides clues for 
understanding the range of causality. 
The mixture of verb and adjective may identify the origin of the larger array of 
acceptable causality in Heshanggong and others. Unlike models where energy and matter 
are the categories, this presents a system that allows for a different sense of change in the 
world. This means qualities like the color of clothing or one’s personal bearing causally 
affect substances, or more specifically, generate substances. These are not spontaneous 
holistic resonances, but causal influences that radiate outward. Is this just proto-science 
like Graham argues? No reason exists why the current scientific paradigms should be the 
only approach to analyzing the world, as those models and metaphors contain their own 
limitations and weakness. Different tools for analysis like mode and substance should 
have a place, not being dismissed as just correlative thinking and not part of a more 
complex interaction around what is causal and correlative and why. 
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4. Categories of Correlation  
Aside from a broader range of potential causality, one finds a comparable 
extension of acceptable correlations in early Chinese thought. In the case of 
Heshanggong, the four terms of yin-yang mode and substance exist as extremely general 
categories. This matches not only the broader sense of causality through subtle substance, 
but also how many different types of yin mode produces many types of yang substance. 
This means that causality involves a different sense of relationship. It is still linear, but 
not as specific. 
Even so, the difference of the type correlative world Heshanggong believes in, 
with one of the modern West is one of degree and not kind. Of course, this means I am 
taking a more “holistic” view on this relationship, relying on categories that can 
encompass instead of exclude, but that is not really the point. One can make hard 
distinctions, but they would be more effective on a smaller scale. To use the language 
employed to understand Heshanggong, yin mode (vague categories) must accompany 
yang substances (general unity), while yang mode (hard distinctions) must lead to yin 
substance (specific division). This means that scholars who seek to make hard 
distinctions must remain on the level of specific cases, and those who want to make 
broader statements would do well to rely on a less absolutist approach. The challenge 
here remains that these two must always mix. Pure yin mode would not involve making 
any categories, and pure yang mode can make no connections. The challenge is how to 
navigate between these poles and keep one’s bearing. 
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This means that correlation and causation fit together in various ways. Take for 
example the use of dog lungs to study human lungs. Here the assumed correlation is that 
these things are similar enough that to study one is to study the other. There is also the 
understanding of the limitations of this correlation, that not all aspects of a dog’s lung 
occur in humans, but there is a large practical overlap.  
The correlation of the body and the state operates in a similar manner. Having 
observed the causal relationship of mode and substance in the body, Daoists and 
politicized body cultivators applied their knowledge to the state. The basic learning was 
that calm, still, emotionless, desireless, qualities led to longevity and health. This 
causality is similarly supported by research on the physical effects of meditation like in 
The Relaxation Response.631 Part of this effect is that calm breathing causes the activates 
the parasympathetic nervous system, which in turn shifts the substance of the body away 
from the inflammation and high adrenaline levels of agitation that cause fatigue and 
aging toward a sustainable and level biochemical state that is associated with health and 
longevity.632 This closely resembles Heshanggong explanation of the effects of yin mode 
on the body and development of yang vitality and prolonged life. 
 These two different systems come to the same conclusion about the use of mental, 
emotional, and breath calmness, but the difference centers around to what those 
                                                
631 Herbert Benson, The Relaxation Response (New York: Morrow, 1975). 
632 This use of contemporary clinical studies does not intend to assert that since the scientific 
method makes these claims then them must be true. On the contrary, the purpose is to 
demonstrate that two radically different approaches to observing phenomena from vastly different 
times came to similar conclusions. This implies that there may really be something to such ideas, 
that together the different form of human knowledge can combine to provide a greater 
approximation of reality (or at least what we are capable of knowing about reality). 
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phenomena correlate.  In the case of biomedicine, this effect must correlate at least to 
other mammals because of the structural and chemical similarities. These are the 
categories respected and valorized in that worldview. In Heshanggong’s case, the 
correlation connects to the macro-level. One can argue his view of cosmology arose out 
of the causal experience in the body, instead of abstracted ideas being imposed on the 
body. Either way the range of correlation one finds is much broader than the case of 
biomedicine. Graham might argue this is why correlation is pseudo-science that lacks the 
details of the modern causal approach. In some ways he has a point. Claiming the cosmos 
and the state both exist as parallels to the body can be debunked on multiple levels, but at 
the same time one can find great meaning in this correlation.  
 For Heshanggong, the principles of organization of his cosmos differ from 
“science.” His form of reductionism does not look at atoms or molecules. He takes the 
deep movements of the world, cycles of the seasons, and patterns found in both humans 
on the individual and group levels and reduces them to general categories. This 
correlation is at least as “rational” and “logical” as connecting dogs and humans, 
especially the simple claim that how we exist as individuals also plays out in how we 
exist as a group. This is both on the structural (substance) and modal levels, and involves 
both correlation and causation. 
This Chinese cosmology does not include the same dualities of Aristotelian or 
even modern physics, but that does not mean it does not include its own dualities. This is 
the point of rejecting “monism” and “dualism.” Not because they are useless words, but 
because this type of correlation in cross-cultural analysis can become distracting. When 
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one argues for a dualistic China, it raises the specter of the mind-body or energy-matter 
division. Heshanggong does not have such dualisms. Instead he has a shen-xing split (two 
types of substance) and a mode and substance split. He has transcendence, but that does 
not mean his views are identical to Greco-Christian ones (if we could even generalize 
about a tradition that has debated the range of possible types of transcendence for 
thousands of years). 
Looking at Heshanggong, while avoiding the categories of monism and dualism 
that have boxed in many Sinological debates, has allowed for different results. Chinese 
“correlative cosmology” is then not solely holistic and correlative, but similar to other 
worldviews it has a mixture of correlative and causality. Even the narrative of the 
simultaneous integrated resonant world does not fully hold up to scrutiny following such 
an approach. This is not to reject the emphasis on large correlations, but to acknowledge 
the place of causality in this system, which then shifts the debate. Instead of causality 
versus correlation, one finds both causality and correlation and so the question is then 
what are the divergent acceptable ranges of these particular categories. This enables a fair 
comparison with various Western cosmologies without the potential idealization or 
rejection of the Chinese “other.” 
 
Applying Yin-Yang Mode and Substance 
 
 The yin-yang mode and substance model has potential for analyzing a multitude 
of scholarly problems. While one could argue this correlative model remains much too 
vague, and results in vast generalizations that have little bearing on reality, such models 
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are the only method we have to deal with large-scale patterns. The danger of this type of 
model is mitigated when one remembers it as a heuristic model, and not a projection of 
reality. While it may correlate to observable phenomena, it must ultimately fail to explain 
everything in the world. This is the difference between how Heshanggong relied on this 
worldview and its potential application today. 
 The previous argument against identifying the yin-yang mode and substance 
model as “correlative” and not causal relates to the negative valence of this term. As seen 
in the work of Graham and others, a bias against correlative models of the world remains 
in the contemporary academy. Scholars often reject such models out of hand as magical 
thinking or simply unsophisticated. Clarifying the complexity of one such model should 
be a reminder that even worldviews that emphasize broad connections also have value.  
 In the case of this particular model of yin-yang mode and substance, one does not 
find holism or the common problems of mind-body dualism. Therefore, it offers a 
potential as an analytical tool. Part of the benefit is that yin and yang are even more 
general than causal or correlative, transcendent or immanent, monistic or dualistic and 
they also can be endlessly combined. Therefore, even while employing binaries one can 
actually engage with subtlety.  
 This model holds great promise for analyzing other traditions. A quick glance at 
Thomas Hobbes reveals his penchant for “yang mode” as the key role of the divine, 
society (control), and human nature (desire). This could easily become another monism 
and dualism divide where Hobbes represents dualistic yang mode and yin substance and 
Daoism represents holistic yin mode and yang substance. The difference of this analytical 
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model comes from the reality that for Heshanggong, the world includes both of these, and 
must to exist. Yet, he still has a sense of hierarchy of value, and it is that difference of 
value one can compare. Furthermore, Hobbes and yang mode do not represent the West 
versus the yin modal East, because Heshanggong clearly argues against the many people 
who valorized yang mode in his own time.  
This application of “theory” has the potential for new types of cultural and 
religious comparisons. While they have the danger of falling into the same trap one finds 
with monism and dualism, this is really a fresh approach that takes a Chinese worldview 
as the standard for comparison. As with all such generalization, correlations, and vague 
categories have a breaking point; they must not be slavishly employed, but instead seen 
as useful heuristics.   
 Beyond the boundary of abstract academic discussions, such correlative/causative 
analysis may have value in society. We see greater wealth inequality resulting from the 
extremes of yang mode in our society; we see greater yin substance (pollution, weather 
imbalance) for the same reasons. Perhaps this model can provide inspiration for how to 
increase unity, health, and prosperity in the world. Though these goals may seem 
idealistic, and the model based on an extinct agricultural society, these principles may 
retain value in this radically different world. For example, does not solar energy involve 
yin mode as passively receiving the yang substance of the sun and therefore not generate 
yin pollution? 
 Such suggestions are wild speculation, but speak to the value of broad 
correlations mixed with causality. This division deserves a greater measure of flexibility 
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to both include more fully the wisdom of humanity and history, which in aggregate 
provides the most complete picture of human reality. After all, greater inclusion (yin 
mode) leads to the greater completion (yang substance) 
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APPENDIX 1: HESHANGGONG’S COMMENTARY ON THE DAODEJING 
 
 
The following translation attempts to offer the most accurate exposition of 
Heshanggong’s commentary. In this endeavor the previous philological works Kaj!k! 
sh!ku "R!shi D!tokuky!" no kenky" ʑp̿Âһ͸īжƵ͝ҼӋ̜̹ by Yamashiro 
Yoshiharu Ũýåǡ and Laozi Heshanggong zhu jiaoli ͸īʑpʘȓˬ by Zheng 
Chenghai шǣʡ have provided invaluable information by providing the full range of 
character variants for all the surviving editions of Heshanggong’s Commentary on the 
Daodejing. This translation does not hope to attain the seriousness of a critical edition, 
but using the Daoist Canon edition as a base text carefully notes all editorial choices for 
any meaningful character variants. The format most often cites Yamashiro, though Zheng 
also plays an important role. On occasion the Wang Ka and D. C. Lau editions are also 
referenced. The following is a list of abbreviations used in reference to the various 
editions of Heshanggong and also relevant Daodejing editions.   
 
 
Chen  Laozi jing tongkao ͸ī͡в͹ (by Ming dynasty Chen Yuanyun ѫcЍ)  
 
DH I  The Dunhuang edition labeled S477 (including chapters 3-20) 
 
DH II  The Dunhuang edition labeled S3926 (including chapters 39-81) 
 
DH III  The Dunhuang edition labeled P2639 (including chapters 38-77) 
 
DZ   The Daozang edition DZ682 
 
GD This refers to the Guodian manuscripts identified as A, B, and C and 
follows Ding Yuanzhi’s edition 
 
Gu  Daode zhenjing zhushu жƶ̔͡ʘ́ (by Gu Huan Ґɮ) DZ 710 
 
J1 Japanese printed edition preserved in the Shid" Bunko ȕжȑƓ 
(Yamashiro: ƎɃ) 
 
J2 Japanese printed edition preserved in the Tenri Toshokan Ĕˬïȵқ 
(Yamashio: ʝII) 
 
J3 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Y"mei Bunko ѯȣȑƓ and 
dated to the end of the Muromachi period (Yamashiro: ѯI) 
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J4  Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Kunaich" Shory"bu ŅlƊ
ȵѬф (Yamashiro: ȵѬ) 
 
J5  Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Sakamoto Ry!mon Bunko 
ѤɃҶѝȑƓ (Yamashiro: Ҷѝ) 
 
J6  Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Muky!kai Toshokan ˈ̻;
ïȵқ (Yamashiro: ˈ̻) 
 
J7  Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Ashikaga Gakko Iseki 
Toshokan ВĲɕлЗïȵқ (Yamashiro: В) 
 
J8 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Ky!u Shooku ɉѺȵŤ and 
dated to the mid Muromachi period (1336-1573) (Yamashiro: ɉII) 
 
J9 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Tsukuba Daigaku Fuzoku 
Toshokan ͅʗēĲѥŦïȵқ (Yamashiro: ͅʗ) 
 
J10  Japanese manuscript edition originally preserved by Togawa Hamao ǪŲ
ˁ˺ (Yamashiro: ƞȑ) 
 
J11 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Shid" Bunko ȕжȑƓ and 
dated to 1546 (Yamashiro: ȕII) 
 
J12  Japanese manuscript edition preserved at the Umezawa Kinenkan ɘʏ͒
ƽқ (Yamashiro: ɘʏ) 
 
J13 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Kei" Gijyuku Toshokan     
ǞǢʹćïȵқ and dated to 1578 (Yamashiro: ǞI) 
 
J14 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Daito Bunka Daikaku 
Toshokan ēɍȑēĲïȵқ 
  (Yamashiro: ēɍ) 
 
J15 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Kei" Kijyuku Toshokan     
ǞǢʹćïȵқ and dated to 1525 (Yamashiro ǞII) 
 
J16 Japanese manuscript edition originally preserved by Takigawa Sukenobu 
˂ŲЉPһkunzan ÑŨҼ and Takeuchi Yoshio ɲlʹѳ (Yamashiro: 
ɲl) 
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J17 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Tokyo Daigaku S"g" 
Toshokan ɍ(ēĲͦÉïȵқ (Yamashiro: ɍē) 
 
J18 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the T"yo Bunko ɍʚȑƓ 
 (Yamashiro: ɍʚ) 
 
J19 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Sh"s"in Sh"goz" ɰSѨ΀
ϟθ (Yamashiro: ΀ϟ) 
 
J20 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Dait"ky! Kinen Bunko ēɍ
ǃϔƽȑƓ (Yamashiro: ɍǃ) 
 
J21 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Shid" Bunko ȕжȑƓ and 
dated to 1390 (Yamashiro: ȕI) 
 
J22 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Ky!u Shooku ɉѺȵŃ and 
dated to the Kamakura period (1185-1333) (Yamshiro: ɉI)  
 
J23 Japanese manuscript edition preserved at the Roku Jiz"ji qùθŔ  
 (Yamashiro: qù) 
 
J24 Japanese manuscript edition preserved in the Y"mei Bunko ѯȣȑƓ and 
dated to the early modern period (Yamashiro: ѯII) 
 
J25 Japanese manuscript edition preserved at the Ninnaji ,ÞŔ 
 (Yamashiro: ,Þ) 
 
J26 Japanese manuscript ͳȵʒω Gunsho Chiy" edition preserved in 
Kunaich" Shory"bu ŅlƊȵѬф (Yamashiro: ʒω) 
 
J27 Japanese manuscript һ͸īжƶ͡ʑpϏҼ R!shi D!tokuky! 
Kaj!k!kai preserved in Tenri Toshokan Ĕˬïȵқ (Yamashiro: Ĕˬ) 
 
Jizhu     Daode zhenjing jizhu жƶ̔͡Ѵʘ DZ 706 
 
Li Lin  Daode zhenjing qushan ji жƶ̔͡¼äѴ (by Li Lin ɈҀ) 
 
LZZG  Laozi zhigui or Daode zhenjing zhigui жƶ̔͡ȟɴ DZ 693  
(by Yan Zun êй) 
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MWD This refers to the Mawangdui Laozi manuscripts identified as A or B and 
cited from Wenwu’s Mawangdui Hanmu boshu: yi ҟ˦ăʵĈƀȵ: 
 
P2584   A Daodejing manuscript from Dunhuang 
 
Qiang   Daode zhenjing xuande zuanshu жƶ̔͡ˣƶͫ́ DZ711  
(by Qiang Siqi ƢǂҴ) 
 
S6453  A Daodejing manuscript from Dunhuang 
 
SBCK   The Sibu congkan edition (also described as the Song dynasty edition) 
 
WB  Daode zhenjing zhu жƶ̔͡Ϙ (By Wang Bi ˦ƣ) DZ 690 
 
XE  The Xiang’er commentary in Rao Zongyi’s Laozi Xiang’er zhu jiao zheng  
͸īǕ˓ʘɕϭ 
 
Zhi  Daode zhenjing zhu жƶ̔͡Ϙ (by Lin Zhijian ɑƻĂ) DZ 720  
 
 
 
 
For more information of the various editions and fragments of Heshanggong’s 
Commentary on the Daodejing, see Yamashiro, 690-691; Zheng, “Benshu suo juban 
benshu mu” Ƀȵǫǽ˔Ƀȵ̑, 1-7. 
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Chapter 1-633 
 
The way that is a way, 
This refers to the way of textual analysis and governmental dictates.634  
Is not the constant Way.635 
It is not the Way of naturalness and longevity.636 The constant Way simply employs 
non-action to nourish the spirits,637 and non-engagement to pacify the people. It 
obscures its light, conceals its brilliance, eradicates its traces, hides its uprightness, 
and so cannot be called a way.638 
The name that is a name, 
This refers to the name bound to wealth, nobility, glory, honor, and high society.639 
Is not the constant Name. 
It is not the Name of naturalness and constant existence. The constant Name is just 
like an infant yet to speak or a chicken and egg yet to separate; it is the bright pearl 
within an oyster, the beautiful jade within a stone. Inside it shines, but outside it 
seems dull. 
The nameless is the beginning of Heaven and Earth. 
“The nameless” refers to ‘the Way.’ The Way is formless and therefore unnamable. 
“The beginning of Heaven and Earth”640 means that the Way641 emits qi and unfolds 
                                                
633 SBCK, DZ, J1-3, 12, 21, and 27 include the chapter title ңж̓; J16- 18 have ңж̿̓; 
J9, 10, 13-15, and 25 give a title based on the first few characters of the chapter жÃж̿̓; 
J4-7, 11, 20, and 22-24 lack any title. The variety of these various headings presents the 
possibility the more common titles found in DZ and SBCK are not original to the commentary. 
This postulation finds further support in the Dunhuang manuscripts. All three, DH I-III, lack any 
chapter titles. Following this significant confirmation, I do not include any titles in this translation.  
See Yamashiro, 696, 705, 795, 806. 
634 This ͡τ (textual analysis) first appears in LJ 6.8/39/10 and CQFL 13.5/61/14, 13.6/62/14. 
ȄȈ (governmental dictates) exists in XZ 7/25/18, 9/40/11, 9/41/4, 11/50/7, 11/50/14, 12/60/16, 
16/78/25 and occurs in the introduction to the Maoshi 1/1/12. In the ZL, ȄȈ  appears connected 
to prohibitions and commands like in the phrase ȄĮ̏2 (2.4/22/11); it also can be expanded 
into the two compounds of Ȅ2Ȉʒ (2.6/23/1). One possible sense of jiao here is the use of 
punishments to “teach” the people a lesson.   
635 The capitalization of Way and Name indicates their extraordinary meaning, as with capitalized 
Truth. 
636 This contrast of ȄȈ (governmental dictates) and Γˊ (naturalness) also appears in LZZG. 
There the point is that the creatures of nature follow seasonal patterns even without the artifice of 
governmental policy. See LZZG 8.13a. 
637 The five spirits of the viscera discussed in chapter six. 
638 Because “obscuring light” is a term to refer to concealing ability and virtue I insert “one’s” in 
this and the rest of the string of terms to indicate the terms are in reference to people.   
639 This is a play on the dual meaning of Ì as “name” and “fame.” 
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 transformations from its empty void. It is the root beginning of Heaven and Earth.642 
The named is the mother of the myriad beings. 
“The named” refers to ‘Heaven and Earth.’ Heaven and Earth have form and 
position, yin and yang, soft and hard. Thus, they are named. “The mother of the 
myriad beings” means that the qi contained within Heaven and Earth generates the 
myriad beings and helps them grow to maturity like a mother raising her young. 
Therefore constantly desireless—observe the sublime. 
“The sublime” means ‘the essential core.’ Constantly desireless people are able to 
observe the essential core of the Way.643 The essential core is the One. The One 
emits and unfolds names and ways to help order and clarify the true and the false.644   
Constantly desirous—observe the yearning. 
“Yearn” means ‘direct.’ Constantly desirous people are able to observe that toward 
which the worldly and common direct their interests.  
These two arise together but differ in name. 
“Two” refers to the desirous and the desireless. “Arising together” means they both 
arise from the human heart. “Differing in name” means what they name is different. 
                                                
640 DZ and SBCK ģͺ: J1-7, 9-11, 15, 18, 21, 22, 25 and 27 read Ĕùģͺ. I follow the 
Japanese editions because they set up the rest of the passage where the Way becomes the subject. 
Zheng supports this because its parallels the following comment’s ΰ˘ɽͺ. See Yamashiro, 
697; Zheng, 5. 
641 DZ жɃ: SBCK reads жɃ; J1, 2, 4-7, 9-17, 22, 25, and 27 read ж. The parallels in 
the following comment confirm the correctness of the Japanese editions. Zheng appears to miss 
this and chooses the SBCK version. See Yamashiro, 697; Zheng, 5. 
642 This passage provides a condensed version of the cosmogony of chapter 42: the emptiness 
(yin mode) of the Way emits of the original yang qi (the One); the One divides into the unfolding 
bu Ž [Heaven or the manifest yang qi] and the transforming hua  [Earth or yin flavor]. This 
reading rests on the particular language used. Îʂ is the mode of Heaven contrasted with Òʂ 
of Earth found in chapter 3 of HNZ (3/18/28-29) and quoted from chapter 5 of the DDLJ 
(5.5/35/5-6). In this case I take Îʂ as the origin of the One because the qi of Heaven equals the 
original qi of the One. Furthermore, the cosmic modes Ž “unfolding and transforming” stand 
in for Heaven and Earth. This is supported by a three-part chain of logic. In the same HNZ 
passage ș and  are contrasted as yin and yang. On the other hand, following in the NJ one 
finds that Ž can be a compound as a mode of yang or two terms each indicating a yin and yang 
mode (SW 70.1.3:203). Reading these two as the actions of Heaven and Earth accords with 
chapter 42 when we understand that Ž with ș exist as mutual glosses of the compound Žș 
(HSG chap. 10 and 81). Relying on this gloss one finds in chapter 42 HSG pairing  ș with 
Heaven and  with Earth as the dual modes that generated all life. Following this chain one finds 
the comment in Chapter 1 paralleling 42. This adds richness of how the “emitted qi” with the two 
aspects of “unfolding and transforming” resulted in Heaven and Earth. 
643 This phrase жω also appears in LZZG where it is contrasted with language. See LZZG 
10.6a. 
644 This means connecting to the One reveals the true order of existence. 
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What is named desireless extends existence; what is named desirous causes the body 
to perish. 
Both are called profound,  
“Profound” means ‘Heaven.’ This indicates both desirous and desireless people 
receive their qi from Heaven. 
[But] the profound and yet again profound, 
This means that within Heaven resides another Heaven, and so one’s endowed qi can 
be scant or abundant.645 Those who gain the central, harmonious, and clear become 
worthies and Sages; those who gain the blundering, confused, and sullied become the 
greedy and licentious.646 
Is the gate of total sublimity. 
One who knows that within Heaven resides another Heaven, and therefore that 
endowed qi can be abundant or scant, will expel emotions and remove desires to 
preserve the central harmony.647 This is called knowing the gate of the Way’s 
essential core. 
 
Chapter 2-  
 
When everyone under Heaven knows praise as praise,648 
Praising and promoting oneself makes one conspicuous.  
This is bad! 
This leads to danger and death. 
When everyone knows goodness as goodness, 
When merit and fame exist,649 
                                                
645 This means within the qi endowed by Heaven (mostly yang substance mixed with yin) there is 
another level of pure yang (original qi).   
646 This model closely mirror the one depicted in LH chapter 54 “Spontaneity.” That chapter 
presents a particular Huang-Lao vision that rejects the theory that Heaven reprimands humanity 
for improper action. Instead it explains that Heaven is natural and non-active. This is supported 
by the political model of non-action that likewise avoids reprimands. 
647 My reading of this challenging passage indicates that knowing the two layers of heaven means 
one realizes the different types of qi, and their associations. The pure yang qi comes from the 
inner heaven and remains superior, and is connected to desirelessness and longevity. Though this 
passage could be read as a statement of fated different human nature especially emphasized in the 
LH, it seems to imply that if one knows the Way, then one can transform one’s yin qi while 
preserving the central harmonious yang qi. 
648 This particular sense of mei Ͳ, which is more commonly translated as “beauty,” follows from 
HSG’s comment. 
649 HSG plays on the dual meaning of shan ä as both good and skilled. He thus rejects standards 
of goodness and measures of skill commonly associated with the “Legalist” traditions. 
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This is not good! 
People will compete for them. 
Thus, manifest and unmanifest generate each other.  
Revealing the manifest creates the unmanifest.  
Difficult and easy complete each other. 
Revealing the difficult creates the easy. 
Long and short contrast with each other. 
Revealing the short creates the long.650 
Nobility and lowliness lean on each other. 
Revealing nobility creates lowliness. 
Voice and sound concord with each other. 
The superior sings and the subordinates must harmonize.651 
Front and back follow each other. 
The superior acts and the subordinates must follow.652 
Therefore the Sage employs non-action in affairs, 
He uses the Way to regulate. 
And practices wordless teachings. 
He uses his body to teach and guide.653  
                                                
650 I Follow SBCK ϊ̚ͻˆќ, and not the anomalous DZ ϊ̚̓Ʀ. See Zheng, 13.  
651 This expression parallels UΒÞ (Shiji ) with the relation of ruler to minister as chang 
(either variant á or U) to he Þ. Wenzi 12 has á in identical phrase HNZ has parallels this and 
also following line of commentary uses á. LZZG has *áͻ¡*Þ which promotes a 
equivalent concept. The likely sense of this dichotomy is of someone who sings lead or solo 
(chang) and those who harmonize with them as an accompaniment. See SJ 130.3289; WZ 
12/61/10; LZZG 13.18a. 
652 Following the SJ line UΒÞ is fͻΒѱ and together they parallel these two HSG 
comments. These expressions are part of Sima Tan’s definitive critique of Rujia, and intimates 
that its mistaken valorization of such a proactive ruler who will only inevitably become worn out. 
In the Shiji, the implication is that Daojia approach will have the opposite effect. The question is 
then, why does HSG seem to promote this Rujia model? If one considers his later discussions of 
the principles of á and Þ  or f and Í, he always promotes the later of the pair. See for 
example chapters 10 and 61 that have Þͻá. Also, when read in light of the conclusion to the 
chapter, this conflict finds a resolution. The conclusion explains the division of opposites into the 
hierarchy depicted here is problematic and suggests that the sage inverts such a structure to 
prevent the fracturing of the whole. Therefore, the actual message of the commentator is that the 
superior should harmonize with his subordinates áÞ, and follow the lead of his 
subordinates σѱ. One also finds a comparable sentiment in Guiguzi. That text has ͺƹ
ѱ, áͺƹÞ which seems to promote the active person, or the leader (soloist) needing to accord 
with others. Also, the Lüshi chunqiu has ˈáȺÞ, ˈfȺѱ as the ideal form of governance 
and is connected to qingjing ʩ҃. See SJ 130.3289; GGZ 13/13/22; LSQC 17.3/102/6. 
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The myriad beings arise, but do not resist; 
They all move spontaneously and do not withdraw or rebel. 
They are created, but not possessed; 
The original qi creates the myriad beings, but does not possess them. 
They are acted on, but not relied on. 
Way acts, does not expect reciprocation.  
[Thus] once the deed is done one does not remain. 
Once the deed is done and the affair complete, one withdraws and does not remain in 
one’s position. 
Precisely because one does not remain, 
It is only because one does not remain in one’s position once the task is complete, 
There is no departure. 
That good fortune and virtue eternally remain and do not depart from one’s body.  
This [chapter] explains how if you do not act, then you cannot be followed; if you 
do not make proclamations, then you cannot know trouble. Regarding the previous 
six lines about the high and the low, and the long and the short, if the ruler initiates 
one stream then below hundreds of rivulets are born, and the transformation of these 
hundreds generate chaos without fail.654  
 
Chapter 3- 
 
Do not exalt the worthies, 
“Worthies” refers to the worthies of common society who debate and illuminate 
texts, diverge from the Way by using brute force, and discard simple substance by 
creating culture/literature/designs. “Do not exalt” means that one does not honor 
them with official salaries and does not dignify them with official positions. 
And the people will not compete. 
They will not compete for merit and fame but return to naturalness.655 
Do not value rare goods, 
This indicates that when the people’s ruler receives no fine treasures, then gold is left 
in the mountains and pearls abandoned in the watery depths.656 
                                                
653 DZ 3КƂж: SBCK and J1, 2, 5-7, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 read 3КƂř. I follow the latter. 
See Yamashiro, 701.   
654 DZ Υџ: SBCK and J1-7, 9-18, 20, and 21 read Ñџ instead of because it accords with the 
overall message of the chapter. See Yamashiro, 702. 
655DZ : SBCK reads Ь and J1-7, 9, 10, 12-18, 26 read ¹. I follow the comparable latter two. 
See Yamashiro, 703. 
656 A similar sentiment appears in ZZ. He says θяȘŨ, θ˪Șʨ. The gold and pearls lines 
also mirror, but do not quote, HNZ: ΥˊͺҾθяȘŨҾθ˪ȘʨҾЄЃҾЅÌ; ȅ
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And the people will not steal. 
When the superior is clear and still, the subordinates are not greedy.657 
Do not display the desirable, 
By banishing the songs of Zheng and keeping beautiful women at a distance,658 
And the mind will not be confused. 
There will be no deviance or debauchery. 
Therefore the Sage regulates by: 
This says the Sage regulates the state like he regulates his bodily-self.659 
 
                                                
˥÷ŨͻΪɀʸҾʨ˲˪ͻŪɓ but are not full quotes. Lastly, similar lines from Xinyu 
depict more closely Shun and Yu doing what HSG describes to prevent causing desire: ȅΛəҮ
яȘűŰŨҾ̬ǳ˪˥Ș#ʬʨ. ZZ 12/29/23; HNZ 1/9/11, 16.4/154/16; XY 2/4/3-4. 
657 DZ and SBCK ʩ~: J1-7, 11-16, 20, 22, 26, Jizhu, and Chen read ʩ҃. Lau, Wang Ka, and 
Zheng Chenghai all follow the former. Zheng comments on how these characters were the same 
in ancient times. These two terms appear in chapters 25, 37, 45, 72, and 80. There does not appear 
to be an logic to their usage, though ʩ҃ is more common. Due to this fact, and it appearing in 
the original in chapter 45, I have decided to choose this option throughout, though these two 
terms are basically interchangeable. See Lau, 32; Zheng, 20; Wang, 10; Yamashiro, 703.  
658 DZ, SBCK, Gu, Qiang, and Jizhu read G*; J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, 26 and 27 read Ͳ*. The 
former makes this an Analects 15.11 quote that comes in a response to Yan Hui asking about how 
to govern. Allan Chan argues that one should read the passage with Ͳ* because of the 
Heshanggong’s emphasis on the dangers of sex. Zheng Chenghai promotes the more traditional 
reading of the passage as a LY quote. The solution remains debatable, for Ͳ* could be read as a 
variation on G* that also can mean flatterer. It may be this line is a play on the LY passage 
invoking the dual meaning of Ͳ* in the context of desire and the following line concerning 
confusion. See Yamashiro, 703; Zheng, 21; Chan, 134; LY 15.11/42/27. 
659 DZ and SBCK ΀*ʒóΖʒКË: J1-7, 9, 10-18, 22, 23, 26 and 27 read ΀*ʒó˞ʒК. 
This latter version changes the relationship between body and state toward one where the body 
has primacy over the state. The lines that follow describe the care for the body and support the 
version where the body is the model of government. The SBCK use of Ë to connect the two 
activities possibly arises from chapter 59’s comment óКË. Chapter 64 supports the other 
interpretation when it says, “Others study the administration of the state, whereas the Sage studies 
the management of the body.” Furthermore, in support of this editorial choice one finds this 
specific phrase appearing in or being referenced in other places, like Lunheng, and the historically 
suspect Bianyi shiliu ce Lľ q͆ by Zhuge Liang. Sima Chengzhen’s address to the Tang 
throne in 711 echoes this as well. He answers Ruidi about how to order the state and not just the 
body by saying ó˞К. Though he leaves out the ʒ, likely because it is Tang Gaozong’s name 
taboo, the message is identical. Questions of the original source of the phrase or of corruption of 
the possible original version of HSG by this more common phrase are unanswerable because firm 
dating of HSG is not presently possible. Even so, this shows common threads of thought and 
textual exchange. See Yamashiro, 704; LH 29/136/28-29; Zhuge Kongming quanji ϨδĬȣm
Ѵ, 104; Jiu Tang shu 192.5128. 
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Empting his mind,660 
He expels likes and desires, and removes distress and confusion. 
Filling his belly, 
He carries the Way within his chest, embraces the One, and preserves the five spirits. 
Weakening his will, 
He is harmonious and accommodating, humble and yielding, and does not use brute 
force. 
And strengthening his bones. 
He cherishes his essence taking serious its release, so his marrow is full and bones 
are strong.661 
He constantly causes the people to lack knowledge and desire, 
He returns to the undifferentiated and preserves purity. 
And causes the knowledgeable to not dare act. 
He ponders deeply and does not lightly make proclamations.662 
He engages in non-action, 
He does not willfully create, moving in accordance with natural patterns, 
And so there is nothing that is not regulated 
 And his virtue ‘s pure transformations663 bring the hundred clans peace.664 
 
Chapter 4-  
 
The Way surges and in applying it,  
The word chong ʍ “surges” means zhong  ‘within.’ The Way hides fame and 
conceals praise because its usefulness lies within.  
                                                
660 The translation of all the following lines assumes the Sage as the subject. Though the original 
text seems to indicate all of this refers to how the rule effects the people, because of the line 
specifically mentioning them, the content of the commentary clearly refers to the Sage’s own 
cultivation as the source of his rule. In this position, I follow Alan Chan and not Erkes. See Chan, 
135-136; Erkes, 133-134. 
661 This seems to reference medical theories that equate ejaculation of seminal essence with 
diminished health and specifically with bones and marrow, which store essence in the body. 
662 This parallel in the original of ʀ and ̙ͺ does not fit the commentary. Either the original 
differs from the text use by the commentator or the commentator was bending the original. It is 
possible that the ʀ is from WB, as it also adds min earlier in this chapter in connection to mind. 
663 SBCK, DZ, J1-7, 9, 11, 12-18, 21, 22, 26, and 27 read ƶ²; DH I, Qiang, and Gu read ƶ
ʧ. I follow Zheng Chenghai in choosing the latter because a chapter 19 comment has the 
identical expression. See Zheng, 26; Yamashiro, 705. 
664 Hundred clans can refer to all the people of the land, though may also refer to the noble 
families. 
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Sometimes it is inexhaustible. 
“Sometimes” means ‘constantly.’ Thus, the Way is constantly humble, empty, and 
inexhaustible. 
Oh the abyss! Seemingly the origin of the myriad beings. 
The Way is an unfathomably deep abyss, and seemingly the original ancestor of the 
myriad beings. 
Blunt the sharp edges. 
“Sharp edges” means ‘urge.’ Human desires and sharp emotions urge one to obtain 
merit and fame. One should blunt and stop this, instead emulating the Way in not 
making a show of oneself.665 
Loosen the tangles.666 
“The tangles” means ‘knots of hatred.’ One should focus on the Way’s non-action to 
release them. 
Harmonize the brilliance. 
This means that although one has the illumination of singular sight, one should be 
like the hidden sun667 and not use it to dazzle and confuse others. 
Be equal with the dust. 
One should be equally as dusty as the masses, not making oneself special or different. 
Oh clear depths! You give eternal existence.668 
This means that one should be deeply calm and still, and then one will eternally exist 
and never perish.  
I do not know whose child it is, 
Laozi is saying, ‘I do not know from where the Way arose.’ 
This image that preceded the Lord.669 
The Way naturally preceded the Lord of Heaven.   
This chapter indicates that the Way indeed preceded the creation of Heaven and 
Earth. Those in the present who rely on their ability to be peaceful and calm to avoid 
the exhaustion of distress and desires can lead others to cultivate their bodies and 
emulate the Way. 
                                                
665 Γϊ is from Chapter 22. This passage can also be seen as specific advice on not presenting 
memorials to the ruler (“urging forward” г). Such a reading supports the idea that the 
commentary addresses more than just the ruler. 
666 DZ ͖: DH I alone reads ƿ. The latter may reflect alterations of the original in light of the 
commentary. MWD B has Π, and A has ͖. See Yamashiro, 705; MWD, 195. 
667 ѡ and ȧ mean “eclipse” and “sun below the horizon” respectively. 
668 DZ and SBCK @ΥĮ: DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27 @ǦĮ. I follow the latter, 
interpreting Ǧ according to its previous chapter 4 gloss as ƃ “constant.” See Yamashiro, 706. 
669 Heshanggong in chapter 35 also equates the term “image” (Ͽ) to the Way. This is why I do 
not use the more common translation of “seems.” 
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Chapter 5- 
 
Heaven and Earth are not benevolent, 
Heaven produces and Earth transforms, but not through benevolence and compassion. 
They simply rely on naturalness. 
They consider the myriad beings straw dogs. 
Heaven and Earth create the myriad beings and among them humans are the most 
precious. Yet, Heaven and Earth consider them as straw dogs, not expecting them to 
reciprocate. 
The Sage is not benevolent, 
The Sage cherishes and nurtures the masses, but not with benevolence and 
compassion. Instead, he emulates Heaven and Earth by just employing naturalness. 
He considers the hundred clans straw dogs. 
The Sage considers the hundred clans as straw dogs, not expecting them to engage in 
purposeful ritual interaction. 
Between Heaven and Earth, 
Harmonious qi flows in the empty void between Heaven and Earth, and thus the 
myriad beings self-generate. Similarly, if people can purge emotions and desires, 
restrain sense feelings, and clarify the five organs, then the illumined spirits will 
come to reside within them.670 
Is it not like a bellows? 
Because the bellows’ center is an empty void, it can make resonant qi (sound).671 
It is empty yet does not contract; it moves and even more comes 
out. 
This means that the empty void is never exhausted, and as it moves and vibrates, it 
increasingly expels resonant qi. 
Much speech will certainly lead to a dead end, 
Many affairs harm the sprits and much speech harms the body. If your mouth opens 
and your tongue moves, then there indeed will be tragedy and suffering. 
And cannot compare to preserving the internal. 
It is better to preserve virtue internally by raising and nourishing the essential spirits, 
and to cherish the qi by rarely speaking. 
 
                                                
670 DZ Ţ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, 27  read Ţ. The latter is preferable because it 
strengthens the sense of spirit moving into the empty organs. This parallels the idea that the 
empty space (yin mode) between Heaven and Earth is what allows the harmonious qi to generate 
all things. Thus, empty clear organs allow the nurturing of the spirits. See Yamashiro, 708.  
671 The Xiang’er commentary provides a more detailed description of the bellows making sound. 
See Bokenkamp, 82. 
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Chapter 6-  
 
The valley spirit never dies. 
“Valley” means ‘nourish.’ If people can nourish the spirits, then they will not die.672  
“Spirit” refers to the five spirits of the internal organs. The liver stores the cloud soul; 
the lungs store the white soul; the heart stores the spirit; the kidneys store the essence; 
and the spleen stores the intent. When the five internal organs are beyond repair, then 
the spirits depart.673 
This refers to the profound and female. 
This means that the way of immortality resides in the “profound” and the “female.” 
The “profound” means ‘Heaven,’ and in humans it refers to the nose. The “female” 
means ‘Earth,’ and in humans it refers to the mouth.   
Heaven nourishes people with the five qi, which enter through the nose and are 
stored in the heart.674 The five qi are clear and fine. They become the essence and 
spirits, hearing and vision, voice and sound, and the five natures.675 Their ghostly 
aspect is called the cloud soul. The cloud soul is male. It enters and exists through 
the nose connecting with Heaven.676 Because of this, the nose is considered 
“profound.”   
The Earth nourishes people with the five flavors, which enter through the mouth 
and are stored in the stomach. The five flavors are turbid and gross. They become 
external and internal structure, bones and flesh, blood and meridians, and the six 
emotions.677 Their ghostly aspect is called the white soul. The white soul is female. It 
                                                
672 Sakade notes this Heshanggong line appears in the Ishinp!, though he erroneously claims that 
yangshen ҙ̥ originates with Heshanggong. That term, which the Ishimp! lists as the first and 
most important type of cultivation, appears as early as Zhuangzi, where like in the Ishimp!, it has 
priority over the cultivation of the bodily form. Yoshinobu Sakade, “Longevity Techniques in 
Japan: Ancient Sources and Contemporary Studies,” in Taoist Meditation and Longevity 
Techniques, ed. by Livia Kohn (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 
1989), 7; ZZ 15/42/8. 
673 DZ Όθǖ΍θ͏Ζƻ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, 27 read ΍θ͏Όθƻ. See 
Yamashiro, 709. 
674 The five vital energies likely refer to the vital energies of the five phases, and the associated 
organs. The same goes for the five flavors. 
675 The five natures may refer, as they do in texts like the Baihutong, to the five virtues correlated 
with the zang organs. This could work in this case, as Heshanggong relates virtue with yang 
substance, but whether or not he connects individualized virtues to organs is another matter. See 
BHT 30/55/23-56/26. 
676 DZ ΖĔжв: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, 27 read ΖĔв. The latter explains the 
connection of qi and not mode. See Yamashiro, 710. 
677 This is set phrase, but here may also use six because it is yin number, which explains why 
parallel breaks. This also could be reflect the expression #ΑqΏ as asserted in the Baihutong. 
See note above on the five natures.  
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enters and exists through the mouth and connects with the Earth. Because of this, the 
mouth is considered “female” 
The gates of the profound and female are the roots of Heaven and 
Earth. 
“Root” means ‘origin.’ This indicates that the gates of the nose and mouth are what 
connect with the movement of Heaven and Earth’s original qi.  
Lingering like gossamer it seems to exist. 
The two types of nasal and oral breaths should be fine and subtle like gossamer, as 
though both seeming to exist and yet not. 
Use it but do not force it. 
In using the qi (breath), one should be expanded and relaxed, not made agitated or 
forced to labor. 
 
Chapter 7-  
 
Heaven endures and Earth lasts long. 
This speaks of Heaven and Earth’s enduring life and long-lasting longevity as a 
metaphor for instructing others.  
The reason Heaven and Earth endure and last long is that they do 
not live for themselves, 
The reason Heaven and Earth alone can endure and last long is that they are clear 
and still,678 for they make efforts without seeking reciprocation. This is not how the 
people live who anxiously seek extravagant personal profit, and contend with others 
out of concern for themselves. 
And thus they can live forever. 
Because they do not seek life, they can live on without end. 
Because of this the Sage places his body behind, 
He gives others priority over himself.679 
And thus his body is first. 
The whole world respects him and places him first as leader. 
He places his body at a distance, 
He is scant with himself and generous with others. 
And thus his body remains. 
The common people cherish him like a parent and the illuminated spirits protect him 
like an infant.680 Thus he can exist forever. 
                                                
678 DZ reads Γˊ; SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 omit this. See Yamashiro, 711. 
679 This is an important occurrence where К is interpreted to mean self, not body. 
680 DZ alone adds ȍĞ. See Yamashiro, 712. 
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Because he is not selfish, 
The Sage is loved by the people, and protected by illuminated spirits. Is this not the 
result of his fairness and selflessness?681 
He can achieve his selfish goals. 
People consider selfishness the desire to benefit oneself. The Sage is selfless, but 
naturally receives benefit for himself. Thus, “He can achieve his selfish goals.” 
 
Chapter 8-  
 
The greatest excellence resembles water. 
The people of greatest excellence resemble water’s nature.  
Water excels at benefiting the myriad beings. 
In the heavens water forms clouds and dew, and on the earth it forms springs and 
founts.682 
It does not strive, residing in places the masses detest. 
The masses detest low-lying and filthy places. Water alone, still or flowing, dwells in 
these. 
Thus it is near to the Way. 
Water’s nature is nearly the same as the Way. 
In dwelling it excels at earthiness. 
It is water’s nature to enjoy residing on the Earth. When on grass and trees it flows 
downward, like a cow moving in submission to its handler. 
In minds it excels at depth.  
The water-[like] mind is empty and void, clear and bright like a deep abyss.683 
In giving it excels at benevolence.684 
When the myriad beings gain water to live, it is given to the empty but not the full.685 
In words it excels at truthfulness. 
In water a reflected form does not lose its true qualities. 
 
 
                                                
681 ˈ̭ is the mark of ȑ in Jun Zheng of four Huangdi classics. See Mawangdui Hanmu boshu: 
yi, 47. 
682 DZ ʓ: SBCK and DH I read ʓʮ. See Yamashiro, 713. 
683 DZ and SBCK ʃʦ; DH I, J20, and Qiang read ʃƷ; J1-7, 9-18, and 27 read ʃǄ. None of 
these options are the clear choice, but I follow DH I for its early providence and its clearer 
connection to the DDJ line. See Zheng, 49; Yamashiro, 713.  
684 DZ mistakenly has * and not , like all other editions. See Yamashiro, 714. 
685 This implies a social equity mentality (benevolence) that directs the wealthy to help those who 
go without instead of increasing their own wealth This message appears elsewhere in the text. 
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In governing it excels at regulation. 
There is nothing it does not cleanse, clearly and fairly.686 
In affairs it excels at can do. 
It can be round and can be square, and it is curved or straight following the forms it 
meets.687 
In action it excels at seasonality. 
In summer it melts and in winter it congeals. It acts in response to the times, and 
does not neglect Heaven’s seasons. 
Precisely because it does not struggle, 
If blocked it stops. If unblocked it flows. It listens to and follows others. 
It receives no blame. 
Because water’s nature is thus, none in the world resent or blame it. 
 
Chapter 9-  
 
Gathering to excess is inferior to stopping:  
“Excess” means ‘overfull,’ and yi “to stop” means zhi ‘to stop.’ If one overfills 
something it will indeed spill. Thus, it is better to stop this.688 
If one seizes with sharp edges, one cannot be long protected. 
“Seizes” means ‘regulates.’ If one seizes first, one surely will lose later.689 
If gold and jade fill the hall, one cannot be preserved. 
Likes and desires injure the spirits, and vast wealth burdens the body. 
Those who are rich, noble, and arrogant naturally find ruin. 
Now the rich should provide relief to the poor, and the nobles should respect those of 
low birth; but if on the other hand they are arrogant and self-indulgent, then disaster 
is sure to strike. 
When one’s deeds are done and fame has followed, then to retire is 
the Way of Heaven. 
This indicates that when people do deeds and accomplish great works, their names 
are recorded and fame follows; if they do not then retire and avoid further 
appointment, they will be harmed. This is truly Heaven’s constant Way. For after the 
sun reaches the zenith, it must sink; after the moon is full, it must wane; when 
                                                
686 This connects ʒ with cleansing and making government unsullied and fair (level and 
consistent for all), and goes back to the water imagery of its origins.  
687 This mirrors the passage ĖјʃΖƦǷҾϖȯȅҾͻȗôȴ̒ƝΉЯ from HNZ 
1/2/11-14. 
688 I have added  following DH I. See Yamashiro, 715. 
689 This comment opaquely propounds against selfish calculating governments, seeming to  
reference the gloss of ѓ as ‘urging forward’ toward merit and fame in chapter 4. 
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creatures reach their most flourishing, they must deteriorate; and when joy reaches 
its extreme, sorrow must follow.690  
 
Chapter 10-  
 
Support and manage the white soul. 
“Manage the white soul” actually means ‘the cloud soul and white soul.’ When 
people support the superior states of the white and cloud souls, they gain life; and so 
one should cherish and nourish them. Now joy and anger cause the cloud soul to 
depart the body, and sudden shock causes the white soul harm. Also, as the cloud 
soul resides in the liver and the white soul resides in the lungs, one should avoid the 
fine wine and rich food that harm these two organs. Consequently, if the cloud soul 
is calm, one’s intention on the Way is not disrupted, and if the white soul is at peace, 
one can attain long life and extend one’s years. 
Embrace the One, can you keep it from leaving? 
This means that those who can embrace the One and keep it from leaving their body 
will extend their existence. The One is born of the Way’s beginning691 and is the 
essential qi of Great Harmony. Thus it is said, the One unfolds names throughout the 
world. Heaven obtains the One through clarity. Earth obtains the One through 
stability. The nobles and kings obtain the One through acting uprightly and fairly.”692 
Inwardly it becomes the mind; emerging it becomes movement; unfolding support it 
becomes Virtue; but the general name for all of these is the One. The One this speaks 
of is undivided ultimate unity.693 
Focus the qi to utmost softness, 
If one focuses and preserves the essential qi, keeping it from disorder, then one’s 
bodily form and structure will be able to respond to it and become soft and flowing.  
 
                                                
690 This appeal to natural patterns quotes Cai Ze ζʻ, a member of the “School of Diplomacy,” 
who live during the last years of the Warring States. The full original discussion is preserved in 
both the SJ and the Zhanguoce. HSG smoothly situates the quote, which originally describes the 
way of the Sage in relation to advance and retreat, in relation to this DDJ line. He also seems to 
add the last phrase about joy and sorrow, though it mirrors a variation of these lines that appear in 
Wenzi. One can conclude from this that Heshanggong likely had access to the Shiji or other texts 
that recorded Cai Ze’s appeal to the natural order. SJ 79.2421; ZGC 81/36/20; WZ 3.9/17/4. 
691 DZ ƶ: SBCK, DH I, J1-5, 7, 9-18, 20-22, and 27 read ģ. See Yamashiro, 717. 
692 These three sentences are quoted from of Chapter 39’s original text. Omitted are that 
passage’s two other parallel lines concerning the gods and the valley. 
693 I thank Dan Lusthaus for help with this challenging line. I follow DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, and 
27 that read Δ. SBCK and DZ have ƻ, which would instead result in the following 
translation: “It is termed the One, as its purpose is to unify and not divide.” While possible, this 
does not accord with the yin-yang mode and substance reading. See Yamashiro, 717. 
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Can you be like an infant? 
If one can be like an infant—internally without deliberation and externally without 
governmental business—then the essence and spirits will not leave.   
Clean and purify the profound vision, 
One should cleanse one’s mind, making it pure and clear. When the mind resides in 
the place of the profound and obscure, it can view and know all the myriad affairs. 
Thus this is known as “profound vision.”694 
Can you be without flaw? 
Have no excess or deviance.  
Cherish the common people to regulate the state, 
If those who regulate the body cherish the qi, then the body will be whole. If those 
who regulate the state cherish the people, then the state will be at peace.695 
Can you be non-active? 
Those whose who regulate the body inaudibly inhale and exhale the essential qi. 
Those who regulate the state keep their subordinates unaware when spreading and 
enacting compassionate virtue.  
The gate of Heaven opens and shuts, 
“The gate of Heaven” refers to ‘the Pole Star’s Purple Palace.’696 “Opens and shuts”  
refers to the end and beginning of the five boundaries.697 In regulating the body, “the 
gate of Heaven” refers to the nose. “Open” refers to breathing hurried panting and 
“shut” refers to fine breathing through the nose. 
Can you act as the female?698 
In regulating the body, one should be like a female animal: peaceful, calm, 
accommodating, and weak. In regulating the state, respond to transformations and 
harmonize instead of taking the lead.699  
                                                
694 These three sentences are mostly a quote of Chapter 39, but the examples of the gods and 
valley are omitted.  
695 These lines ʒКͺ,ǘʂКm; ʒóͺ,ǘʀóĹ appear with a slight rephrasing and 
reordering in Ge Hong’s Baopuzi yangshenglun ǰɅīҙ˲Ϧ as ĖǘvʀҾǫ3ĹvóҸǘ
vʂҾǫ3mvК. This confirms a close textual relationship with Heshanggong and Ge Hong’s 
writings. This is not surprising, given the history of Heshanggong’s preface, but it affirms that the 
content overlaps even with the later traditions focus on alchemy. See DZ 842 1a.  
696 I follow DH I and the Japanese manuscript editions in omitting ƴ “tenuity” from ͙ƴŅ. 
This shorter form of the celestial term is much more common in the Han and even into the 
Northern and Southern Dynasties. See Yamashiro, 719. 
697 This phrase indicates the transformative years where the dominance of yin or yang shifts 
within the twelve year Jupiter cycle. At the beginning of both these sentences I follow SBCK and 
DH I in including ϩ. See Yamashiro, 719. 
698 DZ and SBCK ˈѵ: DH I, WB, MWD B J1-7, 9-18, 20-24, and 27 read ˆѵ, I follow the 
latter as the more logical and common option. See Yamashiro, 719; WB 1.6b; MWD, 116. 
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Brilliant white it extends to the four reaches, 
This indicates that the Way’s brilliance is like the sun and moon, penetrating the four 
quarters and filling everything even beyond the eight edges of the empire. Thus it is 
said, “look but do not see it, listen but do not hear it.” 700 It unfolds to the ten 
directions, resplendent and blazing.701 
Can you not understand?  
None can know why the Way fills the empire.702 
It creates them and nurtures them. 
The Way creates the myriad beings, and then nurtures and nourishes them. 
It creates but does not possess them. 
The Way creates the myriad beings without gaining possession of them. 
It enacts but does not rely on them. 
What the Way enacts does not rely on expectations of reciprocation.  
It raises but does not cut them. 
The Way raises and nourishes the myriad beings but does not cut and slice them into 
vessels for use. 
This refers to profound virtue. 
This indicates that the Way moves virtue profoundly obscurely and invisibly, 
seeking to lead people to become like the Way.703 
 
Chapter 11-  
 
Thirty spokes share one hub. 
The ancients modeled the thirty spokes of their chariot wheels on the number of days 
in a month.704 “Share one hub” means that it is the hole in the center of the hub 
which allows the mass of spokes to come together. For those who regulate the body, 
this means that they should expel emotions and remove desires to make the five 
organs empty and vacant; only then will the spirits properly return to them. For those 
                                                
699 This follows SBCK and DH I Þͻá and not DZ ͻá. Compare this with the chapter 
61 comment where Heshanggong describes this phrase as a quality of yin. LZZG also has a 
similar model described as ÞΒá. See Yamashiro, 719; LZZG 9.25a. 
700 This is a quote from DDJ Chapter 14. 
701 I follow DH I in omitting ƪ. See Yamashiro, 719. 
702 I take the final ͺ in SBCK as referring to a reason and not a person. 
703 All versions but DZ have жσƶ instead of жƶ and Ğ instead of ̙. See Yamashiro, 720. 
704 This correlation of wheel spokes to days in a month also appears in DDLJ, though the 
language differs. See DDLJ 3.1/32/6. 
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who regulate the state, this means that the singular can bind together the many; the 
weak draws together and supports the strong.705 
It is in the unmanifest that the usefulness of the chariot resides. 
“The unmanifest” refers to ‘emptiness.’706 Because the center of the hub is empty, 
the wheel can rotate, and because the middle of the cart is empty, people can ride in 
it. 
Form water and mud into a vessel. 
“Form” means ‘to combine.’ “Water and mud” means ‘clay.’ Thus, this means the 
molding of clay into vessels for eating and drinking. 
It is in the unmanifest that the usefulness of the vessel resides. 
The center of the vessel is empty, and thus it can contain things. 
Carve out windows and doors to create a house. 
This refers to building a house. 
It is in the unmanifest that the usefulness of the house resides. 
Because the windows and doors are empty and void, people can enter and exit, and 
because the house is empty, people can live within it. 
Thus, the manifest provides the benefit, 
Things find benefit in form through the vessels in which they reside.707 Thus, people 
in houses worry they will fall into ruin, and spirits in the belly worry the bodily form 
will rot away.708  
And the unmanifest directs the use. 
This indicates that the empty and void can be used to contain the myriad beings.709 
Thus, it is said the void and unmanifest binds together that which has form. The Way 
is such a void. 
 
Chapter 12-  
 
Five colors blind the eyes. 
If one covets the licentious and is fond of the sensual colors of women, then the 
                                                
705 All major editions but DZ include a version of this line. I follow DH I, J1-6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, 
18, 20, 21, and 27 ƠtǬƢ. See Yamashiro, 721. 
706 DZ ˆ: SBCK, DH I reads ϩ. See Yamashiro, 721. 
707 This line is clearly corrupted in all the various editions. The DH I version that I follow, ˘
ȘƦéȺ˘, seems passably coherent. See Yamashiro, 722; Zheng, 69-70. 
708 This comment provides a common parallel of the body as a house of the spirit or spirits. It 
differs from the metaphor used in reincarnation models (Hinduism and Buddhism) because the 
body appears necessary to protect the spirits, and is not just a temporary abode for the true self. 
709 DZ I ϩ̍½ΰ˘: SBCK Ã˴̍½ΰ˘, DH I Ã˴̍½˘. See Yamashiro, 723. 
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essence will be damaged and illumination lost,710 and one will unable to see the 
invisible color. 
Five tones deaden the ears. 
If one loves listening to the five tones, then the harmonious qi will leave the heart 
and one will be unable to hear the silent sound.   
Five flavors numb the mouth. 
“Numb” means ‘wanton.’711 If people lust after the five flavors, then their mouths 
becomes wanton and their words lose the Way.712 
Hurried hunting maddens the mind. 
People’s essential spirits are fond of peace and quiet, but hurried breathing causes 
the essential spirits to be scattered, and thus one is driven mad. 
Precious things obstruct behavior. 
“Obstruct” means ‘violent.’ “Precious things” refer to713 gold, silver, pearls, and 
jade. If one’s coveting mind and the desirous thoughts do not know contentment, 
then one’s behavior will be violent, and thus sullying one’s bodily-self. 
Therefore the Sage engages the belly, 
He preserves the five natures and removes the six emotions. He restrains intentional 
qi and nourishes the illuminated spirits. 
But does not engage the eyes. 
The eyes should not wantonly gaze. For if one wantonly gazes, then one’s essence 
will leak out. 
Thus he removes that and gains this. 
He removes that—the wanton gazing of the eye; he gains this—nourishing the spirits 
of the belly.714 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
710 DZ ЅĝʤΞ: SBCK, J1-7, 10-18, 20, 21, 26 , and 27 ЅʤĝΞ; DH I and J9 ЅĩĝΞ. The 
meaning of these three is basically the same, though the DH I version highlights yin as sexual 
excess. See Yamashiro, 723. 
711 DZ, SBCK, DH I %: J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 26, 27, Qiang, and Chen read ğ. Following Zheng 
Chenghai, I read % as an old form of ğ. See Zheng, 71; Yamashiro, 723.  
712 DZ alone omits À. See Zheng, 72. 
713 DZ is alone in omitting this part of the line. See Zheng, 72. 
714 DZ and the Gu edition alone have ҙ̥ and not ҙǄ. Both are possible, but spirits of the 
belly emphasizes the idea of storing life inward to nourish what lives in the belly. See Zheng, 73. 
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Chapter 13- 
 
Favor and disgrace cause distress;715 
It is distressing when one’s self [body] is favored, and it is distressing when one’s 
self [body] is disgraced. 
Honor is a great suffering that haunts the body. 
“Honor” means ‘fear.’ “Haunts” means ‘befall.’ Both experiences are distressing 
because they produce the fear that great suffering will befall one’s bodily-self. 
What is meant by “favor and disgrace”? 
This asks what is meant by favor and what is meant by disgrace. “Favor” means 
‘glory and honor.’ “Disgrace” means ‘one’s bodily-self being shamed.’716 This 
rhetorical question aims to inform others. 
Favor is inferior.717 
Favor is glory and honor. 
Receiving it causes distress.  
“Receiving it” means ‘receiving favor and honor.’718 Here “distress” means that 
holding a high position is like staring into a deep chasm: those of high rank do not 
dare arrogance and the rich do not dare decadence. 
Losing it causes distress. 
“Losing it” means ‘lose favor and reside in disgrace.’ Here “distress” means the fear 
further calamities will follow. 
 
 
                                                
715 This is one of the few chapters where HSG really disrupts the original sense of the text. While 
it appears the DDJ speaks to “favoring disgrace,” HSG divides the verb-object structure into a 
contrasting pair of subjects. This leads to problems at the middle of the chapter where centuries of 
scribes have been confused by how the text and commentary fit. For the DDJ translation that 
most closely follows this grammatical reading, see John C. H. Wu, 27. 
716 DZ reads ЧͺǉЧ; SBCK reads ЧͺǉЧ¸К; DH I, Qiang, Gu, and Chen read Чͺǉ¸
К. While the last version lacks perfect parallelism with the previous phrase őͺŗɢ, the textual 
support is strong. See Zheng, 76. 
717 DZ, SBCK, and DH I read Чˆ; Chen includes a previous őˆ line and the matching 
comment őˆŗɢ. MWD A and B read ő[ƚ]ˆ. WB, P2584, S6453, Qiang, Gu, Xu all 
simply have the one line őˆ but no comment. This last version makes the most sense based 
on comments about the following lines. The best bricolage solution is to combine őˆ with 
the comment őˆŗɢ that also accords with the next line. This still awkward edit implies how 
HSG hopes to highlight that ŗɢ (glory and honor) are actually lowly because of the distress 
they cause. See Zheng, 76-77; MWD, 117; WB 1.8a. 
718 I follow Zheng in adding Ưͺ before Ưőɢ to make sense of this line. This accords with the  
subsequent parallel comment. See Zheng, 77. 
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This is what is meant by “Favor and disgrace cause distress.” 
This underscores the previous “Receiving it causes distress” and “Losing it causes 
distress.” 
What is meant by “Honor is a great suffering that haunts the 
body”? 
Once again, this is a rhetorical question that asks: why does one fear that great 
suffering will befall one’s body?719 
The reason I have great suffering is because I have a body. 
“The reason I have great suffering is because I have a body” means that those who 
have a body worry about hard toil, and have hunger and cold on their minds. These 
thoughts rouse their emotions and unleash their desires, which in turn cause tragedy 
and suffering.720 
If I had no body, how could I suffer? 
If I had no bodily form, attaining the Way’s naturalness, lightly ascending on clouds, 
entering and exiting where there are no openings,721 joining the Way, and connecting 
to the spirits,722 how then could I suffer?723 
Thus, those who honor their bodily-selves more than the empire 
can be temporarily entrusted with the empire.724 
This indicates that if the people’s ruler honors himself over others, hoping to be the 
                                                
719 DZ alone omits this entire passage; DH I, Gu, and Qiang read Cȅ˼ēǏΔК. See Zheng, 
79. 
720 DZ ưЧ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-15, 20, 21, 27 read ưɪ; J16-18 read ͨɪ. These last two are 
equivalent. This is confirmed by the different versions of the full phrase ϐǑͨɪ that appears in 
Han texts like the Hanshi waizhuan, Shuoyuan, and Hanshu. See Yamashiro, 726; HSWZ 
1.20/4/25; SY 18.12/154/3, 19.4/161/12; HS 44.2138, 77.3252;   
721 This phrase kˈѠ also appears in TPJ 7.32/220/19. There it discusses the power of spirits 
and transformations. It also parallels another expression ϰkˈĬ, which confirms that 
Ѡ should not be read as “space” but as an opening.  
722 DZ Кңж: SBCK and DH I read КңƯж. See Yamashiro, 726. 
723 This vision of utmost attainment, a shedding of the body, contrasts with chapter 11’s vision of 
needing the container of the body to preserve the spirits and life. If I had picked the other option 
in the above note that uses the phrase ңж, then we could take К as self, and thus loosing the 
self to the great unity of the Way provides a different type of body. Yet, this reading does not 
accord with the very physical vision of the previous line that sets up the problem of having a К 
body. Does the compound Кң then imply a dense body and not the more refined and ephemeral 
one of high attainment? Or does this passage describe dissolution in total mystical union? The 
first seems more likely because one can move in and out of the unmanifest and undifferentiated 
worlds, one still has some type of form.  
724 Here tianxia Ĕ is translated as empire to emphasize the political nature of commentary, but 
it also includes a sense of indicating the known world. 
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master of the empire, then he can only be temporarily established.725 He cannot long 
endure.726  
Those who cherish their bodily-selves more than the empire can be 
fully entrusted with the empire.727 
This indicates that if the people’s ruler can cherish his body while not acting for 
himself, then and only then can he hope to be the father and mother of the 
multitudinous common people. Because of this virtue, as the master of the empire 
can he fully entrust his body placed atop the myriad people, and will lasts long 
without calamity. 
 
Chapter 14- 
 
If you look but do not see it, call it “even.” 
‘The colorless’ is what is called “even.” This indicates that the One is colorless, and 
so is invisible.  
If you listen but do not hear it, call it “rarified.” 
‘The soundless’ is what is called “rarified.” This indicates that the One is soundless, 
and so is inaudible.  
If you grasp for but do not obtain it, call it “subtle.”  
‘The formless’ is what is called “subtle.” This indicates that the One is formless, and 
so is intangible.  
These three cannot be realized through investigation. 
“These three” means ‘the even, rarified, and subtle.’ “Cannot be realized through 
investigation” means that concerning the colorless, soundless, and formless, mouths 
cannot speak on them and books cannot document them. One must receive them 
through stillness, and seek them with the spirit.728 They cannot be obtained through 
inquiry or investigation. 
                                                
725 DZŉɯ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-11, 13-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ŉ̽. DZ appears to be a scribal 
error. See Yamashiro, 727. 
726 DZ Ãϓ: SBCK, DH I, J1-5, 12, 16-18, 20, and 21 read Ã. See Yamashiro, 727. 
727 Here there is a play on how the polysemy of shen К interacts with the two verbs gui Ї and ai 
ǘ. In the first case, guishen has the sense of exulting or honoring oneself over others. In the 
second case, aishen has the sense of cherishing the body. Thus, the two valences of shen contrast: 
caring for the body indicating selflessness and honoring the self represents selfishness. In this 
case, cherishing the body does not equate with selfishness because to preserve the body one must 
consider others, otherwise rebellions arise and bodies are lost. Therefore, the difference here 
between the body and “self” amounts to a type of focus. One is more aware of the physical basis 
of life while the other more abstracted type of identity forgets mortality and the one’s physical 
dependence on others. 
728 SBCK and DH I have an additional ̀ at the beginning of the sentence. See Yamashiro, 728. 
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Thus they mix and become the One. 
“Mix” means ‘to combine.’ Thus, when combined these three are named the One. 
On high, it is not bright. 
This means that the One above in Heaven is not bright. “Bright” means ‘brilliant 
illumination.’729   
Down low, it is not dim. 
This means that the One below Heaven is not dim. “Dim” means ‘what is dark and 
obscure.’ 
Oh it stretches on and is unnamable. 
“Stretches on” means it moves unbounded. “Unnamable” means it is not a single 
color, so cannot be distinguished as green, yellow, red, white, or black.730 It is not a 
single sound, so cannot be heard as gong, shang, jue, zhi, or yu.731 It is not a single 
form, so cannot be gauged as long, short, large or small. 
It repeatedly returns to the unmanifest beings. 
“Beings” means ‘simple substance.’ It repeatedly just returns to the unmanifest 
simple substance.732 
 It is called the shape of unmanifest shapes,   
This indicates that although the One has no shape or form, it still can create shapes 
and forms for the myriad beings. 
And the image of unmanifest beings. 
This indicates that although the One has no individualized beings or substances, it 
still can establish forms and images for the myriad beings.733 
It is called vague and elusive. 
This indicates that the One is vague and elusive, both present and absent, and so 
cannot be seen.  
Welcoming it, do not see its front. 
The One has no facets or particulars, and so one cannot plan ahead for it. Instead, 
expel emotions and remove desires, and the One will spontaneously return.  
Following it, do not see its back. 
This means that the One has no shadow or traces, and cannot be looked upon. 
 
 
                                                
729 I omit DZ’s extra line ˈ̻ɠ. See Yamashiro, 729. 
730 These are the five basic colors of the five-phase system. 
731 These are the five notes of the Chinese pentatonic scale as ordered after the Qin, or at least in 
contrast to the seemingly Guanzi-exclusive version. 
732 DZ ˘: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read Ʋ. See Yamashiro, 730. 
733 DZ mistakenly omits the initial ϑ. See Yamashiro, 730. 
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Hold fast to the ancient Way to rule the present realities. 
The Sage holds and preserves the ancient Way that created the One734 as the means 
to rule,735 knowing that the present must have unity. 
Therefore knowing the ancient beginning is called the central 
strand of the Way. 
When people can know that the One existed from the most ancient root beginnings, 
this is called knowing the central strand of the Way. 
 
Chapter 15-  
 
Those of ancient times skilled as officials, 
This refers to the rulers who obtained the Way. 
Were subtle and sublime, connected to the profound, 
“The profound” means ‘Heaven.’ Their mental control was subtle and sublime,736 
and their essence connected to Heaven.  
And deep beyond comprehension. 
Their Way and virtue were deep and distant, and could not be known by normal 
means. Their inward vision resembled blindness and their reverse listening 
resembled deafness, so none knew of their attainment.737  
Since they were beyond comprehension, one is forced to only 
describe their appearance:  
This refers to the following sentences. 
Hesitant, as though fording a winter stream;738 
In attending to affairs, they were always quite careful and hesitant as though fording 
a stream in winter with their mind focused on the dangers.  
Watchful, as though fearful of danger on all sides; 
In advancing and retreating, they were watchfully restrained as though breaking the  
 
                                                
734 DZ ÿÁж˲: SBCK, DH I  read ÿĸÁж˲. See Yamashiro, 731. 
735 DZ and SBCK 3Ʊ˘: DH I, J3-7, 9-18, and 20 read 3Ʊ. See Yamashiro, 731. 
736 DZ, SBCK, DH I ƻ͋ˣġ: Chen, J1-7, 9-12, 14-18, 22, and 27 read ƻ͋ƴġ. I follow 
Zheng Chenghai in choosing the later because it accords with the original line and the preceding 
gloss. See Zheng, 93; Yamashiro, 732. 
737 The terms “inward vision” and “reverse listening” could also be glossed as clairvoyance and 
clairaudience in light of chapter 33. This is supported by these two phrases also appearing in 
Yuejueshu to describe the eccentric perceptions of Sages and Worthies. The weakness of such a 
translation results from how these skills also refer to reverting back inward the normal outward 
flow of qi, jing, and spirit out through the sense openings. See YJS 7/25/14. 
738 DZ ŧЀ: DH I reads Ѐr. See Yamashiro, 732. 
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law and fearful that the neighbors on all sides would know. 739 
Dignified, like a guest; 
Like a guest following their host’s lead, they were dignified by doing nothing.740 
Yielding, like ice about to melt; 
“Yielding” means ‘dispersing.’ “Melt” means ‘eradicate.’ They expelled emotions 
and removed desires by daily becoming more empty and void.  
Genuine, like uncarved wood; 
“Genuine” means ‘substantive and sincere.’ “Uncarved wood” means ‘undivided 
form.’ They inwardly preserve their essence and the spirits and outwardly rejected 
patterns and colors. 
Expansive, like a valley; 
“Expansive” means ‘broad and great.’ “Valley” means ‘empty and void.’ They did 
not possess the fame of virtuous deeds, but there was nothing they did not 
encompass. 
Blended, like murky water. 
“Blend” means ‘preserving the true root.’ “Murky water” means ‘unshining.’ They 
united with the masses by not singling themselves out. 
What can be murky and through stilling itself gradually become 
clear? 
 “What” means ‘who.’ Who can be like murky water that has gradually and naturally 
becomes clear through stillness?741 
What can be peaceful and through long-lasting movement 
gradually become lively? 
Who can be peaceful and still so to last long and gradually one’s extend life?742 
 
 
                                                
739 DZ г: SBCK and DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read гЮ. This may refer to court 
behavior. See Yamashiro, 732. 
740 DZ reads ĞŁŘ*; DH I, J4, 12, 16-18, 20, 21, read ĞŁî*. Presumably, the guest 
follows the lead of the host, and likewise the ruler should follow others. See Yamashiro, 733. 
741 DZ reads ϢΉĞ; SBCK reads ϢΉ̙; DH I and the Japanese editions omit this phrase. See 
Yamashiro, 734. 
742 Heshanggong appears to take liberties with the original, shifting the meaning of the statement 
from one that values both stillness and action to one that only values stillness. This is of course 
only if our transmitted editions are not corrupted. The original line, along with its previous pair, 
appear in different forms in MWD A and B: ʽͻǑDʩě3эD˲ or ʽͻ҃Dʩě3
эD˲ These two remain ambiguous about whether this indicates valuing both stillness and 
action, a distinction that mostly depends on how one reads э (?) and MWD A Ǒ. None of the 
Heshanggong’s versions confirm the suspicions of corruption of either the original line 
commented on or the comment itself. See Zheng, 100; MWD, 118. 
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Those who keep to this Way do not desire excess.   
Those who keep to this Way of extending life do not desire extravagance or 
excess.743 
Precisely because one is not excessive, one can be shabby with no 
new accomplishments. 
Since one is not excessive, one can preserve the shabby, and not create new 
accomplishments. “Shabby” means ‘hidden brilliant glory.’ “New accomplishments” 
mean ‘noble famous deeds.’ 
 
Chapter 16-  
 
Achieve extreme emptiness, 
The person of the Way discards emotions and removes desires;744and their five 
internal organs745 are clear and still, achieving the extreme of emptiness. 
Preserve stillness and sincerity, 
Preserve clarity and stillness, and act sincerely and generously. 
For when the myriad beings craft among themselves, 
“Craft” means ‘create.’ The myriad beings create among themselves. 
I observe their return. 
This indicates that observing the myriad beings I find none that do not return to their 
root, and so encourage people to concentrate on their root. 
Now the beings are bountiful, 
“Bountiful” means ‘flourishing flowers and leaves.’746 
But each returns to their root. 
This indicates that the myriad beings have none that do not wither and fall away, 
returning to their root to be born again.   
 
 
                                                
743 DZ has ќ˲ж: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, and 27 have ƭ˲ж. See Yamashiro, 735. 
744 DZ and every edition but SBCK read ж*; SBCK reads Ưж*. Such a compound can be 
traced to early texts like ZZ and XZ. Some Japanese editions have ǹ instead of ǳ. Erkes seems 
to follow this, but I follow the majority of versions including SBCK, DZ, and DH I which have 
ǳ. See Yamashiro, 735; Erkes, 153; ZZ 12/33/22, 12/33/22, 17/44/19, 33/99/23; XZ 21/103/19, 
21/103/20, 21/103/20, 21/103/22, 21/103/22; Appendix 2 for the complete list of ж* citations. 
745 DZ alone has #θ instead of #l. This latter term also appears in a chapter 50 comment and 
the TPJ.  See TPJ 2.12/11/24, 3.21/43/26, 6.19/164/2, 6.19/164/2, 6.19/164/10, and 7.35/224/24. 
746 DZ ΡγΧ̍Ё: SBCK, DH I, J-7, 9-11, 13-18, 20, 22, and 27 read ήγ̍. See 
Yamashiro, 736. 
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Returning to the root is stillness. 
Stillness refers to the root. Roots are peaceful and still, soft and weak, humbly 
residing below, thus they do not return to death. 
To be still is to regain one’s life. 
This indicates that those who are peaceful and still regain their nature and life, and 
thus prevent death.747 
To regain one’s life is constancy. 
To regain life and thus prevent death, this is the constant function of the Way. 
To know constancy is illumination. 
If one can know the constant function of the Way, one becomes illuminated. 
To not know constancy is to wantonly create misfortune. 
If one does not know the constant function of the Way, wantonly creating through 
craftiness and deceit, then one loses the illuminated spirits and encounters 
misfortune.  
To know constancy is acceptance. 
If one can know the constant function of the Way, then one removes emotion and 
desire so there is nothing that one cannot embrace or accept. 
To accept is then to be impartial. 
If there is nothing one does not embrace or accept, then one becomes impartial, 
upright, selfless, and without vice. 
To be impartial is then to be kingly. 
If one is impartial, upright, and selfless, then one can be the king of the world. 
Regulating the body with uprightly, one’s form attains unity and tens of thousands of 
illuminated spirits gather in one’s body.748  
To be kingly is then to be heavenly. 
If one can be kingly, then one’s virtue will unite with the illuminated spirits749 and 
connect to Heaven. 
                                                
747 DZ L: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read I. See Yamashiro, 737. 
748 This line shows HSG’s vision of a body full of spirits and not just a single abstracted 
substance of ̥. Many of the editions use of Л as “body.” This could indicate that for the author 
К is actually more than just the corporeal body but a greater conception of self (К is a variant 
here for Л as Lau notes, but SBCK, DZ, and DH I all have Л). Still I choose К as body because 
it highlights the author’s important focus, and because Л here can also be taken as an emphatic. 
This line also could mean the spirits pay homage to the cultivator like subjects do to a king (my 
translation also implies this), if taken as an example of the state as metaphor for the body. Zheng 
suspects this whole second sentence is an interpolation. Structurally, this is a sound argument. It 
is possible this was part of a sub-commentary. Yet, it is also possible that this passage explains 
that “king of the world” is part of the body state analogy and here refers to ruling over the body. 
This reading accords with the overall trend of the chapter that focuses on bodily cultivation and 
not government. This problem remains unresolved. See Yamashiro, 738; Lau, 56; Zheng, 111. 
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To be heavenly is then to be of the Way. 
If one’s virtue connects with Heaven, then one unites with the Way.750 
To be of the Way is then to be long-lasting. 
If one unites with the Way, then and only then one can one be enduring and long-
lasting. 
One’s body ends but is never imperiled. 
If one can be impartial, kingly, connected to Heaven, united with the Way, and these 
four are pure and complete, then the Way and virtue will spread far and wide, there 
will be no suffering or calamity. Then and only then can one never be endangered 
and live as long as Heaven and Earth.751 
 
Chapter 17-  
 
Of the greatest superiors, their subordinates only knew they existed. 
“The greatest superiors” refers to the unnamed rulers of greatest antiquity.752 “Their 
subordinates only knew they existed” means that the subordinates knew they had a 
ruler above, but did not serve him and so were simple and pure.753 
The next best were cherished and praised. 
When the rulers’ virtue could be seen and their compassion named, then the 
subordinates loved and praised them. 
                                                
749 How one reads É affects how one reads HSG’s vision of human divine relations. Does the 
virtue harmonize with the spirits, does it gather or unite them in the adept following one way to 
read the previous comment, or is it to gather them before the adept following a different reading 
of the previous line. There is no easy solution. Other passages in the text could support these 
various readings. I chose the one that accords with the use of É in the next line.  
750 ÉË is a term used in the ̫ϔ for one of the powers of ̫. That passage from the fragments 
of the Classic of Music is also cited in the Shiji music section, and appears in contexts of unifying 
the superiors and inferiors, like HSG ch. 15 Ζ̕ÉË. See LJ 19.6/100/1, SJ 24.1193.  
751 This line presents a clear vision much like the millenarian visions of taiping. Properly 
cultivating the self and storing spirits leads to connection with the Way and perfection of body 
and social order. I still cannot definitively state if this refers to immortality or just longevity, 
though it taken literally HSG describes living as long as Heaven and Earth, an idea associated 
with immortalist traditions.  
752 DZ ˈÌ: DH I ˈˆ. Either option is possible. The first relates to the important goal of 
avoiding fame, and the second connects more with the content of the later part of the comment. 
See Yamashiro, 739. 
753 Zheng Chenghai argues this line is hopelessly corrupted and attempts to reconstruct it as ͻ
ϊΒ ЭҾЌɦʧ² based on Gu ϊΒ Э, Ќɦʧ². This is far too forced. DZ, 
SBCK, and DH I have Β Ќɦ, but I follow J1-7, 9-18, 21, 27 and Chen Β ҾЌɦʧ
. See Zheng, 113; Yamashiro, 740. 
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The next best were feared. 
They established punishments and laws to regulate them.754 
The next best were denounced. 
When the prohibitions were numerous and the decrees manifold,755 the people could 
not maintain sincerity, and thus so undermined and denounced their rulers. 
By not trusting enough in them there will be distrust among them. 
If the ruler does not trust enough in his subordinates, the subordinates will responds 
with distrust and undermine the ruler. 
So hesitantly, he takes seriously his proclamations. 
This says that the rulers of greatest antiquity handled affairs hesitantly, taking 
seriously proclamations, fearful of separating from the Way and losing 
naturalness.756 
The deeds are done and tasks are completed, 
This refers to all the empire attaining Great Peace.757 
But the hundred clans all say, “I am naturally so.” 
The hundred clans do not know of their ruler’s pure and abundant virtue, 758 but 
instead think they naturally should be so.759 
                                                
754 DZ alone omits the final . See Yamashiro, 740. 
755 HSG may be playing off the dual meaning of ˎ as both manifold and as oppressive or 
bothersome. This term appears multiple times in the text and often reveals this polysemy. 
756 DZ: ĕÁ: SBCK and DH I read ĕ. This is not a significant difference since HSG presents 
these terms as equivalent at the beginning of the chapter. See Yamashiro, 741. 
757 For a detailed discussion of how Heshanggong understands Great Peace, see Chapter 9: The 
Results of Proper State Regulation. 
758 DZ Ñƶʧ²: DH I Ñƶʧ². See Yamashiro, 741. 
759 DZ ΓĞˊ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-16, 18, 21, and 27 read Γ̀ˊ.The latter versions gives the 
clearest description of what the term Γˊ means for HSG as it is a direct gloss. See Yamashiro, 
741. 
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Chapter 18-  
 
When the Great Way is lost, then there is benevolence and 
righteousness.760 
In the time of the Great Way, while families have filial sons and households contain 
the loyal and honest,761 benevolence and righteous are not in evidence.762 When the 
Great Way is discarded and evil treachery arises, only then are ‘benevolence’ and 
‘righteousness’ transmitted as a way. 
When knowledge and wisdom emerge, then there is great 
insincerity. 
The knowledgeable and wise ruler slights virtue but values pronouncements, slights 
simple substance but values patterned designs/writing. Their inferiors respond to this 
by acting with great insincerity and deceit.  
When the six family relations are discordant, then there is filial 
piety and parental affection. 
When the six family relations are severed and relatives discordant, only then are 
there ‘filial piety’ and ‘parental affection’ to promote caring and nurturance. 
When states are in disorder, then there are loyal ministers. 
When the government’s decrees are not followed, the superiors and subordinates 
begrudge each other, and depraved compete for power, only then are there loyal 
ministers to encourage and sustain the ruler. 
      This chapter explains that when the empire attains Great Peace, benevolence is 
unknown; people are totally desireless, and so frugality is unknown; everyone is pure 
by themselves, and so chastity is unknown. In the time of the Great Way, filial piety 
and parental affection are extinguished, and benevolence and righteousness fall 
                                                
760 SBCK, DZ, and DH I read ēжƖȺ,ʹ; Chen, J1-7, 9-18, 21, 23, 24, and 27 read ēжƖ
ˇȺ,ʹ that more closely follows the Guodian Laozi C:18. The GD version ÁēжƖĹȺ,
ʹ actually makes the opposite point as Heshanggong. It asks the rhetorical question, “How can 
one have ren and yi when the ancient great Way is lost?” This may explain the appearance of ˇ 
in places of Ĺ and why Heshanggong’s editions mostly preserves versions that support his point 
about the accidental nature of particularized virtues. I follow this logic in omitting ˇ. See 
Yamashiro, 741; Zheng, 118; Ding, 328.  
761 DZ reads óȺƼP; SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, and 21 read ǪȺƼP; J 27 reads ǪȺƼΒ; 
Qiang reads óȺƼΒ. This last version seems a logical parallel that mirrors the original text of 
this chapter. Yet, as a rare example the Qiang passage remains suspect, for one could also argue 
for an original line ŇȺİǚ, now corrupted into ŇȺİī, as the parallel of ǪȺƼP, or even 
the DZ óȺƼP. ƼP and İǚ are both compounds describing superior and subordinate 
relations, creating a strong possible parallel. See Yamashiro, 742. 
762 DZ ,ʹϊ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 21, 22, and 27 read ,ʹϊ. See Yamashiro, 742. 
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away. This is just like when the sun reaches the height of its midday brilliance,763 the 
multitude of stars lose their glow.764 
 
Chapter 19-  
 
Reject the Sages, 
Reject the Sages’ arbitrary creations by returning to the beginning and preserving the 
original. The Five Thearchs drew symbols, and Cang Jie created writing. They 
cannot compare with the Three August Ones who tied knots and had no patterns of 
writing.765 
Discard Knowledge, 
Discard knowledge and wisdom by returning to non-action.766 
And the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
The work of farming will benefit the common good and not selfish individuals.767  
Reject benevolence and discard righteousness, 
Reject benevolence’s displays of concern, and abandon righteousness’ esteem for 
flowery language.768 
And the people will regain filial piety and parental affection. 
Virtue transforms them to purity. 
Reject craftiness,  
Reject craftiness because its deceitfulness and insincerity disrupts Truth. 
 
                                                
763 DZ reads Ȟȹ̍ȣ; SBCK reads Ȟ̍Ȭ; DH I reads Ȟ̍ȣ. The former two are 
possible, but Ȭ is most likely a corrupted ȣ as it loses the rhyme of in the sentence parallels of   
ȣ [mia$] and g [kua$]. Furthermore, including both sun and moon lessens the importance of 
yang in this analogy. I follow DH I for these reasons and the following note. See Yamashiro, 743. 
764 This analogy mirrors a saying recorded in HNZ Ȟȥϊ, ΉΖˑg. This saying 
explains the dominance of yang over yin and roots over branches. For HSG, the pure totality of 
virtue as yang includes and supersedes the partial and divided branches (relatively yin) of ren and 
yi. See HNZ 16.12/155/12. 
765 Only DZ adds ͻʒ, which I reject. See Yamashiro, 743. 
766 DZ Ǔ: SBCK reads ǝ. See Yamashiro, 744. 
767 These strange two lines may reflect a vision of limited record keeping (something that needs 
knowledge) indicative of minimal taxation. Therefore, farming benefits the common good instead 
of grain being hoarded by individual selfish rulers. Interestingly, this appeal to the common good 
among contemporary progressives results in a call for greater taxation and not less. This of course 
reflects the shift away from the self-sufficiency of an agricultural economy where economic 
disparity only came from taxation. 
768 DZ reads ή; SBCK reads ήP; I follow the DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 reading of ήϑ. 
See Yamashiro, 744. 
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Discard profit, 
“Discard profit” means to block the paths of greed, and close the gates to power. 
And robbers and bandits cease to exist. 
If the superiors transform with fairness and uprightness, their subordinates will be 
without selfishness or deviance.  
These three, 
This refers to the three previous instances of rejecting and discarding. 
Result from written culture being inadequate. 
“Result from written culture being inadequate” means written culture is inadequate 
to instruct the people.769 
Thus to bring about inclusivity, 
Just as in the following sentences. 
Display simplicity and embrace the unadorned, 
“Display simplicity” means one should display simplicity770 and preserve Truth, but 
not exalt written culture or ornamental patterns. “Embrace the unadorned” means one 
should embrace the unadorned simple substance and reveal it to one’s subordinates 
so they can emulate it.771 
Lessen self-interest and diminish desires. 
“Lessen self-interest” means ‘being upright and selfless.’ “Diminish desires” means 
‘just knowing contentment.’  
 
 
Chapter 20-  
 
Reject ‘learning,’ 
Reject the ‘learning’ that is not the Truth and does not harmonize with the pattern of 
the Way.772 
                                                
769 DZ has ʀ: SBCK, DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 26, and 27 read Ȉʀ. See Yamashiro, 745. 
770 DZ, SBCK, have the gloss as ǰ͗, which is likely results from a confusion with the DDJ 
original line ϊ͗ǰɦ; DH I, J1-7, 9-16, 20, 21, and 27 have the more likely ϊ͗. See 
Yamashiro, 745. 
771 Here ȑ and Ќ again contrast as the compounds ȑҘ and Ќɦ. Ҙ has the dual meaning of 
“deceit” and “ornament,” which explains its opposition with both “Truth” ̔ and simplicity. See 
Yamashiro, 745. 
772 Here we see the contrast between ȑ as cosmic order (жȑ) and as the human edifice 
exemplified in the contrast of the last note. What is the key difference between these two types of 
patterns? One is surface/external/secondary, and the other is hidden/innate/primary. Does this 
dichotomy break down logically? Can we deconstruct this simultaneous rejection and embrace of 
ȑ wen? Sure. Yet, we can also see it as an appeal to a transcendent order that supersedes human 
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And be without worries. 
Discard such superficiality and floridity to remove worry and anxiety. 
How far apart are yes and yea? 
They both are affirmative responses, so how far apart can they be? In corrupt times, 
people slight the simple substance and values extraneous cultural patterns.773 
How far apart are good and bad? 
“Good” means ‘admiration and praise.’ “Bad” means ‘remonstration and struggle.’  
How far apart can they be? In corrupt times people disparage the loyal and 
straightforward, and employ the depraved and flattering. 
Those who people fear cannot but be feared. 
“People” refers to ‘people of the Way.’ “Fear” refers to fearing the ruler who does 
not reject ‘learning.’ They keep close the charmers and kill off the worthies.774 
Oh their devastation continues unabated! 
This indicates that the vulgar people of the age cause devastation and disorder 
because of their wish to promote learning and create cultural patterns. This continues 
unabated.775 
The masses are merry, 
“Merry” means being full of unbridled emotions and desires. 
As though enjoying the Tailao sacrifice, 
As though hungrily imagining the feast of Tailao their thoughts are never satisfied.  
As though mounting the terrace in spring. 
As though mounting a terrace to gaze at the myriad beings response to joining of yin 
and yang in spring their thoughts flood outward. 776  
 
 
 
                                                
constructs. Thus learning is not bad, it is just not the root. Patterns are not bad, only just when 
they distract from the real pattern. Delineating this break provides a challenge for the Sage and 
ruler, though HGS provides some guiding principles. 
773 Only DZ adds Ñ to ЋЌͻЇȑ. See Yamashiro, 746. 
774 This phrase 2Ξ appears in Lunyu in the expression Ŷϑ2Ξ “cunning words and 
ingratiating faces” as contrasted with ,. This explains the connection of learning and toadying. 
HSG conceptually glosses learning with literary sophistry. See LY 1.3/1/9, 5.25/11/15, 
17.17/49/21. 
775 DZ reads ɪгĵрȑ; DH I, J1-7, 9-18, 20, and 21 have an awkward ɪгĵȑ that could be 
a trying to parallel and contrast with the earlier line Éжȑ. Instead, I follow Zheng 
Chenghai’s acceptance of the SBCK, Qiang ɪгĵˆȑ. See Zheng, 130; Yamashiro, 747. 
776 Parallelism dictates this comment should also begin with Ğ. This helps clarify the topic of 
this comment also relates to thoughts and desires and not any specific events. 
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I alone am unagitated, and yet to show signs: 
I alone am unagitated, 777 peaceful, still, and yet to show physical signs of emotion or 
desire.778  
Like an infant yet to smile, 
Like an infant that cannot yet respond to others.  
Listless, as though belonging nowhere. 
I am listless as though destitute with no place to rest. 
The masses all are excessive. 
The masses consider excess wealth decadent, and excess wisdom deceitful.779  
But I alone seem lacking. 
I alone seem abandoned, as though without enough.   
How foolish is my mind! 
I do not follow along with vulgar people, but preserve the One without wavering and 
so appear a fool. 780 
And how indistinct!781 
My mind is without division. 
The masses are brilliant. 
They are bright and prominent. 
I alone seem enshadowed. 
I seem dark and obscured. 
The masses are attentive. 
“Attentive” means ‘anxious and agitated.’782  
 
                                                
777 DZ ǁr: SBCK J1-7, 9-18, 20, and 21 read ǁˊ. I follow the latter because it changes the 
line from glossing Ǥˠǁr as Ĺ҃ to making the comment simple elaboration of the original. 
See Yamashiro, 747. 
778 DZ ˈ: SBCK reads ɁȺ. The temporal sense of the latter is worth highlighting. See 
Yamashiro, 747. 
779 I agree with Zheng Chenghai that this line seems corrupted. Yet, this problem cannot be 
solved as he suggests by following DZ ̕*̉ȺҚЃ3ˆĚҚȯ3ˆϚ. This reading gives the 
impression that everyone is problematically rich and wise. The SBCK version that omits ̉Ⱥ 
does not seem to accord that closely with the original line, but its logic follows Heshanggong’s 
consistent perspective that the people hate the excesses of the elite. Even so, the sentence remains 
somehow incomplete. See Zheng, 134. 
780 DZ ̓ˆ: SBCK reads ̓ѱ. See Zheng, 135.   
781 DZ ͕: SBCK reads ʋ. See Yamashiro, 749. 
782 I follow SBCK and its parallels that repeat the descriptive term and then provide the gloss. 
Though this does not follow the pattern of earlier lines, it does not change the meaning and 
clarifies the role of the commentator. See Yamashiro, 749. 
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I alone am dimwitted. 
“Dimwitted” means ‘have no partition.’ 
Meandering, like the sea.783 
I alone meander like the flows of rivers and seas of which no one knows their end. 
Floating, as though without an end. 
I alone float along, now flying, now soaring, without an end, as my mind resides in 
the spirit realm. 
The masses all have a use. 
They use action.  
But I alone am ignorant,  
I alone use non-action 
As though in the middle of nowhere. 
“Middle of nowhere” means ‘to seem unreachable.’ 
I alone am different from others, 
Compared to others I am different. 
For I value taking sustenance from the Mother. 
“Taking sustenance” means ‘to apply.’ “The Mother” means ‘the Way.’ I alone value 
applying the Way. 
 
Chapter 21-  
 
The all-encompassing space of virtue, 
“Space of” means ‘great.’ For the person possessing great virtue, there is nothing 
they cannot encompass. They can receive the sullied and turbid by residing in 
humility and lowliness.784 
Only the Way does it follow. 
“Only” means ‘alone.’ The person of great virtue does not follow the practices of this 
vulgar age. They alone follow the Way. 
The Way’s enacting of beings, how elusive and indistinct! 
The Way among the myriad beings, how elusive and indistinct! Its comings and 
goings are never fixed. 
How elusive and indistinct! Within its midst there is a something.785 
                                                
783 DZ ƾ: WB reads ʼ. HSG seems closer to the MWD A and B that have [Ƹ+]. See WB 
1.13b; MWD, 227. 
784 DZ ʍ: SBCK reads £. See Zheng, 140. 
785 SBCK has this line after the next. See Zheng, 141. 
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Only the Way is elusive and indistinct. Within its midst there is the One that aligns 
and orients the transformations of life, and relies on qi to establish the substances of 
things.786  
How indistinct and elusive! Within its midst there is an image. 
Only the Way is indistinct and elusive without form.787 Only within its midst are 
there the model images788 that generate the myriad beings.789 
How abstruse and hidden! Within its midst there is essence. 
Only the Way is abstruse and hidden without form.790 Within its midst, essence is 
full, illuminated spirit interpenetrate,791 and yin and yang merge and join.792  
Its essence is so true. 
This indicates the Way’s essential qi is a profundity so true;793 it is not a superficial 
adornment.794 
                                                
786 ͡ˏ appears in the beginning of the “Jingshen” chapter of HNZ. It is the subject of debate, 
and the foundation of Puett’s argument about the role of divinization in the HNZ. Interestingly, 
these activities in HNZ related to the creative function of two spirits and not unity as in HSG. See 
Puett, 2; HNZ 7/54/25-30. 
787 DZ ̺}: SBCK reads ƾǆ. See Zheng, 141. 
788 The term ʕϿ comes from the Yijing and refers to all phenomena between and including 
Heaven and Earth.  It seems to indicate the delineation and patterns of distinct things. See Yijing 
65/80/10; Zheng, 141-142; Yamashiro, 750. 
789 I follow Zheng Chenghai’s suggestion that ϖ should be placed after ˆΰ˘. See Zheng, 141-
142. 
790 DZ erroneously omits SBCK ˈƦ. See Yamashiro, 750. 
791 This expression ̥ȣ̓η closely resembles a line n̓Ǻ from Lingshu chapter 30. There, 
there two spirits join and create the manifest essence that leads to a human life. These two spirits 
are most likely heaven and earth (as identified as the two supreme spirits in HSG chap. 23). In 
light of the term ͡ˏ a few lines above, one can see strong parallels with “Jingshen” chapter of 
HNZ. The One is the origin of the two, so does the One align and orient by generating the two 
spirits of Heaven and Earth, which then create the divided yin and yang substances? See above 
note. Another possibility is to follow Taiyi shengshui on strip 2 that has ̥ȣ̓ηȩ3ǣѪѯҾ
Ѫѯ̓ηȩ3ǣíȬ. If one compares this to the Heshanggong passage it could change the 
reading. In Taiyi shengshui one has the creation of Heaven and Earth prior to the creation of 
shenming that then through their interaction generated yin and yang. Could this be the case here? 
This does not accord with chapter 42 that has a clear progression from the One to Heaven and 
Earth and then yin and yang. Thus while one finds a parallel language indicative of some 
continuity of Daoist cosmogony, the details vary. See Sarah Allan, “The Great One, Water, and 
the Laozi: New Light from Guodian,” T’oung Pao 89, no. 4/5 (January 1, 2003): 261; LS 
30.1:357. HNZ 7/54/26. 
792 DZ Ѫѯ&ȸ: SBCK Ѫѯ&ȸ. See Yamashiro, 750. 
793 DZ ̥ġ: SBCK reads vġ. See Yamashiro, 752. 
794 Once again HSG contrasts “Truth” ̔ and “adornment” Ҙ, playing with the second meaning 
of Ҙ “deceit.”  
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Within its midst there is reliability. 
The Way conceals its deeds and hides its name, for its reliability resides within. 
From antiquity until the present, its fame has not vanished. 
Zi (self; “from”) means cong (‘from’). From antiquity up until the present, the Way 
has continually existed and not vanished. 
Thus examine the multitude men. 
“Examine” means ‘to gives natural endowments.’ “Men” means ‘begin.’ This 
indicates the Way gives natural endowments. After all, the myriad beings begin their 
lives because they receive qi from the Way. 
How do I know that the multitude men are like this?  
How do I know that the myriad beings receive their qi from the Way? 
Because of this.  
“This” means ‘the present.’ Because presently all the myriad beings come to life by 
gaining the Way’s essential qi. They move and live, and if not for the Way, this 
would not be the case.795 
 
Chapter 22-  
 
Yield and thus be whole. 
If one yields to and follows the masses, not arbitrarily acting on one’s own, then 
one’s bodily-self will be whole.796 
Bend and thus be upright. 
“Bend” means to shrink oneself and expand others,797 for then after a long time one 
will spontaneously become upright. 
Hollow and thus be full. 
Water flows to the lowly hollows of the Earth, and likewise virtue returns to humble 
and lowly people.798 
 
 
                                                
795 The commentary on these last two lines is left out of the DZ, but remain in SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 
20, 21, and 27. See Yamashiro, 752.  
796 DZ, J1-7, 9-14, 16-18, 20, 26, and 27 read m; SBCK reads mvК, while J15 and 21 
support this possibility with mК. This could really go either way, but the term mК is a 
common Han term. For example, it appears multiple times in the Shuoyuan. See Yamashiro, 753; 
SY 4.14/28/16, 10.31/84/16, 16.141/133/9. 
797 DZ and Gu read ɏţţŸ; SBCK, J4, 5, 10-14, 17, 21 read ɏţŸ. Both provide 
awkward parallels to the previous comment, but either way the meaning is clear. See Yamashiro, 
753; Zheng, 146. 
798 DZ ʃɴ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 26, and 27 read ʃʞ. See Zheng, 146. 
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Exhaust and thus be new. 
One who takes on the role of the shabby and poor by placing others first and oneself 
second will gain the respect of the world. Over time, one therefore will become 
renewed. 
Lessen and thus be enriched. 
If one takes less for oneself, then one will receive more. This is because the Way of 
Heaven protects the humble, and the illuminated spirits support the empty.799 
Increase and thus be bewitched. 
Those who have much wealth are bewitched by what they preserve. Those who have 
much learning are bewitched by what they have heard. 
Therefore the Sage embraces the One, becoming the example of 
the world.  
“Embrace” means ‘preserve.’ “Example” means ‘model.’ The Sage preserves the 
One and then and only then can he know the myriad occurrences, thus becoming the 
model and example for the empire.800   
He does not see for himself, and thus is illumined. 
Since the Sage does not rely on his own eyes to see beyond a thousand miles, he can 
rely on the eyes of the empire to see, and thus is illumined and pervasive. 
He does not consider himself right, and thus is prominent. 
Because the Sage does not consider himself right and others wrong, he can be 
prominent in the empire. 
He does not seize for himself, and thus has achievement. 
“Seize” means ‘gain.’ The Sage’s transformative virtue flows about, but he does not 
gain admiration for himself. Therefore, he achieves for the empire. 
He does not praise himself, and thus is long-lasting. 
“Praise” means ‘greatness.’ The Sage does not consider himself noble or great, and 
so can pass many years without danger. 
Since he does not compete,801 then none in the empire can compete 
with him. 
This indicates that in the empire neither worthies nor degenerates can compete with 
those who do not compete. 
How could that ancient saying, “Yield and thus be whole” be 
empty talk? 
Transmitted from ancient times, there is the saying that if one yields and follows,  
                                                
799 DZ ҥ̥̌ξ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 ̥ȣϓξ. This latter version has a dual 
meaning of the spirits benefiting the humble, but also empowering those who empty themselves 
so the spirits can reside within them. See Yamashiro, 753. 
800 This resembles the passage вȘͻΰ ˽ in ZZ “Tiandi” chapter. See ZZ 12/26/17. 
801 DZ ̗: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, and 27 read ˑ. See Yamashiro, 755. 
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then one’s bodily-self will be whole.802 This correct saying is not false. 
Therefore if one really is whole, then they will return it. 
“Really” means ‘actualize.’ Those who can practice yielding and following to 
actualize their flesh and bones will return to the father and mother without harm.803 
 
Chapter 23- 
 
Making few proclamations is natural.  
“Few proclamations” means ‘cherishing proclamations.’ Cherishing [and so rarely 
making] proclamations is the Way of nature.804 
Gusty winds do not last the morning, sudden rains do not last the 
day. 
“Gusty winds” means ‘rushing winds.’ “Sudden rains” means ‘fierce rains.’ This 
indicates that the rushing cannot last long and the fierce cannot endure. 
Who is it that creates these? Heaven and Earth. 
“Who” (shu) means ‘who’ (shei)805 Who is it that creates these gusty winds and 
fierce rains? It is Heaven and Earth that creates them. 
If even Heaven and Earth cannot endure, 
They cannot last from morning till night. 
Is this not even more true of people? 
The supreme spirits Heaven and Earth unite to create gusty winds and fierce rains, 
but still cannot make them last from morning till night. Is this not even more the case 
for people who want to engage in sudden invasions?806 
                                                
802 DZ m: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read mК. For more on this latter term, see above 
note. See Yamashiro, 755. 
803 This is a reformulation of the Confucian ideal of preventing harm to the body that one 
received from their parents; in this case, it relates to the ultimate parent—the Way. 
804 Compare this to chapter 17 where it explains how a ruler should эϑ to not upset natural 
patterns by establishing his own rules. In this context, it relates to how the rulers should follow 
the patterns of resonance, and not force things because forcing always fails as the following 
metaphor/natural example shows. 
805 DZ, J20, and 21 omit the gloss of Ĵ as Ϣ. Though Ĵ has a few meanings, this gloss seems 
indicative of a shift in word usage in HSG’s period or at least something about his audience. This 
is a basic word in the Warring States and in the Han. It could provide an argument for later dating, 
but such a simple gloss could also have been added in the Tang and may be why the DZ edition 
lacks it. See Yamashiro, 756.  
806 DZ ǜ¤: SBCK, J1-7, 9-15, 20, 21, and 27 read Ȱ¤. This is clearly word play combining Ȱ 
and ¤, which can refer to tempestuous weather; when combined it can also mean suddenly 
invading soldiers or sudden death. See Yamashiro, 757; CQFL 12.6/58/1; TPJ 5.11/117/25; 
DGHJ 6.3/36/1-2. 
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Thus follow affairs according to the Way. 
“Follow” means ‘to engage in.’ People engaging in affairs should be peaceful and 
still like the Way, and not like gusty winds or fierce rains. 
Those of the Way are the same as the Way.807 
“Those of the Way” refers to people who are fond of the Way. “Same as the Way” 
means what refers to being with the Way the same.808 
Those of virtue are the same as virtue. 
“Those of virtue” refers to people who are fond of virtue.809 “Same as virtue” means 
what refers to being with virtue the same. 
Those of loss are the same as loss. 
“Loss” refers to counting on oneself and so losing others. “Same as loss” means what 
refers to being with loss the same. 
Those who are the same as the Way, the Way is also happy to 
obtain them.810 
Those that are with the Way the same, the Way is also happy to obtain them.811 
                                                
807 This line exists in many forms. Zheng Chenghai explains Bi Yuan ˽ʊ citing Lu Deming 
leaving out the Ë in the line. Both MWD versions have Ë. He cites HNZ about the problem of 
repeating жͺ from the previous line to this one where the quoted line has жͺ only once, 
shifting the meaning of the following lines. This version is not supported by the MWD texts so 
both versions must have existed by the early Han. The Guodian LZ does not contain this passage 
for comparison. I follow the DZ and SBCK жͺËȘж. See Zheng, 153-54; MWD, 120. 
808 This line and the two following lines of commentary have options of ǫˆ from DZ or ǫϩ in 
SBCK. Both are possible with J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 supporting the DZ, but the SBCK 
matches the following lines of commentary that DZ alone omits. These lines seem to make a 
grammatical gloss taking ËȘX and making it ΖXË. The SBCK version highlights this move 
using ǫϩ, while the DZ version reads more as a semantic gloss emphasizing ˆ or the actions 
being the same as ж, ƶ, or ė. These six lines and their comments also vary greatly in the 
Dunhuang texts. P2584 and S6453 do not have the first three lines at all, and the second three 
lines are different. This chapter is the most corrupted out of the entire HSG, and any selection of 
the “original” remains arbitrary. As mentioned above, both MWD texts reflect the base text that 
we have in both DZ and SBCK, but not in the Dunhuang text. I thus follow the SBCK, which is 
the most complete and consistent commentary for this section, though it may be corrupted. See 
Zheng, 153-154; Yamashiro, 757-758.  
809 DZ and Li Lin Ⱥƶ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ĝƶ. See Zheng, 155; Yamashiro, 
757. 
810 P2584 and S6453 have жƯ not ËȘжͺжɣƯ, and relate to the line ȅư ͻжͺ. 
See Zheng, 156. These three lines show the reciprocal relationship of the Dao, De, and Shi to 
those who are the same as them. 
811 This line and the next two lines of commentary are missing from only the DZ version. This 
may be an editorial choice because the commentary is so close to the original that the editor 
removed the repetitive lines. As mentioned in my previous note, the commentary appears to give 
a grammatical and not semantic gloss. This may provide a small hint of the date of the 
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Those who are the same as virtue, virtue is also happy to obtain 
them.812 
Those that are with virtue the same, virtue is also happy to obtain them. 
Those who are the same as loss, loss is also happy to obtain 
them.813 
Those that are with loss the same, loss is also happy to obtain them.  
By not trusting enough in them, 
If the ruler does trust enough in his subordinates,  
Then there will be distrust among them. 
Then the subordinates will respond to him with distrust.814  
This chapter explains that categories of things return to each other. The same 
sounds respond to each other.815 The same qi seek each other.816 Clouds follow from  
dragons, and winds follow from tigers. Water flows to the damp, and fire resides in  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
commentary, but since these lines are so corrupted they are not ideal sources of such inquiries. 
See Yamashiro, 757-758. 
812 DZ ËȘƶͺɣƶƯ. I note P2584 and S6453 ËȘƶͺƶƯ to convey the variation in 
this chapter. See Zheng, 154. 
813 P2584 and S6453 have ËȘėͺжė. See Zheng, 155. This puts a very different spin on 
this section. DZ, J1-7, 9-17, 20, 21, 24 and 27 read ËȘėͺė'ɣƯ; SBCK reads ËȘė
ͺė'ɣė. Conceptually the Dunhuang lines make much sense and follow the MWD texts; 
these are clearly divergent from the HSG recension. The HSG commentary does not help 
illuminate these lines with its simple grammar glosses. Though Zheng Chenghai makes a content 
based argument for the SBCK version I follow the more common DZ version that uses Ư 
instead of ė. See Zheng, 155; Yamashiro, 757-758; MWD, 120.  
814 This line of commentary belongs with the previous line in the DZ and SBCK, but the Japanese 
editions include similar versions here. J3-7, 9-15, 22 read ­ǢÑ3P; J16-18 read 
ǢÑ3P; J21 reads ǢÑ3P; J20 reads ǢÑ3P. I break it up because this 
follows HSG’s logic of line-by-line commentary. Though the last line seems to have its own 
commentary, I take it as a chapter summation since it begins with ɱϑ that also indicates 
summaries in chapters 2, 4,18, and 40. Thus, the last line needs its own comment that is shown in 
the Japanese editions. I could also have combined the two original DDJ lines following D.C. Lau. 
Again, I follow the Japanese editions. As for the summaries, I do not know why only these few 
chapters have them. They may be interpolations, but no definitive evidence exists. See Yamashiro, 
758; Lau, 67. 
815 This shows HSG awareness of sympathetic resonance. 
816 This line is in the SBCK and Gu. Zheng doubts its originality, though Lau keeps it in brackets. 
I keep it because it is part of the full quote explained below. See Zheng, 157; Lau, 67. 
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the dry.817 These are natural categories.818 
 
Chapter 24-  
 
Those on tiptoes are not stable. 
“On tiptoes” means ‘striving.’ This refers to how those greedy for power, longing for 
fame, and striving to obtain merit and honor cannot long be established in office to 
practice their way. 
Those who tread are not active. 
Those who honor themselves while treading on others are blocked by all the masses. 
Thus, they are prevented from acting. 
Those who reveal themselves are not illumined.819  
People820 who reveal that they consider themselves beautiful and that they consider 
they are acting in response to the Way821 do not know their own ugliness. 
Those who take themselves as right are not prominent. 
Those who consider themselves right and other wrong are blocked by all the masses. 
Thus, they are prevented from becoming prominent.  
Those who seize for themselves are without merit. 
What is known as seizing for themselves to gain merit and acclaim really destroys 
one’s merit in the eyes of others. 
Those who praise themselves are not long-lasting. 
Those who like to praise themselves as great cannot endure or last long. 
 
                                                
817 Ë΁̓Ǣ, Ëʂ̓ʅҸѼưҶ,ғưλ, ʃʞʾ, ˄ŝː is a supposed quote from the Yijing 
“Qian” hexagram commentary by “Confucius.” This smoothly fits this chapter’s focus on natural 
lessons from the weather. A related passage also appears in the Zhuangzi: Ëҏ̓ư, Ë΁̓Ǣ, 
ðĔˬ. See Yijing 1/2/20-21; ZZ 86/31/12  
818 This line is a Daoist variation of the Yijing passage’s conclusion Èưvҏ. Yet, since 
Qiang, Chen, J1-7, 9-12, 14, 15, 20-22, and 27 lack this last line, it may be a later addition. SBCK, 
J13, 16, and 18 read Γˊҏ; DZ reads Γˊȏ. The use of ҏ earlier in the passage makes 
the SBCK version the more likely of the two. I keep this dubious passage because it accords with 
the rest of the commentary and HSG’s other usages of ҏ. This choice does risk including 
interpolated vision of Γˊ in HSG. This question is not easily answered and this discussion is 
part of my purpose in keeping the line. See Yijing 1/2/22; Zheng, 157; Yamashiro, 758; HSG 
chapters 41, 61, 77. 
819 I translate this line differently from its pair in Ch. 22 to reflect the great divergence in the 
comments. All these parallel lines function as general statements, unlike in Ch. 22 where they 
clearly refer to the Sage. 
820 DZ *: SBCK *. See Yamashiro, 759. 
821 DZ *ж: SBCK Ǣж. See Yamashiro, 759. 
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These people’s way: daily excess food and superfluous behavior.822 
“Superfluous” means ‘greedy.’ If those who glorify and praise themselves maintain 
their way of regulating the state, then they will tax daily to gain the excessive 
salaries of grain that enables their greedy behavior. 
All things hate them. 
When such people are on the throne, then their active desires cause harm. Thus, there 
is nothing that does not fear or hate them. 
Thus those of the Way do not engage with them. 
This means that the people who have the Way do not reside in their states. 
 
Chapter 25-  
 
The manifest beings were produced from the chaos that preceded 
the creation of Heaven and Earth, 
This refers to the Way as the formless chaos that produced the myriad beings, and 
which existed before Heaven and Earth.823 
How Still and Vast! It stands alone unchanging. 
“Still” means ‘soundless.’ “Vast” means ‘empty and formless.’ “Stands alone” 
means ‘companionless.’ “Unchanging” means that ‘its transformations have a 
constant pattern.’  
It moves everywhere, without danger. 
The Way moves all throughout Heaven and Earth, there is nothing it does not enter.  
Residing in Yang it does not burn; dwelling in Yin it does not rot.824 There is nothing 
it does not penetrate, yet it is never endangered. 
It can be considered the mother of Heaven and Earth. 
The Way fosters and nourishes the essential qi of the myriad beings, like a mother 
nourishing her child. 
 
                                                
822 DZ, SBCK and WB read ȳ; J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 24 and 27 read Ȟ. It follow the latter, even 
with the other important versions and even the MWD texts having ȳ. This is because all editions 
of the following comment, except SBCK, show that HSG took this as Ȟ. Exactly why the 
commentary would make such a choice remains uncertain. It may be that it was based on a rare 
version of the text, that the commentator made a forced reading that latter influence some of the 
transmitted editions, or that both uses of Ȟ are scribal errors. I follow Ȟ since most comments 
are thus, and it still works logically. See Yamashiro, 760; WB 2.3a; MWD, 121.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
823 DZ and Gu ϩжж: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ϩж. See Yamashiro, 761. 
824 This is a near quote of Daoyuan from HDSJ ÷ѪΎ÷ѯˉ.  “Yuan dao” in HNZ has a 
related line k˄ˉҾkʃˀ, though in that case it is describing the person who attains the 
Way. Mawangdui Han mu boshu: yi, 87; HNZ 1/9/10. 
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I do not know its name so I style it “the Way.” 
Since I cannot see the form and appearance of the Way, I do not know how to name 
it. Since I see that the myriad beings are born following a way, I style it “the Way.” 
If forced to name it, I call it “Great.” 
Since I do not know its name, I am forced to name it “Great.” This is because its 
height cannot be transcended, its breadth cannot be encompassed. There is nothing 
that it does not embrace or contain and thus it is “Great.” 
“Great” it is called “departing.” 
It greatness is not like Heaven being constantly above and Earth constantly below. 
Instead, it is repeatedly departs, lacking a constant place. 
“Departing” it is called “distant.” 
This indicates that “distant” means its boundary is boundless, for as it unfolds the qi 
of Heaven and Earth there is nowhere to which it does not connect. 
“Distant” it is called “returning” 
This indicates it is distant, but not beyond reach; it indeed repeatedly returns to 
reside in people’s bodies. 
Thus the Way is great, Heaven is great, Earth is great, and the King 
is also great. 
The Way is great because it encompasses all of Heaven and Earth; there is nothing it 
does not contain. Heaven is great because there is nothing it does not cover. The 
Earth is great because there is nothing it does not support. The King is great because 
there is nothing he does not rule. 
Within the Cosmos, there are four greats and the King is one of 
them. 
Inside the eight directions, there are four greats and the King is one of them.825 
People emulate Earth. 
People should emulate the peaceful, still, harmonious, and accommodating nature of 
Earth. If one plants seeds in it, they will reap the five grains. If one digs into it, they 
will find sweet springs. It works, but does not complain. It has achievements, but 
does not proclaim them. 
Earth emulates Heaven, 
Heaven is deep, vast, and unmoving.826 It makes efforts, but does not seek 
reciprocation. It generates and raises the myriad beings, but receives nothing in 
return. 
                                                
825 SBCK has a greatly extended commentary on this that closely follows Wang Bi’s comments.  
This is clearly an interpolation by origin, content, and its absence from the other versions. See 
Zheng, 169; Yamashiro, 764. 
826 This is a bit perplexing, for Heaven generally relates to weather, and heavenly bodies, which 
are the most consistently moving things in the universe. This could imply that this “heaven” is 
more than just the sky, but is also the backdrop of space. 
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Heaven emulates the Way, 
The Way827 is the clear, still, and unspeaking.828 In a yin fashion (silent, hidden etc.) 
it moves essential qi, and the myriad beings are naturally complete.  
And the Way emulates naturalness. 
The nature of the Way is naturalness. There is nothing that it emulates. 
 
Chapter 26-  
 
Gravity is the root of levity. 
If the people’s ruler is not grave and grounded, then he will not be honored. If the 
regulator of the body is not grave and grounded, then he will lose the spirits. The 
flowers and leaves of grasses and trees have levity and lightness, and thus they 
wither and fall. The roots are grounded, and thus last long. 
Stillness is the lord of agitation. 
If the people’s ruler is not still, he will lose his majesty. If the regulator of the body 
is not still, he will endanger his body. Because the dragon is still it can transform, 
and because the tiger is agitated it dies young.829   
Thus for all the days of his life the gentleman does not leave the 
gravity of the supply cart. 
“Supply cart” means ‘stillness.’830 Thus for all the days of his life the gentleman 
practices the Way and does not depart from stillness and gravity. 
Although he has walled compounds, watchtowers, and sumptuous 
residences, he is indifferent. 
“Walled compounds and watchtowers” refers to ‘palaces and towers.’ “Sumptuous 
residences” means ‘the royal harem.’ “Indifferent” means to keep one’s distance and 
not reside there. 
How can it be the lord of a state with ten thousand chariots, 
“How can it be” are the pained words of a lord in disturbed times. “The lord of a 
state of ten thousand chariots” means ‘the King.’831 
 
                                                
827 DZ, Qiang, Gu, J1-7, 10, 11, 13-16, and 27 mistakenly read жʕ; SBCK, J12, 17, 18, 20, and 
21 read ж. See Zheng, 171; Yamashiro, 765. 
828 DZ, SBCK, Qiang, J11, 16, and 17 read ʩ~; Chen, Jizhu, Gu, J1-7, 10, 12-15, 18, 20, 21, 26, 
27.  ʩ҃. Lau again chooses ʩʣ and Wang has ʩ҃. See Zheng, 171; Yamashiro, 765; Lau, 
71; Wang, 105. 
829 This shows the ideal is yang substance coming from yin mode. 
830 The supply cart equates to stillness because it was the slow and heavy cart that was the source 
of life for soldiers on campaign. It acts as a lucid metaphor for yin mode.  
831 DZ mistakenly omits this line. See Yamashiro, 766. 
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Within the empire treats his body with levity? 
The King is the most honored, so how can his bodily actions be full of levity and 
agitation? In disturbed times the King is full of extravagance, licentiousness, levity, 
and excess.832 
Levity loses the ministers. 
If the King is full of levity and licentiousness, he will lose his ministers. If the 
regulator of the body is full of levity and agitation, he will lose their essence. 
Agitation loses the ruler. 
If the King acts agitated and disturbed, he will lose his throne. If the regulator of the 
body is agitated and disturbed, he will lose their essential spirit. 
 
Chapter 27-  
 
Skilled walking leaves no tracks. 
Those skilled at walking on the Way find it in their own bodies. They do not have to 
descend from the hall or go out of the gate, and so they leave no tracks. 
Skilled speaking has no blemish. 
“Skilled speakers” refers to when those who pick their words carefully before 
expressing them, so there is no blemish or disgrace in the empire. 
Skilled planning needs no record. 
Those skilled at using the Way to plan affairs simply preserve the One without 
wavering. Since their plans are few, they can be known without the use of records.  
Skilled sealing needs no bolts or locks, but cannot be undone. 
Those skilled at using the Way to seal emotions and desires preserve the essential 
spirit. [Such a technique] is not like bolted windows and doors that can be unlocked.  
Skilled binding needs no rope or knot, but cannot be untied. 
Those skilled at using the Way to bind together affairs simply attain this by binding 
their mind. [Such a technique] is not like a knotted rope that can be untied. 
Therefore the Sage is always skilled at saving people. 
The reason that the Sage is always instructing the people in loyalty and filiality is 
because he wants to save people’s natures and lives. 
And thus no people are rejected. 
He leads the noble and base to each receive their proper place. 
He is always skilled at saving living beings. 
The Sage is always teaching the people to follow the four seasons out of a desire to 
save the myriad living beings from injury and harm.833 
                                                
832 DZ mistakenly adds ėv͏ to the end of this line. See Yamashiro, 766. 
833 DZ reads ҊíȬ; SBCK reads ȈʀҊíȬ; Gu, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ƃȈʀҊí 
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And thus no beings are rejected. 
The Sage does not despise stone and value jade.834 He sees them as one. 
This is called following and illuminating.  
The Sage is skilled at saving people and living beings. This is called following and 
illuminating the great Way. 
Thus the skilled are the teachers of the unskilled. 
Those who act with skill, the Sage employs them as teachers of others.  
The unskilled are the materials of the skilled. 
“Materials” means ‘useful.’ People who are not skilled, the Sage can still teach and 
guide835 to make them skilled. Thus, they become useful. 
If one does not value one’s teachers, 
This means that one is alone without support. 
Or if one does not cherish one’s material, 
This means one is without anything to employ. 
Although knowledgeable, one is greatly lost. 
Although considering themselves knowledgeable, this indicates these people are 
actually quite lost and confused. 
This is called the sublime core . 
If one can penetrate this idea, this is referred to as knowing the subtle and sublime 
essential core of the Way.836 
 
Chapter 28-  
 
Know one’s masculinity but preserve one’s femininity to become 
the ravine of the world. 
“Masculinity” is used as a metaphor for the honored, while “femininity” is used as a 
metaphor for the lowly. Although one may know of one’s own honor and 
                                                
Ȭ. I follow the latter. Zheng notes how this version parallels the previous comment. See Zheng, 
181; Yamashiro, 768-769.  
834 This phrase repeats in a Ch. 64 comment. This metaphor of jade and stone appears in HNZ. 
Chapter 13 uses ΥΖ̛ to depict clear differences in value, something not as obvious when 
assessing the worth of people. Chapter 19 has uses the metaphor similarly in the slightly more 
extended form. There it compares the Sage’s skill in analyzing the classics to an artisan who can 
distinguish uncut jade from stone. Both of these cases rely on the same language found in this 
comment, but use it to make the opposite point. Obviously, this was a set metaphor for making 
value distinctions in the Han. See HNZ, 13/128/11, 19/209/1.   
835 DZ ˞Ȉř: SBCK, J2, 4-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ΀*˞Ȉř. See Yamashiro, 769. 
836 DZ Ήвɱж: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 26, and 27 read Ήвɱǖ. See Yamashiro, 770. 
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prominence, one should still preserve them with lowliness and subtlety;837 one 
should reject the hard aggression of the masculine, and take up the soft 
harmonization of the feminine. If one is thus, then the whole world will come to 
serve one as water flows to deep ravines. 
Being the ravine of the world one’s constant virtue never departs, 
If one can be humble and low like a deep ravine, then virtue will constantly remain 
and never again depart from oneself.  
And so one will once more return to the infant. 
One should once more return to the mind of an infant: thoughtless and without 
knowledge. 
Know one’s whiteness but preserve one’s blackness to become the 
model for the world. 
“Whiteness” is used as a metaphor for brilliance. “Blackness” is used as a metaphor 
for dimness. Although one may know one’s own brilliance and penetrating 
illumination, one should still preserve these with a dimness so dark and obscure that 
nothing is revealed. So being, one can become the model for the entire world.838  
Being the model of the world one’s constant virtue never errs, 
If one can become the model of the world, then virtue will be constantly present in 
oneself and one will no longer err. 
And so one will once more return to the infinite. 
Having unerring virtue then extends one’s life, lengthens longevity, and returns one’s 
body to the boundless infinite. 
Know one’s glory but preserve one’s disgrace to become the valley 
of the world. 
“Glory” is used as a metaphor for the honored and noble, while “disgrace” is used as 
a metaphor for the sullied and turbid. Although one may know one has gory and 
nobility, one should still preserve these with the sullied and turbid. So being, the 
world will come and pay homage to one, as water flows toward the deepest valley. 
Being the valley of the world one’s constant virtue is then 
sufficient, 
“Sufficient” means ‘come to rest.’ If one can become the valley of the world, virtue 
then will come to rest within oneself. 
And one will once more return to the undifferentiated. 
One should once more return one’s body to the state of undifferentiated simple 
substance, and no longer engage with superficial patterned design.  
                                                
837 DZ ĸv£ƴ: SBCK J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, 26, and 27 read ĸ3£ƴ. See Yamashiro, 770. 
838 DZ vƶƃ÷: SBCK and J21 read vƯƃ÷; J1-7, 9-18, 20, 26, and 27 omit this phrase. I 
follow the Japanese editions and Zheng Chenghai who conjectures this was accidentally copied 
from the following line. See Yamashiro, 772; Zheng, 186. 
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The undifferentiated scattered, and so became tools.  
The undifferentiated myriad beings scattered, and so they become useful tools.839 
Thusly, the Way scattered and became illuminated spirits; it circulated and became 
the sun and moon; it divided and became the five phases.840 
The Sage employs these, and so becomes the lead official. 
The Sage reigns supreme at employing these tools, and so he is the original leader of 
the all the officials.841 
Therefore his great control does not harm. 
The Sage employs these tools, and so can use the Great Way to control and restrain 
the world without causing harm. In regulating the body, he uses the Great Way to 
control and restrain emotions and desires, and so does not harm his essence and 
spirits. 
 
Chapter 29-  
 
Those who would gain the world and act on it, 
“Those who would gain the world” means those who want to be the master of the 
world. “And act on it” means wishing to actively regulate the people. 
In my view, have no attainment. 
In my view, they clearly have not yet attained the Way of Heaven or a human heart. 
The Way of Heaven hates agitated turbidity, and the human heart hates excess 
desire.842 
The world is a spirit vessel and cannot be acted on. 
“Vessel” means ‘a being.’ Humans are the inspirited beings of the world. Inspirited 
beings love peace and stillness, and so cannot be actively regulated. 
Those who act on it, destroy it. 
If one actively regulates them, this destroys their natural simple substance. 
Those who grasp at it, lose it. 
If one forcefully instructs them, they lose their genuine qualities,843 and deceit and 
insincerity are born. 
                                                
839 This is a play on the dual meaning of é˴ as both tools and skilled people. 
840 DZ, SBCK, and J21 read Υжȋˆ̥ȣ. J1-7, 9-18, 20, and 27 omit , which seems more 
fluid. Zheng does not agree. See Zheng, 189; Yamashiro, 773. 
841 I add “tools,” referring back to the only likely object from the previous comment. This 
elaboration greatly clarifies the English. Whether these tools refer specifically to spirits, heavenly 
bodies, or the five phases remains inconclusive. Also, see previous note. 
842 This strange statement refers back to the association of shen and the heart. People desire many 
things in their heart but this ultimately harms the core of their heart, the shen. Thus this statement 
does not contradict common sense. 
843 DZ ͏Ŏ: SBCK reads VŎ, but I follow J1, 2, 6, 7, 9-18, 21, 26, and 27 ǑŎ. ǑŎ is a  
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Thus among beings some enact and some follow, 
That which the superior enacts the subordinates must follow. 
Some exhale slowly and some exhale quickly,  
“Exhaling slowly” means ‘hot.’ “Exhaling quickly” means ‘cold.’844 If there is hot, 
there must also be cold. 
Some are strong and some are weak, 
If there are the strong and powerful, there must also be the feeble and weak. 
Some are supported and some are collapsing. 
“Supported” means ‘peaceful.’ “Collapsing” means ‘endangered.’ If there are the 
peaceful, there must also be the endangered. The illuminated ruler thus cannot use 
active methods to regulate the state or regulate the body. 
Therefore the Sage rejects extremes, rejects extravagance and 
rejects excess. 
“Extremes” refers to greed, lust, music, and beauties. “Extravagance” refers to 
clothing, decoration, food, and drink. “Excess” refers to palaces, rooms, towers, and 
pavilions. If one rejects these three to reside in central harmony and engage in non-
action, then the world will spontaneously transform. 
 
Chapter 30-  
 
He who uses the Way to assist in ruling others, 
This refers to the ruler who can use the Way to support and assist himself. 
Does not use military force to conquer the world. 
Using the Way to support himself, the ruler does not employ the military. Instead, he 
follows Heaven and relies on virtue, and his enemies surrender of their own accord. 
In his affairs he likes returning. 
In enacting his affairs, he likes returning responsibility to himself, and does not 
blame others. 
Where troops have encamped, thorns and brambles grow; 
This means agriculture is neglected, and the fields lie untended. 
                                                
somewhat common compound occurring in Guanzi  similarly pared with Ϛ] and so is the better 
choice. This positive use of Ǒ is intriguing since it is so often a negative force in HSG. There are 
a few other cases like this as in chapter 8 and 75. Generally, Ǒ is negative and paired with ɪ. 
See Yamashiro, 775; GZ 20.1/148/7. For other appearances, see Appendix 2. 
844 Interestingly, HSG reads these terms as indicative of hot and cold qualities instead of their 
basic meaning as types of breathing. The Yinshu found at Zhangjiashan confirms his association 
of these two types of breathing with hot and cold. This may also confirm that HSG did not 
propound various complex breathing techniques that used breath to control the balance of yin and 
yang hot and cold in the body. See Harper, 130. 
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And great armies must be followed by hard times.845 
Heaven responds to this with bad weather (qi),846 destroying the five grains. The five 
grains run out and people starve. 
The skilled are resolute and that is all, 
Those skilled at employing soldiers should be resolute and daring,847 but never 
glorified.848 
But should not dare to seize by force.849 
He does not use resolve and daring to forcefully seize great fame. 
They are resolute but not boastful, 
One should be resolute and daring, but also humble and deferential not boasting of 
one’s own greatness. 
Resolute but not aggressive, 
One should be resolute and daring, but also able to give way to others, not 
aggressively seizing prominence. 
Resolute but not arrogant, 
“Arrogant” means ‘oppressive.’ The resolute and daring do not arrogantly oppress 
others. 
Resolute but not self-serving, 
One should be resolute and daring, but also extremely sincere. One should not force 
others to lose out.  
                                                
845 This DDJ line does not appear in GD, MWD, WB, XE, B2584, and S6453, but all versions of 
HSG contain it. It seems repetitive, but the comment draws out the cosmic result of war, in 
addition to the human one of the previous line. A similar line is quoted in Liu An’s letter to Wudi, 
preserved in the Hanshu as МțƬƹȺƅ. He argues against Wudi’s military campaigns in 
the south using this logic of qi resonance that parallels the HSG comment on this line. Ҩ̓, 
Prime Minister to Xuandi (67-59 BCE), cites the same line and nearly uses the same 
interpretation to argue against fighting the Xiongnu. This could be a tribute to Liu An’s letter or 
these basic teachings. As the first record of this saying comes from Liu An, I could postulate this 
addition reveals HSG’s affinity to the tradition connected to the HNZ and Liu An. Another 
potential involves Liu An citing a version of the DDJ that HSG preserves. That would indicate a 
different type of connection between Liu An and Heshanggong, with both relying on a similar 
version of DDJ as part of their “tradition.” See Zheng, 199; Yamashiro, 777; HS 64a.2780, 
74.3136.  
846 DZ ɺʂ: SBCK,  J1-7, 10-18, 20, 21, 26, and 27 read ǔʂ. See Yamashiro, 777.  
847 DZ ɒ: SBCK J1-7, 20, 21, 26, and 27 read ɒȊ. See Yamashiro, 777. 
848 DZ reads Ͳ reflecting a point in a later line; SBCK reads :; J1-5, 9, 11-18, 20, 26, 
and 27 read :.The latter two are awkward though Zheng Chenghai argues : here is 
equivalent to Ͳ. See Yamashiro, 777; Zheng, 200. 
849 Ȋ seems to be to have entered the original because of HSG’s influence. Zheng Chenghai cites 
P2584, S6453, WB, and this is further confirmed by both MWD texts. See Zheng, 200-201; 
MWD, 122. 
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Resolute but not strong. 
The resolute and daring should not use strong soldiers in heavy armor to invade and 
oppress others. 
When beings are strong and vigorous, they deteriorate. 
When plants have reached the extreme of strength and vigor, they wither and fall. 
When people have reached the extreme of strength and vigor, they become feeble 
and old. This means that those who are strong cannot last long. 
This is called being unlike the Way. 
The withered and aged remain seated, not walking on the Way.  
By being unlike the Way, one comes to an early end. 
Those that do not walk on the Way die prematurely. 
 
Chapter 31-  
 
Now soldiers are not auspicious tools,850 
“Auspicious” means ‘good.’851 Soldiers shock the essence and spirits, and disrupt 
harmonious qi. They should not be ornamented, as they are ‘not good tools.’852 
All beings hate them. 
When soldiers are mobilized they cause harm. Because of this, among the myriad 
beings there is none that does not hate them. 
Thus those possessing the Way do not remain with them. 
The people who possess the Way do not remain in their states. 
                                                
850 There is much written on the corruption of this line, and even this whole chapter. Zheng 
Chenghai reviews multiple arguments for the proper original of this line revolving around the 
character H. I leave out H as a content word following MWD, but also because the many 
arguments against it hold strong and HSG’s comment does not reflect its inclusion. Furthermore, 
Rudolf Wagner notes how Wang Bi does not comment on this chapter and many later Song 
scholars questioned if this, or even the previous chapter, were original to the text. MWD at least 
confirms its early existence. For a full discussion of this, see Zheng 204-206; Wagner, 222-223. 
851 The notes of the SBCK edition provides a gloss, HҘ, which D.C. Lau and Wang Ka add to 
the beginning of the comment. This is not supported by any version of the text. It does reflect the 
use of Ҙ at the end of the comment and may result from the history of the text where the end of 
HSG’s comment was read back into the original giving ĖҘu, which then was read back into 
the commentary. My reading of HSG holds that Ҙ “adorn” is more a gloss for é. Clearly, this 
line and its commentary are corrupt, but the basic meaning remains clear. My reading of the 
comment affected my decision to omit H as a content word. See previous note; Zheng, 206; 
Yamashiro, 779; Wang, 127; Lau, 80. 
852 DZ ä*é: Gu and J11 read äé. I follow the latter because of my special take 
on this section which finds support in the parallel comment that follows. See Zheng, 206; 
Yamashiro, 779. 
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Superior men in residence value the left. 
They value the soft and weak. 
Those who employ soldiers value the right.  
They value the hard and rigid. This indicates that the soldier’s way and the superior 
man’s way are opposed, and what they value is different.853 
Soldiers are not auspicious tools,  
The military is not a good tool.854 
The are not the superior man’s tools. 
They are not the superior man’s honored and valued tools. 
Only when he must does he use them, 
This means that when encountering decline, rebellion, calamity, chaos, and wishing 
to not lose one’s subjects, then and only then does one use them for self-defense. 
For the quiet and plain are best. 
This means one does not covet land, benefit, or other’s wealth and treasures.855 
Victory is not wonderful. 
Although they obtain victory, they do not consider it a wonderful benefit. 
 And those who consider it wonderful delight in killing. 
Those that consider victory wonderful do so because they enjoy killing. 
Now those who delight in killing cannot fulfill their ambitions in 
the world. 
If one is the people’s ruler and enjoys killing, then one will be unable to fulfill one’s 
ambitions in the world. For as the people’s ruler, one must focus on protecting 
people’s lives856 and not on punishing or executing. 
Thus good omens favor the left 
The left is the position of life. 
And evil omens favor the right. 
The yin way rules killing. 
 
                                                
853 DZ alone omits the final ͺ˿. See Zheng, 207; Yamashiro, 779.  
854 DZ lacks this comment, but it is found in the other editions. J1-7, 10-18, 21, and 27 read ä
*é; SBCK, J9, and 12 read ä. This same issues appears in the previous parallel line. 
See Yamashiro, 780. 
855 DZ reads ѶƯ3ˆͲ; SBCK, J21, and 26 read Ѕöù*; J1-7, 9-11, 13-16, 
20, and 27 read Ѕöù*ЃŒ. All these versions seem corrupted, though the DZ 
comment clearly is confused with the next line. I translate the last version with some awkward 
stretching of the meaning to make the line readable. See Yamashiro, 780. 
856 DZ ǄÝ: SBCK, J1-7, 10-18, 20, 12, ad 27 read *Ý. This really could go either way, but I 
follow the majority. See Yamashiro, 781. 
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The lieutenant general stands on the left. 
The lieutenant general is lowly, but takes the yang position because he does not 
focus on killing.857 
While the commanding general stands on the right, 
The commanding general is honored taking the right position, indicating he is the 
master of slaughter 
Indicating he handles the funeral services. 
The commanding general stays on the right.858 In funeral services the right is 
esteemed, for in death people are honored in the yin [position]. 
If one kills many people, shed bitter tears for them; 
If one hurts oneself and weakens one’s virtue so that one cannot use the Way to 
transform the people, this then harms the innocent commoners. 
If one is victorious in battle, hold a funeral service. 
In ancient times, the commanding generals took the position of master of the funeral 
service, wearing white morning garb, and cried for the dead. The enlightened ruler 
values virtue and despises soldiers. If this ideal is not obtained, he curses his 
unluckiness, and his heart and mind are without joy. He knows that the future 
generations will employ soldiers unceasingly, and he is pained and saddened by this. 
 
Chapter 32- 
 
The Way is constantly nameless. 
The Way can be yin and can be yang; it can be lax and can be taut; it can be present 
and can be absent. Thus, it has no constant name. 
Although the undifferentiated is small, in the empire none dare to 
treat it as a minister.  
Although the undifferentiated Way is small, subtle, sublime, and formless, in the 
empire none dare treat the Way as a minister and order it around.   
If nobles and kings can preserve it, the myriad beings will 
spontaneously serve them, 
If the nobles and kings can preserve the Way and non-action859 then the myriad 
beings will spontaneously submit and serve, following their virtue.   
Heaven and Earth will merge, sweet dew will fall, 
If the nobles’ and kings’ actions and creations can resonate and harmonize with 
                                                
857 DZ alone omits this last phrase 3vŖɺ. See Yamashiro, 782. 
858 DZ alone adds the phrase æ̫, which seems to be a later clarifying addition. See Zheng, 
213. 
859 DZ omits жˈˆ. See Zheng, 216. 
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Heaven and Earth, then Heaven will send down the sweet dew and good omens.  
And without a command the people will spontaneously be in 
balance. 
If Heaven sends down sweet dew and good omens, then the myriad beings, without 
anyone instructing or commanding them, will all spontaneously be balanced and 
attuned as One. 
The Beginning controls the named, 
“The Beginning” means ‘the Way.’ “The named” means ‘the myriad beings.’ The 
Way is nameless and thus can control the named; it is formless and thus can control 
form. 
And the named indeed completely manifest. 
“Completely” means ‘all.’ The beings that are named all manifest emotions and 
desires that cause them to go against the Way and distance virtue. Thus, their bodies 
are destroyed and dishonored. 
Heaven will indeed know them.860 
If people can emulate the Way and practice virtue, then Heaven will indeed 
spontaneously know them.861 
It knows them and therefore they do not perish. 
If Heaven knows them, then the powerful spirits will protect and assist them and they 
will no longer be in danger of perishing.862 
Metaphorically, the Way’s presence the empire is like a stream’s  
presence in rivers and seas. 
This metaphorically indicates that in the empire, the Way resonates and harmonizes 
people, as steams flow together and connect to rivers and seas. 
 
Chapter 33-  
 
Those who know others are knowledgeable. 
Those who can know what others like and dislike are considered knowledgeable. 
                                                
860 WB and MWD A and B all have Ė instead of Ĕ. WB and MWD B have ̙ɯ instead of ̙
 which is likely the original. HSG comments follows Ĕ and ̙, and so do I.   
HSG or which ever modern form of the text he used confused Ė and Ĕ and ɯ and , both of 
which where often transposed during the copying of pre-Han texts. It is also possible HSG makes 
such a choice on purpose to emphasize the role of Heaven’s assistance in health and peace. It also 
may be that this and the next line are corrupted since the concept of ̙ɯ connects to the sense of 
the previous line. See MWD, 123; WB 2.9b.  
861 The reading of  as ɯ is used by Erkes and all other major translators of the DDJ for the 
main text. Yet, if Ĕ is used, then  seems the best choice. See Erkes, 181. 
862 DZ ̥ȣ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ̥҂. See Yamashiro, 785. 
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Those who know themselves are illuminated. 
Those who can know in themselves who is worthy and unworthy do so863 by 
returning to listen to the soundless and going inward to gaze upon the formless. Thus, 
they are considered illuminated.864 
Those who conquer other have power. 
Those who can conquer others only have the power of intimidation. 
Those who conquer themselves are strong. 
Those who can conquer themselves by removing emotion and desire, there are none 
in the world who can compete with them. Thus, they are considered strong. 
Those who know contentment are rich.  
Those who can know contentment can maintain good fortune and prosperity. Thus, 
they are considered rich. 
Those who act with strength are intent. 
Those who can strongly and vigorously enact goodness, then they will think only of 
the Way, and the Way will also thinks of them.865 
Those who do not lose their “that which” are long-lasting.866 
Those who can moderate and nourish themselves so to not lose their essential qi, 
“that which” they received from Heaven, they can be long-lasting.867 
Those who die but do not perish have a long life. 
If the eyes do not wantonly gaze, the ears wantonly hear, or the mouth wantonly 
speaks, there will be no resentment or hatred in the world, and one will have a long 
life.868 
 
Chapter 34- 
 
The great Way is overflowing! 
This indicates that the Way is vast and full,869 as though both sinking and floating,  
                                                
863 DZ ȩϩ: SBCK reads ȩˆ. See Zheng, 221.  
864 This line hints at the self-perception gained from cultivation practice. Cosmic knowledge and 
an empowered body accompany real mental self-awareness. 
865 DZ Ⱥƻ: SBCK, J1-7, 9, 10, 12-18, 20-22, 26, and 27 read Ⱥǖ. See Yamashiro, 786. 
866 Here the more likely sense of the original vǫ is “one’s place,” but Heshanggong takes it to 
refer to the essential qi as “that which” Heaven gives. 
867 DZ ǘĔ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 2-22, and 27 read ½Ĕ. See Yamashiro, 786. 
868 This comment plays on the characters % “perish” and ğ “careless.” This statement that could 
imply an immortalist vision instead becomes an explanation of the keys for attaining one’s full 
lifespan. 
869 Here HSG plays on a few meanings of the word ʄʄ, which is a variant on ʖʖ. He plays 
with the sense of floating on the surface, bobbing with dual qualities of waves that rise and fall, 
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both manifest and unmanifest. In looking at it, one does not see it;870 in describing it, 
one struggles to differentiate it. 
It is on both the left and the right. 
The Way can be on the left and can be on the right. There is nowhere that it does not 
belong. 
The myriad beings rely on it for life, 
“Rely” (Ǉ) means ‘depend’ (ƫ). The myriad beings depend on it for life. 
And it does not reject them. 
The Way does not reject or oppose them.871 
Its deeds are done, but it is not so named. 
The Way is not named as having done deeds.872 
It cherishes and nourishes the myriad beings, but does not act as a 
ruler. 
Although the Way cherishes and nourishes the myriad beings, it is not like the 
people’s ruler who takes for himself. 
Constantly desireless it can be named small. 
The Way hides its virtue and conceals its name.873 Tranquil and non-acting, it seems 
subtle and small. 
The myriad beings pay homage to it but it does not act as their 
ruler. 
The myriad beings pay homage to the Way to receive their qi; the Way is not like a 
ruler who makes prohibitions. 
It can be named great. 
The myriad beings all move hither and thither. Since it causes each to act according 
to their own nature,874 it can be named great. 
 
                                                
but most importantly the vastness that fills all space. This omnipresent Dao includes all duality 
(yin), including floating and sinking, which is why it cannot be seen or described. 
870 DZ Ⱥ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, and 27 read ϊ. See Yamashiro, 787.  
871 DZ ͻɯ: SBCK, J1-4, 6, 7, 9-18, 20-22, and 27 read аɯ. This latter version is more 
sensible and matches an identical phrase from chapter two. In chapter two this term appears in 
reference to the ruler, but in this section it clearly concerns the Way. 
872 DZ, SBCK, and J21 read Ⱥж; J1-7, 9-18, 20, 22, and 27 read ж. I follow the latter because 
the topic of this chapter is clearly Dao. See Yamashiro, 788. 
873 DZ Д: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20-22, and 27 read ƶ. I follow the latter because it matches 
the description of the Sage below. See Yamashiro, 789. 
874 DZ reads ÈI; SBCK, J4, 5, 9, 11, 14, and 18 read IÌ; J1-3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 15-17, 20-22, 
and 27 read IÈ. I follow the latter. See Yamashiro, 789.  
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Therefore the Sage in the end is not considered great, 
The Sage emulates the Way by hiding his virtue and concealing his name, and so is 
not considered to have attained greatness. 
And thus achieves greatness. 
The Sage uses his body to teach and lead.875 Without speaking he brings about 
change. The myriad affairs become ordered and regulated, and so he achieves 
greatness.  
 
Chapter 35-  
 
Hold to the great image and the empire will come. 
“Hold” means ‘preserve.’ “Image” means ‘the Way.’ When the Sage preserves the 
Great Way, then he will move the hearts and minds of all the people of the empire 
and they will come to serve him. In regulating his body, the illuminated spirits will 
descend from Heaven and come to himself.  
It comes and is not harmed because the calm and peace are great.876 
Since all the people come to serve him and are not harmed, then the state and 
families are calm and stable and attain the state of Great Peace.877 Since in regulating 
the body he does not harm the spirits, his body and physical structure are calm and 
he has great longevity. 
Where there is joy and decoration the passing traveler stays. 
“Decoration” means ‘beauty.’ “The passing traveler” means ‘the One.’ If one can 
find joy and beauty in the Way, then the One will come to stay. The One rejects 
fullness and resides in emptiness, arriving suddenly like a passing traveler.878 
The Way’s exiting the mouth is so bland and flavorless.879 
The Way, in entering and exiting the mouth, is bland. It is unlike the five flavors of 
sour, salty, sweat, bitter, and pungent. 
                                                
875 DZ ˤж: SBCK, J1-5, 7, 9-12, 15-18, 20, 21, and 27 read Ƃř. In HSG chapter 3 a similar 
substitution appears with DZ having Ƃж and SBCK having Ƃř. See Yamashiro, 789. 
876 Among the editions of the HSG recension, DZ alone has ʙ, instead of  ĕ or ē. Fu Yi has ʙ, 
while GD and MWD have ē. See Yamashiro, 790; Wagner, 323; MWD, 124. 
877 DZ and SBCK read ΰ˘; J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ΰʀ. The latter matches the 
previous line and the body-state parallel comment. Here Yamashiro errors and groups DZ and 
SBCK with the other editions. See Yamashiro, 790; Zheng, 229. 
878 DZ ƾν: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21, and 27 read ƾƾ. See Yamashiro, 790. 
879 It appears the HSG relies on a special version of the DDJ that has À instead of ϑ. WB seems 
to be corrupted by this and is why Wagner relies on Fu Yi as his base text here. This divergence 
from the other recensions allows the commentator to integrate this line with the next two lines on 
the senses. This may also indicate that the commentary corrupted the original. See Zheng, 230; 
WB 2.11a; MWD, 124. 
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Looking at it is not enough to see it. 
“Enough” means ‘are able.’ The Way is formless, for unlike the five colors of green, 
yellow, red, white, and black it cannot be seen. 
Listening to it is not enough to hear it. 
The Way is unlike the five notes of do, re, mi, sol, and la, as it cannot be heard.  
Yet use it and it is not consumed. 
“Consumed” means ‘exhausted.’ Thus, this states that if one uses the Way to regulate 
the state, then the state will be rich and the people prosperous. If one uses it to 
regulate the bodily-self, then one’s lifespan will be extended without end.  
 
Chapter 36-  
 
What shrinks something is indeed first expanding it. 
Those who first open and expand reach the extremes of extravagance and lust. 
What weakens something is indeed first strengthening it. 
Those who first strengthen and augment generate tragedy and disaster. 
What ruins something is indeed first enhancing it. 
Those who first enhance generate the danger of arrogance. 
What disturbs something is indeed first giving to it. 
Those who first give generate the extremes of greedy hearts and minds. 
These are called the subtly obvious. 
Of these four matters, the Way is subtle but its effects are obvious. 
The supple and weak overcome the brittle and strong. 
The supple and weak are long-lasting, while the brittle and strong are the first to fail. 
Fish cannot be extracted from their watery depths. 
“Fish extracted from their watery depths” means by actively removing the hard to 
gain the soft one cannot retain control.880 
 
                                                
880 DZ ϩµƯɔ: SBCK, J1-7, 9-18, 20, 21 and 27 read ˆµƯɔ. This line remains is 
somewhat obscure. This line remains is somewhat obscure, but I follow the latter to find a 
modicum of sense within it. Here wei refers to youwei, to the forced yang modal method of trying 
to get to the softness of water (yin mode). This is like using guns to give people life or explosives 
to build houses. Such active methods, even when seeking the proper goal, fail. One cannot force 
out the fish, which I here read as a metaphorically as yang mode, with more yang mode. This 
negative sense of the fish in water seems counterintuitive because of the positive imagery of fish 
swimming in the flow of the Way seen in ZZ, but accords with the Heshanggong’s sense of yang 
mode. 
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The advantageous tools of the state cannot be displayed to the 
people. 
“Advantageous tools” refer to ‘the power and the way.’ The power with which to 
regulate the nation cannot be revealed to ministers who handle governmental affairs. 
The way of regulating the body-self cannot be revealed to inappropriate people. 
 
Chapter 37-  
 
The Way is constantly non-acting, yet there is nothing it does not 
act upon. 
The Way takes non-action to act as the constant. 
If the nobles and kings can preserve it, then the myriad beings will 
spontaneously transform. 
This means that if the nobles and kings can preserve the Way, the myriad beings will 
be affected by them and spontaneously transform. 
If they are transformed but desire to act, then I will stabilize them 
with the undifferentiated nameless. 
“I” means ‘the body.’ “The undifferentiated nameless” means ‘the Way and its 
virtue.’881 Being affected by them, the myriad beings transform. Those who still 
desire to act with craftiness and insincerity, the king and nobles should use their 
bodies to steady and reassure them with the Way and its virtue.882 
With the undifferentiated nameless one will indeed not desire, not 
desire because of stillness, 
This indicates that when the king and nobles steady and reassure the people with the 
Way and its virtue, they will indeed lack desire. Therefore, one must use the clear 
and still to guide and transform them.883 
And the empire will spontaneously become stable. 
For those that can be like this, the empire will spontaneously become ordered and 
stable. 
 
 
                                                
881 DZ, SBCK, J1-6, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, and 27 read ж; J7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16 read жƶ. The 
latter matches the last line of the comment that all editions preserve. See Yamashiro, 794. 
882 DZ, J13, 14, 16, 17, and 20 read ̀; SBCK, J1-7, 9-12, 15, 18, 21, and 27 read ̀К. See 
Yamashiro, 794. 
883 DZ, SBCK, J1-7, 9-12, 15, 18, and 27 read ʩ҃; Qiang, Gu, J11, 13, 14, 17, 20, and 21 read 
ʩʣ. Wang and Lau both keep ʩ҃. See Yamashiro, 794; Zheng, 237; Lau, 90; Wang, 144. 
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Chapter 38-  
 
Those of superior virtue were not virtuous; 
“Those of superior virtue” refers to the nameless rulers of great antiquity. Their 
virtue was great without superior, and thus they are called “those of superior virtue.” 
“Not virtuous” means they did not use virtue to instruct the people. Instead, they 
only accorded with naturalness and nourished human nature and life. Their virtue 
was not seen, and thus they are called “not virtuous.”  
Therefore, they had virtue. 
This indicates their virtue united with Heaven and Earth, harmonious qi moved and 
flowed, and the people obtained completion.   
Those of inferior virtue did not lose virtue; 
“Those of inferior virtue” refers to the rulers given posthumous titles. Their virtue 
did not reach the level of superior virtue, and thus they are called “those of inferior 
virtue.” “Not lose virtue” means that their virtue could be seen, and their deeds were 
praised. 
Therefore, they lacked virtue. 
This is because they attained fame. 
Those of superior virtue are non-acting, 
This indicates they emulate the Way’s calm and stillness, not changing or forcing 
anything. 
And have no ulterior motives for acting. 
This indicates they do not act to gain fame or titles.  
Those of inferior virtue take actions, 
This indicates they enact dictates and decrees, and engage in governmental affairs. 
But have ulterior motives for acting. 
This indicates they act to gain fame and titles. 
Those of superior benevolence take action, 
“Those of superior benevolence” refers to the rulers who act with benevolence. Their 
benevolence is without superior, and thus they called “those of superior 
benevolence.” “Take action” means they act with benevolence and compassion. 
And have no ulterior motives for acting. 
They do their deeds, and establish affairs, but do not proclaim their actions. 
Those of superior righteousness take action, 
This means that they use righteousness to eradicate harms.  
But have ulterior motives for acting. 
They act for themselves. They kill others to gain majesty, and tax their subjects to 
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give to themselves.884 
Those of superior ritual take action, 
This refers to the ruler of superior ritual.885 Their rituals are without superior, and 
thus they are called “those of superior ritual.” “Take action” means to enact rituals as 
controlling standards, and create order with the majesty of the rites. 
But none respond. 
This indicates that when ritual’s floweriness flourishes, the fruit withers. Its artificial 
ornaments are excessively various.886 Because it is active, it separates from the Way. 
As such, there are none who respond to it. 
So he reaches out his arms to seize them. 
This indicates that because this excessive variety does not gain a response, the 
superiors and subordinates bitterly struggle.887 Therefore, [the ruler] reaches out his 
arms to seize and guide them. 
Therefore after the Way is lost, then there is virtue. 
This indicates that when the Way declines, then virtue and transformations are born. 
After virtue is lost, then there is benevolence. 
This indicates that when virtue declines, then benevolence and care are displayed. 
After benevolence is lost, then there is righteousness. 
This indicates that when benevolence declines, then divisions and righteousness are 
highlighted.888 
After righteousness is lost, then there is ritual. 
This indicates that when righteousness declines, then ritual is enacted and those who 
work with jade and silk are employed. 
 
                                                
884 DZ reads Ȇ; SBCK, J1-3, 6, 10, 11, 14, 19-21 read ɺ; DH III and J12 read ˌ. See Zheng, 
242; Yamashiro, 797.   
885 This comment lacks the expected ̫ϩ and instead just has ϩ. It may be that the other 
comments on ƶ, ƶ, and ,  should also have this form, which then would not strangely 
duplicate the defining phrase and finish like this line’s ȅϑ̫. It may also be that this one line 
lost its opening compound at an early point, but no edition confirms this supposition. See 
Yamashiro, 797. 
886 DZ ̍: other editions have variations of Ҙ.  SBCK reads җ; Gu and Qiang read Ҙ; DH III, 
J1-4, 6, 8-14, 16, 17-21 read  (Җ+΢). DZ is a corruption arising from ή̍ at the beginning of 
this line. See Yamashiro, 797; Zheng, 243. 
887 DZ ǅˑ: SBCK, J1-4, 6, 8-14, 16, 17-21 read ƿˑ; DH III reads ǃˑ. See Yamashiro, 797. 
888 DZ, J1-4, 8-10, 12-14, 16, 17-19, 21 read ʹȣ; SBCK, DH III, and J11 have the more 
awkward and likely older ʹȣ. This later expression originates from Xunzi’s “Jiangguo” 
chapter, where the clarity of divisions and righteousness parallel and build on the refinement of 
ritual and music.  Here HSG inverts Xunzi’s point to illuminate this chapter. See Yamashiro, 798; 
XZ 16/75/13. 
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Now ritual scants loyalty and faithfulness, 
This indicates that because ritual discards the root and regulates the branches, loyalty 
and faithfulness daily decline and become scant. 
And is the head of disruption.  
Because ritual slights substance and values ornament, the upright and straight daily 
lessen and the deviant and disruptive daily increase.  
Prior knowledge is the flowery aspect of the Way, 
When one does not know but claims knowledge, it is called “prior knowledge.”  
These people lose the fruit of the Way, and only gain the flowers of the way.889   
And is the beginning of ignorance. 
This indicates that the people with prior knowledge are the beginning of ignorance 
and darkness. 
Thus the great man manages the abundant, 
“The great man” refers to the ruler who has obtained the Way. “Manages the 
abundant” refers to managing one’s bodily-self with the simple and undifferentiated. 
But does not manage the scant. 
He does not manage his bodily-self with a backward way that would lead the world 
to become fragmented and chaotic.890 
He manages the fruit,  
He manages with loyalty and faithfulness. 
But does not manage the flowers. 
He does not value speech.891 
Therefore he discards that and gains this. 
He discards that: the flowery and scant. He gains this: the fruitful and abundant. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
889 The fruit is substantial reality while the flowers are ephemeral phenomena.  
890 These two lines contrast the approaches of hou ² and bo η. HSG adroitly connects this DDJ 
passage to his opposition of these two terms in chapter 1, where hou is paired with the 
harmonious qi of desirelessness and the sage, while bo is connected to desire and chaos. This also 
confirms the commentary values the quantity of yang qi one possesses and not just having 
qualitatively yang body. 
891 DZ Ŝϑ: Qiang reads ήϑ; Gu reads Ŝϑή. The second of these matches an 
expression in chapter 19 (though that is also an uncertain passage). The DZ Ŝϑ accords 
with the standard four character block and the previous line. Either way, the message does imply 
the idea of “flowery speech,” though with a slightly different emphasis. See Yamashiro, 799; 
Zheng, 247. 
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Chapter 39-  
 
Concerning those of the past to attain the One: 
“Past” (xi) means ‘past’ (wang). The One is original qi—the child of the Way.892   
Heaven attained the One and became clear. Earth attained the One 
and became stable. 
This indicates that because Heaven attained the One, it could suspend the celestial 
bodies and be clear and bright; because the Earth attained the One, it could be calm, 
still, and remain unshaken. 
Spirits attained the One and became divinely powerful. 
This means that because the spirits attained the One, they could change, transform, 
and be formless.893 
Gorges attained the One and became full. 
This indicates that because the gorges attained the One, they could be full and never 
run dry.894 
 
                                                
892 DZ, SBCK, J19, 21 read ˈˆжī; Qiang and Gu read ˈˆжī; Chen, J1-
4, 6, 10, and 11 read ˈжī; J13 and 14 read Ȝжī; J9 and 16-18 read 
cжī; J7 reads %жī; J6 reads cʂжī; J20 reads cʂж
ī; DH III reads cʂˆжī. This dizzying array of variations poses a difficult challenge. 
Most intriguing is the DH III edition as its identification of the One with cʂ accords with 
Chapter 10 where HSG glosses  as something generated by the Way (i.e. its child) and ĕÞ
͏ʂ, and then proceeds to cite this Ư sequence from this chapter to elucidate this point. The 
other editions present other plausible options. DZ, SBCK, and the handful of Japanese editions 
that have ˈˆжī. All in all,  could be glossed as c, cʂ, Ȝ, Ȝˆ, ˈ,or ˈˆ. See 
Yamashiro, 799; Zheng, 247. 
If we consider that DH III has the character cluster cʂˆ, we can construct two logical 
progressions of scribal error from this earliest likely version to the other variants. One possibility 
is the original was cˆжī. Here c does not gloss  but is the compound c that 
appears in Chapter 81 in the phrase ĸc. (For more on the term c see the note on its 
Chapter 81 appearance.) The c was mistaken for Ȝ by a scribe at some point since Ȝˆ is such 
a common term in the text. On the other hand, another scribe might have added ʂ because cʂ 
had become a popular compound. The other variants then came from these two versions. The 
second possibility is the original accorded with DH III, but ʂ dropped out for some reason and 
then the other variations developed. There are also many other plausible scenarios for the variety. 
I keep the DH III because of its age, Chapter 10, and the relationship of  and ʂ throughout the 
text.    
893 DZ alone mistakes reads ˈˆ for ˈƦ. See Yamashiro, 800. 
894 DZ alone has ɓ̀ instead of ͟. In this context the meaning remains the same. See 
Yamashiro, 800. 
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The myriad beings attained the One and came to life.  
This indicates that the myriad beings all rely on the Way for their birth and 
development.  
Nobles and kings attained the One and brought order to the 
empire.895 
This indicates that because the nobles and kings attained the One, they could make 
the world orderly and peaceful. 
These are to inform them: 
“Inform” means ‘warn.’ This refers to the following six instances.896 
If Heaven lacked what gives it clarity, it would soon rip apart. 
This indicates that Heaven must have the alternating functions of yin and yang, loose 
and taught, and day and night. It cannot only wish to be unendingly clear and bright, 
for it would soon split and rip apart, and no longer be Heaven.897  
If Earth lacked what gives stability, it would soon burst. 
This indicates that Earth must have high and low, hard and soft, the twenty-four 
seasonal qi, and the five phases. It cannot only wish to be unendingly peaceful and 
still, for it would soon burst and drain away, and no longer be Earth.898 
If spirits lacked what gives them divine power, they would soon 
wither away. 
This indicates that spirits must have [the dynamic relationship] of the king, the 
minister, the prisoner, the dead, and the fallow.899 They cannot only wish to have 
                                                
895 DZ, SBCK, DH III, J1-4, 8, 9, 12, 15-18, 23 read ɰ; WB, J6, 7, 10, 11,13, 14, 19-21, and 26 
read Ђ. Both MWD texts have ɰ, and I follow this as it accords with the commentary. For a 
detailed discussion of this problem see Zheng, 249-250. Also see Yamashiro, 800; MWD, 101. 
896 SBCK and a few Japanese editions have ϩq . This fits the following number of topics. 
See Yamashiro, 800. 
897 DZ Ĺ҃: SBCK reads ʩȣ. See Zheng, 251. 
898 SBCK adds ŕ to the commentary of this line and the one on Heaven. This parallels the text 
and the following commentaries. 
899 DZ ɵì: SBCK, DH III, J1-4, 6-19, and 21 read  ìɵ. This strange passage depicts a version 
of the five phases theory where these different human relationships convey the connections of the 
phases to one another. We find this partially in HFZ and clearly in BHT. We also see references 
to these terms used to describe different allotments of qi in parts of the TPJ. LH has these terms 
grouped with the o© by adding two extra states: Μ˦ҷѿ̓ҷŻ·ҷѸʌҷüɵҷhìҷ
Ɩҷû:. Since HSG gives us six variations instead of five or eight, the roles of these terms 
remain slightly obscure. We would take the last two characters :Ɩ as a compound for : as 
seen in BHT, or we could take this as a middle version between the eight or five groups with six 
terms. HSG relates this idea of dynamic relations and transformations of powers to spirit. Exactly 
how he means this is obscure, especially if we have six forms of spirit. If it were the five I might 
guess he refers to the spirits of the world, since the five phases connect to the order of earth. For 
example, in chapter 4 of the TPJ these are associated with five phases as aspects of Earth. That 
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unending divine power, for they would soon become empty and withered, and no 
longer be spirits.900 
If gorges lacked what gives them fullness, they would soon run dry. 
This indicates that gorges must have both plenitude and depletion, emptiness and 
fullness. They cannot only wish for unending fullness, for they would run dry and no 
longer be gorges.   
If the myriad beings lacked what gives them life, they would soon 
be extinguished. 
This indicates that the myriad beings must live and die according to their time. They 
cannot only wish for unending life, for then they would be extinguished and 
eradicated and no longer be beings. 
If nobles and kings lacked nobility and superiority, they would 
soon be toppled. 
This indicates that the nobles and kings must humble themselves before their 
subordinates to diligently seek worthy men. They cannot only wish to be noble and 
superior to others, for then they would be toppled and lose their position.  
Thus the noble must take lowliness as their root. 
This indicates that those who indeed want to be honorable and noble must take 
poverty and lowliness as their root.901 In this way, Yu and Houji bent down to farm, 
Shun and his minister Aotao stayed by the banks of the Yellow and Bin rivers, and 
Zhou Gong lived under a thatch roof. 
The superior must take the subordinate as their foundation. 
This indicates that those who indeed want to be honorable and noble must take their 
subordinates as their foundation and root. This is like when packing earth in an effort 
to construct walls the attained height relies on the lowly. If the lowly is not hard and 
firm, then there will be a danger of collapse. 
Therefore the nobles and kings call themselves “orphans,” 
“widowers” and “hubless.” 
“Orphans and widowers” are a metaphor for their solitary nature. “Hubless” is a  
                                                
passage has ùΓȺ#σA, v˦, ̓, :, ì, Ɩ as the cycles. The other option is connecting 
this to the five spirits of the organs, though structurally this interpretation would break the 
chapter’s progression from Heaven to Man. Still, XE commentary on chapter 4 supports this 
bodily interpretation, as it uses theses terms to explain imbalances in the organs caused by 
emotion. See Yamashiro, 801; HNZ 4/36/17-18; BHT 9/25/3-8XE, 7; YJS 7/23/27; LH 3/8/19, 
43/201/13; HS 99a.4053; TPJ 4.14/89/12, 7.32/208/18. 
900 DZ ҂ɬ: SBCK, DH III, J1-4, 6-21, and 26 read ξɬ. Yamashiro mistakenly records DZ as 
ξɬ. See Yamashiro, 801; Zheng, 252. 
901 DZ ЇЇ: SBCK, DH III, J1-4, 6-21 and 26 read ŗЇ. See Yamashiro, 802. 
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metaphor of their incapacity, just as the hub of a wheel on which all the spokes 
gather [does nothing].902 
This is taking lowliness as the root. 
This means that nobles and kings can call themselves “orphans” and “widowers.” 
The text say “taking lowliness as the root” to explain it to people. 
Is it not? 
A rhetorical interjection. 
Thus with a thorough counting of the parts of a carriage there will 
be no carriage left, 
“Thorough” means ‘undertake.’ This indicates that in undertaking the enumeration of 
carriage parts one finds spokes, wheels, hubs, the yoke,903 and the thill. It is because 
none of these are called a carriage that they can become a carriage. This is a 
metaphor for nobles and kings: because they do not name themselves with honorary 
titles, then they can become perfectly noble.904  
And do not wish to be dazzling like jade, or simple like stone. 
“Dazzling” is a metaphor for rarity, and “simple” is a metaphor for commonness. 
Because jade is rare it is seen as noble, and because stone is common it is seen as 
lowly. This passage indicates that one should not wish to be seen by others as noble 
like jade, or seen by others as lowly like stone, but should reside in between these 
two extremes. 
 
Chapter 40-  
 
Return is the motion of the Way.  
“Return” means ‘the root.’ The root is that from which the Way moves, and by this 
movement it generates the myriad beings. Those who go against it die. 
 
 
                                                
902 DZ, WB, J7, and 17 read ̵; MWD A, MWD B have the comparable [̵-ɸ]; SBCK, DH III, 
J-4, 6, 8-14, 16, 18-21, 23 and 26 read Р. While the DZ version appears to be more original and 
logical (the ruler is without grain and so is poor and not oppressive), SBCK and DH III likely 
represent the correct version of the HSG recension. That version matches the commentary, which 
may have come from a misreading, his interpreting this line in light of Ch. 11, or the influence of 
the last section of this chapter. See Yamashiro, 803; WB 3.5a; MWD, 102. 
903 DZ alone omits ˆυ. See Yamashiro, 804. 
904 This awkward comparison aims to show the impossibility of consolidated fragments equaling 
the whole. Put another way, combining the divided yin substances cannot lead to the wholeness 
of yang substance. True morality (yang substance of virtue) does not come from a collection of 
“moral” acts (yin substance); true nobility (yang substance) comes not from increasing one’s 
honorary titles (yin substance), but from being humble and hidden (a yin mode).  
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Weakness is the function of the Way. 
Softness and weakness are Way’s constant functions. It is because of this that it can 
be long-lasting and enduring. 
The myriad beings of the world are born from the manifest. 
The myriad beings are all born from Heaven and Earth. Heaven and Earth have form 
and position and thus it indicates they are “born from the manifest.”905 
The manifest is born from the unmanifest. 
Heaven, Earth, illumined spirits, flying bugs, and writhing worms are all born from 
the Way.906 The Way is formless and thus it indicates that they are “born from the 
unmanifest.” 
 This [chapter] indicates that the roots surpass the flowers, the weak surpass the 
strong, and the humble surpass the arrogant. 
 
Chapter 41- 
 
The superior person hears of the Way and they diligently practice 
it. 
The superior person hears of the Way and practices it with bitter diligence and 
exhaustive effort. 
The mediocre person hears of the Way and they sometimes hold it, 
sometimes lose it. 
When the mediocre person hears of the Way, they regulate their body to extend their 
existence, and regulate the state to manifest Great Peace. Joyfully they hold to it, but 
upon seeing wealth, beauty, honor, and fame they regress. Confused by emotions and 
desires they lose it once again. 
The inferior person hears of the Way and laughs out loud. 
Because the inferior person is covetous, spiteful, and full of desire, when they see 
that the Way is soft and pliant they call it frightful; when they see the Way is simple 
and unadorned they call it contemptible. This is why they laugh at it. 
If they did not laugh, it would not be worthy of being the Way. 
If it was not laughed at by the inferior person, it would not be worthy of the term 
“the Way.”907  
 
                                                
905 This seems a good section to argue for “manifest” as a translation of you Ⱥ. 
906 πҕς is a common expression in Buddhist texts. This may hint at a later date for HSG. 
Yet, its appearances in BHT, GGZ, Nanjing, and XY provide a counter argument. See BHT 
6/17/5; GGZ 7/6/22; Nanjing 12.2/24/23; XY 1/1/15. 
907 DZ alone has Ēˆ instead of Ìˆ. See Yamashiro, 806. 
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Therefore among the foundational sayings are these: 
“Foundational” means ‘established.’ Established sayings depict the possession of the 
Way, as in the following sentences. 
The illuminated Way seems obscured. 
The people of the illumined Way seem to be darkened, obscured, and 
unnoticeable.908  
The advancing Way seems to retreat. 
Those who advance and obtain the Way seem to retreat and not reach it.  
The even Way seems categorized. 
“Even” means ‘equal.’ The person of the Great Way does not make their own 
distinctions yet seems [to manifest] many contrastive qualities. 
Highest virtue seems abysmal. 
The person of highest virtue seems like a deep abyss that is not ashamed of filth and 
turbidity. 
Great white seems defiled. 
The person of greatest pure white seems as though they are sullied and defiled, not 
making themselves prominent. 
Vast virtue seems lacking. 
The person whose virtue has vast and great effects seems ignorant, stubborn, and 
lacking. 
Established virtue seems removed.909 
The person established in the Way and its virtue seems removed, led away, and made 
empty. 
Simple Truth seems muddied. 
The person of unadorned simple substance seems like the five colors muddied to a 
pale unilluminated hue. 
Great squares have no corners. 
The person of great uprightness (square and level) has no sense of deference to ritual 
decorum (bent corners).910 
                                                
908 DZ and the Gu edition add ̙ to the end of this sentence. See Zheng, 266. 
909 DZ, SBCK, J12 read \: DH II, J1-4, 6-11, 13-21, 26 read Ǹ. I follow Zheng Chenghai in 
choosing the latter because it accords with the commentary. See Zheng, 268. 
910 This line parallels a description of the zhenren in the “Jingshen” chapter of the Huainanzi. 
That line, :ǍȘˈĥȴѰ, in the new translation reads as “They rest in the realm of the 
Unfettered.” While such a reading might make sense in the context of that text, Heshanggong 
plays with similar language to make a different point. He relies on the imagery and the semantic 
ambiguity in dealing with the Daodejing ēȗˈѰ to use this phrase that seems to look at the 
paradox of shape when one transcends opposites to instead Make a social statement. He unpacks 
the line as ēȗɰ*, ˈĥȴƕѰ. This means the person of great uprightness does not bend 
himself to ritual decorum (one of the meaning of ƕѰ beyond its basic sense of “corner”). It 
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Great vessels are slow to completion. 
The person of great capacity is like the Nine Tripod Cauldrons911 or hulian 
ceremonial vessels,912 and so cannot be rushed to completion. 
Great tones rarely sound.  
The great tone is like thunder that waits for the proper time and then moves.913 This 
is a metaphor for how one should always cherish qi (breath) and rarely speak. 
Great images lack form. 
The person of the great model image is unadulterated simple substance without form 
or expression.914 
The Way is hidden and nameless. 
The Way is submerged and hidden, and so people are unable to identify and name it. 
Now only the Way excels at providing and completing. 
“Completing” means ‘perfecting.’ This indicates the Way excels at providing and 
endowing people with essential qi, and then completing and perfecting them. 
 
Chapter 42-  
 
The Way generated the One. 
In the beginning, what the Way generated was the One. 
The One generated the two. 
The One generated yin and yang. 
The two generated the three. 
Yin and yang generated the clear, the turbid and the harmonious—three types of 
qi.915 They divided into Heaven, Earth, and humanity. 
                                                
almost may be that Heshanggong bends this expression from the Huainanzi to fit the context of 
the Daodejing line. If true, he exhibits surprising literary complexity by reformulating both the 
DDJ and HNZ lines to fit his purpose without ignoring the meanings of individual words. See 
Major et al., Huainanzi, 250; HNZ 7/57/25. 
911 The Nine Tripod Cauldrons were purported to have been made by Yu the Great with tribute 
metal presented by the governors of the Nine Provinces. They were symbols of unified state 
power.  
912 The hulian ˮ˱ ceremonial vessel was one of the many ritual vessels of the Zhou dynasty. 
Here it references a passage in the Analects of Confucius were Confucius praises his disciple 
Zigong as being like the hulian. LY 5.4/9/11-12. 
913 DZ ˠѾ: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-11, and 13-21 read ˞Ѿ. See Yamashiro, 808. 
914 DZ alone lacks ň at the end of the sentence. See Yamashiro, 808. 
915 DZ, J19, and 21 read Þʂʩʽ; SBCK reads Þʂʽ; DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-18, and 20 read 
Þʩʽ. I reject Zheng’s choice of the DZ version, instead following DH II and the majority of 
Japanese editions. This reading loses the key term Þʂ, but that term is still implied in the 
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The three generated the myriad beings. 
Heaven, Earth, and humanity together generated the myriad beings. Heaven put them 
in motion, Earth transformed them, and humanity raised and nourished them.916 
The myriad beings carry yin to embrace yang, 
Among the myriad beings there are none that do not rely on yin to head toward yang; 
therefore, revert one’s heart and mind as the hidden moon aligns with the sun.917 
And the surging qi comes from harmony. 
The myriad beings all possess original qi within, something gained from harmony 
and softness.918 For example: within the torso exist organs, within the bones exists 
marrow, and within grass and trees exist hollows, all of which are permeated by the 
qi that leads to long-lasting life.919 
To be an orphan, widower, and hubless is what people hate the 
most, but kings and dukes takes these as their titles. 
“Orphan, widower, and hubless” are names of the misfortunate. Yet, the kings and 
dukes use them as their titles to embody humility and self-deprecation in emulation 
of the empty, void, harmonious, and soft. 
Thus things are often augmented by their diminishment, 
If one draws it in, then it will be lost; however, if one repels it, then it surely will 
return. 
And often diminished by their augmentation.    
Now those who elevate their high status bring about collapse. Those greedy for 
wealth bring about misery.  
Because of what others teach. 
This refers to what the masses teach: reject weakness for strength, and reject softness 
for hardness. 
 
                                                
sentence. I also reorder this phrase to clarify the parallel with the following set of three terms. See 
Zheng, 271; Yamashiro, 809.  
916 This is a clear explication of the co-creator concept. 
917 The usage of the term jiuri ŝȞ (align with the sun) in the Lingxianҹ҂ǡҺby Zhang Heng 
ơυ (78-139 CE), a text preserved in  Tang dynasty’s Li Chunfeng Ɉʧғ edited collection Yisi 
zhan ź§, reveals this phrase as the moon aligning with the sun during the new moon. This 
means through the yin mode of becoming hidden one can attain the yang substance represented 
by the sun. I agree with Zheng and follow the Chen edition, J2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, that 
have ĞŝȞ instead J1, 3, 4, 7, and 10 ģŝȞ (which seems a corruption of the first), or DZ, 
SBCK, DH II ͻŝȞ. See Zheng, 272; Yamashiro, 809; Wang, 171; Li Chunfeng 李淳風, “Yisi 
zhan” 乙巳占, in 叢書集成出編, vol. 711 (Shanghai 上海: Shangwu yinshuguan 商務印書館, 
1935), 3. 
918 HSG once again glosses ʍ “surging” as  “within.” See chapter 4. 
919 DZ alone has ΖÞʂʷв instead of Ζʂв and ќ˲ instead of ˲. See Yamashiro, 809. 
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I still have something to teach them. 
This indicates I teach the masses to reject strength for weakness, and reject hardness 
for softness.920 
Because the strong and violent do not gain their [allotted] death, 
“The strong and violent” do not believe in the profound and sublime. They all rebel 
against the Way and virtue, and do not [even] follow the classics or the teachings.921 
Instead, they esteem strategic advantage and rely on brute force. “Not gaining their 
[allotted] death” means their Heavenly mandated lifespan is cut short either from 
being attacked by soldiers’ blades, or being executed under the King’s law.922 Thus, 
they do not die after a long and full life. 
I take them as the fathers of my teachings. 
“Fathers” means ‘origin.’ Laozi takes the forceful and violent people as the origin of 
his teachings and admonitions. 
 
Chapter 43-  
 
Because the softest thing in the world rides roughshod over the 
toughest things in the world, 
“The softest thing” means ‘water.’ “The toughest things” mean ‘metal and stone.’923  
Water pierces the tough and enters into the hard, for there is nothing it does not 
penetrate. 
And that without manifestation can enter where there are no 
openings, 
“Without manifestation” refers to ‘the Way.’ The Way is without form or substance 
and thus can enter and exit where there are no openings, penetrating and nourishing 
all life.924 
                                                
920 Only DZ has Ǥ̕ and not ǤȈ̕. See Yamashiro, 810. 
921 Here ͡Ȉ is a condensed version of the compound ͡τȄȈ found in chapter 1 that 
describes the normal namable way of scholars. In this context it is stands below the true Way, but 
is still superior to brutishness.  
922 DZ : SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21, and 26 read 9. See Yamashiro, 811. 
923 DZ : SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21, and 26 read Ă. See Yamashiro, 812. 
924 kˈѠ is also used in HNZ “Jingshen” chapter to describe one quality or ability of the  
Perfected (zhenren). This term does not mean “Dimensionless” as translated by those translators, 
but means no opening or space. The Way or the Perfected penetrate all things, including those 
without the slightest openings, because they are dimensionless, being without form or substance. I 
follow this reading in selecting DH II вҙͳ˲ over DZ вȘ̥ȣʿȘͳ˲ and SBCK в̥ͳ
˲ This choice also relies on continuity with both the preceding and following lines of 
commentary. The penetrating softness of water, also earlier associated with nourishment, stands 
as the metaphor for the Way. Its penetrating power, the power of non-action, moves all life and 
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I therefore know the benefits of non-action. 
I see how the Way’s non-action naturally transforms and completes the myriad 
beings, and therefore I know that non-action benefits humanity. 
The teachings of not speaking, 
Emulate the Way by not speaking; teach by the example of one’s body.925 
The benefits of non-action, 
Emulate the Way with non-action: in regulating the body it benefits the essential 
spirits, and in regulating the state it benefits people who do not become overworked 
or distressed. 
The empire rarely attains these. 
“The empire” means ‘the people’s ruler.’ Rarely can he attain the level where he 
regulates his body and regulates his state through the non-action of the Way.926 
 
Chapter 44-  
 
Fame or the bodily-self, which is dearer? 
When fame follows, one’s bodily-self will be diminished.  
The bodily-self or possessions, which counts more? 
When one has much wealth, one’s bodily-self will be harmed. 
Gain or loss, which has more suffering? 
When one loves gain and profit, one will suffer from one’s actions.927 
Excessive love will indeed lead to great waste. 
Those who excessively love beauty (and sex) waste their essence and spirits. Those 
who excessively love wealth will encounter tragedy and disaster. What one loves is 
minor, but what one loses is major. Thus this indicates “great waste.” 
Hiding much will indeed lead to heavy loss. 
In life one hides much in one’s treasury, in death one hides much in one’s tomb. In 
life there is the worry of being attacked and pillaged, and in death there is the distress 
of grave desecration and robbing. 
Therefore by knowing contentment there will be no disgrace; 
People who know contentment abandon profit and reject desire, and their bodily-self 
is not disgraced. 
                                                
thus is the model of human endeavor devoted to promoting the life of the people and the self. See 
HNZ 7/58/1; Major et al., The Huainanzi, 250;  Zheng, 278; Yamashiro, 812. 
925 This line parallels comments related to the concept of not speaking ϑ from Chapter 2 and 
34 where it says 3КȈř and 3КȈř respectively. 
926 SBCK and DH II lack the repetitive DZ ˈˆʒ. See Yamashiro, 813.    
927 DZ ĝȘ: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 read ĝƯ. See Yamashiro, 814. 
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By knowing when to stop there will be no danger; 
If one knows of the capacity to stop, one will stop. Then wealth and profit will not 
exhaust the bodily-self, and sound and color will not confuse the eyes and ears.928 
Till the end of one’s days one’s bodily-self will not be endangered. 
And so one can be long-lasting and enduring. 
If people can know to stop and to be content, then good fortune and salary will be 
theirs. In regulating the bodily-self their spirits will not be exhausted, and in 
regulating the state the people will not be disturbed. Therefore, one can be long-
lasting and enduring. 
 
Chapter 45- 
 
Because great perfection seems lacking, 
“Great perfection” refers to the ruler who has greatly perfected the Way and 
virtue.929 “Seems lacking” means that he extinguishes fame and hides praise, as 
though wasted, lacking, and incomplete.  
In application it does not deteriorate.  
He applies his heart and mind like this and so never completely deteriorates. 
Because great fullness seems empty, 
[“Great fullness”] refers to the ruler who is greatly filled by the Way and virtue.930  
“Seems empty” refers to being noble but not daring arrogance, and being wealthy but 
not daring extravagance. 
In application it does not have limits. 
He applies his heart and mind like this and so never exhausts his limits. 
Great straightness seems bent. 
“Great straightness” means that in cultivating the Way and modeling the standards 
one is proper and straight like the character  (One).931 “Seems bent” means that 
one does not conflict with the common people, but seems to bend and submit to 
them.932 
 
 
                                                
928 Only DZ adds  at the beginning of this phrase and Ʒ at the end. The later is likely a result 
of forcing a parallel with the next line ending in ͽ̑, but К is clearly the key of the previous 
lines about the danger of wealth and profit. See Yamashiro, 814. 
929 Only DH II starts this line with ēǣͺ, but it fits structurally. See Yamashiro, 815. 
930 No versions attest to placing ē̋ before ϩ, but this matches every other parallel line. It is 
possible, though, that this parallels the first line that lacks a direct gloss in every edition but DH II. 
931 Here HSG combines the perfection of the straight line and the ideal of the One. 
932 DZ alone mistakenly has ĞC instead of ĞÃ. See Yamashiro, 816.   
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Great cleverness seems stupid. 
“Great cleverness” refers to possessing many talents and techniques. “Seems stupid” 
means simply that one does not dare reveal one’s abilities. 
Great argumentation seems like stuttering.  
“Great argumentation” means knowledge without doubt. “Seems like stuttering” 
means one’s mouth has nothing to say.  
When agitation triumphs, there is cold.  
“Triumph” means ‘extreme.’ In spring and summer the yang qi is agitated; it rushes 
upward, and the myriad beings flourish.933 When it reaches its extreme then [the qi] 
gets colder, and when it is cold things shrivel and die.934 This indicates that people 
should be neither hard nor agitated  
When stillness triumphs, there is heat.   
In fall and winter, the myriad beings lie still beneath the Yellow Springs. When [the 
qi] reaches its extreme it gets hotter, and this heat is the source of life. 
Clarity and stillness lead to an upright empire. 
Through clarity and stillness one can be the leader of the empire. Maintain 
uprightness, and then [the empire] will never reach its end. 
 
Chapter 46-  
 
When the empire has the Way, 
This refers to when the ruler possesses the Way. 
Then fleet-footed horses are used for their manure. 
“Manure” means ‘to fertilize the fields.’ In regulating the state,935 when weapons and 
armor are not used, then the fleet-footed horses are used to fertilize farmers’ fields.936 
In regulating the bodily-self, use the yang essence to fertilize the bodily-self.937 
When the empire lacks the Way, 
This refers to when the ruler lacks the Way. 
War-horses are raised outside the cities. 
When battles and attacks continue unending, war-horses are raised around the 
outside of cities and do not return [to the fields] for a longtime. 
 
 
                                                
933 DZ: ΰ˘̍ēɠŋ: Gu reads ΰ˘̍ɠŋ. See Zheng, 287. 
934 DZ ѽαȋ%: SBCK ѽαɵ%. See Zheng, 287. 
935 DH II adds this ʒóͺ. See Yamashiro, 818. 
936 DZ ʒШ˶: DH II ͐Ш˶. See Yamashiro, 818. 
937 Is this related to dantian? 
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There is no greater crime than the ability to desire. 
This means to love sensuality (sex) and licentiousness.938 
There is no greater calamity than not knowing contentment. 
This means that the wealthy and noble do not know how to restrain or limit 
themselves. 
There is not greater calamity than desiring gain. 
This is the desire to gain people and things for profit and greed. 
Thus the contentment of knowing contentment,  
This is preserving the true root; 
Is constant contentment. 
This is the desireless mind. 
 
Chapter 47-  
 
He does not step outside his door to know the empire. 
The Sage does not step outside his door to know the empire because he uses his own 
bodily-self to know the bodily-selves of others, and uses his own family to know the 
families of others. In this way he can observe the empire. 
He does not look out the window to know the Way of Heaven. 
The Way of Heaven and the way of humanity are the same. Heaven and humanity 
connect to each other; their essential qi mutually interpenetrates. When the ruler is 
clear and still, then Heaven’s qi is spontaneously proper. When the ruler is greatly 
desirous, then Heaven’s qi is disturbed and murky.939 This means that fortune and 
misfortune, benefit, and harm all come from oneself.940 
The farther one goes, the less one knows. 
This refers to leaving one’s family to observe others’ families, and leaving off one’s 
own body-self to observe others’ body-selves. What one observes is ever more 
distant, but what one sees is ever less. 
Therefore the Sage does not travel, yet knows. 
The Sage does not ascend to Heaven or enter the watery depths to be able to know 
the empire. He uses his mind to know it. 
 
 
                                                
938 DZ ĝΞʤɪ: DH II read ĝΞʤ; J1-4, 6-14, 16-19, and 21 read ĝΞʤ. See Yamashiro, 
818. 
939 Related to weather, or lack of disturbances in the stars, and floods, famine, and the like. 
940 DZ ϑ: SBCK has Ê. 
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Does not see, yet understands.941 
If the superior loves the Way, then the subordinates love virtue; if the superior loves 
the martial, then the subordinates love brute force.942 The Sage uses small beginnings 
to know the large, observes the internal to know the external. 
Does not act, yet accomplishes. 
If the superior loves non-action, then the subordinates are free from affairs and 
properly provide for their families. The people are content and the myriad beings  
transform of themselves. 
 
Chapter 48-  
 
Engaging in study they increase daily. 
“Study” refers to the study of governmental dictates, rituals, and music.943 “Increase 
daily” means emotions, desires, and patterned ornaments increase daily. 
Engaging the Way they decrease daily. 
“Way” refers to the Way of naturalness. “Decrease daily” means emotions, desires, 
and patterned ornaments diminish and decrease daily. 
Decrease them and again decrease them,944 
Decrease emotion and desire and again decrease them so they will gradually 
disappear.945 
Until one reaches non-action. 
One should be silent and mild like an infant, lacking any creative action. 
Engage in non-action and nothing will be left undone. 
When emotion and desire are cut off, virtue will harmonize with the Way. Then there 
will be nothing that will not be enacted, nothing that will not be done. 
To gain the empire always use non-engagement, 
“Gain” means ‘regulate.’ In regulating the empire one always should use non-
engagement, never causing overwork or distress.946 
 
 
                                                
941 I take Ì as ȣ. 
942 Does this refer to mystical fighting without fighting vs. brute force in HNZ? See Zuozhuan 
B7.12.2/175/21 on ɲ meaning stopping Ȱ (violence brutalization) and pacifying the people. 
943 DZ alone has ϩ instead of ĵϩ that parallels the next line жϩ. See Yamashiro, 820. 
944 DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16, 17, 20, and 26 add  at the end of this line. See Yamashiro, 820. 
945 DZ ǹǹǑɪ: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21, and 26 reads ǹǑɪ. See Yamashiro, 
820. 
946 DZ ̀: SBCK, J1, 2, 9, 10, and 20 read ƃ̀; DH II reads ̀ƃ. See Yamashiro, 821. 
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For engagement in affairs is inadequate for gaining the empire. 
For when one enjoys engaging in affairs, then governmental dictates become 
distressing and the people grow unsettled. Thus, this approach is inadequate for 
regulating the empire. 
 
Chapter 49-  
 
The Sage lacks a constant heart and mind. 
The Sage values the status quo and only solemnly enacts changes. He therefore 
seems to lack his own heart and mind.947 
He takes the hearts and minds of the hundred clans as his own 
heart and mind. 
What the hundred clans’ hearts and minds deem appropriate the Sage follows 
accordingly.948 
The good I consider good. 
Those who the hundred clans consider good the Sage likewise considers good. 
The bad I also consider good, 
Although hundred clans have those they consider bad, the Sage transforms them and 
makes them good. 
And so through virtue there is goodness.949 
The hundred clans are transformed by virtue, and so the Sage considers them 
good.950 
The Trustworthy I trust. 
Those who the hundred clans considers trustworthy the Sage likewise considers 
trustworthy. 
The Untrustworthy I also trust, 
Those who the hundred clans consider untrustworthy the Sage transforms, making 
them trustworthy. 
 
                                                
947 DZ @ˈƷ: SBCK and DH II read ΓȜƷ. See Yamashiro, 822. 
948 DZ îͻư: DH II reads ΀*îͻư. There seems no reason to omit ΀*. See 
Yamashiro, 822. 
949 This might originally be Ưä, as in the Fu Yi edition, instead of ƶä. This possibility cannot 
be confirmed, as the passage does not appear in the GD, and the line is lost in both MWD editions. 
Still, in MWD B the parallel line has ƶP, which hints at the opposite possibility. The HSG 
comment follows the meaning of ƶä to emphasize the power of the Sage’s virtue. DH II has Ư 
in both the original and the comment, but this does not logically follow. See Yamashiro, 822; 
Zheng, 300; MWD, 104. 
950  DZ ̇Ĥƶ΀*ˆä: Gu reads ΀*ƶ̇Ĥˆä. See Zheng, 300. 
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And so through virtue there is trustworthiness.951 
The hundred clans are transformed with virtue, and so the Sage considers them 
trustworthy. 
The Sage in the empire contracts with fear, 
“The Sage in the empire contracts with fear” means that he constantly is afraid of his 
wealthy and noble status, and so does not dare arrogance or extravagance. 
And for the empire muddles his heart and mind. 
This indicates that the Sage muddles and makes turbid his heart and mind for the 
sake of the empire’s hundred clans. Thus, he seems foolish, dim, and unpenetrating. 
The hundred clans focus their eyes and ears. 
“Focus” means ‘use.’ The hundred clans use their eyes and ears to see and hear for 
the Sage.952 
The Sage treats them all like children. 
The Sage cherishes and cares for the hundred clans as though they are infants and 
newborns. He raises and nourishes them, but does not expect them to reciprocate.  
 
Chapter 50-  
 
Expelling is life and inviting is death 
“Expelling is life” refers to expelling the emotions and desires from the five internal 
organs. The cloud soul is then calm and the white soul is stable. Therefore, one lives. 
“Inviting is death” refers to inviting emotion and desire into the torso. The essence 
and spirits are then exhausted and confused. Therefore, one dies. 
There are thirteen companions of life and there are thirteen 
companions of death. 
This indicates that the categories of life and death are thirteen each. They refer to the 
nine orifices and the four gates. For life, the eyes do not wantonly gaze, the ears do 
not wantonly listen, the nose does not wantonly smell, the mouth does not wantonly 
speak or taste, the hands do not wantonly handle things, the feet do not wantonly 
step, and essence is not wantonly emitted. For death, do just the opposite. 
Human life activities are sites of death and number thirteen. 
People’s life seeking activities return them to the thirteen sites of death. 
Now what is the reason for this?  
This asks: What is the reason that one’s activities are sites of death? 
 
                                                
951 See note above on Ưä. 
952 This idea of relying on the people to be the sensory organs of the sage also appears in a 
comment from chapter 22. 
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It is because of the earnestness with which they seek life. 
The reason their activities are sites of death is because they seek life too earnestly. 
They go against the Way, affront Heaven, and by their wanton activities lose the 
central strand.953 
Now I have heard that those who are good at absorbing life, 
“Absorbing” means ‘nourishing.’ 
When traveling on land they do not encounter wild buffalo or 
tigers. 
They naturally are distant from these harms and so are not attacked. 
In war they do not equip armor or weapons. 
They do not like to go to war to kill. 
The wild buffalo has no place to pierce his horns, the tiger has no 
place to tear with his claws, and weapons have no place for their 
blade to enter. 
For people who nourish life,954 wild buffalos and tigers have no way to wound them, 
weapons and blades have no way to enter them. 
Now what is the reason for this? 
This asks what is the reason the tigers, wild buffalo, and weapons do not harm them? 
It is because they have no sites of death. 
It is because they do not violate the thirteen sites of death. This indicates that the 
illuminated spirits protect them, and so these creatures do not dare harm them.955 
 
Chapter 51- 
 
The Way creates them. 
The Way creates the myriad beings. 
Virtue nurtures them. 
Virtue is the One. The One directs and spreads qi to nurture and nourish them.956 
Beings form them. 
The One establishes forms and images for the myriad beings. 
Circumstance completes them. 
The One made the circumstances of winter and summer to complete them. 
                                                
953 DZ ğσȘŸ: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-9, 10-14, 16, 18, 19, and 21 read ğσė͒. See 
Yamashiro, 825.   
954 This confirms HSG use of the term ҙ˲. 
955 DZ ui: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 read ɱ˘. See Yamashiro, 826. 
956 DZ ˲: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 read . See Yamashiro, 827. 
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Therefore among the myriad beings there is none that does not 
venerate the Way or honor virtue. 
There are none that are not startled to action by what the Way and virtue enact, and 
so all venerate and honor them. 
The veneration of the Way and honoring of virtue is not 
commanded but is constant and natural. 
The Way and the One do not give commands or decrees to the myriad beings, but 
they constantly and naturally respond to them like a shadow or an echo.957 
Thus the Way creates them. Virtue nurtures them, raises them, 
fosters them, completes them, finishes them, nourishes them, and 
shelters them.  
The Way does not just create the myriad beings and that is all. Instead, it also raises 
and nourishes, completes and finishes, shelters and fosters, and perfects their nature 
and lifespan. In regulating the state and regulating the bodily-self, the ruler should 
also be like this. 
Creating but not possessing, 
The Way creates the myriad beings, but does not possess what is gained as profit. 
Enacting but not reliant, 
What the Way enacts does not rely on an expectation of reciprocation. 
Raising but not slaughtering, 
The Way raises and nourishes the myriad beings, but does not slaughter them for 
profit. 
These reference profound virtue. 
The compassionate virtue that the Way practices is profound, obscure, and cannot be 
seen. 
 
Chapter 52-  
 
The empire has a beginning, 
“Beginning” means ‘the Way.’ 
Which is the mother of the world. 
The Way is the mother of the world and its myriad beings. 
 
 
                                                
957 This is reminiscent of a passage in LZZG that comments on chapter 53. There the spontaneous 
response of good fortune to proper action is compared to a shadow and its form or a sound and its 
echo. See LZZG 9.21b. 
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One who has already attained the mother and therefore knows the 
child,958 
“The child” means ‘the One.’ Having already attained the Way, one will furthermore 
know the One.959 
And having already known the child, one still holds to the mother; 
 Though already knowing the One, one must still hold to the Way and retain non-
action. 
Bodily death will not threaten. 
One is not endangered. 
If one block one’s holes, 
“Holes” means ‘eyes.’ One prevents the eyes from wantonly gazing.960 
And seals one’s door, 
“Door” means ‘mouth.’ One prevents the mouth from wantonly speaking. 
In the end one’s bodily-self will not be exhausted. 
If people block their eyes so they do not wantonly gaze, and seal their mouths so 
they do not wantonly speak, then in the end their bodily-self will not be bitterly 
exhausted.961 
Yet, if one opens one’s holes, 
One opens one’s eyes seeing the emotionally exciting and desirous. 
And enhance one’s affairs, 
“Enhance” means ‘increase.’ One increases emotionally exciting and desirous affairs. 
In the end one’s bodily-self will not be saved. 
Calamity and chaos will reach fruition.962 
 
                                                
958 DZ, SBCK, J19, and 21 read ȝ̙vɽƲ̙vī; DH II, Zhi, and Xu  read ȝƯvɽ3̙v
ī; J1-4, 6-11, 13, 14, 16-18, and 23 read ȝ̙vɽ·3̙vī. Many non-HSG text accord 
with DH II, including Fu Yi, P2417, S6453, MWD B and the incomplete MWD A. The 
corruptions of this line and its comment likely resulted from confusion over the four phrases of 
this and the next line. See Yamashiro, 828-29; Zheng, 315; MWD, 105; Wagner, 295. 
959 In accord with the correct original line, I follow DH II ȝƯж instead of SBCK and DZ ȝ̙
ж or J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 ȝ̙Ưж. See Yamashiro, 829. 
960 DZ ̑ğϋ: Gu reads Ȋğϋ. See Zheng, 316. 
961 DZ alone omits ͜. See Yamashiro, 829. 
962 This implies that if the ruler is hedonistic, then he will bring natural disasters and rebellion, 
and he will be killed. The word for chaos has a double meaning because of the body-state 
correlation. It implies the chaotic nature of the ruler’s mind and qi and the rebellion that 
problematic state causes. Both these sentiments relate to the expression Кʌó%, a set phrase to 
described failed government that shows the dangerous connection of the body of the ruler and the 
state.  
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Seeing the small is called illumination. 
Sprouts and shoots that have yet to move and calamities and chaos that are yet 
unseen are “the small.” The clear light of singular sight is “illumination.”963 
Holding to weakness one is daily stronger. 
 Those who hold to suppleness and weakness daily gain strength and greatness.964 
Employ one’s light, 
Employ the light of the eyes outwardly to see what is beneficial and harmful in the 
present world. 
But also return one’s illumination, 
One should also revert the illumined light inward, not letting the essential spirit drain 
out.965 
To be without loss that imperils the bodily-self, 
Use inward vision to preserve the spirits and keep them from being lost. 
This is called practicing the constant. 
If people can do this, it is called practicing and cultivating the constant Way. 
 
Chapter 53-  
 
If I steadfastly possess wisdom to practice the great Way, 
Laozi was from a disturbed time when the king did not practice the great Way, and 
so he established this saying.966 If I greatly possess the wisdom of governmental 
matters, then I can practice the great Way to personally transform [the people] with 
non-action. 
 
                                                
963 This comment ίΣɁ, ̩ɁϊˆŚ, Ȩˊˠϊˆȣ is quite similar to one from the 
CQFL ¥ȗͺ˄, ɃȾҸÇҟŜȯ, гЊ΀ċ, ̙Ĕȑ, vƦeɁϊ, vίΣɁ˲, Ȩˊ
ˠϊĮ%ɨ, Ưėω, ʒʮ, Ѐ̨Ɂˊ. Also similar is the line in SY qɰͺӀ
ȳίΣɁ, ƦeɁϊ, ȨˊˠϊĮ%ƈ, Ưėω, ҋ̨Ɂˊ, IАˊ̽ґɢ
ν, Ĕ̴İˇ, Ğɱͺ΀Β. YTL has a related line as well. ȅâÑȨˊˠϊĮ%ÃΖ
NËͺ, ˆvʐͻĒЫҸThe sense of all of these passages accords with Heshanggong’s 
reading of the DDJ line where “seeing the small” means knowing the large effects of small events. 
This sentiment also appears in DDJ chapter 63, though the term xi ͛ (fine) is used instead. It 
may be this idea comes for the DDJ, but the expression was either common in the Han or is 
tractable to the CQFL. See CQFL 13.5/61/19-20; SY 2.1/11/16; YTL 5.4/32/17. 
964 DZ alone has Ȟ and not ȳ. See Yamashiro, 830. 
965 DZ ϑƲ: DH II, j6-11, 13, 14, 16, 19, and 21 read ̀Ʋ. See Yamashiro, 830. 
966 The positive use of government is strange in light of other parts of the text, especially the first 
comment in Ch. 1. DH II alone omits the first line -ē. This appears probable, because this 
gloss does not affect the rephrasing of this saying by HSG. See Yamashiro, 830. 
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I only fear acting. 
“Only” means ‘alone.’ I alone dread enacting something for fear of losing the intent 
of the Way.967 I wish to esteem the good, but am afraid I will create false 
goodness.968 I wish to trust the loyal, but am afraid I will give rise to false loyalty.969 
The great Way is very even, 
“Even” means ‘level and easy.’   
But the people love side-paths. 
“Side-paths” are improper, not level or straight. The great Way is very level and easy, 
but the people love to follow improper side-paths. 
When the court is well ordered, 
High terraces are erected, and palaces and buildings built. 
Then the fields are full of weeds, 
Farming is neglected and there is no plowing or watering.970 
And the granaries empty. 
The five grains are harmed and the state is without reserves. 
Wearing patterned and colorful clothes, 
This is loving artificial adornment and valuing external floweriness,971 
Carrying sharp swords, 
Esteeming the hard, strong, martial, and extravagant, 
And being stuffed with food and drink because of excess wealth, 
And having numerous unquenchable desires. 
This is called a thief showing off. 
When the hundred clans do not have enough but the ruler has excess, it is because he 
stole to gain clothing and adornment. He wears these to show off to others, but does 
not know that what follows is his death and the destruction of his family and 
relatives. 
Oh! This is not the Way.972 
When the people’s ruler behaves thusly, this is not the Way. The added word “Oh” 
expresses anguish. 
 
 
                                                
967 The expression the “intent of the Way” is жǖ appears in ch. 63 and 71. It also can be found 
numerous times in the TPJ, the HS, QHJ, and XE. For citations, see Appendix 2. 
968 DZ alone lacks ǈ. See Yamashiro, 831. 
969 DZ alone has ǄƼ instead of PƼ. See Yamashiro, 831. 
970 SBCK and DH II correctly omit ėȬ. See Zheng, 323; Yamashiro, 832. 
971 DZ đή: SBCK lή. See Yamashiro, 382. 
972 DZ alone repeats ̎ϝ. See Yamashiro, 383. 
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Chapter 54-  
 
Those who are skilled at building cannot be removed; 
“Building” means ‘establishing.’ Those who are good at using the Way to establish 
the bodily-self and establish the state cannot be shifted or removed. 
Those who are skilled at embracing cannot be dislodged; 
Those who are skilled at using the Way to embrace the essence and spirits in the end 
cannot have them removed or dislodged. 
And so as sons and grandsons they offer sacrifices without end. 
As a son and grandson, if one can cultivate the Way like this, then one will live on 
without death, generation after generation giving sacrificial offerings to one’s 
progenitors, and one’s ancestral temple will never be eradicated. 
Cultivating it in the bodily-self, only then is virtue True. 
Cultivating the Way in one’s bodily-self, then one will cherishes the qi and nourishes 
the spirits. This increases longevity and extends one’s lifespan. If one’s virtue is thus, 
only then will one become a True Person. 
Cultivating it in the home, only then is virtue in excess. 
Cultivating the Way in the home, then the father will be compassionate and the son 
filial, the older brother friendly and the younger obedient, the husband faithful and 
the wife chaste.973 If virtue is thus, only then will there be excess prosperity to extend 
to future generations of descendents.974 
Cultivating it in the village, only then is virtue far reaching. 
Cultivating the Way in the village, then people will honor and respect the elders, 
cherish and nurture the young, and teach the ignorant. If virtue is thus, only then will 
there be none to which its protection does not extend. 
Cultivating it in the state, only then is virtue abundant. 
Cultivating the Way in the state, then the lord will be trustworthy and the ministers 
loyal, benevolence and righteousness will arise on their own, ritual and music will 
flourish on their own, and the government will be equitable and altruistic.975 If virtue 
is thus, only then will there be great abundance. 
Cultivating it in the empire, only then is virtue pervasive. 
When the ruler cultivates the Way in the empire though he does not speak and yet 
causes transformation and does not teach yet still regulates, the subordinates respond 
to their superiors like shadows or echoes. If virtue is thus, only then will it be 
pervasive. 
                                                
973 DZ alone has Ģɰ instead of ĢЂ. See Yamashiro, 834. 
974The Yijing notes on the kun ü hexagram employs as similar expression: ̷äŇҾƹȺҚ
Ǟ. See Yijing 2/5/2. 
975 DZ alone has Ñ΀ instead of ÑP, and Q instead of ̭. See Yamashiro, 834. 
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Thus use bodily-selves to evaluate bodily-selves.976 
Use bodily-selves that cultivate the Way to evaluate uncultivated bodily-selves. Who 
will perish, who will remain? 
Use families to evaluate families. 
Use families that cultivate the Way to evaluate uncultivated families.   
Use villages to evaluate villages. 
Use villages that cultivate Way to evaluate uncultivated villages.   
Use states to evaluate states 
Use states that cultivate Way to evaluate uncultivated states.   
Use empires to evaluate empires. 
Use the rulers who cultivate Way to evaluate uncultivated rulers. 
How do I know that the empire is so? Because of this. 
Laozi is saying, “How do I know that those who cultivate the Way in the empire 
prosper and those who spurn the Way perish? By evaluating these five things I know 
it.” 
 
Chapter 55- 
 
One who possesses abundant virtue, 
This refers to those who possess and embrace the Way’s abundant virtue.977  
Can be compared to an infant. 
The illuminated spirits protect people who possess virtue as parents would an infant. 
Poisonous vermin do not sting them, 
Bees, scorpions, snakes, and vipers do not sting them. 
Birds of prey and vicious beasts do not attack them.978 
Infants do not harm other beings and other beings do not harm them. Thus, in the age 
of Great Peace there are no divisions of noble or base, all have benevolent hearts and 
minds, creatures with stingers return to their root, and poisonous vermin do not harm 
anyone. 
 
                                                
976 This translation of guan ό might be a bit unorthodox, but it fits the sense of the commentary 
and accords with the Shuowen definition of the term as ϧϋ. The Shuowen further glosses di ϧ 
as shen ŏ “examine,” “investigate” or “inquire.” All together the sense of guan is of observing 
and analyzing. See Xu, Shuowen jiezi, 108, 423. 
977 DZ alone has г instead of ж. See Yamashiro, 836. 
978 P2417 has [̖+Ҫ]Ҫ˜˛˟ and S6453 has [ͷ+Ҫ]Ҫ˜˛˟, both of which more 
closely accord with MWD A ȀҪ˜ˡƝǺ and B ǽҪıˡƝǴ than with the DZ or SBCK ˜
ˡǽҾˢҪǺ. See Zheng, 332-333; MWD, 105.  
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Their bones are weak and tendons supple, but their grip is firm. 
Infants’ tendons and bones are supple and weak, but they hold things firmly because 
their thoughts are focused and their mind is unmoving. 
They have yet to know the union of cow and bull, but their genitals 
make ultimate essence.979 
Infants have yet to know the union of male and female, but their yin parts (genitals) 
are aroused because their essence and qi are plentiful.  
They cry all day, but their throat does not get hoarse. This is the 
pinnacle of harmony. 
Infants cry and scream from morning to night with no change in their voice because 
their harmonious qi is so plentiful. 
Knowing harmony, one is daily more constant.980 
If one can know that the softness and weakness of harmonious qi is beneficial to 
people, then one is considered to know the constant of the Way. 
Knowing the constant, one is daily more illumined.981 
If one can know the constant manner of the Way, then day by day one’s 
understanding will increasingly reach the profound and sublime. 
Benefiting life, one is daily more auspicious. 
“Auspicious” means ‘grow.’982 This indicates that by “benefiting life” desire will 
naturally arise and day by day grow greater. 
Inducing qi with the mind, one is daily stronger.983 
The mind should focus the One by being harmonious and soft,984 and then the spirits 
and qi will fill the inner organs. In this way, one’s form will become supple. On the 
other hand, if one induces wanton actions, the harmonious qi will leave one’s center, 
and then one’s form and structure will day by day become harder and tougher. 
 
                                                
979 Many translators take ΋F to mean genital arousal, following HSG.   
980 This and the following few lines have a confusion over ȳ and Ȟ. MWD A and B only have 
ȳ, while the may have been an influence of the previous line. Even so, the commentary appears 
to read them as Ȟ. This first of the four is the only one that could be read as ȳ following the 
comment, and only DH S6453, J4, 7, and 10 read Ȟ. Because the following three lines of 
commentary confirm the reading of these characters as Ȟ, then I read this line that way as well. 
See Zheng, 336; Yamashiro, 837; MWD, 105-106. 
981 DZ and SBCK ȳ: DH II, S6453, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21 and 23 read Ȟ. See Yamashiro, 837; 
Zheng, 336. 
982 DZ alone has ж instead of ќ. See Yamashiro, 837.    
983 DZ and J6 ȳ: J-14, 7-14, 16-21, and 23 read Ȟ. See Yamashiro, 837. 
984 DZ and SBCK ŖÞɔ: DH I, J1-4, 7-14, and 16-21 read ŖˆÞɔ. See Yamashiro, 838. 
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When things are vigorous and then grow old, we call this ‘not the 
Way.’ 
When the myriad beings reach the extreme of vigor, then they wither and grow old. 
They are old and withered, having not obtained the Way. 
What is not the Way will come to an early end.985 
Those who do not obtain the Way come to an early end and die. 
 
 
Chapter 56-  
 
The wise do not speak. 
The wise value deeds, not words.986 
Speakers are not wise. 
A team of four horses cannot catch something once uttered;987 therefore, the more 
one speaks the greater one’s troubles.988 
Seal the passages, and close the gates.989 
 Because they are sealed and closed, desire is cut off from its source. 
Blunt the sharpness. 
Because emotions and desires involve sharp actions, one should focus on the Way’s 
non-action to blunt and stop them. 
Loosen the tangles.990 
“The tangles” means ‘unceasing knots of hatred.’991 One should focus on the Way’s 
tranquility to release them.992 
                                                
985 These last two lines are included in the next chapter in the DZ version, but more sensibly are 
included in this chapter in SBCK. See Yamashiro, 383. 
986 DZ alone has σж and not σ. See Yamashiro, 838. 
987 This is a quote from Analects 12.8, a passage where Zigong explains a relationship of ȑ and 
Ќ that contradicts HSG’s view. LY 12.8/31/20. 
988 DZ alone reverses the order of these phrases placing Ҡ¸Θ before ĒϑĒǏ. See 
Yamashiro, 838.  
989 The comments on these same phrases in chapter 52 identifies them as the eyes and mouth.   
990 DH II has instead ƿ of DZ ͖ as in the previous case for DH I. See Yamashiro, 839. Also, see 
chapter 4 note above. 
991 DZ, SBCK, J6, 8, 10, 16-19, and 21 read ͖; J1-4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, and 20 read ƿ. See 
Yamashiro, 839. 
992 DZ ʢη: DH II, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 read ǌǁ; Gu reads ǒǁ; Qiang reads ǌʔ;  
SBCK reads ˈˆ follows chapter four. DZ seems to be a corruption of the earlier version and 
SBCK replaces it with ˈˆ. It is possible the original chapter four version is correct and SBCK 
is right in its emendation, though the Qiang edition is the best possibility. That is because this 
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Harmonize the brilliance. 
Though one has the illumination of singular sight, one should harmonize [this 
extreme] by keeping it obscured and not using it to dazzle and confuse others.993   
Be equal with the dust. 
One should not make oneself special and different.994 
This is called profound similarity. 
“Profound” means ‘Heaven.’ If one can practice the afore-mentioned things, this is 
referred to as having the same Way as Heaven. 
Thus, one cannot attain this and be familiar.  
One does not consider esteem and praise joyful or isolation sad.995 
Nor can one attain this and be estranged. 
When one’s will is calm and without desire, then others have no grievances.996 
One cannot attain this and be benefited. 
One’s bodily-self does not desire fame and fortune nor does one’s mouth desire the 
five flavors. 
Nor can one attain this and be harmed. 
One does not compete with the greedy for profit nor compete with the brave for 
renown. 
One cannot attain this and be honored. 
One does not become a leader in a chaotic age nor holds a position for a benighted 
ruler. 
Nor can one attain this and be disgraced. 
One does not become arrogant while holding the reigns of power nor submissive due 
to a lost will. 
Thus, the world honors such people. 
[People] with a virtue such as this, the emperor does not take them as ministers, and 
the nobles does not make them submit.997 They rise and fall, flowing with the ages, 
protecting their body-selves and avoiding harm. Thus, the world honors them. 
                                                
option most closely parallels the previous comment. That line establishes a contrast of externally 
directed modes, or “sharp actions,” that are blunted by inwardly directed modes (non-action) and 
this comment may parallel it by contrasting the agitation and blockage of anger with the stillness 
and smoothness of tranquility. See Yamashiro, 839; Zheng, 340. 
993 DZ and SBCK Ȳ: DH II, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 read Ȳ*. See Yamashiro, 839. 
994 When compared with the comments on the identical lines of chapter four, these comments 
reveal slight variations that more closely match the context of the chapter. This indicates HSG 
employs a contextual understanding of the lines, but the similarities of the lines also reveal a 
consistency of message. 
995 DZ alone has Ë instead of ˠ. See Yamashiro, 839. 
996 SBCK alone has ȅ instead of ɪ. See Yamashiro, 839 
997 This line is very close to one in ZZ used to show the purity of Zengzi’s moral strength even in  
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Chapter 57- 
 
Using the proper one reaches a state.998 
“Reaches”  (zhi) means ‘gain’ Δ (zhi).999 Heaven dictates that when people make 
proper their bodily-selves, they will gain possession of a state.1000   
Using the improper one deploys troops. 
“Improper” means ‘deceitful.’ Heaven dictates that when people are deceitful, they 
will cause the deployment of troops.1001 
Using non-affairs one attains the empire. 
Using non-affairs and non-action one attains mastery of the empire. 
How do I know it is so?1002 Because of this: 
“This” means ‘the present.’ Laozi is saying, “How do I know the intent of Heaven is 
thus? I know by observing the present.” 
When the empire has many taboos, the people are poor. 
“Empire” refers to ‘the ruler.’ “Taboos” mean ‘prohibitions.’ If orders are manifold, 
then treachery is born. If prohibitions are numerous, then subordinates are deceitful. 
There is shared danger and thus there is poverty.  
 
                                                
poverty that prevented his employment by the corrupt. H. Maspero attempted to use this line to 
date HSG closer to the Buddhist monk Mouzi ˖ī (170-?) who also employs such a line, instead 
of the common dating to the Tang in Maspero’s time. P. Pelliot ended that argument by also 
identifying these two lines in ZZ. See ZZ 28/83/26-27; P. Pelliot, “Meou-tseu ou les doutes levés,” 
T'oung-pao 19, no. 1 (1918): 334-335n22. 
998 DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21, and 23 read 3ɰó, instead of DZ and SBCK 3ɰʒó. LZZG 
and WB have 3ɰʒó. Following these examples Zheng Chenghai mistakenly claims 
replaced ʒ because of the taboo name of Tang Gaozong, a point disproven by the early versions 
of MWD A 3ɰп and B 3ɰó. It is possible there were multiple versions, but most 
likely both LZZG and HSG editions were affected by the WB commentary that emphasizes ɰʒ
ó. I take  as a form of the older ɯ. This also accords more closely with HSG’s gloss. It could 
even have the sense of “stabilize” or “calm” in the original. See Yamashiro, 840; MWD, 106; 
LZZG 10.6b; WB 3.16a.   
999 DZ and SBCK 3Δ: DH II, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21 read Δ. This difference reflects 
their divergence in the original. See Yamashiro, 840. 
1000 DZ, SBCK, DH II all have IΔȺó, but I follow J1-4, 6-14, 16, and 17 with ΔȺó. See 
Yamashiro, 840 
1001 DH II has 2˴u and the Gu edition has 2v˴u instead of DZ I˴u. These two 
alternatives contradict my reading, but still do not solve the difficulties of these comments. See 
Wang, 223. 
1002 DZ alone has Ĕ instead of v. See Yamashiro, 841. 
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When the people have many advantageous instruments, the state 
becomes shrouded in darkness. 
“Advantageous tools” means ‘power.’ When the people have much power, what is 
seen dazzles the eye, what is heard confounds the ear, and the superiors and 
subordinates are estranged. Thus, the state is plunged into darkness and chaos. 
When people have many skills and tricks, improper things arise. 
“People” refers to the princes and nobles. “Many skills and tricks” refers to carving 
and decorating palaces and towers, and embellishing rank-signifying robes. When 
these improper things arise among the subordinates, then the superiors are induced to 
add gold embellishments, jade carvings, and colored embroidery. Day after day, 
things become more extravagant. 
When model things are displayed, robbers and bandits multiply. 
“Model things” means ‘precious things.’ When wonderful and precious things gain 
prominence, agricultural works are neglected. Then hunger and cold arrive together 
and robbers and bandits multiply.1003 
Thus the Sage says: 
This refers to the following things.1004 
“I abide in non-action and the people transform themselves. 
The Sage says, “I cultivate the Way and serve Heaven. There is nothing I change or 
create, and the people transform themselves.”  
I love stillness and the people are upright of themselves. 
The Sage says, “I love stillness, and so without decrees or instructions the people 
become loyal and upright of themselves.”1005 
I do not have affairs and the people are prosperous on their own. 
I do not have the affairs needing conscripted corvée laborers or soldiers, allowing the 
people to work in peace. Thus, all are prosperous on their own.1006 
I am desireless and the people are naturally unadorned. 
I am constantly desireless, rejecting flowery designs in favor of plain clothing. Thus, 
the people follow me in possessing unadorned simple substance. 
 
 
                                                
1003 DZ alone has Ы instead of . This comment could be explained as artisan employment 
sapping the supply of farm workers. Then there is famine that leads to banditry. See Yamashiro, 
842. 
1004 DZ alone omits this line. See Yamashiro, 842. 
1005 DZ alone has ĝĹ҃ instead of just ĝ҃. See Yamashiro, 842-43. 
1006 This and the following comment inexplicably omit the quotation format of the previous two. 
They do not present the statement as a quote of the Sage, even though the original is similarly an 
“I” statement of the Sage. 
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I am without emotion and the people are pure of themselves.”1007 
The Sage says, “I cultivate the Way by preserving the True and rejecting the six 
emotions, and so the people follow me and are pure.” 
 
Chapter 58- 
 
When governmental policy is obscured,1008 
When governmental dictates are lenient and magnanimous, they seem obscured, 
hidden, and unknowable.1009  
The people are simple and content. 
When governmental dictates are lenient and magnanimous, the people are simple, 
prosperous, and congenial to one another. 
When governmental policy is clear, 
When governmental dictates are strict and oppressive, legal decisions are on people’s 
lips and fill their ears.1010 
The people are anxious and needy. 
When governmental dictates are strict and oppressive, the people cannot sustain their 
livelihood.1011 They are anxious, needy, and daily more destitute. 
Adversity! It is what leads to prosperity. 
“Leads to” means ‘follows.’ Now, prosperity arises following adversity. If one 
encounters adversity and can recall one’s misdeeds, taking responsibility for oneself, 
cultivating the Way, and practicing goodness, then adversity leaves and prosperity 
arrives.1012 
 
 
                                                
1007 This line and its commentary are only found in DZ, and the Chen edition. DH III has the DDJ 
line without the commentary. This line is not in MWD A or B, GD A:16, LZZG or WB. The 
content accords with both the original and the commentary, though perhaps more so with the 
commentary. When such an addition arose is unclear. See Wang, 225; MWD, 106; DZ 693 vol. 
12, 367; WB 3.16b; Ding, 178.  
1008 Compare these opposites to their use in chapter 20. 
1009 DZ alone has ƞē instead of Őē. See Yamashiro, 843.   
1010 DZ alone has ̂Ѳ instead of ǃ̂. See Yamashiro, 843.   
1011 DZ ǃˎ: SBCK and DH II, J18, and 20 read ǃ; J1-4, 6-14, 16, 17, 19, and 21 have the most 
logical ǃ̂. See Yamashiro, 844. 
1012 Sounds vaguely like Tianshi Dao, but the language ǎеІŸ reminds more of the SJ and HS 
discussions of rulers that uses the phrase ǎеΓІ. In that context, this depicts the cosmic role of 
the ruler and his moral status as a factor in state of the world. This imperial need for 
remembrance of misdeeds as the origin of misfortune finds a more popularized form in the 
Tianshi Dao tradition. See SJ 3.99, 13.495; HS 27.1442, 45.2184, 75.3179.  
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Prosperity! It is what conceals adversity. 
Adversity is concealed and hidden within prosperity. When people attain prosperity 
they become arrogant and unrestrained, and so their prosperity leaves and adversity 
arrives.  
How to know the limit? 
Adversity and prosperity generate each other, who can one know when this will end? 
When he lacks the proper,  
“Lacks” means ‘not.’ This indicates that if the ruler does not make proper his bodily-
self, he will cease to possess a state.1013  
The proper in turn become improper, 
“Improper” means ‘deceitful.’ If the ruler is not proper, then even if his subordinates 
are proper, they will be transformed by their superior and become deceitful. 
And the good in turn become evil.1014  
Good people in turn are transformed by their superior into beneficent or malevolent 
influences. 
The people go astray and such days indeed last for a long time. 
This indicates that when the people’s ruler becomes confused and lost, after 
abandoning what is proper, such days indeed last for a long time. 
Therefore the Sage is orderly and does not cut about. 1015 
The Sage behaves in an orderly and proper way because he wishes to lead his 
subordinates without cutting anyone down.1016  
He has integrity and does not harm. 
The Sage has integrity and purity, and wishes to transform the people without 
harming anyone. Presently this is not the case, for [the rulers] “purify” themselves by 
harming others.1017 
He is straightforward but not reckless. 
“Reckless” means ‘to reach out.’ Although the Sage is straightforward, he bends 
himself in submission, follows others, and assert nothing. 
 
                                                
1013 DZ alone has ˈɰ instead of ˈó. See Yamashiro, 845. 
1014 DZ alone has 8 instead of Ʋ. See Zheng, 355. 
1015 These lines of the Daodejing find elaboration in the HNZ. It says there ȩȅÑīІ^Ș
*Ҿȗɰͻ3Ҿƕ̒ͻ3Ҿ¦вͻ3ϙҾȑɲͻ3І. See HNZ 13/127/24. 
1016 DZ and DH II omit * found in SBCK, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-21. See Yamashiro, 846. 
1017 DZ and SBCK read ɰŸ3ņ*; DH II reads ʩŸ3ņ*; J1-4, 6-14, 16, 17, 19, 21, ɰ
Ÿ3*ʩŸ3ņ*. This last version seems a mix of the two versions seen in DZ, SBCK 
and DH II. Zheng Chenghai argues this longer version was the result of marginalia interpolated 
into the commentary. I follow DH II since it most accords with the first line of the comment. See 
Zheng, 357; Yamashiro, 846. 
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He is luminescent but not dazzling. 
Although the Sage has the illumination of singular knowing, he should understand 
how to obscure it and not use it to dazzle others.1018 
 
Chapter 59-  
 
Regulate the people, 
This refers to the ruler’s wish to regulate and order the people. 
By serving Heaven. 
“Serve” means ‘employ.’ One should employ the Way of Heaven by following the 
four seasons. 
When doing this, nothing equals conserving. 
“Conserving” means ‘cherishing.’1019 Those who regulate the state should cherish the 
people’s wealth by not indulging in excess or extravagance. Those who regulate the 
bodily-self should cherish the essence and qi by not being careless with emissions. 
Now only conserving is called early engagement.  
“Early” means ‘prioritize.’ “Engagement” means ‘attain.’ Now, only by cherishing 
the people’s wealth, and cherishing essence and qi can one prioritize attaining the 
Way of Heaven. 
Early engagement is called taking seriously the gathering of virtue. 
Prioritizing the attainment of the Way of Heaven is called taking seriously the 
gathering of virtue in oneself.1020  
If one emphasizes the gathering of virtue, then there is nothing one 
will not control. 
“Control” means ‘conquer.’ If one takes seriously the gathering of virtue in oneself, 
then there will be nothing one cannot conquer. 
If there is nothing that one will not control, it follows that one 
cannot know one’s limit. 
If there is nothing that one cannot control or conquer, it follows that one cannot 
know the limit of one’s virtue. 
If one cannot know one’s limit, then one can possess a state. 
If one cannot know that one’s virtue has limits, then one can possess the temples of 
earth and grain (the state) and make the people prosperous.1021 
                                                
1018 DZ and Gu ˠϊ: instead of ˠ̙. These terms are closely related but represent slightly 
separate concepts as defined in HNZ. See Zheng, 358; Yamashiro, 846; HNZ 15/152/28. 
1019 This gloss of ç as ǘ is actually supported by the Shuowen. See Zheng, 359. 
1020 This presents a conception of storing to transform, not recovering some true inner self. 
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If one possesses the mother of the state, then one can be long-
lasting and enduring. 
The state is the same as the body.1022 “The mother” means ‘the Way.’1023  If one can 
protect the Way that exists within one’s bodily-self, not exhausting the essence and 
qi, and not making the five spirits suffer, then one can be long-lasting and 
enduring.1024 
This is called the having a deep root and solid stem, 
One can consider one’s qi as a root and one’s essence as a stem. As with a tree: if the 
root is not deep, then it will be uprooted; if the stem is not firm, then it will fall. This 
indicates that one should deeply store one’s qi and steadfastly preserve one’s 
essence, not allowing either to drain away. 
And is the Way of long life and enduring existence.1025 
Deep roots and solid stems: the Way of long life and enduring existence. 
 
Chapter 60-  
 
Regulating a great state is like cooking a small sea creature. 
 “Sea creature” means ‘fish.’ When cooking a small fish one does not remove the 
intestines and scales, or dare poke at it for fear it will come apart. If the regulation of 
                                                
1021 Depending on the reading of έ in these few lines, the vision of government varies. If one 
takes it to mean “nobody” or “none,” then the sense is one must keep moral limitations hidden to 
be all- powerful. If it is read simply as “not,” the sense is more about self-knowledge and not 
having a sense of limits to become fully powerful. The later sense more fully combines the two 
the commentary’s vision of this chapter. 
1022 This important equation of the body and state almost seems like a gloss.   
1023 This same gloss appears in Hanfeizi’s commentary on this passage. See HFZ 20/37/15. 
1024 DZ ќ: DH II reads ќ˲. Both of these are possibilities because the latter is half of the 
DDJ term ќ˲ϋ at the end of the chapter, and the former could be a contracted form. See 
Yamashiro, 848. 
1025 HSG does not explain this strange expression, though he provides a comment unlike WB. I 
wonder if ϋ is ϊ and should be read ˫. MWD B has ϋ. GD instead has what is arguably ϊ. 
That character is generally read ϋ following the transmitted versions and seeming variation in 
the characters. I propose my alternative based on chapter 19 or the first “chapter” in GD A. There 
is a word that appears as ϊ in both MWD A and B, and the received texts, but editors of GD read 
it as ϋ. The third “chapter” of GD C or chapter 35 ϋͻϊ seems to distinguish the two 
characters. Yet, I would argue chapters 19 and 59 does not make sense with ϋ. This analysis is 
supported by the overlap in character variation seen in the Zhang Shouzhong et al. compilation of 
the GD characters. See MWD, 107; Ding, 232, 4, 336; Zhang, 125; WB 4.1b. 
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the state is overwrought, then the subordinates will rebel. If the regulation of the 
bodily-self is agitated, then the essence is dispersed.1026  
When one manages the world with the Way then ghosts are not 
spiritually powerful. 
When one who uses the Way to manage the world occupies the throne, then the 
ghosts dare not use their essential spirit to harm people.1027 
It is not that the ghosts are not spiritually powerful, but that their 
spiritual power does harm people 
It is not that these ghosts not lack essential spirit: it is that the improper cannot enter 
the proper, and so they cannot harm people who abide by naturalness.1028 
It is not that their spiritual power does not harm people, but that the 
Sage does not harm people. 
It is not that the ghost’s spiritual power cannot harm people: it is only because a Sage 
who does not dare harm people is not the throne, and that the ghosts do not dare to 
oppose him.1029   
Now the two do not harm each other. 
The ghosts and the Sage both do not harm each other. 
Thus virtue merges and returns to them. 
If the two do not harm each other, then people will regulate the bright world (yang 
world) and the ghosts will regulate the enshadowed world (yin world).  People will 
complete their nature and lifespan, and the ghosts will protect their essential spirit. 
Because of this, virtue merges and returns to them.1030 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1026 DZ and SBCK read ͏µ; DH II read ʂȋ. This slight variation does not meaningfully affect 
this passage. See Yamashiro, 849. 
1027 This is an interesting line to consider relation of essence and spirit vs. essential spirit. DH II 
alone has ҥ̥ instead of just ҥ. This distinction is critical for this chapter. If DH II is correct, 
then the whole chapter concerns both ghosts and deities. If the other texts are correct then, the 
later instances of ҥ̥ likely indicate the essential spirit of the ghosts. See Yamashiro, 849.  
1028 This whole line and commentary is omitted from the DZ version. See Yamashiro, 849-850. 
1029 DZ, DH II, and J6 read ҥ̥; SBCK, J1-4, 7-14, 16-21, and 26 read ҥ. See Yamashiro, 850. 
This passage implies that the spirit world only harms people when the world is chaotic, and the 
ruler violent.   
1030 The interpretation of this chapter shares powerful similarities with that of HFZ “Jie Lao” 
commentary and that of Yan Zun’s. See HFZ 20/37/29-20/38/8; LZZG 10.19a-23b. 
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Chapter 61-  
 
The great state is the lower reaches.  
The great state should1031 be like the rivers and oceans that reside in the lower 
reaches that do not reverse the flow of the rivulets.1032 
It is the meeting point of the world. 
The great state is where the elites and commoners of the world interact and meet.  
It is the female of the world. 
“The female” means ‘yin categories.’ These are accommodation, humility, and 
harmonization instead of leading.1033  
The female always conquers the male because of stillness, 
The reason women can subdue men and yin conquers yang is because they are still, 
calm, and do not initiate.1034 
And with stillness takes the lower position. 
 The way of yin is to use calm and stillness to be humble and take the deferential 
lower position.1035 
Thus, if great states place themselves below, then they gain the 
lesser states. 
If they can be humble and deferential to them, then great state can possess them. 
If lesser states place themselves below great states, then they will 
be included in those great states. 
This means that regardless of the state’s size if it can hold to being humble and 
nurturing the people, then there will be no mistakes or losses.1036 
                                                
1031 DZ and DH II alone have Ğʑʡ, possibly because of the similar language from chapter 66. 
Only DZ omits ̀.See Yamashiro, 851.   
1032 ʞ has a dual meaning of “submitting to the flow” and being the lower reaches, the place to 
which all return. 
1033 DZ has U, SBCK has Ȣ, and DH II has á. Here, like in chapter 10 and 69, this contrast 
indicates call á and response Þ. These paired terms appear in Shijing, Mozi, ZZ, SJ, HFZ, YTL, 
and DDLJ. Sometimes as á and sometimes as U. In all cases this functions as a musical 
metaphor for active and passive roles. Sima Tan uses these terms to contrast Rujia with Daojia; in 
the first the ruler calls and the ministers respond See Yamashiro, 851; Shijing 85/38/24, 88/39/23; 
Mozi 10.2.58/76/27, 10.4.68/90/25; ZZ 5/14/19; HFZ 20/41/16-18; YTL 8.1/57/5; DDLJ 
4.1/26/14. 
1034 This comment could be read as a reference to the sexology branch of yangsheng. In that 
tradition it is a common sentiment that women naturally win the “battle of the sexes” because of 
their yin qualities. Thus, “not initiating” could refer to being sexually passive and not sexually 
active or initiating. 
1035 DZ alone omits ҃ˆϫ. See Yamashiro, 852. 
1036 DZ е˲: SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-19, and 21 read еė. See Yamashiro, 852. 
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Thus whether gaining or becoming included, it is done by taking 
the lower position. 
“Taking the lower position” refers to the great states placing themselves below the 
lesser states (through humility), the lesser states placing themselves below the great 
states (in status), so both righteously gain what want.  
The only want of great states is to include and nurture others. 
If the great states do not lose the lower position, then they will include the lesser 
states and nurture them. 
The only want of lesser states is to join and serve others. 
They want to be vassals and servants. 
Now for these two to both gain what they want, the greater should 
takes the lower position. 
For the great and lesser states both to get what they want, the greater state should be 
especially humble and deferential. 
 
Chapter 62-  
 
The Way is the hiding place of the myriad beings. 
“Hiding place” means “storehouse.” The Way is the storehouse of the myriad beings, 
for there is nothing it does not encompass.1037   
It is the good person’s treasure. 
The good person makes the Way their body’s treasure and does not dare go against it. 
It is what protects the bad person. 
The Way is what protects and supports the bad person. When they encounter misery 
and face crises, they seem to know how to instinctively repent and be humble. 
Charming words can be used in the market; 
Charming words are only appropriate in the market. Yet, even in the market one 
should make the transaction and then leave. It is not suitable for either party to use 
skilled language or charming words. The buyer then will quickly make a purchase, 
and the seller will quickly make a sale. 
Honorable behavior can enhance people; 
“Enhance” means ‘distinguish.’ People who have honorable and noble behavior can 
be distinguished from common people, and so are not yet capable of following the 
Way.1038 
                                                
1037 This also can indicate the Way as the zang (same term for the organs that house the spirits) of 
the universe. In humans, zang could be described as spirit houses or the storehouses of the soul. 
This parallel proposes the creatures of the world are the like the spirits that exist within the Way. 
1038 I take ŗ as й. 
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But even if someone is bad, why should they be discarded? 
Although people may be bad, one should use the Way to transform them. Now, 
before the Three August Ones no people were ever discarded, for virtue transformed 
and made them all pure.1039 
This is the reason for the enthroning of the Son of Heaven and 
installing the three ministers.1040  
This is done for the wish to teach and transform the bad people. 
Although one has jade disk tributes and is preceded by a team of 
four horses, it is better to sit and advance this Way. 
Although one has beautiful jade disks and arrives preceded by a team of four horses, 
it is better to sit and advance this Way.1041 
What were those of ancient times who honored this Way like? 
They did not daily seek to obtain it,  
Those of ancient times who valued this Way did not travel far and wide, searching 
for it day after day; instead they obtained it right in their own bodies. 
And those guilty of crimes were spared.1042 
“Guilty of crimes” refers to the age of chaos when the benighted ruler wantonly 
carried out executions. If one cultivates the Way, then one can end the death penalty 
and spare the masses.1043 
Thus, they were honored by the world. 
The Way and virtue are penetrating and far-reaching, there is nothing they do not 
cover or support.1044 When one completes the body-self and regulates the state with 
stillness and non-action, then one can be honored by the empire. 
                                                
1039 This indicates the vision of an earlier golden age. 
1040 MWD A and B have ° instead of p in the received tradition that includes every HSG 
edition. Henricks smartly posits that the shift in these terms coincides with the shift in 
government from the Zhou to the Han. See Henricks, 146-47. 
1041 The original text clearly refers to the practice of tribute, and how the Dao is the best gift to 
offer in tribute. A point made clear by the use of г.  Yet, the flow of these comments relates to 
how to transform bad people and implies that the subject is not a minster, but the ruler himself. 
This also follows Erkes. See Erkes, 224.  
1042 DZ, SBCK, DH II, J6, 7, 11, 19 all have the particle ;; J1-4, 8-9, 12-14, 16-18, 20, and 21 
read р, which can also mean evil. LZZG version of the DDJ does not have either particle. MWD 
A has П and MWD B has Ζ. Both are variant question markers that change the tone of the lines. 
See Yamashiro, 855; Zheng, 379; MWD, 108 ; LZZG 11.1a.   
1043 SBCK, DZ and DH II all have ; in the comment. This common reading demonstrates 
HSG’s reading of the DDJ line. See Yamashiro, 855.  
1044 DZ, SBCK, DH I, J6, 18-20 read ʛи; J1-4, 7-14, 16, 17, and 21 read ʛз;  This compound 
actually appears in other texts: LH chapter 26 and 79, six TPJ sections. See Yamashiro, 855; LH 
26/111/11, 79/337/15; TPJ 3.23/52/10, 3.33/68/8, 6.23/171/11, 6.26/173/22, 7.17/199/17, 8/252/6. 
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Chapter 63-  
 
Enact non-action. 
Because one follows precedent and accords with the past, then nothing is created.1045 
Engage in non-engagement. 
When preparations are complete, then one can discard excess complexity and 
simplify one’s engagement in affairs.  
Taste the non-flavored.1046 
Through deep thoughts and far reaching ponderings one can taste the intent of the 
Way.1047 
The great is in the small, and the many are in the few. 
This concerns rules and decrees. If one wishes to do great things, return to the small; 
if one wish to do many things, return to the few. This is the Way of naturalness. 
Respond to resentment with virtue. 
Cultivate the Way and enact goodness to prevent calamities before they arise.1048  
Plan for difficulties while they are easy. 
If one wishes to plan for difficult affairs, then one should do it when they are easy 
and have yet fully come to pass.  
Enact the great with the fine. 
If one wants to undertake great affairs, one must deal with the small and fine.1049 
Calamity and chaos come from the small. 
The difficult affairs of the world must be dealt with when they are 
easy, and the great affairs of the world must be dealt with when 
they are fine.   
[The difficult develop out of the easy. The great develop out of the fine.]1050 
                                                
1045 DZ îǣQȅ: SBCK and DH II read îǣƳȅ. Zheng punctuates before the ȅ, and so 
prefers the Qiang edition’s îƳͻǣ. I follow SBCK and DH II because if one punctuates after 
the ȅ, then this passage most logically refers follows precedent instead of creating new laws, 
policies, or rituals. See Yamashiro, 856; Zheng, 380.  
1046 This gloss of the Way as harkens back to chapter 6 where the flavors are the yin component 
of the self. This confirms that the One is yang qi and not yin qi. It also can be read that the intent 
of the Way is its yin mode. Through realizing that principle one can understand the workings of 
the world as the rest of the chapter explains. 
1047 This must refer to meditation, though the language used seems more analytical. 
1048 DZ alone reads Ɂί instead of Ɂ˲. See Yamashiro, 856. 
1049 DH II alone reads ͛ instead of Ś. This accords with the original line, but not with the 
second half of the comment. I translate both here to help with the continuity of commentarial 
thought. See Yamashiro, 857. 
1050 DZ omits any comment on these two sentences. Instead of connecting them to the next line  
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Therefore the Sage in the end is not great,1051 
He resides in humility and emptiness, 
And so accomplishes greatness. 
And the empire pays homage to him. 
Now lightly made promises are rarely trusted 
This is not valuing one’s word.  
One who considers most things easy, will have many difficulties. 
This is not taking calamities seriously. 
Therefore the Sage is deliberate with the difficult, 
The Sage in action and dealing with affairs is deliberate in both advancing and 
retreat. He takes seriously any difficulties and aims to block off their origins. 
And so in the end there are no difficulties. 
The Sage till the end of his life is without any calamitous or difficult affairs, and so 
deliberately avoids significant harm. 
 
Chapter 64-  
 
The still is easy to hold. 
If one regulates the bodily-self and regulates the state with stillness and calm, then 
one will easily preserve and hold onto them. 
The yet indicated is easy to plan for. 
When emotions and desires, turmoil and misery, do not yet have form or indication, 
then one easily plans their end. 
The brittle is easily broken.  
When rebellion has yet to brake out at court1052 and emotion and desire are not yet 
revealed in one’s countenance, it is though they are brittle and weak and easily 
broken apart.  
The fine is easily dispersed.  
Being not yet fully evident, the small and fine are easily dispersed. 
Act on things before they manifest. 
If one wishes to act, then one should do so before things manifest; when they are 
germinating, they can be nipped in the bud.  
 
                                                
and its comment I include one of the two likely interpolated comments that exist. This comes 
from the Jizhu edition that has ưȤ˲ѹҾưŚ˲ē. The other potential comment, ȣȑǫҋ
õ, comes from the Qiang edition and is what Erkes translates. See Wang, 247; Erkes, 226. 
1051 DZ alone has ē* instead of ΀*. See Yamashiro, 857. 
1052 DZ alone has ɁΔί instead of ɁȘȾ. See Yamashiro, 858. 
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Regulate them before they are disordered.  
If one regulates the bodily-self and regulates the state before they are disordered, one 
should do this by preemptively sealing the gates.1053 
A tree big enough to embrace starts as a sapling. 
Proceeding from the small one completes the large.1054 
A nine-story tower begins with a mound of dirt. 
Proceeding from the lowly one reaches the high and noble. 
A journey of a thousand li begins under one’s feet. 
Proceeding from the near one reaches the distant. 
Those who act on it, ruin it.  
Enacting affairs, one forsakes naturalness. Enacting righteous, one forsakes 
benevolence and compassion.1055 Engaging with sensuality, one forsakes the 
essential spirit.1056  
Those who grasp at it, lose it. 
Grasping at profit, one meets with misery; yet, grasping the Way, one completes 
one’s bodily-self. One does not gain through strained grasping, but through yielding 
and retracting. 
The Sage is non-acting and thus is not destroyed. 
The Sage neither enacts flowery designs, acts for profit and sensuality,1057 nor acts 
like a cruel bandit, and thus is not ruined and destroyed. 
He does not grasp on to it, and thus does not lose it. 
The Sage uses his virtue to teach the ignorant, and uses his wealth to aid the poor. 
There is nothing he grasps on to or hoards, and thus has nothing to lose to others.  
In following affairs people often ruin them when they are near 
completion. 
“Following” means ‘enact.’ In enacting affairs, very often when people’s virtuous 
deeds are near successful completion they ruin them because they lust after status, 
fame, and overflowing extravagance. 
                                                
1053 In regulating the bodily-self, “Sealing the gates” indicates sealing the sense organs to keep 
out desire. See chapter 27 and 52.  
1054 I follow Erkes in reading ư as “proceeding from.” See Erkes, 227. 
1055 DZ, SBCK, DH II, J3, 4, 16, 17, and 19-21 read ,;  J1, 2, 6, 7, 9-13, and 14 read ,ǋ. This 
latter version is supported by the parallelism with the other lines and that this compound again 
appears contrasted with ziran in chap. 5, and with superior virtue in 38. See Yamashiro, 859. 
1056 This last line has the dual meaning that contrasts the sensory world with that of the spirit, 
while also explaining the causal relation of engaging with sensuality and sex that leads to the loss 
of essence and spirit (jingshen). 
1057 DZ alone has Ÿ instead of Ξ. See Yamashiro, 860. 
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Be as serious at the end as at the beginning, and then no affairs will 
be ruined. 
One should be as serious at the end as at the beginning and not become careless. 
Therefore the Sage desires the undesired, 
The Sage desires what others do not. Others desire prominence, while the Sage 
desires to conceal his brilliance. Others desire patterned ornamentation, while the 
Sage desires unadorned simplicity. Others desire sensuality, while the Sage desires 
virtue.1058 
Not valuing rare goods. 
The Sage does not wear dazzling clothing.1059 He does not value jade and despise 
stone.   
He studies the unstudied, 
The Sage studies what others do not.1060 Others study knowledge and trickery, while 
the Sage studies naturalness. Others study regulating the world, while the Sage 
studies regulating his bodily-self through preserving the Way’s Truth.1061 
Restoring what the multitudes have discarded. 
The multitudes’ studies are all backwards. They discard the root and work at the 
branches,1062 discard the fruit and work at the flowers. “Restoring” means ‘make 
them return to the root and the fruit.’1063 
Thus, he supports the naturalness of the myriad beings, 
He teaches the people to return to their roots and fruits in hope of supporting the 
naturalness of the myriad beings true natures.1064 
But does not dare act.  
The Sage in his actions follows along, not daring to create or act for fear of 
separating from the root. 
                                                
1058 These last two sentences are missing from DZ 
1059 DZ alone has Ȼ˧ instead of Ȼ. See Yamashiro, 861. 
1060 I follow Zheng in omitting Ή. The parallel with the above line on “desiring the undesired” 
and its omission Chen and J1-3 affirm this reading. The statement that “the Sage studies what 
other cannot,” contradicts HSG view of the potential of transformation. One could argue this is a 
political statement, but the following comment confirms that the Sage must help others study 
what he studies. See Zheng, 391; Yamashiro, 862. 
1061 This is very important in clarifying the relation of self-cultivation and governing. It means 
they are not just parallel, but one is a prerequisite to the other or even takes the place of the other. 
1062 DZ alone has Ŏ instead of ɂ. See Yamashiro, 862. 
1063 Here the use of fruit shi Ŏ, is a play on its second meaning: reality. The contrast is then of 
constant reality and ephemeral phenomena. 
1064 DZ alone omits Ǆ. This may confirm HSG holds human activity to affect the nature of the 
manifests beings. People are the only creatures that disrupt naturalness, and not just for ourselves, 
but for the world. See chap. 42 on how humans participate in completing the myriad beings. See 
Yamashiro, 862. 
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Chapter 65-  
 
Those of ancient times who were good at enacting the Way, 
This refers to those of ancient times who used the Way to regulate the bodily-self 
and regulate the state. 
Did not enlighten the people, 
They did not use the Way to teach the people to become illuminated, knowledgeable, 
cunning, or crafty.1065 
But made them ignorant. 
They used the Way and virtue to teach the people to become simple and substantive 
instead of crafty or fake.1066 
The people are hard to regulate because of their great knowledge.  
The people are hard to regulate because their great knowledge makes them cunning 
and fake.1067 
Those who regulate the state with knowledge are traitors to the 
state. 
If people of knowledge and wisdom are allowed to order the state’s governmental 
affairs, they will indeed venture far from the Way and virtue. Their wanton actions 
imperil prosperity and so are traitors to the state.1068 
Those who do not regulate the state with knowledge are boons to 
the state. 
If people of knowledge and wisdom are not allowed to regulate the state’s 
governmental affairs, then the people will hold to the proper and upright, and not 
engage in perverse masquerades.1069 Superiors and subordinates will be on friendly 
terms and the ruler’s and his ministers’ strengths will be combined. Thus, this is a 
boon for the state. 
                                                
1065 DZ ȣȯ: J21, Chen, Qiang read Iȣȯ. This completes the parallelism with the next line. 
See Zheng, 393. 
1066 DH II only has 3жƶȈʀIЌɅϚ] as the comment for both of these lines. The 
meaning is comparable, though it slightly changes the importance of “teaching” (jiao Ȉ). HSG 
does not completely reject the importance of teaching as seen in chapters 27, 42, 54, 62, 64, 74, 
and 81. He also notes DDJ ϑȈ, which refers to the use of virtue and not knowledge to 
teach and transform the people 1, 43, 58. Therefore, the DH II even if accepted makes no sizable 
change to the meaning of the text and is ignored. See Yamashiro, 863. 
1067 DZ ʀÃʒˬͺ: DH II reads ʀǫ3ѹʒͺ. The latter versions more closely reflect 
the original line. See Yamashiro, 863.  
1068 DZ alone has ̩̪ instead of ħ̪. See Yamashiro, 864. 
1069 HSG uses the term Ҙ to not only signify excess pageantry, but also the cloak of deceit so 
often worn at court. 
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Knowing these two is indeed to retain the standard method. 
“These two” refers to the knowledgeable and not knowledgeable. Always knowing 
that the knowledgeable are traitors and the not knowledgeable are boons is the basic 
method of regulating the bodily-self and regulating the state. 
Always knowing the standard method is called profound virtue. 
“Profound” refers to ‘Heaven.’ One who always knows this method of regulating the 
bodily-self and regulating the state attains the same virtue as Heaven.1070 
Profound virtue is so deep and far-reaching, 
The person of profound virtue is unfathomably deep and immeasurably far-reaching. 
But contrasts with all beings. 
The person of profound virtue contrasts with the myriad beings. The myriad beings 
desire to enhance themselves, while those of profound virtue act for others. 
Only through it does one achieve great accord. 
The person of profound virtue contrasts with the myriad beings, and so he can 
achieve great accord.1071 “Great accord” means to accord with the patterns of Heaven. 
 
Chapter 66-  
 
The reason the rivers and sea can be the kings of the hundred 
ravines are because they are skilled at being low. 
The rivers and sea are deferential and lowly, and thus a multitude of streams flows 
toward them, just as the people head toward and pay homage to the king. 
Thus they can be the kings of the hundred ravines. 
Because they are deferential and lowly, they can be the kings of the hundred 
ravines.1072 
Therefore if the Sage wishes to be above the people, 
If one wishes to be above the people, 
He must use language to take the deferential position below them. 
Model the rivers and sea by residing in humility and emptiness. 
If he wishes to be first among the people, 
If one wishes to be at the head of the people, 
He must place his bodily-self behind them. 
Place others first and oneself last.  
                                                
1070 DH II includes ƃ at the beginning of the sentence. This accords with the original line and the 
previous comment. See Yamashiro, 865. 
1071 Gu adds *. This logically follows from the previous comment. In this I, accord with 
Zheng’s analysis. See Zheng, 398. 
1072 DZ alone has ̒3ŝ£ instead of 3£. See Yamashiro, 866. 
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Therefore the Sage resides above, but the people do not find him a 
burden.1073 
The Sage is positioned above the people as their leader. Because he does not use his 
honorable and noble [position] to abuse his subordinates, the people support and 
revere him without considering him a great burden.1074  
He is resides ahead, but the people do not harm him. 
The Sage is positioned ahead of the people, but does not use his radiant illumination 
to trick those behind him. The people consider him as dear as a parent and lack any 
thought of harming him. 
Therefore the empire gladly promotes him and does not tire of him. 
The Sage’s compassion is deep and his love is abundant. He looks on the people as 
though they were new born babes. Thus, the empire gladly promotes and advances 
him as their leader, and no one ever tires of him 
As he does not compete, 
The empire never tires of the Sage because the Sage does not compete for 
priority.1075 
Therefore there is none in the empire who can compete with him?  
This indicates that others all compete in taking action, but there are none who 
compete with me in non-action.1076 
 
Chapter 67-  
 
All in the empire say my greatness seems unworthy. 
Laozi means that if all in the empire say my virtue is great, I then would pretend to 
be ignorant and seemly unworthy.  
Well, the simply great seems unworthy. 
Well, singular fame and great virtue bring harm to one’s bodily-self. Thus, pretend to 
be ignorant and seem incapable. If there are no distinctions, then none are cut  
                                                
1073 DZ alone has νʀͻэ instead of νͻʀэ. See Yamashiro, 866. 
1074 SBCK mistakenly has ǩͻ instead of ǩ4. The later is a specific term that appears in the 
YTL, and DGHJ and QHJ. In the later two, people are said to “support and revere” the virtue of 
the empire or the ruler. DGHJ notes a Suo Lufang ̐͘ȃ who uses this term when he contrasts 
the abusive government μȄ with the virtuous supporting one in a similar fashion to this passage. 
See Yamashiro, 866; YTL 1.1/2/20; DGHJ 16.33/112/22; QHJ 2.25. 
1075 DZ ȩ˷΀*ΖʀˑfƬ: DH II reads ȩ҄΀*ΖʀˑfƬ. See Yamashiro, 867. 
1076 DZ reads ϑ*̉ˑȘȺˆˈȺˑˈˆ, and alone omits Ö. There are many variations in the 
likely corrupted passage, but I follow the most coherent and complete example with DH II ϑ*
̉ˑȺˆˈȺΖÖˑˈˆͺ. Still, the inclusion of Ö feels awkward and unexpected. See 
Yamashiro, 867; Zheng, 403; Wang, 261. 
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apart.1077 Do not devalue others and honor oneself. 
The apparently worthy have been around a long time, 
“Worthy” means ‘skilled.’ This refers to being clever at making distinctions. The 
people who are apparently great and clever at making distinctions, they elevate and 
honor themselves, and have been practicing this micromanaging form of government 
for a long time now.1078 
But are trivial. 
This indicates those who are clever at making distinctions are simply petty people, 
and are not true leaders. 
I have three treasures. Hold to and protect them:1079 
Laozi says: “I have three treasures. Embrace and hold on to them, protect and rely on 
them.” 
The first is compassion. 
Love the hundred clans like a newborn babe. 
The second is frugality. 
Collect taxes as if taking from oneself.1080 
The third is not to dare to be the first in the empire. 
Hold to humility and deference, and do not initiate or proclaim anything.1081 
Now it is because of compassion that one can be brave. 
Because of compassion and benevolence, then one can bravely be loyal and filial.1082 
It is because of frugality that one can be encompassing. 
If the Son of Heaven’s bodily-self can be restrained and frugal,1083 then the people’s 
daily needs are covered. 
                                                
1077 HSG employs a pun about the question of distinctions and having the parts of the body 
separated when he pairs  with ǧ. See chapter 58. 
1078 This use of ŌŌ in contrasts to divisions and specifically ǧ show a clear parallel to the 
commentary of chapter 20. 
1079 DZ, DH II,  O instead of Œ. WB has the same. MWD A and B have variations where 
β,[˦+Ø] are repeated as both verb and noun. HSG likely plays with these different character 
variations taking the second Œ as O. It is not clear which version he commentated on (if he only 
relied on a single copy), but in all cases there is a play on “treasure” and something you “treasure” 
or “protect.” It seems some of the HSG editions infused this commentarial distinction into the 
original text. See Yamashiro, 869; WB 4.6a; MWD, 110. 
1080 SBCK alone has b instead of Ȑ. HSG is undoubtedly playing on these words, but not so 
directly. See Yamashiro, 869. 
1081 DZ and SBCK: DH II reads á. HSG uses both these terms in similar ways. In this case, á 
seems more appropriate.  
1082 DZ f3,ǚ: DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21, and 26 3ǚ,. I follow Zheng in logic of the latter 
version. See Zheng, 407; Yamashiro, 870. 
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It is because one does not dare to be the first in the empire,  
Do not dare act as the priority of the empire.1084 
That one can be the leader of the perfect vessels. 
“The leader of the perfect vessels” refers to ‘person who attains the Way.’ I can lead 
the people of the Way. 
Presently people discard compassion and try to be brave, 
In the present age people discard compassion and benevolence, only acting brave and 
militant. 
They discard frugality and try to be encompassing, 
They discard frugality and restraint, only engaging with extravagance and excess. 
They discard being last and try to be first, 
They discard placing oneself last, only working to get ahead of others. 
And so die. 
 When they behave like this, they enter the path to death. 
As for compassion: use it in war to be victorious, and use it in 
defense to be secure. 
Now those who are compassionate and benevolent stand close to the hundred clans, 
connect to their hearts, and unify with their intentions. Thus, in war one defeats the 
enemy and in defense one is stable and secure. 
When Heaven wishes to save something, it relies on compassion to 
protect it. 
When Heaven wishes to help good people, it just gives them a compassionate and 
benevolent nature that enables them to protect and help themselves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1083 DZ, SBCK, DH II, J19, and 21 all have Ĕī, but Chen, J1-4, 6-14, 16-18, 20, and 26 omit 
this term. This is a rare use of this term, though not contextually awkward. See Yamashiro, 870; 
Zheng, 408. 
1084 DZ omits this comment. DH I ȊˆĔҝf; SBCK ˆĔҝf; J1, 2, 4, 6-14, 16-20 
ȊˆĔҝf. The last seems the most complete. See Yamashiro, 870.   
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Chapter 68- 
 
Those skilled as officials are not militant.1085 
This indicates they value the Way and virtue instead loving military power. 
Those skilled at war are not enraged.  
Those skilled at using the Way in waging war forbids perversity in their hearts, cut 
off calamity before it begins to sprout, and never punishes out of rage. 
Those skilled at defeating the enemy do not engage.1086 
Those skilled at using the Way to defeat the enemy, use benevolence for those near 
at hand and use virtue for those coming from afar. Thus, they need not engage the 
enemy in battle as the enemy submits of his own accord. 
Those skilled at employing others act lowly. 
Those skilled at employing others to support themselves always maintain humility 
and deference in their dealings.  
This is called the virtue of not competing. 
This refers to the superior placing themselves below others.1087  Such is the virtuous 
Way of not competing and fighting with others.1088  
This is called the power of employing people. 
If one can make one’s bodily-self lowlier than other people, this is called employing  
 
                                                
1085 DZ, DH II read Áäˆċͺ; SBCK, WB, MWD A, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21 and 23 read äˆċ
ͺ; MWD B reads ȅäˆċͺ. Some of this divergence may come from the influence of 15 Á
äˆċͺ. Because of the variation among the early texts DZ and DH II could reflect a 
variation of the MWD B version. That chapter also may have been mixed up with chapter 15 
passage, as MWD B (the only surviving version) has of Á[*+Ũ]ˆжͺ. GD also includes a 
fragment from chapter 15 that confirms an early version with Áˆäċͺ. Chapter 6 in MWD 
A has ȅȳäˆжͺ and MWD B has Áäˆжͺ. Clearly, there were multiple versions that 
transcribed these similar passages in different ways. This particular HSG comment does not 
appear to reflect the existence of either ȅ or Á especially when contrasted with chapter 65 
that does acknowledge the phrase. In this case, it seems to just parallel the next three lines. Zheng 
notes a subcommentary that affirms the existence of such an opening phrase, but that is likely a 
needed explanation after the DDJ text changed to match the other editions. The pairing of this 
omission and the commentary is confirmed by the many editions that remain in this form. See 
Yamashiro, 871; Ding, 50; MWD, 108, 110, 117; WB 3.6b.  
1086 DZ reads Ζˑ; SBCK, DH II, J1-4, 6-14, 16-21, and 23 read Ζ ; MWD B, P2347, 
P2417, S6453, Zhi, read ˑ; MWD A reads ϥ. Zheng follows #fuchi in arguing the last word 
is ˑ not Ζ. MWD A and B suggest the interchangeability of these terms. WB has Ζ, but glosses 
it as ˑ in his commentary. See MWD, 110; Zheng, 413; Yamashiro, 872; WB 4.6b. 
1087 DZ alone has ȑ instead of . See Yamashiro, 872. 
1088 DZ alone has ȩжƶ instead of жƶ. See Yamashiro, 872. 
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the power of ministers and other people.1089 
This is called matching Heaven, 
If one can practice this, one’s virtue will match Heaven. 
It is the pinnacle of ancient times.  
This is precisely the pinnacle of the essential Way of ancient times. 
 
Chapter 69-  
 
In the employment of soldiers there is a saying: 
This lays out the way of employing soldiers. Laozi lived in a time of crisis when 
soldiers were employed, and thus he relies on an existing [saying] to establish his 
sense of righteousness.1090 
“I do not dare act as host, 
“Host” means ‘first.’ I would not dare to first mobilize troops. 
But instead act as guest. 
The guest accords and does not lead.1091 When employing soldiers one should follow 
Heaven and only then act.1092 
I do not dare advance an inch, but instead retreat a foot.” 
Invading territory to profit from others’ wealth and treasure is considered to 
“advance.” Sealing the gates and defending the walls is considered “retreat.” 
This is called engaging without engagement. 
Since the other side does not stop, they are considered the rebels of the empire. Even 
if one engages in punishing them, one does not engage in retaliation.1093  
Reaching without arms, 
Even if one desires to reach out one’s arm in great anger, it is as if one lacks arms 
with which to reach out.1094 
 
                                                
1089 DZ alone has * instead of *Β. See Yamashiro, 872. 
1090 This sense of Laozi incorporating previous sayings confirms HSG does not see this text as a 
product of revelation. 
1091 of DZ, SBCK, J1, 2, 4, 7, 9-11, 13, 14, 17, and 19 read U: DH II, Qiang, Gu, J3, 6, 8, 12, 16, 
18, 20, 21, and 26 read á. This latter option accords with chapter 10. Also, see chap. 61 note 963. 
See Yamashiro, 873; Zheng, 416.   
1092 DZ alone has u instead of ˴u. See Yamashiro, 873. 
1093 σÿ: DH II reads σą. This latter phrase is supported by its appearance in HS and GY The 
first phrase is unique. See Yamashiro, 873; HS 90.3652; GY1.14/8/12. 
1094 DZ reads ѶȺēǀͺ; SBCK and J20 read Ѷɪēǀ; DH II reads ēǀ; Gu, Chen, J1-4, 6-
14, 16-19, and 21 read ѶɪǾΐēǀ. I agree with Zheng that the last is the most likely. See 
Yamashiro, 874; Zheng, 417. 
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Seizing without enemies. 
Even if one desires to seize and guide them,1095 it is as if one lacks enemies to seize. 
Brandishing without weapons. 
Even if one desires to hold and brandish them, it is as if there are no weapons to be 
brandished. How can one injure the people of the opposing side? It is a crime against 
Heaven. How can one accept a ruler who does not follow the Way? It is pitiable to 
endure the pain of loss.1096  
There is no greater calamity than taking lightly the enemy. 
Now of the harms of calamity and chaos, there is nothing worse than taking lightly 
terrorizing enemy families with perpetual invasions and occupations,1097 in other 
words, taking lightly wars of greed.1098 
If one takes lightly the enemy then one is near to losing one’s 
treasure. 
“Near” (ji; a few) means ‘near’ (jin). “Treasure” means ‘bodily-self.’ Taking lightly 
terrorizing enemy families brings one near to losing one’s bodily-self. 
Thus, if struggling soldiers give battle, 
The two enemies give battle. 
Then the one sorrowed by this wins. 
The sorrowed one has compassion and benevolence for the soldiers not far from 
death.1099 
 
Chapter 70-  
 
My words are very easy to know and very easily practiced, 
Laozi means: what I am saying, after reflection, is easy to know and, with discipline, 
is easy to put into practice.1100 
But there is no one in the empire who is able to know or practice 
them. 
People hate softness and weakness, but love hardness and strength.1101 
                                                
1095 I follow Zheng in omitting Ʒ after . See Zheng, 418. 
1096 DZ alone has ` instead of æ. See Yamashiro, 875. 
1097 DZ ɫН: DH II reads Нɫ. I follow DH II because it parallels the subsequent НǨ and it 
accords with the chapter’s overall admonition against aggression: something that leads not to 
power but to death. Furthermore, this compound is confirmed in the SJ. See Yamashiro, 875; SJ 
45.1871.  
1098 DZ alone has ЃŒ instead of Ѓ. See Yamashiro, 875. 
1099 DZ alone has Ÿ instead of ɵ. See Yamashiro, 875. 
1100 DZ alone has ϑ instead of ǫϑ. See Yamashiro, 876. 
1101 DZ alone has ĝ instead of ǔ. See Yamashiro, 876.  
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Words have ancestors and deeds have rulers. 
The words I say have ancestors and roots. My deeds involve the divisions of ruler 
and minister, superior and subordinate. That the people of the world do not know this 
is not because I lack a virtuous mind, but because they are the opposite of me. 
Now they simply do not know this, and so do not know me. 
Now for the people of the world, this—my virtue—is dark and obscure, not 
externally displayed, supremely subtle, and extremely sublime. Therefore, they do 
not know it. 
Those who know me are scant, and so I am honored. 
“Scant” means ‘few.’ Only those who reach the Way can know me, and because of 
this I am considered honored. 
Therefore the Sage wears coarse cloth, while embracing jade. 
“Wears coarse cloth” means ‘slighting the external.’ “Embracing jade” means 
‘favoring the internal.’ He hides his treasure and conceals his virtue, not showing 
these to others. 
 
Chapter 71-  
 
It is superior to know and yet not know.  
Knowing the Way but saying one does not is an elevation of virtue. 
It is sickness to not know and yet know. 
Not knowing the Way but saying one does is a sickness of virtue. 
Now by being sick of sickness there is no sickness. 
Now if one can be sickened and pained by the masses having the sickness of 
exaggerated knowledge, then they naturally will not be sick.1102 
The Sage is not sick and so is sick of sickness. 
Because the Sage lacks the sickness of exaggerated knowledge, he is constantly 
pained that the masses have this sickness. 
Because of this there is no sickness. 
Because of this heartache for others, he does do not sicken himself.1103 Now, the 
Sage embraces penetrating knowledge to help those who do not know; he does this 
in hope of making the world simple and pure, honest and upright, with everyone 
preserving their pure nature.1104 Petty people do not know the intent of the Way, but 
wantonly engage in the business of exaggerating their knowledge of it to make 
                                                
1102 DZ omits this comment. See Yamashiro, 878. 
1103 DZ and Gu alone have ǐ instead of ҄. I accord with Erkes selecting ǐ. See Yamashiro, 
878; Zheng, 426; Erkes, “Ho-Shang-Kung’s Commentary on Lao-Tse. III (Concluded),” 238. 
1104 DZ alone has  instead of Ƽ. See Yamashiro, 878. 
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themselves prominent. This internally harms their essence and spirit, reducing their 
longevity and lessening their years.1105 
 
Chapter 72-  
 
When the people do not fear the threatening, then the greatest 
threat arrives. 
“Threat” means ‘harm.’ If people do not fear lesser harms, then the greatest harm 
will arrive. The greatest harm is called death.1106 Those who fear this should protect 
and nourish the essential spirit, obey Heaven, and follow Earth. 
Do not constrain what resides. 
This means that the spirit that resides in the heart should be expansive and soft,1107 
and never hurried or constrained. 
Do not oppress what gives life. 
People live because they have essential spirits. The essential spirits rely on emptiness 
and enjoy purity and stillness. If one does not restrict one’s diet, thinks only of 
sensuality (sex), forgets the Way, and has a belly full of impropriety, this is 
considered cutting at the root and oppressing the spirits.1108 
Now only the non-oppressive do not oppress. 
Now only those who do not oppress the essential spirit cleanse their heart-mind of 
turbid filth. They are tranquil and desireless, and so the essential spirit resides in 
them and is not oppressed. 
Therefore the Sage knows himself, 
He knows his own capacity. 
But does not reveal himself. 
He does not externally reveal his virtue’s beauty, concealing it within 
Cherishes himself, 
He cherishes his own bodily-self by protecting his essential qi. 
But does not honor himself. 
He does not make himself honored, noble, glorious, or famous within the empire. 
Thus he rejects that and gains this. 
He rejects revealing and honoring himself and gains knowing and cherishing 
himself.  
 
                                                
1105 This conclusion explains how the sickness of knowledge leads to physical sickness as well. 
1106 DZ ˼ɵ%: DH II ēņͺϨϩɵ%; Gu ēņϩɵ%. See Zheng, 427; Yamashiro, 879. 
1107 DZ alone has Ĺɔ instead of Őɔ. See Yamashiro, 879. 
1108 DZ ˆɱ9Ýȋ̥: SBCK and DH II read ˆ9Ƀ´̥. See Yamashiro, 880.  
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Chapter 73-  
 
Bravery as daring is death. 
Bravery as daring action destroys the bodily-self. 
Bravery as not daring is life. 
Bravery as not daring action enlivens the bodily-self. 
Of these two, 
This refers to daring and not daring. 
One is beneficial and one is harmful. 
Enlivening the bodily-self is considered “beneficial,” and destroying the bodily-self 
is considered “harmful.” 
What Heaven despises, 
It despises action. 
Who knows the reason? 
He who can know the reason behind the will of Heaven shall never disobey it.1109 
Therefore the Sage still has a difficult time with it. 
This indicates that even with the illumined virtue of the Sage it is still difficult to 
bravely be daring, so how could someone without the Sage’s virtue hope to practice 
this?1110  
The Way of Heaven does not compete, but is good at winning. 
Heaven does not compete with people for position, but people naturally revere it. 
It does not speak, but is skilled at responding. 
Heaven does not speak, but the myriad beings all move spontaneously in response to 
its seasons.1111 
It does not summon but they natural come. 
Heaven does not call or summon the myriad beings, but they all rely on yin to head 
toward yang.1112 
It is relaxed but good at planning. 
“Relaxed” means ‘broad.’ Although the way of Heaven is broad and encompassing, 
it is good at planning and analyzing human affairs. Thus, those cultivating goodness 
or behaving badly all receive their due. 
                                                
1109 SBCK and DH II have add ͻ before ˚. See Yamashiro, 881. 
1110 This strange passage has two readings: even with the virtue of a Sage one cannot safely take 
action as one would receive Heaven’s wrath, or even with the virtue of the Sage it is difficult to 
always be brave in daring not to act (fully following the will of Heaven).   
1111 DZ 3ǢȬ: SBCK has Ǣ3Ȭ. See Yamashiro, 882. 
1112 This implies that Heaven draws all things back to it as the original substance, for all things 
move from yin mode to the yang substance of Heaven. 
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Heaven’s net is vast; it is open but nothing slips through. 
Heaven’s net is vast and so great. Although it is open1113 and far off, it supervises 
and inspects people’s good and bad behavior and nothing is missed.  
 
Chapter 74-  
 
When the people do not fear death, 
In regulating the state, if one uses extremely cruel punishments and fines,1114 then the 
people will be unable to eke out a living and will not fear death.1115 In regulating the 
body, desire injures the spirits and greed for wealth leads to one’s death,1116 but the 
people do not know to fear these.1117 
Why use death to frighten them? 
The ruler does not widely punish or fine,1118 but teaches the people to purge their 
emotions and desires.1119  Why then establish punishments and laws to frighten 
people with death? 
When the people are made to constantly fear death, 
One should eliminate one’s own cruelty to teach the people to remove the desire for 
personal gain.1120 
                                                
1113 The term shu ́ here means both the loose netting and socially distant. 
1114 These punishments would include various forms of maiming, like cutting off the feet. 
Practically, the crippled people could not work for a living and others taxed or fined to the point 
of starvation would have nothing to fear in committing capital crimes.  
1115 DZ alone has ­ instead of Ϳ. DZ clearly involves a scribal error as the phrase ʀͿ˲ 
comes from the SJ and the Xinxu where it describes life under oppressive regimes. This 
borrowing suggests that HSG must have read the history or a related text, or was at least exposed 
to this common saying. See Yamashiro, 883; SJ 78.2391, 89.2573; XX 9.9/51/19. 
1116 DZ alone has æК instead of ɺК. See Yamashiro, 883. 
1117 For both the group and the individual, the foundation of proper order is fear of death. If 
people do not fear social causes of death, then there is nothing to restrain their selfish actions that 
disrupt society. In parallel, individuals do not fear personal causes of death, the desirous 
behaviors that destroy the body or leads to behavior that brings about any early demise; this is 
because of ignorance. This is a two-tiered problem places ignorance of the causes of death and 
disorder first. The ruler who is ignorant of the dangers of desire harms his body will die of natural 
causes; if his greed that leads him to engage in policies that remove people’s fear of death, then 
his ignorant lack of fear of death spreads, leading to disorder and his downfall. This logic strikes 
at the heart of the parallel role of body and state and how the fear of death is HSG’s leverage to 
argue for change in the political system. 
1118 DZ alone has ̀ instead of . See Yamashiro, 833. 
1119 DZ alone omits Ȉ. See Yamashiro, 834. 
1120 This term, ɪ, appears in comparable discussions in the Han. See BHT 30/55/25; LH 
29/136/12; QHJ 10.159 
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And I seize and kill anyone engaging in trickery, then who would 
dare to do so. 
If one uses the Way to teach and transform the people and they do not follow but 
instead engage in trickery and craftiness, then it is proper to respond according to the 
king’s law by seizing and killing them. In this case, who would dare commit a 
crime? In Laozi’s time there was chaos and the kings did not rely first on the Way 
and virtue to transform the people, but relied first on punishments and fines. 
There is a constant master executioner, 
“The master executioner” means ‘Heaven.’ It resides on high and looks downward to 
observe people’s transgressions. “Heaven’s net is vast; it is open, but nothing slips 
through.”1121 
And standing in for the master executioner is to take the master 
carpenter’s place and doing his carving. 
The Way of Heaven is extremely clear. This master executioner has its constancy.1122 
Always in spring things are born, in summer they grow, in fall they are reaped, and 
winter they hide away.1123 All the while, the handle of the Big Dipper rotates and 
measures out their movement.1124 If the ruler wishes to take the place of this 
executioner, then it is like the klutz carving in place of the master carpenter: he 
accomplishes nothing by his effort. 
Now those who take the master carpenter’s place and do his 
carving, they rarely avoid cutting their own hand. 
If the ruler engages in punishing and fining, this is like the klutz carving in place of 
the master carpenter. Indeed the round and square will not follow the pattern of the 
grain and one will injure one’s hand. Those who execute in place of Heaven, do not 
realize its pattern, and end up meeting their own demise.  
 
 
 
                                                
1121 This quotes DDJ chap. 73. 
1122 DZ alone has ÇŌ instead of Çɺ. Erkes follows the incoherent DZ version. ÇŌ is 
confirmed as a compound in the HS and QHJ. See Yamashiro, 834; Erkes, 241; HS 77.3246, 
77.3247, 89.3630; QHJ 13.337   
1123 This common expression developed from ideals of following the model of the season, 
expressly promoted in the LSCQ, etc. It first appears in the Xinyu, SJ, and HNZ. In the SJ, Sima 
Tan uses it to summarize the ideas of the Yinyangjia. This should be considered a generally 
honored conception in the Han. XY 1/1/5; HNZ 8/64/8, 9/67/18; CQFL 13.2/58/23; SJ 128.3232, 
130.3290; YTL 9.6/67/31; YZS 29/13/3, 51/25/4; LZZG 8.13b, 9.9b, 10.8a, 13.1b; LS 44.1:384; 
YJS 4/14/20; BHT 9/23/4; LH 10/27/14; HS 62.2711 
1124 The handle of the Big Dipper points east in the spring, south in the summer, west in the fall, 
and north in the winter. In this way, it measures out the movement of the seasons. 
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Chapter 75- 
 
People suffer famine because those above over-tax their grain. 
The reason that the people are starving and cold is that their ruler above takes too 
much of his subordinates grain in taxes. 
From only this comes famine. 
All the people are affected by those above and become greedy. They rebel against 
the Way and oppose virtue, thus there is famine. 
The people are hard to regulate because those above take action. 
The reason the people cannot be regulated is their ruler above is greatly desirous and 
loves to take action. 
Due only to this are they hard to regulate. 
Therefore, the people are affected by those above taking action. This leads to 
emotionality and insincerity, and so the people become difficult to regulate.  
The people take death lightly, because of earnest striving for life. 
People take lightly the death penalty because their way of striving for life is too 
forced. 1125 Because of their greed for gain, they endanger themselves. 
From only this do they take death lightly. 
Because they seek life too forcefully,1126 they lightly1127 enter into the places of 
death.1128 
Now only those who do not actively live are worthies of valuing 
life. 
Now only those who do not consider their life a task, titles and salary do not bother 
their thoughts, and wealth and profit do not enter their bodies. Thus, the emperor is 
unable to make them ministers, and the nobles are unable to make them 
commissioners.1129 Only because of this are they the worthies of valuing life. 
 
Chapter 76-  
 
In life people are supple and weak. 
In life people contain harmonious qi, and embrace essence and the spirits. Thus, they 
are supple and weak. 
                                                
1125 DZ reads ˲ʝ : SBCK, DH I, J1-3, 7-10, 12-14, 17-21, and 26 read ˲ʝж. See 
Yamashiro, 887. 
1126 DZ alone has е instead of ². See Yamashiro, 887. 
1127 DZ alone omits Н. See Yamashiro, 888. 
1128 This is a reference to Chapter 50 where the commentary also references this chapter. 
1129 This line repeats a near quote from ZZ in chapter 56. See note above. 
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In death they are stiff and strong. 
At death people’s harmonious qi is exhausted, and essence and spirits are lost. ThusҾ 
they are stiff and strong. 
In life all the myriad beings and plants are supple and weak. 
The harmonious qi is preserved.  
At their death they are withered and dried. 
The harmonious qi is lost.1130 
Thus stiffness and strength are the companions of death and 
suppleness and weakness are the companions of life. 
By observing the previously mentioned two instances know that those who are stiff 
and strong die, and those who are supple and weak live. 
Therefore in battle the strong do not win. 
The great strong soldiers take battle lightly and enjoy killing. Their cruelty spreads 
and resentment congeals leading the weak masses to unite in true strength. 
Therefore, the strong do not win. 
If a tree is strong, then there is collectivity. 
When a tree is great and strong, then the branches and leaves can collectively grow 
on top of it. 
The great and strong reside below and the supple and weak reside 
above. 
This is how flourishing things attain their achievement: the great tree resides below, 
enabling the small things to reside above. This is a natural effect, as the Way of 
Heaven suppresses the strong and supports the weak. 
 
Chapter 77-  
 
The Way of Heaven works like the drawing of a bow. 
The Way of Heaven is shadowy and obscure, so this type of object is used as a 
metaphor. 
The lofty it lowers and the lowly it lifts. The excessive it 
diminished and the deficient it augments. 
This indicates that by drawing a bow the two extremes adjust in balance, and only 
then can it be used. Now lowering the lofty and raising the lowly and diminishing the 
strong while increasing the weak—this is the Way of Heaven. 
 
                                                
1130 DZ alone has ȋ instead of Þ. See Yamashiro, 888. 
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The Way of Heaven diminishes the excessive, and augments the 
deficient. 
The Way of Heaven diminishes the excessive and augments the modest.1131 It always 
considers central harmony best.1132  
The way of humanity is not like this. 
The way of humanity stands opposed to the Way of Heaven.1133 
It diminishes the deficient to increase the excessive. 
Ordinary worldly people take from the poor to give to the rich, and seize from the 
weak to enhance the strong.1134 
Who can use their excess to give to the empire? Only one who 
possesses the Way. 
This is saying: Who can reside in a position of excess,1135 while limiting their titles 
and salaries so to give to those in the empire who are in need?1136 Only a ruler 
possessing the Way can do this.1137 
Therefore the Sage enacts, but is not reliant.1138 
The Sage enacts virtue, but this behavior does not rely on an expectation of 
reciprocation.1139 
When his deeds are done, he does not stay, 
When his deeds are done and affairs complete, he does not stay in his post. 
For he does not wish to reveal his worthiness. 
He does not wish to let others know his worthiness.1140 He hides his achievements 
and does not take a place of honor and fame out of fear that Heaven diminishes and 
harms those with excess. 
 
 
 
                                                
1131 DZ alone has ̋ instead of ȺҚ. See Yamashiro, 890. 
1132 DZ alone has Ĕж instead of ƃ. See Yamashiro, 890. 
1133 HNZ 1/4/4 expresses a similar sentiment. It depicts Heaven as pure and untainted and 
Humanity as biased, devious, and trapped by precedent.  
1134 DZ alone has ̌ instead of 3Ę and Ζ instead of 3̌.  See Yamashiro, 891. 
1135 DZ alone omits Ή. See Yamashiro, 891. 
1136 DZ alone omits . See Yamashiro, 891. 
1137 DZ alone adds ƶ. See Yamashiro, 891. 
1138 This is the only instance where this line indicates the agent as the Sage. In chap. 2, 10, and 51 
Sage is omitted. The commentary reflects this difference as it infers the Way as the enacting party 
in all other cases. 
1139 DZ alone has șǓ instead of ș. See Yamashiro, 891. 
1140 DZ alone omits I. See Yamashiro, 891. 
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Chapter 78-  
 
Nothing in the World is softer or weaker than water, 
This indicates that since water is soft and weak it becomes round in round spaces and 
square in square spaces.1141 Impede it and it stops; release it and it flows away. 
But in attacking the hard and strong nothing can defeat it, 
Water can encircle mountains, carve through hills,1142 rub through iron, and dissolve 
copper.1143 Nothing that opposes water can defeat it. 
For nothing could be easier for it. 
In attacking the hard and strong, nothing has an easier time than water. 
Thus the soft defeats the hard.1144 
Our tongue is soft and teeth hard. Thus, we lose our teeth before our tongue.1145 
The weak defeats the strong. 
Water can smother fire, as yin quenches yang. 
There are none in the empire who do not understand this, 
They understand that the soft and weak endure and last long, while the hard and 
strong corrode and crumble. 
But none can put it into practice. 
Ashamed of humility and submission, they only seek strength and dominance. 
Thus the Sage says: 
This refers to the following.1146 
                                                
1141 This expression ôô, ȗȗ sounds very much like Wang Bi’s description of ziran 
in his comment on chapter 25. He says describes the Way modeling of ziran faziran ʕΓˊ as ÷
ȗͻʕȗ÷òͻʕò. See WB 2.4b-5a. 
1142 DH II alone has the more forceful ĊŨĊѬ. See Yamashiro, 892. 
1143 DZ alone has ʃ instead of љ. See Yamashiro, 892. 
1144 The order of this and the next line and their corresponding comments varies. MWD B has ʃ
ȼҾƠȼƢ. MWD A seems to also support this order, ending a lacuna with Ƣ. 
WB also has ɔҾƠƢ; LZZG presents as mixed version of ĖʃƢҾɔ
. SDLZ and SBCK have ƠƢҾɔ; Three Dunhuang DDJ texts (P2347, P2417, 
S6453) have ȅɔ(ͱҿϑҽɰ)[]Ҿɔƥ; Zhi reads ȅɔҾƠƢ; DZ has ȅ
ɔҾƠƢ. I follow the DZ and Zhi order because it accords with MWD, but also basic 
ordering of theses synonym compounds (ɔƠҾƢ). See MWD, 113; WB 4.10b; Rao, 62; 
Zheng, 455-56; LZZG 13.11a-11b. 
1145 This example of the principles of soft and hard is first recorded in multiple places with the 
HNZ. Shuoyuan 10.5 has a story of Laozi teaching Chang Chuang ƃǼ  that uses a most similar 
language. See HNZ 1/5/6; SY 10.5/78/5-11. 
1146 DZ alone omits this comment. See Yamashiro, 893. 
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 “One who accepts the state’s filth is called the Master of the 
Temples of Earth and Grain. 
Because the ruler can accept the state’s filth and turbidity, as the rivers and sea 
embrace lesser streams, he can rule a unified state and long protect the Temples of 
Earth and Grain. 
One who bears the state’s misfortune is called the King of the 
World.” 
If the ruler can take responsibility for mistakes and shoulder the people’s 
misfortunes, then he can be the King of the World. 
These proper sayings seem contradictory. 
These truly are proper and straightforward sayings, which the people of the world do 
not understand and so consider contradictory. 
 
Chapter 79- 
 
In equalizing great hatred, 
This refers to killing those who murder and mutilating those who harm others as a 
means to equalize [suffering] through retribution. 
There is bound to be some remaining hatred. 
Those who employ mutilation lose the good faith of the people and so hatred remains 
even among good people. 
How can this be considered good? 
This indicates that if one person cries out from suffering, then the Heavenly heart is 
lost.1147 How then can ‘equalizing hatred’ be considered good? 
Therefore the Sage holds the left tally, 
In ancient times the Sages held onto the left tally as a contract of trust. They did not 
need written records or laws.1148 Having a jagged tally that fit was enough to 
maintain trust. 
                                                
1147 The term ĔƷ was a very popular term in the Han. It also had an important place in the final 
chapter of the HNZ, where it represented an ideal mental state. It indicates both the impartiality of 
Heaven’s justice, and the positive cosmic resonance of such just behavior. LZZG uses this term to 
comment on this same chapter. See HNZ 21/226/17; LZZG 13.13b/13.14b. See Appendix 2 for 
the rest of the appearances of this term. 
1148 DZ alone adds  to this list. See Yamashiro, 895. Both “written records and laws” are two 
approaches to control and power. The first represents the more Confucian approach that relies on 
the authority of books and their rituals while the second is the more Legalistic approach. Many 
critiques of the Qin dynasty stress its rejection of books and the use of cruel punishments. Here 
both are rejected. Furthermore, written records are also associated with the legal mechanisms of 
the state, including the recording of crimes and punishments. Here the ideal is that good will is 
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But does not place responsibility on others. 
He only trusts the jagged tally, and does not rely on people who use other methods. 
Those with virtue observe the tallies. 
The virtuous ruler only looks at the tally to judge trustworthiness.1149  
Those without virtue observe rejections. 
The virtueless ruler turns his back on the trustworthiness of the tallies and just 
observes peoples mistakes. 
The Way of Heaven lacks favorites, always just associating with 
good people. 
The Way of Heaven is not close to or estranged from anyone. It only gives to good 
people, just as one relies on the tally.1150 
 
Chapter 80-  
 
Make the state ‘small’ and the people ‘few’, 
Although the Sage regulates a large state it seems as though it is small1151 because of 
his frugality, restraint, and avoiding extravagance or excess. Although his people are 
numerous, they seem as if they are few because he refrains from conscripting them 
for labor. 
Divide them into groups of tens and hundreds,1152 
Make all the people have their own military divisions of tens and hundreds, so that  
 
                                                
not maintained through records of crimes that fit punishments, but a more honest and direct 
method of impartiality.  
1149 This reading accords with Mark Edward Lewis’ interpretation of Hanfeizi’s teachings. He 
argues that this idea of tally related to matching the words of ministers with their 
accomplishments. Lewis asserts that the ruler kept the record to later compare with the results of 
the actions. This also reminds of the military system where generals would swear on their lives to 
defeat the enemy, and the record of that oath provided the basis for later execution. In this case, 
one does not look to standard laws, but to individual oaths. Therefore, punishment does not come 
from the ruler, but from the actions of the person themselves. See Lewis, Writing and Authority in 
Early China, 77. 
1150 DZ alone has ΖÇęË instead of ΖÇęͺ. See Yamashiro, 895-96. 
1151 DZ alone has Śó̟ instead of Ś. See Yamashiro, 896. 
1152 In the MWD editions, this line logically connects to the next as part of a series of sentences 
beginning with I. In those versions of the text  ̇ is used instead of +>. This more clearly 
shows these numbers to reference the tool/weapons. WB also follows this division, though has +
>é, which clearly indicates the é as weapons. HSG makes a hermeneutical choice in his 
divisions that allows him to comment on military structure in contrast to the needs of farming and 
so é become “farmer’s tools.” See MWD, 109; WB 4.11a. 
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the noble and lowly will not attack each other.1153 
And avoid using the people’s tools. 
“Tools” refers to ‘farmer’s tools.’ “But do not use them” refers to not conscripting 
them and wasting the people’s valuable [growing] season.1154   
Make the people to take death seriously, 
If the ruler can increase the people’s prosperity and expel their troubles so all have 
their proper place, then the people will take death seriously and long for life. 
And not travel far. 
If governmental decrees do not disrupt the people, then they can work in peace 
without having to leave their homes1155 to be deployed far away.1156  
Then although they have boats and carriages, they do not ride in 
them; 
Pure, still, and non-acting, they do not make disruptive outward and flowery 
displays, and distain hosting or traveling to parties.1157  
Although they have armor and weapons, they do not display them. 
There are none who are aggrieved or full of hatred in the empire. 
Make the people return to knotting rope, 
They will reject writing and external designs returning to the simple substance, and 
then there will be honesty and not deceit.1158  
Sweeten their food, 
Lead them to taste the sweetness of their simple vegetables, and not fish for food 
among the hundred clans.1159 
 
                                                
1153 DH II alone has ̓KȰ instead of ̓˚. Both imply a similar sense of internecine strife. 
See Yamashiro, 896. 
1154 DZ alone has Ȭ instead of ΝȬ. The latter more clearly refers to how undertaking public 
works and war during the growing season results in food shortages. See Yamashiro, 896-97. 
1155 DZ vƃν: SBCK and J21 read Ѹvƃν; DH II reads 3Ѹvƃν. See Yamashiro, 897. 
1156 DZ alone has кƮ instead of к. See Yamashiro, 897. 
1157 DZ alone omits k. See Yamashiro, 897. 
1158 HSG takes the DDJ statement metaphorically. He does not propose actually discarding 
writing altogether, but is most concerned about a shift from the external and the artificial and a 
return to the internal and the natural. 
1159 This strange term “fish for food” has a dual meaning. First it refers to extortion of the less 
powerful by the more powerful involving excess grain taxes (food). This meaning is attested by a 
single appearance in the HS (77.3268). The second sense is that of the contrast between the 
simple plant based diet proposed and the richer fish and meat diet that is possible with the 
concentration of wealth (food) in the hands of a few. This later diet not only results from immoral 
actions but also arguably harms the body. DZ alone ҩ has instead of ʳ. In this context they are 
equivalent. See Yamashiro, 898. 
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Beautify their clothing, 
Lead them to feel beautiful in their coarse clothes, and then they will not value the 
five colors. 
Pacify their residences, 
Lead them to feel at peace in their thatch huts, and then they will not wish to 
decorate their rooms with patterned designs and ornaments. 
Enjoy their customs. 
Lead them to find joy in their simple and unadorned customs, and then they will not 
change them. 
Then although they can see neighboring states, and hear their 
roosters and dogs, 
They are not a far journey. 
The people grow old and die, having never traveled to them.  
They are without emotion or desire. 
 
Chapter 81-  
 
Trustworthy words are not charming.1160 
“Trustworthy words” mean ‘what reflects reality [real fruit].’ “Not charming” means 
‘unadorned and simple.’ 
Charming words are not trustworthy. 
“Charming words”1161 means ‘tireless flowery speeches.’1162 “Not trustworthy” 
means ‘deceitful, insincere, and wholly false.’1163  
                                                
1160 I reading this famous line in light of how HSG uses “beautiful” Ͳ in other parts of the text, 
especially chap. 3 and 62 were it appears as a gerund, and could mean “charming” or “flattering.” 
The crux of this chapter is not a rejection of beauty, but of sophistry and pedantry.  
1161 DZ and SBCK read ʰͲϑͺ; DH II, Chen, Gu, Li Lin, J1-4, 6-14, and 16-20 read Ͳϑ
ͺ. See Yamashiro, 899; Zheng 469. 
1162 DZ ͲХ: DH II reads ήХ; SBCK reads ήϛ. This line appears corrupted, but the basic 
meaning is clear. The term “flowery speeches” imply a critique of Confucian values. The latter 
term appears in ZZ chap. 32 where it is used to criticize Confucius. As that chapter is likely a 
later addition to ZZ, perhaps even from the Han, this word usage likely was part of HSG Daoist 
milieu See Yamashiro, 899; ZZ 32/96/5-8.  
1163 These two lines oppose P “trustworthy” as Ŏ “real fruit,” with P not trustworthy as ξ 
“false.” Ŏ “real fruit” also contrasts with ή “flowery,” a contrast made in chap. 38 and 64. The 
contrast of “flowery” and “unadorned and simple” Ќɦ also appears in chap. 57, though it is in 
reference to issues of dress and ornamentation instead of language usage. These are all different 
terms for the same basic two categories in the text: the inner, real, natural, pure, simple contrasted 
with the outer, false, artificial, disingenuous, and flowery. 
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The good do not argue. 
The good use the Way to cultivate their bodily-selves. “Not argue” means ‘not 
embellishing language.’1164 
The arguers are not good. 
“The arguers” refers to ‘crafty speakers.’ “Not good” means ‘their tongues bring 
harm.’ When the earth hides jade, the mountain is dug up; when water contains 
pearls, its depths are sullied; so too when the arguers mouths contain many words, 
their bodies are destroyed. 
Those who know are not widely learned. 
“Those who know” means ‘the scholars who know the Way.’ “Not widely learned” 
means ‘preserving the original One.’ 
Those who are widely learned do not know. 
“Those who are widely learned” means ‘those who have seen and heard much.’ “Not 
know” means ‘lose the essential Truth.’ 
The Sage does not accumulate. 
The Sage accumulates virtue, but not wealth. Possessing virtue, he uses it to teach 
the ignorant; possessing wealth, he gives it to the poor. 
The more he does for others, the more he possesses. 
The more he employs and establishes the transformative power of virtue, the more 
virtue he possesses. 
The more he gives to others, the more he thrives. 
The more he spreads his wealth by giving it to others, the more his wealth increases. 
It becomes like the inexhaustible light of the sun and moon. 
The Way of Heaven is to benefit without harm. 
Heaven creates the myriad beings, cherishes, fosters, and raises them up.1165 There is 
nothing that Heaven injures or harms.1166 
                                                
1164 DZ and Gu read ȑƨ; Chen, J1-3, 6-11, 13, 17, and 18 read ȑъ; SBCK and J21 read ͤȑ, 
DH II, J12, and 19 read ъȑ. Zheng argues for the first two variations, likely because this term 
appears in DDJ chap. 53. Yet, in the HFZ commentary on that chapter in his “Jie Lao” he glosses 
ȑъ as ъȑ. The first more closely indicates colored patterns of cloth, though it also can refer to 
literary ability. Inverting the order of the words as Hanfeizi does implies embellished language or 
writings and underlies his play on words that desiring florid clothing lead to deceitful use of 
language. All of these meanings coalesce and all are subtly implied in HSG’s case, but I must 
disagree with Zheng and follow Hanfeizi’s conceptual lead in choosing ъȑ. Not only does this 
more accord with the context, grammatically here it makes much more sense with ъ as a verb, 
meaning “embellish.’ See Zheng, 470; Yamashiro, 899; HFZ 20/41/13.  
1165 DZ alone has ќĔ instead of ќē. See Yamashiro, 900-901. 
1166 This strange statement must imply Heaven does not actively seek to harm anything. The key 
point is Heaven does not harm anything for its own personal gain. In parallel with the next line, 
the sage ruler should only give to the people instead of harming them with burdensome taxes and 
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The way of the Sage is to enact without competition. 
The Sage emulates the actions of Heaven.1167 He actualizes the people’s 
transformations and completes his affairs,1168 but does not compete with the empire 
for achievement or fame. It is because of this he can perfects his Sagely 
achievement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
conscription. He does not need to place these burdens on the people because he does not compete 
with others for status or power. 
1167 DZ, SBCK, J1-4, 6-8, 12, 13, 16-18, and 21read ʕĔǫșˆ; DH II reads ʕĔȜǫșˆ. 
The basic meaning of modeling Heaven remains the same, but the emphasis shifts between this as 
a style of action or non-action. See Yamashiro, 901. 
1168 DZ alone has ǣ ŝ instead of ǣ ŝ. See Yamashiro, 901. 
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APPENDIX 2: CROSS-TEXTUAL COMPARISON OF TERM USAGE 
 
 
The following appendix includes charts recording the number of appearances for 100 two 
and four character compounds (all found in Heshanggong) in 50 other texts dating from 
the Warring States to the Wei-Jin. Below is a list of abbreviations for these 50, as well as 
the method of citation for a few special cases. The core of this appendix is the two data 
sets that are divided between cultivation and miscellaneous terms. Each set is ordered 
from earliest to latest according to the dating of the 50 texts, though the undated 
Heshanggong appears first. Under the abbreviated heading of each text, there is a list of 
the number of the appearences of the terms. At the bottom of each list is the sum of the 
total number of appearances for all terms and the sum of various terms found in the text. 
The end of each data set, on the far right, displays the total number of appearances for 
each term in all 50 texts and the number of texts in which it is found. At the bottom of 
these two columns appear the sums of these data as well. Following these two data sets, 
this appendix includes six different configurations for interpreting said data to help date 
Heshanggong. Each configuration has two pages. The first page includes the data for the 
texts under the configuration, including an estimated date for Heshanggong based on a 
weighted average. The subsequent page contains a scatter-point graph to more clearly 
demonstrate the relationship of the texts. All of the 50 texts are identified by a triangle 
with the estimated Heshanggong appearing as a circle. All 51 points are plotted with a y-
axis representing number of terms or total appearance of terms and an x-axis providing 
the timeline. The final section lists the citations for each term according to the editions 
noted below. 
 
 
Abbreviations 
 
 
BHT    Baihutong ̆λв ICS ed. 
CC    Chuci ɝХ ICS ed. 
CQFL  Chunqiu fanlu Ȧ̮ͩҁ ICS ed. 
CQZZ  Chunqiu zuozhuan Ȧ̮ŵ_ ICS ed. 
DDLJ    Dadai Liji ēǩ̫ϔ ICS ed. 
DGHJ   Dongguan Han ji ɍόʵϔ ICS ed. 
FSTY   Fengsu tongyi ғNвʹ ICS ed.  
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FY   Fayan ʕϑ ICS ed. 
GY  Guoyu óϟ ICS ed.   
GZ  Guanzi ͊ī ICS ed. excluding Neiye, Xinshu shang, Xinshu xia 
HDSJ   Huangdi sijing ҮƁí͡ as “Laozi yiben juan qiangu shishu shiwen” ͸
īɃ¯ÁEȵьȑ in the Wenwu edited Mawangdui Hanmu boshu: 
yi. This includes Jingfa ͡ʕ, Shiliu jing  q͡, Cheng ̴, and Daoyuan 
ж³. Page numbers listed. 
HFZ    Hanfeizi ҇҄ī ICS ed.  
HGZ    Heguanzi Ҭ|ī ICS ed. 
HNZ    Huainanzi ʥ¥ī ICS ed. 
HS       Hanshu ʵȵ Zhonghua shuju ed. 
HSG     Heshanggonggong Laozi zhu ʑp͸īʘ in Laozi ͸ī ICS ed. 
HSWZ  Hanshi waizhuan ҇Ϝđ_ ICS ed. 
KZJY    Kongzi jiayu ĬīŇϟ ICS ed. 
LH       Lunheng Ϧυ ICS ed. 
LJ        Liji ̫ϔ ICS ed. 
LS Huangdi neijing: Lingshu ҮƁl͡҂ɥ. Renmin weisheng chubanshe ed. 
Cited by pian.zhang.(jie):page 
LSCQ   Lüshi chunqiu ×ɿȦ̮ ICS ed. 
LY   Lunyu Ϧϟ ICS ed. 
LZ   Laozi ͸ī ICS ed. 
LZZG  Laozi zhigui (Daode zhengjing zhigui жƶ̔͡ȟɴ by Yan Zun êй) 
DZ 693 [Search relied on жȈĵτЉϒͣ̾ electronic version] 
LZZJ    Laozi zhongjing (Taishang Laojun zhongjing ĕ͸Ñ͡) DZ 1168 
[Search relied on жȈĵτЉϒͣ̾ electronic version] 
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MWDM  The Mawangdui medical manuscripts in the Wenwu edited Mawangdui 
Hanmu boshu: si. This includes Zubi shiyi mai jiujing Вΐ Ί˅͡, 
Yinyang shiyi mai jiujing jiaben Ѫѯ Ί˅͡˸Ƀ, Maifa Ίʕ, 
Yinyang mai sihou ѪѯΊɵT, Wushier bingfang # !̃ȗ, Quegu 
shiqi ®ɡҖʂ, Yinyang shiyi mai jiujing yiben Ѫѯ Ί˅͡Ƀ, 
Daoyin tu řƜõ, Yangsheng fang ҙ˲ȗ, Zaliao fang ѷ̄ȗ, Taichan 
shu ·˳ȵ, Shiwen  ã, He yinyang ÉѪѯ, Zajin fang ѷ̨ȗ, and 
Tianxia zhidao tan ĔΔжϤ. Page numbers listed. 
NY  Neiye lɟ in Guanzi ͊ī ICS ed. 
QFL    Qianfulun ʷĖϦ ICS ed. 
QHJ    Qian Han ji ʵ͒, vol. 1 in Liang Han ji nʵ͒ Zhonghua shuju ed. 
SJ    Shiji Åϔ Zhonghua shuju ed. 
SJN      Shenjian ˹њ ICS ed. 
SJN      Shenjian ˹њ ICS ed. 
SM    Shiming ьÌ ICS ed. 
SW   Huangdi neijing: Suwen ҮƁl͗͡ã. Renmin weisheng chubanshe ed. 
  Cited by pian.zhang.(jie):page 
SY       Shouyuan ϠΤ ICS ed.  
SZ       Shenzi Ǜī ICS ed. 
TPJ    Taipingjing ĕƄ͡ ICS ed. 
TXJ    Taixuanjing ĕˣ͡ ICS ed. 
WB       Daode zhenjing zhu жƶ̔͡Ϙ DZ 690 [Search relied on жȈĵτЉϒ
ͣ̾ electronic version] 
XE       Rao Zongyi, Laozi xiang er zhu jiao zheng ͸īǕ˓ʘɕϭ. Page 
number listed. [Searched with Zdic archives electronic version 
http://gj.zdic.net/archive.php?aid-12477.html] 
XSS  Xinshu shang Ʒτ in Guanzi ͊ī ICS ed. 
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XSX   Xinshu xia Ʒτ in Guanzi ͊ī ICS ed. 
XX   Xinxu ȖƋ ICS ed. 
XY  Xinyu Ȗϟ ICS ed. 
XZ       Xunzi Ωī ICS ed. 
YJS    Yuejueshu Б͟ȵ ICS ed. 
YTL  Yantielun ҭљϦ ICS ed. 
YZS     Yizhoushu дÙȵ ICS ed. 
ZL       Zhouli Ù̫ ICS ed. 
ZLN    Zhonglun Ϧ ICS ed. 
ZZ       Zhuangzi άī ICS ed. 
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Data Set 1. Number of Body Cultivation Terms by Text 
 
 
Terms: 
Body 
HSG LY CQZZ GY LZ NY XSS ZZ SZ 
íѣ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#θ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
#l 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#̥ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#ʂ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#Ú 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 
#Ǆ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
qǑ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̼ 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 
ЌǄ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ǒɪ 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Þʂ 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Þ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĕÞ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
cʂ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
͏ʂ 15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
ѯ͏ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʒК 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
ʩ҃ 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ʩʣ 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Γˊ 20 0 0 0 5 0 0 8 2 
ǘʂ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǘ͏ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĸ 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Ŗ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ҙ˲ 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 
ҙǄ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ҙ̥ 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Į̥ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Body 
HSG LY CQZZ GY LZ NY XSS ZZ SZ 
̷ƶ 3 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
ƻ͋ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ƻʂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
͞Ǌ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ϐǑ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ϫξ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˠϊ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ˠ̙ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lϋ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
¹΂ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
в̥ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ќ˲ 7 0 0 1 2 0 0 4 0 
ϋ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ќĮ 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 191 0 1 6 12 3 3 32 2 
Terms 43 0 1 4 6 3 1 12 1 
 
 
Terms: 
Body 
XZ XSX HFZ LSCQ HDSJ MWDM ZL XY HSWZ 
íѣ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#θ 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 2 
#l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#ʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
#Ú 0 0 1 4 0 0 2 0 1 
#Ǆ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
qǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
̼ 0 0 2 3 0 2 1 0 0 
ЌǄ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ǒɪ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 
Þʂ 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Þ 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 
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Terms: 
Body 
XZ XSX HFZ LSCQ HDSJ MWDM ZL XY HSWZ 
ĕÞ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
͏ʂ 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
ѯ͏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʒК 0 0 1 6 0 1 0 0 0 
ʩ҃ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ʩʣ 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Γˊ 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 
ǘʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǘ͏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĸ 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Ŗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ҙ˲ 7 0 1 4 3 0 0 0 1 
ҙǄ 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 4 
ҙ̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Į̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̷ƶ 1 0 6 0 1 0 0 1 1 
ƻ͋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ƻʂ 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 
͞Ǌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ϐǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ϫξ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˠϊ 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 
ˠ̙ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
lϋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
¹΂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
в̥ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
ќ˲ 1 0 4 3 0 6 0 0 1 
ϋ 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 
ќĮ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 14 1 20 39 5 19 5 10 21 
Terms 5 1 9 14 3 9 3 7 15 
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Terms: 
Body 
HGZ HNZ LJ CQFL SJ YTL YZS LZZG SW 
íѣ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#θ 0 17 0 1 9 0 0 1 116 
#l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#ʂ 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 20 
#Ú 1 13 2 4 3 1 2 10 23 
#Ǆ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
qǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̼ 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 6 12 
ЌǄ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ǒɪ 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 5 0 
Þʂ 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Þ 0 1 2 6 1 0 0 2 0 
ĕÞ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 
cʂ 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
͏ʂ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 24 
ѯ͏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ʒК 0 5 0 6 1 1 0 3 2 
ʩ҃ 0 5 0 0 5 1 0 22 3 
ʩʣ 0 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 2 
Γˊ 4 21 0 8 5 0 0 87 0 
ǘʂ 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 
ǘ͏ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĸ 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Ŗ 0 3 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 
ҙ˲ 0 9 0 8 2 3 0 1 3 
ҙǄ 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ҙ̥ 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 2 
Į̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
̷ƶ 0 2 0 0 6 2 0 2 0 
ƻ͋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Body 
HGZ HNZ LJ CQFL SJ YTL YZS LZZG SW 
ƻʂ 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
͞Ǌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ϐǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ϫξ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ˠϊ 1 7 0 1 4 3 0 3 3 
ˠ̙ 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 
lϋ 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
¹΂ 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
в̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
ќ˲ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 0 
ϋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
ќĮ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Total 12 116 8 51 49 13 7 198 215 
Terms 9 20 3 17 17 8 5 23 14 
 
 
 
Terms: 
Body 
LS CC GZ XX SY TXJ FY YJS BHT 
íѣ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#θ 124 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
#l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#ʂ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
#Ú 9 0 7 2 1 1 0 0 5 
#Ǆ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
qǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
̼ 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 
ЌǄ 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 
Ǒɪ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
Þʂ 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Þ 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 6 10 
ĕÞ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Body 
LS CC GZ XX SY TXJ FY YJS BHT 
cʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
͏ʂ 16 2 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 
ѯ͏ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ʒК 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ʩ҃ 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
ʩʣ 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 
Γˊ 2 1 1 0 0 3 3 2 5 
ǘʂ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǘ͏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĸ 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Ŗ 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4 
ҙ˲ 1 0 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ҙǄ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ҙ̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Į̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
̷ƶ 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 
ƻ͋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ƻʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
͞Ǌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ϐǑ 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
ϫξ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
ˠϊ 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 1 5 
ˠ̙ 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 
lϋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
¹΂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
в̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
ќ˲ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ϋ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ќĮ 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Total 164 3 35 7 30 16 7 17 51 
Terms 15 2 13 5 19 10 4 8 14 
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Terms: 
Body 
LH HS DDLJ QFL TPJ LZZJ DGHJ QHJ SM 
íѣ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
#θ 8 6 0 0 17 7 0 4 1 
#l 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
#̥ 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
#ʂ 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 1 
#Ú 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 
#Ǆ 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
qǑ 1 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
̼ 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ЌǄ 4 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
Ǒɪ 11 3 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 
Þʂ 14 8 0 4 16 0 1 2 0 
Þ 1 9 0 2 91 1 1 4 0 
ĕÞ 0 1 0 0 11 5 0 0 0 
cʂ 16 7 0 1 94 13 0 0 1 
͏ʂ 30 3 2 1 14 5 0 2 1 
ѯ͏ 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 1 
ʒК 5 1 0 2 11 0 0 2 0 
ʩ҃ 0 14 0 0 13 0 3 1 0 
ʩʣ 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 4 0 
Γˊ 72 21 0 0 154 11 1 11 0 
ǘʂ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ǘ͏ 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĸ 0 1 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 
Ŗ 0 2 0 0 8 0 1 1 0 
ҙ˲ 1 6 0 3 1 0 0 2 0 
ҙǄ 5 1 0 2 7 0 1 1 0 
ҙ̥ 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Į̥ 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 
̷ƶ 0 5 1 2 5 0 0 1 0 
ƻ͋ 0 5 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 
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ƻʂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
͞Ǌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ϐǑ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ϫξ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
ˠϊ 5 4 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
ˠ̙ 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 
lϋ 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
¹΂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
в̥ 0 5 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 
ќ˲ 16 2 0 0 1 37 0 0 0 
ϋ 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 0 0 
ќĮ 0 2 0 0 18 1 0 1 0 
Total 194 121 10 20 543 85 16 44 6 
Terms 19 28 6 10 33 11 12 20 6 
 
 
Terms: 
Body 
ZLN FSTY SJN KZJY XE WB Term 
Usage 
# of 
Texts 
íѣ 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4 
#θ 0 0 0 0 6 0 343 20 
#l 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 2 
#̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 
#ʂ 0 0 0 1 0 0 38 12 
#Ú 0 0 0 1 1 0 110 28 
#Ǆ 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 
qǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 6 
̼ 0 0 0 1 0 0 52 18 
ЌǄ 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 10 
Ǒɪ 0 0 2 0 1 0 56 14 
Þʂ 0 0 1 0 0 0 76 16 
Þ 1 1 1 1 3 0 161 26 
ĕÞ 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 7 
cʂ 0 0 0 0 1 0 140 10 
͏ʂ 0 1 1 1 2 0 132 24 
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Terms: 
Body 
ZLN FSTY SJN KZJY XE WB Term 
Usage 
# of 
Texts 
ѯ͏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 5 
ʒК 0 0 1 1 1 0 87 22 
ʩ҃ 0 0 0 0 12 2 90 18 
ʩʣ 0 1 1 2 1 1 37 20 
Γˊ 1 5 6 3 14 35 517 30 
ǘʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 6 
ǘ͏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 
ĸ 0 0 1 0 1 2 56 16 
Ŗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 13 
ҙ˲ 0 0 1 5 0 0 76 24 
ҙǄ 0 1 6 0 0 0 42 13 
ҙ̥ 0 0 1 0 1 0 20 13 
Į̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 6 
̷ƶ 0 0 0 3 0 2 54 21 
ƻ͋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 5 
ƻʂ 0 0 0 1 0 0 13 11 
͞Ǌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
ϐǑ 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 
ϫξ 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 5 
ˠϊ 1 1 0 0 0 0 58 23 
ˠ̙ 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 12 
lϋ 0 0 1 0 0 0 15 8 
¹΂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4 
в̥ 0 1 0 0 0 0 19 10 
ќ˲ 0 0 0 0 9 0 104 18 
ϋ 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 13 
ќĮ 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 9 
Total 3 11 23 20 54 12 2575 540 
Terms 3 7 12 11 14 6   
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Data Set 2. Number of Miscellaneous Terms by Text 
 
 
Terms: 
Misc. 
HSG LY CQZZ GY LZ NY XSS ZZ SZ 
íв 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oɠ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
 ȗ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 О 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
c 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ωж 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
жǖ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ж* 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
ĔƷ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǭĔ 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
̥þ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Δ̥ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ʕϿ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ȧ˲Đќ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ѫҏ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɾҏ 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
͙Ņ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ȒɊ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈѠ 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
̳ʂ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Îʂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Òʂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ŽÌ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
˦̓ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:Ɩ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ġ̦ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
HSG LY CQZZ GY LZ NY XSS ZZ SZ 
6ƶ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
îƳ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Þͻá 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
tʫ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ќɦ 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ȑҘ 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǑŎ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ϛ] 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
ȄȈ 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
͡τ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̫ǖ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
́ɂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Γ˹ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
¬ɷ 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ȱ¤ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɩж 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈɶ 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
̂Ȭ 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʀͿ˲ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ƣ̙ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
σą 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Нɫ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǩ4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ǳɰ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǧ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ÇŌ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ä˯ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʳҖ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 114 0 3 4 2 0 0 10 1 
Terms 57 0 2 3 2 0 0 6 1 
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Term: 
Misc. 
XZ XSX HFZ LSCQ HDSJ MWDM ZL XY HSWZ 
íв 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oɠ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
 ȗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ωж 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
жǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ж* 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĔƷ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǭĔ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 
̥þ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Δ̥ 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
ʕϿ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ȧ˲Đќ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Ѫҏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɾҏ 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
͙Ņ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ȒɊ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈѠ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
̳ʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Îʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Òʂ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ŽÌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
˦̓ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:Ɩ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ġ̦ 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
XZ XSX HFZ LSCQ HDSJ MWDM ZL XY HSWZ 
6ƶ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
îƳ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Þͻá 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tʫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ќɦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ȑҘ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǑŎ 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ϛ] 3 0 8 2 1 0 1 1 0 
ȄȈ 7 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 3 
͡τ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̫ǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
́ɂ 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Γ˹ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
¬ɷ 6 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Ȱ¤ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɩж 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈɶ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̂Ȭ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʀͿ˲ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ƣ̙ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
σą 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Нɫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǩ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ǳɰ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǧ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ÇŌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ä˯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʳҖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 28 0 20 6 3 0 10 10 5 
Terms 8 0 5 5 3 0 3 5 3 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
HGZ HNZ LJ CQFL SJ YTL YZS LZZG SW 
íв 1 1 0 7 4 1 0 1 0 
oɠ 3 9 0 0 0 4 0 3 2 
 ȗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 О 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ωж 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
жǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ж* 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 
ĔƷ 0 6 0 2 0 0 0 15 0 
ǭĔ 1 1 2 2 0 0 3 1 1 
̥þ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Δ̥ 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
ʕϿ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Ȧ˲Đќ 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 4 0 
Ѫҏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɾҏ 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 8 
͙Ņ 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
ȒɊ 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ˈѠ 0 3 1 1 0 1 0 6 0 
̳ʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Îʂ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Òʂ 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ŽÌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
˦̓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:Ɩ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ġ̦ 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
6ƶ 0 0 0 7 0 1 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
HGZ HNZ LJ CQFL SJ YTL YZS LZZG SW 
îƳ 0 5 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 
Þͻá 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tʫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Ќɦ 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
ȑҘ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǑŎ 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Ϛ] 0 6 2 0 6 1 0 2 0 
ȄȈ 0 7 0 0 10 5 3 3 0 
͡τ 0 0 1 2 10 0 0 0 1 
̫ǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
́ɂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Γ˹ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
¬ɷ 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 
Ȱ¤ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ɩж 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈɶ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̂Ȭ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ʀͿ˲ 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Ƣ̙ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
σą 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Нɫ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ǩ4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Ǳɰ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ǧ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ÇŌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ä˯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʳҖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 6 57 10 31 53 17 8 46 19 
Terms 4 18 7 13 18 10 3 14 8 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
LS CC GZ XX SY TXJ FY YJS BHT 
íв 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 
oɠ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
 ȗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ωж 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
жǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ж* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ĔƷ 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 
ǭĔ 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 7 
̥þ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Δ̥ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
ʕϿ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ȧ˲Đќ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Ѫҏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɾҏ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
͙Ņ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ȒɊ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈѠ 1 0 0 0 1 9 1 0 0 
̳ʂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Îʂ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Òʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ŽÌ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
˦̓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
:Ɩ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ġ̦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
6ƶ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
îƳ 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
LS CC GZ XX SY TXJ FY YJS BHT 
Þͻá 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tʫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ќɦ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
ȑҘ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
ǑŎ 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ϛ] 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ȄȈ 0 0 5 1 2 0 0 1 0 
͡τ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
̫ǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
́ɂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Γ˹ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
¬ɷ 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Ȱ¤ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɩж 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈɶ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̂Ȭ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʀͿ˲ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Ƣ̙ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
σą 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Нɫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǩ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ǳɰ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǧ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ÇŌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ä˯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʳҖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 4 2 21 4 20 14 1 7 18 
Terms 4 2 6 4 13 6 1 5 10 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
LH HS DDLJ QFL TPJ LZZJ DGHJ QHJ SM 
íв 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
oɠ 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 
 ȗ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
 О 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ωж 0 3 0 0 34 0 0 1 0 
жǖ 1 0 0 0 42 0 0 0 0 
ж* 8 0 0 0 29 2 0 3 0 
ĔƷ 1 33 1 15 153 0 1 5 0 
ǭĔ 2 25 0 1 20 0 4 7 0 
̥þ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Δ̥ 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
ʕϿ 5 1 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 
Ȧ˲Đќ 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ѫҏ 0 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
ɾҏ 4 4 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 
͙Ņ 1 16 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 
ȒɊ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈѠ 0 3 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
̳ʂ 21 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Îʂ 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Òʂ 7 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ŽÌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ž 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
˦̓ 2 1 0 2 11 0 0 0 0 
:Ɩ 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
Ġ̦ 11 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
6ƶ 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
îƳ 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Þͻá 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
LH HS DDLJ QFL TPJ LZZJ DGHJ QHJ SM 
tʫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ќɦ 7 6 0 0 1 0 1 6 0 
ȑҘ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
ǑŎ 2 3 0 1 11 0 0 2 0 
Ϛ] 1 8 1 3 7 0 0 4 0 
ȄȈ 4 13 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 
͡τ 0 42 0 0 0 0 3 11 0 
̫ǖ 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
́ɂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Γ˹ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
¬ɷ 2 7 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Ȱ¤ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
ɩж 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ˈɶ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
̂Ȭ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ʀͿ˲ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ƣ̙ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
σą 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Нɫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ǩ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Ǳɰ 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ǧ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ÇŌ 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ɪ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ä˯ 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
ʳҖ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 92 213 9 31 353 3 15 51 3 
Terms 26 32 7 13 22 2 10 17 2 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
ZLN FSTY SJN KZJY XE WB Term 
Usage 
# of 
Texts 
íв 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 13 
oɠ 1 0 0 0 0 0 40 13 
 ȗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
 О 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 7 
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 
ωж 0 0 2 0 0 0 47 8 
жǖ 0 0 0 0 8 0 54 4 
ж* 0 0 0 0 14 0 71 10 
ĔƷ 0 0 0 0 0 0 240 15 
ǭĔ 0 0 5 2 0 0 99 23 
̥þ 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
Δ̥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 11 
ʕϿ 3 0 0 1 0 0 23 10 
Ȧ˲Đќ 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 13 
Ѫҏ 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 3 
ɾҏ 1 0 0 0 0 0 33 15 
͙Ņ 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 8 
ȒɊ 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 
ˈѠ 0 0 0 0 0 1 37 14 
̳ʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 8 
Îʂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 
Òʂ 1 0 0 0 0 0 18 8 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
ŽÌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
Ž 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 
˦̓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 7 
:Ɩ 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 
Ġ̦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 11 
6ƶ 0 1 0 0 0 0 17 9 
îƳ 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 9 
Þͻá 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 
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Terms: 
Misc. 
ZLN FSTY SJN KZJY XE WB Term 
Usage 
# of 
Texts 
tʫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
Ќɦ 0 1 0 0 2 0 39 11 
ȑҘ 0 0 0 1 0 0 16 8 
ǑŎ 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 9 
Ϛ] 0 1 1 0 0 0 75 25 
ȄȈ 1 2 0 2 0 0 87 21 
͡τ 0 1 0 0 0 0 73 10 
̫ǖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 5 
́ɂ 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 
Γ˹ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
¬ɷ 0 0 0 0 1 0 40 15 
Ȱ¤ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
ɩж 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
ˈɶ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 
̂Ȭ 0 1 0 1 0 0 10 5 
ʀͿ˲ 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 
Ƣ̙ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 
σą 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Нɫ 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
ǩ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Ǳɰ 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 
ǧ 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 
ÇŌ 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3 
ɪ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
ä˯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 
ʳҖ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Total 7 7 8 7 25 1 1379 404 
Terms 5 6 3 5 4 1   
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Table 1. Total of Different Terms by Text and Date 
Heshanggong Estimated Date (Weighted Average) in Bold 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
350BCE 3 CQZZ 
314BCE 7 GY 
300BCE 8 LZ 
300BCE 3 NY 
300BCE 1 XSS 
280BCE 18 ZZ 
275BCE 2 SZ 
260BCE 13 XZ 
250BCE 1 XSX 
233BCE 14 HFZ 
239BCE 19 LSCQ 
168BCE 6 HDSJ 
168BCE 9 MWDM 
160BCE 6 ZL 
155BCE 12 XY 
150BCE 18 HSWZ 
150BCE 13 HGZ 
139BCE 38 HNZ 
129BCE 10 LJ 
124BCE 30 CQFL 
86BCE 35 SJ 
81BCE 18 YTL 
75BCE 8 YZS 
50BCE 37 LZZG 
50BCE 22 SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
50BCE 19 LS 
50BCE 4 CC 
26BCE 19 GZ 
24BCE 9 XX 
17BCE 32 SY 
5BCE 16 TXJ 
10 5 FY 
52 13 YJS 
79 24 BHT 
75 45 LH 
92 60 HS 
100 13 DDLJ 
118 23 QFL 
180 55 TPJ 
185 13 LZZJ 
188 22 DGHJ 
200 37 QHJ 
200 8 SM 
202 8 ZLN 
204 13 FSTY 
208 15 SJN 
220 16 KZJY 
225 18 XE 
240 6 WB 
3.22 100 HSG 
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Table 2. Total Different Terms by Text and Date (Reliably Dated Texts Only) 
Heshanggong Estimated Date (Weighted Average) in Bold 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
350BCE 0 CQZZ 
314BCE 0 GY 
300BCE 0 LZ 
300BCE 0 NY 
300BCE 0 XSS 
280BCE 0 ZZ 
275BCE 2 SZ 
260BCE 0 XZ 
250BCE 0 XSX 
233BCE 14 HFZ 
239BCE 19 LSCQ 
168BCE 6 HDSJ 
168BCE 9 MWDM 
160BCE 0 ZL 
155BCE 0 XY 
150BCE 18 HSWZ 
150BCE 0 HGZ 
139BCE 38 HNZ 
129BCE 0 LJ 
124BCE 0 CQFL 
86BCE 0 SJ 
81BCE 18 YTL 
75BCE 8 YZS 
50BCE 0 LZZG 
50BCE 0 SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
50BCE 0 LS 
50BCE 0 CC 
26BCE 0 GZ 
24BCE 9 XX 
17BCE 32 SY 
5BCE 16 TXJ 
10 5 FY 
52 0 YJS 
79 0 BHT 
75 45 LH 
92 60 HS 
100 0 DDLJ 
118 23 QFL 
180 0 TPJ 
185 0 LZZJ 
188 0 DGHJ 
200 37 QHJ 
200 0 SM 
202 8 ZLN 
204 13 FSTY 
208 15 SJN 
220 0 KZJY 
225 0 XE 
240 6 WB 
15.30 100 HSG 
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Table 3. Rare Terms by Text and Date (Only Terms Appearing in Fewer Than 5 Texts) 
See Pages (citation) for a list of these terms 
Heshanggong Estimated Date (Weighted Average) in Bold 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
350BCE 0 CQZZ 
314BCE 1 GY 
300BCE 0 LZ 
300BCE 0 NY 
300BCE 0 XSS 
280BCE 2 ZZ 
275BCE 0 SZ 
260BCE 0 XZ 
250BCE 0 XSX 
233BCE 1 HFZ 
239BCE 0 LSCQ 
168BCE 0 HDSJ 
168BCE 0 MWDM 
160BCE 0 ZL 
155BCE 0 XY 
150BCE 1 HSWZ 
150BCE 1 HGZ 
139BCE 3 HNZ 
129BCE 0 LJ 
124BCE 4 CQFL 
86BCE 5 SJ 
81BCE 1 YTL 
75BCE 0 YZS 
50BCE 1 LZZG 
50BCE 3 SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
50BCE 1 LS 
50BCE 2 CC 
26BCE 1 GZ 
24BCE 2 XX 
17BCE 2 SY 
5BCE 2 TXJ 
10 0 FY 
52 2 YJS 
79 2 BHT 
75 10 LH 
92 15 HS 
100 2 DDLJ 
118 1 QFL 
180 12 TPJ 
185 0 LZZJ 
188 6 DGHJ 
200 5 QHJ 
200 2 SM 
202 0 ZLN 
204 1 FSTY 
208 0 SJN 
220 1 KZJY 
225 2 XE 
240 0 WB 
52.90 42 HSG 
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Table 4. Total Different Terms (Cultivation only) by Text and Date 
Heshanggong Estimated Date (Weighted Average) in Bold 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
350BCE 1 CQZZ 
314BCE 4 GY 
300BCE 6 LZ 
300BCE 3 NY 
300BCE 1 XSS 
280BCE 12 ZZ 
275BCE 1 SZ 
260BCE 5 XZ 
250BCE 1 XSX 
233BCE 9 HFZ 
239BCE 14 LSCQ 
168BCE 3 HDSJ 
168BCE 9 MWDM 
160BCE 3 ZL 
155BCE 7 XY 
150BCE 15 HSWZ 
150BCE 9 HGZ 
139BCE 20 HNZ 
129BCE 3 LJ 
124BCE 17 CQFL 
86BCE 17 SJ 
81BCE 8 YTL 
75BCE 5 YZS 
50BCE 23 LZZG 
50BCE 14 SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
50BCE 15 LS 
50BCE 2 CC 
26BCE 13 GZ 
24BCE 5 XX 
17BCE 19 SY 
5BCE 10 TXJ 
10 4 FY 
52 8 YJS 
79 14 BHT 
75 19 LH 
92 28 HS 
100 6 DDLJ 
118 10 QFL 
180 33 TPJ 
185 11 LZZJ 
188 12 DGHJ 
200 20 QHJ 
200 6 SM 
202 3 ZLN 
204 7 FSTY 
208 12 SJN 
220 11 KZJY 
225 14 XE 
240 5 WB 
0.74 43 HSG 
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Table 5. Total Terms Appearances by Text and Date  
Heshanggong Estimated Date (Weighted Average) in Bold 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
350BCE 4 CQZZ 
314BCE 10 GY 
300BCE 14 LZ 
300BCE 3 NY 
300BCE 3 XSS 
280BCE 42 ZZ 
275BCE 3 SZ 
260BCE 42 XZ 
250BCE 1 XSX 
233BCE 40 HFZ 
239BCE 45 LSCQ 
168BCE 8 HDSJ 
168BCE 19 MWDM 
160BCE 15 ZL 
155BCE 20 XY 
150BCE 26 HSWZ 
150BCE 18 HGZ 
139BCE 173 HNZ 
129BCE 18 LJ 
124BCE 82 CQFL 
86BCE 102 SJ 
81BCE 30 YTL 
75BCE 15 YZS 
50BCE 244 LZZG 
50BCE 234 SW 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
50BCE 168 LS 
50BCE 5 CC 
26BCE 56 GZ 
24BCE 11 XX 
17BCE 50 SY 
5BCE 30 TXJ 
10 8 FY 
52 24 YJS 
79 69 BHT 
75 286 LH 
92 334 HS 
100 19 DDLJ 
118 51 QFL 
180 896 TPJ 
185 88 LZZJ 
188 31 DGHJ 
200 95 QHJ 
200 9 SM 
202 10 ZLN 
204 18 FSTY 
208 31 SJN 
220 27 KZJY 
225 79 XE 
240 43 WB 
42.42 305 HSG 
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Table 6. Total Terms Appearances by Text and Date (Reliably Dated Texts Only)  
Heshanggong Estimated Date (Weighted Average) in Bold 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
350BCE 0 CQZZ 
314BCE 0 GY 
300BCE 0 LZ 
300BCE 0 NY 
300BCE 0 XSS 
280BCE 0 ZZ 
275BCE 3 SZ 
260BCE 0 XZ 
250BCE 0 XSX 
233BCE 40 HFZ 
239BCE 45 LSCQ 
168BCE 8 HDSJ 
168BCE 19 MWDM 
160BCE 0 ZL 
155BCE 0 XY 
150BCE 26 HSWZ 
150BCE 0 HGZ 
139BCE 173 HNZ 
129BCE 0 LJ 
124BCE 0 CQFL 
86BCE 0 SJ 
81BCE 30 YTL 
75BCE 15 YZS 
50BCE 0 LZZG 
50BCE 0 SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates No. of 
terms 
Texts 
50BCE 0 LS 
50BCE 0 CC 
26BCE 0 GZ 
24BCE 11 XX 
17BCE 50 SY 
5BCE 30 TXJ 
10 8 FY 
52 0 YJS 
79 0 BHT 
75 286 LH 
92 334 HS 
100 0 DDLJ 
118 51 QFL 
180 0 TPJ 
185 0 LZZJ 
188 0 DGHJ 
200 95 QHJ 
200 0 SM 
202 10 ZLN 
204 18 FSTY 
208 31 SJN 
220 0 KZJY 
225 0 XE 
240 43 WB 
31.32 305 HSG 
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CITATIONS 
 
Body Cultivation Terms: 
 
íѣ: HSG 50.2C; LS 1.7:266, 1.7:266; HNZ 8/64/24, 8/64/27; HS 99b.4116, 
99b.4138; 
 
#θ: HSG 5.5C, 6.1C, 6.1C, 11.1C; ZZ 8/22/4, 8/22/5, 11/26/26, 11/27/3; LSCQ 
3.2/13/15, 20.5/133/10; MWDM 145, 145, 152, 152; HSWZ 3.38/25/29, 
4.32/33/16; HNZ 1//7/9, 1/8/5, 1/8/9, 2/15/23, 2/17/9, 7/55/10, 7/55/12, 7/55/20, 
7/55/20, 7/55/21, 7/55/27, 7/56//1, 7/56/1, 7/56/3, 7/57/15, 16.49/158/27, 
21/224/4; CQFL 13.2/59/8; SJ 105.2785, 105.2788, 105.2788, 105.2791, 
105.2799, 105.2799, 105.2801, 105.2807, 105.2808; LZZG 8.20b; SW 1.3:8, 
1.3:8, 1.3:8, 3.1:12, 3.3.1:14, 3.3.3:15, 4.1:16, 4.2:17, 4.3:17, 4.3:17, 5.2.2:19, 
5.2.5:20, 5.4.3:21, 5.4.4:23, 5.4.4:23, 5.4.4:23, 10.2:34, 10.2:34, 10.2:34, 
10.4.2:36, 11.1:37, 11.1:37, 11.1:37, 11.2:37, 11.2:37, 11.2:37, 13.1:41, 14.4:44, 
14.4:44, 16.4:48, 16.4:48, 17.1:50, 17.3:51, 17.3:51, 17.6:52, 19.2.1:60, 19.2.2:61, 
19.2.2:61, 19.2.2:61, 19.2.2:61, 19.3:62, 19.3:62, 19.3:62, 19.3:62, 20.2:64, 
22.1:69, 22.2.6:71, 22.4:73, 23.1.4:74, 23.1.5:75, 23.1.10:76, 23.1.10:76, 
23.1.11:76, 23.1.13:76, 24.3:77, 25.4:80, 26.1.2:82, 28.1:86, 28.4:87, 29.1:89, 
29.1:89, 29.2.3:90, 31.2:92, 31.2:92, 31.5:5, 35.2:101, 37.1:108, 38.1:109, 
38.1:109, 38.1:109, 38.2.2:110, 39.2.1:111, 39.2.3:112, 39.3:113, 42.1:119, 
42.1.2:120, 42.2:120, 43.1:121, 43.1:121, 43.2:121, 43.4:122, 43.5:122, 43.5:122, 
44.1:124, 44.2:124, 44.3:125, 48.2:134, 50.1:140, 59.1:157, 61.3:166, 61.3:166, 
62.1:167, 62.1:167, 62.1:167, 62.1:167, 62.7:171, 63.1:172, 63.1:172, 63.1:172, 
63.2.15:176, 64.2:178, 64.4:179, 64.4:179, 66.1:182, 74.1.1:231, 75.2:244, 
76.1:245, 76.1:245, 76.2:246, 76.2:246, 77.2:248, 77.3:248, 79.1:250, 79.2:251, 
80.1:252, 81.2:254; LS 1.6:265, 1.6:265, 1.6:265, 1.6:265, 1.7:266, 1.7:266, 
1.7:266, 1.7:266, 1.7:266, 1.7:266, 1.7:266, 1.8:266, 2.1:267, 2.2.5:270, 3.4:273, 
3.4:273, 3.4:273, 4.1.1:275, 4.2.2:176, 4.2.4:276, 4.3.2:278, 5.1:280, 5.3.2:281, 
5.4.2:282, 6.1:284, 6.1:284, 7.2:287, 7.6:289, 8.1.1:290, 8.2:291, 8.3:291, 
83.:292, 8.3:292, 9.1:293, 9.1:293, 9.1:293, 9.2:294, 10.1:299, 11.1.1:308, 
11.1.1:308, 12.1:311, 12.1:311, 12.1:311, 12.3:312, 12.4:31217.2:323, 17.2:323, 
17.4:324, 18.1:325, 18.2:325, 20.1:332, 21.5:335, 21.5:335, 28.2.8:351, 
28.2.8:351, 29.2.1:355, 29.2.1:355, 29.2.1:355, 29.2.1:355, 32.3:362, 35.1:367, 
35.3:368, 36.2:379, 37.1:371, 37.1:371, 38.3:373, 41.4:379, 44.2:384, 44.2:384, 
46.2.2:388, 47.1:390, 47.1:390, 47.1:390, 47.1:390, 47.3.6:394, 47.3.6:394, 
47.3.6:394, 47.3.6:394, 47.3.6:394, 47.3.6:394, 47.3.6:394, 47.3.6:394, 
47.3.6:394, 48.2:296, 49.1.1:399, 49.1.1:399, 49.2.1:401, 51.1:405, 52.1:406, 
52.1:406, 54.1:409 54.2:409, 54.3:410, 54.3:410, 54.3:410, 54.3:410, 54.4:410, 
56.1:412, 56.1:412, 56.1:412, 56.2:412, 60.4:420, 60.4:420, 62.2:424, 71.1:445, 
71.1:445, 71.1:445, 71.1:445, 71.2:446, 71.3.2:447, 71.3.3:447, 71.3.4:448, 
73.2:451, 73.2:451, 76.1:464, 78.2:470, 78.2:470, 78.5.2:472, 78.5.2:472, 
78.5.2:473, 79.1:474, 80.1:477, 80.1:477, 81.1:480, 81.2:481; GZ 14.1/102/10, 
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14.1/102/11, 14.3/106/3, 17.1/123/19, 17.2/126/14; BHT 9/26/21, 30/56/5, 
30/56/6, 30/56/8, 30/56/10; LH 14/40/20, 14/40/1, 26/110/21, 26/110/21, 
62/269/22, 62/269/23, 62/269/23, 62/269/23; HS 30.1777, 30.1777, 30.1777, 
30.1777, 30.1777, 99b.4145; TPJ 2.3/6/12, 2.4/7/1 3.1/17/1, 4.15/90/8, 4.15/90/9, 
5.1/100/25, 5.3/108/8, 5.5/111/16, 5.5/111/21, 6.7/141/3, 7.19/203/1, 7.33/221/32, 
8/246/18, 10.1/263/31, 10.3/265/14, 10.3/265/19, 10.3/265/30; LZZJ 1.4a, 1.9b, 
1.10a, 2.3b, 2.4a, 2.6a, 2.6a; QHJ 21.371, 21.371, 21.371, 30.536; SM 2.2/21/31; 
XE 7, 7, 7, 7, 12, 25;  
 
#l: HSG 16.1C, 50.1C; TPJ 2.12/11/24, 3.21/43/26, 6.19/164/2, 6.19/164/2, 
6.19/164/10, 7.35/224/24; 
 
#̥:  HSG 3.9C, 6.1C, 59.9C; TPJ 1.1/4/25, 7.19/202/25;  
 
#ʂ: HSG 6.2C, 6.2C; ZL 1.18/9/23, 1.19/9/27; HGZ 8/8/25; SJ 1.3; YZS 58/33/3, 
58/33/4; SW 5.2.5:20, 9.3.3:31, 9.4:32, 11.2:37, 23.1.2:74, 47.6:132, 66.1:182, 
66.2:183, 67.1:185, 67.5.7:189, 69.1:196, 69.5:199, 70.4:207, 71.1.1:209, 
71.1.1:209, 71.2.2.2:224, 71.2.2.4:225, 74.1.1:230, 77.2:274; LS 37.1:371, 
37.1:371; BHT 30/56/1; DDLJ 7.1/41/2, 10.1/61/3; TPJ 7.39/237/25, 8/246/16, 
8/246/17; SM 1.1/3/4; KZJY 23/45/5; 
 
#Ú: HSG 6.2C, 12.3C, 35.4C; GY 1.20/12/1, 5.1/98/15; LZ 12.3; ZZ 8/23/7, 12/34/5; 
HFZ 37/118/29; LSCQ 2.3/8/22, 5.4/24/26, 14.2/71/18, 24.1/155/1; ZL 
1.18/9/23, 1.19/9/28; HSWZ 7.6/50/20; HGZ 3/2/12; LJ 5.40/34/31, 9.25/62/ 18; 
CQFL 6.7/27/9, 10.4/48/21, 11.2/50/19, 11.2/50/19; HNZ 1/6/20, 1/6/21, 1/6/23, 
7/56/6, 8/65/21, 15/150/16, 15/150/16, 15/150/17, 15/150/18, 17.24/170/3, 
18/194/14, 20/215/17, 20/218/3; SJ 23.1158, 23.1161, 105.2817; YTL 1.3/6/5; 
YZS 39/17/24, 39/17/24; LZZG 7.7b, 8.14b, 9.2a, 9.22b, 10.5a, 10.7a, 10.18a, 
11.14b, 13.2b, 13.12b; SW 3.3.4:15, 3.3.4:15, 3.3.4:15, 5.3:21, 8.1:28, 9.4:32, 
9.4:32, 9.4:32, 9.4:32, 10.2:34, 10.2:34, 11.2:37, 22.4:73, 23.1.1:74, 23.1.6:75, 
47.6:132, 66.1:182, 67.5.2:187, 70.4:207, 70.5:207, 74.1.1:231, 74.5.2:241, 
74.5.4:242; LS 9.6.2:297, 11.1.1:308, 17.2:323, 56.1:412, 56.1:412, 56.3:412, 
63.1:426, 78.5.2:472, 78.5.2:472; GZ 4.1/29/7, 4.1/30/7, 4.1/39/9, 10.1/75/30, 
14.1/101/30, 14.1/102/10, 14.1/102/10; XX 4.6/18/25, 6.8/34/14; SY 17.17/144/6; 
TXJ 46/32/31; BHT 9/23/15, 9/23/16, 9/23/17, 9/23/18, 9/23/19; HS 21a.981, 
64b.2809, 65.2871; DDLJ 5.5/35/24, 9.1/52/8, 9.3/56/28; SM 4.2/47/7; KZJY 
32/57/20; WB 12.3B; XE 10; 
 
#Ǆ: HSG 6.2C, 12.6C; BHT 30/55/23, 30/56/2, 30/56/26, 39/66/13; HS 75.3170; 
DDLJ 10.1/60/19; TPJ 6.19/163/20; 
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qǑ: HSG 6.2C, 12.6C; HSWZ 5.16/38/5, 5.16/38/6; BHT 30/55/23, 30/56/2, 30/56/2, 
30/56/26; LH 43/201/10; HS 75.1368, 75.1368, 75.3170; TPJ 1.1/2/7, 3.4/20/11, 
6.19/163/20; 
 
̼: HSG 50.2C; NY 16.1/116/25; XSS 13.1/95/25, 13.1/96/16, 13.1/96/25; ZZ 2/4/2, 
19/52/22, 22/61/11; HFZ 20/39/30, 20/39/30; LSCQ 2.3/8/27, 20.5/133/10, 
21.1/138/15; MWDM 163, 164; ZL 1.18/9/24; HNZ 2/14/9, 3/29/19, 4/35/18, 
7/55/12, 9/79/22, 19/205/10, 20/211/20, 21/224/27; LZZG 8.20b, 8.22a, 9.6a, 
9.9a, 9.11a, 11.13a; SW 3.1:12, 3.3.1:13, 5.4.2:22, 5.4.3:22, 9.3.1:31, 19.1.5:60, 
28.4:88, 54.4:147, 54.5:147, 62.1:167, 75.2:244, 79.2251; LS 71.2:446; GZ 
14.1/102/12, 14.1/102/17, 18.2/129/16, 18.2/129/16; SY 18.28/159/13; TXJ 
88/67/1; DDLJ 13.3/78/28; TPJ 6.1/122/15; KZJY 25.2/48/28; 
 
ЌǄ: HSG 29.5C; HFZ 3/5/13; SY 3.10/21/8; TXJ 87/64/14; BHT 12/31/13, 27/53/7; 
LH 19/68/14, 34/169/16, 53/238/12, 74/319/8; HS 47.2219, 93.3739; DGHJ 
10.22/67/25; TPJ 3.10/26/21; QHJ 25.441; 
 
Ǒɪ: HSG 5.5C, 20.7C, 20.10C, 27.4C, 28.12C, 32.7C, 33.4C, 41.2C, 48.1C, 48.2C, 
48.3C, 48.5C, 50.1C, 52.8C, 52.9C, 56.4C, 64.2C, 64.3C, 74.2C, 80.14C; XY 
7/13/4, 9/15/1; HSWZ 1.20/4/27; CQFL 10.1/45/30; SJ 23.1173, 23.1173, 
23.1173; LZZG 8.8a, 9.6b, 12.6b, 12.6b, 12.12a; SY 18.12/154/5; FY 3/7/28; LH 
14/39/18, 15/44/1, 24/101/21, 24/101/23, 24/101/23, 24/101/23, 24/101/23, 
33/160/18, 35/170/25, 67/298/1, 83/359/2; HS 28b.1640, 81.3342, 86.3497; TPJ 
3.2/17/14, 3.12/29/30, 7.25/211/10; QHJ 16.288; SJN 5/17/24, 5/17/26; XE 18; 
 
Þʂ: HSG 5.5C, 12.2C, 31.1, 38.2C, 42.3C, 55.7C, 55.8C, 55.1C, 76.1C, 76.2C, 76.3C, 
76.4C; HFZ 20/37/1, 20/37/2; MWDM 163; LJ 10.34/68/8, 11.23/71/16, 
25.14/125/6, 25.14/125/6; LZZG 7.12a, 8.3b, 8.8b, 10.6a, 11.13b, 12.2a; LS 
9.1:293; GZ 3.1/17/18, 3.2/23/2; SY 19.43/172/15; BHT 21/45/1; LH 4/10/28, 
8/21/18, 19/69/4, 50/226/4, 50/228/26, 50/228/26, 50/228/26, 51/230/22, 
51/230/22, 51/230/23, 51/230/24, 51/230/24, 56/248/9, 56/251/5; HS 10.318, 
23.1109, 28b.1645, 36.1941, 64b.2828, 75.3188; QFL 15/29/9, 32A/66/14, 
32A/66/16, 33A/71/8; TPJ 2.9/10/1, 3.16/35/16, 3.26/59/27, 3.32/67/21, 
4.16/92/28, 4.17/99/10, 5.9/115/10, 5.12/118/21, 5.15/120/14, 6.1/126/9, 
6.7/140/17, 6.18/158/15, 7.37/227/24, 7.37/231/2, 7.37/232/19, 7.37/233/4; 
DGHJ 12.3/78/4; QHJ 18.318, 20.353; SJN 3/12/7; 
 
Þ: HSG 1.11C, 1.12C, 29.11C, 77.3C; XZ 1/3/11, 9/35/18, 14/67/8, 20/99/7; 
MWDM 82; XY 4/6/19/, 4/6/21; HNZ 20/223/13; LJ 19.28/104/28, 32.1/142/24; 
CQFL 16.6/76/2, 16.6/76/3, 16.6/76/3, 16.6/76/25, 16.6/76/27, 16.6/77/23; SJ 
24.1220; LZZG 9.24b, 11.13a; GZ 15.2/109/8; TXJ 8/5/21, 88/67/5, 91/70/29; 
FY 14/37/22, 14/37/22; YJS 16/47/20, 16/47/22, 16/47/22, 16/47/23, 16/48/10, 
16/48/11; BHT 2/6/11, 2/6/12, 2/6/26, 2/6/26, 5/11/2, 6/13/12, 9/23/10, 9/23/18, 
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9/24/16, 21/45/1; LH 821/22; HS 21a.961, 28b.1640, 58.2631, 64b.2821, 
77.3249, 81.3339, 86.3481, 87b.3582, 87b.3582; LZZJ 2.6a; QFL 32A/66/16, 
33A/70/22; TPJ 2.4/7/15, 2.5/7/22, 2.5/7/23, 3.1/15/2, 3.5/21/5, 3.13/31/17, 
3.18/37/21, 3.18/37/22, 3.21/44/2, 3.21/46/21, 3.25/56/18, 3.25/56/20, 3.25/56/23, 
3.25/56/24, 3.25/56/25, 3.25/58/2, 3.29/65/26, 3.31/66/18, 3.31/66/18, 3.37/71/13, 
4.2/75/10, 4.3/78/12, 4.15/92/1, 4.16/92/27, 4.16/93/7, 4.16/94/11, 4.16/94/20, 
4.16/94/24, 4.16/94/31, 4.16/94/32, 4.16/95/2, 4.16/95/8, 4.16/95/12, 4.16/95/26, 
4.16/95/2, 4.17/99/26, 6.1/126/9, 6.4/130/22, 6.5/131/16, 6.6/139/18, 6.8/142/23, 
6.8/143/1, 6.8/143/2, 6.8/143/6, 6.8/144/6, 6.13/152/15, 6.26/173/25, 6.29/175/15, 
7.12/185/27, 7.12/192/11, 7.13/193/16, 7.13/193/20, 7.13/193/30, 7.15/197/3, 
7.18/200/22, 7.18/201/13, 7.19/201/31, 7.19/202/10, 7.19/202/15, 7.20/203/20, 
7.23/208/15, 7.23/208/16, 7.23/208/25, 7.23/208/25, 7.27/213/11, 7.27/213/12, 
7.28/214/24, 7.31/219/7, 7.31/219/9, 7.31/219/17, 7.31/219/23, 7.31/219/24, 
7.32/220/30, 7.32/220/30, 7.33/221/13, 7.37/231/1, 7.37/231/30, 7.37/231/30, 
7.37/231/32, 7.39/234/29, 7.43/241/20, 7.43/241/21, 7.44/243/20, 8/250/30, 
8/251/19, 9/255/12, 9/261/22, 9/261/31, 10.2/264/27, 10.9/267/30, 10.11/268/23; 
DGHJ 13.12/87/26; QHJ 13.227, 14.236, 20.352, 22.288; ZLN 7/11/4; FSTY 
1.2/3/17; SJN 3/11/21; KZJY 35.2/60/29; XE 7, 7, 8; 
 
ĕÞ: HSG 10.2C; ZZ 14/38/11; HNZ 6/51/10, 6/51/19; LZZG 7.1b, 7.3a, 7.3b, 7.9a, 
7.14a, 7.14a, 8.5b, 8.5b, 8.9b, 8.9b, 8.9b, 8.20a, 8.21b, 9.8a, 9.8b, 9.15b, 10.20b, 
11.12b, 11.13a, 11.22a, 12.11a; HS 100a.4228; TPJ 2.8/8/28, 2.9/9/25, 2.9/9/26, 
2.9/9/26, 3.2/17/13, 3.21/46/13, 3.22/48/28, 3.35/56/22, 4.7/82/5, 4.8/82/17; 
LZZJ 1.3b, 1.4b, 1.17b, 2.7a, 2.13a; 
 
cʂ: HSG 2.14C, 6.3C, 42.6C; HGZ 11/15/13; CQFL 4.1/14/28, 17.1/79/4, 
17.1A/80/28; LH 5/12/4, 7/16/10, 8/21/21, 31/147/20, 39/189/27, 40/192/24, 
56/248/13, 56/248/14, 62/269/20, 62/269/21, 62/269/21, 66/293/5, 66/293/5, 
68/300/19, 68/300/19, 68/301/24; HS 21a.959, 21a.964, 21a.976, 21a.981, 
21a.985, 87b.3566, 99a.4074; QFL 32A/66/12; TPJ 2.3/6/3, 2.4/6/20, 2.6/8/3, 
2.6/8/4, 2.6/8/4, 2.8/8/25, 2.9/9/15, 2.10/10/15, 2.10/10/17, 3.4/19/22, 3.8/25/27, 
3.8/25/29, 3.10/27/10, 3.13/31/14, 3.13/32/2, 3.10/32/3, 3.16/35/12, 3.16/35/14, 
3.16/35/14, 3.16/35/28, 3.16/36/4, 3.16/36/5, 3.18/38/17, 3.18/38/18, 3.18/38/22, 
3.18/38/22, 3.25/56/22, 3.25/56/28, 3.25/57/27, 3.25/59/23, 3.26/62/17, 
3.38/72/27, 3.38/72/28, 4.15/90/30, 4.15/91/3, 4.16/97/22, 4.16/97/23, 4.16/97/25, 
4.16/97/25, 5.1/103/24, 5.1/104/27, 5.1/104/29, 5.3/107/28, 5.3/108/2, 5.3/108/6, 
5.10/116/23, 5.10/116/27, 5.10/117/4, 5.12/118/26, 6.12/148/20, 6.13/150/4, 
6.13/150/8, 6.13/150/32, 6.13/150/32, 6.18/162/24, 6.23/171/16, 6.24/172/18, 
6.13/176/15, 6.18/162/24, 6.23/171/16, 6.24/172/18, 6.31/176, 15, 7.12/185/26, 
7.12/189/7, 7.12/190/25, 7.12/192/22, 7.13/193/10, 7.13/193/11, 7.16/198/8, 
7.23/207/23, 7.23/207/24, 7.30/217/18, 7.34/223/4, 7.43.241/20, 8/249/6, 8/249/7, 
8/249/9, 8/249/10, 8/249/11, 8/249/13, 8/249/14, 8/249/16, 8/249/17, 8/249/19, 
8/249/20, 8/249/21, 8/249/23, 8/249/24, 8/249/26, 8/249/28, 8/249/30, 8/249/31, 
8/249/32, 8/250/2, 8/262/4, 10.6/266/23, 10.6/266/26; LZZJ 1.2b, 1.3b, 1.13b, 
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1.14b, 2.7b, 2.7b, 2.10b, 2.14a, 2.14b, 2.15a, 2.15a, 2.16b, 2.16b; SM 1.2/7/26 
XE 36; 
 
͏ʂ: HSG 10.2C, 10.3C, 10.8C, 21.7C, 21.12C, 25.4C, 25.14C, 33.7C, 41.19C, 47.2C, 
55.6C, 59.3C, 59.4C, 59.9C, 72.6C; NY 16.1/117/8; XSX 13.2/98/10; MWDW 
150, 152; HSWZ 1.20/4/26; CQFL 7.2/29/7; SW 1.3:8, 1.4:9, 3.3.2:15, 9.6:33, 
11.1:37, 14.2:44, 19.3:62, 21.2:67, 23.1.3:74, 28.1:86, 33.1:96, 43.5:122, 
45.1:126, 45.1:126, 45.1:126, 47.6:132, 47.9:133, 62.1:167, 62.2.2:168, 62.6:171, 
62.6:171, 64.3:179, 67.3:186, 77.2:247; LS 3.3:273, 5.4.2:283, 9.4:295, 9.6.1:297, 
18.3.2:326, 30.1:357, 32.3:362, 32.3:362, 52.1:406, 78.5.2:472, 80.1:477, 
80.2.2:478; CC 5/17/20, 58/22/1; GZ 12.1/95/3, 14.1/102/10, 14.3/106/4; SY 
6.14/43/7, 17.56/150/13; BHT 43/77/19; LH 5/12/23, 19/66/14, 19/73/12, 
19/73/16, 22/83/24, 24/89/6, 38/183/13, 43/201/10, 45/208/25, 48/220/5, 62/268/8, 
62/268/8, 62/268/8, 62/268/8, 62/268/9, 62/268/21, 62/268/22, 62/268/24, 
62/268/26, 62/269/6, 62/270/2, 62/271/21 62/271/24, 64/282/3, 64/284/25, 
64/284/25, 65/290/1, 65/292/20, 65/292/20, 65/292/22, 72/312/2, 79/336/15, 
83/360/2; HS 30.1778, 99a.4049, 99a.4050; DDLJ 5.5/35/8, 5.5/35/8; QFL 
25/48/3; TPJ 3.19/39/8, 5.3/108/15, 6.19/163/24, 6.19/163/25, 7.13/193/29, 
7.18/200/18, 7.20/204/3, 7.42/240/23, 8/252/32, 8/253/1, 9/265/15, 10.4/266/3; 
LZZJ 1.2a, 1.3a, 1.3a, 2.5b, 2.9b; QHJ 6.85, 13.227; SM 3.1/28/28; FSTY 
9.9/69/16; SJN 1/1/11-12; KZJY 15.21/31/27; XE 8, 12; 
 
ѯ͏: HSG 46.2; SW 70.2.1:205; SY 18.10/153/11; TPJ 4.7/82/11, 6.3/129/3, 
7.43/242/21, 4.43/242/23, 8/251/8, 8/251/8, 8/251/9; SM 1.1/6/9; 
 
ʒК:  HSG 3.7C, 10.7C, 10.8C, 10.9C, 10.10C, 11.1C, 16.14C, 26.1C, 26.2C, 26.6C, 
26.7C, 28.12C, 29.10C, 35.1C, 35.2C, 35.7C, 36.8C, 41.2C, 43.5C, 44.8C, 46.2C, 
51.7C, 59.3C, 60.1C, 59.3C, 60.1C, 64.1C, 64.6C, 64.18C, 65.1C, 65.7C, 65.8C, 
74.1C; ZZ 11/27/22, 28/82/19; HFZ 20/41/25; LSCQ 1.3/3/16, 2.3//9/8, 
3.3/13/25, 5.4/25/3,17.1/99/5, 19.6/125/24; MWDM 163; HNZ 8/64/15, 11/96/5, 
12/109/27, 14/137/27, 20/216/5; CQFL 7.2/29/3, 7.2/29/8, 8.3/39/17, 8.3/39/18, 
8.3/39/20, 16.6/77/8; SJ 130.3313; YTL 5.2/30/15; LZZG 9.9b, 9.10a-b, 11.2b; 
SW 5.4.2:22, 66.3:183; LS 29.1.1:354; GZ 11.2/85/12; SY 17.51/149/23; LH 
2/5/27, 29/136/28, 29/136/28, 29/136/29, 61/266/24; HS 22.1027; QFL 8/13/6, 
8/13/7; TPJ 2.4/6/19, 4.1/74/19, 10.2/256/4, 10.12/269/3, 10.12/269/4, 
10.12/269/5, 10.12/269/5, 10.12/269/7, 10.12/269/7, 10.12/269/9, 10.12/269/13; 
QHJ 4.49Ҿ 5.67; SJN 4/13/6; KZJY 15.14/30/20; XE 24; 
 
ʩ҃: HSG 37.4C, 45.10C, 80.6; LZ 45.10; LSCQ 17.1/100/2; HNZ 1/4/3, 1/6/15, 
9/67/3, 9/71/4, 21/225/31; SJ 54.2029, 54.2031, 63.2143, 120.3105, 128.3226; 
YTL 7.3/53/6; LZZG 7.2a, 7.9b, 7.11a, 8.3b, 8.13b, 8.15b, 8.16a, 8.21a, 8.22a, 
9.5b, 9.17b, 9.21a, 10.1a, 10.6b, 10.12b, 10.20b, 10.21b, 10.25a, 11.16b, 12.1b, 
12.6a, 13.4b; SW 3.2.3:13, 70.1.3:204, 74.4.3:240; LS 1.2:263; GZ 16.3/121/21; 
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SY 13.5/102/10; TXJ 64/45/21; HS 8.259, 36.1926, 39.2018, 50.2316, 60.2666, 
73.3120, 73.3120, 77.3268, 83.3391, 85.3479, 87a.3514, 87b.3584, 89.3623, 
99a.4054; TPJ 2.5/7/21, 2.14/13/13, /18, 3.26/60/22, 5.2/106/26, 5.10/117/18, 
7.7/182/1, 7.7/182/3, 7.7/182/4, 7.39/238/24, 8/246/19,10.3/265/17; DGHJ 
9.8/60/4, 18.10/129/7, 18.13/130/19; QHJ 5.63; WB 3.9a, 3.9a; XE 19, 19, 19, 
19, 19, 20, 30, 30, 30, 33, 33, 47; 
 
ʩʣ:  HSG 3.4C, 16.1C, 16.2C, 25.14C, 47.2C, 72.3C; LSCQ 17.3/102/6, 18.2/110/19; 
XY 1/2/21; HNZ 18/185/20, 21/226/9; CQFL 16.2/72/11, 16.6/76/29; SJ 6.243, 
54.2031, 130.3313; SW 2.2:10, 3.1:12; LS 3.1:372: SY 1.1/1/3, 16.172/142/15; 
TXJ 79/56/26; LH 79/338/3; QFL 35/84/8; TPJ 7.37/230/10; DGHJ 14.1/90/3, 
16.25/111/1; QHJ 5.63, 20.351, 25.444, 29.515; FSTY 2.6/15/13; SJN 4/13/4; 
KZJY 15.11/30/2, 38/67/27; WB 4.8a; XE 33; 
 
Γˊ:  HSG 1.2C, 1.4C, 3.2C, 5.1C, 5.3C, 13.10C, 17.6C, 23.1C, 23.13C, 25.15C, 
38.1C, 48.2C, 50.7C, 51.6C, 60.3C, 63.4C, 64.10C, 64.18C, 64.20C, 76.8C; LZ 
17.9, 23.1, 25.15, 51.6, 64.20; ZZ 5/15/22, 7/20/16, 14/38/11, 14/38/21, 16/42/25, 
17/44/26, 21/58/9, 31/94/11; SZ 8/9/19, 8/10/13; LSCQ 3.4/15/1, 14.4/73/17, 
17.1/100/7, 19.8/128/1, 19.8/128/1; HSWZ 1.13/3/18; HGZ 5/4/21, 11/16/4, 
16/22/3, 18/24/12; HNZ 1/2/12, 1/2/14, 1/3/11, 1/3/16, 1/3/21, 1/4/24, 6/51/10, 
8/63/1, 9/67/7, 9/69/22, 9/72/5, 11/96/20, 14/135/17, 14/138/25, 17.174/180/25, 
19/203/15, 19/203/17, 19/204/13, 19/206/3, 20/211/10, 20/212/11; CQFL 2.1/7/3, 
6.6/26/6, 6.6/26/6, 6.6/26/11, 6.6/26/11, 6.7/27/28, 9.1/41/22, 10.1/45/33, 
10.2/47/9, 13.3/60/2, 13.3/60/2, 15.5/70/13; SJ 10.233, 24.1176, 24.1235, 
25.1240, 63.2156, 1219.3254; LZZG 7.2b, 7.3a, 7.3b, 7.7a, 7.12a, 7.16a, 7.16b, 
7.17a, 8.2a, 8.4b, 8.6b, 8.7b, 8.8a, 8.8b, 8.10b, 8.11a, 8.11a, 8.12a, 8.13a, 8.15a, 
8.19a, 8.23b, 9.6b, 9.7a, 9.10a, 9.13a, 9.13b, 9.15a, 9.17b, 9.19a, 9.20b, 9.20b, 
9.21a, 9.21b, 9.25a, 9.25b, 10.4a, 10.5a, 10.20b,10.22a, 10.26a, 11.2b, 11.4a, 
11.4b, 11.5a, 11.6a, 11.6b, 11.10a, 11.11a, 11.11a, 11.12a, 11.12b, 11.12b, 11.13a, 
11.16a, 11.17a, 11.17a, 11.18a, 11.20b, 11.21a, 12.3a, 12.4b, 12.4b, 12.5a, 12.5a, 
12.5a, 12.5b, 12.5b, 12.5b, 12.5b, 12.6a, 12.7b, 12.7b, 12.10a, 12.11a, 12.14a, 
13.3a, 13.3b, 13.8a, 13.9a, 13.9a, 13.12a, 13.15b, 13.16b, 13.17b, 13.17b, 13.20b; 
LS 38.1:372, 38.1:372; CC 5/17/23; GZ 1.2/3/26; TXJ 21/14/31, 87/63/31, 
87/64/2; FY 4/10/18, 4/10/19, 12/33/29; YJS 16/48/24, 16/50/18; BHT 2/6/12, 
2/7/4, 3/8/12, 6/15/25, 15/35/26; LH 2/6/6, 3/3/20, 10/26/12, 10/26/16, 10/28/9, 
10/28/15, 12/33/19, 12/34/28, 12/35/2,12/35/2, 12/35/3, 12/35/17, 12/35/22, 
12/35/24, 12/35/25, 13/36/22, 14/40/6, 19/64/1, 22/86/23, 24/95/18, 31/147/24, 
32/155/6, 32/156/2, 32/160/11, 41/194/1, 41/194/24, 41/195/7, 41/195/9, 41/195/9, 
41/195/10, 41/195/24, 42/196/16, 42/196/16, 42/199/23, 45/207/5, 47/214/12, 
47/214/16, 49/222/16, 53/236/30, 54/239/20, 54/239/25, 54/239/25, 54/240/7, 
54/240/7, 54/240/26, 54/240/26, 54/241/1, 54/241/1, 54/241/4, 54/241/10, 
54/241/12, 54/241/13, 54/241/15, 54/241/16, 54/241/16, 54/241/18, 54/241/20, 
54/241/23, 54/242/5, 55/243/18,  58/255/28, 58/257/10, 59/261/3, 64/288/19, 
64/288/19, 71/309/5, 71/310/6, 71/309/6, 78/332/23, 79/339/28; HS 1b.82, 4.132, 
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25b.1271, 26.1273, 23a.1330, 29.2687, 30.1775, 48.2248, 64b.2828, 74.3151, 
75.3168, 75.3170, 75.3180, 75.3190, 77.3252, 81.3337, 87b.3575, 98.4033, 
99a.4057, 100a.4205, 100a,4220; TPJ 2.4/6/20, 2.6/8/5, 2.6/8/5, 2.8/8/25, 
2.10/10/17, 2.13/12/22, 3.1/16/7, 3.1/16/26, 3.3/19/5, 3.4/19/22, 3.4/19/28, 
3.5/20/30, 3.5/21/5, 3.5/21/17, 3.5/21/17, 3.13/31/8, 3.17/36/26, 3.20/43/16, 
3.21/44/9, 3.23/53/13, 3.25/56/22, 3.56/28, 3.25/57/11, 3.25/57/27, 3.25/59/8, 
3.25/59/23, 3.31/66/22, 3.32/67/8, 3.32/67/21, 3.33/68/19, 3.34/69/15, 3.35/69/30, 
4.1/74/8, 4.5/80/12, 4.6/81/13, 4.6/81/15, 4.11/84/28, 4.12/87/18, 4.13/88/17, 
4.15/91/6, 4.16/97/22, 4.16/97/25, 5.2/107/7, 5.3/108/5, 5.3/108/5, 5.7/114/28, 
5.9/115/9, 5.10/117/4, 5.15/120/11, 6.1/126/28, 6.2/127/20, 6.2/127/20, 
6.4/130/31, 6.4/131/1, 6.5/132/4, 6.5/133/21, 6.8/143/5, 6.8/144/8, 6.9/145/12, 
6.18/160/18, 6.18/160/21, 6.22/169/23, 6.24/172/21, 6.29/175/19, 6.30/175/27, 
6.30/176/3, 6.32/177/25, 7.1/179/7, 7.1/179/8, 7.1/179/9, 7.1/179/11, 7.1/179/12, 
7.1/179/13, 7.7/182/3, 7.12/188/9, 7.12/189/7, 7.12/191/11, 7.12/191/24, 
7.12/191/27, 7.12/193/4, 7.13/193/10, 7.13/193/16, 7.14/194/29, 7.15/195/11, 
7.15/197/8, 7.15/197/11, 7.15/197/11, 7.15/197/24, 7.16/198/8, 7.16/198/9, 
7.17/199/14, 7.18/200/30, 7.18/201/12, 7.18/201/20, 7.20/203/9, 7.21/205/21, 
7.21/206/19, 7.23/207/22, 7.23/208/5, 7.23/208/6, 7.24/210/4, 7.25/210/29, 
7.25/211/8, 7.26/212/11, 7.28/215/21, 7.18/215/22, 7.33/221/19, 7.34/223/4, 
7.36/26/14, 7.37/227/10, 7.37/230/9, 7.37/231/24, 7.37/213/29, 7.37/232/28, 
7.37/232/30, 7.37/232/32, 7.38/233/23, 7.40/239/12, 7.41/240/2, 8/249/6, 8/249/7, 
8/249/9, 8/249/10, 8/249/11, 8/249/13, 8/249/14, 8/249/16, 8/249/17, 8/249/19, 
8/249/20, 8/249/21, 8/249/23, 8/249/24, 8/249/26, 8/249/28, 8/249/30, 8/249/31, 
8/249/32, 8/250/2, 8/251/16, 8/253/3, 8/253/4, 8/253/5, 8/253/7, 8/253/15, 
8/253/16, 8/253/16, 9/253/23, 9/253/25, 9/253/28, 9/253/28, 9/253/29, 9/253/29, 
9/254/8, 9/254/8, 9/260/26, 9/262/4, 10/263/23, 10.6/266/23, 10.6/266/26, 
10.7/267/7, 10.8/267/20, 10.11/268/25, 10.12/269/11; LZZJ 1.1b, 1.2b, 1.4a, 
1.4b, 1.16a, 2.5a, 2.11a, 2.11b, 2.19b, 2.21a, 2.21a; DGHJ 16.10/106/22; QHJ 
1.2, 6.85, 6.85, 6.85, 7.106, 8.126, 11.174, 13.227, 14.139, 20.353; ZLN 4/6/13; 
FSTY 8/57/23, 10.5/76/6, 10.6/76/16, 11.12/142/5, 11.18/151/5; SJN 3/10/22, 
3/10/25, 3/10/29, 3/11/5, 3/12/9, 5/18/29; KZJY 7.1/8/29, 29/53/19, 38/69/23; 
WB 1.2a, 1.2a, 1.3a, 1.3b, 1.6, 1.7b, 1.8a, 1.9b, 1.11b, 1.11b, 1.12b, 2.2a, 2.2b, 
2.4b, 2.4b, 2.5a, 2.5a, 2.5a, 2.5b, 2.5b, 2.6a, 2.6b, 2.7a, 2.7b, 3.6a, 3.7b, 3.8b, 
3.11a, 3.12b, 4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1b, 4.5a, 4.5a, 4.13a; XE 8, 11, 11, 12, 22, 30, 30, 30, 
30, 30, 33, 37, 44;  
 
ǘʂ: HSG 5.9C, 10.7C, 41.16C, 54.4C; CQFL 16.6/77/6, 11.3/51/15, 16.6/77/12; 
LZZG 9.24a; GZ 12.1/95/6; LH 24/101/18; TPJ 10.11/268/24; 
 
ǘ͏: HSG 3.11C, 72.1C; HGZ 10/10/13/24; LH 85/372/2; HS 99a.4050; 
 
ĸ: HSG 20.15C, 22.7C, 27.3C; NY 16.1/117/24; LSCQ 17.5/104/7; HDSJ 72; 
HGZ 8/8/9/4; HNZ 18/199/21, 20/215/1, 21/228/30; CQFL 16.6/77/14; YTL 
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5.6/35/19; YZS 58/32/15; LS 42.1:380; XX 10.13/60/21; HS 64b.2809; TPJ 
2.3/6/8, 2.3/6/8, 2.3/6/10, 2.6/7/27, 2.6/7/30, 2.8/9/1, 3.8/25/28, 3.10/28/5, 
3.13/31/8, 3.25/56/6, 6.8/142/6, 6.8/142/11, 6.17/157/4, 6.17/157/5 6.18/157/20, 
6.18/157/20, 6.18/157/22, 6.18/157/23, 6.18/158/18, 6.18/158/20, 6.18/158/22, 
6.18/162/14, 6.18/162/18, 6.31/176/1, 6.31/176/10, 6.31/176/17, 7.1/178/27, 
7.18/201/20, 7.18/201/21, 9/262/26, 9/262/26, 9/262/30, 9/262/30, 9/262/31, 
9/263/2, 10.4/266/10, 10.12/269/14; SJN 5/16/6; WB 2.4a, 3.5a; XE 12; 
 
Ŗ: HSG 55.11C; HNZ 9/82/10, 15/147/18, 15/47/24 SJ 10.414, 130.3289; YZS 
52/27/8; LZZG 8.17a, 13.6b; GZ 5.3/43/15; SY 19.29/168/2; TXJ 16/11/3; BHT 
30/56/1, 40/67/8, 40/67/14, 44/86/17; HS 4.106, 62.2710; TPJ 3.25/59/10, 
6.16/155/11, 6.22/169/15, 6.22/169/29, 6.23/170/7, 6.23/171/1, 7.7/182/1, 
7.7/182/4; DGHJ 8.14/52/24; QHJ 7.93;  
 
ҙ˲: HSG 50.9C; GY 4.17/54/14, 8.1/120/18; ZZ 3/8/11, 19/50/27, 28/82/20; XZ 
2/5/11, 8/30/12, 15/71/14, 16/77/12, 19/90/14, 20/101/25, 22/112/13; HFZ 
43/131/8; LSCQ 2.2/8/4, 3.2/12/30, 10.2/48/20, 10.2/49/9; HDSJ 47, 53, 62; 
HNZ 1/7/26, 2/17/9, 7/59/28, 11/103/24, 11/103/28, 13/130/25, 14/142/3, 
20/216/6, 21/226/26; CQFL 8.1/35/7, 9.1/41/11, 9.1/41/15, 11.2/50/13, 
11.3/51/15, 16.6/77/12, 16.6/77/17, 16.6/77/18; SJ 23.1162, 127.3219; HSWZ 
5.31/40/28; YTL 1.1/2/18, 1.2/3/28, 5.9/38/21; LZZG 7.4b; SW 2.1:10, 8.2:28, 
8.2:28; LS 8.1.3:291; GZ 3.1/19/14, 3.2/ 23/30, 13.3/101/10, 21.1/150/20, 
21.1/150/20, 21.1/150/21, 21.1/150/21, SY 3.11/21/20; LH 65/289/23; HS 12.355, 
27cb.1511, 67.2907, 72.3060, 85.3459, 91.3679; QFL 2/4/4, 8/12/27, 15/29/8; 
TPJ 10.9/268/4; QHJ 20.348, 30.525; SJN 1/2/6; 
 
ҙǄ:  HSG 12.8C; LSCQ 1.2/2/12, 1.3/3/30; XY 1/3/18, 2/4/2; HNZ 1/4/3, 2/17/8, 
7/56/7, 7/58/15, 14/133/10, 14/137/27, 20/214/16, 20/216/6, 21/225/5; HSWZ 
1.6/2/6, 1.15/3/26, 2.34/15/16, 3.5/16/22; LH 24/95/25, 24/95/27, 24/102/27, 
80/345/13, 85/372/2; HS 67.2926; QFL 32A/66/27, 35/81/24; TPJ 3.7//23/23, 
3.34/69/11, 4.13/88/20, 4.16/92/24, 5.2/106/21, 6.3/130/7, 6.31/176/10; DGHJ 
1.1/9/6; QHJ 10.161; FSTY 11.5/92/18; SJN 3/11/21, 3/11/21, 3/11/24, 3/11/26, 
3/11/29, 3/12/2; KZJY 1.1/1/3, 6.2/8/2, 32/58/9, 32/58/21, 35.2/60/27; 
 
ҙ̥; HSG 1.2C, 6.1C, 12.6C, 54.4C; CQZZ B8.13.2/209/19; ZZ 15/42/8; HGZ 
10/10/13/24; HNZ 20/216/5; CQFL 6.6/25/25; YTL 6.1/43/29; LZZG 7.17a, 
11.5a, 12.11b, 12.11b; SW 3.2.3:13, 26.2.2:83; HS 27.1357; DGHJ 16.49/116/15; 
3/11/23XE 10; 
 
Į̥: HSG 52.15C; LZZG 8.7b, 8.12b; FY 5/11/12; BHT 44.2/82/22; TPJ 
10.3/256/16; LZZJ 2.8b, 2.16a-b, 2.21a; 
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̷ƶ: HSG 59.5C, 59.6C, 81.7C; GY 4.78/81/2; LZ 59.5, 59.6; XZ 8/30/1; HFZ 
20/37/2, 20/37/2, 20/37/3, 20/37/4, 20/37/5, 21/43/28; HDSJ 70; XY 9/16/1; 
HSWZ 7.6/50/13; HNZ 4/34/18, 15/151/14; SJ 4.113, 44.1857, 45.1875, 93.2642Ҿ
99.2715, 99.2722; YTL 8.2/57/20, 8.2/58/4; LZZG 11.16b, 12.13a; XX 9.7/50/4, 
10.9/57/30; SY 3.4/19/16, 5.7/33/15, 9.32/75/24, 16.163/134/23, 17.17/143/25; 
HS 43.2119, 43.2127, 51.2361, 58.2617, 75.3176; DDLJ 13.3/79/1; QFL 
13A/23/23, 17/34/6; TPJ 4.1/74/11, 4.16/92/24, 5.12/118/20, 6.16/155/10, 
6.29/175/12; QHJ 3.39; KZJY 20.1/40/4, 25.2/49/2, 35.2/61/4; WB 4.1a, 4.1b; 
 
ƻ͋: HSG 15.12C; LH 80/345/10; HS 33.1858, 67.2927, 72.3095, 77.3266, 100a.4199; 
QFL 4/6/9, 9/15/18; DGHJ 15.7/97/12, 21.39/158/4; QHJ 27.478; 
 
ƻʂ: HSG 12.6C; ZZ 29/88/18; LSCQ 4.4/20/17, 9.5/46/24, 15.3/82/30; XY 2/4/23; 
HSWZ 6.20/46/15, 9.22/69/29; HNZ 7/56/8; LJ 30.1/138/8; YZS 64/41/2; YJS 
6/21/1; LH 80/345/10; KZJY 27.2/51/29;  
 
͞Ǌ: HSG 56.5C; YJS 20.11/57/10; 
 
ϐǑ: HSG 13.9C; HSWZ 1.20/4/25; SY 18.12/154/3, 19.4/161/12; HS 44.2138, 
77.3252; QHJ 26.455; 
 
ϫξ: HSG 4.2C, 40.4C, 63.9C, 66.4C; TXJ 15/10/18; LZZG 11.3a; DGHJ 12.11/81/24; 
XE 29;   
 
ˠϊ: HSG 4.6C, 52.11C, 56.6C; ZZ 12/30/5; LSCQ 6.4/31/23, 8.4/41/1; XY 5/9/8; 
HSWZ 7.6/50/28, 10.5/73/3; HGZ 8/8/9/1-2; HNZ 2/14/1, 13/122/17, 13/125/28, 
13/126/24, 13/130/17, 15/152/28, 15/152/28; CQFL 13.5/61/20; SJ 12.477, 
28.1399, 56.2058, 60.2116; YTL 5.4/32/17, 5.4/32/27, 8.1/56/8; LZZG 10.5a, 
10.18b, 12.6b; SW 19.3:62, 19.3:62, 26.3:83; SY 2.1/11/16, 13.30/107/28, 
17.14/142/28, 17.17/144/13; TXJ 22/15/19, 69/49/9, 69/49/9; YJS 10/33/22; 
BHT 10/27/14, 19/41/5, 22/46/16, 23/48/14, 30/55/29; LH 65/289/17, 78/328/10, 
79/333/26, 79/336/24,81/350/21; HS 60.2676, 97b.3997, 99a.4056, 99a.4091; 
TPJ 3.12/30/15; DGHJ 13.11/86/25; QHJ 29.505; ZLN 16/25/12; FSTY 
9.3/67/9;  
 
ˠ̙: HSG 58.15C; HSWZ 10.5/73/3; HGZ 6/5/11; HNZ 1/1/4/25, 1/4/25, 15/152/28, 
15/152/28; SJ 68.2229; LZZG 10.16b, 10.18b, 11.14b, 11.17a; XX 9.7/49/17; SY 
17.16/143/20, 17.17/144/13; LH 62/269/25; YJS 15/45/9, 18/52/29; TPJ 
5.2/106/29, 6.5/133/6, 8/250/14; QHJ 29.505; 
 
lϋ: HSG 15.3C, 33.2C, 52.15C; ZZ 32/96/20, 32/96/20; HNZ 16.1/154/6; CQFL 
13.3/59/30, 13.3/59/30; SJ 68.2233; YJS 7/25/14, 18/51/30; TPJ 4.1/74/6, 
9/258/24, 9/258/26; SJN 3/11/24; 
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¹΂: HSG 15.3C, 33.2C; CQFL 13.3/59/30, 13.3/59/30; SJ 68.2233; YJS 7/25/14, 
18/51/30; 
 
в̥: HSG 13.10C; MWDM 155; LZZG 9.18b; SW 3.1:12, 13.2:42, 69.7:200; BHT 
15/37/6, 20/42/25,39/66/9; HS 21a.961, 22.1027, 22.1039; TPJ 2.4/6/24; LZZJ 
2.7b; QHJ 5.67, 24.417; FSTY 1.1/3/4; 
 
ќ˲: HSG 1.2C, 7.1C, 7.3C, 15.13C, 28.6C, 54.3C, 59.11C; GY 4.10/52/6; LZ 7.3, 
59.11; ZZ 11/27/25, 11/27/25, 29/90/2, 29/90/5; XZ 4/14/13; HFZ 20/36/16, 
20/37/20, 20/37/20, 32/82/18; LSCQ 1.3/3/21, 1.3/3/27, 26.3/168/18; MWDM 
146, 146, 146, 146, 147, 148; HSWZ 1.23/5/17; SJ 1117.3060; LZZG 7.2a, 8.8a, 
11.5b, 11.15a, 11.17b, 13.4a, 14.6a; LS 8.1.3:291; SY 19.8/162/10; LH 24/103/19, 
39/189/7, 39/189/8, 39/189/9, 39/189/9, 39/189/13, 39/189/14, 39/189/17, 
39/189/19, 39/189/21, 39/189/21, 39/189/22, 39/189/23, 39/189/26, 83/361/17, 
83/361/19; HS 22.1061, 57b.2596; TPJ 10.9/268/4; LZZJ 1.1a, 1.1b, 1.4a, 1.5a, 
1.6a, 1.6b, 1.7b, 1.9b, 1.10a, 1.11a, 1.11a, 1.11b, 1.12a, 1.20a, 1.20b, 2.1a, 2.2a, 
2.3b, 2.4a, 2.4b, 2.4b, 2.6b, 2.7a, 2.7b, 2.8b, 2.9b, 2.10a, 2.10a, 2.12a, 2.14b, 2.14b, 
2.15a, 2.18a, 2.18b, 2.20a, 2.20b, 2.20b; WB 7.3B, 59.11B; XE 10, 10, 10, 21, 29, 
36, 36, 36, 43; 
 
ϋ: HSG 59.11C; LZ 59.11; XZ 4/14/13; HFZ 20/37/20, 20/37/20; LSCQ 1.3/3/21; 
MWDM 155; HSWZ 1.23/5/17; LZZG 8.8a, 11.17b, 13.4a; SW 23.1.12:76; LS 
8.1.3:291; SY 19.8/162/10; TPJ 7.15/196/23, 7.27/213/30, 7.27/214/3, 7.29/216/7, 
7.32/220/13, 7.35/224/14, 9/262/31; LZZJ 1.12a; WB 59.11B; 
 
ќĮ: HSG 1.9C, 4.8C, 10.2C, 26.1C, 41.2C; LZZG 8.5a, 8.12b, 12.5a, 12.5a; GZ 
21.2/154/21; XX 7.21/40/30; SY 16.99/130/12; HS 31.1805, 99c.4174, 99c.4174, 
99c.4174; TPJ 2.13/12/19, 2.14/13/11, 5.4/109/21, 5.11/117/26, 6.2/127/18, 
6.5/132/11, 6.12/149/22, 6.30/175/27, 6.31/176/11, 7.10/183/20, 7.37/230/24, 
7.39/238/13, 8/251/24, 8/253/7, 9/258/25, 9/262/26, 9/262/29, 10.3/265/24; LZZJ 
1.3a; QHJ 1.10; 
 
 
Miscellaneous Terms: 
 
íв: HSG 10.11C; HGZ 6/6/3; HNZ 12/117/3; CQFL 16.3/72/20, 16.3/73/3, 
16.3/73/7, 16.3/73/12, 16.3/73/16, 16.3/73/26, 16.3/74/3; SJ 27.1339, 70.2285, 
79.2693, 129.3257; YTL 1.3/5/4; LZZG 13.19b; SY 18.4/151/27, 20.7/175/8; 
TXJ 17/12/4; BHT 44.7/86/4; HS 21a.970, 26.1298, 43.2107, 65.1858, 84.3435, 
91.3683; DDLJ 9.3/65/24; QHJ 1.10; 
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oɠ: HSG 10.11C, 25.11C; ZZ 21/59/13, 32/96/1; XZ 21/104/10; XY 1/3/3, 6/10/5, 
9/14/21; HGZ 4/3/6, 4/3/22, 10/10/13/27; HNZ 1/1/3, 4/34/6, 4/34/9, 7/54/26, 
8/65/6, 13/124/12, 18/185/23, 20/211/1, 21/226/15; YTL 3.1/17/22, 8.1/56/23, 
8.2/57/19, 9.5/66/29; LZZG 7.15a, 9.8a, 14b; SW 67.1:185, 79.1:250; SY 
18.14/154/22; HS 64b.2823; TPJ 2.6/8/7, 3.19/39/14, 11.3.37/70/19, 5.1/105/7, 
5.3/107/24, 5.4/110/11, 6.3/129/13, 6.17/157/6; ZLN 16/25/17;  
 
 ȗ: HSG 10.11C; TPJ 1.1/2/1; 
 
 О: HSG 11.1C; LZ 11.1; HNZ 17.132/177/24, 20/222/12; SJ 130.3319; HS 
62.2723; DDLJ 3.1/23/6; WB 1.7a; 
  
c:  HSG 81.5C; CQFL 3.1/9/18; LH 69/303/21, 73/316/11; HS 21a.980, 56.2502;  
 
ωж: HSG 27.16C; 68.8C; XY 6/11/20; SW 13.3:42, 20.1:64, 74.5.1:241; LS 45.1:386; 
SY 10.31/84/16; HS 75.3172, 80.3313, 99a.4074; TPJ 2.10/10/25, 3.7/24/1, 
3.19/40/3, 3.25/57/10, 3.25/59/18, 3.33/68/20, 3.34//69/16, 3.35/69/27, 4.2/76/8, 
4.6/81/20, 4.8/83/1, 4.15/91/13, 4.16/98/29, 4.16/98/30, 4.16/99/2, 4.16/99/2-3, 
4.17/99/12, 5.3/108/25, 5.3/108/26, 6.8/143/27, 6.8/143/32, 6.20/165/16, 
6.20/165/18, 6.20/165/20, 6.20/165/20, 6.20/165/31, 6.20/166/5, 6.20/166/9, 
6.20/166/28, 6.20/166/31, 6.21/168/2-3, 7.10/183/21, 9/262/9; QHJ 22.387; SJN 
2/6/11, 2/9/16;  
 
жǖ: HSG 53.2C, 63.3C, 71.5C; LH 54/243/14; HS 11.337, 25b.1254, 29.1691, 
45.2168, 51.2368; TPJ 2.2/5/30, 2.3/6/14, 2.6/8/7, 2.10/10/19, 2.14/13/17, 
2.14/13/22, 3.1/16/29, 3.4/20/17, 3.7/24/3, 3.12/30/6, 3.13/30/28, 3.14/32/13, 
3.17/36/22, 3.18/37/20, 3.18/38/9, 3.18/38/11, 3.18/38/12, 3.19/38/32, 3.23/54/11, 
3.28/65/14, 3.32/67/10, 4.5/80/15, 4.15/90/4, 4.15/92/1, 4.16/95/10, 5.2/106/23, 
5.4/110/29, 5.6/114/13, 5.6/114/14, 5.12/118/26, 5.13/119/18, 6.10/146/7, 
6.12/148/19, 6.13/153/7, 6.13/153/10, 6.18/159/3, 6.18/159/5, 7.9/182/28, 
7.39/234/9, 7.39/236/25, 7.43/242/1, 9/258/24, 9/258/27; QHJ 22.387; XE 12, 13, 
16, 16, 21, 21, 23, 44; 
 
ж*: HSG 20.5C, 67.12C, 67.12C; ZZ 12/33/22, 12/33/22, 17/44/19, 33/99/23; XZ 
21/103/19, 21/103/20, 21/103/20, 21/103/22, 21/103/22; LZZG 7.1b, 7.2a; LH 
8/20/13 8/20/19, 24/98/23, 24/99/17, 24/101/1, 24/101/10, 80/347/6; TPJ 2.4/7/9, 
2.13/12/24, 3.16/35/12, 3.16/35/16, 3.16/35/26, 3.16/35/30, 3.16/36/10, 
3.16/36/11, 3.17/36/26, 3.21/48/10, 3.26/63/15, 3.35/69/25, 4.2/74/26, 4.11/85/19, 
4.11/85/22, 4.11/86/3, 4.16/93/12, 5.4/110/16, 5.5/112/11, 6.19/163/14, 
6.19/163/14, 6.19/163/15, 6.19/163/15, 8/247/4, 9/258/23, 9/261/19, 9/261/22, 
9/261/26, 9/261/28; LZZJ 2.15b, 2.16b; QHJ 23.399, 23.399, 28.489; XE 10, 31, 
33, 36, 36, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 46, 46, 46, 46;  
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ĔƷ: HSG 79.3C; HNZ 20/210/14, 20/210/18, 20/211/3, 20/213/12, 20/216/1, 
21/226/17; CQFL 6.4/24/25, 6.4/24/25; SJ 128.3086; LZZG 7.3a, 7.6b, 8.14b, 
8.17a, 9.2b, 9.6a, 10.12a, 10.16b, 11.21a, 12.16a, 13.7a-b, 13.13b, 13.14b, 13.17b, 
13.19b; GZ 21.2/151/31 SY 20.2/173/15, 20.4/173/28/, 20.4/174/1; TXJ 4/2/12; 
YJS 16/47/14, 19/54/2; LH 46/211/19; HS 11.337, 25b.1254, 29.1691, 45.2168, 
51.2368, 56.2498, 60.2664, 60.2671, 68.2964, 72.3063, 72.3071, 72.3093, 
73.3121, 73.3123, 75.3172, 75.3184, 75.3193, 77.3253, 84.3431, 85.3443, 
85.3451, 88.3605, 97b.4008, 98.4017, 98.4020, 98.4033, 99a.4046, 99a.4060, 
99b.4109, 99b.4110, 99b.4119, 99b4119; DDLJ 11.3/69/10; QFL 8/13/11, 
9/14/14, 9/14/14, 9/14/15, 9/14/15, 9/14/15, 9/14/19, 9/14/19,9/14/21, 9/15/1, 
9/15/1, 11/18/25, 11/20/4, 22/43/29, 24/47/1, 35/81/18; TPJ 2.9/9/29, 3.1/15/3, 
3.1/15/8, 3.1/16/3, 3.4/20/17, 3.5/21/14, 3.7/24/7, 3.7/24/8, 3.10/27/14, 3.10/29/4, 
3.12/30/14, 3.14/33/10, 3.15/34/30, 3.16/35/20, 3.16/35/22, 3.18/38/10, 
3.19/39/17, 3.19/39/18, 3.19/40/1, 3.19/40/10, 3.19/40/18, 3.20/41/1, 3.20/42/25, 
3.20/42/28, 3.21/47/16, 3.22/49/7, 3.22/49/8, 3.22/49/8, 3.22/49/12, 3.22/49/25, 
3.23/50/28, 3.22/51/3, 3.23/52/13, 3.23/52/28, 3.23/53/31, 3.23/54/5, 3.23/54/8, 
3.23/54/23, 3.23/54/23, 3.23/55/11, 3.25/56/9, 3.25/57/22, 3.25/57/26, 3.25/58/16, 
3.25/58/16, 3.25/58/16, 3.25/58/17, 3.25/58/18, 3.25/58/19, 3.25/59/11, 
3.25/59/13, 3.25/59/15, 3.26/60/6, 3.26/60/8, 3.26/60/22, 3.26/60/28, 3.26/60/29, 
3.26/61/12, 3.26/63/7, 3.27/65/4, 3.31/66/25, 3.31/66/26, 3.32/67/14, 3.32/67/17, 
3.33/68/16, 3.38/72/1, 3.38/73/3, 3.38/73/7, 3.38/73/24, 3.38/73/29, 4.2/75/10, 
4.2/75/17, 4.2/76/16, 4.2/76/24, 4.2/76/25, 4.10/84/13, 4.11/85/24, 4.11/85/31, 
4.11/86/3, 4.15/90/11, 4.15/91/13, 4.16/93/18, 4.16/98/30, 5.9/115/9, 5.12/118/25, 
5.12/188/30, 6.1/122/25, 6.1/124/13, 6.1/124/15, 6.1/124/27, 6.1/126/19, 
6.3/129/13, 6.3/129/26, 6.5/133/8, 6.5/133/20, 6.6/134/25, 6.6/134/28, 6.6/136/9, 
6.6/136/14, 6.6/136/14, 6.6/138/7, 6.6/138/17, 6.6/139/19, 6.6/139/19, 6.7/141/8, 
6.7/141/9, 6.8/143/11, 6.8/144/9, 6.8/144/21, 6.8/144/31, 6.9/145/5, 6.11/148/7, 
6.18/161/9, 6.18/161/19, 6.18/162/20, 6.20/166/31, 6.21/168/10, 6.21/168/15, 
6.23/170/11, 6.24/172/5, 7.10/184/11, 7.12/187/6, 7.12/187/14, 7.12/190/8, 
7.12/190/24, 7.12/190/29, 7.12/191/3, 7.12/192/16, 7.12/192/25, 7.12/192/29, 
7.13/3/22, 7.15/195/28, 7.15/196/22, 7.15/197/5, 7.15/197/14, 7.15/197/26, 
7.21/204/28, 7.21/205/30, 7.37/232/2, 7.39/234/3, 7.39/235/7, 7.39/235/7, 
7.39/235/7, 7.39/235/9, 7.39/235/20, 7.39/236/11, 7.43/242/4, 8/250/26, 8/252/13, 
9/254/21, 9/255/23, 9/256/14, 10/263/22;    DGHJ 5.5/29/13; QHJ 17.303, 
21.370, 24.415, 26.453, 29.513;  
 
ǭĔ: HSG 57.10C, 69.3C, 72.1C; GY 1.21/13/6; CQZZ B7.3.3/159/28, 
B9.28.8/297/16; XY 1/2/13, 1/3/3, 10/16/17, 11/18/4; HSWZ 8.8/58/13; HGZ 
10/13/26; HNZ 8/64/7; CQFL 5.7/22/16, 10.1/46/15; LJ 9.2/60/1, 9.7/60/22; 
YZS 43/20/1, 43/20/13, 49/23/18; LZZG 9.6a; SW 69.6:200; SY 1.41/10/11, 
18.14/154/16, 20.2/173/15; TXJ 4/2/10; BHT 6/17/15, 8/21/20, 9/22/23, 11/30/26, 
27/53/3, 40/66/29, 40/69/2; LH 26/115/6, 58/258/6; HS 8.254, 9.281, 10.315, 
10.328, 22.1031, 22.1050, 22.1051, 25a.1225, 25b.1253, 25b.1253, 25b.1254, 
25b.1266, 27a.1333, 27ca.1458, 56.2502, 56.2515, 60.2674, 72.3087, 75.3171, 
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75.3179, 85.3450, 85.3463, 86.3507, 93.3736, 98.4029; QFL 7/11/14; TPJ 
3.1/16/30, 3.26/60/24, 3.26/61/4, 3.26/62/10, 3.26/63/4, 4.2/75/9, 4.3/78/3, 
4.16/97/26, 5.15/120/8, 6.26/174/6, 6.32/177/18, 7.12/192/14, 7.15/197/7, 
7.17/199/14, 7.28/214/13, 7.30/217/15, 7.31/218/29, 7.31/219/3, 7.37/229/3, 
9/255/22; DGHJ 2.3/16/6, 5.5/29/13, 23.16/169/26, 24.16/174/7; QHJ 7.97, 
11.174, 13.221, 24.416, 24.416, 24.416, 29.507; SJN 1/1/20, 1/1/20, 3/10/20, 
4/13/10, 4/13/10; KZJY 6.2/8/5, 32/56/17; 
 
̥þ: HSG 20.22C; TXJ 89/68/24; HS 100a.4225; 
 
Δ̥: HSG 23.5C; ZZ 13/35/17; LSCQ 17.2/101/4; HDSJ 53; HGZ 66/5/21; HNZ 
7/57/8, 15/150/28; SJ 128.3228; LZZG 13.7b; SY 16.24/125/9; BHT 7/18/11; 
QFL 32B/67/24, 33A/68/22;  
 
ʕϿ: HSG 41.17C; CQFL 7.3/29/18; LZZG 8.9b; LH 23/90/12, 64/284/7, 81/351/20, 
81/351/28, 82/355/17; HS 22.1075; DDLJ 8.1/46/17; QFL 15/28/17; TPJ 
3.20/40/27, 5.1/103/3, 6.11/148/6, 6.12/148/6, 6.17/157/2, 6.18/160/12, 
7.19/202/10, 7.39/235/21; ZLN 2/2/12, 2/2/12, 2/2/15; KZJY 21/41/17; 
 
Ȧ˲Đќ: HSG 74.6C; XY 1/1/5; HNZ 8/64/8, 9/67/18; CQFL 13.2/58/23; SJ 
128.3232, 130.3290; YTL 9.6/67/31; YZS 29/13/3, 51/25/4; LZZG 8.13b, 9.9b, 
10.8a, 13.1b; LS 44.1:384; YJS 4/14/20; BHT 9/23/4; LH 10/27/14; HS 62.2711; 
 
Ѫҏ:  HSG 61.3C; HS 27ba.1400, 27ba.1400, 27bb.1412, 27bb.1430, 27cb.1518, 
75.3153, 76.3217; DGHJ 13.11/86/28; 
 
ɾҏ: HSG 41.8C; GY 1.27/18/7; XZ 5/17/23; LSCQ 8.1/38/1; HNZ 5/43/24, 
21/224/28; LJ 6.74/45/19, 19.13/101/11; CQFL 1.2/5/10, 10.1/46/21; SJ 24.1211; 
SW 76.1:245, 76.1:245, 76.2:245, 76.2:246, 76.2:246, 77.1:247, 77.2:247, 
78.1:250; LH 37/179/17, 50/225/4, 56/249/28, 68/300/25; HS 4.132, 21.985, 
36.1831, 36.1950; SY 19.39/170/24; TPJ 3.27/64/19, 5.2/107/13, 6.24/172/8; 
DGHJ 1.1/9/4; ZLN 11/16/3; 
 
͙Ņ:  HSG 10.9C; HNZ 3/19/20, 3/21/5, 3/21/7; SJ 27.1289, 27.1290, 27.1350; LH 
23/90/8; HS 8.274, 10.304, 26.1274, 26.1274, 26.1305, 26.1307, 26.1308, 
26.1308, 26.1309, 26.1309, 27cb.1518, 36.1947, 75.3179, 87a.3528, 87a.3535, 
97b.3979; TPJ 3.14/32/26, 4.11/85/30; LZZJ 2.1a; QHJ 27.471; 
 
ȒɊ:  HSG 74.6C; HNZ 3/23/1; SJ 27.1297; HS 26.1276, 26.2188; 
 
ˈѠ: HSG 13.10C, 43.2C; LZ 43.2; XY 7/12/2; HNZ 7/58/1, 7/58/2, 12/117/9; LJ 
12.14/78/7; CQFL 17.382/9; YTL 3.2/18/24; TXJ 26/18/21, 26/18/21, 35/24/21, 
35/24/23, 35/24/23, 76/54/22, 76/54/22, 81/58/13, 81/58/13; FY 5/11/12; TPJ 
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3.16/36/5, 7.1/178/24, 7.17/199/23, 7.32/220/19, 7.39/234/2, 7.42/240/25; LZZG 
7.9b, 8.7a, 8.7b, 8.11a, 10.20b, 12.6b; LS 3.1:272; SY 2.1/12/8; HS 59.2649, 
64b.2831, 100a.4205; WB 43.2B; 
 
̳ʂ: HSG 1.11C, 1.12C; LZZG 7.10a; SW 19.3:62, 29.2.1:90; LS 56.1:412; BHT 
30/56/9, 30/56/27, 30/56/27; LH 4/9/20, 4/9/23, 4/10/1, 4/10/1, 4/10/5, 6/14/1, 
6/14/23, 7//16/17, 7/18/4, 8/21/17, 11/33/6, 12/34/22, 14/39/27, 15/44/26, 
54/241/23, 54/241/24, 56/248/14, 57/254/1, 72/312/12, 74/318/5, 83/359/22; QFL 
36/88/4; TPJ 7.12/187/21; 
 
Îʂ:  HSG 1.5C; HNZ 3/18/28, 3/18/29; XX 11.2365/5; DDLJ 5.5/35/5, 5.5/35/6; TPJ 
4.3/78/4;  
 
Òʂ:  HSG 1.6C; HNZ 3/18/29, 3/18/29, 8/64/7; LH 31/147/24, 31/147/24, 49/221/3, 
49/221/23, 65/291/7, 65/291/7, 68/301/23; HS 64b.2831, 72.3075; DDLJ 
5.5/35/5, 5.5/35/6; QHJ 13.227; ZLN 21/31/9; 
 
Ž:  HSG 1.5C; SW 70.1.3:203;  
 
ŽÌ:  HSG 1.7C, 10.2C; CC 8/21/25; 
 
Ž:  HSG 1.7C; HS 22.1031, 24b.1180, 56.2502;  
 
˦̓:  HSG 39.10C; HFZ 19/32/4; YJS 7/23/27; LH 3/8/19, 43/201/13; HS 99a.4053; 
QFL 28/52/29, 28/53/27; TPJ 4.14/89/12, 6.19/163/21, 7.14/194/15, 7.14/194/29, 
7.37/228/24, 7.37/229/17, 7.37/229/18, 7.37/229/24, 7.37/230/17, 7.37/230/19, 
7.37/230/20; 
 
:Ɩ: HSG 39.10C; TPJ 4.14/89/14, 4.14/89/15, 6.19/163/21, 7.37/227/3, 7.37/228/24, 
7.37/229/15, 7.39/234/11, 9/261/11, 9/261/17;    
 
Ġ̦: HSG 58.10C; XZ 5/17/10, 9/40/9; ZL 3.48/45/10, 3.60/47/9, 3.60/47/9, 3.60/47/10; 
HNZ10/91/23; LJ 19.25/102/30; SJ 128.3235; YTL 9.6/67/12; YJS 5/17/30, 
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